
Fuf^on^ (Non Admin A Centrot) RVTM

8FR3: NOIshall^ccoptaTenprintFingvrprintldffnUfication $«ftrf;h raqu9>C from an Authorized ConttHbuti^r in accor4«no« witfi thv lalMt FBTS v9rslon.

BIO FEAT24' The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO.FEAT28; The solution shall automatically identify whether an image is a flat print,

BIO FEAT27. The solution shall automatically Idenlify whether an image is a rolled print.

Bi0.fEATl21: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BtO.FEAT122; The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary

Bl0.fEAT123: The solution shaJi enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

The solution shall employ biorrretric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Le. the ANSI National Standard for

BIO F£AT12d; Information Systems Data Format for the Interchange of Firvgerprint, Facial, and Other Biorrteiric Information, ANSiyNrST>ITl>1'200?.

The solution shall be able lo perform one~lo>many searches when less than 1 Q prints ate available and cannot be captured due to amputation or Inability to be
BIO.FEAT170: printed.

BIO FEAT194: The sdulion shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR1: NCI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identircation Search requests.

LEG UR1; IM^IS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

8FR4; NGI Shall accept a Tenprint Firfgerpilrtt Identircation Search request hxim an Auttioriaed External System {e.g.. IDERT} in accordance with the latest EBTS vemiofi.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept Iransactfons electronically.

BiO.FEAT2b: The solution shall be able lo accept biographic and bfometric informabon from external biometric systems.

BiO.FEAT2d: The aoiution shall aulomaflcally identify whether an image Is a flat print.

BIO.FEAT27: The solution shall automaltcaJly identify whether an image is a rolled print.

The solutior^ shah make available for display biometilcally-linked information on a known individual to a POE officer at Primary. This information shall include:

a. Digital facial photograph associated with document pres^ted b. Cunently captured minimum biographic information - First Name, Last Name, Dale of Birth,

Gender, Associaied Identity Document Number. Document Issuing Authority, Document Type c Any existing information currently displayed for an officer at

6fO.FGAT&3. Primary, including (DENT watchlist Information d An indication of criminai history

BIO.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictiortary

BIO.FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free'form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictrortary.

BIO FEAT123: The solution shell enable the user lo enter le3d compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

0IO.FEAT129: Standard for information Systems — Data Formal for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, arid Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST-ITL-1-20Q7.

6IO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFkS and lOENT data through the solution.

BIO FEAT144 User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have aocess to both lOENT and lAFiS data through the solution.

For non-^minal justice purposes, a biomelrrc verification of a positive identification must be performed by tfie FBI or a Slate ldentifk»tlor) Bureau (SIB) pnor to

BIO FEAT165 the release of CNRt.

The solution shall be able to perform one'lo-many searches wh^ less Ihen 10 prrits are available and cannot be captured due to amputaticn or tnability to be
B.OFEAT1TO:
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BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS oornpliant data exchange

As newlingefprints are provided to the enterprise, the solufion shall query the databases ^IDENT and lAFIS) to identify wheiherthls person has been seen
BIOFEAT225: before.

BIO.F&AT246: The soMJon shall have the ability to perform a biometric search for lAFIS records for ao individual whose prints have been modified.

BIO.F&AT340; The solution shall provide nollficatlon of ali newly enrolled In-scope ID£NT records, to include biometrics and identifiers to the lAFiS.

6IO.FEAT39d: The solution shall erieble the user to submit date fo both IDENT and lAFlS in a slrigle transaction.

SIJR4: NGI shall support a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search from an Authorized External System (e.g., iOENT) against designated NGJ mpoaifories.

SORt; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint tdentfficdlion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAPlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificallon Search requests.

NGJ shall accept an external syetem link Identifier and biographic data from an ExtemaJ System (e g., IDENT) as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

SFR7: request

6lO.FEAT2$: The solution shall be able to accept biographic sod biometric information from external biometric systems.

The solution shall always associate any updated information {biometnice. biographies, source of biographical information, individuars role, criminal history, civil

BIO.FEAT6d: background history) to the enumerator, FNU, an<i/or CRN of that individual.

The solution shall always associate any updated Information (biometrics, biographies, source of biographical information, criminal history) to the enumeralor

BIO.FEAT27dr andfor FNU of that individual.

SUR4: NGI shall support a Tenprint Flr>gerprint Identiflcalion Search from an Authorized External System (e.g.. IDENT) against designated NGI repositories.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Flrrgerprint Idenllficatlon Search requests.

tEG.URI; lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdertUflcaUon Search requests.

SFR8: NGi shall allow an Authorlud FBI Service Provider to submit a Tenprlrit Fingerprint Identlflcstlori Search request.

LEG.FR2r iAFiS ^all allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submits Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SURi: NGI shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search requeaia.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR9: NGI shall accept flat fingsrprint data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint fdsnUAcation Search request.

BIO.FEAT2$; The solution shall be able to accept biesgraphic and biometric infonnation from external biometric systems.

SIO.FEAT2S: The solution shall aufomaticaHy idenlify whether an Image is a flat print.

8IO.FEAT1B6; The sc^uUon shall have^e ability to match fiat prints with flat prints stored in rh'Seope systems.

BIO.FEAT195: The solution shall have the ability to match flat prints with rolled prints stored In in>sccpe systems.

5IO.FEAT198: The solution shall have the ability to match fiat prints with latent prints stored in in ecope systems.

IAFI$ shall have a seamless interface between AFIS systems for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and FBI to ensure complete Interoperability

STRQ18: between the respective systems.

STRQ640: lAFiS will be interoperable with IDENT and LlS-VlSlT so that latent searches can be performed on their databases.

STRQ945' IAFIS Shall support interoperabilily with DH&.

STRQ9S6: IAFIS shall support irrtenoperabiflty with Df-JS.

STRQ966: IAFIS shall support IrteroperahiUty with DHS.
STRQ332 IAFIS shell aliovbr for the ability to store plain (flat) Impressions.

STRQ331 : IAFIS shall allow for (he ability to slore plain (flat) impressions and provide the ability to search them.

STRQ333: l,AFIS shall allow for the ability to search plaine (flat) impressions.

STRQ331: IAFiS shall allow for the ability to store plain {flat) impressions and provide foe at^lity to search them

NGI-1369
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lAFtS shall standardize the values for the make, rrxdel. and serial number of these EFTS fields to allow for automated processing based on the values of these

STR0396: fields.

5TR0315: Feature extraction software for fingerprints shali be tailored to the particular Livescan model used to capture fingerprints.

lAFIS shall be able to search the National Security Interest File for parsons such as military detainees or intelligence officers who may not have a crimirtal

STRQ455: history,

The system shall process transaclions designed specifically for rtational security purposos with special priorities end treabnent of datd for

STKQ130: subjects who are from ger>erel population.

STROd02r lAFlS wilt have an interface to the DoD NaU(»%al Secunty Interest File.

STRQG01: lAFlS will have an interface to the DoD National Security Interest File.

STRQ&59; iAFIS ehall provide the capability to process less than a full set of Type-I^ fingerprint images.

STRQ101d: IAFIS shall allow less than a full set of fingerprints for enrollment.

8TRO$94; IAFIS shall ensure all fingerprir^ images are cnmpat^le ar>d interoperable with N*DEx projecls.

STROS9d: IAFIS shall ensure all fingerprirtt Images and mug shot ^otos are compatible and interoperable with N^DEx projects.

STRQ1 142: IAFIS shall ensure all fir>gerprht images and mug shot photos are compatible end interoperable with N-QEx pn^ecte.

STRQ5d$: IAFIS shall ensure ad mug shot photos ere competibfe end ir^Tercperable with N>DEx projects.

STRQS93: IAFIS shall ensure all fir>gerpnnt images and mug shot photos are compatible and interoperable with N-OEx projects.

STRQ1 142: IAFIS shall ensure all fingerprint images and mug shot photos are compatible and interoperable with N-DEx projects.

SUR9: NGI shall enroll flr>gerprtnts Into designated repositories as part of Ter^print Fingerpiir^t Identification Searches.

SUR1: NG1 shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenphnt Firigerprint iderttificetion Search requests.

SFRIQ: NOI shall accept rolled fingerprint data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint tdendficaUon Search request

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biofT»eiric Information from external biometric systems.

BIO.FEAT27: The solubOTk Shall automatically Identify whether an image Is a rollod print.

BIO.FEAT 167: The solution shall have the ability to match rolled prints with rolled prints stored in in-scope systems.

810 FeAT197: The solution shall have the ability to match rolled prints with fiat prints stored in in-acope systems.

BIO.FEAT198: The solution shall have the ability to match rolled prints with latent prints stored In In-scope systems.

(APIS shall accept rolled fingerprint data From an Authorized Contributor as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request In accordance with the

LEG.FR1: latest EBTS verson.

SUR9. NGI shall enroll fingerprints into designated repositohes as part of Tenprint Fingerprint ldentiftcetk>n Searches.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fir>garprint Identification Searct> requests

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR11 : NO) ehedt require a retention statue irtdlcatorae pert of a Tenprint Fingerprirtl IdenUflcaUon Search request
LEG.FR3: IAFIS shall require a retention status Indicator a$ part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Flr^garprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall Support TenpriiM Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR12: NOI ehali require a deeigneyon of the repoeHoryjlee) Into which biometric data should be enrolled as part of a TMprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search request
BIO FEAT2S: The solution shell be able to accept biographic and biometric informsiion from extennaJ biometric systems.

STRQ131 : lAFJS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: IAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQgg?: IAFIS shell make mllilary fingerprint records access^ for search,

STRQ603: lAFiS shall provide access to the Interpol system in Lyon for exchanging ten-prints,
o/U
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STf<QQ02: lAFlS £tiall provide accesd to ttie Interpol system in Lyon for excfiang^ ton-prints aoct latent prints.

STRQ604; IAF|5 shall provide access to the Interpol system in Lyon for exchanging latent prints.

STRQ602: lAFIS shall provldo access to the Interpol system In Lyon for exchanging ten-prints and latent prints

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenpnnl Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEO.URl : lAFlS shall support Tenphnt Fingerprint Identificatfon Search requests.

NG! shall accept a designation of the NGI repOBitory(ies) against which fingerprint data should be searched as part of e 7er>prlnt Fingerprint iderttification Search
SFRIS: request

BIO,FEATl43: User groups currently accessing lAFJS Shall have access to Poei I^IS and IDENT data through &ie solution.

BIO.FEAT169: The solution shell allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

STRQ993: lAFlS shall make mHitary fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shan make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ9d8: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search

STRQ995t lAPtS shs^ make iCE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS Shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accossible for search

SUR2: NGI shall support Tenpnnt Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated NGI repostlories.

STR092d; lAFlS shall perform 100% fingerprint matching to reduce mls-idents.

lAFIS Shall ensure that all CHRs matching a sut^ect's fingerprints (e.g.. belonging to an Iridivldual maintaining multiple

STRQ693: IdenUties/CHRs and which may not be returned as candidates via the Name Search) are returned in the candidate lisUng for FiC

5TRQ967: lAFIS shall allow a feeLore search to be performed for alt ten-print submissions.

STRQ1073: lAFJS Shall match each ten print submission against all records.

lAFfS shall allow flexible ‘cafeteria-styFe searches" that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate bromalric and the appropriate

STRQ650‘ search criteha.

I APIS shall provide the option to select the database to search, including the Criminal, Civil, SLC. and £TIS flies In a single

STRQ264: submission.

lAFIS shall provide the option to select the database to search, Including the Crlmindl, Civil, SLC, and ETIS tiles in a

STRQ263; single submission.

STRQ26d: lAFiS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each fiJe in a single submission

$TRQ2$7: IAFI$ shall provide the capat^lity to specify trie appropriate search critena for each file In a single submission.

STRQ78&: lAPIS Shall provide the ability to run/query distinctive parts of the database.

STRQ7S4: lAFIS shall provide the ability to run/query distinctive pads of the database.

STRQ817: lAFlS shall allow a user to select^ type of search iri tie si4>mission of ^e query of lAFlS or lOENT in lAFlS.

STRQd32: lAFIS shall provide all biumelrioally verified Infonmalicn in a single response.

STRQ842: lAFlS shall provide a "cafeteria style" search capabUJty to choose the population, biometric, end demographic criteria

STRQ841 : lAFIS shall provide a "cafeteria style" search capability to choose the population, biometric, and demographic criteria.

APIS shall allow flexible 'cafeteria-style searches" that provide for tha selection of the population, the appropriate biomotric end
STRQ936^ the appropriate search criteria.

lAFIS Shall allow flexible "cafeteria-style searches' that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate

STRQ935; biometric and the appropriate search criteria. NGI“137
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5TRQ948: lAFlS shall provide 'cafeteria style" search which allows the data sector and search parameters to be selected.

lAFIS shall allow flexible "cafeLeria-style searches* that provide for the selection of^e population, the appropriate biomebic and
STRQ96C: the appropriate search crrteria.

SURt: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: l,AFIS shall support Tenprint FIrtgorpjint IdentiRcation Search requests.

NGl shall accept a designation of the external reposltory(les} (a.g., ID£NT) against which fingerprint data should be searched as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint

SFR14: identIfIcaUon Search request.

BIO.FEAT143; User groups ourrentty accessing lAFlS shell have access to both lAFIS and IDENT data dirough solution

BIO.FEATi46: The solution shall allow a user to select Type of search in the submission of the query of lAFfS or IDENT and lAFlS.

8IO.FEAT189: The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

8IO.FEAT302: The solution shall provide a "cafeteria style" search capability to choose the population. t»ometric. and demo^phic criteria.

8lO.FEAT3d6: The 84^ution shall enable the user (o submit data to both iOENT arxi lAFlS in a single transaction.

$UR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against de^gnated external repositories (e.g ,
IDENT).

SUR1: NGl Shalt support Tenprint Fingerprint identificaUon Search requesls.

LEG.URl' lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR1S: NGl shall accept an Indicator on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search that apaciflee wrhich dissemination tier to apply to a RISC enrolled Identity.

BIO.fEATf49: The solution shall allow a reoord/oycle owner to select silent hit for RapBack notification when a record/cycle is retained.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Firrgorprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: jAFiS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Ideniificaiion Search requests.

SFR16: KGI ahall accept a deeignatior of IraneactJon priority by which the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request should be performed.

The solution shall handle biometric queries (for identification purposes) from international, federal, state, and local law enforcement and non-crimln^l justice

0IO.F6ATt76: agencies as "medium-priority" requests.

The solution shall handle btometrlc queries from international, federal, state, and local law enforcement and non-criminal Justice agencies as "low-priority"

0IO.FEAT177: requests.

The solution shall harxJle biometric queries (for the purpose of identity establish mentAerificeticn} from Intematlonei, federal, stale and local (aw enforcement as

BIO.FEAT303: 'high priority" requesls.

$TRQ297: IAFI$ shall have the ability to set a higher priority on civil submissions during times of olher unique situations (such as hurricanes).

lAFlS shall have the ability to set a higher priority on civil submissions during limes of national security alerts or olher unique situations (such as
STRQ295r hurricanes).

STRQS44! lAFIS Shall provide an option to specify a priority for critical civil searches.

SUR7: NGl shall support prioritized Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Ses^ch requesls.

LEG.URI 1 lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR17: NGl shall accept supplemental fingerprint and paimprint Information as part of a Tenprint FI ngerprtnt Identification Search request.

StJR17: NGI shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprint Information as part of a Tenprlr^t Fingerprint identification Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prirkts shall be Type 14 arid 15.

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requetis.

NGI-1372
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$FR16: NGl shaH accapt photo input from an Authorized Contributor aa part of a Tonprlnt Fingerprint ldantl6catfon Search requaet.

LEG.FR4: tAFIS fihad accept a photo set as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

STRQ20: IPS shell include a new photo type for Drivers License (DL) photos.

STRQ47: IPS shall process an EFTS transaction that contains as rrvany as S facial poses (frontal, left and right three-quarter views, left and right profiles).

STRQ117: lAFtS shall establish a standard fonnat for submittir^g photos.

3TRQ1150: The FBI shall seta etandsTtJ for sending in photos and define the required quality needed in ser^ding them.

STRQ403: The MGI solution will be based on open standards

STRQ468: A photo message of 'DATE PHOTO TAKEN'* shall be appended to the photo.

The iAFiS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports (he submission of Images usirtg Type>lQ records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity vehfication. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the IPS using only (he

submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, than a photo message of ?DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be apperrded to the photo. If the

$TRQl1b8' date was not suppUed, Iheri the date^e record was submitted shall be used with the rrMssage ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ47Q: IAFIS Shall accept submission of photos other than facial such as SMT photos.

The IAFIS IPS shall accept submission of photos other thari facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The lAFlS IPS shall allow aoarchlng of

STR011&9: the records for the S, M. or T values.

STRQ595: IAFIS shall ensure all mug shot photos are compatible and interoperable with N-DEx projects.

STRQ5931 IAFIS shall ensure all fii>gerpiint images and rYtug shot photos are compatible and interoperable with N^DEx projects.

STRQ1142: IAFIS shall ensure all fir>gerphnt images and rmjg shot phoios are compatible and inieroperable with N-DEx projects.

STRQ750; IAFIS shall establish a standard for submitting photos.

STRQ1167: IAFIS Shall have a standards for photo submissions. These standards indude a validation process wilh feedback to users.

STRQ790: IAFIS shall collect photos that adhere to ANSifNiST standards.

STRQflOT: The IPS System must adopt a facial rocognitiorY standard.

STRQ941: IAFIS shall have facial photo standards to support facial recognition.

STRQ077: lAFlS shall ensure that the SMT photos are ^prophately and consislontly tagged, to facilitate the search and conVol of the files.

STRQ10d7: IAFIS shall store Image capture characteristics.

STR01137: IPS shall include a OL photo repository

STRQ1 161 : IPS shall Include a OL photo repository and bulk submission of DL photos with FNU.

SUR12: NGl shall enroll phoios as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

$TRQ473: The IAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos with an arrest record.

STRQ478: The IAFIS IPS shall process Civil TOTs modified to allow submission of photos.

STRQ479: IAFIS shall accept civlf submissions with photos. IAFIS shall retain civil photos If requested

STRQ694: IAFIS shall accept photos associated with applicant firrgsrpnnls.

STRQ696: IAFIS shall support the aubmlssic^ of fingerprints witi^ phoios for dvil TOTs.

The IAFIS IPS Shall process Civil TOTs for submission of photos (FANC, FAUF, NFUF, MAP, FNCC. FUFC* MAPC. NFFC. and
STRQ1 161 r NFDP). Photos shall be retained if requesledi and attached to the civil record using the Civil Record Number.

5TRQ887: IAFIS shall allow the civil TOT's FNDR and NNDR lo allow submission of photos.

STRO1140: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos with an amest record.

3UR1: NGJ shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search repuasts.

LEG.UR1: IAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests. NGI-1373
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SFR19: NGI shaO allow photo Inpgt frotn an Authorlzod fBl Sarvico Providar aa part of a Tanprlnt FlngarpPnt Identification SaarcA requaat
SUR1?: NQI ahali enroll photon aa partof a Tenprint Ffi>gerphrt Idenlificaton Search.

$TRCM73: The lAFlS IPS ahsll allow submisaion of SMT photoa with an arrest record.

STRQ478: The lAFIS IPS ahall process Civil TQTa rr^odifiad lo allow SL^)miadlon photos.

STRQ479: lAFIS shall accept civil submissions with photos. iAFiS shaii retain civii photos if requested.

STRQ694: IAFIS shaJI accept photos associated with applicant fingarponts

STR0696r IAFIS shall support the submission of fingerprints with photos for civii TOTs.

The IAFIS IPS shall process Civit TOTs for submission of photos (fANC. FAUF, NFUF. MAP, FNCC, FUFC, MAPC.NFFC. arwj

STR01 161 : NFOP). Photos shall be retained if requested, and attached to the civii record using the Civil Record Number
STRQ887; IAFIS shall allow the civil TOT's FNOR and NNDR to allow submission of photos

STRQ1 140: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos with an arrest record.

SURl: NGi ^all support Tenpn'nt Fingerprirt identiftcation Search requests

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenpnnt Fir>9erprint Identjflcatioo Search requests.

SFR20: MGt shall accept a rnuitl-laval SMT photo descriptor field as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

STRQ?36: Descriptors for Scars. Marks and Tattoo shall be given using normal English words.

IPS shall provide a muHipIo level method for searchir>g SMTs. The first level shall indicate the location. The second leveJ shall be a set of specific, pre-darmed.

STRQ308: general categories. The tiiird level shall be a text field providing more specific info.

STR0667: IPS shall provide text based search on SMTs.

STR07S2: IAFIS shall have the capability to search on descriptors for SMTs.
STRQ403: The NGi solution will be based on open standards

STRQ7SQ; IAFIS shall establish a standard for submjtbng photos.

STRQ1 1 67: IAFIS shall have a standards for photo submissions. These standards indude a validation process with feedback to users.

STRQd70: The descriptors for searches on Scars. Marks and Taftoos (SMTs) shall be more specific than the standard SMT values used currently.

SUR12: NGI shall enroll photos as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STR0473; The IAFIS IPS Shall allow submission of SMT photos wHh an arrest record.

STRQ478: The IAFIS IPS shall process Civil TOTs modified to aNow submission of photos.

STRQ479: IAFIS Shall accept civil submissions with photos. IAFIS shall retain civU photos If requested.

STR(^6d4: (APIS shall accept photos associated with applicant fingerprints.

STRQ696: IAFIS shall support ^e submission of fingerprints with photos tor civilTOTs

The lAFlS IPS shall process Civil TOTs for submission of photos (FANC, FAUF, NFUF, MAP, FNCC, FUFC, MAPC, NFFC, and
STRQ1161

:
NFOP) Photos shall be retained if requested, and attached to the dvli record using the Civil Record Number.

STRQd67: IAFIS shall allow the civil TOT's FNDR and NNDR to allow submisslori of photos.

STRO1140: IPS shaH allow submission of DL photos with an arrest record.

SUR1 : NGi shall support Ter^rint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcatlork Search requests.

8FR21: NGI shall accept an indicator on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requeet that apeciflee If a photo should be Included with the fingerprint eearch rasponae.

BfO.F£AT146: The solution shall ellovv the user to select whether toey receive facial imagas/n>ug shots in the response.

SUR28: NGI shall provide a photo with the Tenprint Fingerprint Identlflcetion Search response, when requested

STRQ77: The federal rap sheet shall provide the capability tq include the mug shot when available. NGI~1374
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STRQ303: IPS shall have the ability to relum the mug shol with the 5RE response.

IPS shall have the ability to return the mug shot with^ SRE response. As an opUon. lAPiS shall return up to some nunr^bercf

STRQ1155; mog shots.

STR0319: IPS shall provide the capability to return photos with^ RAP sheet when returning a reeponea to a successful search.

STRQ1096: lAPlS shall support fast id requirements by accepting two-finger slap fingerprints arxt returning the latest mug shot photograph and the PNU.

5UR23: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Iden^fecsUion Sesut;h request

LEG.JR41 lAFIS shall provide an appro^^ate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Idertiftcalion Search request.

SURl : NG( shall support Tenprint Firrgerprirl Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR22: NOI shall accept an indicator ort a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request of the 1DEMT system that an lAQ be requested of the L£8C.
BIO.FEAT366: The solution shall allow the user to designate if a biometric maich within IDEMT will return a response from the LESC.

BIO.FEAT374: The solution shall provide the capability lo access immigration data response information based on the unique identifier provided for shared fingerprint images.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificaljon Searches aga^t designated evtemal rspoejtor>es(e.g., IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Ter^print Fingerprint Identificalion Search requests.

LEG.LIR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenfificatiort Search requests.

NGI shall accept ea part of a Tanpiint Fingerprint IdentHIcatlon Search from an External System (a.g., IDENT) an Indication of whether or not NGI should establish a

8FR23: link when the eear<^ reeutte )r> a poeiUva Identificetton.

BIO.FEAT309: The solution shall allow the biometrics of DHS sensitive Information to be searched against lAFIS without retention.

BIO.FEAT340: The solution shall provide notification of all newiy enrolled in-scope IDENT records, to irtclude biometrics and identifiers to the lAFIS.

SUR1S: NGI shall support the linkir>g of NGI and External System (e.g., IDENTj records as part of a search.

eiO FEAT2a9: The solution shall associate biometilcally n^atched records that are found in both IDENT and lAFiS.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tertprim Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g.. IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint Identlflcotjon Search requests

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall sufi^ori Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

NG) shall support a Tenprint FIrvgerprint Identificaljon Search fi’oman Authorized External System (e.g ,
IDENT) egairtst designated NGI

$UR4; repositories

SIIRI: NGI shall support TenprinI Fingerprint idenbficatlori Search requests.

LEO UR1. IAF15 shell support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

8FR24: NGI ehatl accept paJmprfntln\aga*from an Authorized C^tfibutM* ae part of a Tenprint Flngerprlr^t Idanttffcatlon Search raquaat.

LEG.FRb89: lAFlS shall accept palm print images as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request from an Authorized Gontribulor.

STRQ6: The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 1 4 or 15 records may hold both palm and rrwjor case prints.

STRQ24: NPRS Shall support Major Case Prints, standard submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 6 X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall su;^>ort Major Case Printe, ^andard and bulk submiesiort of digital (Livescan) prints on 8 !4 X 9 cards.

STRQIEO: lAFiS shall provide tho ability to Search and submit the latent prints In a single request

STRQ270: Standard palm print enrgllitwnt submission shall comply with the standard IA| palm print card coflecUon.

STRQ3Q0: The NPPS shall have a starvdard for collecting p^m prints.
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STRa299: The NPPS shall have a startdard fof collecting palm prints and major case prinia.

$TftQ301 The NPPS «hall have a standard for collecting major c^se prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS shall have a standard for collecting palm prints ar>d major case prints.

STRQ316: lAFlS shall allow palm print image quality of 500 or iOOOppi.

STRQ1: AFIT and NPPS ahall support 500 and 1000 ppi.

STR0199: lAFlS shall provide (rKreased resolution of 1000 ppi for starxtard palm prints.

STROZ02: lAFlS shall provide the ability to store and process standard palm prints at a IOOOppi.

STRQ255: 1APIS shall set a minimum of 1000 ppi for submission of patm print latent prints for type-1 3 records

STR0565: lAFlS shall allow fingerprint and palm submission using IOOOppi

STRQl 143: AFIT artd NPPS shall support 500 and 1000 ppi.

STRQ403: The NGI aoluhon will be based on open standards

STRQ556: IAF1S shall require a fingerprint to be submitted with a lower palm print submission

$TRQ$67: lAFiS shai accept rnajor case and full palm print {lower fingers, sides, and upper palm)

$tRQ599: 1AFI5 shall allow the capture of all friction ridge details.

$TRQ5Sa: lAFlS shall allow the capture and storage of all friction ridge details.

lAFiS shall require both a paJm print record and ten-print record are to be part of the standard for booking process. The FBI shoijid always receive the palm

STRQ746: print record and the ten- print record together.

STRQ1106: lAFIS shall segment the palm print database by palm regions.

SUR13: NGI shall enroll palmpririts as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint fdentificetion Search.

NGI shall forward a response from an External System (e.g., IDENT) to the Authorized Contributor. Independent from the NGI response, as a
SFT?732: result of an External Latent Print Feature InvestigatJon ^arch request.

SURfi7: NGI shall support Latent Inveshgation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO.FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

3UR7G: NGI ahall support Latent Prlnl Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent image Search Request

The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates

STRQ82: for high priority cases.

NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches tor major
$TRQ329: crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-

STRQS3d: defined.

STRQl 11: Latent palm print services shall be integrated vwlh, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQUb: Latent pahi print services shaB provide the sarre sewices as latent Hugerprint servioee provided

cunently: sppllceble hardware, software, training and documentatfon shall be provided

lAFIS shall allow aHernative means to Identify irvlividuals wipiout fingerprints, such as badly injured

3TRQ22d: hands or fingers, missing hands or Ungers, etc.

lAFiS shall alkww alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as
STRQ224: badly Injured hands or fir>9ers, missing hands or fingers, etc,
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STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prir>ts frorrt a Federal

data repository in supporting Federal and State law enforceirvent agencies. The npps
shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically

submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSl/NiST standards and Kiture

Electron'fc Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions, The NPPS shaB

have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm
print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall

populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

STRQ1163: EnfOllmenKBPPE).

$TRQS31 The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with Ihe capability to search both

The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the ca|>abirity

to search both known and unkrK^wn candidate repositories, generate queries, create

linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of

crimkr^al Investigatioos. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenliftcation

capabilities simitar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon
STRQ1 164: submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

STRQ536: minutia marker and enter case Information.

The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners

and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent

Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter

STRQl 1 6S' case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRO$57: IAFI$ shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9dO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQl 33: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS nepositcrles.

lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for

STRQ284: ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

lAFlS shall not require the Ideritificetion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions lor major

STRQ1090: crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print

NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The
STRQ4: Type 14 or fS records may hold both palm and majorcase prirtts

STRQ32a: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against spectBc areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions NGI-1377
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IAPIS require Identificelion of pei/ri region to search fof peirn print $ubrrtis5ior>$ for

STRQ 1 06&: non-nr»aior crimee

,

STRQ1102: (APIS shall provide the ability to search falenl palm prints agunst a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: (APIS shall allcw palm print submissions for major ciimes to have higher priority.

SUR71': NGl shall suppoTl Latent Print Feature Investigatiori Searches.

LEG.UR21: (APIS shall supped Latent Feature Se^ch requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: 1AFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request

The 1/^15 transaction latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates

STRQ82: for high priority cases.

NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major

STRQ32d: ciimes. or events, to be increased dynamicalty.

1AFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user*

STRQSdd: defined.

STRQ11 1
: uaterit peim pnni services snail be integrates wlih, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services piovided

currently: applicable hardware, software, irainmg and documentation shall be provided

Latent palm print servic&s shall provide Ihe same services as latent fingerprint services

provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentabon shall be
STR0110: prodded

IAPIS shall allow fdtemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injufed

STRQ226: hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

lAFlS shall allow aiternative means to Identify individuals vhthout fmgerprirtts. such as

STRQ224: badly injured har>ds or fir>gers. missing hands or fr^gers, ale.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

The NPPS sh^l allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prir^ts from a Fedensi

data repository irt supporting Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS
shall be a fully automated segment vMiNn lAFIS The NPPS shall accept elecfronicaly

submitled palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future

Etectwilc Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall

have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a patm

print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall

populate 8 r>ew Palm Print R^jository (PPR), arxS also develop a Bulk Palm Print

STRQ1 1 63: Enrolfrront (BPPE),

The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with rhe capability to search both

known and unknown candidate reposHorieSr generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches

STRQ 531
: Of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations
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The NPPS shall provide a system to internal ar»d extemal customers with the capability

to search both known and ur^tcnown candidate repositories, generate queries, create

linkages, ar>d perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of

criminal invesUgations. The NPPS shaN provide enrollment and tdentlhcation

capabilities similar to what is currenQy available via tervprinl. The NPPS. upon
STRQ1 164: submission of a palm phnt, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

Latent Examiners shah have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images. ad|usl

STR0536; minutia marker and enter case information.

The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by laterit examiners

and services for unsolved latent paErn prints. Latent Examiners shall Have 9 Latent

Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter

STRQ1165; case information.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areeis of a palm print.

STRQ557- iAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO9B0: The system shall search palm prints.

5TRQ133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the IAFIS repositories.

IAPIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what la available for

STRQ2S4: ten-print searches.

STRa556: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm va. palm.

IAFIS shall rtot require the identification of palm regions to search for palm prir>t submissions for msijor

STRQ1090: crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search apecHlc sections of the print

NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The
STR04: Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specilRc areas of a palm print

STRQ637: IAFIS shall allow seerchea of palm prints by regions.

IAFIS Shall require iderilification of palm region lo search for palm print submissions for

STRQ1069: non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a lisl of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

$11^03: Major Case Prints shall beT^>e 14 and 15

$TR01091: IAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for rvon-major crimes.

STRQ1 092: IAFIS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for norwnajor crimes.

SUR1: NGI Shall support Tenprint Fjrvgerprint IdenUflcation Search requests

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall supportTer^prfnt Fingerprint IdertiftcaUon Search requests.

SFR2S: NGI shall allow paimprint Images from an Authorlied FBI Service Provider as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Saarch raquast.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall provide the capability of creating a record using the new TOT for the NPPS> especially for KST sut^ects.

5UR13: NGI Shall enroll paimprfnts as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.
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NGI shall forward a raspon&e from an External System (e.g., IC^NT) to the Au^orized Coolhbulor, independent from the NOl response, es a
SFR732: result Of ah External latent Prim Feature investigation Search request

SUR67: NGI shall support Latent Inveshgation Searches of an external bronnethc repository.

B]O.F^AT179: The solution shall kfentify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigallon Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

The I^IS tranaactjun for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of oandldalas

STRQ82: for high priority cases.

NPPS shall allow the number* of candidates returned for latent searches for major

STRQ329; crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically,

lAFiS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a paJm latent search to be user*

STRQ536: defined.

Latenl palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide ihe same soloes, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently: applicable harthvare, software, training and documeniation shall be
STRQ111: provided

Latent palm print ser'^ces shall provide the same services as later)t fingerprint services

provided currently; e^^Jlcabie hardware, software, training and documentation shall be
STRQ110: provided

IAFI5 shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, sudn as badly Injured hands or

STR0226: (ir>gers. missing hands or fingers, etc.

lAFtS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

STRQ224: injured hands or lingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

$TRO&29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm pnnt repository.

The NPPS shall allow the capline, storage, artd searching of palm prints From a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and State law

enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept eiecironically submitted palm print

images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards ar>d future Slectronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall

have a Standard Palm Print Enrcllmenl (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at Ihe same time (he contributor submits a ten-

STRQ1 163: print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enroilmenl (SPPE).

The NPPS shall provide a system to internet and external customers with the capability to search both kr>own and unknown candidate repositories, geneiate

STR053t: queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Sy^em of Services (SoS) data iri support of criming InvesUgatioos.

The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capebility to search both known and unlu^own candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systema of Services (SoSjdata In support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS ahall provide enrolment and identificafii»i capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
STRQl 164: upon subn^lssion of a palm print Shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.
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The NPPS shall provide image reirieval for palm prfnt oompari&one by latent examines and services for unsolved latent palm prints Latent

STRQ1165; Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LP PS) capabINty to capture Images, adjust min utia n>arker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9B0: The aysl^n ahall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAf IS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAPlS repositories.

STRQ234; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for terv^nnt searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ1090: IAFIS shall not require the kjentification of palm regiorvs to search for palm print submisstonsfor major crimes;.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectons of the print.

NPP$ shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and meior
STRQ4: case prints.

STR0326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: IAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STRQ1089: IAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crlntee.

STRQl 102; IAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major criroes to have higher priority.

5UR71: NGi shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEO.LIR21; IAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: IAFIS shall provide a candidato list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQd2: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

5TRQ329: NPPS Shall allow file number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appllcablo hardware,

STRQl 11: software, training and documenlation shall be provided

Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable hardware, software, training

STROHO: and documentafion shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFIS shall allow aHemative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or Tigers, missing hands or fing^s, etc.

IAFIS ahall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands Or fir>gers. trtissing hands orfngers.

STRQ224 etc.

STRQ&2d: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

The NPPS shall allow the capture^ storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and Stale law

enforcernent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segrnent within IAFIS. The NPPS shall accept eleclronicaliy submitted palm prini

Images in accordance with ANSI/N 1ST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification {EFTS} revisions. The NPPSsh^i
have a Standard Palm Print Enrollnwnt (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-

STRQl 163: print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enmllment {6PPE)
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Ttia NPPS shad provide a system lo internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate

STRQ531: queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System ol Services (SoS) data in support of criminal invesligabons.

The NPPS shail provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systerna of Services (SoS) data in suppoii of cilminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and ktenlifcation capabilities similar lo what is currently available via ldn>print. The N^S»
STRQ1164: upon submtssJort of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Rapostlory Record (PPRR).

5TRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Lat^t Palm Print Search (LPPS)capabjJity lo capture images, adjust minutia mariner and enter case information.

The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent

5TR01 16S; Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabllrty to capture ^ges, adjust minutia marker and er\1er case information

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STR0557: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Cass Prints.

STRQ$60: The system shall search palm prints

STRQ133! lAFIS shall provide the ability lo search palm prir^ts in the lAFIS repositories.

STR02S4: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available fortemprint searches.

STRQ5S6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090: lAFlS shall not require tee identification of palm regions to search for palm prirrt submissions for major crimes.

STROS: NPPS shall have the capability to search speciHc sections of the print.

NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 orlS records may
STR04: hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

LAFIS shall require kfentilicalion of pelm region to search for palm print submissions for

STRQ 1 089: non-major crimes

.

STRQ11 02: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm phnts against a list of suspects.

STR01 104: iAFi$ shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 1 4 and 15,

$TRQ1091: lAFlS shall require idenliftcatjon of the orientation for palm print submissions for non>major crimes

STRQ1092: lAFlS shall notf«<)uire the identificalion of ooentafion for paim submissions tor norvmajor crimes.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search requests

LEG.UR1 r lAFIS shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint tdentittcatlon Search requests.

SFR26: N6l shali accept iris data Input from an Authorized Contributor as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request.

LEG.FR5dO: lAFIS shall accept iris data Input as part of a Tenprint Fir>garprint Identification Search request from an Authorized Corriributor.

SUR14: NGl shell enroll Iris data as parlof a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQfiSI: lAFlS Shall allow the retention of Iris Images

STRQ146: The system shali store Iris images.

STRQ645: 1APIS shall be able to store iris images.

STR0649: lAFlS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

$TRQ1092: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientetlon for palm print subnxssions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NGl shaH support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URl: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests. NGI-1382
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SFR27: NG) shall aTlow Ida data input from an Authodzad FBI Sarvica Provldar a$ part of a Tanprlnt Flngarprlnt Idantificatlon Saarcli raquaal.

SUR14: NGi shaJI anroll iris data as part of a Tartprint Fir>gerpnn{ IdartUficallon Search.

STRQ651 r lApIS s^all allow the retention of jris images

STRQ146: The system shall store iris images.

STRQ646: lAFiS shall be ^le to str^ iris Images.

STRQ649: lAFIS 5haU allow the submisakin, retention and search of iris images,

STRQ1092: lAFlS Shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissiorts for non -major crimes.

SUR1: NGi shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificalior Search requests.

LEG.URI lAFIS shall support Tonpnnt Fingerprint Iderfification Search requests.

SFR26: KGl shall accept a Rap Back EnroHment from an Aulhoiiaad Contributor as part of a Tenprlnl Fingerprint Identificabon Search request.

BlO.FEAT?4: The solution shall accept transac^ns etectrorically.

BIO FEATi2i;The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre^deflndd set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

6IO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with s standardized data dictionary.

The solution shall employ biometric staridards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Staridard for

BIO.FEAT129: Information Systems >> Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facl^, and Other Biometric lnformatk>n. ANSi/NlST-ITL-1-2007.

6IO.FEATig4! The solution shall support EBTS compliarit data exchange.

BIO.FEAT365: The solution shall allow both criminal justice and non-criminai justice agendee to select Rap Back services.

$TRQ560: lAFlS shall provide an automated way of registering and unregfsterkig sut^ects for Rap Back services.

SURISr NGI shall enroll a Rap Sack Subscription as part of aTenprint Fingerprint Identificatior Search.

IAPIS sh^l allow gun dealers to be enrolled In Rap Back since they are only screened once every ihree years when their license has to be
STRQ666: renewed.

SLIR1; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlifi cation Search requests.

LEG.URt: lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR29: NGI shall allows Rap Back Enrollment from an Aulbortzed FBI Service Provider as pari of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

STRQS60: l/^IS shal provide an automated way of registering and unreglsiering subjects for Rap Back services.

SUR15: NGI sh^l enroll a Rep Back Subecription as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search.

lAFlS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when their license has to be

STRQ566: renewed.

$UR1: NGI shall support Tenpnnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: (APIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall require a dasignetion of which event type(s)(a.g„ civil, criminal, external system) vriU trigger Rap Back notifications for the associated identity when Rap
SFRSd: Back Enrollment Is Indicated as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Uianlfficatlon Search request.

BIO.FEAT158: The solution shall aHow a record owner to select RapBack notification for civil activity when a record is retained.

8IO.FEAT159: The solution shall allow a record owner to select RapBack notification forcnminal activity when a record is retained.

BIO.FEAT160: The solution ^all allow a record owner to select RapBack notification for watcNist activity when a record is retained.

SUR15: NGI shai enroll a Rap Back Subscription as part of a Tenprint Fmgerprint Identification Search.

lAFlS shaR allow gun dsalors to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when iheir license has to be

STRQ666: renewed.

SURl: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests. .
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LE<9.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identirfcation Search requests.

SFIt31: NGI shall accept a Rap fiacK subscription sapiratiori date for the associated Identity, as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentJfIcatJoii Search request.

BIO.FEAT81: The solution shall aikrw the user to estabiish parameters specifying the Ume period for which a RapBack should be returned.

BlO FEATd2: The solution shall be able to provkle RapBack functionality for a user-designated time pertod.

STRQ560: IAFIS Shad provide an automated way of registerir>g and unregialering subjects for Rap Back services.

SUR15r NGI shall enroll a Rap Back Subscription as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlficalion Search.

IAFIS snail allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every ihree years when their license has to be

STRQ666: renewed-

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenphnt Fingerphnl Identification Search requests.

LEG.URt: IAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerpnnt Identification Search requests.

KGI shall accept a designation of the Authorised Contnbutor(s) that should receive Rap Back Notifications for the associated Identity, as part of a Tenprint

5FR32: Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR15: NGI shall enroll a Rap Back Subscriplion as part of a Tenprint Fir>gerpi1nl Identification Search.

IAFIS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled In Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when Iheir license has to be
STR06d6: renewed.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatior Search requests.

LEG.URl: IAFIS shall support Tenprfni Flr>g6rprint Identification Search requests.

SFR33: NGI shall accept a llCN(s} ae part of a Tenprint Rngerprint Identification Search request.

LEG FR5: IAFIS Shall accepl FBI Number (FNU(s)) a$ part Of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identifiodlion Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlificalion Search requests.

LEG.URl : IAFIS shall support Tenprint Firrgerprint Identification Search requests

SFR34: NGI shall accept an Identity History Summary fodicator as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.FR6: IAFIS shall accept a Rap Sheet Indicator as part of a Tenprint Flrtgerprint Identification Search request

SURl: NGI shell support Tenprint Flrgerphnl Identificetfon Search requests.

LEG.URl: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFR39: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to input fingerprint Images to Inttlate a Tenprint Hngerprint tdentificatlon Search request

LEG.FR7: IAFIS Shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to scan fingerprint images to initiate a Tenprint Fingerprint Idenfiflcation Search request

SURl: NGI Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identlfkdtfori Search requests.

LEG.URl : IAFIS Shell Support Tenpiint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR36; NGI shall accept art Iderrtity Theft Victim File Enrollment Indicator as part of a Tenprint Fin gerprtnt Identification Search request.

STRQ946: IAFIS shall support a voluntary Identity thefi prevenLon file.

SUR16: NGI Shalt enroll Identity Thefi Victims as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

SURl: NGl shall support Tenprint Flngarprinl Identification Search requests.

LEG.URl: IAFIS shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI ehall perform AQC of textual data <l.e., reason fingerprinted, arrest data} contained In a Tenpiint Fingerprint Identification Search request against the AQC
SFR37: business rules.

IAFIS shall perform an Automated Quality Check (AQC) of tekluai data (l.e., reason fingerprinied, arrest data, etc.) contained in a Tenprint Fingerphnl

LEQ.FRd; Identrflcation Search request against the AQC business rules.

STRQ15S: A unique code shall be assigned for each state statute/user fee combination.

The IAFIS shall perform an automated quality check on user fee transactions utilizing a state-selected option to select from an autornaied lisfing of federal and
STRQ460: state statutes. NGI-1384
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TKe lAFlS shall perform an autornated quality check on user fee transactions utilizing a state-selected option to.seiectfrom an automated listing

STR01156: of federal and state statutes or select from an approved llstlrtg of general reasons Angerprinted.

The lAFiS shall perform an automated quality check on user fee transactiors utilizing a state-selected option to select from an approved listing of general

STR0461 : reasons fi ngerphnted

.

Tha IAPIS shall perform an automated quality check on user fee transactions utilizing a state-selected option to select from an automated Msting

5TRQ1156: of federal and state statutes or select from an approved listing of general reasons Angerprfnted.

STRQ691: lAFiS shall support usendefined data for Reason Fingerprinted'.

STRQ11491 The lAFIS shall allow users to setect from an approved listing of general terminology for the reason fingerpnnted field.

SLIR8; NGi shall support AQC forlenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches.

LEG.UR2: lAFIS shall support an Automated Ouality Check (AQC) Service for Tenprint Identification Search Requeete.

SLIR1: NGI shah support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: (APIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint fdentificatiqn Search requests.

SFR38: NGI shall reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when textual Information la Invalid based on AQC bueinesa rules.

I.EG.FR0; lAFlS Shall reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when textual information is invalid based on AQC business rules.

SLIR8: NGI shall support AQC for Tenprint Fingerprint identfication Searches.

L£G.tJR2.' lAFlS shall support an Automated Quality Check (AQC) Service for Tenprint IdenliflcaUon Search Requests.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shaH support Tenprint Firigerprint Identiffcalion Search requests.

NGi shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform MAanual Quality Check on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when AQC buelnese

SFR38: njlee determine manual review l« necessary.

lAFIS shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider tc perform Manual Quality Check (QC) on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when
LEG.FRIO^ AQC busir^ss rules determine manual review is recasaary.

SUR8; NGI shall support AQC for Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches.

LEG.UR2: lAFiS shall support an Automated Quality Check (AQC) Service for Tenprint Idenliflcabon Search Requests.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingeiprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint tdentificalion Search requests.

NGI ehall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when it ie determined to be Invalid as part of Mariual

SFR4a: Quality Check.

lAFlS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Teriprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when it is determined to be invalid as pert of
LE6.FR11: Manual QC.
SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identjficatior^ Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFJS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requesis.

NGI shall perform ASC of the Individual fingerprint Impreeslona to the plain fingerprint Impressions contained In a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

5FR41: to determine if the individual fingerprint impressions are correctly sequenced.

lAFIS shall perform an Automated Sequence Check (ASC) of the individual fingerprint impiiessions to the plain fingerprint impressions contained m a Tenprinl

LEG.FR12: Fingerprint Identification Search request to determine if the individual fingerprint Impressions are conecfiy sequericed.

STR0929: The lAFlS fingerprint maLchir>g process shall be tolerant of errors in aequerv^ing.

$UR1 ; NGi shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URt: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identjfication Search requests.

NGI-1385
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NGI shall rejsct a Tonpfint Rngerprfnt Identificalion Search request as part of ASC whan flngsrprlnt data falls to meet processing criteria In accoixlence with ASC
8FR42: business rules.

LEG.FR13: lAFlS s^iall reject a Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Search request as part of ASC when ftngerprinl data falls to meat processlrig criteria.

SUR23: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to aTenprint Firkperprint Idenllflcatlon Search request.

LEG.UR4: iAFlS shall provide an appropriate rasporiae to a Tenprtnt Fingerprint identificabon Search request.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenprint Firtgerprinl Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1; lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdenUffcation Search requests.

NGI shell require ar^ AuUtorlaed FBI Service Provider to perform manual FSC on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requeet whan ASC determines that

SFR43: manual review Is rtecesearv.

lAFiS shall require an Authorised FBI Service Provider to perfonn Manual Fingeiprint Sequence Check (FSC) on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

LE6.FR17: request when ASC determines Ihst manual review la necessary.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

L.&G.UR1: IAFI$ shall support Tenprint FIngetprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall allow an Authorized F8I Service Provider to reject e Tenprint Finge^rtnt Identification Search request as part of manual FSC when fingerprint data falls to

SFR44: meat processing criteria.

IAFiS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject e Terkpnnt Fingerprint Identification Search request as part of Manual FSC when fingerprint data

LEG.FRIS; fails to meet processing criteria.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificalion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Firtgerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR4S: NGI shall axtract firtgarprint features from ths flngsrprJtH Images provided In the Tanprint Fingerprint Idendncitron Search request.

LEG.FR14' lAFiS shall automatically extract fir>gerprint features from the fingerprint images provided In the Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlffication Search request.

SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingorprint Identificalion Search requests.

LEQ.LIR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identlflcation Search requests.

SFR46: NGI shall perform an Image quality check on aTenprint Fingerprint IdentIficatJon Search request based on image quality standards.

LEG.FR1S; lAFlS shall perform an automated image quality check on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identdicalton Search naquest based or image quality standards.

SURl: NGI shall support Tenprint Firtgerphnt Identification Search requests.

LEG URi: LAFIS Shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

SfR47i NGI shall reject a Tertprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when the flrrgerpflnt Images fail to satisfy minimum fingerprint Image quality standarda.

SfRAS:

LEG.FR16: lAFIS shall reject a Tenprint Fir>gerphnt identification Sear^ request when the fingerprint images fall to satisfy minimum fingerprint image quality standards,

SUR23: NGI Shall pnovide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR4: lAFIS shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URlr lAFIS shall support Tenant Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall mark the Tenprint Rngerprint Identification Search request as SBDA when the submitted flngerprirtt data falls to aatJsfy fingerprint image quality for

retention.

lAFIS shall search firkgerprints against the lAFiS repositories, without performing fingaiprint file maintenance, ^en the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

LEG.FR19: Search request falls to satisfy fingerprint image quality for ratention.

SURl; NQI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificalion Search requests.

LEG.URl: L^lS ahaH support Tenprint Firtgerprinl Identification Search requests.

NGI-1386
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8FR4d: NGI «haH perform a fingerprint search of the default repository when the repository Is not speclfted in the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

SUR2: NGI shall support Tenprir>t Fir>g&rprint tderlificaUon Searches against designated NGI repositories.

STRQ928: lAFlS shall perform 10C% firrgerprint matching to reduce mi$-ldents.

lAFIS shall ensure that all CHRs matching a subjecrs fingerprints (e.g., belonging to an individual maintaining moKlple

STRQQ9tj: ideniities/CHRs and which may not be returned as candidates via Ihe Name Search) are returned in the candidate listing for FIC

STRQQ67r iAFIS shall allow a feature search to be performed for afl ten-print aubmlsslor^.

STRQ1073: iAFiS shall match each ten print submlsaton against all records.

IAFIS shall allow flexible 'cafetena-style searches” that provide for the selection of the population, the appropnate biometric and the appropriate

STRQ950: search criteria.

IAFIS shall provide the option to select the database to search, Incfuding the Criminal. Civil. $LC. and ETIS files in a single

STRQ264: submission.

lA^IS shall proiride (he c^on to select the database to search. Including the Criminal. Civil, SLC. and ETIS files in a

STRQ2S3^ single submission.

STRQ268: lAFlS shall provide the capability to specify the appr<^nate search Criteria for each file in a single submission

STRQ267: lAFlS shall provide the capability to specfty the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

&TRQ785: IAFIS Shall provide the ability to rorVquery distinctive parts of the database.

STRQ764: IAFIS shall provide the ability to run/query distinctive parts of the database.

STRQ617: IAFIS shall allow a user to select the type of search in the submission of the query of IAFIS or IDENT in IAFIS.

STRQ632J IAFIS shall provide all blometricalfy verified informabon in a single response.

STRQ842; IAFIS shall provide a 'careteria style* search capability to choose the population, biometric, and demographic criteria.

STRQ841 : lAFiS shall provide a "cafeteria style" search capability to choose the population, blomebic, and damographic criteria.

STRQ93'1AF|S shall allow fiexibte "cafeleria'Style searches" ti^at provide for the selecteon of the population, the appropriate biometric and the appropriate search criteria.

STRQ93S1 IAFIS shall allow flexible "cafeteria-styla searches" thal provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biometric and the appropriate saarch criferia.

STRQ948: IAFIS shall provide "cafeteria style" search which allows the data sector and search parameters to be selected.

STRQ96 IAFIS shall allow flexible "cafeteriS'Style searches* that provide for the aeloclion of the populaticn, the appropriate blomelhc and the appropriate search criteria.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificaborr Search requests.

LEG.URI: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR&9: NGI shall perform a se^ch of default internal repositories before sending a Tenprint fingerprint Identification Search request to an External System.
6lO.FEAT3d6; The solution shall enable the user to submit data to both lOENT and IAFIS in a single transacbon.

STR0748: IAFIS shall have the capability to conduct searches in parallel - name, fingerprint, palm and r^otc.

STRQ780r IAFIS shall allow parallel searching for names and fingerprints.

STRQ7S2: IAFIS shall allow parallel searching for narnes arxJ palm prints.

STRCI781: LAFIS shaN allow parallel searching for names and palm prints,

SUR3; NGI Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcalion Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).
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SUR1: NGI shall 8upp<»tTenprint Fingerprim Identiflcelion Seairch requests.

LEG.URI: lAFiS Shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint Identincaljon Search reque^s.

SFR51: NGI ehall perform a rollod fingerprint March of |h« repoaHorfsa d««|gnated In a Tanprlnl Fingerprint Idandflcation Soarch request.

B(O.FEATl67: The solution shall have the ability to match rolled prints with rolled prints stored In in-scope systems.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint IdentlflcB^orr Search requests.

LEG.tJRI: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatfon Search requests.

8FR92: NGI shall perform a flat fingerprint search of the repositories designated In a Tenprint FlngariKlnt IdentJfIcatJon Search request

STRQ34: lAFiS Shall allow the submission of flats for venflcatign of identity when a subject arrtves at prison.

SURl: NGI ^%all support Tenprint Fingerprint IdeodflcalkKi Search requests.

UEO.URT IAFI5 shall support Tenprint F(r>gerprint ldentlficatl<^ Search requests.

SFR59: NGI shall perform all Tenprint FlngeqMlnt Identification Search requests against composite flng^rlnts.

SURl: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerpr^l Idenlifkcetion Search requests.

LEG.URl: fAFiS shall Support Tenprint Fingerpnnt Idenijflcatior) Search requests.

SFR$4: NGI shall prioritize a Ter^prinl Fingerprint identification Search requeat ueirtg established and specified priority criteria.

$TRQ770: lAFlS shall permit high priority searches on 4 qr more flat flrtgerprints.

STRQ769: lAFIS shall permit high priority searches on 4 or more fingerprints ^flat or rolled).

STRQ771: lAFIS shall permit high priority searches on 4 or more rolled fingerprints.

STRQ76d: lAFlS shall permit high priority searches on 4 or more fingerprints^ flat orroHad).

SUR7: NGI shall support priorii'zed Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcation Searches.

SURl: NGI shall support Tenprint Firvger^^nl Idenirti cation Search requests.

LEG.URij lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR5S: NGI shall perform a rolled fingerprint March againat the RISC for all Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

STRQ151: Ten-prirn searches shall be run against the ETiS database.

STRQ1154: Latent and ten-prirkt searches shall be run against the ETIS database.

$UR1: NGI shall support Tenprini Flr>gerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlificalion Search requests.

NGI shall perform a Subject Search of the designated NQi repository for candldatas based on biographic data provldad for all Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

SFR56: Search requests.

lAi^lS shall se^ch the criminal records in the lAFIS roposJtoiy for candidates based on biographic data provided as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint identificaljon

LEG.FR21: Search request.

STRQ993: lAFIS shall make mintary fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ$92: lAFlS Shall make military and iCE fingerprint records accessible for search

STR0996: lAFIS shall make military fir^rprlm records accessible for search.

STROd9&'. lAFlS shall make ICE fingerprini records accessible for search.

STRQ692: lAFlS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

$UR2: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated NGI repositories.

STRQ928: lAFlS shall perform 100% fingerprint matching to reduce mis-idents.

lAFIS shall ensure that aN CHRs matching a subject's fingerprints (e.g., belonging to an Individual maintaining multiple

STRQ693: identities/CHRs arxl which may not be returned as candidates via the Name Search) are returned in the candidate listing for FIC.

STRQ967: lAFIS shall allow a Feature search to be performed for a^ ten-print submissions.

STRQt073: I>^1S shall match each ten print submission against records.
1388
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lAFtS shall allow fisxible ''cafsiana-styla saarchas” that provide for the salactron of the population, the appropriate Ptomethc and the appropriate

STRQdSO: search criteria.

lAFlS shall provide the option to select the database to search, Including the Crtminal, Civil, SLC, and ETIS files in a single

STRQ264: submission.

lAFlS shall provide the option to select the database to searct), including the Criminal, Civil. SLC, and ETIS Hies In a

STRC263: single submission.

STRQ268: lAFlS shall provide trie capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

STRC267: lAFIS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search cnteha for each file in a single submission.

STRQ785 lAFIS shall provide the ability to run/queiy distinctive parts of the database.

STR07&4: lAFIS shall provide the ability to run/guery distinctive parts of the database.

Sl^Q8i7: lAFIS shall allow a user to select the type of search in the submission of the query of lAFIS or IDENT in lAFlS.

$TRQB32: lAFtS shall provide all blometrically verified information In a single response.

STRQ642: lAFIS shall provide a ‘’cafeteria style' search capability to choose the population, biometric, and demographic crileha.

STRQ641: lAFtS Shall provide a "cafeteria style* search capability to choose the population, biometric, and demographic criteria

STROBS* lAFlS shall allow ftexlble “cafeteria-style searches" that provide for the selection of the populaUcn, the appropriate biometric and the appropriate search crilsria.

lAFlS shall allow flexible "cafeteria-style searches" that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biometric and the appropriate

STRQ935 : Search criteria

.

STRQ94d: lAFIS shad provide "cafeteria style" search which allows the data sector end search parameters to be selected.

STROBB* lAFiS shall allow flexible "cafeterie-styie searches' that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biometric and the appropriate search criteria.

SUR1: f4GI shall support Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEC.URt; lAFlS shall support Tenprlnt Fjr>gerprint Identification Search requests.

SFRtiT: N6l shall perform IllfVarIfy 3S part of a Tenprirtt Fingerprint Identification Search request for each quoted UCN and each Subject Search candidate.

LEQ.FR23: lAFIS shall perform a Ill/Verify service for each quoted FNU or Subject Search candidate.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprlnt F/ngerprint identification ^arch requests.

LEG UR1 : lAFIS shall support Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGt shall compare the fingerprint features extracted from the fingerprint images provided in the Tenprlnt Fingerprint tdenllfication Search request

SFRSti: against the fingerprint features of each candidate provided to fll/Verlfy.

lAPlS shall compare the fingerprint features extracted from the firigerprint images provided In theTenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

LEG.FR22: request against the fingerphntfeaturee of each candidate provided to the llt/Vehfy Service.

StiRl: NGl shall support Tenprlnt Fingerprint Idenlificatlon Search requests,

LEG.UR1: fAFIS shall support Tenprlnt Fingerphnt Identification Search requests.

SFRS9: NGl shall calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a Tenprlnt Identification Search request
LEG.FR24: lAFlS shall Oetermlne a "match soora" for each cartdkdala resulting from a Tenprlnt Identification Search Request.

$UR1: NGl Shall support Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identiflcaticn Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall supixirtTenprint Firtgerpiint Identification Search requests.

NGl ehsll require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a manual spaclsl processing review when or>e oc more candidates are marked with a

SFRfiO: epecial processing indicator (e.g., SPF) as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlffic^ton Search request. NGI~1389
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lAFlS ^all require an Authorised F8l Service Provider to perform a mariuet special proceselrtg review when one or more candidates are marked
LEG.FR25: wiiH a special procee3ir>g Indicator (e.g., SPF) as part of a Teriprini Identificetion Search requeet.

SUR1: NGi shall support Tenprirtt Flngerpdnt Idenlifk^ation Search requests.

tEG.URl: lAFiS shall supped Tenprint. Fingerprint Identification Search raqi^ests.

NG( shall eMminete each candidate that has a match eoora below the minimum threshold for IJL/VerIfy as part of a Tenprint Rngerprlnt Identification

$FR61: Search request.

lAFlS shall automatically determine a "non-ldenr decision for each candidate that has a match score below Ihe minimum threshold for lIlA/erify as

LEG.FR26: part of a T^print ldentifk;atjorb Search Request

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: iaFIS shell support Tenprir>t Fingerprint Identificatiori Search requests.

SFR63: N6l shall perform a fingerprint feature search for all Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches.

IAFIS shall search b^e criminal repository using the fingerprint features extracted from ^e Ungerprint images In the Tenprint Fingerprint

LEG.FR27: identificaUon Searef^ request.

STRQ748: 1^1$ shall have the capability to conduct searches in parallel - name, fingerprint. paJm arKi photo.

STRQ780: IAFIS shall allow parallel searchlr^ for names and fingerprints.

5TRQ782: IAFIS shall allow parallel searching for names and palm prints.

STRQ761: lAFiS shall allow parallel searching for names and palm prints.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenphol Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR 1; lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall perform a subject of the civit repository using biographic data provided as part of a Humanitarian Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

SFRfiS: Search request

IAFIS shall search the civil records In the IAFIS r^x>fiiU>ry for candidates based on t^ographic data provided as pari of a Humanitarian Ter^print

LEG.FR28: Fingerprint Identification Search request when no identificatiori 1$ n>ade to a crirr^nal record.

SURi: NGI shaft support Terprint Fir>gerprint identifk^tion Search requa^.
LEG LIR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identlftcation Search requests.

HGI shall perform a feature search of the civil repository using the fingerprint features extracted from the fingerprint Images provided In the Humanjtariao

SFR64.' Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

$FR65:

$FR««:

IAFIS Shalt search the lAFiS dvN repository using the fingerprint features extracted from the fingeiprint Images provided in the Humanitarian

LEG.FR29: Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request when no identification is made to a criminal record.

SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatiori Search requests.

LEO UR1 : IAFIS shall support T enphrit Fingerprint idontification Search requests-

NOI shall determine a positive Identification decision for each candidate that has a match score above the high confidence threshold as part of a

Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcati^ Search request
6IO.FEAT19: The solullon shall provide the ability for automated 10-print positive Identification.

IAFIS shall automatically determine an ’Ident'' decision for each candidate that has a match score above the high confiderx:e threshold as part of

LEG FR30: a Tenprint identification Search Request.

SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcetlori Search requests.

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to performs manual FIC for each candidate from a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

request that Is below the high confidence threshold.

8IO.FEAT126, The solution shall provide the ability for human-txxifirmed 10 print positive identification.
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lAFIS sfisll require an Authorized FBI Service Ftovider to perform dn iDSM manual imaQe corriparieon for each shared data candidate a
LEG.FR31; Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Search request that la below the high conflderioe threshold.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search regaesta.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Ten print Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI ehall require a second Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a martual PIC to confirm a positive Ider^tificatJon for each candidate from a

SFRfl7: Tenprint Fingerprint Identfficatlan Search request fhat Is below the low confidence threshold.

8IO.FEAT 126: The solution shall provide the ability for human-confirmed 1 0 print positive identification.

lAFiS shall require a second Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform an IDSM manual image comparison for each shared data candidate from

LEG.FR32: a Tenpnni Fingerprint Identifjcaticm Search request that is befow the low confidence threshold.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identifloation Search requests.

$FR68: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Idendflcatlon Search request as a result of the manual FIC.

LEG.FR33; lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request as a result of the manuat FIC.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identificaljcn Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint idantincatiDn Search requesis.

NOf ehatl retrieve the corresponding subjecfs Iderttity History Information when requested and a positive identification decision results from a Tenprint

SFRfiS: Fingerprint Identification Search request.

lAFiS shall retrieve the corresponding subject's criminal history information when requesled and a candidale results in an "Idenf decision as part

LE6.FR34: of a Tenprint Fingerprint ldentificatk>n Search.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificaticn Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall retrieve Identity History Information from IlIfNFF State systems, when a positive Identification decision Is made to an Identity that contains an
SFR70; NFF Indicator as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlflcetion Search requeet

LE6.FR35: fAFlS shall retrieve criminal history information from NFF state systems, when appropriate, as pari of a Tenprint Firrgerprirrt Identirication Search.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.iJRI lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR71: NGl shell create a unique Identity as a result of a retained Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request that results In a non*ldentlficatlon decision.

lAFIS shall create a unique subject identifier as a result of a retair^ad Tenprint Fingerprint ldentif[catk>n Search request that results in a 'non-ldenf

LEG.FR36: decision.

STRQ730: lAFlS Shall retain Law Enforcemeni agency applicants.

SUR11: NGI shall enroll an Identity as part of a retained Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

The system shall provide states submitting fingerprints for civil non-Fedecal subjects the option to have the records retained without

STRQ57: aulorratic subscription to Rap Back Service

SURIi NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shall enroll Identity Information tor the r>ewly created Identity Into the appropriate NGI repository ae a result of a retained Tenprint Fingerprint

SFR72: Identification Search request that results In a non-ldantiflcation decision. NGI-1391
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tAFIS shall enroll subject onmioal history infoiTraljon for the subject identifier into the appropriate lAFIS repository as e result of a retained

LEO.FR37: Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request that rasulls in a 'oon^ldent" decision.

3UR1 1: NGI shall enroll an Identtty as part of a retalr^ed Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

The systern shall provide states submitting fingerprints forcrvH norvFederai subjects Ihe epbon to have the records retained wifi^oul

STA057: automatic subscription to Rap Back service

SURt: NQI shall support Ter^rint Fjr>gerprini Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenbfication Search repuasts.

NGI Shall enroll the fingerprint data in the designated rapositoryfles) based on file maintenance rules as part of a retalr>ed Tanprini Fingerprint

8FR73: Identification Search request.

lAFIS shall enroll subject firrgerprint information for the subject identifier into Ihe appropriate lAFlS repository based on file maintenance rules as

LEG.FR36: a result of a retained Tenprint Fingerprint Idenbficalion Search request that results in a "non-idenr decision.

SURd: NGI shall enroll fingerprints into dealgnated repositories as pert cf Tenprint Flngerf^nt Identification Searches

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Ideniificaljon Search requesle.

LEG.URir lAFlS shaJl support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requeue.

$FR74: NGI shall provide the capability to uniquely Identify fingerprini data enrolled as a result of a Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search request

SURd: NGI shall enrofl fingerprirds into designated repositories as part of Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiftcaton Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

NGI shell assign the multi-tier dissemination level JrKlicaled In a retained Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request designated for the RISC
SFR7S: repository.

BIO.FEAT14ij The solubon shall allow a record/cycle ov>rnar to select silent hit for Rapdack notification when a record/cyda is retainad.

$UR1: NGt shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlificetion Search requests.

LEG UR1: LAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint idenbficatian Search requests

NGI shall assign ths default mulU*tler dissemination leveU v4isn the multi-tier dlssemlnadon level Is not Indicated In a retained Tenprint Fingerprint

SFR76: Identification Search request designated for the fUSC repository.

9IO.FEAT149: The solution shafl allow a recurd/cycle owner to select silent hit for Rap6ack notification when e recurd/cyde is rutained.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatiori Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

SFR77: NGI shall enroll the photos in the designated repoeltOiy based on file maintenance rules as part of a Ter^rint Flr>gerprint Identification Search request.

lAFlS Shall enroll s photo set forihe subject identifier into the appropriate lAFlS repository based on file maintenance rules as a result of a

LEG.FR39: retained Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request containing photos.

STRQ90: IPS shad tdentrty the first facial photo submitted to the F6I as a permariant photo.

&TR095; IPS shall not have a limit on the nurr^r of photo sets kept In the system.

STRQ175: IPS shall keep all mug shots and SMT Images in the system.

STRQ309; IPS shall have no limit to the number of photo sets per subject

STRQ3fi9: IPS shall allow unlimited number of photo seta.

STRQ442: IPS shall have no limit on the number of photo sets.

STRQ454: IPS shall keep all mug shots and SMT images in the system.
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STRQ457: The IPS system shell keep an unlimited number of photos.

STRQS70: IAFI6 shell not delete mifg Shot photos

STRQ643: IPS Shall store an grjlmlled number of photos (mug shots and SMT$).

STPQ66d: IPS shall keep all photos.

STRQ687: 1AFI5 sbBll eliminate any restrictions on the number of photo sets retained-

STRQ799: lAFIS Shall retain all photos.

STRQ1026: lAFIS shall keep the first mug shot photo as a permanent part of the photo set.

lAFIS shall retain ail photographs submitted. No limitabons on photo sets should be enforced. If restrictions are necessary, move
STRQ1032: them over to an archleve that can be retrieved later if needed.

STRQ104S: The NGI shall support all photos, to include scars, nnarks, and tattoos, without dropping out photo sets.

STR01Q63: lAFIS shall have no maximum for mug shot photos.

The system solution shall provide the capability to stone an unlimited number of pfwto sets, including scars, marks, artd tattoos

STRQ1126 (SMT), per 8ubje»cl record.

5TRQ239; The IPS shall always make available the complete photo history of Ihe full frontal shots for a subject.

STRQ753; lAFIS IPS shall not establish a maximum for submission for photos or SMTs.
STRQ914: The lAFIS shall not delete thefirat photo set.

SUR12: NGI shall enroll photos as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search.

STRQ473: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos with an arrest record.

STR0476: The lAFIS IPS shall process Civil TOTs modified to allow submission of photos.

STR0479: lAFlS shall accept civil submissions with photos. lAFlS shall retain civil photos If requested.

STR0694: fAFIS shall accept photos associated with applicant fingerphnls.

STRQ6d6: lAFlS Shall support the submission of fingerprints with photos for civil TOTs.

The lAFIS (PS shall process Civil TOTs for submission of photos (FANC, FAUF, NFUF. MAP. FNCC. FUFC, MAPC.
NFFC, and NFDP). Photos shall be retained If requested, and attached to the civil record usir>g the Civil Record

STRQ1161: Number.

STRQ867: lAFIS shall allow the civil TOT's FNDR and NNDR to allow submisston of photos.

STRQ1 140: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos with an arrest record.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlificatjon Search requests.

LSG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR7S: NGI shall provide the capability to uniquely identify photos enrolled as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint tdentification Search request.

SUR12; NGi shall enroll photos as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint idenfification Search.

STR0473: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos with an arrest record.

STRQ47d: The lAFIS IPS Shall process Civil TOTs rrrodified to allow submission of photos.

STRQ479: lAFIS shall accept civil submissions with photos. lAFIS shall retain civil photos If requested.

STR0694: lAFiS shall accept photos associated with applicant fingerprints.

STRQ696: lAFIS Shall support the submission of fir>gerpriritS with photos for civil TOTs.

The lAFIS (PS shall process Civil TOTs for submission of photos {FANC. FAUF, NFUF, MAP, FNCC, FUFC. MAPC.
NFFC, and NFDP). Photos shall be retained if requested, and attached to tha Civil record using the Civil Record

STRQ1161: Number.

STRO&B7: IAPIS shell allow tba civil TOT's FNDR and NNDR to allow submission of photos.

STRQ1140: IPS shall allow submiasion of DL photos with an arrest record.

SUR1: NOl shall support Tenprint Fingerpnnl Identification Search requests. NGI-1393
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L6G.UR1: lAFlS 5h«ll support Tenprint Fir>gerpnn.t Idsotiftcstion Search requests.

NGi shall perform a validation to ensure that submitted palmprlnt images match the submitted fingerprints, when the distal segmer^ of the palmprlnt

SFR79: Images are Included In the Tenprint Flngeiprint Identification Search requesL

lAFIS shall confirm the idantit/ of a subject's palm submission by comparing them against one fingerprint for SPPE (In accordance with the ANSI
STRQ273; NIST standard).

SUR13: NGl shall enrcil paimprints as part of a Tenphnt Fingerprint Identincation Search.

NGl shall forward a response trorm an Exten^al System (e.g., IDENT) to the Authorized Conb^utor, independent from the NGl
SFR7321 response, as a result of an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR67: NGl shaH support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO.FEAT179: The solution shall Identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate Hst in response to s Latent Image Search Request.

The lAFiS tiansacUon for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number
5TR032: of candidate s for high prio hty cases.

NPPS shall allow the nurr^er of candidates returned for latent searches

STRQ329: for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamIcaJIy.

lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent

STRQ536: search to be user-defined.

Latent palm print servicas shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as

latent firrgerprint services provided cuTrentJy: applicable hardware, software, training and
STRQ1 1 1 r docomenlaUon shall be provided

Latent palm print servicea shall provide the same services as latent

fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware, software,

STRO110; training and documentation shall be provided

lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as
STRQ226: badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without

firtgerprints, such as badly irtjured hands or firrgers, missing harids or

STRQ224: fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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The NPPS $ha]l allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm pririts

from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and State law

enforoerneht agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment
within LAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm pmt
Images in accordance wilh ANSI/NIST standards and future Eleclronk:

Fingerprint Transmls^on Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall

have a Starvjard Palm Piini Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contrtbutor

submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a teo>

print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Pnnt Reposrtory (PPR),

STRQ1 163: and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enroifmenl (BPPE).

The NPPS shall provide a system to internal ar>d extemaJ customers wilh the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate raposrtorieB. generate queries, create linkages,

and perfomt searches ofCJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

STRQ53 1 : i nvestigations.

The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wilh the

capability to search boU\ known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJES Systems of

Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigatione. The NPPS shall

provide enrolment and Idenlification capabilities similar to wihat Is curreAtly

available via ten-print The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall

SIRQ 1 164: create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Pnnt Search (LPPS) capability to capture

STRQS36: images, adjust mlnuUa marker and enter case Informabon.

The NPPS shall provide image rotrieval for palm print compahaons by latent

examiners and services for uneolved latent palm prints. Latent £xamir>ers

shaH have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images.

STROl 165: adjust minulia marker and enter case information.

STRQSSd: NpPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS57: IAPIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prir^ls.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints,

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the IAFI5 repositories.

IAPIS shell provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print

STR02S4: searches.

STR0556: lAFIS shall provide tho capability to search palm vs, palm,

STRQ1G90: lAFIS shall not require the Identificatipn of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major
"te-1395
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STRQS: NPPS $tval4 have the capability to search specific sections of print.

NPPS shail have the capebiiity to search specific sections of the print. The Type H or

STRQ4: 15 records niay hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide bie abiiity to search against spedfrc areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

lAPIS Shall require {dentlficeiion of palm region to search for palm prim submissions for nofvmajor

STRQt039: crimos-

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search laLent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 1 04: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Laterrt Print Feature Investigation Searches

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent feature Search requests of speciRed repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request

The IAFi$ transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority

$TRQS2: cases.

NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to

STR0329: be increased dynamically.

5TRQ$36: IAFiS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-deflned.

Latent palm print services shall be inlsgrated wl^, and provide the same servicee. as latent fingerprint services

STRQl It: provided currently: applk:^ble hardware, software, training and documentation shall be pnovided

Latent pa^ print services shall provide the same services as latent

fingerprint sarvicas provided currently; applicable hardware, software,

STRQl 10; training and documentation shall be provided

r^lS sha^l allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as
STRQ226; badly injured har>ds or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

lAFIS shall allow altemabve mear>s to Identify individuals without

fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

STRQ224: firtgers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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Tha NPPS shall allow tha capture, storage, and iiaarcbing of palm phnis

from a Fadoral data r^osJtory in supporting Foderal arxJ State law

onforcamant agencies. The NPPS Shall ha a fully automated segment
wftKtn l/^IS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm phnt

images fn accordance with ANSl/NlST slandardsand future Eledrorlc

Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The NPPS shall

have a Stanoard Palm Print Enrollmani (SPPE) In which a contribuior

submits a palm print image at Ihe samo time the contributor submits a tarv

print image The NPPS shall popuiale a new Palm Print Repository (PPR).

STRQ1 153: Qn6 also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollmont (BPPE).

The NPPS sh^l provide a system to internal and external customers with Uie cepabiUty

to search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create

lirikages, and perform searches Of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of

STROS31: criminal Investigations.

Tha NPP5 shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability lo search both

known and unkr>own candklald repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches

of CJfS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide

enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currenlly available via tervprint. The NPPS,
STRQt 164: upon submiSBion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Riot Repository Record (PPRR).

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images. ad|ust mlnutia marker

STR0536: and enter ca se information

.

The NPPS shall provide image retiieval for palm print comparisons by latenf examiners and services for

unsolved tatem palm prii^ts. Latent Examiners shad have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability

STRQ1 165: to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to sear^ specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lATlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The systOfTi shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFfS repositories.

STRQ264: iAFiS shall prT>vlde the cap^lTIfy to search palm prints similar 1o what is available forten^print searches.

STRQ556: 1AF|$ shati provide the capability to search palrn vs. palm.

STRQl Q90: iAFiS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crinrtes.

5TRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific eectiens of the print.

NPPS shall have the capability to search speciltc sectlona of the print. The Type 14 or 15 recoeds may
STRQ4: hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against speciitc amas of a palm print.

5TRQ637: IAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.^ NGI-1397
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STRQ1 D69: lAFlS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: iAFiS shall allow palm print sghmissroriS for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

5TRQ109t: IAFI5 shall require Identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: SAFiS shall not require the identification of orientation palm print submissions for noiv major crimes

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identilicafion Search requests.

LEG UR1 : lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR80: NGt shall enroll the palinprints in the dealgnsted repository based on file maintenance rules as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentlflcatJon Search raqueet.

STRQ527: The NPPS shall populate a r>ew palm print repository (PPR).

STRQ11G3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and State law

enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully aidofnated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print images in

accordance wtih ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speciftcation (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm
Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same lime the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate

a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE)

STRQ532: The NPPS shall provide enrollment capabi1ilie& simtierlo what is currenlly available via len-print.

The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cu^omers with the capability to search both krwvvn arid unknown candidate

reposilories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. Tne NPPS shall provide enroHrtient and identification capabilities similar to what Is currenlly available via ten-print. The NPPS.
STROliS4: upon submission of a palm print, Shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRRj.

STRQS34 The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ1 1S4; The NPPS Shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search bolh known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perfomn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shai provide

enrolirrient and idenlifrcation capabilities similar to what is cun^ntty available via ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm
Print Repository Record (PPRR),

SUR13: NGI Shall enroll palmprints as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

NGI ^>ell forward a response from an External Sysfom (e g.. IDENT) fo the Authorized Contributor, independent from the NGI response, as e

SFR732: result of an External Latent Print Feature investigation Search request

SUR87. NGI ^all support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BfO.FEATl79: The sotuticr shall identity records as latent phnts.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Invesligalion Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidiate list (n response to a Latent Image Search Request.

The lAFIS transacfiort for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidales

STRQB2: for high prfohty cases.

STRQ329' NPPS shall akow the number of csxididates returned for latent searches for major

lAFIS shall allow toe number of candidates returned by a palm latent searcli to be user-

STRQ53B: defined.

Latent palm print services shall be integrated wilh, and provide the same services, as later>l fingerpiint

services provided currently: applicable hardware, software, training and documentafion shall be
STRQ11V provided
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Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided currently; applicable hardware^ sohware, training and documentation shall be
STRQ1 1 0: provided

STRQ22dj lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badty injured

lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as
STRQ224: badly Ir^jured hands or fingers, mis&ng hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQl 163; The NPPS Shall allow the capture, storage, end searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository In supporting Federal and Slate law enforcement agencies The NPPS shall be a frilly

automated segmerit within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronicaJly submitted palm prir>1 Images
In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future SJeclrontc Fingerprint Trarismisslon Specification

(EFTS) reviaior^S- The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a

contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print imaga.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external C4LStorrters with the capability to search both

known end unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a systern to Internal and external customers with the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate repositories, gerterate queries, creete linkages, aiy3

perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via

len-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create e Palm Print Repository Record

(PPRR),

STRQ&36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust

nriinutia marker and enter case Information.

STRQi t65; The NPPS shell provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent oxamfriers

and services for unsolved latent pairn prints Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Saarch

(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mmutia marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQddO: The syst^ shall search palm prints

$TRQi33: lAFlS shall provide the abiirty to search palm prints In the lAFIS repo^tories.

STRQ2S4j lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-

phnt searches.

5TRQS5S: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQIOdO: lAFIS shall not require the identifleatibn of patm regions to search for palm print submiseions for major

crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print
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STR041 NPP5 shall have the capability to search specific sections of Hie print The
Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm ard nia|or case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

5TR01 069; IAPIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for

non -major crirries.

STRQ1102; lAFIS shall prov^ the ability to search latent palm pririts against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104; lAFIS shall allow paim print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR7f' NOI eridii support Latent Rint Feature investigation Searches

LEG.UR21' lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22'. lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAF IS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be at^e to expand the number of candidates for

high priority cases.

STROi329: NRPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for lat^t sesrches for major crimes,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQl 1 1 : Latent palm print ser>4ces shall be Intep'ated with, and provide the same services, as latent firtgerprint

services provided currentty; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide Ihe same sarvices as latent fingerprint services

provided currently: applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS sh^l allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
orfirtgers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow a tterna five means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS ShaH provide search cap^liitws of the palm print repository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of paim prints from a Federal

data repository Jn supporting Federal and Slate law enforcement agerKlas. The NPPS shall ba a fully

automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitfed palm print images
in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Phnt Enrollment (SPPE) in which a

contributor submits a p^m print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Paim Pent Repository (PPR), end also develop e BulK Palm Print

Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a syslem to internal and external customers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidate repoaftches, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.
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STR01 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to irtternaJ and external customers with the capabiHt/ to

search bo^ Known and unknoMm candidate repoeiloiles, generate quenes. create linkages, and
perform searct>es of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS^data in support of criminal investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollrnant and idenlificatjon capabilitEas simifar to what is currently available via

ten-print. The NPPS, i^ion submission of a palm print, shell create a Palm Print Ropoettory Record

(PPRR),

STRa536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

mtnjUa mailer and enter case Information.

STRQ1 16S: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for paJm print comparisons by latent examir^rs
and services for unsotved Latent palm prints Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuiia marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specittc areas of a palm phnl.

STR0557: 1/^1$ shell provide the capability lo search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system ^all search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS sheLi provids the ability to search palm prints in tha lAPIS reposKorias-

STR02fi4: IAPI5 shall provide Ihe capability to search palm prints ^milar to what is availabia for teiv

print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090; lAFIS shall not require the identificaljon Of palm regions to search for palm print submissions formapor

crimes,

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search speciitc sections of the print

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The
Type 14 or 15 records may hoW both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ebilfty to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFiS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRai069: 1APIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for

non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: 1APIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

5TRQ1104: lAFlS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15,

STRQ1091 : lAFIS shall require rdenilficaiiort of the orientatron for palm prk^i submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFlS shall net require the identificatiort of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SURl: NCI shall support Tenprint FtrigerfHinl Identification Search requests.

LEG.LlRt: LAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatron Search requests.

SFRBt: NOI stiafl provide the capability to uniquely Identify palmprints enrolled as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

STRQ634: The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

STRQ1164: The NFI^S shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposltorces.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations The NPPS shaft provide

SURl 3; NGl shall enroll paimprirrte ae partof a Tenprint Fingerprint Idantificatiort Search,

SFR732: NOJ shall forward a response from an External System (e.g,, IDENT) to Ihe Authorized Contributor, independent from the NGt response, as a refrtdt of

an External Latenl Print Feature Investigation Search request. ....
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SLIR67: NGI shall support Latent Investigetbrt Searches of an exlemal biometric repository.

BlO.FEATl7d: The sobtlon shall Identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NQI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQB2: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for

high priority cases.

STR0329; NPPS shall allow tha number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be Increased dynamically

STRO&36: 1A FIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQ11

1

1 Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently; applicabla hafoware, software, tralnirrg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint servfoes

provided cumently; applicable hardware, software, Iralning and documentation shall be provided

STR0226; iAFIS shall allow alternative rrieans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or Angers, missmg hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabililies of the palm prim repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository in supporting Federal and State law enforcerrrent agerx:ias. The NPPS shall be a folly

automated segment within lAFJS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print images
in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specriicabon

(EFTS) revisions. The NPF^ shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a

contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten^print Image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrollment (6PPE).

STRQS31 : Tha NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services ($o$) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 1 64; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to

search both known arxl unknown carvjtdate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS)data in support of criminal Investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via

ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Recowl
<PPRR).

STROb36; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capUjne images, adjust

mlniftia marker and enter case information.
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STR01165: The NFT*S shall provide imaga raLheval for palm pririt oompahsoris by latent examiners

and sofvfces for jnsoNrad latent palm pninta. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search

{LPPS) capability 1o capture images, adjust minutia marKer and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557‘ IAFI5 shall provide the capability U> search Major Case Prints.

STR09SO^ The systern shall search palm prints.

STRQ‘133: kAFIS Shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STR02d4: lAFlS shall f^videlhe capablitty to search palm prints similar to what is available for lert«

print searches

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide Ihe capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQtQSO: lAFlS shall not require tiie identilicalion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for m^r
crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRCM: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFlS shall dllovir searches Of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: JAFlS Shall require ider>tiiicaUor> Of palm region to search for patm print submisflionsfor

non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ab^ity to search latent palm pririts against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall SL^ipon Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFiS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for

high phority cases.

5TRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be Increased dynamically.

STRQS36: lAFIS shall allow the nurr^er of cartdidates relumed by a palm Jatent seamh to be ueer~

defined.

STR01 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint'

services provided currentiy: applicable hardware, softw^. brining and docunrrentation shall be providCKl

STRO110: Latent palm phnt services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and docunnentallon shall be provided

STRG226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals wilhout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or firjgers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow allemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQ11$3. Th« f^PPS »llow |he capture. $torage. end »e»rching of paEn^ p<inl9 fronn a Fedarai dale

repository m supporting Federal and Slate few enforcement agencfes. The NPPS shall be a fully automated

segment wrthin lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically su1>mitted palm print images (n accordance with

ANSIfNIST standards and future Electronic Fingerpdm Transmis^on SpecIficAtion (EFTS) revisions The NPPS
shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrolfmant (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a patm print imag« at the same
time the contributorsubmits a ten'-prinl image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print R^oeMory (PPR). and

a(sQ develop a Susi Palm Prim Enrolment (BPPE).

STR0531: The NPPS Shall provfcfe a syslbn to internal and external rinustomers with the capability to search both

known and unkr^own candidate repositories, gerwrate queries, create linkages, and pefform seaitJ^es of CJIS
System of Services (SeS) data ir> support of criminat Investigations

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall prx)vide a system 1o interna) and external custorners with the capability to

search both krxxwrt and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of ohmina! investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificatioo capabilities similar to what is currently available via

ten-print The NPPS, urpon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record
<PPRR),

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to caplure images, adjust

minutia marker and enter case inromiation.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm prinl comparisons by latent examiners

and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prim Search

(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STR053d: NPPS shall provide Ihe ability to search spedfic areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

STRQ960: The $y$t^ Shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAf IS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to whal is available for ten-

print searches.

$TRQ$$6: lAFlS ^aii provide the capability to search palm vs pakn

$TRO1090 lAFIS Shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major

crimes.

$TRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifc sections of the pririt The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold bolh palm and major case prints.

$TRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ^ility to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637r lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STRQlOdd: lAFIS Shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submtesioos for

non^major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1164: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15,

STRQ1091: lAFlS shall require idenliflcation of the orientation for palm print submissions for non- rtiajor crimes
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$TFQt{>92: lAFfS shall not n&quire tha identlficalion of oriantation lor palm print submissior^s for non^maior crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall siupQOfX Tenprint Fingerprint IdentificaUon Search requests.

LE3.UR1: lAFIS ^etl support Tonprint Fir>gerprint Idanllftcatior^ Search requests.

SFR82: NGI ehatl ertroll (he Iris data In the designetod repository teased on file maintenance rules as part of a Tenprirtt Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR14' NGI shall enroll Iris data as pad of a Tenpriot Fingerprint idenCfioation Search.

STRQ651: lAFIS shall allow the retention of iris Images

STRQ146: The system shall store iris Images.

STRQS45: lAFIS shall be able to store Iris irnages.

STRQ649: lAFIS shell allow the submission, retention and search of Iris Images.

STRQ1092: (APIS shall not require the iderrtificatk>ri of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SURt : NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests

LEG.URtr lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerpririt Identlficatlcri Search requests.

SFR83: N€l shall provide (he capabildy to uniquely identify Iris data enrolled ae a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR14; NGI shaH enmil iris data as part of a Tenprint Fingerpilrit IdentiFcatic^ Search.

STRQ651 : lAFiS shall allow the retention of iris irnages

STRQi46i The SYStem shah store iris images.

STRQ645: LAFIS shall be able to store Iris images.

STR0846; lAFiS shall allow tha submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall rtol require the identification of orientation for paim print submissions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenpint Fingerprint IdentiftcatJcn Search requests.

$FR64i NGI eheli enroll supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt Infoitnatlon into (he deeignaled repos Iti^tLee) based on file maintenance rules as part of a retained Tenprint

Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR17; NGI shall enroll supplemantdl fingerprint and palmprlnt fnformatlon as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Idantificalion Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091 : lAFIS shall require ider^lificaliGO of the orientation for palm print submlsslorts for non-major cnmes.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS shafi support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR6S: NGI shall enroll an kjentlty Into Rap Back, when Indicated, aa part of a retained Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request.

$TRQ560: lAFIS shall provide an automated way of registering and unregislering subjects for Rap Back services.

SUR1S: NGI shall enrolf a Rap Back Subscripllorv as padof a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ6661 lAFlS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when Iheir license has to be renewed.

SUR1! NGI shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

SFR86: NGI Shall assign a default Rap Back eubacrlptlon exploration data when an expiration data la not spacified aa part of the Tenpilnt Fingerprint Idantlflcation Search
request.

STRQ560: lAFIS shall provide an automated way of registering and unregistering subjects for Rap Back services.

$UR1S: NGl shall anroll a Rap Back SubscripHon ad pari of a Tenprint Firvgerprint Identification Search.

STRQ666: lAFiS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when their license has to be renowod.

SUR1. NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idantificalion Sedn:h requests.

LEG.URli lAPIS shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint jdantificalkin Search requeeta. NGI~1405
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SFR87: NOl fthall asttlgn ttte default Rap Back aubacrlpd^ axplratl^ date v^eri the exptraUon date epeciHed* as pert of the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request,

exceeds the maximum allowable Rap Back subscription period.

STRQS60: lAFIS shall provide an aulomated way of registering and unreglsterlng subjects for Rap Back sen/ices.

SUR151 NGi shall enroll a Rap Back Subscription as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ666; lAFIS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when their license has to fc>e renewed.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SfR86: NGI shall reject the Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request when the search Is marked as SBOA and results in a non-identification decision.

LEG FR520: lAFIS shall reject the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search reqoast when the SBDA Indicator is set ^d the search results in a non-identificatton decision.

SUR23: NGl shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR4: lAFlS shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatiun Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identJfication Search requests.

LEG.URl: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFR88: NGI shall rejects Rap Back enrollment when (he associated Tertprfnt FIngerprirtt Identification Search request is rejected.

SUR15: NOl shall enroll a Rap BacK Subscription as part of a T^print Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ666: lAFlS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when Iheir license has to be renewed.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprirkt Fingerprtnt Identification Search requests.

LEG.LIR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Flngorpor^ Identification Search requests.

SFRdO; NGI shall reject a photo enrollment when the associated Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request is rejected.

SUR12: NGl shall enroll photos as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search.

STRQ473: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos with an arrest record.

STR047$: The lAFlS IPS shall process Civd TOTs modified to allow eubmieeion of photos.

STRQ479: lAFIS shall accept civil submissions with photos. lAFlS shall retain civil photos if requested.

5TRQ694: lAFIS shall accept photos associated with applicant fingerprints.

STRQ69Q: lAFlS shall Support the submission of fingerprints with photos for civil TOTs.

STRQ1 161: The lAFIS IPS shall process Civil TOTs tor submission of photos (FANC, FAUF, NFUF. MAP, FNCC. FUFC, MAPC. NFFC, and
NFDP^ Photos Shall be retained If requested, and attached to the civil record uslr>g the Civil Record Number.

STRQ887: lAFIS shall allow ti^e civil TOTs FNDR and NNDR to allow si^isslon of photos.

$TR01 140: iPS shall allow submission of OL photos with an arrest record-

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint lder>tifica^on Search requests

LEG.URl! lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR01: NGI shall rejects paimprint enrollment when ^e associated Tenprint Fingerprint Identlffcation Search request Is rejected.

SUR13: NGI sh^i enroll palmprints as pari of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

SFR732: NGI shall forward a response from an External System (e.g., IDENTj to the Authorised Contributor, independent from the NGI response, as a result ol

an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR67: NQI shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an extamal biometric reposltory-

BIO.FEAT179! The solution shall Identify records as latent prints.

SUR70r NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shell provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.
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STRQS2 : Th^ IAPIS tra naaclion for latent pai rn print searches ahail ba abla to expand tha number of can didaie:* for

high pnonit/ casaa.

STR0329: NF>PS ahail aliow the number of candidataa relumed for latent aearchea for major crimes.

Or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQb38' lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search lo be user*

defined.

STRQ11 1: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerpnnt

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

$TRQ1iC: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided currentiy; applicable hardware, software, training and documertiatiori shall be provided

STRQ226: iAFi$ shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
orfir>gers, mrs&ng hands or fing^. etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow altemafive means to identiry individuals without fingerprints, auch a$ bediy

injured hands or fingers, mlssirig hands or fingers, etc,

STRQS29: The NPPS shall t^vide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STR01163: Tha NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository in supporting Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPFS shall be a fully

automated segment within lAFis, The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print Images
in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Elecfror^lc Firvgerphnt Transmission Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS Ehall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a
contributor submits a palm print image at the same lime the contributor submits a lort-print image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Phni Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrollment (BPPE),

STRQS31 : The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both

Known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STR01164; The NPPS shall provide a system to interna] and external customers with ihe capabiiliy to

search both known arrd unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create Icnkagea, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of chminai investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrr^lment and identificdiion capabilities similar to what Is currently available via

teO'print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall creata a Palm Print ReposHory Record

(PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

mlnutia rnarker and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS ehall provide Image retrieval for palm prim comparisons by latent examiners

and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall h^e a Latent Palm Print Search

(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia rnarker and enter case Informalion.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ablBty to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557l IAFIS shall provide the cap^iJity to search Major Case Prims.
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STRQ9dO: The system ^alt search palm prints.

511^0133: 1APIS shall provide the ability lo search palm prints in the IAPIS ropositohas.

S1T^Q2&4: lAPlS shall provide Ihs capability to 9ean:h palm prints similar to what is available tor ten-

print searches.

STRQbSb: IAFI& shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm

STRQ1090; IAPIS shall not require the identificatioh of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major

crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search speciftc sections of the print.

STRQ4' NPPS shall have the capability to search speciftc sections of ^e print. The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold bolh palm and major case prints

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ^llty to search against specific areas of a palm print

5TRQ537: IAFI$ shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1086: 1 APIS shall require ider\tif1cabon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for

rvofvmajor crimes.

STRO1102: lAFi$ shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints a^lnst a list of suspects

STRO1104: IAPIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGl ^all support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: LAPIS shall support Latent Peature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request

STRQB2: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates lor

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be Increased dynamicalfy.

STRQ53&: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by s palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQ1 11; Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and docume rotation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm pnnt services shall provide the same services as raient fingerprint services

provided currently: appiiceUe hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow aJiematlve mearvs to Identic individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without firvgerprints. such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missirtg hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabIliUes of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, Storage, end searching of palrn prints from a Federal

data reposilorv In supporting Federal arid State law enforcerneot agencies. The NPPS shall be a frjiiy

automated segment wittilr> lAFlS. The r4PPS shall accept electronically submHted palm pHnt images

n acGord^Ke with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shah have a Standard Paim Print EnrolImenl(SPPE) in which a

contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Pafnn Print

Enrollment (BPPE)

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (So$>data in support Of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 164; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and extenrtal customers with the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate r6f>ositories. generate queries, create linkages, and

perform searches of CJIS Systems of Serves (SoS) data In support of crirrHoal investigalions. The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilities similar to what is currently availabie via

lervprint. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall creale a Palm Print RepoBitory Record

(PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to cdpUire images, adjust

minutia marker and enter case ir^formation.

STRQl 1 65: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval fbr palm print comparisons by latent exarraneis

and sendees for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search

(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search apscflic areas of a palm print.

$TRQS57: IAFJS shall provide the capability to search Major Cass Prints.

STRQdSOr The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133; IAPIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the t^lS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-

print searches.

STR0556: lAFIS Shall (yovide the capability to search palm vs palm.

STRQl 090: lAFiS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major

crimes.

$TR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 15 records may hdd both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32B: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches Of palm prints by regions.

STRQ 1069: lAFlS require identification of palm region to search for palm print submiesions for

STRQl 102: lAFfS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFiS shell allow palm print submissions fbrfinajor crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQl 391: (APIS shall require idenlification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-^ajor crimes.

STRQl 092: lAFlS shall not require the identificaljon of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.
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SURl: NG( s^ali SiWKjrt Tanpririt Fingerprint Identification Search raque$ls.

LEG.IJR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Idar^lriicatiort Search requests.

SFR92: MGI Shall reject an (rle enrolfmant whan the associated Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Search request is rejected.

SUR14; NGI shall enroll iris <lata as part of a Tonprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ651: lAFIS shall allow the retention of Iris images

8TRQ146: The system shall store iris irnages.

STRQ64S: lAFIS Shall bs able to store iris images.

STRQ649; lAFiS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ1092: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non ‘major crimes

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SPR93; NOI ihall reject the supplemental fingerprint ^d paJmprlnt information enrollment when the associated Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request i» rejected.

SURl 7: NOI shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and pa Imprint information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlficatior^ Search.

STRQ3: Ua^or Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091 : lAFlS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for norvmajor crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search requests.

LE6.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR94: NGI shall maintain an Identity based on file maintenance rules as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request with a positive {denllf1catior> dBcition.

LEG.FR40; JAFIS shall update subject criminal history infbnnation based on file mainter>ance rules as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request with an
"Idenf* deciskjn.

STRQ679: tAFfS shall provide a method for identifying an arrested suspect as a federal employee.

STRQ730: IAF(5 shall retain Law Enforcament agency applicants.

SUR22'. NGI shall su(^rt Identity maintenance as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Iderktificallon Search.

SURl: NGI shall support Tanprint Fingerprint Identificallon Search requests.

LFG.UR1: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

SFR95: NOI shall update Identity History Information with the link Information contained In a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request from art External System <e.0.,

iOENT), when Indicated.

BIO.fEaT$9: The solution shall always associate any updated information (biometrics, biographies, source of biographical information, irdlvldual's role, criminaJ history, civil

background history) to the enumerator, and/or CRN of that individual.

BIO FEAT273: The solution shall always associate any updated information (biometrics, biographies, source of biographical information, criminal history) to the enumerator and/or

FNU of that individual.

BIO.FEAT304: The solution shall update retained records automatically when subjecl infonnation is added.

B1O.FEAT30S: The solution shall update retained records automatically when subject ^fonratlon Is updated.

BI0.FEAT306: The solution shall i^}date retained records automatically when subject kiformatlon is deleted.

SUR16: NGI shall support the linking of NGI ar>d External System (e.g.. IDENT) records as part of a search.

BIO.FEAT289: The solution shall associate Wometrically matched records that are found in both IDENT and JAFiS.

SLIR3: NGI Shall support Tenprfnl Fir^rprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (a.g.. lOENT),

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SUR4; NGI shall support a Tenprint Fingerprint Idemlfication Search from an Authorized External System (e g.. IDENT) against desigri)J^'Fk5) (^^ositorfes.
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SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprirt Fir>gerprint Identification Search reiquests.

LEQ.URl : lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcation Search requests.

SFR99: NGl shall update fingerprint Information baaed on file maintenance rules as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request with a poaiUva identiftcadon

decision.

BIO.FEAT304: The solution shall update retaJr^ed records automatically when sub)ect information is added.

BIO.FEAT305: The solution shall update reta1r>ed records automatlcalty when subject Information is updated.

BIO.FEAT306: The solution shall update retained records automatically when subject Information is deleted.

LEG.FR42: lAFiS shall update fingerprint information based on file maintenance rules as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request with an "Idant* decision.

SUR22: NGl shall support Identity maintenance as part of a Tenprint FiJigerprint Identification Search.

SURt: NQI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

LEG.URl: lAFlS shall support Tenprir)t Flr>gerprint Identification Search requests.

SFRb?: NQI shall create a copy of Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requeat for lha NGl Certification File based on file malntertance rules.

BIO.FEAT64: The solution shall retain a copy of every fingerprint submission as originally received, if authorized to retain the submission.

LE6.FR43; lAFIS shall create a copy of the Tenprint Fingerprini Identification Search request for the [APIS Certificatlort File based on file malnte<^ance rules.

SUR22: NGl shall support Identity maintenance as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

SUR1 : NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.LIR1: lAFIS shall support Tanpnnt Fingerprint Identification Search requesls.

$FR98: NGl shall update the Identity History with an Identity Theft Victim Indicator when provided as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentIfIcalJon Search request.

STRQ946 lAFIS shall support a voluntary identity theft prevantion fila.

SLIR16: NGl shall enroll Identity Thafl Victims as part of a Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identrficatiori Search.

SURl: NGl shall support Tenprint Ffngarprint Identification Search raquests.

LEG-URI: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR99: NOl shall send an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request to an External System (e.g., lOENT) when the designated repository Is extemat and no
record link exists to that External System.

BIO.FEAT143. User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall hasre access to both lAFiS and IDENT data through the solution.

6IO.FEAT146; The solution shall allowa userto select type of search in the submission of the query of lAFlS or IDENT and lAFlS.

BiO.FEAT169; The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

BIO FEAT3021 The solution shall provide a "cafetena style" search capebiNty to choose the populallcn. biometric, and demographic crile ha.

8UR3: NQI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., lOENT).

SURl: NGl shall support Tenprint Flngerprlrti Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

5FR100: NGl shall send an External Tenprint Fingerprint IdenlHtcatlon Search request when a retained Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requeat results in a non-

idendfi cation decision (l.a., new NGl enrollment) based on External System Search rules.

BIO.FEAT225: As new fingaiprints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall query the databases (IDENT and lAFIS} to identify whether this person has been seen bofcre.

BIO.FEAT339: The solution shall provide notification of all newly created In-scope lAFIS records. 1o include biometrics and identifiers to the IDENT system.

SURlS: NGl shall support the linkir>g of NGl and External System (e.g.> IDENT) records as part of a search.

610.FEAT289: The solution shall associate biometrically matched records that are found in both IDENT and lAFIS.

SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SURl: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requesls.

LEG-URl: tAFIS shall support Tenprtnt Firrgerprint Identification Search requests.
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SUR4: NGI shaJI support a Tenprint Fingerprint ldantKi[:;ation Search from an Authorized External System (e.g., IDENT) against designated NGI repositories.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatfon Search requests.

lEG.URT lAFIS Shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint Idontifcatlon Search requests

SFJtloi : NGI shall send an External TeniMir^t FingerrMlnt ktenbficatlon Search request to an External System, when the sxtemsl system Is not IDENT, in accordance with the

latest EGTS vereion as part of aTenprlrrt Fingerprint Idantification Search request.

6IO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biorrvetric standards established by the Nationaf Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems** Data Format for the Inlofchange of Fing^print. Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST*ITL“1-2Q07,

BlO-FEAT1S2;The solution shall ^ploya Standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194; The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BIO.FEAT347. The solution shall require all IAF1S input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and U$-Vl8lT.

BIO-FEAT398: The solution shall eriable the user to submit data to both IDENT and lAFIS in a single trartsactlon.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFfl102: NGI shall send an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatiorr Search request, when fingerprint Image quality exceeds the quality improverrwnt threshold and a Hnh to

the External System does not exist, as part of aTerrprInt Fingerprint identification Search request based on External System Search rules.

SUR18: NGi shall support the linking of NGl and Extern^ System (e.g., IDENT) records as part of a search.

BIO.FEAT2S9: The solution shall associate blomelrically malched records that are found In both IDENT and lAFlS-

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches dgalnst designed external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SURl: NGI Shalt euppcxi Tenprint Fingerprint IdentiflCdtiOn Search requests.

LEG.UR1 : lAFlS Shall support Tenprint Flr>gerpi1nt Identification Search requests.

SUR4: NGI shall support a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search from an Authorized External System (e.g., IDENT) against designated NGI repositories.

SURl' NGI shall St^pcxt Tenprint Flnganprjnt Identification Search requests.

LEG.URt : lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR103; NGI shall Indicate ae part of an External Tenprint Fingerprint Idendfication Search request against an external rspositoiy whstharor not the Extemaf Syatarn should
establish a link vsdien the external system search results In a positivs Idsr^tlficatlori. as part of a Tenprint Rngerprlnt Identification Search request

BIO.PEAT30d; The solution shall allow the btometnes of lAFJS sensitive categories to be searched against IDENT without relention.

SURId: NGI shall support the linking of NG1 and External System (e.g.. IDENT) records as part of a search

BIO.FEAT289: The solution shall associate blomelrically matched records that are found In both IDENT and lAFIS.

SUR3: NGI Shall support Tenpnnt Fmgarprinl idantificaUoh Searches against dasignatad external repositories (e g., IDENT).

SURl: NGI shall support Tenprint Firrgeiphnt Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: IAFI5 shall support Ter)print Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SUR4: NGi shall 8uppK>rt a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search from an Authorized External System (e.g.. IDENT) against designated NQI repositories.

5UR1: NGI shall support Tertprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

Sfft104: NGI shall Include biographic data In an Extartral Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request, ae part of a Tenprtnt FIngerprfnt Identification Search roquest.

BIO.FEAT370: The solution shall provide an unique identifier other than the FNU for each fingerprint image shared.

BIO.FEAT371: The solution shali exclude the FNU for each fingerprint image shared.
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DtO.FEAT373i The itolution Shell provide Uie cepdbifity to eccese Criminei History Record Information l>asec on the unique identifier i»‘ovided for ^ared finQerphni images.

SUR3; NGt shall support Tenprlnl Fingerprint Identiftcatton Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., tOENT).

SUR1 : NGI shall support Tenprir^t Firtgerprinl Idenlrfcatkm Search requests.

LEG-URI' iAFIS shall support Tenpiinl Flngerpdnt Identification Search requests.

SFR1Q5: NGl eh^l send an External Information requeet to an External System (e.g.> IDEMT) when the designated repository Is extsrnsl and a raoord link exists to that External

System as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Iderttificatlon Search request.

6IO.FEAT249; When either IDENT or lAFlS stores biometfKS that have a bicmelrtcally-verifled link to Information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD. and NFF elate systerrs ) that interfaces with either IDENT or IAFIS, the sdution shall provide access to that information

BIO.FEAT374: The solution shall provide the capability to access immigration data response information Pesed on the unique identifier provided for shared fingerprint images.

SDR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Iderktrfioatlcn Searches against designated external repositories (e.g
,
IDENT).

&UR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identlficalion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: (APIS shall supp^h Tenprlnl Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFRIfifi: NGl shall servf an External Information raquast In accordance with the latest EBT$ vereton, when the axtorr^al ayatom Is not IDENT.

BIO FEAT 129: The solution shall employ biometric standards estebiished by the National Institute of Sterxlards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI Nailooal Standard for

Information Systems -- Data Formal for the interchange Of Ftngerprirrt, Facial, and Other Biometric Information. WSi.^lST-ITL- 1-2007.

B10.FEAT182: The solution shah employ a standard format for query responses.

BtO.FEAT1d4: The solution shall support E6TS compliant date exchange.

BIO.FEAT347: The solution shall require all i/^IS input data to be fomnatted In sccondar>ce with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly hald by CJIS and US-VISIT.

SUR3: NGl shell support Tenprint Fingerprint idenlifkaiiion Searches against designated external repositories (e g., IDENT).

SlylRI: NGl shell support Tenprim Fingerprinl Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint klenlificatlon Search requests.

SFR107; NOl shall include the UCN and the external system link identifier In en External Information requesl.

SLtR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated extemel repositories (e.g., iOENT).

SURl: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificaton Search requests.

LEG URt: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identrficstion Search requests.

SFRI 06: NGt shall accept a response from an External System as a result of an External Tenprint Rngerprint Identincation Search request of external repositories in

accordance with the latest £BT$ version when the exterrtat system Is not IDENT, as part of a Tenprlnl Fingerprint Identlflcelion Search request.

BfO.F£AT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric information from external biometric systems.

B[O.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the NaUonal institute of Standards and Technology (Nt$T), i e. the ANSI National Standoird for

Information Systems — Data Format for the Inlercharige of Fing^nni, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, iW^Si/N 1ST- ITL- 1-2007.

BIO FEA7150: The solution shall exchange dale based upon a biometric Identification.

BIO.FEAT 1S2: The solution shall employ a standard formal for query responses

BiO.FEAT ISM: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

B10.FEAT347: The solution shall require all IAFIS Input data to be formatted in accordartce with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

BfO.FEATSOO: The solution shall make available for display the foJIowIrvg data elements for the IDENT Data Response (IDR): a. First Name b Middle Name c. Last Name d Date

of Birth e. Place of Birth f. Gender g. System Record Locator (EID) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BiO.F£AT391: The solution shall return IDR data elen^ents for up to the five most recent DHS encounters.

BIO.FEAT392: Upon a confirmed btemetric match, IDENT shall ser>d IDR data elements to IAFIS.

SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Flrigerprint Identification Searches against designated external rapcsitoriaa (s.g., IDENT).

SUR1: NGl shaH support Tenprini Ffogerprini Identification Search requests. NGI-14 13
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LEG.UR1: lAFIS sMI dUpportT&nprinl Fingerpiint Idenllfication Search requests.

SFR1O0: NGt ah«h accept a r««pon«a from »/% External System m a result of External Infwmation request in accordance with the latest EBTS varslon whan the external

system Is not IDENT.

BIO.FEAT25: The solytten shall be able to accept biographic arvb bion%trKir»forrrtatfon from external biometric systems.

BIO.FEAT129. The solution shall employ blomelric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI Nalional Star>dard for

Information Systems - Date Format for the Inlerchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Information. ANSI/NlST-ITL-1'2007.

BiO.FEATISO: The solution shall exchartge data based upon a biometric Identification.

BlO.FEATt82i The solution Shall employ 0 standard format for query responses.

BIQ.FEATt^; The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchartge.

BIO.FEAT390: The solution shall make available for display the fi>ik>wir>g data elements for the iDENT Data Response (lOR): a. First Nama b. Middle Name c. Last Name d Date

of Birth e Place of Birth f. Gender g. System Record Locator (EID) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BIO.FEATSdltlhe solution shall return IDR data elements for up to the five most recent DHS encounters.

BlO.FEAT3%: Upon a confiimed biometric match, iDENTT ^11 send lORdata elements to tAFiS

StJR3; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches agaa%st designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SUR1: NGl ^all support Tenphr>t Fingerprint Identifi^ion Search requests.

LEG-URl: lAFIS shall support Tenphnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR110: NOI shall accept art external system link Identifier and t^ographlc data from an Externai System (e.g., IDENT) in a response loan External Tanprint Flng^print

IdenttflcatiOR Search request.

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shah be able to accept biographic and biometric Information from external biometric systems.

BIO.FEAT150: The solutk)n shall exchange data based upon a blomethc identification.

BIO.FEAT390: The solution shall make available for display the foiiowir>g data elements for the IDENT Date Response (IDR): a. First NarT>e b. Middle Name c. Last Name d. Date

of Birth e. Placa of Birth f Gender g. System Record Locator (EID) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BlO feat391: The solution shall oatum IOR data elements for up to the five most recent OHS encounters.

BIO.FEAT392: Upon a confirmed biometric match, IDENT shell send IDR data elements to lAFIS.

SUR3; NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against de^gnaled external repositories (e.g . IDENT).

SUR1 : NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1 : lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR111: HGI ehall update an Identity with the Information contained In an External Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Search response from an External System {e.g., IDENT).

BIO.FEATB9: The solution shall always associate any updated Information (biometrics, biographies, source of biographical information, Indhridual's role, criminal history, civil

background history) to the enurreralor. FNU, aryj/or CRN of that individual.

6IO.FEAT273; The solution shall always associate any updated information (biometrics, bographics, scHirce of biographicai information, criminal history) to the enumerator and/or

FNU of that individual.

SURld: NGl ShaU Support the linking of NGl and External System (e.g
,
IDENT) records a3 part of a search.

BIO.FEAT269: The sotufion shall associate biometilcalty matched records that are fouivl in both IDENT and lAFIS.

SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against dosignated external reposlLories (e.g., IDENT).

$UR1: NGl Shell support Tenprint Fingerprint Identfficatiori Search requests.

LEG.UR 1 : lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenfificetion Search requests.

SUR4: NGl shall support a Tenprint Fir>9erprint Identification Search from an Authorized External System (e.g., IDENT) against designated NGl repositories.

SURl: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI ; I AFIS ^11 su{^rt Tenprint Firigerprinl Idenfification Search requests.

SFRi12: NGl shall accepts photofs) as pan of an External Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Se^h response.
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BiO FEAT25: The solution shaU be able to accept biographic and biometric information from external biometnc systems.

BiO.FEAT3dO: The solution shall make aveilat^e for display the fallowing data elements for the IDENT Data Response ^IDR): a. First Name b. Middle Name C. Last Name d Date

of Birth o. Place of Birth f. Gender g. System Record Locator (EID) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BlO FEAT391: The soluton shall return IDR date elements for up to the ^ve rrvost recent DHS encounters,

BIO.FEAT392; Upon a confirmecl biometric match, IDENT shall send IDR data elernents 1o lAFIS.

SUR^: NGl shall support photos as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identificellon Search response from an External System (e.g., IDENT), when requested.

SURl: NGl shall support Ton print Fingerixlnt IdentIficaUon Search requests.

LEG UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Flngotprint Idanlificallon Search requests.

SFR113: NGl shall accept a photofs) as part of an External Information response.

BIO.FEAT2S: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometnc information from external biometric systems.

5IO.FEAT390: Tbe solution shall make available for display the following data elements for the iDENT Data Response (lOR): a. First Name b. Middle Name c. Last Name d. Date
of Birth a. Piaca of Birtf^ f. Gender g. System Record Locator (BID) h. Digital Facial Photograph

6(O.FEAT391; The solution shaft return lOR data elemenls ibr up to the five most recent DHS edcouniers.

8iO.FEAT392: Upon a confirmed biometric match, IDENT ^all send IDR date efements to lAFIS.

SUR5: NGi shall support photos as part of a Tenprini Fingerprint Identification Search re^ionse from an External System (e.g., IDENT), when requested

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenpdnt Fingerprint Ider^ficaticn Search requests.

LEG.URt: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerpr^t Identification Search requests

SFR114: NGl shall serrd an lAQ tothe LESC as part of a Tenprint klentlficetlon Sear^ request when an IDENT record exists, the LESC Information has been requested, and

610.FEAT24d^ When either IDENT or lAFlS strx^s biometrics that have a blornetrtcally'Vehfied link to Informatloct stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC. DOS CLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems ) Uiat Interfaces with either IDENT or lAFiS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

8lO.FEAT3ee . The solution shall allow the user to designate If a btometric match wilhin IDENT will return a response from the LESC.
SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Flr>Qerprint Identiflcalion Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SURt: NGl shall support Ter^iint Fingerprint Identification Search requeets.

LEG UR1 : lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprfrrt Identification Search requests.

SFR115; NOt shall accept an lAR from the LESC in accordance with (he NIets User and Technical Guide.

LEG.FR59fi: lAFlS shall accept an lAR from the LESC in accordance with the NIets Operating Manual.

SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fiogerprint Identificetion Searches against designated external repositories (e.g.. IDEf^).

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificabon Search rsqueats.

LEG.UR1: IAFI$ shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFRII^: NGl shall perform a cascaded Bnoerprint search of the ULFi In acc<Hdance with cascaded search business rules, as a result of Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

Search requests.

BIO,FEAT196: The solution shall have the ability to rr>atch fiat prints with latent prints stored In irvseope systems.

6IO.FEAT198: The solution shall have the atMlity to match roiled prirtls with latent prints stored in fn-soope systems.

8IO.FEAT322: The soluOon shall accommodate the Transactfon-Voiume spreadsheet version 5.0 dated April 16, 2009.

LEG.FR44: lAFIS shall perform a Cascaded Fingerprint Search of the ULF as part of the enrollment of fingerprint Information provided in a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

Search request.

LEG.FR45: lAFIS shall perform a Cascaded Fingerprint Search of the ULF as part of the update of fingerpririt Information resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

Search request, wheri appropriate.

STRQ456: lAFlS shall allow ctviMen-print submissions to be searched against the ULF with the state's permission.

5TRQ748; lAFIS shall have the capability to conduct searches in parallel • name, fingerprint, palm and photo.

STRQ780: lAFIS shall allow parallel searching for names and f^^rprinls.
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STRQ7d2: lAFiS shall alk>w parallel searching for names an<5 palm pnrils.

STf^0761: lAFIS shall allow parallel searchk%g for names and palm prints.

SUR1 ; NOt shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdentiFfcatlon Search requests.

SFR117: KGI Shell send an Extemet Unsolved Latent Soarch request when a retained TenpNnt Fingerprint idanUficalion Search request results in a non^ldentiflcation decisfon

(Le., new MGI enrollment) based on External System Search rules.

BIO.FEAT322; The solution shall accommodate the Transaction-Volume spreadsheet version 5.0 dated April 16, 2009.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenphnt Fingerprint IdentiticaUon Searches against designated external repositories (e g ,
IDENT).

SURl: NGI shall eui^rt Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Iderlihcalion Search requests.

SFR116: NQI shall send an External Urw^ved Latent Search request when fingerprint Image quality exceeds the quality improvement threshold as part of a Tenprint

Flrtgerprlnf MentJficatloR Search request based on Cxtamal System Search rules.

BIO.FEAT322: The solution shall accommodate the Transaction-Volume spreadsheet version 5.0 dated April 16. 2009.

SOR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g.. lOENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idonlificdtion Search requests.

SFR119; NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the marked SPC Files, In accordance vdlh cascaded search business rules, as a result of Tenprint Fingerprint

Identification Search requeals.

STRQIdl; lAFIS shall provide the ability to electron icelly access the military database files.

STRO130: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQd97: lAFiS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STPQ746: lAFiS shall have tfve capability to conduct searches in parallel - name, fingarphnl, palm and photo.

STR0760: lAFIS shall allow parallel searching for names af>d fingerprints.

STR07^; lAFlS shall allow parallel searching for names and palm prints.

STRQ781: (APIS shall allow parallel searchir^ for names and palm prints

SURl: NGI shall suppcxt Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFRIZO: NGI shall perform a cascaded facial recogr>INon search of the UPF whan the photo submitted with a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request meets the

minimum quality standard for facial recognition In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

STRQ767: lAFIS Shall have the ability to automatically match submitted 'Known* photos against the 'unsolved photo' file (reverse search).

SUR12;NGI shall enroll photos as partof a Tenphnt Fir>gerprint Identification Search.

STR0473: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos with an arrest record

STR047S: The lAFlS IPS shell process Civil TOTs modified to allow submission of photos.

STR0479: IAFI5 shall accept civil submissions with photos. IAFI5 shall retain civil photos if requested.

STRQ6d4: lAFlS shall accept photos associated with appllcenl fingerprints.

STRQ696: lAFlS shall support the submission of fir>gerprirtts with photos for civil TOTa.

STRQ1 1611 The lAFIS IPS Shall process Ci^ril TOTa lor aubmiaaLon of photos (FANC, FAUF. NFUF. MAP. FNCC, FUFC. MAPC. NFFC. and
NFOP). Photos shall be retained if requested^ and attachod to the dvll record using the Civil Record iNjumber.

STRC667'. JAFI5 shall allow the civil TOT'S FNDR artd NNDR to allow submission of photos.

STRQ11401 IPS shall allow submission of OL photos wth an arrest record.

SURV. NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG URii lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdentificaUon Seart^ requests.
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SFR121: NGl pcrfonn m cwcackd fticial recoGnItion March of marked 5PC FUee when the photo submitted with a Tenprtnt Fingerprint Identification Search request

meela the minimum quality standard for fecial recognition In accordance with ceecaded eeareh buaineee rules.

$UR12: NGl shall enroll photos as part of a Tenphnt Pingerprinl Identification Search.

STRQ473: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos vvith an arrest record.

STRQ478: The lAFIS IPS shall process Civil TOTs rrrodified to ^low submission of photos.

STRQ479: lAFIS shall accept civil submissions with photos. lAFlS shall retain civil photos if requested.

STRO€d4: lAFlS shall acc^ photos associated with applicant fingerprints.

STRQ696; lAFIS shall support the submission of Rngerprints wflh photos for civil TOTs.
STRQ1161: The lAFiS IPS shell process Civil TOTs for subrrtssion of photos (FANC, FAUF, NFUF. MAP. FNCC, FUFC, MAPC. NFFC. and
NFDP) Photos shall be retained If r^uested, and attached to the civil record uslrtg Ihe Civil Record Number

S1TRQ8d7; lAFIS shell allow the civil TOFs FNDR and NNDR to allow submission of photos.

STRQ1140: IPS shall allow subrr^ssion of OL photos vwth ao arrest record

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenphnt Fingerprinl Identification Search requests.

LSG-URt: lAFIS ^11 support Tenpr^rrt Firvgerprtnt Idenlificallon Search requests-

SFR122: NGl shall perform a cascaded paimprint search of the ULi^ when the palm print submitted with a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request meets the minimum
quality standard for palmprlnts In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

STROi019r lAFlS shall provide the capabNHy to search palm for unsolved latent palm searches.

SUR13: NGl shall enroll paimprtnts as part of a Tonprint Fingerprint Idanbficalion Search.

SFR732: NGl ^all forward a response from an External System (e.g.. ID^NT) to the Authorized Contributor, Independent from the NGl response. a& a result of

an External Latent Print Feature IhvesUgeUon Seerch request.

SUR67: NGl ^all support Latent Investigation Searches of an eidemal btomelric repository.

BIO.FEAT179: The sdution shall klsniify records es latent prints

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print image Investigalion Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRQ82: The JAFiS b'ansdciion for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidaies for

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPP$ shall allow the number of candidatas returned for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

5TRQS38; lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user*

clefif>ed.

STRQ1 1 1 ; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as tatenl fingerprint services

provided currently; applicable hardware, software, trainir>g ar>d documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow alternative mear>s to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fingers, mis5ir>g hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224! lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hartds or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1163: l>w NPPS shall allow tha captuia. stora^o, and aaarohing of palnri prints from a Fedorai daia

fepoahory In supposing F«d«ral and State law enforcaRnent agencies The NPPS stiaN t« a Ailty automaied

segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submifted palm print ifnages in accordance with

ANSI/NIST standards and Iriture Electronic Fingerprint Transmission SpeciTrcalion (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS
shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrcrment (SPPE) in which a contribulor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submit* a len-prlnt Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Pa^ Print Reposiiofy (PPR), and
also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolment (BPPE).

STRQ531 j The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search

Known and unknown candidate repo^tories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STHQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wHh the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkagaa, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigaiionB. The
NPPS Shad provide enrollment and iderttificaiion cap^ilibes similar to what is currently available via

len-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Pairrr Print Repository Record

(PPRR)

STRQ536: Laterit Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prirtt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1165; The NPPS shall prowde image retrieval for palm prim comparisons by latent examiners

and servicea for unsolved latent palm pnnis. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prmt Search

(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints

STRQ133: (APIS shall provide the aiiMlity to search palm prints In the lAflS repositories

STRQ264: (APIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available forterv

print searches.

6TRQ586 lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ1080: lAFlS shall r\ot require the identincallon of palm regions to search for pafrr print submissiona for mejor

crimes.

STR05: NRPS shall have the c^ability to search specific sections of Ute print.

$TRQ4' NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and major case prrnis

STR0326: NPPS Shall provide the abiliry to search against specific areas of a palm print

8TRQd37; lAFIS shall alow searches of palm prints by regions.

$TRQ1069: lAFlS shall require idenlificalion of palm region lo search for palm print $ubmissior>s for

n«i'major crimes.

STRQ1 102; lAFlS shall provide the atnlity to search latent paim prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71; NQI shall support Latent Prim Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21. lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of ^^ecified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request
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STR0d2; The tAFIS transaction for talent paFm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candkiates for

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for ma^or crimes,

or events, to be Increased dynamicafty.

STRQS3d: IAPIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-

definsd.

STRQ1t1: Leienlpalm print servicee shaN be irtlegrated wHh, and provide the aarne services, as latent hngerprini

services provided currently^ applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR01 1 0: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided curr^tly; app^cable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRC2529: The NPPS shall provide sean^ capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQi 163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository in supporting Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS sh^l be a frilly

aulomated segment wilhin lAFlS, The NPPS shall accept aleclronically submitted palm print images
in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

^EFTS) revisions- The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment fSPPE) In which a

contributor submits a palm print Image at tha same time Ihe contributor submits a teri-print image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrollment (SPPE).

STRQ531 ; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both

knovm and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJtS
System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STROl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to inlemsi and external customers with the capability to

search both known and unknown carvdidate repositories, generate queries^ create linkages, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services {SoS} data In support of criminal investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilKies similar to what is currentiy available via

ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm phnt, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record

{PPRR),

STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

mlnulla markerand enter case Information.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm phnis. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
{LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia markerand enter case information

STR053B: NPPS shall provide the ability to search speofic areas of a palm print.

STRQ357; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints, NGI-14 19
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STRQ960: Thd Shall search palm prints.

5TRQ133: lAFlS ^all provide the ability to search palm porris irt lha lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available foi ten-

print searches.

STRQ556: lApIS Shall provkJattw capability to search palm vb. palm.

STRQ1 090: iAFiS shall not require the identilicatlor of palm regions to search for palm print submissione for major

crimes.

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shell have the capability to Search specific sections of the print. 'Hie

Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm end major case prints.

$TH0326; NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: IAFIS shall allow searches of palm phnls by regions.

$TR010d9; IAFIS shall require IdentiRcalion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for

rion*ma]or crimes.

STRQ1102: IAFiS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints agairrst a list of suspects.

STRO1104; IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091 : lAFlS Shall require identificalion of the orientdtiori for palm print submissions for noh'/nejor crimes.

STRO1092: IAFIS shall nol reqdre Ihe IdenUfioalion of orientation for palm print submissions for nor>-maK>r crimes.

$UR1: NCI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identlfvcation Search requests.

LEC.UR1 : IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identificalion Search requests.

SFR123: NGI shall perform a caacadecf palmprfnt search of (he marked SPC Files, If (he pelmprint submitted with a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentiR cation Search request meets
the minimum quality standard for paimprints In accordance with cascaded search business rules-

SUR13; NGl shall enroll paimprints as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

SFR732: NGl shall forward a response from an External System (e g ,
IDENT) to the Authorized Contributor, independent from frw NGl response, as a result of

an &ctemal Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR67: NGl shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO.FEAT179; The scrfulion shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigabon Searches.

LEG.UR20: IAFiS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQd2: The LAFIS transaction tor latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall dUow Bie r\umber of candidates returned for latent searches tor major crirfies.

oreventB, to be Increased dynamrcelly.

$TRQ538i IAFIS shall allow the nuri^r of candidates retunted by a palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm prirrL services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

sendees provided currently: applicable hardware, software, frainlrtg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as talent fingerprint services

provided currentJy; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided
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STRQ226: allow alternative means to Identify Individuals wilhout fingerprints, such as badly injured harids

or fingers, missing h^ds or fingers,

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow aliernafivs means to identify individuals without fingerprints, suc^ as badly

injured hands or fingere, missing hands or fingers, etc,

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow tiie capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository in supporting Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully

automated segment witiiln lAFlS, The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print imagee
in accordance with ANSl/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a

contributor sutmiits a palm print image at the same time the contritHJtor submits a lervprint image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a 8ulk Palm Prim
Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to inlemai and external custorners with the capability to sear^ both
known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create HrtKages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQt 164r The NPPS shall provide a system to inlennal and external customers with the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and
perform searches cf CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of crimlrul investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollmefil and identification capabiinies ^mllar to what is cunently available via

ten^print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record
{PPRR).

STRQ&36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQU65: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiner?

and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ53d: NPPS shall provide the abliiry to search spedfic areas of a palm prinl.

STRQ5S7: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9$0: Ths system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide Ihe ability to search palm prints in ihe lAFiS repoaitories.

STRQ2d4; lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar lo what Is available farter^'

print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS Shall not require the identification Of palm regions to search for palm print submission? for major

crimes.

STRQ5: NPP3 shall have Ihe capability to search specific sections cf the print.

STRCH: NPPS shall have tha capability to search specific sections of the print. The

Type 14 or IS records may hold both palm and major case prints.

3TRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637r LAFIS shall allow searches cf palm prints by regions.
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STRQ108Q: lAf IS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm pnnt submissions lor

r>on‘m3jor crimes.

STROH02: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

StJR7t: NGI shall support Latent Phot Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: 1APIS Shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQd2: The lAFlS transaction for laleot palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for

high priohty cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crime s>

or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRO$36: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates refomed by a pafm latent search to be ueer-

defined

STRQ11 1; Latent palm print services shall ce integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRG1 10: Latent palm phnt serviceB shall provide the same services as latent fingerpiint services

provided currently; applicable hardware, software, trainirg arid documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS Shall allow allemaUve maarve to Identify indlvkluaJs wilhoul fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means lo Identify individuals without fingerprlnls, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS2S: The NPPS shall provide search capabllilies of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository In supporting Federal and State law enforcement agencies The NPPS shall be a Ailly

automated segrrient within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print images

In accordarrce with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a

contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a temprint image.

The NPPS ^aii populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a 6uik Palm Print

Enroiinvent (BPPE>.

STRQ531: The NPPS Shall provide a system to Internal and external cuslomers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform seances of CJiS
System of Services (SoS) d^a In support of criminal inve^igaiions.

STRQl 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to

search both known end unknown candidate rapositohes, generate queries, create linkages, end
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of cnminai investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollmertt and idenUflcaiJon capabilities similar to what Is currently available via

ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall creale a Palm Print Repository Record
(PPRR).
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STRQ536; Latent Exerrjners shaB have a latent Palm Print Search (tPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

mlnutia marker and enter case infermatJon.

STRQ1 165: Thd NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisor>B by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall has^ a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the abUlty to search specific areas of a patm print.

STRQ^7: lAFIS shall provide the capability lo search Major Case ^nla
STRO960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide ^e ability to search palm prints in the lAFtS repositones.

STRQ2d4' lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten.

prim searches.

STRQ556: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090^ lAFlS ^ali not require the identitication of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major
crimes

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secLiuns of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search ^secific sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 15 records n^y hoJd both palm and major case phnls.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a paim print.

STRQ637; lAFiS Shall aHow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS shall require identificalJon of paJm region to search for palm print submiseions for

non -major Crimea.

STRQi 1 02 : lAFiS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a fist of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STR03: Major Casa Prints shall be Type 14 ^d IS.

SH^QIOSI: lAFfS shall require Idenbtication of the orientation for palm prim submissions for non-major crimes

STRO1092: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall support T^print Fingerprint Identificalion Search requests.

LEG UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprini Fir>gerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR124: NGI shall perform a catcadad search of (ha UIF when the Iris data eubmittad with aTenprInt Fingerprint Identification Search requeet meets the minimum quality

standard for frte searches In accordance with cascaded search businaas rules.

SUR14: NGI shall enroll iris data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

STR0651 : lAFlS shall allow the retention of iris Images

STRQi 46: The system sri^l store iris images.

STRQ645: lAFIS shall be able to store iris images.

STRQ649: 1APIS shall allow the submission, retention and seaixh of iris images.

STRQiodZ: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NO! shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identifi cation Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenliftcatlon Search requests.

SFR123: NGI shall perform a cascaded search of marked 8PC FJIe(s) whan tha Iris data submittad with a Tenprint Fingerprint Idemlflcatlon Search request meets the minimum
qu^lty standard for Iris searches In accordance wfth cascaded sear^ bustnese luFes.

SUR14: NGI shall enroll iris data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.
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STRQ651: (APIS sl^ll alkhv the retdhUon of iri& ime^e
5TRQ146: The system shaJI store fhs Images.

STRO&4S; (APIS shall be able to store Iris images.

&TRQ649: lAFIS shall aliow the submission, retention and search of fhs Images.

STRQ103?: lAFIS shall net require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non>mapr crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Pirtgerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall suppcflTenprtnl Fingerprint IdentifIcellon Search requests.

$PR129: NGI shaM send a Hot Check Heme Search request to NCIC for all TenpHnt PlnoerprirH Jdentfficatlor) Sear^ requests.

LEG PR519: lAFIS shall forward a Hot Check Name Search request to NCIC for ail Tenprint Fingerprint IdentJflcatjon Search requests.

SUR30: NGI shall support a Hot Check Name Search of the NCIC persons' files for Tenphm Fingerprint Identification Searches.

LEG.UR6: lAFIS shall suppcKta Hot Check Nem© Search of the NCIC persws' files for Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches.

$UR1: NGI sh^l support Tenprint Fingerprint IdentificaQon Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprtnt Fingerprint Idenlificatjon Search requests.

SFH127: NGI shall determine the response distribution method (i.e., ^ectronlc or hardcopy) for e Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response.

LEG.FR46: lAFlS shall determine d>e response disbihution method {i.e. . electronic or hardcopy) for a TenprV)t Fingerprint identification Search Response.

SUR23: NGf shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR4: lAFIS shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint FIngerpriol Identiflcatlon Search requests.

LEO.LIR1: lAFIS shatl support Tenprint Fir^erprint Idarrllfication Search requests

SFR128: NGi shall provide an Authorised Corrtrlbutor with an Idenhftcatlon decision as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response.

LEG.FR47: lAFlS shall provide an Authonzed ConlributGr with an identification decision v/hen applicdble as part of a Tenprim Fingerprint idenlificatlon Search Response.

SUR23: NGl shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

LEG.UR4: lAFlS shall provide an appro(^ate response to aTenprint Fingerprint Identificatiun Search request.

SURI: NOl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint ldentificetk;>n Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall auppdd Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR129: NGl ehall provide the Identity History Summary for a poeKive Idenoricatlon candidate In the Tenprint Fingerprint identifleatfon Search reeponee, whari requeated.

BIO FEAT53: The solution shall make available for display bio metrically-linked rnformation on a known Individual to a POE officer at Primary. This lAformation shall Include: a.

Digital faciai photograph associated with document presented b. Cun’endy captured minimum biographic Information - First Name, Last Name, Date of Birth. Gender^ A^odated
Identity Document Number. Document Issuing Authority. Document Type c. Any existing information currently displayed for an officer at Primary, including IDENT watchlist

information d. An indication of criminal history

BiO.FEAT12$: The solution shall provide criminal history record information ^CMRI) based on a confirmed biometric hKto the user

LEG.FR4d: lAFfS Shall proviefe the Subject Criminal History Rap Sheet of an 'idenF candidate In the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search Response v^en requested

STRQ647: lAFIS shall have 6 fag indicaling iris data is available.

SUR23; NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint fingerprint Identificatkm Search request

LEO.UR4: lAFlS shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflc^on Se^ch request.

SUR1: NGi shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdenUficatioh Search requests.

SFR130: NOl shall provide an Ideniity History Summary In response to a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentificaUofl Search request of the RISC repository that results in an

identification against a tier-1 RISC record.

BIO.FEAT149: The solution shall allow a reoord/cycle owner to select silent hit for RapDacK notification when a record/cyde is retained.

SUR23.' NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fir^gerprini Idenuflcatlon Search request.
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LEG.UR4: lAFlS 6hail prov(d6 an appropriate meporise to a Tenpnnt Fingerprint Identification Searct\ request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Firtgerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Flr>gerprint Idenlifrcation Search requests.

SFRI 31 : NGI shall provide contact Information In reaponee to a Tenprint Fir^gerprlrtt Identtflcadon Search requeat of the RISC repository that raaulte In an IdentlScalion

against atier>2 RISC record.

BIO.FEAT14Q: The solution shail allow a record/cycie owr>er to select silent hit for RapSack notification when a record/cycie is retained.

SUR23: NGI eha1l provide an appropriate response to a Tery)nnt Fingerprint Identificaliori Search request.

LEG.UR4: lAFIS ah^J provide an appropriate response to a Tenphnt Fingerprint IderttiflcaCor Search request.

SURt: NGi shall support Tenpcint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFR192' NGI shall provide a non-identification response in rssponee to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identificalion Search request of the RISC repository that results In an
IdenUftcaUon against a tlar-3 RISC record.

BIO FEAT149: The sc^ution shall alk>w a record/cycle owner to select silent hit for RapBack ootiRcation when a record/cycle is retained

SUR23: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprirrt Firgeiprint IdenttRcation Search request.

LEG.UR4: lAFIS shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Firtgerprint Identification Search request.

SUR1: NGt shall euppori Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

LEG.URt: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenliflcation Search requeue.

SFR133: NGI shall optionally Include, on a Tenprint Fingerprint Mentlflcatiort Search reeponsep the moat recendy taken frontal facial photo fof the Identified subject.

STRQ431; IPS shall provide the most current photo with the rap sheet.

$UR28: NGI shall provide a photo with the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response, when requested.

STRQ77: The federal rap sheet Shall provide the capability to include the mug shot when available.

STRQ303: IPS shall have the ability to return the mug shot with the SRE response.

STRQ1155: IPS ^al I have the ability to return the mug shot with the SRE response, As an cation, lAFES shall return up to some number of mug
^ots.

STRQ319: IPS shall provide the capability to return photos with the RAP sheet when returning a response to a successfuJ search.

STRQIO961 fAFJS ^aii Support fast Id requiramsnis by accepting two-fir^ger slap fingerprints and returning the latest mug shot photograph and the FNU.
SUR23: NGI shall provide en appropriete response to a Tenprint Fingerprint identficatlon Search request.

LEG.UR4; IAFl$ shsil provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint idertificatiar> Search request.

SURt: NGI Shelf support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatton Search requests.

LEG.UR1' lAFlS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdenIJficdtion Search requests.

SFRIS4: NGI shall optionally Include, on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identifieatlon Search response, the most recently taken facial photo for the identified subject, whan no frontal

faciei photo is avarlabls.

STR0431; IPS Shall provide the most current photo with the rap sheet.

SUR28: NGI shall provide 8 photO with theTenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response, when requested.

STRQ77: The federal rap sheet shall provide the capabJIity to include the mug shot when available

STRQ303: fPS Shall have the ability to return tiie mug shot with the SRE response.

STRQ1155: IPS ^all have the ability to return the mug shot wilh the SRE response. As an option. 1AFI$ shall return up to some numberof mug
shots.

STRQ319: IPS shall provide the capabNity to return photos with the RAP sheet when returning a response to a successful search.

STRQ1096: lAFlS Shall support fast id requirements by accepting two-flnger slap fingerprintd and reiumlrig the laieat mug shot photograph and the FNU.
SUR23‘ NGI shall provkte an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request NGI~1425
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LEG.UR4: lAFlS Bhall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Idenbfiodllon Search request.

SURt: NGI shall ^pport Tenprint Flngerprir^t I dentitu^ation Search repuasts.

LEG.URIHi^tS shall support Terprint Flr^erprinl Identirication Search requests.

$FR13$: NGI shall optionally Include, on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcatlon Search response^ the external system photo for the IdenUHed subject

SUR3: NQI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint ldentif1catior> Searches against daeignated external repositories (e.g., IDEMT).

SUR1: NGI shall supportTenprIrl Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEO UR1: lAFlS Shall support Tenprinl Flrtgerprint Idantificdtion Search requests.

SFR136: NGI shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, fora Tenprinl Fingerprint IdentItication Search request.

LEG.FR49: lAFlS shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, fora Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatiori Search request.

$UR23: NGI Shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR4: lAFtS shall provide an appropriata response to a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request.

SUR1: NGI shell support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint idenbficalion Search requests.

SFR1$7: NGI shall provide Authorized Contributors eriO) an electronic response to a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentlflcaUon Search request In accordance with the latest EGTS
version.

BIO.FEAT393: The solution shall allow lAFIS to present the IDR data etements in a format acceptable by lAFfS end users.

LEG.FR50: lAFIS Shall provide Authorized Coniributors an electronic response to a Tenprint Firigerprint Identlficahon Search request in accordartce with the latest EBTS version

SUR23: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

IEG.UR4: lAFIS Shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenpririt Flr^gerphnt IdentifKafion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint tdentification Search requests.

$FRia6; NCI Shall provide a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlflcatidf) 3ear<^ responeeto en External System In accordance with the laten version of the EBTS.

BIO FEAT129: The Solution shall drnpk>y tMometric standards e^bli^ad by the National institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.a. the ANSI National standard for

Information Systems— Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Bloniatric Information, AN$I/N]ST'ITL'1>2007.

BI0.FEAT150: The solution shall exchange data based upon a biomelTK Identification,

6IO.FEAT162: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR4: NGI shall support a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search from an Authori2ed External System (e.g , IDENT) against designated NGI repositories.

$UR1: NGI shall supporl Tenpnrt Fingerprint Identification Search requests

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support TenfHlrtt Fingerprint Identification Sear^ requests.

SFR130: NGI shall provide the appropriate Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search response lo ao Authorized FBI Service Provider.

L£G.FR5t4: lAFiS i^all provide the appropriate Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR23: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint FIrtgerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR4; lAFlS Shall provide an ap^priate response to a Tenpnnt Fingerprint Identifioatioo Search request.

SURl: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint jdentcfication Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR14(I: NGI shall provide a hardcopy response to a Tenprint Fingerprint tdentification Search request as appropriate.

LEG.FR31; lAFlS shall provide a hardcopy response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request, ae appropriate.

SUR23: NOt shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

tEG.iJR4: lAFIS shall provide an appropriate response to a T^priot Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1; lAFiS shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search requests. NGI~1426
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SFR141: NGI fthall provide an Initial partial reaponee whan a Tenprlnt Flnperprtnt Idendflcation Search request results In a positWe Identification to a manual record.

BIO.FEAT25d; in ITifi eveni an frvdividual hits upon & manual record within lAFIS, Ihd solution shal provide IDENT the mason for the delay.

tEG.FR504: IAFI$ shall provide an initiai partial response when a Tenprint Finperphnt identiflcdllon Search results In a positive identifcadon to a ntanual record.

SUR23: NGI shall provkie an appropriate response to a Tertprirtt Firtgerpnnt identincatlon Search request.

LEO.UR4: lAFiS shall provide an appropriate responBa to a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEQ.UR1: lAFiS shell support Teriprint Fingerprirkt Idenfifioation Search requests.

$FR142: NGI shall combine the NGI Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request results with ^e response{s) from external system(sj (a.g., iD£NT) Into a single Ter>prlnt

Fingerprint Identification Search response, when all search results are available vdthin the response time threshold required to create a combined response.

6IO FEAT6: The solution shall notify the user if newly captured prir>ts da rrol match any stored prints associated with an Individual.

BrO.FEAT 150: The solution shall exchange data based upon 9 biometric Identification.

BIO.FGAT183: The solution shall provide all oiometrically verified informatjgn in a sirtgle response

BIO.FEAT224: ITie solution shall clearly identify from vi^ere the data Is reirieved (IDENT or lAFIS).

BfO.FEAT299: The solution shall provide the results of a biometric search for prior enterprise encounters and iAFtS records to CBP Secondary.

BiO.F£AT344: The solutiori Shall provide a OHS and OOJ approved disclaimer in responses containing tnfdrmatktn from both aystema

BIO-FEAT3dO: The solution shall make available for display the followhg data elem^ts for the lOENT Data Response (lOR): a First Name b. Middle Namec. Last Narne d Date

of Birth e. Place of Birth f. Gender g. System Record Locator (ElD) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BIO.FEAT39f : The solution shall return lOR data elements for up to the five most recent DHS encounters.

BIO.FEAT392: Upon a confirmed biometric match, IDENT shall servJ IDR data elements to lAFlS.

BiO.FEAT393: The solution Shall allow lAFiS to present the IQR data elemerds in a fi^rmat acceptable by lAFIS end users.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Firvgerprir;! Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Firigerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenpiiol Fingerprint idenlifrcalioo Search requests.

SFR143: NGI ehall provide partial Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request results as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search resporvse when External

System(e) do not meet the responee time threshold required to create a corrU)lned reaponee.

BIO FEATS: The soluhon shall r>otify the user if rwwiy captured prints do net match arry stored prints associated with an individual.

6iO.FEAT183: The solution shall provide all blQimatrlcally verified infbrmatlori In a single response.

BIG.FEAT390: The solution ^all make availatHe for display the following data elements for the IDENT Data Response (IDR): a. First Name b. Middle Name c. Last Name d. Date
of Birih e. Place of Birth f. Gender g System Record Locator (ElD) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BrO.FEAT391: The solution shall return IDR data elemenfs for up to the five most recent DHS encounters.

B10.FEAT392: Upon a confirmed blometiic match, IDENT ^11 send IDR data elements to lAFIS.

BIO.FEAT393; The solution shall allow lAFlS to present the IDR data eiemerits In a format acceptable by lAFIS end users.

SUR3: NQl shall supp<yt Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g , IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shelf support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search reque^s.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Firrgerpririt Identification Search requests.

SFR144: NGI shall forward ExtM'nal Syslem Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request resutts Independently from an NGi Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

responee when the Extamel System does not rneet the response time threshold required to create a combined resporvse.

BIO.FEAT390: The solution shall make available for display the following data elements for the IDENT Data Response (IDR): a. First Name b. Middle Name c. Last Name d. Date
of Birth 6. Place of Birth f. Gender g. System Record Locator (ElD) h. Digital Facial Photogr^^

BIO.FEAT391‘The solution shall return IDR data elements for up to the five most recent DHS encounters.

BlO.fEAT392: Upon a confirmed biometric match, IDENT srisll send IDR data elements to IAFIS.

BIO.FEAT393: The solution shall allow (APIS to present the IDR data elemente In a format acceptable by lAFlS end users.
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SUR3: shall support Tanprint Fingerprint Identihcabon Searches against destgnatad external repositories (e.g., lOENT).

SLiRt: NQI snail support Tenprint FJrtgerprint identificdtlon Search requests^

LEG URI : lAFiS shall support Tenprint Ffrvgerpiint Identification Search requests.

SFR14S: NGI shell Indicate the source repoeHory (e.g., IDENT) of alt external repoellory Informetlon returned In a Tenpiint Fingerprint tdentlficelion Search response.

B10.FEAT224: The solution shall clearty identify from where the data is retrieved {IDENT or lAFiS).

6tO.FEAT344: The solution Ghall provide a DHS and DOJ approved disclaimer in responses containing infomnation from boUi systems.

BlO.FEATSdS: The solution shall aJiowthe usarlo designate if a biometric match within iDENiT will return a response from the LESC.

S10.FEAT39&: The solution shall clearly indk:.ate on the iDR that the information presented Is strictly for the purpose of providing Identity Informatton and not for delermirting

current immigration status.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Fir>gsrprint identificatiori Seances against desigrtated external repositories (e g ,
IDENT).

&UR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1. 1APIS shall support Tenprint fingerprint identificatron Search requests

SFR146: NGI shall forward the LESC lAR responses lo an Authorized Contributor Independent ofthe Tenprint Finoerprlrtt Jdsntificatlon Search responses.

dlO-F6AT2S2: The solution shaU determine eiigibiitty. benefiU, positions, or pnvileges to provide a background check within 15 minutes to 24 hours {low, medium, or high priority)

to international, federal, state, and local criminal justice and non*crlrrxnal justice agencies processing employmenVlIcersing applications and DOS consular officials invot^^ with

LEG.FR600; lAFlS shall forward an lAR from LESC to the Authorized Pilot Agency as a resuK of positive identification on a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search roquost of

the IDENT shared data

SLIR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Firvgerprini Identification Searches against designated external reposHcries (e.g.. IDENT).

5UR1: NGI shall supportTenprint Fmgerprlnl Identification Search requests.

LEG.URi: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR147: NGf shall forward the LESC lAR responses to an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BiO.FEAT 12B: The elution ^11 employ biometric standards esiabiishad by the NaUonal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), j.e, the ANSI National Standard for

Informetton Systems - Data Format for the interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST-ITL-1-2007.

BIO.FEAT182: The solution shall employ a standard format for ^uery responses.

to IntemetiDnal, federal, state, and local criminal justice and nan-crimiaal justice agencies processing employrnent/licensing applications and DOS consular officiais involved with

the visa application/interview process.

BIO.FEAT395: The solution shall dearly indicate on the lOR that the iriformation presented Is strictly for the purpose of providing identity information and not for determining

current tmiwgrallon status.

l£6.FR600r lAFIS shall forward an iAR from LESC to the AuUiorized Pilot Agency as s result of positive identification on a Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlification Search requeet of

the lOENT shared data.

SUR3: NGI shall supportTenprint Fingerprint identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g , IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fir*»gerpnm Identification Search requests.

IEG-UR1; lAFiS shall supportTenprint Fingerprint identitication Search requests.

$FR148: NGI shall provide the LESC lAR respiMiees to an Authorized FBI Service Provider Independent of the TenprJrd Fingerprint JdendflcaUon Search reeponeee.

to li^temetional, federal, state, and local criminal justice and non-criminal justice agencies processing amptoyn;entf]Jcensing applications and DOS consular officials Involved with

the visa application,i1nterview process

SUR3; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdentiflcaUun Searches against desigrtated external repoeKories (e.g., IDENT).

SURl: NGi shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identifioalion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: (APIS shall suppiort Tenprint Fingerprint Ideritiflcelion Search requests.

SFR14ft: KOI shall advise tt>e Authorized Contributor when a photo Is enrolled as a reeult of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request, but falls to rtieet minimum
quality standards for facial recognition.

STR07&1 : lAFIS shall provkle feedback for photos that fa II to n>det the submission standard s
. rv ir- r i vioo
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STRQ1 167^ JAFJS shall have a standards for photo submissions. These standards IncJuda a validation process with feedback to users.

SUR12: NCI shall enroll photos as partofa Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

5TRQ473: The lAFIS ^PS shall allow submission ot SMT photos with an arrest record.

STR0478: The lAFIS IPS shall process Civil TOTs roodified to allow submission of photos.

STRQ479: lAFIS shell accept civil submissions with photos. lAFIS shall retain civil photos if re<iijasted.

STR06^: lAFlS shall accept photos associated with applicant fingerprints.

STRQ€d6: lAFiS Shall support the submission of fingerprints with photos for civil TOT s.

STRQl 1 61 : The lAFIS IPS shall process Chril TOTs for submission of photos (FANC> FAUF. NFUF. MAP, FNCC, FUFC, MAPC, NFFC, and

NFDP). Photos shall be retained if requested, and attached to the civil record using the Civil Record Number.

811^0687; lAFIS shall allow the civil TOTs FNDR and NNDR lo allow submission of photos.

STRQl 140; IPS shaN allow submission of DL photos with an arrest record.

SURl: NCI Shalt support Tenprint Firigarphnt Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint ldeniiflcatk)n Search requests.

SFRlSOr NCI shall advise the Authorised FBI Service Provider when a photo Is er^roltad ssa result of a Tenprint Fingerprint tdentHIcation Search request, but fails to meet
minimum quality atandarde facial recognition.

SUR12: NGl shall enroll photos as pari of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ473; The lAFIS 1PS shad allow submission cf SMT phclos with an arrest record.

STR047S: The lAFiS IPS shall process Civil TOTs modified to allow submission of pholos.

STRQ479i lAFiS shall accept civil submissions with photos. lAFtS shall retain civil photos if requested.

STRQ694; lAFlS shall accept photos associated vwth applicant fingerprints.

STRQ8fi6; lAFiS shall support the eubmission of fingerprihla with photos for dvii TOTs.

STRQ1161: The lAFIS IPS shall process CWA TOTs for submission of photos (FAWC, FAUF. NFUF, MAP, FNCC, FUFC. MAPC. NFFC, and

NFDP). Photos shall be retained If requested, and attached to the civil record using the Civil Record Number.

STRQe87: 1AFIS shall allow the cMI TOTs FNDR and NNDR to ailow submission of photos.

STRQl 140: IPS shall allow submission of 01 photos with an arrest record.

SURl : NGi shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiftcation Search requests.

LEG.URl: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatkin Search requests.

SFR151: NOl shall advise the Authorized C<MiUibutof when a palmprint Is enrolled as a result of a Tenprini Fingerprint Mentlflcalton Search request, but falls to meet minimurn

quality starKlards for palmprint searching.

$UR13: NOl shall enroll pelmprintsas part of a Tenprint Fingerprint ldontilicatior> Search.

SFR732; NOl shall forward a response from an External Systern (a.g.. IDENT) to the Authorized Contributor, independent from the NGI response, as a result of

an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR67: NG1 ahali support latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BtO.FEAT17&: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Laterrt Print Image lr>vestigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent image Search Request.

STRQ82: The fAFtS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates fdi

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow Ehe number of candidaLesi returned for latent searches for major crirees,

or events, to be increased dynamioaliy.

STRQ538; lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-

deflned.
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STR0111: LaLenl palm print servlcas shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingetprint

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shaU be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: IAFi3 shall aUcw alternative means to identify individuals witiiout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fmgers. missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall aliow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

Injured hands or fingers, rressing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQti63: The NPP5 shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repo^tory in supporting Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPP$ shall be a fully

automatod segment within IAFI$ The NPPS shell accept electronically submitted palm print images

in accordance with ANSI/NIST starKtards and future Efectroolc Fingerphnt Transmission Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The I^PPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a
contributor submits a palm pnnt image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Dulk Palm Print

Enrollmant^BPPF).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external cuatomers with the capability to search bo<h

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linikages, and perform searches of CJlS

System of Services (SoS) date in support of crinnina] Investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with iho capability to

search both known and unknown candidate reposiiohes, generate gueiies. create linkages, and
perfbnri searches of CJI5 Systems of Services (SoS) deta In support of criminal investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via

tetvphnl. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm pdnl, shall create a Palm Prim Repository Reccfd
(PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

minutia marker and enter case information

STRQ1 1 95: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print compaiisons by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search speciftc areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: IAF|S shall provide the capability to search Major Case pnnts.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the 1AFIS repositories

STR0264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to wtiat is available For terv

print searches.

STRQS56: IAF1S shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQiggO: IAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for mejor

chrries.
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8TRQ6: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shell have the capability to search specific sec^ons of (he print The
Type 14 Gr1 5 recorOs may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089J fAFIS shali require idenlificatlon of pairn region to search for palm print submcssions for

non-major crimes.

STRQUOir lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a fist of suspects.

STRO1104; lAFlS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher prioriTy

SUR71; NGI shall support Latent Prihi Feature investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : lAFIS shall support Lalont Feature Search requests of specified repositories

LEG.UP22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAf IS Iransaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for

high priority cases.

STRQ829; NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major chines,

or events. io be increased dynamically.

STR0538; lAFtS shall allow I he numberof candidates relumed by a palm laterri $ean:h to be user-

defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent paim print services shali be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currenlly; applicabie hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110! Latent paim print services shad provide the same services as latent fingerpnnt services

provided currontly: applicable hardware, software, training and documentalion shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFI8 shall ailow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: iAFIS shall allovir altemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ52^: The NPRS shall provide search capabilities of the palni print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow tt>e capture, storage, end searching of palm prims from a Federal data

repository in supporting Federal and Slate law entorcemenl agencies The NPPS shall be a fully aolomated
segment within lAFtS. The NPPS shall accept electronically stibmltted pairn print images m accordance with

ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transn)Bsk}n Specification (EFTSl revisions. The NPPS
shall have a Startoard Palm Phnr Enrollment tSPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the sarria

time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS sKan populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and

also develop a SutV Palm Prinl Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external custonners with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidale repcsFlorles, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.
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STR01 1 64: The NPPS shaJI provide a syaterri fo fntemal and exlemal custoiDer? with the capat^ility to

search both known and unknown candidate repoeitoriea, generate queries, create Unkagee, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of chminai invesUgations. The
htPPS shall provide enrolfmentand Identihcatjon capabilities simEiartowhat is currentiy avaiiabte via

ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record
(PPRR),

STROS36: Latent Examirrere shaii have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabilHy to capture images, adjust

mlnutia maiher and enter case information.

STRQ1 165. The NPPS shaH provide imdge retrieval for palm print compaiisoiis by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STR0539; NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAPtS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO9d0: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFkS shall provide the ability to search palrrr prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar lo wbat is available for ten-

print searches.

STRQ5S6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ1090: lAFIS Shall not require the identHicatjon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions formaior
Crimes.

STRQ5; NPPS shall have lha capability tc search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of tha print. The
Type 14 or t S records may hold both palm and major ca se prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10B9: lAFIS shall require ideollfication of palm region to search for palm print eubml salons for

nor^major crimes.

$TRQ1 102: lAFIS Shall provide the abikty to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

$TRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 1S.

STRQ1C91: lAFIS Shall require Identification of the orientaUon for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: (APIS shall not require the Uentification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS Shall support Tenphni Fii>gerprint identi^catlon Search requests.

$FRI92: NOI ehall advise the Authorized F6l Service Provider when a p^mprint Is enrolled as a result of a TenpHnt Flngerpiinl Identification Search request, but fails to meet
minimum quality atandards for paimprint searching.

SUR13: NGt shall enroll palmprints as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint IdentJflcatiDn Search.

SFR732: NGI shall forward a response from an External Systern (e.g., IDENT) toihe Autiiorized Contributor, independent from the NGI response, as a result of

an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR67: NGI shall support Latent Inveatigabon Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO FEAT 179; The Solution shall identify records as latent prints.
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SUR70: NG( shdU suppon Latent Print image Inveatigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: 1APIS shall provide a can<jldate list In response to a Latent Image Searcti Request.

&TRQ82: The JAFIS transaction (or latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates tor

nigh priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

$TR053d: lAplS Shall allow the number of candktales relun^ed by a palm latent search to be user*

definad.

STRQ11 1
: Latent palm pdm services shall be integrated with, and provide Ihe same services, as latent fingeipiint

services provided currently, appliceble hardware, software, training and documentalion shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0: Latent j^lm print services shell provide the same services as latent fingerpriht services

provided currently, applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identity individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands

or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS ehatl allow alternative means to identify Indrvlduais without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fngers, etc

3TRQ529; The NPPS shaft provide search capabllHies of the palm print repository.

5TR01163: The NPPS shell allow the capture, storage, and searchlrtg of paim prints from « Federst dele

repository in supporting Federal and Stats law entorcemerrt agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated

segment within iAFIS. The NPPS shall accept alactronlcally submitted palm print images in accordance with

ANSi/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmisaion SpectfKatioo (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS
shall have a Standard Paim Print Er^roilmet>t (SPP£) in which a contributor submHa a palm print image al the same
time Ihe contributor submits a ten*pr1nt rmaga. The NPPS shall populate a new Paln> Print R^MSitory (PPR). and
also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shaH provide e system 1o irriernel and external customers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidste repositories, generate queries, create rinkages, and perfomi searches of CJIS
System of Seivices (SoS) data In support of criminal investigalions

STRQ1 194: The NPP$ Shall provide a system to internal and external customers wift^ the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create Onkages, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Seivices (SoS) data in support of crimlnat investigations The
NPPS shall provide enrcJIment and Identificabon capsbilKies sirnilar to what is currently available via

ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm prirtt, shall create a Palm Pririt Repository Record
(PPRR)

STPQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to caplure images, adjust

mlnuha mariner and enter case information,

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Lafeni Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Pririt Search
(LPPS) Capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker arKf enter case Intormation.

STRQ53d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specjfvc areas of a palm print
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3TRQ557: lAFlS shail provide the capa^ili^y to search Major Case Prints.

STROddO: The system shaii search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFiS repositories.

STRCI284: lAFIS shall provide tfie capability to search pairri prints sirnilar to what is available lor leiv

print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs palm

STRQIOdG: lAFIS shall not require the IdantificaLjon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major

crimes.

STRQSj NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints

STRQ328; NPF^ shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm phrtt.

STRC>d37: 1AFI$ shall ai/ow searchas of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069; lAFIS shaH require identification of palm region to search for paJm print submissions For

r>on-maJor crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the abilrty to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STROl 104: lAFlS shall allow palm prini submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGi shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG .UR2 1 : 1APIS shall support L atent Featu re Sea rch requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STR082: The I APIS transaction for latent parm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates fbi

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned tor latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFiS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-

detined.

STRQl 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall bo integrated with, and provide the seme services, as latent fingeiprint

senrioes provided currently; applicable hardwars, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 10; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingeq^nint services

provided currently, applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall bo provided

$TR0226; lAFIS shall allow altemalive maarrs to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals vwthout fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search o^>abilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQt 163' The NPPS allow ih© caplure^ swrafle, an<j searchiog of palm prims ffom a Federal

data rapcrsltory in suppcrtng Federal and Stats law enrorcernenl agencies The NFPS shall be a fully

automated segmerit within lAFlS- The NPPS shall dcoapt eJectronioeHy submitted palm print images
In accordance with ANSi/NIST standards and future Electronic: Fingeeprim Transmission Speciflcatioh

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollrrtent (SPPE) in which a
contributor sobmils a palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image
The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), artd also develop a Sulk Palm Piinl

Enrollment (SPPE),

Known and unkrxtwn candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJ1$
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal invesOgabons.

STRQi1d4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to

search both Known and unknowrt candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and
perform searches of CJIS Sysiems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations- The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via

tervprinl. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Phnl Repoeilory Record
(PPRR),

STR05S6: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

minutia marker and enter caao Information.

STRQ 1166: The NPP$ shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm prints, latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search

(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marlierand enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to seanii specific areas of a paJm print.

STRQ557: lAFJS shell provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shail search palm prirtts.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in ^e lAFJS repositories.

STR02$4: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for Cen-

print searches.

STRQ656: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm v$. palm.

$TRQ1090: lAFIS Shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submiesiona for major
crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections o1 the print.

STR04; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: fAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1D89: lAFfS shall require Identification of pekn region to search fur palm print submi&eions for

non^majcr crimes.

5TRQ1102: I APIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ 11 04: I APIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: MafOf Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: 1AFIS shall requira Identificatkm of the criantation for palm print submissloria fornon'imajor crimes. NGI~1435
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STRQ10d2: lAPiS ^3ii not require the identificaton of ojientstion for paJm pKnl aubmlsdloos for non-major crimes.

SUR1 ; NGI 8?i3ll support Tef^pnnl Fingerprint Identificatjon Search naquasts.

LEQ.UR1: lAFIS shail support Tenprint Firigarpririt IdanlJficdtiori Search requests.

SFRI53: Shalt advise the Authorixed Contributor when a paimpNnt ^ rtot enrolled due toa failed validation of fingerprints to paimprinU wfien processing a Tenprint

FingerprirH Iderttiflcadon Search request.

$UR13: NOl shall enroll palrrtprir>is as part of a Tenprint Firtgerprirl Identification Search.

SFR732: NGI shall forward a response from an Extemal System {e g,, IDENT) to the Authorized Contributor, independent from the NGI respohse, as a result of

an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search requasl.

SUR67: NCI shall support Latent InvesOgation Searches of an external biornetric repository.

BtO FEAT 1 79: The solution shall kJsntify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches

LEC.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STR082: The iAFiS transacton for latent palm print searches shall ba able to expand the number of candidates for

high prionty cases.

STRQ32G: NPPS shall allow the number of cartdidates returned for latent searches for major chines,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ53d: fAFlS shall atlow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be usei-

STR01 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated wiUi. and provide the same eervices, as latent hngerprinl

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided currently; applicable hardware. soltwcM'e, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFlS shall allow alternative rneans to identify indivipLials without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands

or firtgers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to idenrtify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPP5 shall provfoe search capabilities of the paim print repository

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints horn a Federal

data reposhory In supporting Federal end Slate law enforcentent agencies. The shall oe a fuSy

automated segment wfthin lAFiS. The NPR$ shall accept oiacironicdiiy submitted paim print images
In aocordartce with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Flr>gerpnnt Transrniesion Speciflcatioit

{EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Startdard Palm Print ErtroUment (SPPE) in which a

contnbulor submits a palm print image at Ihe same time the ccnbtbutor submita a ten-print image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository {PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and porfonh searches of GJfS
System of Services {SoS) data in support of criminal Invefitlgafions.
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STRQ1164: The T4PP5 shalf provide a eyatem to internal and exteinal cuatomera with the capabiity to

search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and
perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminat investigaliDns. llte

NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificetion capabilities sirnitar (o what is cunenUy available via

ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repositorv Record

{PPRRJ.

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture knagee, adjust

minuUa mar1(8rar>0 enter case Information.

STRQ 1 1 6b' The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent exacninars

and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capapfliry to ceplurB Images, adjust minutid marker and enter case infomnaflon.

STRQ539; NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

$TRQS57. lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQS8Q: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ1 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall prosride the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for leiv

print searches.

STRObSS: lAFIS shaU prowde the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1C90: lAPlS shall not require the Identificatioo of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for niejor

crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifio aactior^s of Hie print.

STRQ4r NPPS shall have the capability to search speciltc sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold txslh palm and major case prints

5TRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against spacifk: areas of a palm print

STR0637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1 089: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissiorts for

non-major crimes.

&1Ttai 102: lAFlS shall provide 8>e ability to search laterH palm prints against a list of suspects.

$TR0 1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher prtorily.

SUR71: NGI shall support Lateni Print Feature investigation Searches.

LE3.UR2t: lAFlS shall support talent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEQ.UR22r lAFIS shell provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STHQ82 : The fAF IS transaction for latent pa Im pri nl sea rches shell be a ble to expa rtd the number of candidates for

high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for lateni searches for major Crimea,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQ1

1

1 : Lateni palm print services shaH be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent ftngerpiim

services provided currently; ^pficable hartfware, software, traiirilng and documentalion shad be provided
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STRQl 10: Latent palrTt print sarvicas stiall provide the same serviced as latent fingerprint services

provided currently; applicaPLe hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provideo

5TRQ226: JAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injureo hands
or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc,

STRQ224r lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify indis/iduala without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide seart^ Capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQl 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repository In supporting Federal arid State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall he a tully

aulorrtated segment within IAFI5. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print images
in accordance wrth ANSi/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Trertsmisslon Specification

(EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a
contributor submits a palrn print image at the Same time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

The NPPS Shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

£nroJlrT>6nt (BPPE)

STRQ531: The NPPS shell provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both

known end unknowrt candidate repositories, generate guehes, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal Investigations.

STRQl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to kiterr^i and external customers with (he capebKJty to

search both known artd unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and
perform eearr^es of QJIS Systems of Services (ScS) data In support of criminal inveeligalions. The
NPPS eh^l provide ertrollmenl and identification capabilHies sImUar to what is currently available via

ten-phnt. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record
(PPRR),

STRQ536; Latent Exambers sriail have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

mlnuLa rraricer and enter case Information.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shell provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent exammrs
and services for unsolved latent palm prints Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
(LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutta marker and enter case Infomiation.

STRQ539: NPP$ shaU provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prirfts.

STRQ133: (APIS Shall pro^de the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-

print searches.

STRQ5&6: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm,

STRQ1Q90: lAFIS shall not require the identincatlon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major

crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secUons of the print
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STRQ4: NPPS shall havo the capability to search specific sections of the print The
Type 14 or 15 records nrtay hold both palm and major case prints.

5TRQ326: Nf^S Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQQ37: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFiS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for

non-major crimes.

STRQi 102: lAFfS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFtS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Md|or Case Pnnts Shall be Type 14 and 15,

STRQ109t : lAFIS shall require identlficatiori of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crirnes.

STRO1092: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SURI; NGI shall support Tenphnt Fingerprirri Identification Search requests.

LEG.URl: lAFIS shall support Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR154: NGI shall advise the Authoriied FBI Service provider whan a paimprknt la not enrollad duato a failed validation of fingerprinta to patntprinte when proceselng a

Tenprlnt Flngerpiirtt Identification Search requeat.

SUR13: NGI shall enroll paimprints as part of a Tenpnnt Firtgerprlnt Identification Search.

SFR732: NGI shall forward a response from an External System (e.g., fDENT} to the Authorized Contributor, independent from the NGI response, as a result of

an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR67; NGI Shall support Latent inveshgalior Searches of an extemal biometric repository.

BIO.FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate Net in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for

high priority cases.

STRG329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: 1AFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currentiy; applicable hdrchvdre, sofbsiare, train and documentation shall be provided

STRQ 110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent firtgerprint services

provided currently, applicable hardware, software, training arid documentation shall be provided

STR0226: 1 AFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured haivJs

or fingers, misslr^ hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAPlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly

injured hartds or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1163; The NPPS ^hall allow the capture, eLQra9e, and searching of palm printe from a Fedorat

data repository in supporting Feclarai and State law eriforceroeni agencies. The NPPS shall be a fuHy

automated segment vuithln (APIS. The NPPS shall accept electroi*klcally submitted palm print images
in aocordartce with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission SpecIficaKon

(EFTS) revisioris. Tha NPPS shall have a Standand Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a
contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the coftlribulor submits a ten-print vnage
The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrotlmeni (BPPE).

known and unkrtown candidate repositories, ger>erate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJtS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 1€4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal anO external customers with the capebiiily to aeeroh bolti

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, cteaie linkages, and perform searches of CJIS

Systems of Services (SoS)data in support of chminatinvestigaiions. The NPPS shall provide enrolirnentand

kfentlficatiori capabiliKes similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm
print. ahalJ creaie a Palm Print Repoeitory Record {PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prlrti Seerri^ (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

minutia marker and enter case information.

STROl 165: The NPPS shall provide image ratn'evai for palm print comparisons by latent examiners
and services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search
<LPPS) capability to capture irnagas. adjust minutia markar arid eriter case fnformalion.

STRQ5391 NPPS shall provide the ability to search spedftc areas of a palm print

STRQS57: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search hAajor Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories

STRQ284; lAFlS shall provide the capablity to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-

print searches

STRQ556: lAFlS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQlOgO: lAFlS shall ixri require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major

crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

$TR04 NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The
Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STR0328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STROl 089: fAFlS shall require idenlificallcn of palm reg ion to search for palm print submifisions for

non- major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFlS shall provide tte ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ11D4: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Prir>t Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate ll&t in respor^se to a Latent Feature Search request.
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STROd2: The lAFlS transection for latent palm print soarchea shall be able to expand (he number ef canciidatea for

high phohty cases.

STRQ329: NPPS ^all allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes,

or events, to be Increased dynamically,

STRQ53B! IA FIS shall allow the rtumber of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-

defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint

services provided currently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl tO: Latent pa/m print services shaH provide the same services as latent fingerprint services

provided cumently; applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

&TRQ226; iAFiS shall aliow aitemative mesns to iderttify ir^dlvlduals without fingerprints, such as badty Inju^d haods
or fingers, massing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shati aliow alternative rr^ansto identify individuals wifiiout fingerprints, such as badly

Injured hands or fingers, missing hards or fingers, etc.

STRQ52d: The NPPS shah provide search capabiiitiesof the palm print repository.

STRQl t63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal

data repertory in aupportlrtg Federal and Slate law anforoemenl agerKStes. The NPPS shall be a fully

automated segment wFlhir> IAFIS. The NPPS shali accept electronically submitted pairn prir»l images
in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards artd future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

(EFTS] revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Prtnt Enrollment (SPPE) in which a

contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a tervprint image.

The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print

Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 ; The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal artd external customers with the capability to search both

known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, artd perform searches of CJIS
System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to

search both known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create ynkages, and
perform searches of CJI$ Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations. The
NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabltittes similar to what is currently availatfia via

teri'print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record
(PPRR],

STHQSSG: Lalertt Exartilners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust

mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners
end services for unsolved latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search

(iPPS) c^abiiity to capture images, adjust mlnulia marker and enter case Informatkm

&TRQ53fi: NPPS shall provide the ability to seari^ specific areas of a p>alm print.

STRQ557; IAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints. . .
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STRQdfiO: Thd dystfim &halJ search palm prints.

STRQl 33: I APIS ahall provide the ability to search patm prints tn the lAFlS neposilohes.

STRQ2d4: kAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-

print searches.

STRQS5€^ lAFlS shall provide Ihe capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall net require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions lor major

crimas.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search spacIRc sections of the print The
Type 1 4 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ323: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

$TR01069: tAFI$ shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for

norv-major ertmes-

STRQ1 102: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1104: LAFlS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints Shall be Type 14 and 15.

STR01CI91: lAFIS shall require identificatton of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1093: (APIS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-majur crimes.

SURl ; NGI shall support Tenprint Finger^^nt ldentiflc.^ion Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search rsquests.

SFR16S: NGI shall advise trie Autriorized Contributor when irti data i« enrolled as a result of a Tenprint FmgerprInI identification Search request, but falls to meet minimum
qu^lty standards for^ Iris aearches.

SUR14: NGI shall enroll iris data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ6S1 : lAFIS Shall ^kjw the retention of iris images

STRQl 46. The system shall store iris images

STRQ645: iAFiS shall be able to store iris Images

STRQ649: IAFIS shall allow the submission, relentron and search of Iris Images.

STRO10S2: fAFiS shall not require the Identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

5UR1: NGI Shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint identificdtion Search requosts-

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tonprinl Fingerprint Identification Sear(^ requests

$FRl5fi: NGI shafi advise the AuthorUed FBi Service Provider when Iris date Is enrolled ee e result of a Tenprint Fingerprint IdenUficeiion Search request but falls to meet
rninimum quality standards for iris searches.

SUR14: NGI shall enroll iris data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identificalion Search.

5TRQ651: lAFlS shall allow the retention of irie images

STRQ146! The system shali store iris images.

STRQ645: IAFIS shall be able to store iris Images.

STR0649: IAFIS shall allow the submission, retention end search of iris images.

STRQl0d2: IAFIS ^all not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for nommajor crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenllficatkin Search requests.

LEG.UR1: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFRIdT: NGI eholl advise the Authorised Contrlbut«^otth« Rap Back Enrollment ata^s a« part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search responee.
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SURISr NGI shall enroll e Rap Back Bubacription as part of a Taoprint Fingerprint idantiflcaiion Search.

STRQ6661 1AFI5 shall aHow gur\ deafer^ to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are c^ly screened once every three years when their license has to be i^newed.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint ident^catien Search requests^

LEG.UR1: lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search roguests.

$FR158: NQt ehall advise the Authorized FBI Service Provider oMhe Rep Beck EnroUrrwnt status as pert of a Tenprint Fingerprint Idendflcetiori Search response.

SUR1S; NGI shall enroll a Rap Back Subscription as part of a Tenprint Fing^rlnl Identification Search.

STROS66: lAFlS shall allow gun dealers to be enrolled in Rap Back since they are only screened once every three years when their license has to be renewed.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdentiRcation Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFiS ^all support Tenprint Flngerpnnt Idenlification Search requests

SFRISd: NGI shall accept fingeiprint data from an Authorized Contributor as part of a Latent Fingerprint identification Search request in accordance with the latest EBTS
version.

B10.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

810.FEAT12i:The soiution shall enable the user to select from a pre-dehned set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dIciJonary.

SIO.FEAT122; The solution shall enable U;e user to enter free-fbrm text for specified fields based on a standardized data dtctiortary.

BtO.FEAT123' The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dicUonary.

B)0.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the NaUorval Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i a. the ANSI National Standard fur

Information Systems - Data Format forth© Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NlST-ITL-i-2007.

BlO.FEAT1d4: The sofuticn shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

LEG.FRS2: lAFIS shall accept fingerprint data frorn en Authorized Contributor as part of Latent Flngerpiint Iderttification Search request in accordance with the latest EBTS
veraion.

SUR32; NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint iderbflceUon Sean^ requests.

SFR160: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Latent Fingerprint Identificatkm Search request.

LEG FR53: lAFlS shelf allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit fingerprint data as part of a Latent Fingerprint identification Search request

SIJR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFlS shall support latent Fingerprint Identificabon Search requests.

SFR162: NQt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service f^vlder to Input fingerprint Images to Initiate a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request

LEG.FR54J lAFlS shaU allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to scan fingetpr^nt images to Initiate a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR32^ NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URQ: iAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identrficabon Search requests.

SFR163: NGI shall accept a designsUon of the Internal repoaltory(ies) against which fingerprint data should be saarched as part of a Latent Fingerprint IdenUflcatloD Search
request.

BkO.FEAT182: The solution ^ei( empioy a standard format for query responses.

SDR33: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated repositories.

SUR32: NGl Shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: JAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR166: NGI shall accept an Indicator for enrollment Into the ULF as part of the Later^t Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.FR5S: IAFIS shall accept an irtdicator forenroilment into Unsolved Latent File {ULF) as part of Uie Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9 IAFIS Shall support Latent Fingerprint identification Search mqueste
SFR167: NGI shall accept a nnoarprlnt poeition(s) Indicator wh«n a single fingerprint Jssubn^ed In a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search reque8tp\|Gl-14<^3
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L66.FR56: lAFIS shall accept firvgsrprint positkxi indicator when a single fingerprint is submitted in a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request

SUR32: NOi shall support Latent Firtgerpiint Identification Search requests.

LEG.LfR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identificaticn Search requests.

SFR166r NGI shall require a finger position Indicator for each fingerprint when multiple fingerprlnu ere submitted as part of a Latent Fingerprint MentlficatJon Search request.

LEG FR57: lAFIS shall require finger pcsifion ir>dlcdtorf s) for each fingerprint when multif^ fingerprints are submitted as pari of a Latant Fingerprint Identification Search

request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFlS shall support Latent Flrtgerprvit Identification Search requests.

SFR109: NGI shall accept specified pattern ciaealf1catlon(s} for eech finger to be used as a fliterfor a Latent Fingerprint lder>tificatlon Search reqtfesL

LEG.FR&S: lAFIS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to specify the pattern classification for each fingerprint as part of a Latent Fingerprint identification Search
request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Idehtificatton Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFTS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

8FR170: NGI ehall accept an Identity History Summary Indicator as part of a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request

LEG.FR499: lAFIS shall accept a Rap Sheet indicator as part of a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SLiR32^ NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR171: NOl ehall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to manually extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint Images provided in the Latent Fingerprint

Identification Search request.

LEG.FR59'. IAFI5 shell allow an authorized FB1 Service Provider to manually exirad fingerprint features from the fingerprint images provided in Che Latent Fingerprint identification

Search requasl

StJR32: NGI shall support Latent Flngerpiinl Identification Search requests.

LEG.1JR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Firtgerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR172: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to Initiate automated fingerprint feature extraction to process a Latertt Fingerprint Identification Search request

LEG.FR61: lAFlS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Prosrider to initiate automated fingerprint feature extraction to process a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR32: NOl shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LE6.iiR9: lAFlS shall support Laient Fingerprint idenfiflcetlon Search requests.

$FR173: NGI shall require an AuGiorized FBI Service Provider to extract (l.e.. automated or manual) fingerprint features prior to processing a Latent Fingerprint Identification

Search request.

LEG.FR62. lAFlS shall require an authorized FBI Service ProvkJer to extract (I. a., automated or manual) fingerprint features prior to processirtg a Latent Fir^gerprint Identficabon

Search request.

SUR32: NGI Shall support Latent Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingarprint Identification Search requests.

SFR174: NGI shall search using the fingsr posltion(s) and fingerprint features extracted from the fingerprint Images provided in the Latent Fingerprint Idenhficalior^ Search

requeet.

LEG.FR63: lAFlS shall search the lAFIS repo6rtorv(s) using the finger po&jtion(s) and fingerprint feabums exb^cted from the fingerprint images provided in the Laient Fingerprint

Identiftcailon Search raque&L

&UR32: NGI shaH support Latent Fingerprint Idenfiftcation Search requests.

LEG.URd: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search raquests.
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$FR179; NGI 8^all search all finger positloria for a Latent Fingerprint Identiftcatton Search request containing a single fingerprint when no firtger position is indicated.

LEQ FR64; lAFiS shall search all fir»ger posilions for a Latent Fingerprint IdentificaUori Search request contsEning a single fingerprint when no finger position is indicated.

SUR32: hK3l shall support Latent Fir>gerprint Identiflcation Search requests.

LEC.URS: lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR176: KGi shall perform a fingerprint feature eearch for all Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SUR33: NGi shall support Latent Firtgerprinl Identification Searches against designated rapositories.

SUR32: NCI shall support Latent Firigerprint IdentificaUon Search requests.

LEC.UR9: lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requesis

SFR177: NG4 shall perform a fingerprint search of the default repository, when the repository is not specified In the Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requesL
SUR33: NGI shall support Latent fingerprint Identification Searches against designated repositories

SIIR32J NGI shall support Latent Fingerprirtt Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9. iaFJS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR17fi: NGI shall perforin a rolled fingerprint search of the repoertoiyfles) designated In the Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request

SUR33r NGI shall support Latent Flr>g8rprint Identification Searches against designated repositories.

SUR32; NQI shall Support Latent Fingerprint Idenbficalion Search requests

LEG.UR9: IAF1S shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR179: NGI shall perform a flat fingerprint search of the repoBttory(les) designated in the Latent Fingerprint tdentification Search request.

SUR33: NOI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated repositories.

GUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identificatioh Search requests.

LEG.URdr lAFIS shell support Latent Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SPRIfiO: NGI shall perform the Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests against alt individual event fingerprint features (non-compoelte). including plain impressions.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Flr>gerprint IdentificaUon Search requests.

LEG.UR9; lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR1B1: NGI shall perform a fingsrprlnt search agakrrst the RISC for all Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

StJR32; NCI Shall support Latent Fingerprint Idenlificalfon Search requests.

LEG.URS: lAFJS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

9FR1B4: Deleted.

SFR165: NOI shall porform a cascaded fingerprint search of the marked SRC Files as a result of all Latent Fingerprint IdenUficatlon Search requests in accordance with
cascaded search business rules.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Flrtgerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URd: 1AFIS Shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR166: NGI shall allow an Autiiorlaed FBI Service Pravldtr to perform a manual LFIC for each cendldatefora Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

leg FR65: lAFtS Shall require an AuU^orized F8i Service Provider to perform a rTkartuaf Latent Fingerprir\l image Compare (LFIC) for each candidate for a Latent Ftngerprini

Identification Search request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Lelent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.LIR9: lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR1fi7: NGI ehall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Latent Fingerprint IdentlAcation Search roqueet
LEG.FR66: lAFIS shall afiow an Authorised FBI Service Provider to reject a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request as a result of the manual FiC.

SUR32: NGI Shall support Latent Firvgerprirt Iderttificalion Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFIS shell support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.
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SFR1M; NGI shall enroll ktvntity information Into too ULF when indicated as {>Brt of a Latent Fingerprint identification Search request that results in a non-identlflcatlon

deciston.

LEG.FR67; lAfiS tihail enroll subject information into the ULF, when epprcf^te, as b result of a Latent Fingerprint Identiflcalion Sevch request.

SUR32: NOl shall support Latent Fingerprint Idenliflcatlon Search requests,

leg UR9: lAFIS Shall support Latent Fir>gerpriot identification Search requests.

SFRtSS: NGI shall reject a Latertt Fingerprint Identification Search request when the fingerprint images fall lo satisfy minimum Image quality standards.

SUR^: NGI shall provide an appropriate response lo a Latent FIngerphrvt Identification Search request

LEG.UR10; lAFlS aheli provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerpnnl Identification Search request.

SUR32: NG1 shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FR190: NGI shall determine toe response distribution method {I.e., electronic or hsrdcopy) for a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search response.

LE6.FR6d: lAFiS shall determine the response distributk>n method <i.e., electronic or hardcopy) fora Lstont Fingerprint Identification Search Response.

$UR36: NGI Shall provide an appropriate response to a Lateni Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR10: IAFI5 shall provide an apprc^ale response to a Lalent Fingerphnt Identification Search request.

SUR32^ NQl shall support Latent Fingerpnnl Ide ratification Search requests.

LEG UR9: (AFiS shall support Lateni Fingerprint Idenlificalion Search requests.

SFR1Q1; NGI shall provide an Authorized Contributor wKh an Identification decision, when applicable, as part of a Latent Fingerprint Identification Sean;h response.

LEG.FR6d; JAFIS shall provide an Authorized Contributor with an Identification decision when appUcabla as part of a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search Response.

SUR36; NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.URtO: tAFIS Shall provide an appropiiato response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprini Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: fAfiS Shall support Latent Fingerprint Identjficaljon Search mqueaU.
SFRifiS; KGl shall provide the Identity History Summary for a positive Identification In the L^nt Fingerprint Identlficiition Search reaponse when requested.

LEG.FR70; lAFtS shall provide the Subject Criminal History Rap Sheet of an 'Ident* candidate in the Latent Fingerprint Identification Search Response when requested.

SUR36; NGI shaN provide an apprcpriete response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR10; lAFIS shall provide an appr^riate response to a Latent Fingerprint Identificalion Search request.

SURd2: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: IAFI$ shall support Lateni Fingerprint Idenlification Search requests.

SFR196: KGl shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, for a Latent Fingerprint IdentlfcaUon Search request.

6IO.FEAT129: The sdution shall emptoy biometric standards established by the Nallonal Institute of Standards and Technology f NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard fpr

fnfoimatton Systems - Data Format for (he interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Blomeiric Information, ANSI/NIST*ITL>1'2007.

B10.FEAT192: The soluUorv shad employ a standard format for query rdspoosas.

BIO.FEATtdA: The solution toall support EBTS ccmipllanl data exchange.

LEG.FR71: lAFIS shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, for a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR36'. NGl shall provide an appropriate respKsnse to a Latent Fingerprint identifk:atk9n Search request.

LEG-URtO: lAFIS sh^1l provide an appropriate response to a latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Ideritification Search requests.

SFR197: NGI shall provide a reeporase lo a Latent Flrigerprirlt Identification Search request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latesi EBTS version.

LEG.FR72: lAFiS shall provide a response to a Latent Firvgeqprint Identification Search request from an Authorized CeniribiKrtor in accordance wllh toe latest E6TS verelon.

SUR35: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Lateni Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.UR1C: lAFlS shall provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requesl. NGI~14'^6
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SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LECB.UR9: lAFfS ^a1l support Latent Fingerprint Identifioation Search requests.

8Fft199: NGI sh^l provide the ei^roprtete Latent Flnflerprlrtt Identfffcatlon Search response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR577. lAFlS shall provide the appropriate Latent Fir»gerprint Identification Search response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR36: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.URlO: lAFJS shall provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests

LEG.UR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint IdenUr^ation Search requests

SFR200: NGf shall provide s hardcopy response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request as appropriate-

LEG.FR73r lAFIS shall provide a hardcopy response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request, as appropriate.

$UR36: NGI shad provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerprint Idenlification Search request.

LEO.LiRfO: lAFIS Shall provide an appropriate response to a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

$UR32r NGI shall support Latent Flr>g6rprint Identification Search requests.

L£G UR9: lAFIS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identificatiort Search requests.

SFR201: NGI shall occopta RISC Rap<d Search request from an Authorized Contributor In eccordanee with the latest EBTS version.

BI0.FEAT24: The solution shell accept transactions electronically.

BIO FEAT26! The eolutlon shall automatically ktenlify Vk^ether an image is a flat print.

010 FSAT27: The solution shall aulomabcally Identify whether an image is a rolled print.

BiOFEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pra-defined set of values for specified fields based orie standardized data dictionary.

BI0.FEAT122: The solution shaH enable Ihe userlo enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary-

BIO.FEAT123-. The solution shall enable the user to enter text complianl with a standardized data dictionary.

BI0.FEAT129; The solution shall employ biornotric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), I.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric I ntbrmation, ANSi/NI5T-1TL-1-2007.

BIO.FEAT 175: The eolation shall handle biometric querns (for the purpose of initial risk assessment) from Intemalional. fad^al, state, and local law enforcement as "immediate

phority" requests.

BlO.FEATld4; The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange

STRQ60: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search on non^compllant sex offenders.

STRQ1 13: ETIS shall include registered sax offenders that are out of ccHnpliance.

STRQ149: ETIS shall include sex offender absconders.

STRQ391: ETIS shall include sexual offenders, sexu^ offender absconders and sexual predators.

$TRQ$0O: lAFlS shall include sexual absconders in the £Tl$ database-

STRO1039: ETIS shall Include sax offender absconders.

STR01122: lAFlS shall Include sexual predators as pan of the spectally flagged records maintained by the ETIS.

STRQ247: lAFlS shall not require a FBI number for 2*prirtl subrnsslons.

STRQ575: lAFlS shall support sending ETIS request via NCIC.

STR0574: lAf IS shall suppoh sending and receiv^g ETIS request via NClC-

STRQ57ti: lAFjS shall support receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

STRQ574: lAFIS Shall support sendirvg and receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

STRQ1075: lAFlS shall provide fast search against the unsolved latent database for rrtajor or terrorist-related crmie evidence.

STRQ1077: lAFIS shall accept poorer quality submissions for searching against ETIS.

SUR37: NOi shall support RISC Rapkf Searches.

SFR203. NGI shall accspt a RISC Rapid Search request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance whh the latest MI/NFF Operatlonai and Technical Manual.

STRQSOr lAFtS shall provide the capebH'ity to search on non-ccmplipnt sex offenders. NGI~14'^7
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STRQ1 13: £TkS Shall mcludd roistered sex offenders that ar^ out oroiynpliar>Cd.

STRQ1 49: ETIS shall Indude sex offender absconders.

STRQ391: ETiS shall indude sexual offerxiers, sexual offender absconders and sexual predators.

STRQ900: lAFIS Shall Include sexual absconders in the £TIS database

STRQ1039: ETIS shall include sex offender absconders.

$TR01122: IAF1S shall include sexual precfalorsas part of the specially fagged records maintained by the ETIS.

STRQ247: lAFIS Shall not require a FBI number for 2-print submls^ons.

STRQ575: IAFI5 shall support sending ETIS request via NCIC.

STRQ574: lAFlS Shall support sending and receiving ETIS request via NCiC.

STRQ576: (APIS shaJi support receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

STR0574: lAFlS shall support sending and receiving ETiS request via NCIC.

STRQ107S; lAFIS shall provide fast search against the unsolved latent database for major or terrodst'relaled crime evidence.

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR204: NGI shah accept ten or fewer flat Angerprlnte as part of a RISC Rapid Search request
6iO.FEAT2d: The solution shall aulomaUcally Jdenlify whether an Image Isa flat phnt.

BiO.FEAT 166: The solution shall have the ability to onatch flat prints vvilh fat prints stored In Irvscope systems.

STR09: The lAFIS shall er>able less than ten prints taken at the locai level via the rnobile device to go to the national level to support the print checks

STR0974: iAFIS shall provide Ihe capaPility to search the ETIS repository via a portable two-phnt finger &car>r>er.

STRQ1041: The Er^hanced Terronst Identification Service (ETIS) shall be accessible irom a mobile envirenment such as a hand'held or other portable device.

STRQ247: lAFiS shall not require a FBI nurnber fur 2-pnnt submissions.

3TRQ436. ETIS Shall provide the ability to search 2-phnts.

STRQ43S: ETIS shall provide the ability to search ^'print and 4'prints and bolh roiled and flat prints.

STRQ437: ETIS shall provide the ability lo search 4^rtnbj.

STRQ435: £TlS shaH provide the ability to search 2-pilntand 4*printsand both rolled and flat prints,

STRQ439: ETIS shall provide the ability to search flat phnts,

STRQ435: ETIS shall provide the ability to search 2-phrt ar^d 4-prlnts and both rolled and flat prints.

StJR37: NGI shall $upp<»t RISC Rapid Searches

SFR209: NCI shall accept ten or fewer rolled nngerprints as part of & WSC Rapid Search request.

B10.FEAT27: The soluiJon $he]i automaticail/ identify whether en Image i$ a rolled print.

STRQd: The (AFIS shall enable tees than ten prints taken at the local level via the mobile device to go lo the national level to support the print checks.

STRQ974: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search the ETIS roposttory via 8 portable two>print flogar scanner.

STRQ1041: The Enhanced Terrorist Identificafion Sen/ice (ETIS) shall be accessible from a mobile environment such as a hand-held or other portable device.

$TRQ247: IAFIS shall not require a FBI number for 2*prlnt submissions.

STRQ436; ETIS shali provide the ability lo search 2-prlnts.

STRQ435: ETIS shall provide Ihe ability to search 2-pnnt and 4-print5 and both rolled and flat prints.

STRQ437: ETIS shall provkls the ability to search 4-prints.

STRQ435: ETIS shall provide the ability to search 2-pr1nt and 4-prtnts and both rolled and flat prints.

STRQ438: ETIS shall provide the ability lo search rolled prints.

STRQ435: ETIS shall provide the ability to search 2-print and 4-prints and both rolled and flat prints.

SUR37: NGl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.
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SFR206: NGl shall accapt an Indicator on a RISC flapid Search request that specifies if the most recent frontal facial photo should be included as part of the RISC Rapid
Search response if available.

STRQ1Q96: I APIS shall support fast id requlrernents by accepting two-Rnger slap fingerprints and returning the latest mug Shot photc^raph and the FMU.

SUR37: NGl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR207: NGl shall accept an Indicator on a RISC Rapid Search request that specifies If an identity History Summary should be returned as part of the RISC Rapid Soarch
response.

SUR37: NGl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

&FR2DB: NOl shall extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint imapes provided In the RISC Rapid Search request

SUR37: NGl shall sur^ort RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR209: NGl shall perform an automated fingerprint Image quellty check on a RISC Rapid Sear^ request based on image quality standards.

$ViR37: nGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR210: NGl shall reject a RISC Rapid Search request when theflngerpHnt Images fail to satisfy minimum fingerprlrtt Intage quality standards.

SUR37: NGl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR211: HGI shall perform a rdlsd fingerprint search of the RISC repository as pert of a RISC Rapid Search request.

&TRQ60; lAPlS ehall pmvide the capability to seardi on non'cortipliant sex offenders.

STRQ113^ ETIS shall include registered sex offenders that are out cf compliance.

STRQ149; ETI$ shall incJude sex offender absconders.

5TRQ391: ETIS shall inckxle sexual offerKlers. sexual offender absconders and sexual ^dators.
STRQ90C: lAFlS Shell include sexual absconders fn the ETiS database.

STRQ1039: ETI& shall Include sex offender absconders.

STRQ1 122: lAFiS Shall include sexual predators as part of the specialty fragged records malniained by the ETiS

STRQ964: lAFIS shell provide fast filleiing for Identification that may be less accurate bulls completely lights out. (e.g. Nabonai Security)

STRQ1075: lAFIS ^all provide fast search against the unsc^ved latent database for major or terronst-related chme aviderrce.

SUR37. NGl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR212: NGl shall perform aflat fingerprint search al the RISC repository as part of a RISC Rapid Sear^ request
STRQ60: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search on non^mpliant sex offenders.

STRQ1 13: ETIS shall include registered sex offenders that are out of compliance.

$TRQ149: ETIS shall include sex offender absconders.

STRQ391: ETl$ shall include sexual offenders, sexual offender absconders and sexual predators.

STRQ900: lAFIS shall indude sexual absconders In the ETIS database.

STRQ1039: ETIS shall Include sex offender absconders.

STR01122: iAFI$ shall Include sexual predators as part of the specially flagged records rnaintained by the ETi$.

STRQ964: lAFIS shall provide fast filtering for klentificatlor that may be less accurate but is completely lights out (a.g. National Security)

STRO107S: lAFlS Shall provide fast search against the unsotved latent database for major or terrorist-related crime evidence.

SUR37: NGl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR2t3: NGi shall perform all RISC Rapid Search requests against composite fingerprints.

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR214: NGI shall perfomi a fingerprint feature search of the RISC reposltoiy for all RISC Rapid Search requests.

STRQ60: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search on r>on-comp]lant sex offertders.

STRQ1 13: ET1S shall include fogietered sex offenders that are out of compliance.

STRQ149: ETIS shall Include sex offer>der absconders.

STRQ391: ETIS shall Include sexual offenders, sexual offender absconders and sexual predators.

STRQdOC; IAFI$ shall include sexual absconders Jn the ETIS database. NGI~14'^9
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STRQ1039: ETIS shall include sex of^der absconders.

STRQ1122: lAFiS sl^ait include sexual predators as part of the specially nagged records merntained by the ETIS.

STRQ964: lAFIS shall provide fast fiHering for identllication that may be less accurate but is completely lights out. (e.g. National Security)

$TR0107S; lAFlS shall provide fast search against the unsolved latent database for major or terrorlst'reiated crirne evidence.

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR21S: HGi shall calculate a match score for each candidate reauItJng from a RISC Rapid Search request.

SUR37: NGl shall Support RISC Rapid Searches

SFR216: KGI shell determine a positive Identifi cation decision for each candidate that haa a match score above the high confidence threshold «e part of a RISC Rapid Search

request

SUR37; NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SRR217: NGt shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the ULF, in accordance with cascaded search business rules, If the fingerprints submitted with the RISC Rapid

Search request nrieet the minimum quality standards in accordance vdth cascaded search business rules.

STR022d; lAFIS shall accept electronic submissions because the quality of the images vvNl be better than paper cards.

SUR37: NOl shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR21B: NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the madted SPC Files designated for cascaded searchss, in accordance with cascaded search business rules, If

the flngaiprlnts submitted with the RISC Rapid Search request meet the minimum quality standards Irt accordance with cascaded search business rules.

STRQOOi lAFlS shall provide the capability to search on non-compliant sax offenders

STRQ113: ETIS shall include registered sex oPenders that are out of compliance.

5TRQ149: ETIS shall include sex offender absconders.

STR0391; ETIS Shall induda sexual offenders, sexual offender absconders and sexual predators.

STRQ900: lAFIS shall include sexual absconders in the ETIS database.

STRQt039. ETIS shall Include sex offender absconders.

5TRQ1 \22 : 1APIS shall irtclude eexuaJ predators as part of the specially flagged records maintained by the ETfS.

STRQ229: lAFIS shall aocept electronic submissions because the quality of ihe images wfH be better than paper cards.

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR219: NGI ehall provide a "Red Light" Indicator as part of a RISC Rapid Search reaponae fora positive Identification resulting from a RISC Rapid Search request.

&TRQ213: ETIS shall provide as an option, the FBI number for the potential candidate matches.

STRQ721 ETIS shall reUim the FBI numbers of possible candidates in addition to the yea'no decision

STRQ444: ETIS shall optionally provide the FBI number of possible matches.

$TROS97: lAFlS shell return more descriptive information in a response to an €T|$ submission.

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

$FR221: NOl shall provide a "Green Light" Indicator as part of a RISC Rapid Search response, when (he match scores for all candldate(s) resulting from a RISC Rapid Search

request are below the low confidence threshold.

SVJR37: NGI shall suppiort RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR222; NGt shall provide e "Green Light' Indicator as part of a RISC Rapid Search response, when no candidates result from a RISC Rapid Search request.

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

8FR223: NGI shall provide a "Yellow Light" Indicator as part of a RISC Rapid Search resportse, when a candldate(s} resultirtg from a RISC Rapid Search request is found
whose match score Is above the low confidence threshold and below the high confidence threshold.

$TRQ213: ETIS shall provide as an option, the FBI number for the poteofial candidate rnatches.

STRQ72: ETIS $hall return tha FBI nurnbers of possible candidates in addition lo theyos/no decision.

STRQ444: ETIS shall optionally provide the FBI number of possible matches.

STRQ597: lAFlS shall return more descriptive informaton in a response to an ETIS submission.
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SUR37: NC( shalf support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR224: NCI shall optionally Inducts, on a RISC Rapid Soarch rcaponaa, an Uiantlty History Summary.
SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR225: NG1 ahdl provide a RISC record type Indicator (e.g.* Wantod Person, KST)for each candidate returned as part of a RISC Rapid Search reaponse.

SUR37: NGi shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR226: NGl shall ^)tlonally include, on a RISC Rapid Search response, the most recently taken hontaJ fecial photo.

STROIOdS: lAFiS shall support last id requiremenls by accepting two-finger slap fingerpnnts and returning (he latest mug shot photograph and the FNU.

SUR37; NGI shall Support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR227: NOl shall optionally include, on a RISC Rapid Search response, the most recently taken facl^ photo when no frontal facial photo Is available.

SUR37; NGi shall Support RISC Rapid Searches.

SfR228: NGI shah provides reject resp^se fora RISC Rapid Search request when the associated fingerprints fall to satisfy minimum hr\gerprint Image quality etandafds.

STRQ22S: lAFiS shall accept eleclronto submissions because Ihe guatlty of the images will be tietter than paper cards.

$UR37: NGI shaH support RISC Raped Searches.

SFR229: NGI shall provide a response to a RISC Rapid Search raqusst frftn an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BiO.FEAT129: The solution shell employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)J.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Infonnallon Syslemsw Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprirtf, Facial, and Other Biometric information, ANSI/NIST>ITL-1-20D7.

BiO.F£ATt82: The solution shall errploy a starxlard format for query responses.

STRQ213; ETIS shall provide as an option, the FBI number for the potential candidate matches.

STRQ72: ETIS shall return the F8I numbers of possible candidates in addition 1o the yes.'no decision.

STRQ444: ETIS shall optionally provide the FBI number of possible matches.

STROS87: lAFfS shall return more desenptive Jnfbrmallor> In a response to an ETIS submlsslor^.

STRQ336; IAFI$ shan provide a response for searches against the ETIS reposrtc^y beck to corttroliing contributing agency.

STRQ1074: lAFlS Shall support the submission of flats using hervd held devices without retenUon to provide an initial Identity check

SUR37: NGI shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR230: NGI sheil provide a response to a RISC Rapki Search request received >na NCIC th eccf^dance with the latest lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

STRQ32; ETIS responses shall not include images

$TR0213: ETIS shall provide as an oiXion, the PBf number for the potential candidate matches.

STRQ72: ETIS shall reium the FBI numbers of possible carKtidates in addition to the yes/rto decision.

STRQ444; ETiS shall optionally {xovide the FBI number of possible matches.

STRQS97: lAFiS shall return more descriptive information in a response to an ETIS submission.

STRQ33d: lAFIS Shalt provide a response for searches against the ETIS repository back lo the controlllrkg contributing agency.

STRQ372; ETIS responses shall be routed through NCiC.

STRQ371: ETIS responses and inquiries shall be routed tiirough NCIC.

STRQ37d: ETIS Inquiries shall be routed through NCIC.

STR0371: ETIS responses and inquiries shall be routed through NCIC.

SUR37: NGI Shall Support RISC Rapid Searches.

SFR231: NGI shall accept an Inte^atlonal Terrorist fdentlRcatlon Search reqLtest from

SUR36: NGl shall support Int^ational Terranst identification Searches.

SfR232: NCI Shall accept an International Tarrortst Identification Search request from

SUR3d: NGI shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

$fR233: NOl shall accept an International Terrorist Identification Se^h request from

Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and other Biometric information.

SUR36: NGI shall Support lolemational Terrorist Identification Searches. NGI~1451
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SFK2$4; NGi shall allow an AuUiorlaad fBI Servico Providorto aut>mf| an Intomaitlonal Tsfrorict Identification Search request

SUR3d: MG1 Shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR23S: NGI shall allowan Authorized FBI Service Provider to Input ffngerprtnt ImaBSe to Initiate art International TenroHat Iderttificatlon Search request.

StiR30: NGI shall support Irktemdtional Terrorist Identification Searches.

$fR236: HOi shall accept ten or fewer flat fingerprints as part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request

SUR38: NGI shall support Inlamationel Terrorist Identificalion Searches.

8FR237: NOI shall accept ten or fewer rolled fingerprints as part of an International Terrorist IdentiflcaUon Search request.

SUR38: NGI sh^l support Jntematiorial Terrorist identiflcetlcxi Searches.

SFR239: NGI shall accept paimprinta as part of an International Terrorist Identlficatkirk Search request.

SUR3S: NGI shall support International Terrorist Identifcation Searches.

$FR240: NGI shall accept photos as part of an Intsmallonal Terrodst Identification Search request.

SUR3B: NGI shall support Inlemational Terrorist Identification Searches.

SPR241: NGI shall accept Ids data as part of ar) International Terrorist Identification Search request

SUR36: NQI shdU support friterriational Tertohsl Identification Searches.

SFR242: NGI shall accept supplemental fingerprint and paimprfnt information as part of on International Terrorist Identification Search request.

SUR38; NGI shall suppod [ntamational Tenrohsl Idonlification Saarchas.

SFIU43; NGI shall accept an Indicator on an International Terrorist Identification Search request that specifies If the most recent facial photo should he included as part of Ihs

response.

SUR36; NGI shall support International Terrohsl Identificatjon Searches.

SFR244: NGI Shall accept an indicator on an International Terrorist kisntification Search request that specifies whether or not the Idsniily should be snroilsd into the ITF

subset of the RISC repository.

$UR36. NGI shell support Interndtional Tsrrohst Identilicalion Searches.

SFR24S: NGI shall require sn Indicator on a retained Internatiorial Terrorist Idsnliflcation Search rsqueal that specifies which dtssernlnation tier to apply to Ihs anrolied identity.

SUR36; NGI shall support International Terrorist Idenlificalion Searches.

$FR24^: NGI shsH accept an Indicator on a retained intematiomd Terrorist Iderxtlfication Se^uch request that specifies whsther or not an snrolled tler^l or tier-2 Identity should

bs msrhsd for hit notIficatiorM to the ITF record owner.

SUR3$; NGI shall support Intematior^l Terrorisl Identificalion Searches.

SFR247; NGI shall perform ASC of ti»s Individual fingerprint Impressionato the plain fingerprint irnpreaslons oontairted In on Intemationei Terrorist Identification Search
request to determirw tithe individual fingerprint Impreesions are correctly sequenced.

SUR38: NGI shall support lntema1ior>ai Terrorist identificdtion Searches.

SFR24S; NGI shall reject ark International Terrorist Idsrktlficatlon Ssarch request as part of ASC whsn fingerprint data falls to meet processing criteria In accordance with ASC
businass rules.

SUR38: NGI shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

$FR24gT NGI Shell rsqulrs on AtithoNzed FBI Servics Providar to perform manual FSC on an Intamational Terrorist identification Search request when ASC determines that

manual review Is necessary.

SUR30' NGI shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

$FA290; NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to re/ect on Internationa Terrorist Identification Search request as part of manual FSC when fingerprint data fails

to rneet processing critsria.

$UR3B. NGI shall support Irttemational Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR2fil; NGI shall extract fingerprint features from (heflng^prlnt Images provided In an Intern atlonal Tsrrorlet IdantJfIcatlork Search lequost.

SUR36: NGI shall support Intematior^l Terrorist Identification Searches.

&FR252: NGI shall perform an automated Image quality check on sn International Terrorist Identification Search request based on Image quality stanr^pli^.
^^^2
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SVR36: NGl shdN support rrtdmatk)nal Tefrori^ [Pentification Searches.

SFR253: NGl shall reject an International Terrorist Identification Search request when the associated fingerprints do not meet minimum fingerprint image quality atandards.

SUR39: NGl shaH Support International Terrorist Identification Searches-

8FR254: NGl ahall perform an International Terrorist Identification Search request against composite fingerprints.

SUR38: NGl ehail support Internationa! Terrohat Identiticahon Searchas.

SFR255: NGl shall perform a rolled fingerprint search of tiie RISC reposltoiy a« part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request.

SUR38; NGl shall support Intematiorval Terrorist Id^Qfication Searches.

SFR256: NGl shall perforrn a llatfingsrprint search of tha RISC repository as part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request.

SUR38' NGl shall support trrternation^ Terrorist Identificalion Searches.

SFR257: NGl shall perform a fingerprinlfeature search for all International Terrorist Identification Search requeets.

$UR38: NGl shall support International Terrorist identificailon Searches

SFR258: NGl shall c^culate a match score for each candidate resulting from an International Terrorist rdenlificatlon Search request

$UR38iNQi shall support intemetional Ton‘oristtdentificalior\ Searches

SFR259: NGl shell determine a positive identification decision for each candidate that has a match score above tiie high confidence threshold as part of an International

Terrorist Identification Search request.

SUR36: NGl shall support intemetional Terrorist Identilicaticr Searcties.

SFR280: NOl shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a manual FIC for each candidate with a match score that is below the high confidence threshold as

part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request.

SUR38! NGl shall support International T^rorist Idenlificaljon Searches.

SFR2fi1: NOl shall require a second Authorized FBI Service Provider to perfwm a manual FIC to confirm a positive Identification for each candidate with a match score that is

below the low confidence threshold as part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request

SUR3B: NGl shell support intematk)nal Terrorist ldertif}Galx>n Searches.

SFR262: NGl Shall retrieve the conreepondlng subject's Identity history information when a tisr-1 candidate results In a positive identification decision as part of an
International Terrorist Identification Search request

SUR3B: NGl shaU support International Terrorist Identificatron Searches.

SFR263: NGl shall retrieve Identity history information from IIUNFF State systems, when a tJer-1 candidate results in a positive identification decision end the Identity contains

an NFF Indicator, as part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request

$UR36: NGl Shall support Intemeilorial Terrorist Identification Seart^ies.

SFR264t NGl shall forward an International Terrorist Identification Search request to an ITP participating international organization In accordance with (he latest C&T3 version.

SUR3B: NGl shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

$FR265: NGl shall accept an International Terrorist Identification Search response frorri an International organization |n accordance with the latest E8T8 version.

$UR3B: NGl shaU support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

$FR2B6: NGl shall enroll an Identity Into the ITF subset of the RISC repository as part of a retelnad International Terrorist Identification Search request that results In a non*
Identification decision,

SUR39; NGl shall support enrollment inloUie ITF.

SUR3B; NGl Shall support Interriational Terrorist Identification Seiches.

$FR2ti7: NGl shall update Identity history Information based on file maintenance rules as a result of an International Terrorist (dentlfication Search request with a positive

Identification decision.

SUR3B; NGl shall support International Terrorist IdertrfiesUen Searches,

SFR268: NGl shall update fingerprint lnforn%ation based on file maintenance rules as a result of an International Terrorist tdentlflcetion Search request with a posltlvs
Identification decision.

SUR36: NGl shall support rntematlonal Terrorist Identification Searches. ,^r
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SFR269: NGI (hiK upitato a fingarprintcompoaite as part of a retairwd Intsrnational Terrorist Identification Search request, when the quality of tile eubmitteti fingerprints is beti

SUR3S; NQI ahall support (nlematlonal Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR270: NGI ahalt sselgn the multMfer diesemlnatlon level specified In the iMemational Terrorist Idenlificalion Search request to the Identity when enrolling fingerprint data

Into the RISC repository.

SUR39: KGI shall support enrollment Into the ITF.

SUR36: NGI shall support international Terrorist identificaliort Searches.

SFR271: NGI shall enroll paimprirtts In the ITF subset of the RISC repository based on file maintenance rules as pert of an International Terrorist identification Search requeal.

StlR39; NGI aheil support enrollment into Itie ITF.

SUR36: NGI shall support IntemalionBi Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR272: NGI shall enroll photos Irt the ITF subset of the RISC repository based on file maintenance rules as part of an International Terrorist Identification Search reque«(.

SUR39: NGI shall support enrollmerit into the ITF.

SUR$8: NGI shall &jpport International Terrorist Idertrfioatjon Searches.

8FR27S: NGI shall enroll Iris data In the ITF subset of the RISC repository based on file maintenance rules as part of an International Terrorist Identification Search request.

SUR39; NGI shall support enrollment into the ITF.

SLIR38: NGI shall support lntematk>r>al Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR274: NGI shall er^roll supplemental fingerprint end palmprlnt Infomiatlon in the ITF eubaet of the RISC repository based on file maintsnar^ca rules as part of an

International Terrorist Identlfic^on Search request
SUR39: NGI shall support enrol1n>ent into the ITF.

SUR38: NGI shall support International Terrorist IdentificaUon Searches.

SFR27$: NGI shall refect palmprint enrollment^en the associated International Tsrrorist Identification Search request Is rejectad-

SUR38: NGI shall support international Terrorist IdentIficalion Searches.

SFR27fi: NGI ehsll reject photo enrollment when the associated Intomattonel Terrorist Identification Search request Is rejscted.

SUR38: NGI shall support Intemaborral Terrorist Identlficalion Searches.

$FR277: NGI shall refect Iris data enrollment when the associatfid International Terrorist Identification Search request is rejected.

$UR3S: NGI shall support Intematior^l Terrorist Identificdlion Searches.

8FR278: NGI ahall refect supplemental fii>gerprint and palmprint information enrollmsnl when the associated International Terrorist Identification Search request is rejected.

SUR38: NGi shall support I ntematicrtal Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR270: NGI ahall create a copy of the Ifitematlonal Terrorist Identification Search request for the NGI Certification File based on file maintenance rules.

SUR38: NGI shall support International Terrorist Identifir^lion Searches.

SFR28D: NGI Shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the ULF. In accordance with cascaded search business rules, when the fingerprints submitted with an
International Terrorist Identification Search request meet the minimum quality standards.

SUR36: NGi shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR281: NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of marlted SPC Files, In accordar^e with cascaded search business rules, when the fingerprints submitted with an
international Terrortet Identification Search request meet the minlmutn quality standarda.

SUR3ti: NGI shall support miemational Terrorist Identificalion Searches.

SFR2fi2; NGI ah^l determine the response distribution rT>ethod (l,e.. electronic or hardcopy} for an International Terroriat Identification Search response.

SUR38: NGJ shall Bupport irrtematlor>Ql Terrorist Identiflcalion Searches.

SFR283: NGI shall provide an Authorized Dornestic Contributor with an Identification decision as part of an International Terrorist Identiflcalion Search response.

StJR38 NGI Shall support International Terrorist Idontificaiion Searches.

SFR2A4: NGI shall provide an Authorised International Contributor with an Identification decision as part of an International Tefrorlet Identification Search response.
StlR3B: NGI shall support International Terrorist Ipentificalion Searches.

SFR2S5: NOi shall provide a response to an International Terrorist Identification Search request, when a|;^ropriate. in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

StJR36: NGI shall support International Terrorist tdentificaljon Searches. NGI~1454
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SFK286; NGl shall provlds a rssponss to an Intsmationai Terrorist Identification Search request, when appropriate. In accordance wtth the fateet ANSl/NlST-iTL Data Form^
for the Interchanpe of Fingerprint, Facial, and other Biometric Information.

$tlR38: NGl shall supped intematonal Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR287: NGf shall provide the appropriate Intemationad Terrorist Identification Search response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR38: NCI shall support Intematkinal Terrohsi Identification Searches.

SFR28$: NGl shall provide a response to an tnlernational Terrorist tdentlfication Search request based on muiU-tlered dleaemlnation rules.

SUR38: NGl shall support International Terrorist identilVcation Searches.

SFN288: NCI ahall provide the NGl portion of an International Terrorist Mentlflcatlon Search response upon completion of the NCI search.

SUR3$: NGl shall support International Terrohst Identlftcation Searches.

SFR280: NGl shall provide an Identity History Summary In response to an International Terrorlat tdentiheation Search request (hat results In a positive Identification to a ller-1

$(JR3Q: NGl shall support International Terrorist Idenbficalion Searches.

5FR291: NGl shall provide contact Information In response to an International Terrorist Identification Search request that results In a positive IdenUflcation to a tier'>2 Identity.

$UR38: NGl shall support imemational Tartorist Identification Searches.

SFR292t NGl shall provide a nor>>i(Iantjf1catlon response to an International Terrorist Identification Search request that results in a positive Identification to a tier>3 Identity.

SUR38: NGl shall support Intematicnaf Terrortst Identificaii^^ Searches.

$FR292; NGl shall optionally Include, on a Usr^i International Terrorist Identification Search response, the rnost recently taken frontal facial photo.

SUR38: NGl shall support intemationai Terrorist JdantHication Searches

SFR294; NQ1 shall optionally include, on a tier-l International Tarroriet Identification Search response, the moat recently taken facial photo when no frontal facial photo is avallc

SUR3d! NGl shaN support IntornaOorkal Terrorist identiflcabpn Searchas.

SFR29$: NGl shali forward International Terrorist Identification Search responses from International or9anlzations back to tho original requestor Independent from the NGl
response.

SUR38: NGl shall support International Terrorist rdentrfleation Searches.

SFR290: NCI shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, for an International Terrorfst IdenUflcation Search request

SUR36: NGl shall support International Terre^st Identification Searches,

$FR297: NGl shall advise the Record Owrrer when (he paimprfnt data Is enrolled as a result of en International Teirodst Identification Search, but fails to meet minimum quality

starMlards for searches.

SUR3d: NGl shall support International Terrorist identificalron Saarclies.

SFR299; NCI ahall accept DieposlUon Fingerprint Search requests from en Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ6S: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CO, CjfS WAN. and NCIC.

STRQ1189: (AF1S shall allow the user to enler more than 10 charges.

STRQ245; lAFJS shall accept disposition informatioh requiring one of the following primary identifiers (FNCi, $ID. SOC. or MNU) and secondary Identiflors to associate the

disposition with the arrest tor EBTS/EFTS disposition dubmkssli:>r>9.

STRQ243: lAFiS shall accept disposition Infoimallon requiring primary Identifier and optional secondary identifiers to associale the disposition wilti the arrest

GTRQ4B3: 1AFIS Shall procoss a disposition containing ten'Tollad images submitted via Ihe CJIS WAN to positively Identify ihe &ub|ect Criminal History Record (SCKR) that

needs to be updated.

$TRQ484: 1AFIS shall process a disposition contaihing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJiS WAN to positivoly identic the Subject Crirr^nal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The eystem shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycre is not part of the CHR
STRQdOO: 1AFIS shall allow the recent of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31 :NQI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQd3: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposrtkm data (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information

SFR299: NGl 8h«il accept robed fingerprtrrt images as part of the Dlspoeition FTngefpnnt Search request
NGI-1455
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STR0485: lAFIS shdil pttk:e5S a disposllion containing ien-rollad images submitted the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR>tt)at

needs to be updated.

81^0484: lAFIS eheff process a dispositk>rt con|ainir>g ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively klentrty the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate It even If the arrest cycle is not part o4 the CHR
STRQ489: lAFlS shall process a di&posllion containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJiS WAN that does not positively match/identify a subject to establish a nevr 8CHR
with a new F9I Number (FNU),

STF046a: lAFIS shall process a disposition oonlaining ton-rolled Or ten-flat print imapes submitted via the CJIS Wan that does rtot pos^ivaly match or identiV > subject to

establish a rraw SCHR wth a new F^i Number (FKll). The system sheN misin the disposition and disaeminate it even thoiiph the arrest cycle b not pan of ihg SCHR
STRQ4d3: lAFIS shaU process a disposition containing tervroiTed images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseironated.

STRQ492: lAflS shall process a drsposilioh containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN. where the fingerphnia match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the dispositioh.

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic tfsposttion submissions using fingerprints

STRQ83: IAF1S $h^l allow users to ertter disposition data (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information

SfR30O: NGl shall accept flat rir>gerprint images as part of the Disposition Rngerprint Search request

$TRQ33.' The IAF1S shall provide a rnethod to subrnit slap-fiat fingerprints with disposition data only.

STRQ486: lAFfS shall process a disposition containing ten-flat print images submitted via the CJiS WAN lo positively identify Ihe Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ484: lAFiS shall process a disposition contain rr^ ten- rolled or flat print Irnsges submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) titat needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.

STRQ490: lAFlS shaJI process a disposition containing ten-flat print images submitted via the CJiS WAN that does not positivePy match/identiiy a subject to estebUsh a rtew

SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU).

STRD468: lAFiS shall process s dcspcsition conlalning ten-rolled or len-llat print images aubmittad via Itie CJ15 VvAN that does not posilively match or Idantify a subject to

estabtrsh a now SCHR wHh a rwrw FBI Number [FNU). The system ihall retain the disposition and dlsaominate It even ttiougti the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.

STRQ494: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-flat print images subrnitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matohiriQ

arrest cycle. The dtopositfon submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STR0492: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing tervrolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fmgarprints match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition

SUR31: NGl Shall support electronic disposition submissions using flngerprims.

STRQd3 lAFlS Shall allow users to enter disposition data (1 e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing anO acquittal information.

$FR301: NGIehall perform a fingerprintaearoh of tt%e cHminel repository to determirve the Identity associated wMh the Disposition Fin9erprint Search request.

S7RQ48&: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-roltod irnages submflted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) ttut

needs to be updated.

STRQ484: lAFlS shall process a disposition containir>g lerwolled or fiat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to posilSrely identify the Subject Criminal

history Record (SCHR) that rteeds to be updated The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is net pert of the CHR.
STR04d$: IAFI8 shaU process a disposition containing ten-flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positfvely identify the Subject Crinrtir>al History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ4S4; 1AFI8 shall process a disposition containing len-rolled or fiat print images submitted via the CJI3 WAN to positively identify the Subject CFiminai

History Record (SCKR) that r^eeds to be updated. The system shali retain the dispositior^ and disseminate K even if the arrest cycle is not part of tiie CHR.
SUR31. NGl shall support eledronio disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63; iAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addllicn to sentencing and acquittal information
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SFR302: NGI fthall craftttt « new Identity with a. default erreet cycle and submitted diepoeltion data when the DIeposWeo Flngerpdnt Search request results in a nen
identification decision.

STRQ4d9; iAFlS shall process a disposition containing tan-rolJed images submitted via the CJiS WAN that does not posHivelY match/ldentily a subject to establish a new SCHR
With a new FBI Number (FNU}.

STR04&6: lAFIS shall process a disposition contelnir>g tsn-ro^led or ten-'flat pHnt irnsges submitted via the CJIS WAN that does not positively match or identify s subject to

estabrisn a rew SChR wttb a newFBI Number (FNU). The system shall retain the disposltioii and disseminata ii even though the arrest cycle isnot pan of the SCHR
STR049Q: lAFiS shall process a disposition contairrrng ten-flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN that does not positively match/identify a subject to establish a rvew

SCHR with a new FBI Nornber (FNU),

STR048B; lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-ralied or ton^flat print images submitted via the CJtS WAN that does not posibvoty match or identify

a subject to establish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU). The system shall reiain the disposition and disseminate it even B^ough the arrest cycle is

not pari of the SCHR.
STRQ491: The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.

STRQ468: lAFIS shall process a dispositloh contalrring ten-rolled or ten-flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN that does not posltivety matctv or ideriH^

a subject to establish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU). The system shftil retairt the disposition and disseminale it even though the arrest cycle is

rvot part of the SCHR-
S{JR31; NGI shall support electronic dispositiorr subrnissions using fingerprints.

5TRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing arxJ acquittal information.

SFR303: NGI ehell update the Identified subject with disposition data from a Dlspoaillon Fingerprint Search requestv^n a unique arrest cycle exists on the identified subject

that matches the submitted Date of Arrest (OOA) and Orlglnatiryg Agency Identifier (ORt), and a disposition for that DOA does not already exist

$TR0467; IAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminate H even if the amosl cycle is not part of the SCHR.

5TRQ4B4: lAFlS shall process a disposition oonlaining ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJlS WAN to positively ideotlfy the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCMR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminata it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR
5UR31: NOl shall support electronic djsposltk)n submissions using flngerprints.

STRQ63: JAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal Infoimation.

$FR3Q4: NGI shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform conflict feeolutron fora Oisposition FingerprtrTt Search request when submitted dlspoelb'on data

cannot be sutomsticalty applied to an Identity.

STRQ26: I^IS ^aR ensure that dispositions r>ot meeting automated processing requirements will be sent to conflict processing

$TRQ467: lAFlS shaH retain Ihe disposition and drsseminate it even if Ihe arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.
STRQ464: lAfIS shall process a disposition containing lenvroifed oj flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Cfimirwl

History Record (SCHR) b^at needs to be updated. The system shall retain the dispositiork and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ491: The system shall relain the disposition and disseminate It even though the arrest cycle Is not part of the SCHR.

STRQ468 1 iAf IS shall process a di 6pos itk>n cental ni ng ten-rolled or ten-flat pri nt image s submitted via the CJ I S WAN that does not positively match or identify

a subjact to establish a new SCHR with a new FB1 Number (FNU). The system shall relain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle is

not pert of the SCHR.
S7R04d3: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten'rolled Images submitted via the CJIS WAN. where the fingerprints match a SCHR ti^at does not contain a matching

arrest cyde, The disposHion submission shall be retained and ctisseminated.

STR04fi2: lAFlS shall process a dispesrtion containing ten-rolFed dr flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN. where the fingerprints match a SCHR <haf

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, ar>d then the system shall retain the disposition.

3TRQ494: lAFIS shall process a diapositfon oontainirvg len-flal print images submitted via the CJIS WAN« where the fingerprinls match a SCHR thel does not n^nlain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

$TRQ492; lAFIS shall process a ctisposiflion containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR (hat

docs not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition,
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STR0495: JAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminata It even though the arre^ cycle is not part of the SCHR.
STR04d2; lAFlS shall process a disposition containing tan-rolled or flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain Ihd disposition,

$TR0510: lAFlS shall perform conflict processing for disposition requests received from the Federal Courts.

$UR31; NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints,

STRQB3: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposiflon data O-G*. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR30$: KOI shall provide a response to a Disposition Fingerprtrtt Search request In accordance with the latest FBTS version.

STROSd: lAFIS shall send an acceptartce/rejecbon message back to the user.

STRQ467: LAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminaia It even If the arrest cycle Is not part of the SCHR.

STRQ484: fAFl$ shall process a disposiUoo containing leorolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively Identify the Subject Crirrsr\ai

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminale It even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ491 : The system shall relaih the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle Is not part of the SCHR.

$TRQ489, lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten*ro^ed or tervilat print images suhmitted via the CJIS WAN that does not positively matth of idenlify

a subject to establish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number (f NU). The systern shall retain the di^osltion and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle i$

not part of the SCHR.
STRQ49S: lAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cyde is not part of the SCHR.

$TRG492: lAFIS shalf process a disposiHon oontainirvg ten-rolled of flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the firtgerprinta match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ801: lAFlS shall allow the rDutir>g of the Rap Sheet with the updated disposition data via JABS.

SUR31 : NGI shall support electronic disposrflon submissions usir>g fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal informaUcn.

SFR306; NGI shall accept a Fingerprint Vertflcallon requeet from an Authorized Coriirlbutor In accordance with Iho latest EST$ version.

STR034: lAFlS shall allow the subrris^on of flats for verification of identity when a subject arrives at prison.

S7RQ222; lAFIS shall allow the ability to use alternate fingerfs) for 2-prinl verification

STRQ396; lAFIS shall standardize the values for the make, model, and serial number of these EFTS fields to allow for automated processing based on the values of these fields.

STRQ315: Feature extraction software for fingerprints sh^l be tailored to the particular LIvescan model used to capture fingerprints.

StJR40; NQI shall verify the Identity of an Individual using fingerprints.

9FR307; NOl sh^l accept a Fingerprint Verificalion requeelfrom an Auth^lzed External System (e.g.. IDENT) In accordance wllh the latest EBTS version.

8tO.F£AT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

B(O.FEAT25: The sdulion shall be able 1o accept biographic and biometric information from external biometric syst^s.
BiO FEAT28: The solution shall automatically identify whether an Image Is a flat print.

BIO.FEAT27: The solution shall automatically Identify whether an image la a roded print.

BlO.FEAT 121: The solullor^ shall enable the user to select from a pre-daflrved set of values for specified fields based on a standardized date dictionary.

BtO.FEAT 122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-fomi text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BfO.FEATl23: The solution shall enabbs the user to enter text comf^iant with a standardized data dictionary.

BIO-FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Techrology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems — Data Format for the lnterchar>ge of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST-ITL- 1-2007.

610.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDEfsTT shall have access to both lOENT and lAFlS data through the solution.

BfO.FEAT165: For non -crimlna I justice purposes, a biometric verification of a positive identlficatiort must be perfonned by Ihe FBI ora Slate Idenlification Bureau (SIB) prior to the

release of CHRI.

BIO.FEAT1Q4: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange,

SUR41; NGI shall verify the Identity of ar) individual using fir^erprints provided by an External System (e.g., lOENl). NGI~1458
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8FRSQ6: NGI shall accapt a Flnparprlnt Verification request with tan or fewer rotlad finoarprinta.

&IO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

B!O.F£AT25: The solution shall be et^e to accept biographic and biometric Information from external blornetric systenns.

BfO.FEAT26; The solution shall automabcally Idanlify whether an Image is a flat print.

BfO FEAT27; The solution shall aulomabcally identify whether an image Is a rolled print.

B10.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a predefined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dlcflonary.

8tO.FEATt22'. The solution shall enable the user to ent^ free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BtO.FEATl23; The soiulicn shall enable the user to enter text cornpllant with a standardized data dictionary.

BiO.FEAT129; The sofuticn shall employ blometnc standards e^sblished by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NI&T), I.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Informatiorr Systems — Data Format for the I ntercharrge of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Information. ANSl/NlST-rrL' 1
-2O07 .

BtO.FGATt44: User groups currently accessing lOENT shall have access to both iOSNT and lAFlS data frirough the solution.

BiO.FEAT194: The soluLon shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BIO.FEAT197: The solution shall have the abrNty to match rolled prirtls with flat prints stored in Irv-scope systems.

BIO.FEAT341;Forverificatfon of identity purposes, the solubon shall accept less than 10 fingers fora comparison with the biometrics associated with the identifying referenced

number.

STRQ9: The lAFiS shall enable less than ten prints taken at the local level via the mobile device to go to the national level to support the print checks.

STRQd74: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search the ETIS repository via a portable two-print flhger scanner.

STRQ1041: The Enhanced Terrorist Identification Service {ETIS) shall be accessible from a mobile environment such as a handTield or other portable device.

STR0222: lAFlS shall allow the ability to use alternate finger^s) for 2'print verifkatlon

STRQ5S9. lAFIS shall provide the capability to process less than a full set ofType'14 fingerprint images.

STRQ1013: lAFiS shall altow less than a full set of fingerprints for enroHment.

$UR40: NGl shall verify the Identity of an indi'>riclual using fingerprints.

SFR309: NGI flhelt accept a Ftngarprlnt VeiiflcaUon request wirith ten or fewer fiat fin^rphnts.

6fO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO FEAT25: The Solution shall be able to accept btogrephic and biometric information from external biometric systems.

BIO.FEAT26: The solution shell automatically Identify whether an Image Is a flat print.

BIO FEAT27: The solution shall automoticaJly identify whether an Image Is a rolled print.

BIO.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre^defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BiO.F€AT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for speci^ed fields based on a starKlardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compilant with a standardized data dictionary.

BlO FEAT12d: The solution shall employ blornetric atendards established by the National Institute of Standsnfs and Technology (NiST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard far

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NiST*rrL-1'2007.

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDEhn* shall have access to both IDENT and lAFIS data through the sdulion.

BIO.FEAT166: The solution shall have the ability to match fiat prints with flat prints stored in rn-scope systems.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution Shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BIO.FEAT 195: The solution shall have the ability to match flat prints with rolled prints stored in in-scope systems.

BIO.FEAT341: For verification df Identity purposes, the solution shall accept less than 10 finge/a for a comparison with the biometrics esaociated with the identifying refarencod

number

STRQd: The lAFlS sriell enable lass than ten prints taken at the local level via the mobile device to go to the national level to support the print checks

STR0974: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search the ET]$ repository via a portable two-print finger scanr^r.

STRC1C4t; The Enhanced Terrorist Identification Service (ETiS) shall be accessible from a mobile environment such es a hand-heldpq0^^e|^abi6 device
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STAO^: lAPlS s^vah allow ihe submission of flats for verificatron of fdentity wtien a subject arrivas at prison.

STRQ222r lAFiS shall allow ^a ability to uso alternate fin^r(s) for 2-prlT^ vanfioatlon

STR0559: lAFIS shall provide the capability to process less than a full set Of Type-14 fingerprint images.

STRQtOld: lAFIS ^>all allow less than a full set of firrgerprinis for enrojiment

SUR40: NGI shall verify the identity of an individuaf using fingerprints.

$FR310: NGi shall accept an Indicator on a Rngorprirrt Verification request that specifies If an tdenbty History Summary should be Included with tha Fingerprint Verification

response.

SUR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using fingerprints.

SFR311: NGt shall require that a Fingerprint Verification request contains a UCN and fingerprint data.

SUR4Q 1 NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using fingerprints.

SFR312: NGI shall perform IlUVerify as part of a Fingerprint Verification request for the UCN.
SUR4D: NGI Shan verify the Identity of an Indivkiual using fingerprints.

SFR313: NGI ehalf extract fingerprint features from the fingerprirttlmagea provided In the Fingerprint Verlfi’catlon request.

SUR4Q: NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using fingerprints

SFR314: NGI shall compare the fingerprint features extracted from the fingerprint images provided in the Fingerprint Verification request against the fir^gerprlnl features of the

candidate provided to ItWeiify.

BtO FEAT3: When verifying the kienrity of a known enumerated individual, the solution shell provide the ability to determine If the captured prints match the stored prints

associated with that indrvidual.

810 FEAT343; The solution ahetl prohibit full crirninal master file searches for non-identical verification of identity submissions.

$UR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using fingerprints.

SFR31S: NGI shall calculate a match score for the candidate reaufiing from a Fingerprint Verification request

StlR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an fndividuai using fingerprints.

SFR316: NGI shall determJne a non-id*ntiflcation decision for a candidate that has a match score below the minimum threshold for tIt/Vsrify as part ot a Fingerprint

Verification requeet.

LEG.FR695: lAFtS shell require an Authorized FBI Service Proirider to perform a manual FIG when the candidate returned as pari of the Fingerprint VerificaliDn Request results in

a non-ident.

&UR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an irKlividuaJ uaiog fingerprints.

SFR317: NGI shall determine a positive Mer^ficedon decision for a car^dldate that has a match score above the high cortfidence threshold as partof a Fingerprint Verification

request.

SUR40: NGi shall verify the Identity of an individual using fingerprints.

SFR318: NGI ehalf require an Audiorized F&l Service Provider to perform a manual PtC when the candidate returned as part of the Fingerprint Verification request Is below the

high confidence threshold,

SUR40; NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using firtgerpvinte.

SFR319: NGI shall require a second Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a manual F1C to confirm a positive Identificadon when the candidate returned as part of a
Fingerprint Verification request is below the tow confidence threshold.

SUR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using fir>9erprints.

SFR320: NGI ehalf allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Fingerprint Verification request as a result of the manual FIC.

StJR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an irKJividual using fingerprints.

$FR321: NGI shall reject a Rngsrprint Verification request when a specified UCN does not exist

SUR40; NGI Shall verify the Identity of an Individual using fingerprints.

SFR322: NGI shall reject a Rngerprint Verification request when d>e submitted fingerprfnte fall to meet mlrtjmum quality standards.

STRQ229: lAFlS shall accept electronic submissions because the quality of the images will be better than paper cards.

NGI-1460
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STRQ318: lAFlS shall provide a consistent measure of image quality that can be Imptemented on the Livescan devicea so that no image that passes image quality at the

Livescar is rejected at lAFlS.

SUR40: NGI Shall verify the Identity of an individual ueSng fingeiprirts,

SFR323: NGI ehatl provl(te a reeponee to a Fingerprint Verification requeat in accordance wHh the latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT 129: The solution ehatl empkiy biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Syslemis - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Informatiort. ANSI/NIST-ITL- 1-2007.

BIO.FEAT162: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shaft support EBTS compliant data exchange.

STRQ34: lAFIS shall allow the submission of flats for vefificatk)n of identity when a subject arrives at prison.

&TRQ92: lAFIS shall provide all sets of fingerprints fora subject.

STRQ2Q$: lAFfS Shall be able lo retrieve mulliple fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ207: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multipie fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI nurrtber.

STRQ211: lAFlS shall provide (he capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm pnnt images based on the FBI number and OOA.
STRQ2t0: lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve muKiple flngert^nt and palm print images based on the FBI number and OOA.

STRQ42C: lAFlS shall garmlt an increase In the number of images for each record/finger.

STR0422: lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability lo access the additional fingerprint images (resultir^ from rnulllple arreels) that are in the

Certification File.

STRQ1023: LAFlS shall allow remote access Lo the CERT files.

STRQ1100: lAFiS shall retain all fir>gerprint submissions for use in tanprinland latent searches.

S7RQS69: lAFlS shall provide the capability to pn>cae5 teas than a tuN set of Type-1-4 fir^rprint irnages.

5TRQ1013.’ lAFIS shall allow less than a full set of flngerprinls for enrollment.

SUR40: NGi Shall verify the Identity of an indMdual using fingerprints.

SFR324: NGI shaJi provide an Identity History Sumrnary In response to 0 Fingerprint Verifioetlon request resulting In a positive vertfical{on» when Indicated.

BtO.fEAT5: K the captured prints for a known enumerated individual match stored prints associated with that individual, the soluUon shall notify Ihe user that the individual has
been verified.

&UR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an irvlividual using fingerprints.

SFR326: NGI shelf provide a negative vedflcatlon response to a Fingerprint Verification request udien submitted Rng^prints and fingerprints associated with the specified

UCN do not resuK In a positive identification.

SURaO: NGI shall verify the Identity of an individual using fingerprints.

$FR327: NGI shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, for a Fingerprint Veriflcetlon request.

$UR40; NGI shall verify (he Identity of an individual using fingerprints.

SFR32fi: NGI shall accept a Fingerprint imago Retrieval request from an AulhorUed Conlrfbutor In accordance with the latest E6TS vsrslon.

LEG.FR74: lAFIS shall accept Fingerprint Image Retrieval Requests from Authorized Contributors in accordance vrith the laleel EBTS version.

STRQt31: lAFJS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRO130: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ997: lAFIS Shall rttake military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ982: lAFJS wlH allow retrieval of ULF images from Non-owners.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of flr>gerprint and supplernentai fingerprint and palmprint intormatlDn associated with an Identity.

LEQ.UR16: lAFiS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a uhiqijs idenlifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFiS shall support CertlficatiorL File requesta.

SFR329: NGI shall require one or more UCNs up to a maximum number as part of a Fingerprint Image Retrieval request.

LEG.FR7&: lAFlS shah allow one or more subject idenUfiers up to a maximum number as part of a Fingerprint Image Retrieval Request.

STRQ212: lAFlS shall provide the capability lo retrieve mulUple fingerprint and palm print Images based on Ihe FBI number and DOA. NGI~1461
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STRQ210! lAFlS &haU prcvkld tne capability to rotnava multlpia ^r>geri^t and paim print Imagas baaad on the FBI number and DOA
SUR42. NGl shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and Gupplemental fingerprint and paknprint intbrmalion associated Mth an Identity.

L£O.UR16^ lAFiS Shall support flrrgerpdnt Image Requests containing a unique identifter.

L£G.UR55: lAFlS shall support Certification file requests.

SFR33Q: NGI ehali ecoept an Indicator on a Fingerprint Image Retrieval request that specifies if supplemental fingerprint and peimprint Information should be provided in the

response if available.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and suppfemenlai fingerprint and palmprint informatjon associated with an Identity.

LFQ.UR16: lAFlS shad support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier

LEG.UR53: lAFiS shall support Certification File requests

$FR33l; NGI Shell accept fingerprint specific ir>formaUon as part of a FingerprlrH Image Retrieval.

SUR42: NGI shall Support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint infonnation associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: (APIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier

LEG.UR53: lAFlS Shall support Certification File requests.

SFR332: NGI shall retrieve the composite fingerprint Image for each specirred UCN when flrgarprlnt specific data is not provided as part of a Fingerprint Image Retrieval reques

tEO-FR77: lAFlS shall retrieve the composite fingerprint (mage for each specified subject as part of the Fingerprint Image Retrieval Request.

SUR42; NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint Information associated wHh an Identity.

LEG URId; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier

LEG.LfR53: IAFI5 shall support Certficallon File requests.

6FR333: NGI shall retrlevs the flng«rphr)t Images associated wtdt ths flnge/piinl specific Inforineatlon provided In the FJngerprirtI Image Ratrieval request.

STRQ92* lAFlS shall provide alt sets of fingerprints fora subject.

STRO208: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multiple fir>gerprint and palm print images fora FBI number.

S7RQ207r lAf IS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingeq^rint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ21

1

1 iAFiS shall provide the capability to retrieve mulUpte fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.
STRQ21Q: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple firtgerpml and palm print Images baeed on the FBI number and DOA.

STRQ420: lAFIS shall permit an increase In ^e number of images for each record/finger.

STRQ422: lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability to access the additional fingerprint Images {resulting from multiple arrests) that are tn the

Certification File.

STRQ1023: kAFlS shall allow remote access to the CERT fitea.

STRO11Q0: LAFlS Shall retain all fingerprint submissions for use in tenprintand latent searches.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint irdormation associated with an Identity.

LEG.URtB: lAFlS Shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier

LEG.UR53: lAFlS shall suppurt Certification File requests.

&fR334: NGI shall reject a Fingerprint Image Retrieval request when the apeclAed UCN or specific fingerprint does not exist

LEG.FR78: lAFiS shall reject a Fingerprint Image Retrieval Request when the specified subject identifier does not exist.

SUR42: NGI sh^l support the retrtevaf of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and paimpriril information associated with an Identity.

LEG.URtfl: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.tJR53: lAFIS Shall Support Certification Fife requests.

SFR335: NGI shall provide a response to a Fingerprint Image Reliieval request In accordance with the latest EGTS version.

LE6.FR7d; lAFIS shall provide an electronic response to a Fingerprint frr^ge Retrieval Request in accordaitce with the latest EBTS version.

$TR092: lAFiS shall provide all sets of ffr>9en>rlnis fora subject.

$TRQ2D6: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images for a F8I number.

STRQ2Q7r lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fir>gerprinl and palm print irnagesfora FBI number.

STRQ2t1; fAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and OOANGI~1462
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STRQ2tO: lAFlS shall provide c:apabllity to rol/leve multiple flngerphot and palm print images baaed on the FBI number and OOA.
STRQ42Q: lAFIS shaK permit an irx:rease In the number of images for each record/finger.

STRQ422: lAFlS shall provide external users with the capability to access the additional ftAgerprint images {resulting from mulUple arrests) that are fn the

Cerliflcalion File.

STKO102;}: lAFlS shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

&TRQ11Q0: 1APIS shall retain all fingerprint subrnisslons for use In tenprint and latent searches.

&TRO330; lAFlS sh^l provide the ability to access the actual fingerprint cards.

STRQ105: lAFlS shall respond to an IRQ wth descnplor Irformalton {narne, QOS, sex, race)

STRQ200: lAFIS Shall optionally provide Type^S demographic data with a fingerprint image request.

STRQ2C1: lAFiS shall optionally provide Type'2 demographic data with a palm print Image request.

STRQ204; lAFlS shall rBtum as an option, demographic information or Type 2 record date, along with the fingerprint or palm print image on a image request

STRQ216: lAFIS Shalt provide an option tplr\clude the demographic information orTyp62 record data when retrieving palm print images for NPPS.
5TR0219: lAFlS shall provide an option to include thederrtographic Informstion or Type 2 record dala Vihen retrieving firvgerprint images-

STR0291‘ lAflS shall optionally provide the subject’s demographic infonnation for an image retrieval request-

STRQ338: lAFlS shall provide the ability to access and view the actual fir>gerpr1nt cards

STRQ340: lAFtS shall provide |he ability 1o view the aclu^ fingerprint cards.

STRQ1 28: lAFlS shall provide the ability to pull up an electronic Image Of the firigerprint card to verify demographic data (e g. names, DOB, Age) with

fir^erprir^tS and paJm pririts.

STRQ127: lAFJS Shall provide the ability to pull up an electronic image Of 8ie firigerprint card to verify demographic data (e g. names. OOB. Age)
wrth fingerprints and palm prints.

STRQ1153: lAFlS shall provide the ability to pull up an eleclronic Image of trie fingerprint card to verify demographic data (eg. names. DOB.
Age) with firigerprints arKJ palm prints.

STR0338: lAFIS shall provide the ability to access and view the actual fN^erpont cards.

STRQ719: 1AFIS shall provide the capability for Law Enforcement Agencies (such as FBI Fjold Offices) to view a fingerprintcard (with fingerprints, height,

weight etc.) when a match Is made on a latent print

SUR42: NGl shall support the retrieval of firtgerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information associated with an Identity

LEG UR16: (APIS shall support Fingerprinl Image Requests containing a unique identifier

LEG.UR53: lAFiS ^a1l support Certlficallon File requests.

SfR336: NGl shall accept a Fingerprint Features Retrieval request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR42: NGl shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information associated with an IderMity.

LEG.UR16: lAffS shall support Firigerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR$3: lAFtS shall support Certification Fite requests.

SFR337; NGl shall require one or more UCNs up to a maximum number ae part of a Fingerprint Features Retrieval request
SUR42: NGl shall support the retrieval of fir^erprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information associated wllh an Idenlily.

LEG.URf6: lAFIS Shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR531 lAFfS ^afl support Certificalion File requests.

SFR336: NGl shaJI accept an Indicator on a Fingerprint Features Retrieval request thet specifies if supplemental fingerprint and palmprint informaUon should be provided in

the response, If av^lable.

SUR42: NOl shall support the retrieval ot fingerprint arxj supplemental fingerprint and palmprint Information associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint (mage Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.URS3; lAFlS shall support Certification File requests

SFR339; NGIahatl accept fingerprint epecific Information as part of a Fingerprint Features Retrieval.

SUR42: NGl shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and suppferrtental fingerprint and palmprint information associated wth an Identity.
NGl-1463
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LEG tfR-16: lAFlS s^iei] su^^ort Fingerprint [mage Requests containing a unique identiRer’.

LEG.URS3; lAFiS Support Ceruncallon File requests.

$FR340: NGl sti«)l retrieve the compoeNe tir>oerprlrtt (magee end teaturee for each epecPfled UCN when fingerprint specific data le not provided as part of a Fingerprint

Features Retrieval request.

SUR42; NGl shall supportthe retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt informatJon associated with an identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFIS shall Support Certiflcotwn Fite requests.

SFR341: NGl shiUI r^rleve the fingerprint image* a»*oclated with the ffngerpiint specific information provided In die Fingerprint Feature* Retrieval request.

SUR42: NGl shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental flngerpnnl and paimprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFlS shall support Flrgefphnt Image Roquests containing a unique identifrer.

LEG.URS3: lAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

$FR342: Nd •hsJt reject a Fingerprint Feature* Retrieval request when Bpecified UCN or specific fingerprint does not exist.

SLIR42: NGl shall su(^>ort the rethevaJ of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information assodated with an identity.

LE6.UR16: (APIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique klentrfier.

LE3-UR.53: lAFiS shall support Certificdtion FH* requests

SFR343: NGl shall provide a response to a Pingsrprint Features Retrieval request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

$UR42: NGl shell support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fir^erprint ar>d palrr^rint in^rTnatlon associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR1B: (APIS shall support Fingerprint [mage Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.1JRS3: 1AFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR344; NGl shad accept a Fingerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request from an Authorised Contributor In accordance with pie latest EBTS version.

SUR42: NGl shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint infornrtation sssodated with an identity.

LEG.URfG: iAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

leg UR53: IAFlS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR34S: NGl shell accept a Rngerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request with a specified UCN and fingerprint specific informetion.

SUR42: NOf shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and suF^>tementa! fingerprint arrd palmprint inforniatiori associated with an Identity.

LEG URtB: IAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique klentifler.

LEG.UR53: IAFlS shall support Cefliflcatiort Fite requests.

SFRMdi NGl shall accept an indicator on a Fingerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request that specifies If supplemental fingerfM^nt and palmprint audit trail Information should bs

provided in the response if available.

$UR42: NGt shall support the retrieval of fingerprint arid suppiementai fingerprint and palmprint information associated with ar^ Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFiS shell support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.LfRS3r IAFlS shall support Certification Fhe requests.

SFR347'. NGl shall retrieve the finga/print audit brail for the fingerprint specified in the Fingerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request.

SUR42: NGl shall support the relheval of fingerprint and si4>ptemental firrgerprint and palrr^rint informatiori associated with an Identity.

LEG.URfG: IAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique ideritffier.

LEG.UR53! IAFlS Shall support Certificatron File requests.

8FR34fi: NGl ehall retrieve the audit trails for the supplemental fingarprinls and palmprints when specified in the Fingerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request.

SUR42; NGl shall support the retrieval of fir>gerprint and supplernental fingerprint and palmprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG-URlfi: IAFlS shell support Fingerprint Image Requeete containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR63: IAFlS shell support Certification File requests.

8PR34d: NGl shall reject a Fingerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request when a specified UCN or fingerprint does notexieL

SUR42: NGi shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint infbrrretlon associated with an Identity.

LEG.URtB: IAFlS shell support Fingerprint Imsge Requests containing e unique identifier. NGI-1464
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LEG.UR63: lAFiS shall support Cerlihcation File requests.

SFR350: NQl Shell rtt}ect a Fingerprint Audit Trail Retrieval request when the Authorized Contributor is not the fingerprint owner.

SUR42: NOI Shall Support the retrieval of fingerprint end suppiementel fingorprinl and paimprirt information associated with an tderitity.

LEG.tlRId: lAFIS shall support Firtgerprint Irrtage Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFIS shall support Certificalicm File requests.

SFR3S1: NGI shall provide a response to a Fingerprint Audit Trait Retrieval request In sccgrdance with the latest EBT5 version.

SUR42; NOi shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and su(^}lementa1 fingerprint and palmprint information associated with an ideriUty.

LEG.URt6: 1AFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG-UR53: lAFIS shall support CortificaliCMi Fite rsquests.

SFR352: NQl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submK Hngerprint Informallon Retrieval requests.

LEG.FR75: lAFIS Shalt allow an Authorized FBI Sarvtee Provider to submit a Fingerpnnt Image Retrieval Req(.>est.

8TRQ1311 lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the mlirtary database fltes.

STR0130: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ997; lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR0721 ; lAFlS shall pro'.^da FBI Field Offices with Image Request (IRO) capability including descriptive data.

SUR42: NGt shall support ths retrieval of fir^erprint and supplemental fingerprint ar>d palmprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFiS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests c^mlaining a unique Idenfifter.

LEQ.tjR53: lAFlS shall support Certificdtion File requests.

SFR3S3: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to retrieve any or all fingerprlr^t information for a specified UCN as part of a Fingerprint Infonnation Retrieval requet

$TR092: lAFlS shall provide sll sets of fingerprints for a subject.

STRO208: (APIS shall be able to retrieve muHiple fingerprint and pakn print images fora FBI number.

STRQ207; lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images Ibr a FBI number.

STRQ211' lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.
3TRO210: 1AFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.

STRQ42CI: 1AFIS shall permit an Increase In the number of images for each record/finger.

STR0422. lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability to access the addibonaf fingerprint images (resulting from multiple arrests) that are in the

Certification Fite.

STRQ1023: lAFlS shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STR01 100: lAFIS shall retalo all fingerprint Submissions for use in tenpnnt and latenl searches.

STROI31 : lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the mNltary database files.

STRQ13O: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the iriititary database files.

STRQB97: lAFIS shall make milltdry fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TRO206: lAFIS shall return as an opficn, minutiae feature data of Type 9 record data alorig with the fing^pont or palm print jonage on an image request

STRQ20S: lAFIS shall raium as an cptten. minutiae feature data or Type 9 record data alorig with the fingerprint or palm print image on an Image request.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information associated with an Identity

L£6.tiRl6: IAF|$ shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LE6.UR53: lAFIS shall support Certification Fite requests.

SFR3$4: NGI shoJI allow an Authortzad FBI Service Provider to retrieve any or all eupplemental fingerprint and paimpNnt Infionnallon for a specified liCN as part of a
Fingerprint Information Retrieval request

$UR42: NGI Shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprinl and palrriprint Information associated with an Iderrtity.

LEG.UR16: lAFiS Shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFlS shall support Certificalron Fite requests.
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SFR355: ftGl shall allow an Authorlaad FBI Service Provj<|arto dasiQnata Ircm which rapoaitofy fingarprint Informalion will ba rotrlovatl aa part of a Flngarprlnt Informatfon

Ratrlaval raquaat

SUR42; N6I shall support the reirleva! of fir>9erprin1 and auppleroental fingarpnint and palmprint infonnalion assoctalad with an Identity.

LEG.LfR16r lAFIS shatl support Fingojprinl image Requests containing a unique identifter.

LEO-URS3: lAFlS shall support Certification File requests.

5FR354: KGI shall accept a Flngarprlnt (nformatlon Retriaval requeat with a UCN and fingarpfirtt specific information.

SIIR42: NGl Shall support the retneval of fir>gerprint and supplemental finQerphnt and palmprint informalion associated with an identity.

tEG.UH16: lAPlS ahall support Fingerphnt Image Roquosts containing a unique identifter

LEG.UR53: lAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR3S7: NGi shall retrieve the fingerphnt Information eeeoclated >vJth the fingerprint epecific information provided In the Fingerprint Information Retrieval request
SIIR42: NOI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information associated with an Identity

LEG.UR16: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG .0R53: lAflS shall support CertificaUon F^e requests.

SFR356: NGi ehalJ retrieve the fingerprint information for the UCN designated Irt the Fingerprint Information Retiieval request.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrievai of ^ngerpdnt artd supplemental firvgerpnntand palrrpnnl information associated with an Identity.

LEG.UK16: lAFlS Shall support Fingerprint image Requests containing a unique identifier

LEG.UR53: lAFIS shall support CertiHcaliort Fhe requests.

SFR3S0: NGI ahall retrieve the fingerprint information from the default NGI repository, when no repository or fingerprint is designated In the Fingerprint Information Retrieval

request.

SUR42.' NGI shall support the retrieval of '^ngerprtntand supplemental firtgerprlntand palmprint information aseociated with an identity.

LEG.URIfi: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR&3: lAFlS shall support CertrficBfion File requests.

$FR3dO: NGi ehall reject e Rngerpiint (nformatton Retrieval request when epectfied UCN or specific fingerprint does not exist.

SUR42; NGI shall Support the relheval of fingerprint and eupplementai fingerprint and praimprint information associated wiih an identity.

LEG.UR16: 1AFI5 shall support Flngeiphnt Image Requests containing a unique tdenUfier.

LEG UR53: JAFIS shall Support Certiflcatkirt Fite requests.

SFR361 ; NGI shall allow an Authorired FBI Service Provider to view the information returned from the Fingerprint Information Retrieval request

LE0.FR80: lAFlS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to viewfrie images returned from the Fingerprint image Retrieval Request.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrievai of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprinl Information associated with an Identity

LEG.UR16: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Inr^e Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

8FR36Z: NGI shall ellow an Authortzed FBI Service Provider to prim the Information returned from the Flngerprlrtl Information Retrieval request.

SUR42; NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint ar>d supplemental fingerprint ar>d palmprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG-URIfi: JAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containirig a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR53: JAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR363: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to eave the Rr»gerprjnt Information Retrieval response onto removable media In a digital format.

SUR42 NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint informatior^ associated with ar^ Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique IdenIJfier.

LEG.UR53: lAFlS shall support Csrtificafion Fife requests.

SFR384: NGl shall accept a Photo fmage Retrieval request from an Au^orized Contributor In accordance with the latest E0TS version.

BIO.FBAT24; The solution shall accept transactions electionically.

BI0.FEAT121; The solution shall enable me user to select tfom a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122; The solution shall enable the user tu enter free-furm text for specified fields based on a standardized data djcHonary. NGI~1466
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B10.FEAT123: The solution shall enable Ihd user* to enter ta)(t compliant with a slandardized data dlcbonary.

610.FEATl2d: The solution shall employ biometric standards estoUiahed by the National fnstituta oi Standardsand Technology (NIST), l.e the ANSI National Standard for

Intonnation Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Bionf>etf1c Information. ANSl/NIST'fTL-t-2007.

BIO.FEAT1G4: The sotulion shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BJO.FEAT374: The solution shall provide the capability lo access immigration data response informalion based on the unique Idenlifier provided for shared fingerprint images.

LEG.FR81 : lAflS shall accept Crimirtai Photo Image Retrieval Requests from Authorized Contributors in accordar>ce with the latest E6TS vsrsion.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SURS1: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo lr>rormation.

LEG.UR15: lAFlS shall support Photo Image Rstrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

$TRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent hngerprint examiners.

STRQ76; IPS Shall allow investigstlva type of search retrieval through NCIC.

$TRQ1S6: IPS shall allow 2 step photo relriaval through NCiC to provide a Rag that an image is ava^able. that is available in a separate query,

STRQ47d: The lAFIS IPS Shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRO1160: The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC, The images shall be available through the ’‘imaging" life in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taKen, date photo submitted.

STRQ4fi1: The lAFIS IPS Shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFlS shell support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI

.

SFR365: NGI shall accept a Photo Image Retrieval request from an Authorlieecl External System in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

0IO.FEAT25: The solutiorr shall be ablelo accept biographic and biomelric information from external biometric systems.

0IO.FEAT129: The solutk>n shad employ biometric starvdards established by the National institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Firigerpririt, Facial, and Other Bloinetric infomiation, ANSI/NIST'ITL'1-2007,

BIO.FEAT 182: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BJ0.FEAT1S4; The solulion shall support EBT5 compliant data exchange.

B10.FEAT374: The solution shall provide the capability to access immigration data respond information baaed on the unique identifiar provided for shared fingerprint images.

BIO.FEAT3S$: The solution shall enable the user to submit data to both IDENT and lAFlS in a single transaction.

SUR53: NGI shall provide photo images to External Systems,

SUR51 : NGI shall supped the retrieval of t^oto information.

LEG.UR1S: f^lS shall support Photo image Retrieval Requests containing a unique Identifier'.

STRQS2: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint oxaminers.

STRQSS; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent flngeiorint examiners,

STRQ7d: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC
STRQ1 56: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that ar> Image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The (AFlS IPS Shall Support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQt 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "imaging* file

In NCIC by supplying the FNU. Oplkmal retrieval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR0481: The lAFlS IPS Shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: JAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

$FR366<' NGI shall accept a Photo Image Retrieval request from an Authorized Contributor Jn accordance with the latest IllfHFF Operation^ and Technical Manual.
SURSir NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Information,

tEG.UR15: lAFIS Shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier,

STRQ52: IPS Shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.
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STRQSS: IPS shall pro«/i(la photo retrieval capabNtty comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint exarrtinera.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow inveeUgatIve type cf search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ1 se: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an irnage Is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAPlS IPS shall support IPS photo reirieval via the NCiC.

STRQllfiO: The tAFIS IPS shell support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shall be available through Ihe "Imaging” file in NCICby
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include data of arrest, dale photo taKen, date photo submitled.

&TRQ4611 The IAPIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR367; NGf shall accepts Photo Ima^e Retrieval request with a LiCN or SID.

STRQ165: IPS shall allow searches of photos by e State Idenl Number
SURSt: NGI shall support the retrieval of pMolO information.

L&C.UR15: IAF1S shall support Photo Image Retrievdl Requests containing a unique kient/fier.

STRQ52: IP$ shall provide photo retrieval capapiliry comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ5S: IPS Shan provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

$TR076: IPS shall allow invastigaUva type of search retrieval through NClC
STR0156; IPS shaU allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a fiag that an Image is available, dial is available in a separate query.

STRa476: The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the ^Imaging” file in NCIC by

supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include dale of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR0481: The IAPIS IPS shall support the retrieval of dvh photos.

STRG1034: lAPIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR36S: Deleted.

SFR360t NOI shall accept a Photo Image Retrieval request with a UCN and photo specific Information.

LEG.FR82: lAFlS shall accept s Criminal Photo Image Retrieval Request with a subject identifier and criminal event specific infortnatlon (l.e., DOA).

SUR51: NOi shall support the pethevai of photo information.

LEG.UR15: 1APIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier

STRQS2: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capat»llty comparable to dial provided to latent fingerprint examiners

STRQS5: IP$ shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent flr>gerprlnt examiners.

STRQ76: IPS Shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC
$TR01 56. IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STR0476‘. The lAFIS fPS shall support IPS phplo retrieval via the NCIC.

$TRQ1 160: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCrC. The images shall be available through the *lfnagirig” fife in NCtC by
suppiyirig the FNU. Optionai retrieval fields shall Include dale of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR04fi1: The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

$TRQ1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed birough NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR370: NGI shall allow the Authorized Contribute to specify which photo type O-e,* facial. SMT>to retrieve in a Photo Image Retrieval request.

5UR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Information.

LEG.UR15: iAFiS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique idenlifier.

STR062: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capabilrty comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS ^all provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR01&6: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a fiag that an Image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC, NGI-1468
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STf<Q1160: T^e LAFIS IPS shall support 1PS photo retrieval via the The images ahatl he availaUe ttirough the ‘ImaQlng” fttein NCiC l>y

8uppt/ir>g the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ431: The lAFIS IPS Shall support the retrieval of civil pholos.

STRQ1034: LAPIS shaM si^^rt the a[:£dssif>g of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated OR I.

SFR371: NOI shaU allow the Authorized Contributor to specify the number of photos to return In a Photo Image Retrieval request.

STRQ3Q4; IPS Shall optionally retrieve mi,ritiple photos.

STROllSSr IPS shall have the ability to return (he mug shot with ihe SRE response. As an option, lAFiS shall return up lo some number of mug shots

$URS1: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Irtormation.

LEG.UR15: lAFiS sheti support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STR052: IPS shall provide phctc retrieval capabilLty comparable lo that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR055: IPS sha li provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent flngerprintexaminere.

STRQ76r IPS shall aitow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ^Sd: IPS shail allow 2 stop photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is avaiiabie In a separate query.

STRQ476: The LAFiS IPS shaii support IPS fJholo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 tOO: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the 'Irnaging" file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Irtciude date of arre^, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481: The LAFIS IPS shall support the relheva] cf dvit photos.

STRO1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR372: NGI shall provide the capabNtty to designate the NGi repoartory from which photos should be retrieved as part of a Photo Imaga Retrieval request.

BlO.FEATld9. The solul/on shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

STR0733; lAFlS shall search all known databases for photos on all firvgerprint matchres.

$UR51: NGi shell support (he retrieval of photo information.

LEG.URib: lAFlS shall support Photo Image Reb’ieval Requests contalnlrtg a unique identifler.

STRQS2; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to Is tent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55‘ IPS shall provide photo retrieval capabilitv comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ7S: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrievcf through NClC.

STRQ156‘ IPS shall allow 2 step photo rebtevaf through NCIC to provide a ftag that an image is available, that Is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 1 The tAFiS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC The images shall be available through the "Imaging* file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ4S1; The IAFI$ IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support ihe accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR373: NQI ehafi provide the capebllity to deelgneto an external cepoeltorytles) (e.g., (DENT) from which photos should be retrieved at part of the Photo image Retrieval reque
BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT date through the solution.

6IO.FEAT14€: The solution shall allow a user to select type of search in the submlssiorr of the query of lAFlS or IDENT and lAFLS.

BtO.FEAT Idd: The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

BfO.FEAT302: The solution shall provide a 'cafeteria style" search capability to choose Ihe population, biometric, and demographic criteria.

BtO.FEAT396: The solution shall er>abte the user to submit data to both 1DENT and lAFIS in a single tranaaclioq.

SUR52: NGi shail support the retrieval of photo information from an External System (e.g., IDENT).

SURS1; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Infonnalion.

LEG.URIS: JAFI5 shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containmg a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to teieni fingerprint examiners.

STR055: IPS shaH provide photo retrieval capability compafable to Irial provided to latent fingerprint
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STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shaJI allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image is available, that Is available in a separate q.}er>-.

STR0476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STROUD: The lAFiS IPS Shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shall be available through the “(maging* flie

In NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional rotrieval fields shall i/>cluda date of arrest, date photo taken, dale photo submitted

STR046i : The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos,

STRO1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NClC with an associated ORJ.

SFR374: KOI shell retrieve photo(s) ftxim the NGt repository designated In (he Photo Image Retrieval request.

SUR51: hIGl shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFiS shall support Photo image Retrieval Requests containing e unique idontrfier.

$TR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval cdpablltty comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint exeminers.

STR076: IP$ shall allow investigate type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR0156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag thaten image la available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFiS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC.

STRQ1 160^ The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shell be available through the "imaging* file in NCiC by

supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Indude dale ot arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR04d1: The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAflS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NClC with an associated ORI.

SFR37$: NGI shaN retrieve up to (he requested numtrer of photos for the IdentItyT photo Specific Infonnetloiip and photo type apecMed from the repository designatod in the

Photo image Retrieval request.

LEG.FR63: lAFIS shall retrieve the photo set fur the specified criminal event designated in the Criminal Photo Image Rdrieva! Request
STRQ166: IPS shall allow the simullanoous retrieval of civil and criminal photos tf both exist.

SUR51: NGI shall supportthe retrieval of photo Information.

LEG.LfR1&: lAFlS shall aupporl Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprini examiners.

STRQ&S: IPS shall provide photo ratrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS Shall allow Invesligaliv© type of search retrieval through NCIC
STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NClC.

STRQtl60: The lAFlS IPS shafl support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shall be avaUable through the "Imaging" file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted

STRQ481: The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRO1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORi.

SFR376: NGI shall retrieve the photo image for the IdenUty and photo epecifle Ir^rmahon specified In the Photo In^age Retrlevaf request

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Information.

L£G .UR15: 1AFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ521 IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capabllltv comparabld to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR0156L IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that Is available in a separate query.

STRQ476L The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS retrieval via trie NCIC.
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STRQ1 1G0: The lAf^lS IPS ehail $uppcHl IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. the images shall be available through the "Imaging” trie in NCIC by
supplyirtg the FNU. Optkmal retrieval fields Shall include date of arrestr date photo ta^en, date photo subrnitted-

STrQ46'1: The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support the accesaing of photos accessed through MClC with an associated ORL
SFR377: MGt shall retrieve the rr>Ofit recently tatien photos for the Ictantity as a dafaultj when no photo apecHtc information la sp^ecirjed In the Photo fmage Retrieval requaaL

LEG.FR93: lAFIS shall retrieve (he photo set for the specified criminal event designated In the Criminal Photo Image Retrieval Request.

SUR51: NGl shall support the retrieval of frftoto inftHmailon,

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQS2: IPS shall provide photo retrievai capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to (aieni fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow investigative type of search relrieval through MOD.
&TRQ156: IPS Shall allow 2 step photo retrieval throu^ NCIC to provide a flag that an Image Is avalJable, that is availat^ in a separate query.

STR0476: The IAF1S IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via^ NCiC.

STRO1160: Tha lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC- The images shaN be available through the 'imaging” file in NCIC by
Supplying the FNU Optional retrieval fielde shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, dale photo submitted

S'nRQ481rThd lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

$TRO1034: lAFlS shall support the accasslrig of photos accessed through NC1C wi&> an associated OR1.

$FR378: NG4 shafi retrieve facial photos as a default, when no phototype l« apecfflad In the Photo Image Retrieval request.

LEG.FR83: lAFIS shall retrieve (he photo set for the specified criminal event de^gnated In the Criminal Photo Irnage Retrieval Request.

$UR51: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo infdnmation.

LEG.UR15: lAFjS shall support Photo image Retrieval Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQ§2: IPS shall provide photo retleva] capablljty comparable to that provided to latent lir^erprint examiners.

STRC55: IPS sh^l provide pholo retrieval capability corr^rable to trial provided lo latent fngerprint examiners.

STRQTS: IPS Shall aKow inveatigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

$TRQ15d: IPS Shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image Is available, that is available In a separate query.

STR0476 The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQlieQ; The fAFIS IPS Shall support IPS photo retrievaf via the NCIC The Images Shall be available through ihe "Imaging” Klein NCIC by
supplying trie FNU Optional retrieval fietds shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, dale photo submitted.

STRQ481: Trie lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of clwl photos.

STRQ1034: IAF 1S shall support the eccessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR379: NOI shall retrieve a single photo as a default when the number of photos to retrieve is not specified in the Photo Imege Retrieve request
LEG.FRB3: lAFIS shall retrieve the photo set for the specified criminal event designated lri the Criminal Photo Image Reloeval Request.

SUR51: NGi shall support trie retrieval of pholo information

LEG.URtS: lAFIS shall suf^rt Photo Image Relrieval Requesls containing a unique Identifier.

&TR052: IPS Shah provide pholo retrieval capability cornpdrablo to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55! IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow InvesUgatfve type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step prioto rotrioval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image is available, that Is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS Shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQt 1 60: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo relrteval via the NCiC. The images shall be available through the "Itnaglng” ftle in NCtC by
supplyjr)g trie FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall ioclude date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ461 : The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of dvil photos.
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STRQ1034: lAFlS s^iali support the accessing of photos accessed through NQIC with an associated ORl.

SFR340: NGI ahatl ratriave frorn iha daNull photo repository, when no repository Js designated In the Photo image Retrieval reguest
LEG.FR63: lAFIS shall retrieve the photo set ter (he specified criminal event designated in the Crtminaf Photo image RetnevaF Request
SUR5t: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo fnrormation.

LEG.UR1S: lAFtS shaii support Photo Image Ratriaval Requests containing a unique idandfier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capSbiNty comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ&S: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

S7R076: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCfC,

STRQ156: IPS shaN allow 7 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide e flag that an image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476; Ths lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC,

STRQ1160: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The irnages shall be available through the "Imastefl* fite in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional rethevaJ fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481 : The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil (^tos.

STRQ1034J lAflS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCfC with an associated ORl.

SFR36t. NGI shall determine the extern^ eyetem'e link Identifier when an external repository Is Indicated ae part of a Photo image Retrieval request
S(JR52; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo infomiatlon {torn an External System (a.g., IDENT).

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo intermalion.

LEG-URt5: lAFlS shall Support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQS2r IPS shall provide photo retrieval capabfllty comparable to that provided to telent fingerprint examiners

STRQS6: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability compamble to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow invesbgalive type of search relrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a ffagthat an Image Is available, lhat is available in a separate query.

STRQ4761 The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via Ihe NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via Ihe NCIC. The images shall be available through the 'Imaging" file

fo NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ461 : The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: 1APIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

$FR3$2: NGI ehall Incfude the external system's link Identifier in an Extern^ Photo image Retrieval request as part of a Photo Image Reirievti request.

SUR52: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Information from an External System (e g.. IDENT).

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of pholo intermaiioh.

LEG.UR18: lAFlS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQS2: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to ttiat provided to latent fingerprint examiners

STRQS&: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capabitlty comparable to that providebto latent fingerprint exarniners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow invastigalrve type of search rairieval through NCIC.

STRQISE: IPS shall ^low 2 step photo ralrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image rs available, that Is available in a separata query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 1 60: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be avallabia through the "Imaging* file

In NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional ratriaveJ fislds shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submirt^d

STRQ4S1: The lAFlS IPS ehall support the retrieval of civil photos.

$TRQ1C34: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR363: NQI shatl send an External Photo Image Retrieval requeatto the deeignatetl Extemt^ Syetem In aocordence with Ihe latest E6TS version when an external repoeilofy

Is specified in a Photo Image Retrieval request and the external eyetotn is not IDENT.
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BJO.FEAT129: The eqjulkjn shall blomelnc standiards sstabl^hed by the National Institute of Standards 3r>d Technology {NIST), l.a, the ANSI National Standard for

]nfOTmalk>n SyaLams ^ Oats Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric lnfont>ation, ANSE^NlST-iTt‘1'2007.

DIO.FSAT183: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BlO.FEAT 194: The eoluUon shall support E6TS compliant data exchange.

8IO.FEAT347; The solution shall require all lAFIS Input data to be formatted 1n accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US'ViSlT.

BIO.FFAT398; The eofution shall enable the u&erto submit data to both IDENT and lAFlS In a single transaction.

SUR52: NGl Shall support the retrieval of photo Information from an External System (e g., lOENT),

SUR51: NGl shell support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR1S: lAPlS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ62: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capabMliy comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examinera.

STRQ5S: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

$TR076: IPS shall allow InvesligaUve type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQi SS: iPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available tn a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support iPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ 11 60: The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the 'Imaging* file

in NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include date of arresL dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481 : The lAFiS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ10S4: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR3S4: NGl shall accept a response frorr an External Photo Image Rslrieval request from an External System In accordance with the latest EBTS verslofi when the extarnai

system is not IDENT.
BlO FFAT25: The soluton shall be able to accept biographic and biometric information from external twmetric systems.

BlO.FEATl2d: The eolutfon shall employ bion>etric standards established by the Natior^f Institute of Standards ar^d Technology (NIST), i.e. Ihe ANSI Nadohel Standard for

information Systems - Data Fonrtatfor the Interchange of Fingerprint, Faciei, and Other Biometric Information. AN&l/NIST-lTL- 1-2007.

BlO.FEAT 152: The solution shall employ a standard fbnrkst for query responses.

BIO.FEAT1d4: The solution shall support EBTS compliant dale exchange.

BIO FEAT347: The solution shall require all l/^IS input data to be fonmatled in accordance with the Interface Contrd Agreement Jointly held by CJIS end US-VISIT.

SUR^: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo Information from an Exlemal System (e.g., IDENT).

SUR51 : NGl Shall support the retrieval of photo Information.

LEO UR16: !AFI$ shall support Photo image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided 1o latent fingerprint examlrters.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to Latent fingerprint examiners

$TR076: IP$ Shan allow Investigative typo of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ1 $6: IPS shall allow 2 st^ photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an irriege is available, that is available in a separate query.

STR0476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1160:The lAFISIPS shall support IPS phr^to relrievel via the NCIC. The Images shall be available through the 'Imaging* file

in NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields ehaJl include dale of arrest, data photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR0461: The IAFI5 IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1094: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORi.

SFR3$5: N01 shall reject a Photo Image Retrieval request when a specified Identity or photo specific Informatlort does not exist

LEG.FR84: lAFIS shall reject a Crimirai Photo Image Retrieval request when the specified subject identifier does nolexiet.

LEQ.FR65; lAFlS shall reject a Crirninal Photo Image Retrieval request when the speciffed criminal event identifier does not exist

SUR51: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo Intormailoh.
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LE0-UR15; ^AFIS sup(>ort Rioto Ima^ Retrieval Requests cCH^taining a unique identii^er.

STRQS2: IPS shall provide ptato relrtevai capabiT^ comparabEe to that pfovidod to latent fingerprint examiners.

3TR055: IPS shall provkfe photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall a^lovkr investigative type of search retrieval through NdC.
5TRQ155: IPS Ghall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476; The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STR01160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging” file in NCIC by

suppling the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQdflt: The lAFIS IPS Shall support the retrievat of civil photos.

STRQ1034: IAF 1S shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI
SFR36fl: NGI eliall reject a Photo Image Retrieval request erhen a epectfled photo does not exist.

SUR51: NQI shall support the reuieval of photo information.

LEG.URtS: JAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRO$2: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capatxHty comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQSS: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

$TR076: IPS shall allow InvestigaEive type of search retrieval through NCtC.

SrR01$6: IPS shall aliovv 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a ftsg that an inrtage Is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC. The Images shall be available Ihrough the "Imaging” file in NCIC by

supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fiekls shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo subnrtllted

STRQ481 : The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS Shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR387: NGI ehaii provide a response to a Photo Itnege Retrieve request In accordance with the latest EDTS version.

BIO FEAT129: The soiutiort shall employ biomotric standards established by the National institute of Standards and TechnoJogy {NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

informaUon Systems - Data Format for the interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Btametric information, ANSl/NiST-ni-1-2007.

BlO FEAT1$2: The solution shall emfiNoy a standard format for query responsea.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data excharige.

L6G.FR66: (APIS shall provide ar> electronic response to a Criminal Photo Image Retrieval Request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRO4031 The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG .URlS: lAfjS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRG52: IPS shall provide photo retnevai capability comparabla to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners

STRQS5: IPS shall provtda photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent floge(prir>t examiners.

$TR076: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR0156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an irnage is available, that is available in a separate query.

STR0476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging" file in NCiC by
supplying ihe FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include dale of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

$TRQ481l The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRC10S4: lAFiS shall support the accessing of photos accessed Ihrough NCIC swilh an associated ORI.

SFR368. NGI Shall provide a response to a Photo Irnage Retriaval request received via NCIC In accordance wfth the latest llt^lFF Operational end Technical Manual.
SLIRSt: NGI shall support the retrieval Of photo Inforrrtation.
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LEG.LJR15; lAFIS shall support Pfvito Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQS2: IPS Shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide phOtO retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval ihrough NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS ahall allow 2 step photo rstrisval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 1 60: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Irhagirig" file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dais photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ461: The IAPIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRO1034: lAFiS shall support the accessirrg of photos accessed through NCIC with an asscKiated ORl.

SFR3fifi: N<sl shall provide xero or more pholos as part of the Photo Image Retrieval response.

$LIR$1; NCI shall support the retrieval of photo infomatioh.

LEG.URtS: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR05$: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76; IPS shall allow Investigative typo of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image Is available, that is available m a separate query.

STR0476: The lAFJS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160; The [APIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imagirtg" file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optlorval retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481J The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR390: NGt shall indicate the eource repository (e-g.. crimtnau clvlk IDENT) oftha photo imagefs) returned In a Photo Image Retrieval response.

SUR52: NCI shall support the retrieval of photo Information from an External System (e g.. IDENT).

SUR51: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo Information.

LEG.UR15. lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests conlaining a unique identTfier.

STR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprini examiners

$TRQ55; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to U^t provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STROI S6; IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image Is available, that is available in a separate query.

STR0476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC

STRQl 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via trie NClC. The images shall be available through the •Imaging ’ file

in NCIC by supplyirig the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dale photo taker, dale photo submitted.

STR046 1 : Trie lAF I S 1PS shal I sup port the retrieval of civi I photos

.

STRO1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl

SFR39f : NGl shall combine the NGl Photo Image Retrieval results with the response's) from ejrtemat system{s) (e.g., IDENT) into a single Photo Image Retrieval response,

when all search resuMe are available.

BIO.FEAT1d3: The solution shall provide all btomelhcally verified Information in a single response.

SUR52; NGl shall support the retrieval of photo information from an External System {e.g.. IDENT).

SUR51: NGl shall support the retrieval Of photo InformatiQn.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ62; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR065: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint exanfiq@^|^£4y5
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STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigabve type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS Shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an linage id available, thal is available in a separate query.

STRCH7d: The lAFIS IPS shell support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retriaval via the NCIC. The Images shall be available through the'lmagirtg” ttie

in NCiC by suppiyir^ the FNU. Optional rethevai fields shall include date of arrasl, dale photo laker, dale photo submitted.

STRQ4B1: The lAFIS 1PS sh^l support the retneval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: (APIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR3tt2: NGl ehall provide partial Photo Image Retrieval reeulta ae part of a Photo Image Retrieval reeponee when an Eicternal System doea not meet the response time

threshold required to create a combined response.

BlO.FEATieS: The solution shall provide all biomethcaily verified informaticn in a single response

$UR&2: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo Information from an External System (e.g.. IDENT).

SURS1: NGl shall support (he retrieval of photo information.

LEG URIS IAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examinerB.

STR055; IPS Shall provide photo retrieval cepabiiily comparable to that provided to iaientfingarpnnt examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NOC.
STRQ15d: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag thal an irnage is available, that is availabla in a separate query.

STR0476: The IAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via Iha NCIC.

STR01 1 60: The IAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shall be available through the "Imaging'* file

in NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include dale of arrest, date pholo taken, date photo submitted.

STR0461:The IAFIS IPS shall support the ratheval ofchrii photos.

5TRO1034: IAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR383: NGl shall accept a Photo Featuros Retrieval request from an Authorized Contributor In acoordanoe with the latest EBTS version.

$TRQ403: The NGl solution will be based on open standards

SUR51: NGl shell support the retrieval of photo infornialion.

LEG.URlS: IAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shad provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide pholo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search rethevai through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo rethevai through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image is available, that is available In a separate query.

$TRQ476: The LAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STR01 1 60; Tha IAFIS IPS shall support IPS pholo retriaval via the NCIC. Tha images shall be available through the "Imaging" file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retneval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ46f : The IAFIS IPS shall support tha retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: IAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NClC with an associated ORI.

SFR394; NGl shad accept a Photo Features Retrieval request wKh a UCN and photo specific Irtformatlon.

SURSIr NGJ shall support the retrieval of photo Jnforrratlon.

LEG.URlS; IAFIS shall support Photo Image Rethevai Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQSS; IPS shall provide pholo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingeiprlnl examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retneval through NCIC to provide a flag thatan image is available, that is available ir> a separate query.
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STRa476: The lAFiS IPS s^all support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The (APIS IPS shall support IPS photo reiridval via the NCiC. The Images shall be avallabta through the "imaging* file in KiCiC by

supplying the FNU, Optional retrieval tolds shall include date of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRCW81 : The lAplS IPS Shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQt034: lAFiS shall support the accessing ot photos accessed through NCIC with art associated ORI.

SPR395: NOt shad retrieve the photo images for the epactfled Identity and photo included in the Photo Features Retrieval request.

SUR&1; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.URtS: lAflS shall suppoh Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique ider>titier.

STRQ52: IPS shaK provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent ftngarprirrt eKaminers.

STRQS5: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NOiC.

$TRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo relrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image laavallaUe, that is avallafcHe in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support (PS photo retrieval via Ihe NCiC.

STRQ1 160: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the 'Imaging* file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional relrieval fields shall indude date of arrest, dale photo laker, date photo submicted.

STRQ481. The lAFlS IPS shall support the relhoval of dvil photos.

STRQ10S4: JAFIS Shall support the accessing of photos act:e$sed through NCIC with an associaied ORi.

SFR3M: NGI shall reject a Photo Features Retrieve request vdtan a specified UCN or photo does not exist.

SUR51' NGI shall su^ort ^e retrieval of photo Information.

L£6.iJRt5; lAFlS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent lingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow investig^ive type of seatx^h retrieval through NCIC.

STR0156: IPS shall alkiw 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available In a separate query.

STR0476; The IAPIS IPS shall Support IPS p^to retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQlldO: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCJG. The images shall be available through the "imaging' fife in NCiO by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted

STRQ481: The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval ofclvll photos.

STRQ1034r lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR3B7; NGI shah provide a response to a Photo Faatures Retrieval request In accordenca with the latest EBT8 version.

$TRO408: The NGI solution wll be based on open starKfards

$UR$1: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo informailon.

LEG.UR1S: lAFIS shall support Photo Innags Rsirleval Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo relrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STROSS: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search relrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that Is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQi 16Q; The lAFiS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging" file ir^ NCiC by

supplylrrg the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitled.

STR0481: The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support toe accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

$FR398: NGI shall accept a Photo Audit Trail Retrieval request from an Authorized Corttrihutor In eccordance vrilh the latest EBTS version. NGI~1477
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$TRQ^03: Ths NGI solution will bo based on open standards

STRQ1147-. lAFlS shell make the audit trail of all photo inquiries and disseminalions availak^e lo users

$UR&1; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo irrforrnation.

LEQ.UR15: lAFlS Shall support Photo Image Retrial Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQS2: IPS shall provide photo reir^val capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ5S: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable lo that provided to latent fingerprint examinere.

$TRQ7€; IPS shell allow investigative type of search retrieval ihroLigh NCIC.

STRQ1 56: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image Is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476; The lAFiS IPS Shall supp<xt IPS photo retrieval vie the NCIC.

STRO1160: The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval vie the NCiC. The images shall be available through the “liTTdgirig* file in NCiC by
applying the PNU. Opbonat retrieval fields shall include dale of arrest, date photo taken, date photo sutmiitted.

STRQ4dl : The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

5TRQ1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accossed throijgh NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR399: NGI shall accept a Photo Audit Trail Retrieval request with a UCN and photo specific Information.

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFiS shall support Photo Image Retneval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall pro^de photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprintexaminers.

STR055: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow investigative type of search rotrlaval Ihrough NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 slap photo retrieval ihrough NCIC to provide a flag that an Image Is available, that is available In a separata query.

STRQ476: The IAPIS IPS shall support iPS pholo retrieval via^ NCIC.

STRQt160: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging* file ir> NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date pholo taken, dale photo submitted.

STRQ4fi1 : The lAFlS IPS shall support the relrieval of civil photos.

STRO1034: lAFIS shall Support the accessing of photos accessed through NCiC with an associated ORI.

SFR400: NGI shall retrieve the photo audit trail for^ specified Identity erict photo In the Photo AuditTrell Retrieval request

SGRSt: NGl shaU support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFlS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to iateni fingerprint exaniiners.

STRQ5S: IPS Shalt provide photo reineval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR01&6: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag lhal an image is availat^e. that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQl 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC- The irnages shall be available through the "Imaging* file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submlttsd.

STRQ461 1 The lAFIS IPS shell support the ralrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR401; NOI shall reject a Photo Audit Trail Retrieval request when a specified UCN or photo does not exist.

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shelf provide photo F8tnev€Ll capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQS5: IPS Shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS Shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC. NGI-1478
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STRQ156: IPS Bhail allow 2 step photo fetheval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available in a separate goery.

STRQ47d: The IAP1S IPS Shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC.

STRQ1160: The fAFIS IPS Shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC, The images shall be available through the "Imaging" file in NCiC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fialds shall include date of arrest, date photo taKen, data photo submitted

STRQ4S1: The LAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFlS shall support the accessirvg of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated C^l.

$FR402: NOi shall reject a Photo Audit Trail Retrieve request when the Authorized ConCrtbUtor is rtot the photo owner.

SUR51: NGI shall support retrieval of photo information.

LEG.URIS: lAFlS shall support Photo Irnage Retneval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent firigerpiint eKaminars.

STRQSS: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076; IPS shall allow investigative type of Search retrieval throu^ NCIC
STR01S6: IPS shall allow2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that Is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160; The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging" file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481 ; The lAFIS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR403; NGI shall provide a response to a Photo Audit Trail Retrieval request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR51 ; N<5I shall support the rotrioval of photo informslion.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Riolo Irnage Retrieval Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQ53 IPS Shell provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent flngerpnnt examinera.

STRQS5: IPS Shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latenl fir^gerprint examirisrs.

STRQ76; IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR0156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image Is available, that is available In a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Irnsglr^" file in NCiC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted

STRQ481: The lAFIS IPS shall support the relheva! of civil photos.

STRQ10S4: lAFIS shall support the acce$sir>g of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.

SFR404: NGI shall allow an Aulhorizad FBI Service Provider to reUleve any or all photo information fof a apeciffed UCN as part of a Photo Information RetrlevaJ raqueat
$TRQT69: lAFIS shall allow servica providers to extract photos.

SURS1: NGI shall support the retneval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ5S: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerpf''^i examiners

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retheval through NCIC.

STRQ156; IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476; The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQt 160; The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging” file in NCiC by

supplying the FNU. Optional reUleval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submilled.

STRQ491; The lAFlS IPS Shall Support the retneval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: (AFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI. NGI-1479
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SFR40S: NGI shall allow an Authoriasd F81 Ssrvlos Provider to retrieve any or all photo Information for a specified UCN and photo specific Information, as part of a Photo
information Relileval request.

SUR51: NGI shall support tt>e retrieval of photo information.

LEGUR15: 1APIS shall ^pport Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique tdentlfler.

STR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparabld to that provided to latenl fingerprint examiners

STRQ5S: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparat^e to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76; IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval throu^ NCIC.

STR0156; IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall SL^>port IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "Imaging” file in NCIC by
Supplying die FNU. OpUonal retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dete photo taken, date photo submided.

$TRQ4d1 : The IAPIS IPS shall support Ihe retrieval of cMI photos

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support the accesslrig of priolos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR406: NOl shall allow an Authorixad FBI Service Provider to designate from whl^ NOI repository photo information will be r«tr4eved> as part of a ^oto Irtfomtation

Retrieval request.

SUR51; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Pholo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique kientifrer

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided lo latent fingerprint examiners

STR076: IPS shall alkrw investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval Enough NCIC to provide a flag that an Image is available, ^at la available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STROl 1 60: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "imaging” ftie in NClC by
supplyirtg the FNIJ. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taker, date photo submitted.

STRQ481: The lAFIS IPS Shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an assodaled ORl

SFR407: NGI Shall retrieve the photo Information for the UCN specified from the repository designated In the Photo Information Retrieval request.

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LBG.URIS; iAFiS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique kjentifiar.

&TRQS2: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQSS: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

$TR076: IPS ^>all allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieve through NCIC to provide a flag that an Image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRCH76: The LAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STROt 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval vie the NCIC. The images shall be available through (he "Imaging* file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fi^ds shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted

STRQ481 : The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: LAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through hK^lC vrith an assodaled ORl.

SFR406: NGI shall retrieve (he photo informatioft for the specified UCN and photo specific Information designated \n the Photo Infonnation Retrieval request.

SUR51: NGI shell support the retrieval of photo information.

L£G.LfR15; fAFIS shall support Photo Irrtage Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS sriali provide photo retrieval capability comparable lothat provided to latent fingerprinl examiners NGI~1480
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STRQ76; IPS shall allow investigetrva type of search retrieval ihrojgh NCIC.

5TRQ1S6; IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that la available in a separate query.

STRQ47e: The lAFJS IPS Shall Support IPS photo retriaval via the NCIC-

STRQ1 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval vis the NCIC. The images shatl be available through the "Imaging" fife In NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Opuonal relrieval fields shall include dale of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481 : The lAFIS IPS shell support the retrieval of civil photos.

STROlOd4: lAFlS shall support the accessirtg of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated CRN
SFR4(I9: NGl shall r«itrleve from the default NGl repository, when no rapoaltory or photo la designated In the Photo Information Retrlaval requesL

SUR51: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo informalion.

LCG.UR15: (APIS shall support Photo Image Rstrlevai Requests containing a unique identifier.

$TRQS2: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to thal provided to latenl fngerprlnt examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retheval capability compardble to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow Investigativ© type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS Shall allow 2 step pholo retrieval through NCIC lo provide a hag thetan image Is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFiS IPS shall support IPS photo retrWval via the NCIC
STRQ1160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC The images shall Pe available through the "Imaging" file in NCIC by

supplying the FNU. Optior^al retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo laken, date photo submitted.

STRQ4S1! The lAPlS IPS shall support the relrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCtC with an associated ORl.

SFR410: NOI shall reject a Photo Information Retrieval request when a specified Identity or photo does not exist

SUR51 ; NGl shall aupporl the retrieval of photo infbnmalion.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS Shalt support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS Shall provide photo retrisvaJ capability comparabis to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55! IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable lolhat provided to latent fingerprlnl examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retheval through NCIC.

STRQ1561 IPS shall allow 2 step pholo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available in a separate query

STRQ476; The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo relrieval via Iho NCiC.

STRO1160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC. The Imeges shall be available through trie "Imaging" file in NCIC by

supplying the FNU. Optional relrieval fields shall include date of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR04S1 : The lAFIS IPS shall support the relrieval of civil photos.

$TRO1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORl.

SFR411: NGl shell allow an Authorixed FBI Service Provider to view retrieved photo infomnation a« e result of a Photo Information Retrieval request.

STRQ483: The lAFiS Shall provide the capability forCJIS Division Management to permit authorixed employees, within the Division, to view and print photos from U^e IPS.

SUR51: NGl shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.UR15: lAFlS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STR052; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR0156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image 1$ available^ that is available In a separate query.

$TR0476: The liAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo rabiaval via trie NCiC.

STRQ1160: The lAFiS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shall be available through the "Imaging" hie in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ4S1 : The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos. NGI-1481
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5TRO1034: iAFiS s^a1( support accessing of photos accessBd thro LFgh NCIC with an a&soaa1e<t ORl.

SFR412. NGi shall allow an Authorlzod FBI Servloa Provioar to print r«trl«^«d photo information as a reauit of a Photo tnfonnaUon Rahrlavat raquoaL

STR0483; The IAFIS shall provide the capability for CJIS Division Manegennent to permit authorized ernployees, within the Dvisior, to view and print photos from the IPS.

SUR51: NGi shall support the retrieval of photo information.

LEG.URtS: IAFIS shall support Riolo Image Retrieval Requests conlaining a unique idonliher.

STR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval oapabjlity comparable to thal prowded to latent fingerprint examinefs.

STR055: IPS Shall provido photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprintexaminers.

STRQ76: IPS shall alknv investigative type Of search retrieval through NCIC.

STR01S6: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a that an image is available, that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The IAFIS IPS Shall Support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQ1 1 60: The IAFiS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the "imaging* file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ4df : The IAFIS IPS Shall Support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRO1034: IAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCiC with an associated ORl.

$FR41$: NGI shall accepts Paimprint In^ge Retrieval request from an Authorlaed Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ274: IAFIS Shall provide a new or modified TOT to request a palm phrti image.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SURS4: NGI shall supprort the retrieval of paimprint Information.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print Comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retriaval for palm print comparisons by latent axamlnsr^ and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prim Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case irnformabon.

&FR414: NGI shall require one or more UCNs up to a maximum numbM* as part of a PalinprintimaQa Retrieval request.

STRQ212: IAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based oo the PSI number and DOA.

STRQ210: IAFIS sha^l provide the capability lo retrieve multiple fingerprint and p^m pririt images based on the FBI number and DOA.
STRQ274: IAFIS shall provide a new or modified TOT to request a pakn print image.

SiJRb4: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint informafion.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

S1TtQ11&5: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparieons by latent examirtera arxf services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners snail have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case information.

8FR415: Deleted.

SFR416: NGI shall accept a Paimprint image Retrieval request with a UCN and paimprint specific Informadon.

STRQ274: IAFIS shall provide a new or modified TOT to request a palm print image.

SURS4: NGI Shall support the retrieval of paimprint infwmation.

STRQS35: TTie NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

5TR01 1 65: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print corr^arisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prims.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search fLPPS) capabl^ty to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

SFR417: NGI shall retrieve the most recant paimprint for each specified UCN wtwn paimprint specific Information Is not specified In the Paimprint Image Retrieval request
SURS4; NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint Informaficm.

STRQS35: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved Ealent palm prints.

NGI-1482
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STRQ1 165i The NPP3 shall provide image retrieval far palm prim compani$en$ by latent examinare and services For unsolved latent palm phots.

Latent Examiners shelf have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

SFR4ie: Deleted.

SFR419; NGI shall retrieve the p^mprlnt Images for the specified UCN and palmprint specific information In the PaimpHnt Image Retrieval request

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of palmpiint information.

STRQ53S: The NPPS shall (^ovide image retrieval for palm phnl comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1 165; The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examdaers and services ter unsolved latent palm prinls-

Letent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (IPPS) capat^lity to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case Information.

$FR420: NGI shell reject a Paimprint Image Retrieval request when a specIRed UCN or paimprini epeciflc Information does not exist.

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprini information.

STR0535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services ter unsolved latent palm pnnts.

8TRQtt66: l^e NPPS ^lali provide Irr^e retrieval for palm print comparisons by [aieni examiners and services ter unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examinera shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capab^ity to capture images, adjust minuiia marker and enter case information.

SFR421: NGI shah provide a response to a Paimprint Image Retrieval request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint intermaLi<m.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints

STRQt 165: Tha NPPS shall provide irrvage retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services ter unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prini Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnulia marker and enter case information.

SFR422: NGI shell accept e Paimprint Features Retrieval request from an Authorized Contributor In accordartco with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ403: The NGI solutten will be based on open standards

$URS4: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

GTRQ535: The NPPS ^vall provide Image retrieve for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners ^11 have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture Images, adjusi minutia marKer and enter case information.

SFR423: NGI ahatl accept a Paimprint Features Retrieval requeat with paimprint specific Information.

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint Information.

STR0535: The NPPS shall provide image reirieval ter palm print comparisons by latent examiners end services ter unsolved latervt palm prints.

STRQ1 td5: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval ter palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prinfs.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Prim Search (LPPS) capabyity to capture images, adjusi minutia marker and enter case information.

SFR424: NGI shall retrieve the most rscant p^mprlnt Images for the each specified UCN included In the Paimprint Features Retrieval request

SUR&4; NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval ter palm pninl comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval ter palm print comparisons by latent exerniners and services for unsolved latent palm pnnts.

Latent Examirters shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

SFR42S: NGI Shall retrieve the paimprint imagefi for the specified UCN and paimprint in the Paimprint Features Retrieval request
NGI-1483
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SOR54? nGI shall support tha r^lnavai of paimpnnt informatbon.

STR0235: Tha NPPS shall provide image mtHaval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STR0116SJ The NPPS provide image rebievai for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minulia marker arxt enter case Information.

SFR426: ^fOI ehall reject a Pa Imprint Features Retrieval request when a specified UCN, palm print, or palmprint features do not exist.

SUR54 NGI shall support the retrieval of palmprinl mformatlQn.

STR053S: The NPPS shall provuJe image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ11&5: The NPPS shall provide Irnage retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case informaibion.

SFR427: NQl shall provide a response to a Palmpiint Features Retrieval request ki accordartce with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ403; The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SilR54! NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint infonnation.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STR01 165: The NPPS provide image natnfeval for palm print cximparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to cap lure images, adjust minutls marker and enter case informabon.

SFR428: NOI shall accept a Paimprint Audit Trail Retrieval request from an Authorized CtMitributor In accof-dance with the latest EBTS veislon.

$TRO403: The NQ[ solution will be based on open standards

SUR54; N<3i shall support the rstiieval of paimprint Informatton.

STRQ53&: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STR01 1 SS: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and servicas for unsolved latent palm prints

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capakxiity to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

SFR429: NGi sh^l accept a Palmprinl Audit Trail Retrieval request writh a tiCN and paimprint specific (nfomiatlon.

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint infbnmaton

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prir>ts.

STRQ1 165 The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparteons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mhuba marker and enter case information.

SFR430 : NGI shell retrieve the pal mprlnl au chi trait for the pal mprint spectfled In the Paimpri nt Audit Trail Relrfevat requesL

SLIRS4; NOI shall support the retrieval of palrnprint information.

STR0535: The NPPS shall provide image relrieval for palm print comparisons by lalont examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1165: The NPPS ahali provide image retrieval for palm print comperisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm PrinI Search (LPPS) cepability to capture images, adjust mmutia marker and enter case informaLon.

SFR431: NGI shall reject a Paimprint Audit Trail Retrieval request when a specified UCN or paimprint does not exist.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR&4: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.
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STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval tor palm print comparisons by latertl examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Lalenl Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marKer arvd enter case information.

SFR432: NGI shall reject a Palmpiint Audit Trail Reulaval raqueat when the Authorized Contributor is not ^a paimprint owner.

SUR54: NGl shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRGSSS: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm piint comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1 165: The N^S shall provide Ima^s retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Pnnt Search [LPPS) c^ability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case infomnaPon.

SH1433: NGI eh&ll provide a /Mponee to a Paimprint Audit Trail Retrieval request In acctKdence with the latest EBTS vereion.

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQS35: The NPPS shall provide Image ratileval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STROl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print ccrrperisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners snail have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capatnlity to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case ^formation.

SFR434: NGf shall allow an Authorized FBI Sarvica Provider to retrieve all paimprint irtformatlon for a tpecifled UCN as part of a Paimprint Information Retrieval request.

SURS4: NOI shall support the retrieval of paimprint Infonnation.

STRQS35: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Lalenl Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capski^lity 1o capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and entar case information.

SFR435: NGI shall allow err Authorized FBI Senrfoa Provider to retrieve any or all paln^int Irtformaiion for a specified UCN end peinnprtnt specific irriormatlon, as part ol a

Paimprint Information Retrieval request

SURS4: NGI Shall support the retrieval of pdlmprint Information.

STRQ535: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide imago retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case InformaUon.

SFR436; NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to designate from which repository paimprint Information will be retrieved ae part of a Paimprint Information

Retrieval request

SUR54; NGI Shall support the retrieval of paimpnnt information.

STRQS3SJ The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners end services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQl 1 65: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mfnuUa marker and enter case information.

SFR437: NGf shall rebieve the paimprint Infwniatlon for the LfCN specified from the repository designated In Che Paimprint Information ReCrtevaJ request.

SUR54r NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint infomtalion.

STRQ53S',The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examinera and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

5TRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capfore images, ar^ust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

$FR438: NGI shall retrieve the paimprint Information for the specified UCN and paimprint specific Information designated Pn the Paimprint Information Retrieval request.

8UR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQ53fi: The NPPS shall provide image retiieval for palm print comparisons by lal^t examiners and services for unsolved latent
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STRQ1 1 6S: Thfi NPPS shall provfda image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm phrits.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP5) capability to capture Images, adjust mloutla marlter and enter case in^rmation

SFR439: NGI sKall retrieve the palmprint inforntabon frorn the default NGI repoaitoiVi when rio repository or paimprint te designated in the Painnprint Information Retrieval reque

SUR54; NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint inrormslion.

STRQ&35: The NPPS shall provide image netrievel for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiriers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust rnihutla marVerand enter case irtfofmation.

SFR440: NGI shall retrieve the paimprint irrfontiatlon for the specified UCN and palmpriot specific infomnadon designated In the Pakmpiint information Retrieval request.

SUR54: NGI Shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQS35: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STKOi 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent exammers and services for Ltnsotved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have d Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia maricer and enter case iriformalion.

SFR441: NGI shall reject a Paimprint InformaUon Retrieval request when a specified UCN or specified paimprint does not exiet.

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print compariBons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

STR01 1 65: The NPPS shail provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints-

Latenl Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture (mages, adjust minutia marker and ertlar case Information.

9FR442: NGI shell oJlow an Authorized FBI Seivtce Provider to view retrieved paimprint Information as a result of a Paimprint Information Retrieval request

SUR54; NQI shall support the retrieval of palrr^rlni Infonriatiori.

STRQ535: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval forpaim print comparisons by latent examiners and sen/icesfor unsolved latent palm prints.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS ehsil provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for Ltnsotved latent palm prin^.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case ImforTTiation.

&FR445: NGI Shall allow an Authorized F8I Service Provider lo print retrieved paimprint InfoimaUon as a result of a Paimprint Information Retrieval request.

SUR54: NGI shaS support the retrieval of paimprint Information.

STR0555: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by tal^t examiners and services far unsolved latent palm prints.

STROl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examinera and seArlces for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, actual minutia marker and enter case Informa&an.

SPR444; NOl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to save the Paimprint Information Retrieval response ortto removable madia in a digital format

5URS4: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STROS35: The NPPS sihall provide image retrieval for palm prirk comparisons by latent examiners and services for ut^solved latent palm printe.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for pafm print comparifions by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case Ir^formation.

SFR445: NGI shall accept an Iris Image Retrieval request from an Authorized Contributor Ir^ accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR55: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris inrormation.

STRQ646: lAFiS shall be aWe to retrieve Iris images.

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.
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SFR446: NQI Ahall ACC«pt an lri« Imaga RatHaval raquaat a UCN-
SUR55: NGI «hall support the rethevel of ihe infomtelion.

STRQ646: lAP IS shall be able to relrieve iris Images.

STRQ930: 1/^IS Shall be able to store other biometrics Such as iris and data and provide a method to retheve the data.

SFR447: Geleted.

SFR44S: RGI shall accept an iris Image Retrieval request with a tiCN and IrJs specific Information,

SUR55: NGI shall support the rethevat of iris information.

STRQ646; iAFiS shall be able to retrieve iris images

STRQ930: lAFfS shall be able to store other biometrics such as ins end date and provide a rnethod to retrieve the data.

SFR440r NGI shall accept a specification of the number of iris Images to return In an Iris Image Retrieval request.

SURS5: NOl shall support the relhevai of iris Information.

STRQ$4§; IAFIS shell be able to retrieve iris images.

STRO930: IAFIS shall be able to siore other biometrics such as Iris and data ervd provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR450: NGI shall provide the capability to designate the repository from which iris Images should be retrieved as part of an Irts Image Retrieval request

SURSS: NGI shall support the retrieval of ins Information,

5TR0646: IAFIS shall be able to retrieve iris innages.

STRQ930: IAFIS Shall be to sior^ other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method lo retrieve Ihe data.

SFR451: Deleted.

SFR4S2: NOl shall retr^ve the iris Image for the UCN and specified Iris In the iris Image Retrieval request

SUR5&: NGI shall support the relraval of iris information.

STRQ646: IAFIS shall be able to relrieve iris Images.

STRQ930: IAFIS shall be abie to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method lo retrieve ihe data.

SFR453: NGI shall retrieve the most rscendy tehsn trie imagefe) from die designated repoeitoryfles) for the UCN as a default, when no event or Iris specific Information is

epecified In the Iris Image Retrieval request.

SURS5: NGI sh^l support the retrieval of Iris information

STKQ646: lAFiS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STRQ93C: IAFIS shall be able to Store o^er biometriq:^ such as ms arxi data and provide a method lo retrieve data.

SFR4S4: NGI shall retrieve the default number of iris knsgea when the number of Iris images to retrieve is not specified in the Iris Image Retrieval request.

$UR55: NGI shall suppoitthe retrieval of iris informatior

$TRQ64€: IAFIS shall be able to relrieve Iris images.

STRQdSO: IAFiS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to reineve Ihe data.

SFR4S$: NGI shall retrieve from the defsuK Iris repository, when no repository Is designated fn the IrlS image Retrieval request.

SUR55: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris information.

STRO$46: IAFIS shall be able to retrieve iris imagos.

STRQQ30: IAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as Iris and data and provided method to retrieve the data.

SFRSSfi: NGI ehall reject an Iris Image Retrieval request when a specified UCN or event does not exist.

SUR5&: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris intormatiori.

STRQ646: IAFIS shall be able to reideve Iris Imagea.

STRQ930: IAFIS shall be able lo store other bJometrics such as Iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the dale.

SFR4S7: NGI shall reject an Iris Image Retrieval request when specified Iris does not exist

SURbb: NCI shall support the retrieval of iris in^rmation.

5TRQ64d: l/^fS Shall be acto to relrieve Iris imagea.

STRQ930: IAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and dale and provide a method to rofriov© the d3t3.f\j(3|_]^£::[Q7
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SFR456: NGI shall provida a rasponsa to an Iris Imape Ratriaval raquaat in accordanca with the latest EBT3 version-

SUR55: NGI Shall Support iho rotriovai of iris informalion.

STRQ646: lAPIS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STR093CI: lAFiS shall ba able to stcro other biomatncs such as iris end data sod provide a method to retrieve the data.

SfR4S9: NGI shall accept an Irla Fealuras Ratrlaval requast from an Authorized Contributor in aocordanca with tha latest EBTS version.

SUR55: NOI shall support the ratrieval of iris informabon.

STRQ646: lAFIS shalf be able to retrieve iris Images.

STRO930r lAFIS shall be ^te to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR4dO: NGI shall accept an Iris Features Retdaval request with a UCN and Iris specific Information.

SUR55: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris Inronnatlon.

STRQ&46: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve Iris images.

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to stone other biometrics such as ins and dala and provide a method to retrieve the data.

$FR461; NGI shall retriava Iris Images for tha speelflad UCN and Iris spactfic Infcumatlon Included lr> tha Iris Features Ratrieval request

SUR55: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris information.

STRQ646; IAPIS shall be able to retrieve ris iniages.

STRQ930: 1APIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR482; NGI shall reject an Iris Features Retrieval request when a spaci^d UCN or iris Identifier does not exist.

SUR55: NCI Shan support tha retrieval of Iris information.

STR0646: lAFIS Shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to store other blonrvelrics such as Iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the dala.

SFR493: NGI shell reject an Iris Features Retrieval request whan spe^flad features do not exist.

SUR5S: NGI shall support the retrieval of Iris information.

STRQ646: lAFiS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STRO930: lAFlS shall be able to store other btometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR494; NGI shall provide a rasponaetoan Iris Features Retrieval request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR55: NGI shell support (he retrieval of (ris Information

STRQ646: lAFfS Shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STRO930: lAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as Iris and data and provide a method to retriave (he data.

SFR46S: N<^ sh^l aocei:^ an Iris Audit Trail Retrieval request fiwn an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR561 NGI shall support (he retrieval of Iris fhformatlon.

STR0G4S: lAFiS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STRQ930' lAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the deta.

SFR406: NGI shall accept an Iris Audit Trail Retrieval request with a UCN and Iria apedfle Information.

SUR55: NGl shall support the retrieval of Iris information

STRQb46: lAFIS Shall be able to retrieve iris intages.

5TRQ930: LAFIS shall be able to store other btonf>athcs such as iris end data and provide a method to relheva the data

$FR4Q7: NGI shall ratrieva tha irie audit trail for the Iris specified in the Iris Audit Trail Retrieval request.

SUR55: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris informaton.

STR0646: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

5TRQ930: LAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve ihe data

8FR466: NGI shall re^ct Iris Audit Trail Retrieval requestwh^ a specified UCN or Iris specific Information does not exist.

SUR^: NGI shall support tha retrieval of iris information.

STRG646: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve iris images. NGI-1488
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STRQ930: I APIS ba to store other biometrics such as Iris arvd date and provide a method to retheve the data

SrR449: NGi sholi reject an Iris Audit Trail Retrieval request whan the Authorized Contributor is not the iris owner.

SUR55: NGI Ghell sup^rt the retrieval of iris Intbrniattorr.

STRQ646: lAFiS Shell be able to retrieve iris images.

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve Iho data.

SFR470.* NGI shall provide a response to an Iris Audit Trail Retrieval request in accordance with the latest £BTS vereion.

SOR&5: NGt shell support the retrieval of Iris informabork.

STRQ6461 lAFIS shall be able to retrieve Iris Images.

STRQ930: lAFlS shell be able to store oihor biomeUics such es iris and data and provide a rnetbod to retrieve Ihe data.

SfR471: NGt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to retheve any or all Iris Information for a speeded UCN as part of an Iris Information Ratrleval request.

SUR55: NQI shall support the retrieval of Ins information.

STRQ&46: lAFlS shall be able lo retrieve iris images.

STRO930: 1APIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and dale arW provide a method lo retrieve the data.

SFR472: NGI shall ^low an Authorized FBI Service Provider to retrieve any or all iris information for a specified UCN and Iris epecific Inf^mation, as part of an Iris Information

Retrieval request.

SUR55: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris information.

STRQ646: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to store olher biometrics such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

$FR479: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to designate from which repository iris information will be retrieved, es pert of an Iris Information Retrieval request.

SUR65: NOI shall support the retrieval of iris inrormaticn.

STKO&46: 1AFI5 shall be able to retrieve iria Images.

STRQ930: lAFlS shall be able ic store other biometrics such as iris and data and provlcte a method to retrieve the data.

SFR474: NGI shall retrieve the Iris Information for the UCN specified from the repository designated In (he frls Information RehievaJ request

SUR5&: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris Information.

STR0646: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve Iris images.

STRQ93Q: lAFlS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data arxj provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR47$i NGi ehall retrieve the Iris Information for the speeffred UCN and Iris specific Information designated In the Iris Information Retrieval request.

3UR5b: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris information.

STR0646i l^l& shall be able (o retrieve iris Images.

STRQ930: lAPlS shall be able to store olher biometrics such as iris and data and provide a rnethod to retrieve the data.

$FR479; NGI shall retrieve from the default NOI repository, when no repository or Irts le designated In the Iris Information Retrieval requeeL

SUR5S: NGI shall support the retrieval cf iris information.

STRQ646: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve iris images.

STR0930: lAFiS shall be able to store other biometrica such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

$FR477: NGI ehall reject an Iris Infimrnatlort Retrieval request when a spedAed UCN or Iris does not aidst

SUR55: NGI shaH support the retrieval cf iris irformalion.

STRQ646: lAFlS shall be able to relrleve iris images.

STRQ93C; lAFIS shall be able to Store otiier biometrics such as Ms arid data and provide a rnethod to retrieve the data.

SFR47S: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view retrteved Irim Information at a result of an Iris Informallon Rebieval requeat.

SURS5: NGI shall support the ratrleval of iris information.

STRQ646: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve iris Images.

STRQ930: lAFIS Shell be able to store other blometrice such as iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

9FR479: NGt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to print retrieved iris information as a result of art Ms Information Retrieval request NGI-1‘489
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SUR5S: NGI shall support the relheval of ms information.

STf^646: lAFlS shalf be abk) (o retrieve iris images.

STRQ930: lAFlS shall he able to store other biometrics SiiCh as Iris and data and provide a method to rebievs the data.

SFR490: NGI ehall accept an Unsotved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request from an Authorized Conidbutor In accordance with the latest EBTS ve«ston.

5UR57; NOl shall support the retrieval of unsolved latent audit trail information.

$fR4$l: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval requests.

SUR57: NOi shall support the reUieval of unsolved latent audit trail information.

SFR482; NGl shall accept an Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request with a specified UCN.

SUR57: NGI shall support the retrieval of unsolved latent audit trail Informatjori.

SFH483: NGI shall retrieve the audit trail for the UCN specified In the Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request.

$UR57: NGI shall support the retheval of unsolved latent audit frail information.

SFR4A4: NGI shall reject an Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request when a specified UCN does not exist.

SUR57: NGI shall support the retrieval of ursolveO latent audit trail information.

SFR4851 NGI shall rejectw Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request when the Authorized Contributor is nolthe uneolved latent owner.

SUR57: NGI ehall support the retrieval of unsolved latent audit trail infoimation.

SFR486: NGI shall provide a response to an Ur>solved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR57: NGI shall support the retrieval of unsolved latent audit trail information.

$FR497; NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view a retrieved audK trail as a reSuK of an Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request.

StiRS7: NGI shall support the retrieval of unsolved latent audit bsil information.

$FR49d: NGI shell allow eri Authorized FBI Service Provider to print a retrieved audKtreM as e result of ar) Unsolved Latent Audit Trail Retrieval request.

SUR57: NGi shall support the retrieval of unsolved latent audit trail information.

SFR499: NOI shall accept Identity History request from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manuel.

LEG FR87 lAFIS shall accept Criminal History Request from Au^orized Contributors in accordance wtfo the ill OpareUons and Technical Manual.

SUR43: NGi shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.UR11: lAFlS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique idonbfier.

LEG.UR12: lAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ100: Tha System shall send back all infbrmatior on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected lerrcrists. etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request ar>d Rap Back.

S1T^Q104: IAFI5 shall be able to send all responses (crimrrval, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in additfon to responses being serttto SIB

STR01 02: iAPIS shalJ be able to send all responses (cominal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STR051 5: The Enhanced lAFIS repository shall provide a Ml range of civil search and response services associated with criminal file activity plus access to

Civil data (e g.. CRN. subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRC993: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessfole for search

STRQ992: lAFIS Shall make military and ICE fir>gerprint records accessible for search.

STRQddS: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRa995: IAFI5 shall make ICE firvgerprtnt records accessible for search.

STRQ992: IAFI5 shall make military ar>d ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR01136: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132; lAFIS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRO130: I^IS shall provide the exility to electrorHcally access the mrlita/y database flies.

STRQ1 134: lAFIS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate Ihe ie1riqv]|^gf f^j^-^cerds.
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SFR4dO: NGI shall allow an Authofizad FBI Sarvica Pfovidar (o submit klantlty Hlatcfy raquact-

LEG.FRfiS; lAFIS shall allow an Aulhohzed FBI Sarvica Provider lo submit Chminal History Request.

SUR43i NGI shall support the retiievaf of Identity History information.

UEG.UR'l't: I^IS Shall support Criminal History Information Requests (Staining a unique Idontrfier.

LEG.LIR12: lAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests contalnlrtg a unique identilier.

STRQ10C: The System shall send bacK all ir^formatlon On the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by ihe FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, war^ted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retotned

by the FBI. for both original request and Rap Back.

STRQ104; lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, dvil, rap back) directly to originailng requestor in ackjitlon to responses beirvg sent lo SIB

STRQ1D2: lAFlS shall bo able to send all resporsss (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition lo responses being sent

to SIB

5TRQ61 5: The Enhanced lAFlS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response services associated with criminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descf^tore. coothUiting agency, reason fir^erprtnted, and civil hiatory).

$TRQ993: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make military arvd ICE fir>gerpr1nl records accesslUe for search.

STRQ996: lAFIS shall make military fingerprir>t records accessible for search

STRQ995: lAFIS shall make ICE firtgerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make military end ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQf 136; lAFIS Sh^l provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132; lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access tiie military database liles.

81^0130: lAFIS shall provide Iho ability le electronically access the military database filea.

STRQ1134; lAFlS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an elecbonk; civil file and autornate the retrieval of these records.

SFR49f : NGI shall require an Identity Hielory request with a UGN or State tdenllffcation Number {&JD},

LEG,FR89: lAFlS Shall accept a FNU as part of a Criminal History Request.

LEG.FR90: lAFIS shall accept a SID as part of a Criminal htistory Request.

LEG FRM2: lAFlS Shall accept a CRN from an Authorized FBI ^rvlco Provider as pad of a Criminal History Request

STRQ731: lAFlS shall allow the retrieval of Law Enforcement agency applicants.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.LIR11: lAflS shall support Criminal History Infontialion Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12: lAFlS shall support Civil History mrcrmation Requests contairung a unique identifier.

STRQiOO: The System shall send back all infonnation on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the ohgiAal request

STR099: The system shall send back all Information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicant retained

by the FBI, for both origlnel request arKi Rep Back

STRQ104; lAFIS shell be eble to send ell responses (criminal, civil, rep back) directly to originatirtg requestor In addition to responses being sent to SIB
STRO102: lAFlS shall be able to sond all responses (criminal, civil, rep beck) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

toSiB

STRQS 1 5: The Enhanced IAFI5 repository shall provide a flrli range of civil search and response services associated with criminal file activicy plus access to

dvU data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993; lAFIS Shall make military fingerprint records accassibie for search.

STRQ992: IAFI5 shall make rr^Htary and ICE fingerprint records accessibla Ibr search.

STR099B; lAFIS shall make military fingerprint rocords accessible for search.

STRQ995; lAFlS shall make ICE fingerpiinl records accessible for search.

STRQ9d2: lAFlS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.
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STRQ1136: IAFI5 shall provide ^e ability to electronic:ally access the military database files.

STRQ1 32: lAFIS ahfiki provide the ability to electronically access the military database files

STflQi30: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to eleotmaicaily access the military database files.

STRQ1 1 34: lAFIS shall have the capabINty to convert Military records into an elecbonic civil Hie and automate the retrieval of these records.

SFR4ft2: KGl shall accept an indicator on an identity t4letcry requeat that specifies If a photo ahould be IncJiided with the liientJty History reeponae.

SUR44: NGI shell support the retrieval of a photo on an Identity History request.

STRQ236: The standard rap sheet shell contain a thumbnail picture; the most recent full frontal faciei shot.

STRQ302; iPS shall have the ability to return the mug shot with tha XML rap sheat as an option If the option to return a mug shot is selected, the defauh wot^d
be to fetum the latest mug shot

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History Information.

LSG.UR11: IAFl$ shell support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique Idertiirier

LEG.UR12: lAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests cor^taining a unique identifier.

$TRQ100: The System shall serxl back all information on the Chminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STR099; The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted. su^>ected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice

eppUcerMs retained by the FBI, for both original request arvd Rap Back.

STRQ104: lAFIS shall be able to sand ah responses (crirninal, civil, rap back) directly to originatirtg requestor In addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ102: lAFlS shall be able to ser>d all responses (chminal, civil, rep back) directly to originebng requestor in addition to

responses being sent to SIB

STRQ51 5: The Enhanced lAFlS naposllory shall provide a full rarrge of civil search and response services associated with crimir>al file activity

plus access to civil data (e.g., CRN. subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRCtd93: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shaH make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search

STR099B: lAFIS shall make military flrtgerprint records accessible for search.

STR099S: lAFlS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shall meke irHlitary and ICE fir>9erprinl records accessible tor search

STRQt136: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132; lAFIS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130; lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronicalty access the mililary database files.

STRQ1 1 34: lAFIS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil file and aulomate the retrieval of these

records.

SFR403: KGI shall retrieve the Identity History Information fwthe epecifled Identity as part of the Identity History request.

LEG.FR01 : lAFIS shall retrieve the Criminal History ^formation for the specified subject as part of me Criminal History Request.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identily History Information.

LEG.LfRU: lAFlS shaJI support Criminal H(s1(^ Infomrtation Requests containing a unique kJentifier.

LEG.UR12! lAFIS shall support Civil History information Requests containing a unique Ideniifier.

STRQ100: The System shall send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to ihe original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all Information (criminal history, wanted, suspected teniorists. etc) on Crimina) Justice applicants rstair^d

by the FBI, tor both original request and Rap Back.

STRQ104: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in eddItJon to responses being sent to SIB

STRQ102: lAFIS Shall be able to send eil responses (criminal, civil, rap back) dlrectiy to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB
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STR0515: The Enhanced lAFIS repository shall provide a full rar>ge of civil search and response services associated wth crimina) file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993: 1AFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search,

STRQ992: lAFlS shall n>ake ir^litBry and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQddS: rAFiS shall make rruliUiry fir^gerprint recr^ds accessible for search,

STRC995: lAFIS shall make ICE fii>gerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ8S2: lAFlS shall make iTHlitary and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1 136: lAPlS i^all provide the ability to electronically access Ihe miltlary database files.

STRQ132: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRO130: lAFlS shall provide tho ^lity to electronicelly access the military database files.

STR01 134: iAFIS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil ftle end autorrtate the reirfeval of U^ese records.

SFR494: NG) ehall retrieve the biographic compilation for (he epecifted Identity as part of an IdentKy History request.

$UR43: NOI shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG IIR11: lAFIS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG UR12: IAPi$ shafi support Civil History Information Requests contelning a unique identifier.

STRQ100: The System shall send back all Information on the Ciimlnal Justice applicanls. retained by the FBI. to the original request

STRQdS: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terronsts, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Beck.

STRQ104: lAFlS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor In addition to responses being sent toSl6
STRQ102: tAFIS shaH be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ51&1 The Enhanced lAFlS repository shall provide e full range of civil search and maponee services associaied with criminal file activity plus eccess to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, oontribut]r>g agency, reason fingerprinted, and Civil history).

STRQ993: JAFIS shall make military fingerprint I'ecords accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ998: lAFIS Shall make military fingerprint records ecoessiUe for search.

STRQd95: 1AFIS shall make ICE firrgerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make milEtary and ICE fingerprinl records acceasibie for search.

STRQ1136: I^IS shall provide the ability to ^ectromcally access the nylit^ database files.

STRQ132: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access riia miiitary database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS shell provide the ability to electronically access the military database files-

STRQ1 1 34: lAFIS shall have the capab^ity to convert Military records Into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.

SfR499: NGI shall retrieve the event informatlor^ for the specifled Identity as part of an Identity Histrny request

STRQ416r lAFIS shall optionally provide In civil history response the Information that a civil applicant has applied to multiple employers.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.UR1 1: lAFlS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12' lAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier

STRQIQO: The System sha^ send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all lnformati«^ (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Crimlr^l Justice appJicsnls retained

by the FBI, for original request and Rap Back.

STRO104; lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition (o responses being sent to SIB
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STRQ102; lAFIS 9hall be ableto $6nd all re$pon9d$ (criminal, civil, nap back) dlrecUy to originaling requestor in addition lo responses betng sent

to SIB

STRQ515: The Enhanced lAFIS reposHory shall provide a Tull range of dvil search and response services associated with criminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject deacriptora, contributing agency, reason tingerprinted, and civil history).

STR0993: lAFlS shail make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: (APIS shall rnake military artd ICG fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ998: (APIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STKQ995: lAFIS shall make ICE flogerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992 lAFIS shall rrtake military and ICG fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR01 1 36: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132: lAFIS shall provide the abitity to electronically access the military database nies-

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ1 134: lAFlS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.

SFR4M: KGI shall send an Identity History Information request to a lll/NFF State system, when approprlats, as a result of an Ideritity History request.

LEG.FRd2: lAFiS shall send a NFF Crimir^af History Information request to NFF state system when appropriate as a result of a Criminal History Request.

LEG.FR543: tAFIS shall send Criminal Hlatoiy Requests to the III pertlcaling states that hold portions of the requested record as part of the Criminal History Request from an

Authorized Contributor.

SUR49: N6l shall support the retrieval of NFF Participant State Criminal Records ort requests for crimmaJ justice purposes.

LEG.UR14: lAFIS shall support the retrieval of NFF Participant State Criminal Records on requests for criminal justice purposes.

SLJR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.UR1 1: lAFlS shall support Crimir^l History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12: lAFfS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier,

STRQIOO: The System shall send back all information on the Crimirtal Justice applicants, retained by the F8I, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice

applicants retained by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

STRO104: lAFIS shall be able lo send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requester In addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ1 02 lAFIS Shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) dlracUy lo originating requestor in addition lo

responses being seht to SIB

STRQ51 $: The Enhanced lAFIS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response services associated vrith criminal file activity

plus access to civil data (e g., CRN, subject descriptors, oonlributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STR0993: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR0992: lAFIS shall make military and ICG fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ99a: lAFIS shall make military firtgeq>r1nt records accessible for search.

STFCy995: lAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records aocassible for search.

STR0992: lAFiS ehall make military and ICG fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1 136: IAFI5 shall provide the ability to etectronically access the mrlltary database files.

STRQ132: IAFI5 shall provide lha abiJity to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the abliity to electronically access the military database files.

5TR01 134: lAFiS shall have the capability to convert Military records Into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these

records.

SFR497: KGl ahalt send an Identity History Information request to a lll/NFF State system in accordance with the lll/NFF Operational and Techrtical hfianual.
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L£6.FR93; IAFIS shall 8eri<{ a NFF Criminal Hisu^ information ReqLtestto NFF sLata systam in accordance vrith the MI/NFF Oparaliona and Technical Manual.

SUR49' NGl shall support the retrieval of NFF Participant Slate Criminal Records on reC|uesta for criminal justice purposes.

LEG.UR14: IAFIS shell support the retrieval Of NFF Participant Slete Crinrtlnal Records on requests for crimfna! justice purposes.

SUR43: NGl shall support the retrieval of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR11: IAFIS shall support Crirrunak History Information Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR12: IAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STR0100; The System shall send back all informalkMi on the Criminai Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system ^eli send back all Information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice

applicants retained by the FBI. for both original request and Rap Sack.

STRQ104: IAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor In addltior> to responses being sent

to SIB

$TRQ102: IAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, dvil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition Ip

responses being sent to SiB

STRQSIS^ The Enhanced lAFiS reposilory shall provide a fu^ range of cl'ril search and response services associated with criminai fde activity

plus access to civil data (e.g.. CRN, si.^ect descnptors, contributirtg agency, reason flrvgerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993: IAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: IAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search

STRQddB: IAFIS shall make mililary fingerphr^t records accessible for search.

STP099S: IAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search,

STRQ992: IAFIS shall make rNlitary ar>d ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRC1136: IAFIS shall provide tho ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132: IAFIS shall provide the ebifity to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ13C: IAFIS shall provlda the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRO 1 1 34: lAFiS shall have the capability to convert Military records Into an eleclronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these

records

SFR498: NGl shall accept an Idenlity History Information response In accordance with the NIets User and Technical Guide.

LEG.FR94; lAFiS shad receive a NFF Criminal History Information response in accordance with the Niets Operating Manual.

SUR49: NGl shall support the retrieval of NFF Pa rtidpant State Criminai Records on requests for criminal justice purposes

LEG,UR14: fAFiS shall support the retrieval of NFF Partlck^nt Slate Criirknal Records or^ requests for criminal Justice purposes.

SUR43: NGl Shall Support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.IIR11: IAFIS shall support Criminal History information Requests coritaiolng a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12: IAFIS shall support Civil History Informatico Requests oonteining a unique identifier.

STRQ100: The System shall eend back ail infbrmaiJon on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by ihe FBI, to the original request

STROd9: The System shall sand back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice

appNcants retained by Ure FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

STR0104: IAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor In addllioi> to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ1Q2: IAFIS shall be aUe to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to

responses being sent to SIB

STRQS15: The Enhanced IAFIS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response services associated with criminal file activity

plus access to civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history)

STRQ993; lAFlS Shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: IAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible forseerch. NGI-1495
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STR0996: lAFlS 8hah make mililary fir>gerprint records accessible for search.

STRQd95: lAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAPIS shall make military arvj ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1136; lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRai32: lAFIS shall provide the ability to efeclronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: iAFiS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ 1134: IAF I S shall have the capa bllity to convert Millta ry records Into a n electro r>lc civ II hie and a litomate the retrieval of these

records.

SFRMO: NGI shall combine NFF Identity History Information responsefs} and NGI Identity History Information into a single Identity History response.

LEG.FR85: IAFIS shall combine NFF Ciiminal History Information Response(s) and IAFIS Criminal History Information Into a single Chminal History Response.

SUR49: NGI shall support the retrieval of NFF Participant State Criminal Records or) requests for criminal justice purposes.

LEG.UR14: IAFIS shall support the retrlevat of NFF Partidpant State Criminal Records on requests for criminal justice purposes.

SLIR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History Information.

LEG.URl 1: IAFIS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12J lAFfS shall support Civil History Informatior) Requests containing a unique identifier.

STROiQO: The System shall send back all mfonnatton on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STR099: The system shall sand back all information (crmlnal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice

applicants retained by the FBI, for both original request and Rep Back.

STRO104: IAFIS shall be able to send all responses (chminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor In addilion k> responses beir>g sent

to SIB

STRQ102: IAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap bacX) directly to originating requestor in addition to

responses being sent to SIB

STRQ515: The Enhanced IAFIS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response services associated with criminal file activity

plus access to civil data (e.g.« CRN, subject descriptors, contributirig agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993: IAFIS shall make military tingerprinl records accessible for search.

5TRQ992: IAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search

STRQ996: IAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible tor search.

STRQ995: IAFIS Shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992; IAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRO’1136: IAFIS shall provide the ability to efectronicaify access the military database files.

STRQ132: IAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: IAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the milKary database files.

STRQ1 1 34: IAFIS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these

records.

SFR5Q0: NGI shall optionally Include, on an Identity History response, the most recently taken frontal facial photo for the specified Identity.

STRQ431: IPS shall provide the most current photo with the rap sheet.

SUR44: NGI shall support the retrieval of a photo on an Identity History request.

STRQ238: The standard rap sheet shall contain a thumbnail picture; the most recent full frontal facial shot.

STRQ302: IPS shall have the ability to return the mug shot wdh the XML rap sheet as an option. If the option to return a mug shot i$ selected, the default would

be to return the latest mug shot.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR11: lAFlS shall support Criminal Hlalory Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12: IAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique Identifier. NGI~1496
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STRQ100; The System shall serxi back dll ^onndtion on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STR099: The system shall serKi back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Crirrunal Justice

applicanta retained by the FBI, for both ohginal request and Rap Back.

STRQ1Q4r lAFIS ^all be able to ser>d all responses (criminal, civil, rap back} (tirectly lo origirraling requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ102: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (ortminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to

responses being sent to SiB

STRQ515: The Enhanced lAFIS repository shall provide s full rar>ge of civil search and response services associated with criminal hta activi^

plus access to civil data (e.g.. CRN, subject descriptors, conhibuting agency, reason fingerprinted, and crvii history).

STRQ993; lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992J lAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ9d8: LAFJS shall make military fir^erprint records accessible for search

STROd95i lAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQd92: lAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerpn'ni records accessit^e for search.

STRQ1136: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access iha military database files.

STRQf32: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database flies.

STRO130: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to electronicaEly access tfte military databeae files.

STRQ 1134: 1AFiS shal I have the cepabllity to convert Military records into ar> electronic civil file and a utomate the retrieve I of these

records.

SFR&01: NGt shall optionally include, on an IdeniUy History responaSr ihe most racertlly taken facial photo for the specified Identity, when no frontal facial photo is available.

STRQ431 : IPS Shall provide the most current photo with the rap sheet

SUR44: N61 shall support the retheval of a photo on an Identity History request.

STRQ236: The standard rap sheet shall contairt a thumbnail picture; the most recent full fror^lal facial shol.

STRQ302: IPS shall have the ability Ic return the mug shot with the XML rap sheet as^ option. If the option to return a mug shat is selected, the default would
be to return the latest mug shot.

5UR43: NGl Shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEQ.URl 1: lAFIS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier

LEG.URt2: lAJ^IS shall support Civil History information Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQ100: The System shelf send back ell infonnation on the Criminal Justice appEicerrts. retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99; The system shall sertd back all Information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, eU:)on Criminal Justice

applicants retained by the FBI. for both original request and Rap Beck.

STRQ’104: (APIS shall be able to send all respor^ses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor In addition to responses beir^g sent

to SIB

STRQ102: LAFIS shall be able to S6r>d all responses (orimirtaf, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to

responses b»ng sent to SIB

STRQ51 5: The Enhanced lAFIS reposrlory shall provide a full range of dvil search arxl response services associated with criminal file acfivlty

plus access to civil data (e.g.. CRN, subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprirrted. and civil history).

STRQ993: IAF1S shall make military firigerprint records accessible for search.

5TRQ992: lAFIS shall make miliLary and ICE firvgeqirlril records accessible for search.

STRQ9&B: lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

8TRQ99S: lAFlS shall make ICE fingerprint records accaseible for search.

STRQ992; l^iS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1136: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files. NGI~1497
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STRQf32: Shall provide the ability to erachonloalty aocdss the military databiase files.

STRO130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to elecln^ically access the military database files.

STRQ1 134: 1APIS shall have the capabilrty to convert Military rsconds Into an electronic civil file and automate Ihe retrieval of these

records.

SFRS02: NGI shall reject an Identity Hletory reC|uest when the epecfflled UCN or SID does not exist.

LE6.FR96'. lAFIS shall reject a Criminal History Request when the ^>ecified subject identifier does not exist

SUR43: NGl shall suppQrl the retrieval of Identity History informabon,

LEG UR11: lAFIS shall support Crimirtel Hisl^ Informatlort Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG UR12: lAFlS shall support Civil History Informabon Requests containing a unique identifier

STRQ10C: The System shall send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retalrted by (he FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send bacK all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

STRQ104: lAFIS shall be able to servi all responses (criminal, cJvil. rap back) d^ectly to criginabng requestor In addition to responses being sent to SIB
5TRQ1 02: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to respor^s beir^ sent

to SIB

STRQS1 S: The Enhanced lAFIS repository shell provide a full range of civil search and response serviceG associated with criminal frie activity plus access to

civil date (e g., CRN. subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STR0993: lAFlS shall miako military Hr^erprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: l,AFIS shall make military and ICE fingerpr^t records accessible for search.

STRQddd: l,4FIS shall make military firigerprint records accessible for search.

STR0995: lAFIS Shall make ICE fingerprint records acosssiblr) for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make miUlary and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR01136: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

$TRQ132: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronicalfy access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ 1 134: lAFlS shaU have the capability to convert Military records intc an electronic civil file and automate the relheval of these records.

SFRS03: KGI shall determine the response distribution method (I.e., elecironic or hardcopy) foren Identity History request

LEG.FR97: lAFlS shall determine the response distribution method (I.e.. electronic or hardcopy) for a Crimir^al History Request response.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of idenUty History informabon.

LEG.UR11: lAFIS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containir>9 a unique Identifier.

LEG.iJR12; lAFIS shall support Civil History Informadon Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ100: The System shall send backalf information on the Cnrrvnal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system servl back ^1 information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI. for both original request ar>d Rap Back.

5TRQ104; lAFlS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses beirig sent to SIB

STRC102: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses {criminal, civil, r^ back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses be^g sent

to SIB

STR0515: The Enhanced lAFfS repository shall provide e full range of civil search and responee services associated wHh criminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g ,
CRN. subject descriptors^ contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993: lAFIS shall make mflltary fir>gerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: i,AFI5 shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ998: 1,AFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ995: lAFIS shall make ICE flr)gerprint records accessible for search. NGI~1498
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STRQ992: lAFfS shall maXe milllarv and IC£ fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1136: Ji^lS shall provide the ability to elecb'oolcally access military database files.

STRQ132: iAFIS ^all provide the ability to ebectronicalty access the military database files.

STRQ1^: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronrcally access the military database files

STRQ1 134: lAFIS shall have the capability to convert Military records into art electronic civil file and automate The retrieval of biese recort^

SFR504: KGI shall provide the Identity History Summary for the specified Identity In an Identity History response.

6)0.FEAT227; The solution shall provide ertumerators only to requesting agencies lhat have agreements with US-VISIT detailing the terms and conditions for using and
dlssemirtaling enumerators.

BJO.FEAT338: The solution shall enable a user to enter an lAFIS unique identification number to return the linked IDENT unique identification number
LEG.FR961 lAFIS Shall provide the Subject Criminal History Rap Sheet for the specified subject in a Criminal History Request response.

5TRQ647: lAFIS shall have a flag indicating ins data is available.

StJR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of identity History information

LEG.URII: lAFIS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12: lAFlS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ100: The System shall send back ell information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by Ihe FBI. to Ihe original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all information (cdmlnat history, wanted, suspected terroiists, etc) on Criminal Justice applioariis retained

by the FBI, fbrtwth original request and Rap Back.

517^0104: lAFIS shall be at^e to send aN responses (crlmlrtal. civil, rap back) directly to ohgktafing requestor In addition to responses being sent to SIB

STRQ102: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STR05 IS: The Enhanced lAFIS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response services asaoclaled with criminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, conb^uting agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993; tAFiS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992r lAFlS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ998: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ99S. (APIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1 1 36i lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files

STRQ132; TAFlS shall provide the ability to eiectronicaily access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ1 134: lAFlS shall have the capability to convert Milltarv records Into an electronic civil file artd automata the reirieval of these records.

SFRSOfi: NGI shall provide a hardcopy rasponsa to an Identity History requsst, as appropriate.

LEG.FR100: lAFJS shall provide a hardcopy response to a Criminal History Request, as appropriate.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieved of Identity History information,

LEG.UR11; I^IS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG,UR12: lAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique idenLifier.

STRQ190: The System shall send back all information on 9ie Criminal Justice applicanis, retained Py the FBI, to the original request

STFIQ99: The system shall send back all Ir^formafion (criminal history, wanted, suspected tenrorlsta. etc) ori Criminal Jusfice appitcants retained

by the FBI, for bo^ orlglnad request and Rap Back.

STR0104: lAFlS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent to SIB

STRQ102: lAFIS shall be abie to send all responses (crirr^nal. civil, rap beck) directly to originating requestor in addition to responsds being sent

to SIB
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STRQS1&: The Enhanced lAFis repository shall provide a fill] range of civil search and response services associated with criminal tile activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, sub>ecl descnplors, contributing agency, reason Rngerpnnlsd, and civil history).

STRQd93: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shall make military and ICE fi[>gerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ$9d: lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ995: lAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shall make military ar>d ICE fingerprint records accessible fior search.

STRQ1 136; lAFlS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronicaliy access the military database files.

STRQ130: JAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ1 1 34: lAFlS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of Ihese records,

SFRS06: N6I shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Identity History response.

LCG FR101: lAFlS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Crimirtal History Request response.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.URl 1: lAFlS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.tJR12: lAFIS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ100: The System shall send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI. to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall servl back all infomnalion (criminaJ history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Crtminat Justice applicants retained

Py the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

$TR0104: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent ta SIB

STRQi 02: lAFiS shall be able to send an responses (chmiriai, civil, rap back) directly to orsginating requestor In addition to respcnsas being sent

toSie

STRQ51 5: The Enharvced lAFIS repository shall provide a full range of dvll search and response services associated with crimlr%al file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g.. CRN. subject descriptors, contributing agericy, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993: lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR0998: 1 APIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ99&; LAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shell make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TRQ1136: LAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ132: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

$TRQ130: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ1 134; lAFlS shall have the cepabllity to convert Military records into en electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records,

SFR507: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to print the JderMIty Hlsloiy reeponte.

LEC.FR51B: IAFI5 shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to print the Criminal History Request response.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History Information.

LEG.LIR1 1: lAFIS shall support Criminal Hialory Information Requests containjr>g a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR12: lAFiS shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQiOO: The System shall send beck ail information on the Criminal Justice applicenta, retained by the FBI, to the original request

5TRQ99: The system shall send beck all Information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both originaJ request and Rap Back.

STRQ1 04; LAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directfy to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent to SIB
NGI-1500
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5TRQ102: iAFiS Shall be abla to send ah nesponsaa (criminal, ci'dl, rap back) diracUy io originating requestor tn addition to responsaa being sent

to SIB

STRQ51 5: The Enhanced lAFlS repository shall provide a full rar>ge of civil search and response services associated with criminal Hie activity plus access to

civil data (e g,, CRN, subject descriptors, conthbubng agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history).

STRQ993: 1AFIS shall make military fingerpnnl records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFlS shall n^liLary and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

5TRQ998. IAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR0995; IAFIS shall rnake ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992r IAFIS ^ali make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ113S: IAFIS shall provide the ability to eisctronicaiiy access the military database files.

STRQ132: IAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the miliary database files.

STR013CI: IAFIS shall provide the abl^ to electronically access the rrilitary diabase files.

STRQ1 134: IAFIS shall havo bie capability to convert Military records into an electronic crvll file and automate the retrieval of these v^ords.

SFR908: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBf Service Provider to submK a Cartificalion File request.

LE6.FRt02: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Certiflcatiori File Request

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of firtgerprinl aivl supplemental fingerprint aryl palmprint informalior) associated with an Identity.

L£G,UR16: IAFiS shall support Firrgerprint Image Requests contalnlr>g a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR53: IAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR509: NGI shall require a UCN as part of a Certification File request.

LEG.FR103; lAFlS shall accept a Subject Identifier as part of a CertHicalIgn File Request.

SUR42; NQl shall support the raliieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and pafmprint informalion associated with an Ider^tity.

LEG.UR16: IAFIS Shall support Flrtgerprint irriage Requests containing a unkjue Identifier.

LE3.UR53: IAFiS shell support Certification File requests.

SFR510: NGI shall require a unique trarisactlon IderUlfier as part of a Certification Fite request.

LEO.FR104: IAFiS shall acoopt a unique transaction kfeniifier as part of a Certification File Request

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fir>9erprint and palmprint irtformatlon associated with en Identity

LEG.URtO: IAFIS shall support Flngorprint Image Requests containing a unique Iderfiifier.

LEG.IIR53; IAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR511: NGI shall retrieve the Certification File for (he UCN and unique transaction Idenfifler as part of the Certification File request.

LEG.FRIOS: IAFIS shall retrieve the Criminal History bformatlon for the epedfied subject and unique event as part of the Certification Fite Request.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemantal fingerprint and pa^print informaliori associated with an Identity

LEG.URt6: IAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.LIRS3' IAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFRS12: NGI ahall reject the CertlflcaUon File request whan the UCN or transaction Identifier Is Invalid.

LEG.FR106: IAFIS shall neject the Certification File Request when the Subject Id^tifier or traneactioo Identifier Is mvalld.

3UR42! NGI Shall support the reirtev^ of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and palmprint Infomnatlon associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: IAFIS shall suppurl Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR53: IAFIS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR513: NCI ahall allow an Authoilzad FBI Service Provider to view the CertIficaUon FlJs response.

LEG.FR107: IAFIS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider lo view the Certification FNe Request response.

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieval offirtgerprintand supplemental fingerprint aryl palmprinl Information associated with an Identity.

LEG.LIR16: I^^IS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifief.

IEC.UR53: I^IS shall support Certification File requests. NGI-1501
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SFRSi4: NGI shall allow an Auth<^ed FBI Sorvica Provider to pnnt the CartJftcadon File reeponee.

LEG.FR108; lAFlS shall aSow an authorized F9I Service Provider to prird the Certification File Request response.

SUR42: NGI shall support the reldeval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information asaodaled with an Idenbly.

LEO.UR16: IAFI5 shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.tjR53: lAFIS Shall Support Cetltlk^tion File requests.

SFR515; NGI ehall accept a Rap Back Subscription List request from an Authorized GonUfbutor in accordance with the latest EBT9 vereion.

SUR58: NGl shall support the retrieval of Rep Rock Subscription Status.

STRQ523: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back status checking services for the

notification of new criminal activity.

STRQ&20: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository a hail notify ctvii subject employers and licanaing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back services that include

subscription registration and rraintenance. status checking, criminal activity delectlon. response generation. transmlssionrrQUting, and billing.

SFR517: NGI shall allow ari Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Rap Back Subacripti^ List request.

$URS6: NGI shall support trie retneval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STROS23: The Enharicad lAFlS Repository shall provide crini subject employers and licensing bodies virith Rap Back status checking services for Ihe
rotifioateon of new crimir^al activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activily through Rap Back
soArices that irvdude subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generatior^,

transmissiori/routmg, and billing.

SFR519: NGI shall require a Rap Back Subscriber Idanttfi^ as part of a Rap Back Subscription List request.

SUR5S' NGI shall support the retrieval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STRQS23: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back stalus checking services for the

notification of rtew criminal actisrity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall riotiiy civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back

services that include subBcription registration and mainleriance. status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmlssioiVrouting, and billing.

SFRS19: NGI shall relrieve the Rap Back eubeciiption list for the Rap Back Subscriber and Rap Back Reciplent(s) specified in the Rap Back Subscription List request.

SURS8: NGt shall support the retrieval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STRQ523: The Enhanced lAFlS Repositcvy shall pro^de civil sut^ect employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back status checking services for the

nptiflcalion of new criminal activity.

$TRQ920: The Enhanced 14FIS Repository shall cmi subject employers and licensirtg bodies of rtew criminal activity through Ptap Back services that include

subscription registration and malntenariee. status checking, criminal acttvity detection, response generation, transrriission/routing. and pilling.

SFRS20: NGI shall reject the Rap Back Subscription List rwqueat whan the Rap Back Subscriber Idantifteria irtvalld.

SURSd: NGI shah support the retrieval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STR0523: The EnharKad lAFlS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back status checking services for the
notification of new criminal activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFlS RepcsltOiy shall notify civil subject emfrioyers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenance, status t^ecking, criminal activity detection, response ger^eration,

transrriissiQn/routir>g, and billing.

SFR521: NGI shall provide a response to an E8TS formatted Rap Back Subscription List request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SURSd: NGI shall support the retrieval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

$1^0823: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies wilh Rap Back status checking services for tiie

notification of new criminal activity.
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STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFlS Reposihjrv Shall ratify Civil Subject emplcyers arKi licensing bodies ot new criminal activity through Rap Bach services that include

suDscriplior negifttreticn and mairTlenartce, slatua chocking, criminal activity dotoctlnn. respanao gcnoralkin. tranamisalon/rouling, and oitling.

SFR523: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Rap Back Subscription List response.

SUR58. NGI shall support the retrieval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STRQ523: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall provide civil subject eniployers and licensing bodies with Rap Back status checking services for the

notification of new criminal activity.

STRQS20; The Enhanced lAFIS RepoaKory shall notify civil subject employers arxt licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back services that include

subscription regrstratiar arrd rrainfenance. status chetAing, cnmmal activity detection, response generator, tranemissiorV/outing, and billing.

$FR$24: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to print the Rep Back Subscription List response.

SUR5A: NGI shall support the retrieval of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STRQ523: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back status checking services for the
notification of rtew crimir\al activity

STRQS20 The Enhar)ced lAFIS Repository shall rwiify civil subject employers artd licensirrg bodies of rtew criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detectk>r>. response generation,

transmission/routing. and billing.

3FR523: NGf shall accept a Rap Back Identity History Summary request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR59: NGI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary
SFRU6*. NGi shall require a UGN in a Rap Back Identity History Summary requesL

SUR59: NGI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

3PR527: NGI shall require a unique Rap Back Notification Idsrttifier in a Rap Back Identity History Summary request
SURSg: NGi shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History SumrT>ary.

SFR526: NGI shall validate that the Authorized Contributor is an active Rap Back Bubscnberforthe UCN provided in a Rap Back Identity History Sunrtmary request

SUR93: NGI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

SFR529: NCI ehall retrieve the Identity History Information for the UCN contained in a Rap Back Identity History Sumnnary request.

SUR59: NGi shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

5FRS30: NGI shall reject a Rap Back Identity History Summary request if the UCN la not valid.

SURSd: NQI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

SFRS31: NGI shall reject a Rap Back Idertilty History Summary request If the Rap Back Notification Identifier Is not valid.

SUR59: NGI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

SFRS32: NGI shall provide a response to a Rap Back Identity History Summary request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR69: NGl shall support the retrieval of a Rep Beck Identity History Summary.

3FR$33: NGI shall provide an Identity History Summary in response to a Rap Back Identity History Summsry request

SUR99: NGI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

SFR$34: NGl ehall indicate, on a Rap Back Identity Hletory Summary responae, the event that triggered the Rap Back Activity NotificaticMi associated with the lubmltted Rap
Back Notification Ideritifier.

SURSS: NGI shall support the retrieval of a Rap Back Identity History Summary.

3FR535: NGl shall accept Subject Search requests from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the lll/NFF Operational ar>d Technical Manual.

LEG.FRIQd: lAFIS shall accept Subject Search Requests in accordance with the lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SUR62; NGI shall suppon Subject Search requests baaed on biographic information.

LEG.UR17: lAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

SFR336: NGI shall accept a Subject Search request from an Authorized Contributor via Machine Readable Data in accordance with the MRD Subject Search Manual.

LEG.FRtIO; lAFIS shall accept a Subject Search Request via Machine Readable Data in accordance wilh the MRD Subject Search Manual.
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$UR62: NGl shall si4)port Subiect Search requests based on biographic information.

L£G.uf^iT; iafis shell support Subject Search Requeeie based on biographic infomiation.

SFR5S7: NGI shall allow an Authorkied FBI Service Provider to submit a Subject Search requeat.

t^G FRIH: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Subject Search Request,

SUR62: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic informalion.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests baaed or biographic Infbnnation.

SFRS36: NGI Shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to deelgnate repesMoryflee) ae pan of a Subject Search requeat
LEO,FR1l2: IAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to designate a repository as part of a Subject Search Requeat

SIJRS2: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic informatk>n.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS Shall Support Subject Search Requests based on cnographic informatior

SFRS39: NGI ehell accept biographic data ae part of a Subject Search requeet

LEG FR113: lAFlS accept biographic data as part of a Subject Search Request.

SUR62: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic information.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS shah support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

$FR540: NGf shall search the repoaitory(lee) designated as part of the Subject Search roqueat.

LEO.FRi 14: IAFIS shall search the repository designated as part of the Subject Search Request.

$UR62: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on tMogr;aphic information.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS Shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic infonmaUor.

SFRMI: NQ! shall seaixh the default reposftory when no repository Is designated In the Subject Search request
LEG.FRttS: IAFIS shall search the Subject Criminal Hrstory repository by default wher> no repository Is designated In the Subject Search Request.

SUR62: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic Informatior.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic infonnalior.

SFRS42: NGI ehell perform a saarGh using the biographic data contalnad In the $ub|ect Search request

LEG.FR116'. IAFIS shall perform a search using the biographic data contained in Subject Search Request.

SUR62: NGI shall ^ipport Subject Search requests based on biographic infonTration.

leg JRt7: IAFIS shall support Sut^ect Search Requests based on biographic information.

SFR$42: NGI shall proihde a ranked candidate list of UCNa for up to the maximum number of candkiatea as the result of the Subject Search request

LEG.FR117: IAFIS shal! pro'^dea ranked candidate list of FNUs for up to the maximum numberofcandidates as the result of the Subject Search Request
SURS3; NGI shall provide a candidate liel in response to a Subject Search request

LEG.UR18: IAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Subject Search Request.

SUR62 N3l shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic Infomiatfon.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS shall support Subjact Search Requests based on biographic Ihformation.

SFRS44: NGI shall determine the response dlslrlbutaon method (I.e., electronic or hardcopy) fora Subjact Search response.

LEG.FR1 18: [AF|S shall determlna the response distribution method (i.e., electronic or hardcopy) for a Subject Search Request response.

SUR^2: NGI shell suf^ort Subject Search requests based on biographic informalion,

LEG.UR17: tAFiS shall support Sut^ecl Search Requests based on biographic information.

SFR545: NGI shall provide extamal system link Identifier's), wh^ available, for each candidate as a result of the Subjact Search request

6IO.FEAT227: The solirtkin shall provide enumerators or>Jy to requesting agencies that have agreements with US-VISIT detailing ihe terms end conditions for using and
dtsseminating enumeralors.

$UR61: NGI shall provide external system Jink identifiers as part of an investigative Search response.

SUR62; NGI Shell Support Subject Search requests based on biographic information.

LEG.UR17: IAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches. NGI-1504
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LEG.UR20: lAFiS shall provide s cendiddte list In response to a Lsieht Image Search Raquest.

STRQd2^ The lAFiS transaction for latent palm pnm searches shall t>e able to expand the number of carvikiatds for high phohty cases.

5TR032d: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major ciimes, or events, to be Increased

dynamically.

STRQ53B: lAFIS Shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user^defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shell be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQtIO: Latent p^m print services shell provide the same services as latent fingerprir^t services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

511^0226: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuais wthout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing bands or

fingers, etc.

$TR0224: lAFlS Shell allow ^temative means to Identify individuals without fingarphnts, such as badly Injured hards or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shell provide search capabilities of the pafm print repository.

STROt 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of paiin prints from a Federal data repository io supporting

Federal and Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shali be a fully autonrvated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronicaliy submHtad palm print Images in accordance with ^SI/NIST standards and future Electronic Flngeipiint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shaJI have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same tlrwe the contributor submits a ten-prfnt image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (5PPE).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wilh the capability to search both Known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

invastlgations.

STRQi 164; The NPPS Shell provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate reposilorles, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In Support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenlificatjon capabilities similar Kr what ie cunendy
available via tan-print The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STROS36; Latent Examiners shaH have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabHity to capture images, adjust minutia mari^r and enter case
Information

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image rebleval for palm print comparisons by latent examir>ers and services for unsolved
latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prinl Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prinl

STR0557; IAF|$ shall provide lha capability to seartdi Major Case Prints.

STRQdfiO: The system shall search pakn prints.

STRQI 33: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available forten*print searches.

STRQ5&6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. patm.

STRQ1090: L^IS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search fof palm print submissions for majorcrimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to seamh specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may bold

both palm and major cose prints.
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STRQ328L NPPS shaN provide the ab^ity to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STR01069: lAFIS shall require Identlllcatbn of palm region to search for palm print submisslorts for non-ma|or crimes.

5TRQ11D2: lAFIS shall provide the abINty to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SURTt: NQI shall support Latent Print Feature 1nvesligatk)n Searches.

LSC.UR21: (APIS shall support Latent Fea^re Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search requa^.

STRQ82: The lAFlS L^nsaction for latent patm print searches shall be at^elo expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of carxJldates returned by a palm latent sear(^ to be user-deftned.

STRQt 1 1 ; Latent palm print services be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, trafning and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shell provide the same sevices as latent fngerpnnt services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, iralnfng and documentation shall be provided

STRQ228: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or lingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative nteans to Identify individuals without fingerpnnts. such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc,

STRC1S29: ITie NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS ^sll allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronlcalty s^mttted palm print images in accordance wl^ ANSiriNiST standards and future Electronic Flngeiprint Transrrrisslon

Specificatk^ revisions. The NPPS shall have a Sland»d Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same lime the oontribulor submits e ten^print image The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Rapositofy (PPR). arid also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment ^BPPE).

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers vrith the capability to search boto known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI5 Syslem of Services {SoS) data in suppoil of criminel

investigetioris.

STR01 164: The NPPS shall provide a syslem to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, arvd perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal invesUgations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Ideniffication capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten-prfnt. The h^PS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and er^ter case
information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for ur^sotved

latent palm prints. Latent Examir^rs shall have a Latent Palm PriiM Search (LPPS) capability to capLure images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case intormalion.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRC1557: lAFIS Shall provide the cepabillty to search Major Case Prwte.
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5TR098Q: The system shall search palm piints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall pfovkle the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories

STR02&4; lAFIS Shall provicle the oapabiiity to search palm prints simitar to what is available tor ten-print searches.

STR05&6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STHQl 090: lAFlS shall not require the identificatjon of palm regions to search tor palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the oepabllity to search ^)ecific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of Ihe print The Type t4 or 15 records may hold

both psim end major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the abJity to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1 089 lAFIS shall require idontificdtion of palm region to search for palm print submiSsJorts for nori-maior crimee.

&TR01 102: lAFIS shall provide (he ability to search latent palm prir^is against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104; lAFlS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher pnohty.

$UR78: NGl shall support Fingerprint Image Search reqiiesta against NQI flngaiphnt repositories.

i.EO.UR24: lAFlS shall support Flr>gerprint Image Search Requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search twg-print databases* through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SLIR81: r^l shafi provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

LEG UR27: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

SUR80: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories

LEG.UR26: lAFIS Shall supped Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the at»iity <0 search two-print databases, through b^e FBI or directly to others, such

as OHS.

SfR548: NGI shall provide an electronic response to a Subject Search request In accordance with the flIMFF Operational and Technical Uanuai.

LEG.FR119: lAFlS shall provide an electronic response toe Subject Search Request in accordance with the lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SUR6S: NGI shall provide a candidate list In response to a Subject Search request.

LEG.UR16; lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search Request.

SUR62: NGl shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic Information.

LEO.UR17: lAFIS shell support Subject Search Requests based ort biographic information

SFRS47: NGI shell provide a candidate list In redone# to an MRD Sobj^ Search request In accordance with the MRD Subject Search Manual.

LEG.FR120: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a MRD Subject Search Request In accordance with the MRD Subject Search Manual.

SURG3: NGI shall provide a candkldte list in response to a Subject Search request.

LE6.UR1 8: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search Request.

5UR62; NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic information

LEG.UR1 7: lAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic Information.

SFRS46: NGI shall (M^vlde a hardcopy fefeotity History Summary for each candldats In response to an MRD Subject Sear^ request.

LEG.FR121: lAFIS Shall provide a hardcopy of candidate criminal history Rap Sheet for each cartdidate in response to an MRD Subject Search Request.

SUR63; NGi shall provide a candidate list in response to a Sut^cl Search request.

LEG.UR18: fAFIS shall provide a candidate list in r'e^x>nsa to a Subject Search Request.

SUR62: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic information.

LEG.URl 7: lAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

SFR549: NCI shall allow an Aulhoriaed FBI Service Provider to view the candidate list returned from the Subject Search request

LEG.FR122: LAFiS Shall allow an authonzed FBI Service Provider to view the candidate list relumed from the Subject Search Request.

SUR63: NGI shall provide a caodklaie list in response to a Subject Search request. NGI~1507
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LEG.UR18: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response te a Sjbject Search Request.

SUR62: NGl shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic inforrnaCon.

LEG-LIR17: lAFIS shali support Subject Search Requests based on biographic Information.

SFR5$0: NGl chall allow an Authorlied FBI Service Provider to view the record sot returned as the single candidate from the Subject Search reqi^st.

LEG.FR123: lAFIS shall allow en aulhodzad FBI Service Provider to view the record sal returned as the single candidate from the Subject Search Reque&t.

SUR63! NGl shall provide a candidate liat in respor^ to a Subject Search request.

LEG.UR18: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search Request.

SURQ2: NGl shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic Information.

I.EG.UR17: 1AFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

SFRS51; NQl shall allow an Aulhorlxed FBI Service Provider to prlrrt the candidate fist returned from the Subject Seerch request.

LEG.FR124; lAFIS i^all allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to print the candidate list returned from the Subject Search Request.

SllRd3; NGl shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search roquesl.

LEG UR IS: lAFIS ehaU provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search Request.

5UR62: NGl shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic information.

LEG UR17: lAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

SFR552: NGl shelf allow an Authorised FBI Service Provider to prfnt the record set returned as the single candidate from the Subject Se^vh request.

LE6.fR125: lAFlS shall aUow an authorized FBI Service Provider to print the record set returned as the single candidate from the Subject Search Request
SUR63: NGl shall provide a candidate list ir) response to a Subject Search reque^

LEG.UR18: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Sut^'ect Search Request.

SUR62: NGl shell support Subject Search requests based on biographic information.

LEG.UR17: IAFI5 sh^l su^^rt Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

5FRS53: NGt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service ^ovlder to submit Sn Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

LEG.FR128: JAFlS shall allow ark Aulhonzed FBI Service Provider to submit an Arf Hoc Subject Search request.

$UR64: NGl shall suppK)rt Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity History repositortes.

LEG.UR30: lAFIS shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

SFIISS4: NCI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to deeigr>ate an NGl rspoeitoryjleej ee part of the Ad Hoc Subject Seerch requeet

LEG.FR127: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to designate an lAFiS subject history fifo as part of the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

SURS4: NGl Shall support Ad Hoc Si^ject Search requests of Identity History repositories.

UEG.UR30: lAFIS shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

SFRSSS: NGl ahalf accept biographic data as part of an Ad Hoc Subject Search request

LEG.FR126: lAFIS shall accept biographic data as part of an Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

$URS4: NGl shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of identity History repositories.

LEG.UR30: lAFIS shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository

SFR5S6: NGl shall accept event data as part of an Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

LEG.fR129: LAFIS shall accept criminal history data as part of an Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

$URB4; N6i shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Ident^ History repositories.

LEG.UR30: lAFIS shall supporlAd Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

SFR5S7; NGl sftall search the repoeltory(iee) designated as part of the Ad Hoc Subject Search request

LEG.FRt30. lAFiS shall search the reposHory de^gr^sted aa part of the Ad Hoc Subject Search request

$UR64; NGl shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity History repositories.

LEG.UR30: IAF1S shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

SFR9&6: NGl shall search the criminal repository when no repository Is designated in the Ad Hoc Subject Search request

LEG.FR131: lAFIS shall search the Subject Crlminel History repository by default when no reposilory is designated iri the Ad HocSubject Search ^^^^^[-1503
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SUR64: KGI support Ad Hoc Subject Seercb rer^ubsts of Identity History repO$rtories.

LEG.UR30: (APIS shall support Ad Hoc Sub>dct Search requests of subset criminal history repository.

SPASM: NGI ehall perform a search using the biographic data contained in the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

LEG.FR132: 1AFIS shall perform a search using the biographic date contained In the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

SUR64: NQI shell support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity Hielory repoeitcriee.

LEG.UR30: lAFIS Shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

3FRS60: NGI shall perform a search ustng the ever>t data contained in the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

LEG.FR133: lAFiS shall perform a search using the criminal history data contained in the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

StlR64; NO! shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity History repositories.

LEG.UR30: lAFlS ^all support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject cruninal history repository.

$FR561: NGI Shalt provide a candidate list of UCNe for up to the maximum rtumber 4>f candidates as a response to the Ad Hoc Subject Search request

LEG.FR134; lAFlS shall provide a ranked candidate Kst of FNUs for up to Ihe rrvaxirTU^ number of candidates as a response to the Ad Hoc Subject Search request

$UR64: NGi shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity History repositortes

LEG.IIR30: lAFIS shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

$FRS62: NGI shall allow an Aulhortzad FBI Sarvica Pfovidar to view the candidate Met returned ^mthe Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

LEG.FR13S: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the candidate list returned from the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

SUR64: NGI ehail support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity History repositories.

LEG.UR30: lAFlS shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject crim^ai history reposlbry.

SFRSQ3: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Sarvlce Provider to print the candidate list returrMd from the Ad Hoc Subject Search request.

LEG.FR136: lAFlS shall allow ah Authorued FBI Service Provider to pririt the candidate list returned from the A<J Hoc Subject Search request.

SUR&4; NGI ehall support Ad Hoc Sut^ecl Search requests of Identity History repositories.

LEQ.UR30; lAFlS shall sup^wrt Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject crfrnlhal history repository.

$FR5d4; NGI eball allow an Authorized F6F Service Provider to enroll the Ad Hoc Subject Search resulting candldate(s> to a deelgnated SPC File.

LEG.FR137: lAFIS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to copy the Ad Hoc Subject Search resulting candldate(s) to a SLC File.

SUR64: NOl shall support Ad Hoc Si^ect Search requests of Identity History reposftories.

LEG.UR30: I^IS shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of sut^ed criminal history repository.

SfRSt^S: NGI ahall accept a Tanprint Fingerprint Image Ir^veatigatlon Search request from Authorized Contributors in accordance with the latest E6TS version.

LEG.FR13d: lAFiS ^all accept Tenpdnt Fingerprint Image Search requests from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR139: lAFlS shall require fingerprint Image data as part of a Tanprtnt Fingerprint image Search request

$TRQi3l: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQg37: lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

SUR76; NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerpnnt Image Search Requesta against lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS ^11 provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-pr>nt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFRSM: NGI shall allow an Autborteed FBI Service Prouder to submit a Flngerprlrtt bnage Investigation Search requeet

STRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the abillry to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFlS shall provide the ability to elecbonlcally access the military database files.

STRQ9d7: lAFIS Shell make milrtery fingerprint records accessible for search.

$UR7$ NGI shall support Fingerprint image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.LR24: lAFIS ^all support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFiS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search twp>prlnt databases, through the FBI ordirsetiy to others, such as DHS.
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SFR567: NGI shall allow an Atfthorixad FBI Safvica Provider to submit fiogerpHnt Images via multiple methods (I.e., scanning, CD, DVD) for a Tanprint RngerphiH Irnaga

InveatigatliKi Search request

STRQI31 : lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically acoass the military database ftles.

STRQ130: LAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ9d7: lAFiS Shall maKe rniiitary fingerprint records accessible for search.

$UR7d; NGI shall support Fingerprtrrt Image Search requests against NOl fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFlS shall support fir>gerprint Image Search Requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search twO'print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
&FR569: NGI shall accept biographic descriptor data as part of a Ten print Fingerprint image Investigation Search request.

LBG.FR140: lAFlS shall accept biographic descriptor data as partof a Tenprint Fingerprint Imago Search request.

SUR7d; NGl shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

L£G.UR24: lAFIS Shalt support Fingerprint image Search Requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositor^s.

$TR0712: lAFIS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search twoprint databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DKS.
SFR570: NGI shall accept fingerprint claselficatlort Information as part of a Tenprint FIrtgerprInt Image tnvestlgatlon Search request.

LEG.FR141: lAFlS shall accept fingerprint clasafficatior information as part Of a Tenprint Fingerprint In^e Seardi request.

SUR7d: NGI shell support Fingerprint Image Seairii requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFlS fir)gefprint repositories.

$TRQ712r lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices tne ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.

SfRS7 1 : NGI shaK accept a designation of the repoaltory(les) as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Image tnvaetigation Search request.

$TRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files,

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically acx^es military database filos.

STRQ997: lAFIS shall maHe military firvgerprint records accest^ble for search.

$TRQ37d; lAFlS shall provide an ability to search fingerprints against the US Miliiary. DHS (US-VISIT), etc, populations, to be able to solve more crimes.

STRQ378: lAFlS shall provide an ability to search fingerprints and latent prints against the US MlJltary, DHS (US-VI5IT). etc. populations, to be able to solve

more crimes,

STRQ360: lAFlS shall (Ncvide an ability to se^ch ialenl prints against the US Military, DHS (US- VISIT), etc. populations, to be able to solve more crimes.

STRQ378: lAFIS ahaJI provide an ability to search fingerprints and talent prints against the US Military, DHS (US'VISIT), etc. populations, to be able to salve

more crimes.

SUR7B: NGI shall support FingaFprinl Image Search requests against NGl r»^rpnnt repositories.

LEG.UR24r lAFIS shall Support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DKS.
$FR97Z> NGf shall accept a specification of Uie maoclmum number of candidates to return to a Ten fKint Fingerprint Image Investigation Search request,

STRQ109: lAFlS shall return a default nurnber of Latent pnnt cartoidates (default is 20). retomed by lAFIS. with the ability to specify more (up to 99)

SUR78: NGl shall 8upp<Hl Flrvgerprint image Search requests agairsl NGI fingerprint repositories.

L&G.UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS firtgerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provkia FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, throu^ the FBI ordirecUy to others, such as DMS
3FR573: NGI shall accept a specification of the number of candidate print Images to returrt In a Teriprint Fingerprint Image Investigation Search request.

$TFQl017r AFIT shall optionally provide firtgarprint Imagos In a response to a latent search submission,

STRQiQIS: AFIT shall allow ihe number of carKlidatea returned for latent searches for ma)or crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically

STRQ81 : The lAFIS transaction tor latent fingerprint searches shall be able to expand Ihe number of candidates tor high priority cases

SUR7B'. NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

tEG.UR24: lAFlS shall support Fir^rprint Image Search Requests against lAFlS fingerprint reposItorisB.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such 10
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SFR574: KGi Khalt accept an Indicator on a Tanprlnt Fingerprint Image Investigation Search request that specifies which fingerprint information should be included d^e

Tenprint Fingerprint Image Invest! gstlor^ Search responee.

SUR7d: NQi shall support Fir>gerpr>nt Image Search requests against NQI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFIS shall support Firtgerprint Image Search Requests against lAFiS fingarprint roposilohes.

STR07t2: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through Ihe FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.

SFR975: NGi shall perform 9f\ automated Image qudlty chedt on a Tenprint Fingerprint Image InveaUgation Sevdi request based on image quality standards.

LEG.FR142: lAFlS shall perform an automated image quality check on a Tenprint Fingerprint Image Search request based on image quality standards.

5UR78: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against fingerprint rapositcKles

LEG.UR24: lAFiS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFiS fingerprint repositohes.

STRQ7t2: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices U>e ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI ordirectty to others, such as DHS.

SFRfi7d: NGI shall reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Image Investigation Search request that falls to meet minimum quality standards for fingerprints.

LEG FR143: lAFIS Shall relect a Tenprint Fingerprint Image Search request when the firtgerprint images fail to sat>s^ irNnimum Image quality standards.

STRQ229: lAFIS shall accept electronic submissions because the quality of the images sviii be better than paper cards.

STRQ318: lAFiS shall provide a consistent measure of image quality that can be implemented on the Livescan devices so that no image that passes image quality at the

Liveecan is rejected at lAFIS.

SUR7G: NGl shall support Fir>gerprirtt Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint image Search Requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712; lAFiS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ablUty to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
SFRS77: NGI shell sxlrect fingerprint features from tiie fingerprint imegas provided In the Tenprint Firtgerprint Image Ir^vastigstlon Search raqueat

LE6.FR144: tAFIS Shall dulorr^ticdily extract fingerprint features fron\ the fir^rprint Images provided In the Tenprint Fingerprint Image Search request.

SUR78: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests agairist lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712' lAFiS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or direcijy to others, such as OHS.

SFRft7&: NGI shall perform the Tenprint Fingerprint Image Inveetlgatlon eearch of ihe repository(lee) designated In the Tenprint Fingerprint Image fnvaetigatJon Search requeat

STRQ131: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access file military database files.

STRQ130; lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STR0997: 1AFIS shall make miNtary fingerprint records accessible for search.

$UR7B: NGI shall si^^port Fingerprint linage Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LE6.tJR24; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search twoprinl databases, through the F6l or directly to others, such as DHS.

SFRS79: NGI shall perform the Tenprirrt Fingerprint Image Investigation search of the default repository, when the repoeRory is not specified in die Tenprint Fingerprint Image
Investigation Search request.

SUR78: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint reposilories.

LEG.UR24: IAFI5 shah support Fingerprint Image Search Requests agalnsl lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly toothers, such as DHS.
SFRfiSO: NGI shall eearch using the fingerprint cteseificatl^ data, biographic data, and extracted fingerprint features from ihe Tenprint Fingerprint Image Investigation Beafch

requests.

LEG.FR145: lAFIS Shall search the I.f^l5 criminal flr>gdrprlnt repository using the fingarprlrit classiftcation data, biographic data, and extracted flngerTVinl features from the

Tenprint Firvgerprint Image Search requests.

&UR78: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.LIR24; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests agalnsl lAFIS frngerpont repos/torlea.

STRQ712: JAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
SFRSdl: NGI tthall perform all Tenprint Firtgerprint Image fnveetIgatlOR searches ag^net compoeita fingerprints. NGI~15 1 1
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SUR78: NGI shall support Flr>9drprint Image Seardi requests agairat NGI fhgerprint repositories.

LEG,UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint image Search Requesls against lAFiS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others. suchasDHS.
SFRS82: KGI shall retrieve up to the meximum number of candidates specified In the Fingerprint Image Inveatlgation Search requeat

STRQ109; (APIS shall return a default number of latent print candidates (default is 20), returned by lAFiS, with the ability to specify more (up to 99)

S1JR78: NQl shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests agalrist NGI firigerprlnt repoertohes.

LEG.UR24' lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFfS fingerprint reposHones.

STRQ712: 1APIS ^ll provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through ihe FBI or directly to others, such as DHS
8FRS83: NGt shall retrieve up to the default maximum number of candidates, when the maxintum number of Candidas to retrieve Is rtot specified In the TenprIrtt F^ingerprint

Image Investigation Search request.

$TRQ109: lAFlS shall return a default number of latent print candidates (de^uit Is 20), returned by lAFlS, with the ability to specify mors (up to 90)

SUR70; NGl Shall support Firrgerphnt Image Search requesls against NQl fingerprint repositories.

L&G.UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against IAFI5 fingerprint rsposltories

STR0712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Officss the ability to search twooprint databases, throu^ the FBI or dirtily to others, such as DHS.
SFR564: NGi shall ratrieve Hte Indicated number of composite fingerprint Images and associated fingerprint Information as part of a Tanprint Fingerprint Image Investigation

Search request

STRQ92; lAFIS shall provide all sets of fingerprints fora subject

STRO208; lAFIS shall be able to retrvevs muttiple fingerprinl and palm print Irrtages fora FBI number
STRQ207r LAF1S shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm prlr^ images for a FBI number.

STRQ21 1 : lAFlS shall pfowde Ihe capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based or> the FBI number and DOA.
5TRQ210: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm pnnt images baaed on the FBI number and DOA.

STRO420: lAFIS shall permit an increase in the number of images for each record/finger,

STRQ422: lAF IS Shall provide external users with the capability to access addtiional fingerprint images (resultirvg from multiple arrests) that are in the

Certfication File.

STRQ1023: IAPIS shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STR01 1 00: tAFiS shall retain all fingerprint submissions for use in tenpnnt and laterrt searches.

BUR76: NGI shall supped Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGi fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFlS shall fiUF^oft Firtgerprint Image Search Requests against lAFiS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search twoprint databases, through the FBI or directly toothers, such as DHS.

SFR58S: NGI shall retrieve the composite fingerprint Images and associated fingerprint Information for the highest ranking candidate when ihe number of fingerprint Images

to retrieve Is not Specified In a Tanprint Fingerprint Image Investigation Search requeet

lEG.FRf46: lAFIS shall retrieve the composite fingerprint images for the highest ranking candrCate as a result of Tenprirt Fingerprint Image Search request.

SUR78: NGI shall suppcKl Fingerpririt Image Search requests agalrisl NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG UR24r lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requesls against iAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-prtnt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
SFR986: NGI thaJI provide a reeponseto a Tanprint Fingerprint Image Inveatlgation Search requeet In accordance with the latest E6TS version.

LEG.FR147: lAFiS ehail provide a response to & Tenprinl Fingerprint [mage Search request In accordance the latest EBTS version.

$TRQ92; IAFIS shall provide all sets of fingerprints for a subject

STRQ206: IAFIS ^all be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images fora FBI number.

STRQ207: IAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images fora FBI number.

STRQ211: fAFiS shall provide the capability to retrieve rr>ultiple fir>gerprint and palm print imagOB based on the FBI number and DOA.
STRQ210: IAFIS Shall provide the capability to retrieve mulU^e f^gerprint and pafm print iioagas based on the FBI number and DOA.

$TRQ420: IAFIS shall permit an Increase in the number of images for each record/finger. NGI~15i2
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STRQ422: lAFIS 5^all prcrvide extem^j usotg with thd capability lo access the additior^al fingarprint images (resulUng from multiple arrests) that aro in the

Certificatfori Fibe.

STRO1023: lAFlS shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STRO1100: lAFIS Shelf retain all fingerprint submissions for u$e in tenprint and lalent searches.

SUR79: NG1 shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Image Search requests.

IEG.UR2&: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to Fingerprint Image Search Requests.

SUR7B: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against hKSI fingerprint reposilories.

LEG.UR24: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through lha FBI or directly to others. Such as DHS.
$FRSa7: NGI shaN provide a ranked candidate Uet containing zero or more candidates in response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Image Investigation Search request.

LEG.FR146: lAFlS shall provide a ranked candidate fist of FNUs for up to the maximum number of candidates as a result of the Tenprint Fingerprint Image Search roquest.

STRQlOd: IAFI$ shall return a default number of latent print cartdidates (default Is 20). returned by lAFIS, with the ability to specify more (up to 99)

STRQtOS4: The latent workstation ^lall Include a printable candidate list which includas: latent case number, latent numbor, subject name. ID number, score ranking, finger or

palm area of comparison interest, choice of 'identified". "Not identified", and "Pending".

STRQ1C53: The latent workstation shall include a printable or exportable for email candidate list which Includes: latent case number, latent number, Sublet
narT>e, ID number, score ranking, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of "Idenlifled", "Not Identified", and "Pending*.

STROlOSbi The latent workstation shall include an exportable for email candidate list which includes: latenl case number, latent number, subiect name, ID number, score

ranking, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of '‘identifrad*. "Not Identified'', and "Pending'.

STRQ1053: The latent workstation shall include a printabie or exportable for email oarididate list which includes: latent case number, latent number, subject

name, ID number, score ranKlng, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of"ldeniif1od". 'Not Identified", and "Pending*.

SUR79: NGI shall provide a candidule list in responua to a Fingerprini Image Search requests.

LEG.UR25: lAFIS shall provide a candidate Nst In response to Fingerprint Image Search Requests.

SUR78: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI Ttrigerpont repositories.

LEG.IJR24; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint rapositohes.

STR0712: 1AFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-phnt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
SFRSBtl: NGI shell provide a candidate hat containing UCNfs) and optiortal fingerprint Information In response to a Tenprint Fingerprint fmaga Investigation Searcfi request.

STRQ92: lAFIS shall provide all Gets of fingerprints fora sub)ect.

STRO208: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multipJe fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ207: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images fora FBI number.

STRQ21 1 : lAFIS shall provide the capability to relieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number end OOA
STRQ210: lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint arid palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.

STRQ420: lAFIS shall permit an increase in the number of Images for each recordffinger.

STRQ422: lAFiS shall provide external users with the capability to access the additional fingerprint Images (resulting bom multiple arrests) tiiat are in the

Certification File

STRQ1023: f/^15 shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STRQ1 tOO: lAFIS shall retain all fingerprint submissions for use In tenprint ar>d latent searches.

SUR79: NGl sriatl provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint image Search requests.

tEG.UR25! tAFiS shall provide a candidate list in re^>onse to Fingerprint Image Search Requests.

SUR78: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests againsi NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ7t2: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print dalebases, tiKough the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.

SFRb69: NGI ehali provide external system link IdenUftarfs), available, for each candidate as part of the Tenprint Fingerprint Image Investigation Search reaponee.

NGI-1513
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BIO.FEAT2Z7: Thd solution shall provKlo enumerators only to requesting agencies that have agreements with US-VISIT detailing the terms end conditioris for using and
disseminating enurT>erators.

SUR61 ; NGI shall provkla external system kink identifiers as part of an Investigative Search response.

SUR62: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic Information.

LEQ.UR17: lAFlS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

SUR7Q: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR2Q; lAPIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Irnage Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to exparKl the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be ir^oreased

dynarnically.

5TRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the nuimber of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 11; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, arid provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentalJon shall be provided

STRQ11Q: Latent palm print servlcas shall provide the same services as latent fir>gerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; tAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without firtgerprknts. such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fir>gers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers.

mlBsirtg hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS2g: The NPPS shah provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STR01163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searchirtg of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordar>c8 with ANSI/NIST standards artd future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Phot Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the Same tlrrte the contributor submits a teivprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unkr>owm candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

5TR011$4: The NPPS shall provide s system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknossm candidate repositonas. generate queries, create linkages, arid perform searches ofCJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS Shall provide eorolirnent and identifrcation capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten^print, Tha NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STROS36: Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 1 6S: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved
latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFfS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133; lAFlS shall provide the ability lo search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories. NGI~15 14
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STRQ2641 lAFJS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches

STROS36: lAFtS shall provide the capability to search paim vs. paim.

5TRQ1D90: lAFIS shall not require the idenlificabon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crirnes.

$TRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPP5 shall have the capability to search specinc sections Of the print. Ttie Type l4or tb recortis may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to Search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637. lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl0d9: lAFlS shall require identificalion of palm region to search for paim phnt submissions for non-major crimes.

$TRQ1 1 02; lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prims against a list of suspects

STRQttOA: lAFIS shall allow palm print submfssiohs for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71. N(^l shall ^pport Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEQ.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQS2: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shaH be able to expartd the number of car^idates for high priority cases.

STR0329; NPPS shell allow the number of candidates returned for Latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically

STR0536: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided curtently;

applicable hardware, so^are, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; apphcable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRa226; lAFlS shall allow altemafive me^s to identify indivkluele without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingem. missing hends or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: I^IS shall allow atterrraUve means to idenfify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print reposKory.

STRQ1 163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repositoiy in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI^NIST star>dards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission
Specificetion (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Stdrvdard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conbtbutor submits a
palm print image at same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS ^fl populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

5TRQ531 ; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and sKtemal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repcsltories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform saarr^^ of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigationa.

STRQl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to tr^ternal and external customers wilh the capability to search both known artel

unknown candidate repertories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identllicatjon capabilItJed similar lo what is currenlly

availaMe via ten-print. Hie NPPS. upon ^Jbmisslon of a p^m prim, ^all create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

NGI-1515
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STRQ536: Latent Examiners stiaU have a Latent Pairn Print Search (LPPS) capability tc capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
infonnatkin.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image ratrievsl for palm print comparisons by letert examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search ^LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuba

marKar and enter case information.

STR0539: NPPS eh a II provide th e ability to search $pe cific areas of a palm print

.

STRQ557; lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133r lAFfS shei provide the abiirty to search palm prints In the IAFI5 repositories.

STRQ284: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for terr-print searches.

STR05S6: I APIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm

STRO1090: lAflS shall not require the identllicaboh of palm regiona to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectfor^s of the print.

STR04 : NPPS aha II have the capability to search specin c sections of the prii^t . The Type 1 4 or 1 S records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against speciftc areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow saarr^s of palm prints by regions.

STRQl0d9: lAFlS Shall require idenlificalion of palm region to search for palm phnt suPrrissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRO1104: IAFI5 Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR7d: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests agairwt lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide F8l Field Offices bie ability to Search two-prinl databases, through ihe FBI or directly to oUiers, such as DHS.
SUR$1: NGI shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request

LEG.UR27: lAFfS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

SUR80: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712! lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices (he abfNty to search two-printdaiabases, through the FBI or directly to others^, auch
as DK5.

SFR690: NGl shall allow an Au^orlxed FBI Service Provider to vtew the TervprlrvtFinfferprint Image Inveetigetlon Search response.

STRQS2: lAFlS Shah provide all sets of fingerprints for a subject.

$TRO20S: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fir>gerphnt and pairn print images fora FBI number.

STRQ207: lAFlS ^all be dblelo retrieve multiple fingerprint and patm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ211: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print Images based on the FBI number and OOA
STRQ210: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingen^rint arid paFm print images based on the FBI number ar>d DOA.

STRQ420: FAFIS shall permit an increase in the number of images for each recorti'finger.

5TRQ422: lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability to access the addHlonal fingerprint images [resulling from multiple arrests) that are In the

Certificabon File.

STRQ1023: lAFIS shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STRQllOO: lAFIS shall retain ell fingerprint submissions for use in tenprinland latent searches.

STRQ131: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to etectronically access the military database flies.

5TRQ130: (APIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database nias.

STRQ997: lAFlS shall rnake milttary fingerprint records accessible for search. NGI-15 16
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SUR79: N6 I shall provide a candidate list in response to a FingerprinL Image Search requests.

LEG.UR25: lAFlS shall provide a candidate fist in respor^se to Fingerprint Image Search Reque^.
SUR7d: NK3I shall support Fingerprint Image Search reqi^sts dgaihst NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the abifity to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly toothers, such as OFiS.

SFR591; NGI shell sHdw an Authorized FBI Service ProWder to print the Tenprint FlngeTprint Image Invsstigadon Search response.

STR092: lAFlS shall provide all sets of fir^gerprints for a subject.

STRQ208: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print Images for a FBI number.

STRQ207: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingeipiinland palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ211: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and POA
STRCt2lO: lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number end DOA.

5TRQ420: lAFIS shall permit an increase (n the number of images for each record/finger.

STRQ422: lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability to access the additk)nal fingerprint images (resuiUng from mult^e crests) that are in the

Certification File

STRQ1023: LAPIS shall allow remote access to the CERT flies.

STRQ1 100: LAFIS shelf retain all fingerprint submissions for use in tenprint and latent searches.

STRQ131 : IAFI5 shall provide the ability to efectronicaily access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the ability tO electronically access the military database files.

5TRQ997: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

&UR79: NGI shall provide a caodkiate list in response to a Fingerprint Image Search requests.

LEG.L)R25: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to Fingerprint Image Search Requests.

SUR7a: NGI shall support Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories

LEG.LJR24: f^is Shell support Ffngerprini image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: i/^IS Shall provide FBI Field Offkos the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI ordinectiy to olhers. such as DH$
SFR5d2; NGI shall accept a Tertprint Fingerprint Feature Investigetlon Search request from Authorized Contributory in vxoniancB with the latest EBTS version.

LEC.FR14d: lAFiS ^all accept Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Search requests from an Authorized Contributor fn accordance with the latest EBTS version

LEG.FR150: lAFIS shall raquire fingerprint feature data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Search request.

STRQISI: lAFIS shall provide the ability to eiectronic^iy access the military database files.

STRQ130: IAFI$ shall provide the ab^ity to eieotrr^iicelly access Ihe n^iitary database flies.

STRQ997: lAFlS shall make military fir>gerprint records accessible for search

SUR6O 1 NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26: IAFI$ shalf support Fir^rprint Feature Search requests against I APIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to othere, such as DH$.
SFRS93: NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Ir^vestigation Search request

STRQl3t: lAFlS shall provide the ability to eledronicaHy access military database files.

STRQ130! lAFlS shall provide Ihe atriiity to electronically access the military database files.

STRG997: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accesaibie for search.

SUR80; NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.LIR251 IAFI5 Shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FB1 Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
8FR594: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBt Service Provider to subndt fingerprint Images via multiple methods (i.e., scanning, CD, OVO) for a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature

invesUgaUon Search request.

STRQ131; lAFlS shall provide (he abiifty to electronically access the military database files. NGI~15 1
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STRQ130: iAflS shall pnavida the abifity to elactnonfcally access the military database files.

STR0697: 1APIS shall make mflltdry fingerprint records accessible for search.

SUR80: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI firtgerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26: IAFI5 shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against IAFI5 fingerprint repositories.

STR0712r lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.

8FR$96; NCI ehall accept fingerprint class ifi cation information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Featurs Investigation Search request.

LEG FRI51: lAFiS shall accept fir>gerprtntclaasificatlon information as pari of a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Search request

SUR80: NGI shafi support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR25: lAFIS shall Support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712; lAFIS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two^print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFR597: NGI shall accept biographic descriptor data as part of a Tenpiint Rngerprint Feature Investigation Search request.

LE<3.FR152: lARS ^ali accept biographic descriptor data as panof a Tenpnnt Fingerprint Feature Search Request

SIIR8O1 NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI firtgerprir^t repositories.

LEG.UR28: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the abHity to search two-pryil databases, through the FBI or direcliy to others, such as DHS.
SFR598: NGI shall accept a designation of the reposItoryCfes) as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search request

STRQ13I; lAFlS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database fiies-

STRQ130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the m^itary database fifes.

STRQ997: JAFIS shall rnak© mlliiary fihgarprtni records accessible for search.

STRQ379; lAFIS Shall provide an ability to search fingerprints against the US Military, DHS (US-VISIT), etc. populations, to be able to solve more crimes.

STRQ378: lAFIS shall provide an ability to search fingerprints and latent prints against the US Military, DHS (US-VISIT), etc. populations, to be able to solve

more crimes.

STRQ380: lAFIS sh^i provide an ability to search latent prints against the US Military, DHS (US-VISIT), elc. populations, to be able to solve more crimes.

STRQ37S: lAFIS shall provide an ability to search fingerprints and latent prints against the US Military, DHS (US-VISIT), etc. populations, to be able to solve

more crimes.

SUR80: NGI Shall support Fing^print Feature Search requests against NGl fingerprint repositonss

LEG.UR26: lAFIS shall suppoK Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFRSeg; shall accept a epectflc^tJon of the maximum number of carMtidatee to return In a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search request.

STRQtOSi lAFiS shall return a default number of latent print candidates (default Is 20), returned by lAFlS, with the ability to specify more (up to 99)

$UR80: NGJ Shall support Fingerprint Feature $e^h requests against NGI fingerprint repositories

LE6.UR26: 1/^I3 Shall support Fingerprint Feature Sean:^ requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositories'

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-prirri databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFRfiOQ: NGI Shalt acc^ a ep»eifi«d number of candidate print images to return In a Tenprint FIngerprirti Feature Investigation Search request.

STRQ101 7: AfIT shall optionally provide fingerprint images in a response to a latent search submission.

STRQl0ld: AFJT shall allow the number of candidates returned foriatent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STROdi : The lAFIS transaction for latent fingerprint searches shall be eble to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

$UR80: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI firtgerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26; lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRC1712: lAFjS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly toothers, such as DHS.
SFR641: NGI shall accept an indicator on a RngarpNnt Feature tnveetlgatton Search request that epeclfles which fingerprint infurmation should be Included with the Tenprint

Fingerprint Feature Inveetigatlon Search responee.

SUR80: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories. NGI~15 18
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LEG UR26; lAFIS shalk support FIrvgsrprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shah pro'tnde FBI Fi^d Offices ttie ability to search two -print debases, through (he FBI or directly toothers, suchaaDHS.
SFR6Q2: MGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to manually axiract fingerprint features from the fingerprint Images as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature

Invesllgadon Search requeeL

SUR80; N6I shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGl fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26: (APIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shell provide F8i Field Offices the ability to search two-print detebaaes. through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFROOS: NGJ shall partomi the Tenpiint Fingerprint Feature Investigation search of (he repos Itoryfles} desigruited In the Tenprinc Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search requt

STRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the ability to alectnxilcally access the military database files.

STRQ130; lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ997: lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

SUR$0: NGI shall support Fingerprint Fa^riure Search requests against NGI fingerpnnt repositories.

LEG.JR26: lAFIS ^aJI support Fingerpnnt Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: lAFIS Shall provide FBI FieW Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFRS04: NGI shall perform the Ternirlnt Fingerprint Feahire Inveetlgatior^ search of the default repository, when the repository is not specified irtthe T^piirtt Flngerp(ir>t

Feature Investigation Search request.

SURfiO: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests egainat NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEO.JR26: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, tf^ugh the FBI or directly to othere, such as DHS
SFR605: NGI shall search ueing the fingerprintfaature, fingerprint classification, and biographic data contained within the Tenprfnt Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search
requeet.

IEG.FR153: lAFlS shall search the lAFlS criminal fingerprint repository using the fingerprint feature, fingerprint classification, and biographic data contained within the Tenprtnt

Fingerprint Feature Search request.

SURSD: NOi shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGJ fingerprint repositories,

LEG.UR26: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search reque^s against lAFIS fingerprint repositories

STRQ712: lAFIS Shell provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two- print databases, through the FBI or direcUy to others, such as DHS.
$Fft606: NGI shall perform all TerpHrtt Flr\9erprlr>t Feature tnveetigatlon eearchee against composite fingerprints.

SURBO: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

L&G.UR26: lAFiS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories

STRQ712: lAFlS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ab^ity to search two-print databases, through the FBI or (Greedy to others, ^uch as DHS.
SFRS07: NGI shall retrieve up to (he maximum number of candidatee specified In the TenprintFIngerprfnt Feature Investigation Search request.

STRO109: lAFIS shall return a default number of Latent print candidates (defi^ult Is 20), returned by lAFIS, with the ebility to specify more (up to 99)

SUR80: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI flrigerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26: lAFIS shall support Fir>gerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: iAFIS shell provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.

8FR603: NOf shall retrieve up to the default maximum number of candidates, wheo the maximum number of candldales to retrieve fs not specified In the Tenprint Fingerprint

Feature Investigation Setfch request

STRQ109: 1AFI5 shall return a de^ult number of latent print candidates (default Is 20), returned by IAFIS, with the ability to spedfy more (up to 99}

SUR80: NGI shall support Firvgerprint Feature Search requests agfunsl NGI fingerprmi repositories.

LEG.UR26: IAFIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests dgainat IAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: IAFIS Shell provide FBI Field Offices the ability (0 search two-print databases, through the FBI or direefiy to others, such as DHS.
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SFR609: KGI shall retrl«v« tha compotita flngatpricil ImagM fortha highaat ranking candidate whan the nunriber of llngai^rlnt Images to return is not specified tn a Tenprfnt

Fingerprint Feature Inveetlgatlon Search requeat

LEG.FR154; lAFlS shall retrieve the corrposite fingerprint images for the highest ranking candidate es a result ofTenpnnt Fingerprint Feature Search request

SURdO: NGI shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories.

LEG.LIR26: IAFJ5 shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: lAFlS ^^il provide FBI Field Offices U)e a^lity to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly lo others, such as DHS.

5FR610: NOt shall retrieve the irtdicated number of composite fingerprint Images and associated irtformatlon as part of aTenprInt Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search

request.

STRQ92: lAFtS shall provide all sets of fingerprints fora subject.

STRQ20S: lAFIS Shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print Images for a FBI number.

5TRO207; lAFIS shall t>e able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ211: lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve miitipio fingerprint and palm print Images based oh the FBI number and OOA.
STRQ210: lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint ar^d palm print images based on the FBI number and OOA.

STRQ420: IAFI$ shall permit ar^ increase in the number of irnages for each record/finger.

STRQ422: lAFIS shall provide exterr^al users with the capability (o access the additional fingerprint irnages (resulting from multiple arrests) that are tn the

Certification File.

STRQ1023' fAFIS shall allow r^note access to the CERT files.

STRQ1100: lAFIS shall retain all fingerprint submissionfi for use in lenphnf and latent searches.

SUR80: MQI Shall support Fingerprint Feebjre Search requests egainsi f4GI fir>gerprint r^osituries.

LEG.UR26: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFlS fingerprint reposNories.

STR0712: lAFlS Shall provide FB1 Field Offices the ability to search two-prirvt databases^ through the FBI or drrecfly to Olher^, such as DHS.
SFR612: NGI shall provide a response to a Tenprfnt Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search request In accordance wtih the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR15&: lAFlS shall provide a response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Search request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ92'. tAFiS shall provide eli sets of fingerpririts for a subject.

STRQ2061 lAFIS shall be able to retrieve muffipte fir^gerprint and palm print images fiora FBI number.

STRQ207 lAFIS Shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images tor a FBI number.

STR02t 1 : lAFIS Shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on Ihe FBI number and DOA
STRQ210: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve muitii^e fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.

STRQ420; lAFlS shall permit an increase in the number of images for each record/finger.

5TR0422: iAFiS shall provide external users with the capability to access the eddriional fingerprint images (resulting from multiple arrests) that are in the

Cartification File.

STRO1023: IAFIS shall alk>w remote access to the CERT files.

STR01 1 00: IAFIS shall retain aN fingerprint submiasioris for use in teoprinf and latent searches.

SURS1: NGI shall provide a candidate list in resporrseto a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

LE6.iJR27: IAFIS shall provide a carteldete list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request

SUR80: NGI shall ^pport Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repertories.

LEG.UR26r IAFIS shall support Fir>0er^nl Feature Search requests against IAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two^print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS
SFR613: NGI shall provide a ranked cartdidato list containing zero or mrno cardidales In response to a Ten^Hlnt Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search request.

LEG.FR1&6: IAFIS shall provkle a ranked candidate list ofFNUs for up to the maximum number of candidates as a result of the Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Search request

STRQ109: IAFIS shall return a detoult number of latent print candidates (default Is 20), returned by lAFlS, with the ability to specify more (up to 99)
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$TRQ10&4; Th« latent worh^tdtion shall include a pnniabte candidate list which ingfudea: latent case number, latent number, subject name, ID number, score ranking. Unger or

palm area of comparisori Interesl, choice of "Identified", 'Not Identified", and "Pending".

STR01D53: The latent workstation shall include a printable or exportable for email candidate list which includes: latent case number, latent number, subject

name, ID number, score ranking, finger or palm area of comparison inlereat. choice of "Identified'', "Not Identified", and "Pending"

STRO105&: The latent workstation shall include an exportable foreman oandldete list which includes: latent case number, latent number, subject name, 10 number, score

rankir>9. finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of "identified", "Not Identified", and "Pending".

STRQ1053: The latent workstation shall Include a printable orexporlable for email candidate list which includes: latent case number, latent number, subject

name, 10 number, score ranklog, finger or palm area of comparison Interest, choice of "Identified", "Not Identified", and "Pending".

SUR81: NGl shall provide a candidate list In response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

LEG.UR27: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

$UR60: N3I shell support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGl fingerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

$TRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, euch as DHS.
SFR614: NGl shelt provide e candidate list containing UCN(a) and optional fingerprint Information In reaponae toa Tenprlnl Fingerprint Feature Inveatlgatlon Search request

STRQ92: tAFIS shall provide all seta of firtgerpnnla for a subject.

STRQ20S: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print Images for a FBI number.

STRQ207: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ21 1: lAFIS shall provide the capability tc retrieve multiple fingerprint and palr^ print Images based on Ihe FBI number and DOA.
STRQ210: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.

STR042C: lAFlS shall permit an Increase iri the number of images for each record/finger.

STR0422: lAFlS shall provide external users with the oapabfilty to access the additional fingerprint images (resulting from muitipla a nests) that ar^ in the

Certification File.

STRQ1023: lAFlS shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STRQ1 100: lAFiS shall retain all fingerprint submissions for use in tenprtnt arKj latent sear^es.

SUR81: NGl shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

LEG.UR27: iAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

SURdO: NGl shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGl fingerprint repositorieB.

LEG.UR26: IAFIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against IAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFRfilS: NGl ehalt provide external system link identiflerts). when available, for each candidate as part of the Tenprlnl Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search reaponee.

BIO FEAT22?: The solution shall provide enumerators only to requesting agencies that have agreernents with US-VI51T detailing the terms and cohditions for using and
disseminating enumerators.

SUR61: NGl shall provide external system link identifiers as part of an Invesligalive Search response.

SUR62: NGl shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic information.

LEO.UR17: IAFIS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic irtformatiori.

SUR70: NGi shall supF>ort Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR201 IAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent image Search Request.

STRQ82: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major orimee, or evanls, to be increased
dynamicaliy.

STRQ53fi: lAFiS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent saarch to ba user^efinod.
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STRQ1 1 1 : Latent pekm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, saftwai’ei training and documenLaiion shall be provided

STR01 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the Same services as latent fngeipriol services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, tralnlr>g and docurr^ntation shall be provided

STRQ?26: lAFIS shall allow alternative rrveans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injurad hands Or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow altemabve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search cdpabilibes of the palm print repository.

$TRQ1 163: The NPPS ^^a\\ allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm pr^ts fmm a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal end State few enforcement agencies. The NPPS shell be a fully automated segmert within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electrcnicaily submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSUNIST standards and future Electronic FingeiprintTranMrisslon

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor subnets a

palm print imago a1 Ihe same lime the coninbulor vomits a ten'print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE)

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal artd external customers with the capability to search tx>th known and unknown candkjate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations

STRQl 164: The NPPS shali provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate reposltorioa, generate queries, cre^e ifnkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal Invesfigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identifiGation capabilities similar lo what i& currently

available via ten^print The NPP$, upon submission of a palm print, shaH create a Paim Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability lo capture images, adjust minufia marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image removal for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shell have e Latent Paim Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

rearker and enter case information.

STRQ536: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a paim pfint

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall Search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFIS Shall provide the ability lo search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STR0254; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prir>ls similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STR0556: LAFIS ^lall provide the capability to search palm vs. palrn.

STRQ 1090: lAFfS shag net require the identification of palm regions lo search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4r NPPS ahall have Lha capability to search specific sectk>r>s of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide tha ability to search agalrisl specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: iAFiS shall allow searches of palm prints by negione.

STRQ1069: IAFIS shall require kjenlification of palm region to Search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQl 102; IAFIS shell provide the ablliiy to search iatent palm prints against a list of suspects.
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STRQ1104: LAFtS shall allow palm print submissiorrs for major crimes to have higher priorit/.

SL1R71: I^1 shall support Latepl Print Feature Irivestigatfon Searches.

LEG.UR21 : TAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requasts of spedfied repoaltortea.

LSO.UR22: lAFtS shaUI provide a candidate list In resporise to a Latent Feature Search request

STRQd2: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the nurnber of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be tncreased

dyriamlcally.

STR0533: lAFIS Shall allow the number of candiJeles relumad by a palm latent search to be user^defined

STRQ111; Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprinl services provided currenUy;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQt 1 Q: Latent palm print services sha^ provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: IAFI$ shall allow alternative rneans to identify individuals without rEr>gerprints. such as badly injured hands or hngers. misaing hands or

Angers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured harvis or fingers,

missing hands or fingors, etc.

STRQ529: The NPRS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQf 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporbng
Federal and State law enforc^ent agendas. The NPPS shall bee fully automated segment within fAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANS1/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingen^rint Transmission
SpecificeUon (EFTS) resriskme. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Phnt Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten^piint Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Reposilory (PPR), aixi deo develop a BuiK P^m Pnnj EnroNrnent (BPPE).

STRQ631 : The NPPS shall provides system to internal and exiemal cuslomers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

InvesUgations.

STRQ1164; The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers vrilh the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, geoerale queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) date

In support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities sirrilar to what is currentlv

available via ten'pnnl. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall c/eate a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ630: Later>t Examineni shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case

Infbrmetion.

STRQ f 165: The NPPS shall provide image mirieval for palm print compartsans by latent examiners and services ftor unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examirrers shall have a Latent Palm Prir^t Search (LPPS) capability to capture irnages, adjust minutia

nrtarkar and enter case ^rmatior^.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a p^m print.

STR0567: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search h^ajorCase Prints.

STRQ96Q: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STR0234: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prinis similar to what is available for ten-prlnt searches

STR05S6: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STR01Q90: lAFIS ^ul) not require the identification of palm reruns to search for palm print submissions for major cririiKli-1523
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STR05r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectlona of the pnnt. The Type 14 or is records rnay hold

both palm and nna;orcase prints.

5TR0328: NPPS shall provide the at^lity to search against specilic areas of a palm pent.

5TRQ^7: lAFiS Shell silow searches Of palm prints by reQtons.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STROl 102' lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRO1104: lAFlS shall a^ow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priohty.

SUR7B: NGl shall eupporl Fingerprint Image Search requests against NGl fingerprint repositories.

LF6.UR24: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS fingerprint repositories.

$TR07

1

2: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search hvo>print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS-

SUR6t; NGl shall provide a candidate fist in response to a Fingerprlni Feature Search request

LEG.UR27. lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

SURdO: NGl shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGJ fingerprint repositories.

LEG UR26 JAFiS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against lAFIS Rngerprinl repositories.

STRQ712: lAFlS shall provide FBI Field Offices Ihe ability to search two-prirrt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such
as DHS.

SFRd16i NGl shalt allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider la view the Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search resportse.

STR092: lAFIS shall provide ail sets of fingerprints for a subject.

STRO208: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve multiple rmgerprVil and palm print images for a FBI nunrber.

STRQ207: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fngerprint and palm print Images for a FBI number.

STR021 1 : lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and OOA.
STRQ210; lAFlS shell provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print Images based on the FBI number and DOA.

STRQ420: lAFIS shall permit an increase in the number of images for each record/finger.

STRQ422: lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability to access the addliional fingerprint images (resulting from multiple arrestsf that are in the

Certificalion File.

STRQ1023: shall allow remote access to the CERT files.

STRQi 100: lAFJS Shall retain all fingerprint submissiens for use in tenprint and latent searches.

STRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the ateiity to electronically access the military database files.

$TRQ130: lAFlS shall provide the ability to eJectronlcally access the military database flies

STRQ997: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records acces^bJe for search

SURB1: NGl shall f^pvlde a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

LEG.LJR27: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Firtgerprint Feature Search request

SURSO: NGl shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGl fingerprint repositories.

LEG,UR26: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests agair^t lAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-pnnt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.

SFR617: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to print the Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Irivestloatlon Search response.

STRQS2: lAFlS shall provide all sets of fingerprints for a subject.

STRQ2Q6: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images fora FBI number.

STRQ2D7: lAFIS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STPQ211: IAF15 shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.
STRQ210: lAFlS Shall provide the cap^llity lo retrieve multiple ftng^rint and palm pr^ images based on the FBI number and DOA.

$TRQ420: lAFIS Shell permit an Increase in the number of images for each record/finger. NGI~1524
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STRQ422: MFIS shall provide external users with the c:apabllity to eccass the addiLlonal fingerprint Images (resulling from multiple arrests) that are in the

Certfflcatic^ File.

STRQ1023: [APIS shall allow reny)te access to the CERT files.

STRQ1 100: lAFIS shall retain all fingerprint submissions for use in tenphnt end latent searches.

STRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the abll'ty to eleotronicalty access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFIS shaN provide Ute ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQoyT: IAFIS Shall make military fingerprint records accessible for aearch.

SUR81: NOI shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

LEG.UR27: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Fingerprint Feature Search request.

SUR80: NQi shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI fingerprint repositories

LEG.UR26: IAFIS shall support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against IAFIS fingerprint repositories.

STR0712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-pnnt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DIHS,

SFR618: NGI shall accept Tenprtnt Fingerprint Rap SIimI Search request from an Authc^ad Contributor in accordanoa with tha lateat CBTS version.

LE6.FR157: 1^1$ shall accept Tenprint Search Rap Sheet Search Request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest E8TS version.

SUR82: NGI shall support T^pnnt Flngerprir^t Rap Sheet Search requests of NGi repositories.

LEG.LIR28: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of IAFIS repositories.

STR0712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offioeiithe ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
SFR620; NGI shall accept biographic data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request

LEO.FR159'. lAFiS shall accept biographic deecnptor data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Request.

SUR82‘. NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI r^iosiiorles.

1.EG.UR28: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of tAFiS repositories.

STRQ712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such a$ DHS
SFRfi21: NGI shall accept flngerprintclaaslftcation Informalicn as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search raquesL

LEG FR160: IAFIS shall accept fingerprint classihcatfon Information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Sevch Request.

SUR82; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories.

LEG.UR2d: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of IAFIS repositories.

STRQ712: IAFIS shall provide FSl Field Offices tfie ability tg search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.
SFRfi22: NGI shall perform an automated image quality check on a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Sear^ request based on Image quality standards.

LEG FR161 : IAFIS shall perform an automated image quality check on a Ter^nt Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request based on image quality standards.

SUR82: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories

LEG.UR2$: lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of lAFlS repositories.

STRQ712: IAFIS shall provide FBI Fletd Offices the abtllty to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to othera, such as DHS.
SFR623: NGt shall reject a Tenprirtt Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request vrtien the fingerprint Images fall to satiafy minimum image quality standards.

LEG FRld2: lAFtS shall reject a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request when the fingerprint images fall to satisfy minimum image quality standards.

SURd2: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories.

IEG.UR26: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of JAFIS repositories.

STR0712: IAFIS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly toothers, such as DHS.
$FR^4: NGi shall extract fingerprint features fiwn the fingerprint Images provided In the Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request.

LEG FR163: IAFIS shall aulomaUcally extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint images provided in the Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Request.

SUR82: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories.

IEG.UR28: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of IAFIS repositories.

STKQ712: IAFIS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DHS.

NGI-1525
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SFR625: NGI «hal( search ths crImlnaJ fingerprirrt rsiKMltary using the fingerprint classification data and extracted fingerprint features from the Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet

Search request.

LEO FR164: lAFlS shall search the criminal fingerprinl repoeitory using the fingerprint cfassificatLon data and extracted fingerpnnt features from the Tenprint Fingerprint Rap
Sheet Search Request
SURS2: KGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprinl Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI reposKories.

LEG.ljR26: (APIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of lAFlS repositories.

STR071 2: I/^IS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS
SFR626; NGI ahaN retrieve the Identity History Summary for the highest ranked candidate(s) up to tha maximum number as a result of Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search

request
LEG.FR165: lAFIS shall retrieve the subject criminal history Identifier and rap sheet for the highest ranked candidatefs) up to the maximum number as a result of Tenprint

Flr>gerprint Rap Sheet Search Request.

$UR82: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGi repositories.

LEG.UR2S: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fii>gerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of lAFIS repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shall provide FBI Field Offices the apllity to search two-print databases, through the FBI ordirectly to others, such as DHS.
SFR627: NGI shall provide a response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request In accordance with (he latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR166: lAFIS shall provide a response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request In accordartce with the latest FbtS version

SURd3: NGI shall provide a candidate list and conespording Identity History Summaries in response to a Tenprint Firtgerprtnt Rap Sheet Search request

LEG.UR2d: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list and corTespondir>g rap sheets In response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Request.

SUR62: NGI shall support Tenprint Fir>gerpr1nt Rap Shaet Search requests of NGI repositories.

LEG.LIR26: lAFIS ahaJI support Tenprint Firtgerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of lAFlS repositohee.

5TRQ712: iAFiS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as HS.
SFR62fi: NGI shall provide the Identity History Sumn^ary for the candidates, In ranked order, as pari of tha Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search response.

BIO.FEAT53: The solution shall make available for display bio metrically-linked infonnaLion on a known Individual to a POE officer at Primary. This infonnation shall include: d.

Digital facial photograph associated with document presented b. Currently captured minimum biographic informatton - First Name, Last Narrve, Date of Birth, Gender, Associated

Ider^tity Oocumer>t Number, Document Issuing Authority, Document Type c. Any existing infonnation currently displayed for an officer at Primary, including lOENT watchlist

information d An indication of criminal history

LEG.FR167: lAFIS shall provide the Subject Criminal History Rap Sheet for all candidates in the Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Response.

SURdS: NGI shall provide a candidate list and corresponding Identity History Summaries in response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request.

LEG.UR29: lAFIS shell provide a candidate list and corresponding rap sheets in response to a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Request.

$UR62: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories.

LEG.UR2S: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of lAFIS repositories

STRQ712: lAFIS Shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-pdnt databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS
$FR62(I: NGi shall accept Latent Penetration Query requests from Authorized Conirtbutors In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR16B: lAFIS shall accept Latent Per^tratlon Query requests from Authorized Contributors in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR73r NGI shall support Latent Penetration Searches against NGI repositories,

LEG.UR39: lAFIS shall support Latent Penetration Searches against (APIS repositories.

SFRfi30: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Latent Penetration Query request.

LEG.FR169: lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Prouder to submit a Latent Per>etration Query request.

$UR73: NGI shall support Latent Perietratlon Searches against NGI repositories.

LEG.UR39: lAFIS shall support Latent Penetration Searches against lAFIS repositories.

$FR631: NGI Shall accept a designation of the reposltory(les) to be included in a Latent Penetratlor) Query request

STR02&9: lAFIS shall albow rerrvote access of the Civil file from the latent workstation

.

STR0421'. lAFIS shall provide accesa to SLC files for special purpose operatione. NGI~1526
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STR0452: lAFIS shall allow remote acoeas to the SLC RJes.

STRQ631 : SLC fitea fihail be macte a pliable U^rough a remote workstation.

STRQ1012: lAFIS shall allow remote access oFthe SLC tilee.

SUR73: NOi shall support Latent Penetration Searches against NGI repositories.

L&G UR39: lAFlS Shall support Laleni Penetration Marches against LAFiS rcpofiflories.

SFR632: NOI shall calculate the estimated percentage of the desigrtatod reposltory(les) that would be searched using the latent search parameters provided in the Latent

Penetraition Ouery request
L&O.FR170: lAFlS shall calculate the estimated percentage of the LAFiS criminal repository that woukt be searc^d using ihe latent search parameters provided in the Latent

Penetration Ouery request.

SUR73: htOl shall support Latent Penetration Saarchea against NGJ repositones-

LEO.UR39: iAfIS shall support Latent Penetration Searches against LAFIS repositories.

SFR633: NOI shall calculate the estimated percentage of the default n»poeHory( lee} that would be se^ched using the latent search parameters provided In (he Latent

Penetration Query request when no repository Is designated.

LEG.FR170l IAFIS shsll calculate the eetimatod percentage of the IAFI$ criminal repository that would be searched using Che latent search parameters provided in Ihe Latent

Penetratior) Query request,

SUR73: NGI shall support Latent Panetration Searches against NOI repositories.

LEO.UR39i IAFIS sheli support Latent Penetration Searches against IAFIS repositories.

SFRd34: NCI shall provide an eloctronk: response (o 4 Latent Penetra4lon Query request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance vdth the latest EBTS version.

LEG FR171: IAFIS shall provide an electronic response to a Latent Penetration Query request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR73: NGI shall support Latent Penetratjon Searches against NGI repositories.

LE6.UR39: IAFIS shall support Latent Penetration Searches against IAFIS repositories.

SFR639: NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the results of the Latent Penetration Query requesL

LEG.FR1 72: IAFIS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Fht>vider to view the results of the Latent Penetration Query request.

SUR73: NGI shall support Latent Penetration Searches against NGI repositones.

LEG.UR39: IAFIS shall support Latent Penetration Searches against IAFIS repositories.

SFRfi36: NOI shall accept a Latent Print Image Investigation Search lequeat frotn an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

GlO.FEAt26: The solution shall automatically identify whether an image fa a Hat print.

QIO FEAT27: The soluliCHi shall automallcalJy identify whether an Image is a nolied print.

BlO.FEAT121:The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defir>ed set of values for specified fielde based on a standardized date dictionary

BiO FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter frae*fonTk text for ^^fied fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO FEAT123: The solution shall ^able the user to eni^text compliant wHh a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT129: The solutk^ shall employ biometric standards established by the National institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), ke. (he ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Date Formal for the Interchange of FlogerprinL Facial, and Other Biometric Information, AN SI/NIST-lTL> 1*2007.

BIO FEAT1d4: The solution shall support EBTS comptiarrt data exchange.

LEG.FR173; IAFIS Shall accept Latent Friction Ridge Image Search requests from an Authorized Contributorin accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR174: IAFIS shall require one or more fingerprint Images as part of a Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

$TRQ423: IAFIS shall provide for ktiproved Interoperability wkh existing APIS vendorsfor latent print searching.

STRQ452: IAFIS shall allow remote access to the SLC files.

STR0631: SLC files shall be mads available through a remote workstation.

$TRQ1012: IAFIS shall allow remote aocass of the SLC files.

STRQdM: IAFIS shall provide multiple solutions for interoperability with other offices.

STRQ1Q68: IAFIS 8haH interface with RCMP-Canada APIS systems. NGI-1527
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STRQ1067: lAFkS s^all Interface with RCh^P-Canada and Mexico APIS systems.

STRQ1D69: lAFlS $haH Interface with Mexico AFIS systems.

STRQ1067: lAFIS shall Interface with RCMP-Canada and Mexico AFIS systems.

SUR70.’ MGi shall suppod Latent Print Image Invesbgatlon Searches.

LEQ.UR20: lAFIS Shall prm'ide a candidate Fist in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STROd2: The IAPIS transaction tor latent palm print searches shaH be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for lateot searches for major chmes. or events^ to be increased dynamically

STRQ536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent se^h lo be user-defined.

STR0111; Latent palm print seryloos Shall be integrated wHh, and provide the eame services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, trair^ing and documentation shall be provided

STRQt 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided correntiy; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow altemaUve means to identify Individuals without tlngerprints. such ss badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shatl allow aFtemalive means to identify individuala without Rngerprinis. such as badly injured hands or nngers, missing hands or

STRQS29: The NPPS ^all provide search capabilities of the pakn print repository.

STR01163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcument agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segmem within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contebutor submits a palm print image at the same lime the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPP£)

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system io internal and external customers with the capability lo search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

gonerate queries, create linkages, and p^Orm searches of CJIS System of Ser>rices (SoS) data In support of criminal Investigations.

STRQllb4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wHh the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) date in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities simifar to whal Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPF^).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Lat^l Palm Print Search (LPPS) cepabllcty to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case friformation.

STRQI tSS: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval ter palm print comparisons by latent examiners and eervices for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case foformatten.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7! lAFIS shell provide the capabilfty to search Major Case Prints.

STROd&O; The system shall search pakn prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide the capatellry to search palm prints similar to whal is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ5S6: lAFIS shall provide^ capability to search palm vs. pairn.

STRO1O90; lAFIS shall not require the ideritification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific secticms of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ326; NPPS shall provide the ability to search again^ specific areas of a palm print. NGI~1528
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STRQ637^ lAfjS shall allow searches of palm phhls by regions.

STRQ1089: LAFIS shall require ibentil^ citation Of palm region to search for palm print eubmiesions for non-major crimes.

STRQlf02: lAflS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRO1104: JAFIS shall allow palm pnrrt submissions for major crimes to have higher priooty-

6FR637; NGI shall allow an Authorizad FBI Service Provider to submit a Latent Print Image Inveetlgation Search request

SUR70; NGI shall support Latent Print IrrvaQS InvesUgalion Searches.

LEG AJR2G: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Lateni Image Search Request

STRQ62: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329; NPPS shall allow the number of carvjidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ53B; lAFIS ^all allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search tc be user-dafnad.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be m leg rated with, and provide the same servioes, as lateni fingerprint services provided currently, appifcabie

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRC11Q: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent flrrgerpriot services provided currently: epphcabie hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow allemative means to Identify individuals without fir^gerprints. such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TRQ224: (APIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or Angers, missing hands or

fingers, etc,

STR0529: The NRPS shall provide search capabilities of the pairn print repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data reposilo/y in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept elecironlcaiiy submitfed

palm print images in accordanoe with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a SlarKlard Palm Print Enrc^lment (SPPE) In which a contributor submila a palm print image at the same time Ihe contributor

submits a teivprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and al&o develop a Bulk Palm Print EnroNment (BPPE).

STRQ531 ; The NPPS shell provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) date In support of criminal invastigalions

STRQ1 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuslomers with the capability to search both krrown and unknown
candidate reposhories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS> data In support of chmindi

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what fs curranUy avaHabla via len-pnnt. The NPPS,
upoi^ submission of a palm print shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Searcti (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marlcerand enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print compartsors by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case information

STRQ53d: NPPS shelf provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints,

STRO960: The system shall search palm prints,

STRQl 33: lAFIS shell provide the ability to search palm prir^ In the I AFIS repositories.

STR02EI4: LAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints almllar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: FAFIS shall proNride the capability to search palm vs. palm,

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall rrot require the idenliflcatk^ of palm regions to search for palm print eubmls»ons for major crimes.

NGI-1529
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STRQ5: NPPS s^all have the capability to search spedfic sections of the print.

STRU4: NPPS shall have the capahilrty to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: I APIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require iderrtifIcatpQn of palm regiori to search for palm print submissions lior non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: (APIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104; IAPIS shall ellow palm print submissions tor major oimes to have higher priority.

SFR638: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a latent prfnt(s) via multiple methods (i.e., scannirig, CD, DVD) for a Latent Print image Investigation

Search request

SUR70: NQI shall support Latent Print Image investigation Searches.

LEG.tJR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

$TROB2' The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be aUe to expand the number of canr^dates for high priority cases.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall allow the numtidr of candidates returned for talent sear<t>e$ for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STR053$: lAFlS shell allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-daflrted.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as Jalent fingerprint senricas provided ourrenlty: applicable

hardware, software, lining and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenliy: applicable hardware,

software, training and docurnentation shall be provided

STRQZ26: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Idenlify indivfduels without fingenprints, such as badly injured hands or hrigers, missing har>ds or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow attemallve means to Identify irKjivkjuals without fingerpririls, such as badly injured hands or fingers, miseing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STR01 163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching cf palm prints from a Federal data repoertory in supporting Federal and

State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated eegmant within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submIUed
palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolment <BPPE).

STRQ531; The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wjth the capabNily to search both known and unknown candidate repoailoiies,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data fn support of criminal investigalions.

$TRQl164r The NPPS shaN provide a system to Internal and eidemal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate reposllories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform aearches of CJlS Systems of Services (5oS>da(a in support ofcrimirtai

Invesbgatlons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment arid ktentiflcation capabilities similar to v^t Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Painrr Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$TRQ536: Latent Examirvers ShaH have a Latent Palm Print Soan:h (LP PS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRa539:
STRQ557;
STRO980:

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for paim print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pnnls.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

lAFIS shall provkle the capability to search Major Case Prints.

The system shall search palm prints. NGI-1530
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STR0133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFtS repositories.

STF^Q264: lAFlS shfil] provide the capability to search palm prims similar to Mhat Is available Tor tarvprint searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1C90: 1APIS shall rot require the klenUfication of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS Shall have the capability to saamh specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectiors of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ32fi; NPP5 shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: iAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STR01Q69: 1AFI5 shall require Identification of palm region to search for paJm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: IAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints againsta list of suspects.

STRQ1104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crirT>es to have higher priority

SFft$39: NGI shall accept a Latent Print Image Investigation Search request from an External System {e.g., (DENT) In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biomeiric information from external biometric systems.

BIO.FEAT121r The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dlctior^ry.

B10.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compllanl with a standardized data dictioriary.

BIO.FEAT129: The solutior shall employ biometric standards established by the National ir\stltute of Standards and Technology (MST). i.e. the ANSI Natlor^l Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Infonnaljon, ANSI/NIST-ITL-1-2007.

BIO.FEAT 144: User groups currently accessing IDBNT shall have access to both IDENT and IAFIS data through the solution.

BIO-FEAT 152; The solution shall employ a standard format for query respronses.

BIO.FEATld4: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

B10.FEAT319: The solution shall have the ability to receive latent print submissiors from authorized personnel

eiO.FEAT398; The solution shall er^ble the userto submK data to both IDEhfT and IAFIS In a single transaction.

SUR6d: NOl shall support Latent Investigation Searches from External Systems [e.g., IQENT).

0IO.FEAT 1 79: The solution stiall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEQ.UR2G; lAFlS Shall provide a Candidate list Ih response to A Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPP$ shaJI allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to tse intcreased

dynamically.

STRQ536: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 ! Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the seme services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training arxl documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: latent palm print services shaJi provide the same services as laterit fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, tralnirrg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Idertify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands Of fingers,

missirig hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQt 163: Th« NPPS shall allow th« caplure, storage, and saarching of palm piirrts from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal ar>d State law eriforcement agencies. The KIPPS snail be a fully automated segment wiihin lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically suhrriitted palm print irnages In accordance with ANSI^NIST standards and future Electronic Firtgarprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Piint Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits d
palm print image at the same time the conirlbulor submits a ten^prinl image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Sulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ53 1 : The NPPS she N provide a system to intema I a nd externa I custome ra with the ca pabi lity lo search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Syslem of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations.

STRQt 164; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositoriea, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Syetema of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what ieourrendy

avalleWe via ten-phr^t. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm pnnt. shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ5d6: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Pnnt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information,

STRQt 1 65: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by laterit examiners and services for ur>solved

iatent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust miriuUa

marker and enter case Iriformatiori.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a pafm print,

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capabHity to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability fo search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: (APIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs, palm.

STRQ1090; lAFlS shall rH>t require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 1 4 or IS records may hold

both palm and msjor case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: iAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1Q89: IAFIS shall require identification of palm region lo search for pafm print submissions for norvmajor crimes.

STRQt 1 02: IAFIS shall provide the sbriity to search latent palm phnts against a list of suspects

STRQt 104: lAFiS shall allow palm print submissions for major comes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: [APIS shall suppori Latent Feature Search requests of spedfred repositories.

LE6.LIR22: fAFIS shell provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority oases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches Ibr major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ538: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.
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STRQ111: Lalenl palm prlrH aervlcies shall ba iniegmted with, and provide The same services, as latent firrgerpfint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and dcicun>er>taU'C}n shall be provided

SiRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cunenlly; applicable

hardware, software, trainlr>g and dooumenlation shall be provided

STB0226: lAFiS shall allow altamalive means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify Individuals without fingerprir^ts, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabHities of palm print repository.

STRCme^i Tht NPPS shall allow the capturs. storage, ar»d sea^:hlng ot palrr prints from a Federal data repository in suppoiting Federal and
Stale law enforcement egaridee. Ttio F^PS shaS be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shaB accept eleetronicatly submitted

ps1m print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and Mure Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The

NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the oeniributor

submits e ten-print image The NPPS shall populate a new P^m Print Repository (PPRL and abo develop a Bulk Pa>m Print Enrollment (BPPE)

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to irterrtal and external customers vwth the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations

STRQf 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of cr1mlr>al investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currency

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

STRQ5M: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1165: T he NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall prowde the ability to seardi specific areas of a palm print.

S t RQ5S7: lAFIS shall provide thecepabiHty to search Major Case Prints

STRO980: The system shal search palm prints

STRQt33; lAFIS shall provide the ability to ssai^ palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4' lAFIS shall provide the capability to seardi palm prints similar to what is available for ten-prinf searches.

STRQSBB: lAFlS shall provide the capability 1o search palm vs palm

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the tdentifloallon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall haveftie capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm Sivi major case prints.

STRQ32S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm phnt.

STR0637: IAFI8 shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

5TRQ1069: lAFIS Shall require Iderrtification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non>major crimes.

SiRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects,

STRQ1 104' lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR641: NOl shall accepta designation of the Interruil NGI mpoalt<iry(^a) to be Included In « Latent Print Image Inveatigatlon Search request
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BIO.FEAT1S2: The solutkin shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT193: The solution shall have the ability to search latent submissions against in-scops ULF databases.

STRQ250: lAFIS shall allow ren>ole access of the Civil file from the faterit workstatlori.

$TRQ421: lAFlS shaU provide access to SLC tiles for special purpose operatloris.

STRQ452; lAFIS shall allow remote access to the SLC files.

STRQ631: SLC files shall be made avaifabie through a remote workstation.

STRQfCl2: lAFIS Shall allow remote access of the SLC files.

3UR66: NGI shall support Lateni Investigation Searches against designated NGl rapasitc^(ies).

LEG.UR19: lAFlS shall support Latent Image Search Requests of specified repositories.

STRQtSO: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search ar¥j submit the latent prints in a single requesl.

STRQ638: The remote latent workstation shaJi be able to submit searches against the enhanced civil repository.

STRQ1001: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, Including the criminal Ale.

STRQ1000; The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. indudlrtg the criminal file, the civil file and the special

p^lation Hies.

STRQ1002: Tbs latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the civil file

STRQ1000: The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the chminal file, the civil file and the special

population files.

STR01003: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the SPC Hies.

STRQ1 000; The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the criminal file, the civil file ar>d the special

population files.

SUR70: MGI shall support Lateni Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR30; lAFIS shell provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm pHnt searches shall ba able to expand the number of candidates for high phority oasos.

STRQ329: MPP5 sh^l allow the number of cartdldates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamicalJy.

STRQS38: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search lo be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currenUy:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentatior^ sh^l be provided

STRQ1 10; Latent palm print services shall provide ihe same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenfiy; applicable

hardware, software, training and docurrtentation shall be prodded

STRQ226: lAFi$ shall allow alternative means to ider\ttfy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injursd hands or Rnger%. missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS allow anemative means to Idenlify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

rrdsslng hands or fingers, etc.

STRa526: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shali allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporbng
Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NpPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronicalty submitted pairn print irnages in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and fulure Electronic Fir>gerprint T ransmia&icn
SpecHIcation (EFTS) revlsfor^s. The NPPS Shall have a Standard Palm Print Enro^mant (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same time the coniributor submits a ten-phnt image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository {PPR), arxl also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollmenl (BPPEj.
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STRQ531: The NPPS provide a system to internal ar>d external customers with the capability to search both krwwn and unknown candidate

reposHories, generate quehea, create jinkagae. ar^J perform searches of CJIS Syalem of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Invesligatfone.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create lir^ages. and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investi^tions. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identlficallon capabilities similar to what is currently

available via tan^Hint. The NPPS, upon submlBsion of s palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ5361 Latent CxatTvrwr^ shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia rnarker and enter case

information.

STRQ1 16S' The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examinera shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

marf^ar and enter casa information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palim print,

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Pnrds.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm priir>ts in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prinla similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ5S6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ109Q; lAFIS shall rtot require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search speciRc sections of^e print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifc sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case pnnts.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm prinL

STRQSST: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10a9: lAFIS shall require identlfcatlon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104; lAFIS shall allow palm prirtt submisslorts for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

L£G.OR2i : lAFIS shall su(^rt Latent Feature Search requests of specified r^K)sitories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response lo a Latent Feature Search request

STRQ62; The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidatee for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shag allow the num bar of ca ndidates rstumed for latent searr^es for major crimes, or events, to be in creased

dynamically.

STRQ53B; lAFIS ^lall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user^efined.

5TR01 1 1 > Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, trainlr>g and documentation shell be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print servicds shall provide the same services as latent fingeiphnt services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.
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STRQ224: I APIS shah allow alternative means to identf/ individuals without Rngerphnts, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

rriissing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shell allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supponing
Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFtS. The NPPS shall accept

eleclrcnically submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards anri future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print Image at Ihe same lime the contributor submits a terhprint Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages. ar>d perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crimir^l

invasUgatlcns

STRQ 1 1$4: The NPPS shall provide a system to ir^temal and external customers with the capability to search both known erxl

unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal Investigations The NPPS shall provide errollmenl and Identification capabilities simitar to what id cufrondy

available via ten-print The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print. Shall Create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examir>ers shall have a Latent Palm Print Soarch (LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and dnter case
infannatkjn.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved
latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latsnt Palm Print Search {LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuba

marker and enter caee Information.

STRQS39: NPPS shall pnovkle the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ667; lAFlS shell provide the capability to search Major Case Pnnts,

STRQ980: The system shell search petm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to Search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what ts available for ten-print searches.

STRQ&66: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. pairr).

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identification cf palm regrons to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

$TRQ6: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1$ records may hold

both Odim and major case orinls.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by rsgions.

STRQ1089: lAFtS shall require Idenlifrcation of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search lalertt patm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 1 04: 1 APIS shall atk>w pairn print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR642: NGI shall accept a designation of an External Repoeltory(iee) (e.g.^ IDENT) against which latent print data should be aearched as part of a Latent Print Imaoa
Investigation Search requast.

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFIS and IDENT data through the solution.

BIO.FEATl4$: The solution shell allow a user to select type of search in the submissk>n of the query of lAFlS or IDENT arvd lAFIS.

BIO.FEAT 189: The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.
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B(O.F£AT302^ The solution shall prosnde a ’‘cafeteria style" search capability to choose Ihe population, biometric, and demographic criteria.

BIO F£AT396: The solution shall enable the user to submit data to bobi IDENT and [APIS in a single transacUon.

SUR67: NGI shall support Latent Investigation Searches Of an external biometric repository.

BIO.FEAT175: The solution shall Identify records as talent prints.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Pont Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRQ82: The lAPlS trar^action for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: RPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STR053S: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

&TRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently,

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent flngerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS Shall ^low allerrialive means to rdentify Irtdlvlduals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

&TRQ224; lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals wilhout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fin^rs,

missing hands or flrtgers, etc.

STRQ52d: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS Shall allow ^e capturei storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal artd State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS sh^ I be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. TheNPPS shalleccepl

electronicatly submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST starv^ards and future Electronic FingerprlntTransmlssion

Specifioalion (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a coniributor submits a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print ^ge. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), a^^d also develop a Sulk Palm Print Erkrollment(BPPE).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external custorT>ers with the capability to search both krwwn and unknown candidate

repositories, gerrerale queries, create linkages, arvl perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to mtemal and external customers with the capability to search both knowrr and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create llrtkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Servioes (5oS> data

in support of criminal investigations The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificatiorr capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ter>-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPHR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prir>t Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia mar1<er and enter case
Information.

STRQl 165r The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisoivs by latent examiners and services ter unsolved

lat^t palm prints. Latent Examlnere shall have a Lalenl Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuba

marker and enter case intemf^tion.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS sha^ provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide tine capability to se^ch palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-prinif^0fcl^^f37
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STRQ5S6: lAFIS shdil provide (Ke capebili^ to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ109CI: IAPIS shall not rec]ukd the Idertliflcdtion of palm regions to Search for palm print submissions for major cdmee.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print

5TRQ4: NPP5 shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or IS records rnay hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS Shall provide the ebiiity to search agairtst specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shaJ! allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1 089: lAPlS shell require Identifk^tion of paim region to search fcr palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search Islam palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Featuro Invesbgaticn Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFiS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LE(3 UR22: lAFlS Shall provide a candidate list ir> response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQd2; The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidatea for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates ralumed for latent searches for major crimes, 0/ events^ to be jr\credBed

dyriamicaliy.

STRQ538: lAFiS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latenl search to be user-deflned.

STROlIl: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, ar>d f^ovide the same services, as latenl fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentatk>n shall be provided

STRC1 1 0: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currontly; applicable

hardware, software, trainir>g and documanlalion shall bo provided

&TRQ226: LAFIS shall allow aflemallve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands cr fingers, misaing hands or

fingers, etc.

5TRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hartdsor fingers,

missing har>ds or fing^, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supportng
Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment vrithin IaFIS. The NPPS shall accept
eleci/onically submitted palm print images in accordance wfU*i ANSI/NIST standards and future Sectronic Fingerprint Transmiseion

SpedUcation fEFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a StarvSard Palm Print EnrolNnent (SPPE) In which a contributor aubmlte a
palm print image at the same time the oontributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also devetop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall pro>ide a system to internal ar>d external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (5oS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and externa! customers with the capability to search both known and
unkrKswn candidate repositories, ger>erate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Syslems of Services (SoS)data
in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and kjenlification capabilities similar to vwhat Is currently

available via tervprinl. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Exarniners shall have a Latent Palm Print Seamh (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information.
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STRQi1Q5:The NPPS shall provkJd imaoe raineivalfor paJm print comparisons by latent examiners and senrices for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker arxl enter case informatfon.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAFlS Shall provide U>a capability to saarch Major Casa Prints.

STRQ9&0: The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search pafoi prints in the lAFlS reposifortes.

STRQ284. 1/^IS shall provide the capability to search p^m prints similar tov^at Is av^lable for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: 1 APIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identificaUon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; IAF!$ shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQi0d9: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQl 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFlS ^all allow palm print subnrussions for major crimes to have Ngher priority.

SFR643; NGI ehall accepts print posi0wi(e) indicator when a single fingerprint is submitted In a Latsnt Print Image Investigation Search raquest.

l£G.FR175: lAFlS shall allow one or more finger position Indicators when a single fingerprint is submitted in a Latent Friction Ridge image Search request.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Jnvestlgalir^ Searches.

LEG.UR20: IAF15 shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFJS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of r^ndidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by e palm latent search to be userniiefiried.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprin I services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentatfon shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall i^dvide the same services as latent fingerprint servicos provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentabon shall be provided

STRCI226: lAFfS shall allow alternative means to identify rhdivtduals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing har>ds or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS ^aH allow adernetive rneans to identify individudfs without fir^gerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529:The NPPS shall provide search cape bilitles of the palm prim repository

STRQl 163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal date repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforoemenl agendas. The NPPS shall be a fully automalad segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance wHh A N51/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification ^£FTS) revisiona. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the corrtributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print EnroilmenI (BPPE).

STRQ53ir The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cu^omers with the capability to search both known and unknown candkidte raposilorios,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) dale in suppori of criminal Invesligations.
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STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external ajstomers with the capability to search both known and unkr>oviiii

candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoSj data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall prox^e enrodment and identification capebiiitios sirnilar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon subrTtission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiner^ shaU have a Latent PaJm Print Search (LPPS) capabiirty to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 1 65: The N^S shall provide Image retrieval for palm print conparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Sean^ (LPPS) cspabi^ty to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case irrrorrnaUon.

STR053d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The syatem shell search palm prints.

STR01^: lAFIS shaJi provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STR02d4: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STR0556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STROtOdO: lAFiS Shall not require the identlflcaGon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4 : NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of print . The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS ^all provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print,

STRQ637; lAFIS shall allow searches of palrn prints by regions.

STRQ1 069: lAFIS shall require Identiflcatior of paJm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crirnes.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRO1104: (APIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRS44: NOt shall search all print positions for a Latent Print Inuge Investigation Search request containing a single print and no print position Indicator.

LH6.FR176: lAFlS shall search all fir^ger positions for a Latent Frictron Rkfgo Image Search raquest containing a single fing^rint and no finger position indicator.

SUR70: NOl shall support Latent Print Image investigatjon Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Raquest.

STRQ62: The lAFIS uansactlon for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall aUow the rvumber of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to bo mcreased dynamically.

STRQ536; lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user^eflned.

STR011 1: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, trelniog and documentation shall be provided

STRO110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as iater)t fingerprint services provided currently: applicable h^rtware.

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to idenrify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means (o identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STROS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, arxl searching of palm prints from a Federal data rapository in supporting Federal ar)d

Slate law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shell accept alectronk:ally submitted

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and fubire Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specilicabon^EFTS) nevisrons The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits 8 palm print image at the same time Ihe centnbutor

submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPC)

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the cepablUty to search txTth Known and unknown candidate repoGitone5>

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Servicee (SoS) data in support of criminal Inve^ations.

$TRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a aystem to internal and external cuetomara with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enroilmeniano (dentificaiion capabilities similar to what is currently available via len-phnt. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Piini Repository Record (PPRR).

STROS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prim Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQlldS: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparieons by lateral examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prime.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Seamh (LPPS) capability to capture irT>eges, adjust minutia marker and enter case infonndtlori

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a p^m print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shaN provide the capabiBty to search Major Case Prints.

STROddO: The syslem shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: 1,AFIS shall (Hxwide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositorlee.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for tervprint searches.

STRC)5&6: lAFIS shall provide Ihe capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1Q9D: lAFIS shall not require the identificatjon of palm regions to search tor palm pnnt Bubmiseions for nnajor crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall heve the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and

major case prints

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFiS shall allow searches of pelm prints by regions.

STRQIOdd: lAFiS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non*ma]or crimes.

STRQ1 102. iAFIS shall provide Ihe ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STR0 1104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

3FR64S: NGI shall require a print position Indicator for sach flngen>r1n| when multipla fingerprints are sul»7>ltted as part ol a Latent Prirvt Imsgs Invasligatkin Search recpiesl.

LEG.FR177: IAFIS shall require a finger position indicator for each fir>gerprint image w^en multiple fingerprint images are contained in the LatentFhction Ridge Image Search

request.

SL)R70: NGI shall support Latent Print image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: IAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Inrtags Search Request.

STRQd2: The IAFIS transacUon for latent patm print searches shall be able to expand the number of carxfidates for high phorily cases.

STRCI329: NPPS Shall allow the number or candidates retumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamioeSy.

STRQ538: 1AFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ11 1; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, end provide the seme services, as latent fir>gerprint services provided currentiy: applicable

hardware, software, tralnirtg and docurrtsnlaUon shall be provided
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STHO110: L^t^rrt palm print servjcaa y^all provic]6 sama sarvic^saa iatont fingafprint s9rvtCQ$ pmvided curranlly: applicable hardvvard.

so^^v&^e, ireinirtg and dOCumantatiDn ahall ba prodded

STRQ226: lAFIS «hali allow altemaln/a means to identify individuale without fingerprint, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hards or flr^en», etc.

STRQ224: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mtssirig hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ629: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searchirrg of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Fedarai and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fuNy automated segment within IAFI5. The NPPS shall accept electronicatly submitted

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revietons. The
NPPS shaJi have a Standard Palm ^nt Enrolment (SPPE) in whi(^ a cor>lhbutor submits a palm print image at the sama time the contributor

sUxrlts a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (P^R), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Emollmorit (BPPE).

STRQS31 r 17^e NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external custorners with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generato queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services tSoS) data iri support of crirnlnal investigatior^s.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuslomars with the capability to search both known unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Senricoe <SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via ternprint. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

Latent Examiners shall have a talent Palm Print Search (LPPS) cap^llity to capture images, adjust minutia mar1<ar and enter case information

STRQii6b: The NPPS shall provide image netridvaJ for pakn print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Lelent Examiners shall havs a Latent Palm pnnt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and anter case informabon.

NPPS sh^l provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prinL

IAPIS shalJ provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in Ihe lAFlS repositories.

S1T^Q284; lAF IS shall provide the capability to search palm prints simNar Id what is available Ibr terr-print searches.

STRQbS6' lAFIS shall pfovide the capabllfty to search palm vs. palm.

STROlOdO: IAFl$ shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print subrnlssions for major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shal have the capabiiity to search specific sections of the print.

STRD4! NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secbons of me print. The 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major cage pr1r>ts.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas ofa palm print.

5TRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require identitioalion of paim region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide me ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for m^o# crimes to have higher priority.

8FR646: NGI shall accept biographic descriptor data as part of a Laterrt Print Image Investigation Search request.

LEG.FR176: IAFI5 shall accept biographic descriptor data as part of a Latent Friction Rklgo Image Search request.

SUR70: NGi shall support Latent Print Image investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in respcMise to a Latent Image Search Request. NGI~15^2

STRQ536:

STRQ539:
STRQ557:
STRQ9aO:
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STRQd2: The lAFkS trans^ctk^n for fatent palrti print edarches shall be able to expand the number of oendidates for high priority cases.

sniQ32d: NPPS shall allow the number of canddates returned for lat«mt searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STR05^: IAPIS shall allow the number of candk^tes returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentty; appiicabto

hardware, software. tra(nlr>g and documentation shall be provided

STRO110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ22$; lAFiS shell allow aetsmative means tptdsntify individuals wlviout flngsrprirtts, such as badly injured nands or nr^gers, missing hands or fingers, etc

$TRQ224: IAFI5 ehall allow alternative means to Identify ir^tviduals without fingerprints, sur^ as badly lr>)ured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilibes of the palm print repository.

STRd 169 The NPPS sh»N allow ihe capture, vtorege, artd searching ol palm pnnis from a Federal data reposctory ii% supporting Federal prxj Stele law

enforcement agencies The NF^$ shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm prim images in

accordance with ANSI/NI&T standards and Mure Sledronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Pa^ Print

Enrolimeni (SPPEj in which a contributor submits a paim print image at ihe same lime the contributor submits a ten-prlni image. The NPPS shell populate a new
Palm Print Repository (PPR). artd also deveiop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolimeni (BPPE)

STRQS31: The NPPS shell provide a system to interhdl end external customers wHh the capability to search both kriown and unknown candidate reposilories.

generate quer^, create lirikages, and perform searches of CJIS Sysiem of Seivicas (SoS) data In support of criminal Investigalicns

5TR01 164; The NPPS shall provide a systern to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and ixiKnown

candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crimirvai

investigatlans- The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identificatiorr capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnulia marker and enter case inforrnation.

STRQ116S; The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print compahsonB by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnulia marker and enter case informalton.

STRQ639: NPPS shall provide the ability tc search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS57: lAFIS shall provide the capability lo search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search oalm prints in the lAFiS reposHorieB

STRQ284: lAFiS shall proiride the capability to search pa^ prmts similar to what is available for ten piirt seiches.

STROSSd: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STROIOdO: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQSj NPPS sh^l have the capabUrty lo search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sedions of the print The Type 14 or 1 S records may hold both pelm and
major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability lo search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: fAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

$TR01 102: lAFIS shall ^ovide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STR01 1 CM: LAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have hi^ier priority.

$FR647: NOl efialL accept flrkgerpnnt classification information a« part Of a Latent Print Image (nveatigation Seart^h request

LEG FR179; lAFIS shall accept firtgerprint ciassiflcaUon Information as of a Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.
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LEG.UR20: lAFiS Shall pA^vide & candidate list in response to a Latent irnage Search Request.

STRQd2: The lAFIS transadicn for talent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: MPPS shall allow the number of candidalee relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynar^icaiiy

STRQ536^ lAFIS Shell allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services Shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent flngeiprinl services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training arK) documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services Shall provide ihe same services as latertt fingerprint services provided currency: applicable hardware,

software, training and docurnentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fir^erprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingera, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals svithout fingerphnle, such as badly injured har>ds or Artgers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQd29; ^e NPPS shall provide search capabiiibes of the palm print rapcsitory.

STRQt 163: The NPP5 shaK allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Fedarai and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subrritted

palm print images in accordance with AMSifNiST standards and future Electronic Fingeipnnt Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Pnnt EnroNment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print irnage at the same time the contributor

subrnrts a tervprlnt image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), end else develop a Bulk Palm Print Enroitroent (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with capability to saardl both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS) data in support of cnminal investigations.

STRQ116^: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS ^eii provide enrodment and kientlficatlon cepabiiitiea similar to what is currently avallsbie via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabilify to capture images, adjust minub'a marker and enter case informatroo.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capebilrty to capture images, adjust miriufia marker and enter case information.

NPPS shall provide the abSity to search specific areas of a palm print.

lAFlS sh^l provido the capability to search Major Case Prints.

The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositones.

STR0264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFfS Shan provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQIOdO: lAFIS shell not require the identification of palm regions to search for pefm print sifomisaions for major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have foe capability to search specific sections of foe print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific eeclions of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm pnnt.

StRQ637: lAFIS shall allow sea^hes of palm prints by regions.

STRQ 1C69; lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for norvmaior crimes.K- -V K
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STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints apainst a Met of sjspects.

STRQ1101: lAPlS Shall allow palm print submiSSkyvs for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR64d: NGI shall accept an Indlcatorfor enixillment In tbs UL.F as part erf the Latent Print Image Investigation Search request.

LEG.FR180: lAFIS shah accept an indicator for enrollment in the ULF as part of the Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

SUR70: NQI Shall support Latent Print Ima9e Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a canc^dale list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQS2: The lAFkS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ;329: nPPS shall allow the nurT^>er of candidates relumed fpr lateni aearchea for major crimes, orevenia. to be increased dynamically.

STRO&3d: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-de^ned.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fir>gdrprint sen/ices provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, trainirig and documentation shall be provided

$TR01 10: Latent palm print services shall provide Ihe same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenBy; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFtS shall allow alternative means to identify irKlividuals without fing^prtrits, such as badly injured hands orflr>gers. missing hands or fingers, ale

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ629; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ 1163: The NPPS ^al I allow the captu re
,
storage, arid sea rching of palm prints from a Federa I data repository fn supporting Federal and

State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept eiecbonicaily submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST starbdards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrcrilment (5PPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the corttribulor

submits a teivprint Image. The NPPS shall populate a i>ew Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment fBPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a eystem to intern^ and extern^ customers wlih the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposilories.

generate queries, create Unkagas, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) dala in support of criminal Invesligalioris

STRQlt64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services <5oS) data in support of crirninal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to whet c9 currently available via ten>print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repostiory Record (PPRR)

STROS36: Latent Examiners shall havea Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mkiutia marker and enter case Informacion.

STR01 16S: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by Latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent ExamlnefB shall havea Latent Pakn Print Search (LPPS) capability to c^ture Images, adjust minutla marker and enter case inlbrmabort.

$TROS39: NPPS shall (H'ovlde the ab^ity to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ&571 lAFIS shall provide the capability lo search Majr^ Case Prints.

STRQ9&0: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFfS Shall provide the ability to search paJm prints in ihe lAFlS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: 1 APIS shall provide the capability lo search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for m^or crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.
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STRQ4: NRPS have the capability to search specific sections of print. The Type 14 or 15 records mdy hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: MPPS shall provide the abifrty to search against spedfic areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFiS shall alkM searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFiS shall require Identlftcation of palm regton to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provkie the ability to search lalerit palm prints against a list Of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFiS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have hi^ar priority.

SFR646r NGI shall accept specified NCIC fingerprint cl3eeiflcatlon(s) to be used as a filter for a Latent Print image Investigation Search request.

STRQ286: lAFIS Shall provide the abhlty to search Intents against specific whorl panem classincation types.

STR0326: lAFIS shall provide the ability to perform latent searches on specific whori types.

STRQ372: ETIS responses shall be routed through NCIC.

$TRQ371: ETIS responses ^d Inquiries shall be routed through NCIC.

STRQ373: ETIS inqdhes shall be routed through NCIC.

$TRQ371: ETIS responses and InqurrieS shall be routed through NCIC.

STRQ575: lAFlS shall support sending ETIS reque^via NCIC.

STR0574: lAFlS shall support sending and receiving ETIS request via NCIC

STRO$7B: lAFlS Shan Support receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

STR0574: IAFI5 shall support sending and receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

SUR69: NQI shall support Latent Investigaiion Searches filtered by NCIC fingerprint dasslftcatiorte.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigatfon Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS Shall provide a oandkdale list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of oartddatds returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Ir^creased

dynamically.

STRQ53B: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-delined.

STRQl 1 1 : Latent paim print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cufrenily;

applicable hardware, software, training and docurr«ntatk>n shell be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm prini services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services prowded cuirently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to iderrtily Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or f ngera. missing hands or

fingers, etc.

$TRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

mlssirig hands orfing^s, etc

STRQS2dr The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm pnint repository.

STRQiid3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment witi^in lAFIS The NPPS shall accept

electronicaify submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANStiNIST standards and future Electionic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submrts a

palm print image at the same time the contrttiutor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Prim

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and e;<temal customers with the capability to search both known arvd unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Servlces(SoS) data In support of criminal

investigations, NGI- 1
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STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a syslem to internal and extemai ctislomers with the capability to search ^th knoMin and
Linknown candklate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services ($oS> data

in support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shaN provide enrolinnent and Identificatjon capabilities similar to what is currently

available vie ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRO530: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla mariner and enter case
inforiDatlon.

STRQl 165; The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

mar1(er and enter case InfonnatJon

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

$TR0557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

STRO9d0: The system shall search patm prints.

STR0133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in die lAFFS repositories

STRQ264: (APIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available tor ten-print searches.

5TR(^S6: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

SIT^OIOSO: lAFIS Shall not require the Identification of paim regiona to search fot palm print submissions for major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifio sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of Ihe print. The Type 14 or 15 records mev hold

both pa km and major case prints.

5TRQ32d: NPPS shall provide ^e ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall altcrw searches of parii prints by regions.

STRQ1089: 1APIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissior^s fornon-majorcrimee.

STRQ 1102: 1AF|5 sha II provide the ability to seaix^ latent pa Im prints agsi nst a list of suspects

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higherprlortly.

3LIR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG UR21 ; lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.LIR22: 1/^IS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand Ihe numperof candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynsrnicaily.

STRQ536; lAFIS shell allow the number of candidates reiumsd by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

5TRQ1 1 1 ; Latent palm print services shall t>a integrated with, and provide the sarna services, as latent fingerprint services pro^^ded currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10; Latent palm print services shall provide the sanrm services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appircabla

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; l,^IS shall allow alternative means to idenbfy individuala wi^ut fingerprirtts, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFfS sh^l allow sltemetrve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fir>gers.

mrsBing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS2d: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the pairn print repository.
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STRQl 163: The NPPS 6hall allow tha capture, storage, and searching of palm prints froEti a Fe<leral data reposjtpry In suppori^g
Federal and Stats law enforcement agendeii. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFtS. The NPPS shall accept

electron really submitted palm print images in accordar^ce with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NppS shaH have a Standard Palm Prwt EnrolNient (SPPE) tn which a contributor eubmrts a
palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten^-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIB System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigaiions

STRQl 1 64; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services <SoS) data

In Support of crimlinal investlg adores. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabjlities similar to what is citrrantty

available via terH)rint. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Prim Repository Record {PPRRJ.

STROS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prirtt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
Infcrmatloo.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval For palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latere palm prints. Latent Exarrunera shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (Lf^S) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: lAFlS shall provide the capabiJIty to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shelJ search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in Ihe lAFIS repOSitOf’les.

5TRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similarto what Is available forten^pnlnt searches,

$TRQ556; lAFlS shall provido the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1 090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regiorts to search for palm print submissions for major enmes,

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the prints

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328 NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637r lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl 069; lAFlS shaii require identlficatlor> of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm phnts agair\8t a list of suspects.

STRQl 104; lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR650: NGI shall accept an indicator that spaclflaa dw numbar of candidates that will be ratumad from each requested system In a Latent Phnt Image IrtveeUgatlon Search

request.

STRQ109 lAFlS shall return a default number of latent print candidates (defaultrs 20), returned by lAFlS, vrith the ability to specify more (up to 99)

SUR70; NOI shaH support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.LIR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent image Search Request.

STRQd2; The I/^IS transaction for fatent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of car>didates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQS38: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-defined.
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STRQ1 11: Latent palm print services ^all be integi^tad with, and pros^e the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentiy; applicable

hardware, eolbvare. trainirrg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appiicabte hardware,

software, trelnirrg artd documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badiy injured hands or hngers, mla^ng hands or Ungers, etc

STT^Q224: lAFIS shall ellcw altemabve means to identify individuais without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or Ungers, missing hands or

fingers, olc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide sear^ capabilities of the palm print repositoiv.

STROl 16$ The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shail bo a fuijy automated segment wHhin lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically dubmitted
paim print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Elecb’onic Flngarphr^t TransmlsslbA Speclficalion (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Prir;! EnroHnnent (SPPE) in which a cohtributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a r\ew Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also daveiop a Bulk Palm Print Enmiimant (BPPE).

STROS31 : The NPPS shell provide a system to Intemal and external oustomeni with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS j data in support of criminal Investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuetornera with the capability to search both Known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) date in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identlUcatlon capabilltias similar to what is cumenHy available via ten-print The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRRj.

$TRQ636: Latent Examhars shall have a Latent Palm Print Search {UPP$) capability to capUire images, adjust minutia marker and enter case InfcnneUori.

5TR011&5: The NPPS shall provide image reirleval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved letent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Fmages, adjust mlnulla marker and enter case ir^formation.

STRQ$39: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific ar^as of a palm print

$TRQ557; lAFIS shall provide the capablJity to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints,

STRQ1$$: lAPIS shall provrde ihe ability to search palm prints In the lAPiS repoGitories.

STR02&4! lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to wh^ Is available for tervpriol searches.

STR0556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall rtot require lha identifcation of palm regions to search tor palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS sh^l have the capatMlity to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have thecapabilrly to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both paim and
major case (^nte,

STRQ$26: NF^S shail provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non^major crimes

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STROl 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRdfil: NGI sh^l accept a specJfted number of cartdidate print Images to return In a Latent Print image Invesrigation Search request

STRQ1017: AFIT shall optior>a1ty provide fingerprint images in a response to a latent search submission.
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STRQ101S: AFIT shdii oitow the number of cerKjtdstos returned for latent searches for major cringes, or events, to be frtcneas^ d^amically

STRQ81 : The lAFlS transection for latent firgerphnt searches shall be ^le to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

S(JR70; NOl shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in respcmss to a Latent Image Search Reguest.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of Candidates retumed for lal^t searches for major' crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQ536: LAFlS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search U> be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print servicea shall be Integralod with, and provide the sante services, as Latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentaLon shall be provided

STRQl 1 0; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentatfon shall be provided

$TRQ226: LAFlS shall allow alternative means lo Identify individuals without fingerphnts, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing Luanda or fingers, etc

STRQ224: lAFLS shall alLow alternative rneans to identify IndMduals without fingerprints, such as badly ir^ured hands or fingers, missirtg hands or

fingers, etc.

STR052$: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print reposKory.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, ar^J searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository lr> supporting Federal and
Slate law enrorcementagencLes. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wilhin lAplS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordarree with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shaB have a Standard Palm Print EhroBment {SPPEj \n which a coniribulor subrrtits a palm print imago at the same bme the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (8PPE).

STRQSSf : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capabilfty to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal inve^igations.

STRQt 164; The NPPS shall provide e system to internal end external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

Investigations The NPPS shall provide enrollment and MentJficdtjon capabilHies similar to what is currently available via larvprinl. The NPPS,
Upon submission of a palm print, shall create a P^m Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) cap^ilrty to capture images, adjust minuUa marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPP$ shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparfsoris by latent examiner^ and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP6) capability to capture irrtages, adjust mlnuLia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539! NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STROb57; lAFlS shall provide the capsbiNty to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9BD; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQf 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability lo search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

5TR02S4; LAFlS shall provide tho capability to search palm prints similar to whal fsavaJIable for ten-print searches

STRQS56: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRO1090: lAFIS shall not require the identificatloo of palm regions to seamh for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5; NPPS sf%all have the capability to search specific sections of the print

STRC4: NPPS shall have Ihe capability to seard^ specific sections of (ha print. The Type 1 4 or IS records may hold both palm and

majorcaseprints.
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STRQ328: NPPS sh^ll provide the ability to ^arch d9alnst apocific areas of a palm print.

STRQ657: lAFlS shiall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl06d; lAFIS shall require identificatiori of palm regron to search for palm print submissions for non-major orimes.

STRQ1102: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints againsta list of suspects.

STftQ11Q4: lAFlS shall allow palm print subrnissions for rnajor chmas to have higher prionty.

$FRSS2: NGI ehail accept an indicator In a Latent Print Image Inveetigation Search raquestp to optionally return features and matching minutiae with candidate print Images.

STRQ350: ULW shall provide the ability to search on the specific types of whorls.

STRQIlOe^The fingerprint card shall give the specific feature set Pw the same candidate, regardless of the quality of the rest of the prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent F^nt Image Investigation Searches.

LEQ.UPUO: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent image Search Request.

$TR0$2: The l^fS bensactlon for latent palm print seardies Shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high pnority cases.

STRQ32d; NPPS shall allow the rtumber of candidates returned for latent searches for major dimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

&TRQS3S: lAFlS ^all allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

5TRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm phr^f services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software. trainlr>g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFfS shall allow alternative means to Identify Individuals without Fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TRQ224: lAFIS ^all allow alternative nneans to Identify individuate without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabINtieS of the palm print repository,

STRQ1163: The NPPS shell allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS, The NPPS shall accept etsctronically submitted

palm prim Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Eieclronfc Fingerpnnt Transmission Speclflcalion (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrofiment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same tirne the contributor

submits a lervprint Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ$31 : The NPPS shall provide a Sy^em to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and ur^knowr^ candidate rapositories,

g«ierate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJlS System of Servloes (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations.

STRQl 1 S4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both knowrt and uriknown

candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via tervprinV The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR053d: Latent Examiriers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture irrrages. adjust minutfa marker and enter case lAforrtiation

STRQl 1 65; The NPPS shall provide image relrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STR0539. NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO9S0: The System Shall search palm prints.

STRQl 33: lAFIS shall provide ability to search palin prints in the lAFIS repositoriOG

STR0264: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm phnts similar to what la available tor tervprint searches. NGI~1551
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STRQ5S6: lAFlS shall provide the capability to eearch palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS ^all r>ot ret^Ltire the identtficallori of palm regions to search for palm phnt submisstons for major crimsB.

STRQ5r NPP$ shall have the capability to search specifrc sections of the print.

STRC14: NPPS shall have (he capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ326: NPP$ shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRCt637; lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require identificalion of palm region to search for palm print submissione for non'inajof crimes.

STRQ1102: IAFI3 shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

5TRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow paJrn print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR£53: NGt sh^l accept a deeignatior) of transaction priority by which the Latent Print Image Investigation Search request should be performed.

SUR70: NCI shall support Latent Print Image investigation Searches.

LEC.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a cartdiOata list in response to a Latent Image Search Recast.

STRQ82: The l/^fS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expend the number of candidateB for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidales returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user^defined.

$TRQ1 11; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cuirentiy: applicable

hanlware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print sorvicas shall provide tha same services as latent fingerprint sarvicas provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ22G: lAFIS shall allow altemallve n^eans to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, ete

STRQ224: lAFIS Shall allow atlemative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc,

STRQS29; The NPPS ^all provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Images in accordarvce wlih ANSI^IST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Slsndard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a confobutor submits a palm print image at the same time tiie contributor

submits a ten*prinl image. The NPPS shall popiJal© a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), arwJ also develop a Bulk Palm Prim Enrolim^nt (8PP£).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposHoriee.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of t^iminat investigations.

5TRQ1 184; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capabNrty to search both known and unknown
candidate repositorias. 9er>erate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CjIS Systems of Services (SoS) data irt support of crin4nal

Inve^igations. The NPPS shall provide enrolment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available vta tervprint. The NPPS.
upon subittissian ofa palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Reced'd (PPRR).

STRQS30! Later t Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Pri nt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutid marker and enter case Information

STRQ 1 165; The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm prim comparisons by lateral examlnerB and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examinars shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture irnages, adjust minutia rnarker and enter case information

STRQ539; NPPS shall provide the abflity to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; lAFlS shall provide the capabSity to search Majw Case Prints, NGI-1552
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STRO960: The system shah search palm phnts.

STRQ133; lAFrS provkld^ ability to search palm prints in the lAFiS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS Shell provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available ten-print searches.

STR0556: lAFiS shaU provide the capability to search palm vs. paim.

STROt090i iAFiS sheU not require the rderbficallon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for ma}or crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shall have the capabHiity to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm end
major case prinis.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide die ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS Shall allow saarches of palm prints by regions.

STRO1089 IAFIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major dimes.

STRQ1 102; IAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm pnnte against a list of suspects.

STRQi 104; IAFIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

8FRa54; NGt shall prioritize a Latent Prirvt fmage Investigation Seerch using esUbflshed and specified priority criteria.

STRQ717. iAFiS shall expedite the work flow of acceptance, retention, examination and reply for digital latent image searches (fingerprints) to latent examiners fora positive

identification, back 1o the requesting office for Ir^vesUgative action.

STRQ715; IAFIS Shall expedite the work flow of acceptance, retention, examinalion and reply for digital latent image searches (fingerprints and palm prints) to

latent examiryers fora positive Identificaticn, back to the requesting office for investigative action.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latar^t Print Image InvestlgaUon Searc^s.

LEG.11R20: IAFIS Shall provide a car>dldate list in response to a Latent image Search Request.

STR062; The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to exparxl the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall sliow the number of candidates reUxmed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQS3S; IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQlll; Latent palm print servioes shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, softsvare, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQllO; Latent palm print servjces shall provide the same services as letenl fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall bo provided

STR0226: IAFiS shal] allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly in|ured hands or fingers, mtssjng hands or fingers, etc.

$TR0224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to rdentify jr>divl duals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured har>ds or fir>gers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ52$ The NPPS shall provide seetrci\ capabliitias of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal dala repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully airtomated segment within IAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSl/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) raviaiore. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time foe contributor

submits a teri-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0531: The NPPS Shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wilh the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposifories.

generate quehes, create llrikages^ ar»d perform searches oi CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investlgatiorts
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STRQ1T64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, gerrerate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS Systems of Services <SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is curentty available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS3d: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Sean^ (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and ertter case information.

STRQ1 165' The NPPS shaU provide image ratrievak for palm print compahsons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Lelsnt Examinera shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to Search Major Case PrintS-

STRQ960; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ebilily to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ284; lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prmls similar to what is available for tert-phnt searches.

STRQ5S6: tAFiS shall provide the capeblHty to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prinis.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areae of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by reglorw.

STRC}1069: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submlasior^s for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1C2: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspeota.

STR01 1C4: lAFlS Shall allow pdlm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFResS: NGl shall parform an automated image quality check on a Latent Print ImaBS ir^veellgatlon Search requeat baaed orr image quality atandarda.

LEC.FR181: lAFlS shall perform an automated irnage quality check on a Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request based on image quality standards.

SUR70; NGl shall support Latent Prim Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STROd2: The lAFIS transaetJon for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print servlcoe shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRO110: Latent palm pr1r4 servioefi shall provide H>e same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS Shall allow alternative means to IdenUfy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fiDgers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow alt^tiative means to Identify Individuals wHriGut fingerpnnts, such as badly ir^ured hands or ringers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRO&29: The NPPS shall prowde search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQ^ 1 63: The NPPS &h«tl allow lha captar^. storage, and saarching of pa^nn phnta from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State lavn enforcement egondes. The NPPS ehair be a fully automated segment wHhii^ lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept elsctronically submitted

palm print irnagea in acoordence with ANSI^NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Pairn Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which e contributor submits a palm piint image at the same time the contributor

submits a ter>-print image. The NPPS shall popdate a new Palm Print Repository (^R), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (6PPE).

STR063t: The NPPS shaH provide a system to IrTtemal and external customers with the capability to search bo^ known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS) data In support of crimlrtal investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuBtomers with the capability 1o search both Known and unknown
candidate repoaktohes. generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of chrninal

InvesUgetlors. The NPPS shall provide enroilment and identilicetlon capablliUes similar to what Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, sh^l create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ$36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, august minuUa markarand enter case infonmabon.

STROt 1 65: The NPPS ah^l provide Jrriage retrieval for palm phnt comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latertl palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latertt Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case infonnation.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific araas of e palm print

STR0557: lAFIS Shall provide the capability tO search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9dO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133; fAFIS Shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the IAPIS raposiiories.

STRO204: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar lo what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQS56: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search pairn vs. palm,

STR0 1090: lAFlS shall not require the identifkiation of palm regions to search forpafm print submissiond for major crimes,

STRQ5: NPPS shali have the capability to search specific sections cf the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specifk ereas of a palm phnt.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of pafm prints by regions.

STRQ10d9: (APIS shall require itienlification of palm region lo search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shaH provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFiS Shall allow palm print subRkssions for major crimes to have higher priorlTv.

SFR6S6: NGI shall reject a Latent Print Image Investigation Search request when the print Images fall to satisfy minimum image quality standards.

LEG.FR182: lAFlS shall reject a Latent Friction Ridge image Search request when the fingerprint images to satisfy minimum image quality starKiards.

SUR70: NQI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR2D: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRC82: The lAFIS transaction for latent pairn print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall alk>w the number of candidates nstumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQ536: lAFlS shall allow the number Of candidates returned by a palm latorit search 10 be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated wibi, arvd provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicabla

hardware, soltware, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable hancJwafe.

software, training and documentatk>n shall be provided
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STRQ226: (AFIS shall a^low altemati'/e rr>ean& Lo identify jndivtduals without Hngerphnts. suc^ badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow altemali'i/e means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc,

STRQ539: The NPPS shaJl provide search capabilities of the palm phnt repository.

STR01163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within LAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images In accordarKe with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) tn which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS3t: l>ie NPPS shall provide a system to internal and extennal customers with the capability to search both kr^own and unknown candidate repositories,

generate quedes, create linkages, and perfonn search^ of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminat inveshgatior^s.

candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJFS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

IrwestigatiorTS. The NPPS shall provide enroilment ar>d ktenHfication capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Phnt Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examirters shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS aha^ provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by lalerrt examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pnnts

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture fmagea, adjust minufia marker and enter case inforTnation.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557; lAFlS shall provide (ho capablitty to search Major Cose Prints,

STRQ9Q01 The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS ^all provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available fbrten-prtnt searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search pa^ vs, palm.

STRQl 090: lAFIS shad not require Ihe identification of palm regions lo search for palm phnt submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secdons of toe print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to searxti specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or15 records may hold both palm and
majorcase prims.

$TRQ328. NPPS shall provide the ability lo search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFIS shall require idenlificatroR of palm region to search for palm print submissiorts for non-major crimes.

STRQl 102: lAFiS shall provide the ability to Search (atent palm prints agair^st a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: lAFlS ehad allow palm print sitomissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR857: NGI shall extract fingerprint features from the i^int lmage(s) provided In the Latent Print Image fnvestigati^ Search request

LEG.FR183: lAFiS ^all automaiicafiy extract fingerprini features from the fingerprint imege(s) provided In the Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

SUR70; NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.LfR20r lAFlS shall prosride a candidate list in response lo a Latent Image Search Request.

5TRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for talent palm print searches shall be able to exparid the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates refomed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ53fl: lAFfS Shall allow the number of candidates rolumed by a palm talent search to be user-defined.
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STOQ 111: Laient palm pri nt services shall be inieyrated with . and provide the same services^ as late rtt fingerprint services prov Ided cuirently; applicable

hardware, software, u^lnlng and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same aervicee as latent fingerprint services provided cunentiy; applicable hardware,

software, trainirrg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ220: lAFlS shell allow alternative means to idenlt^ individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or firigers, elc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative rrieans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

$TRC1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository <n supporting Federal and
State law er>foroement agencies The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPP$ shall accept erecironlcalfy submitted

paim print Images in accordance wiUn ANSt/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speciflcatioh <EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submrls a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populaie a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment <BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal a rtd external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, end perfonn searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STR01164: The NPP$ shall provide a system to Intemal and external customers with the capability to search boUi known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate qu^es, create linkages, and perform searches of CJlS Systems of Services CSo&> data support of cmeina)

investigatioris. The NPPS shall provide enroNment arid identification capabilities similar tu what is cu/rently availabla via ten^rint. TTie NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print shay create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Gxamir>ers shall have a Latent Palm Print Seamh (LPPS) capability to capture Images, august minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ11 66: The NPPS shalJ provide image retrieval for palm print con^arieone by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have o Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS^ capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case informahon.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide (he at^lity to search specific areas ofa palm print.

STRQS57: 1APIS shall provide bie capability to search Major Case Prints.

$TRQ960; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the l^iS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFlS shall provide the cepatHiity to search palm prints similar to what is available for terv-print searches.

&TRQd96: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have lha capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of ^6 print. The T^}e 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPP$ shall provide the ability to search against specific areas ofa palm print.

STRQ637: LAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

5TRQ1 Odd: lAFlS shall require klentifioation of palm region to search for palm print submiseions for non-major crimes.

STROl 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent paim prints against a list of suepects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SPR656: NGI shall perform latent print searches of the NGI reposltory(iee} designated In Ihe Latent Print Image Investigation Search request

LEG FR164; lAFIS shall search the criminal fingerprint repository as part of a Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request
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StROl50: Latent searcl^es shall be run against the ETIS database.

STRQ1154; LdterM and leri'pnnt searches shaN bd run against the ETIS database.

STRQ421: lAFIS shall provide access to SLC files for special purpose cperatjcns.

STRQ452: lAFlS shall alicnv rerr»te access to the SLC files.

STROSSt: SLC files shall be made availatrie through a remote worl^station.

STRQ101?: lAFIS shall allow remote access ort>s SLC files.

S0R66: NGl shall support Latent Investigation Searches against designated NQI repoeilorv(ies)

LEG.OR19‘ lAFIS shall support Latent Image Search Requests of specllfod repositories

STRQ160: lAFlS shall provide the ablKt/ to search and submit the latent prints In a single request.

STRQ6381 The remote laieni wort^station shall be able to submit searches against the enhanced civil repository.

$TRQ1001; The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, including the criminal fife.

STRQ1000: The latent internee shall be able la launch searches against the EIR. Including thechrmnal file, the civil file and the special

population files.

STRQ1002^ The latertt interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. indudirtg the chhl file.

STRQIOOO: The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the £IR, Including the criminal file, the civil file and the special

population files.

STR01003: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. induding the SPG files.

STHQ1000: The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the £IR, including the cnrninai file, the civil file arrd (he special

population files.

SLIR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.IJR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in re^sonse to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82' The lAFkS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be tnereased

dynamically.

STRQ538; lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returrxed by a palm latent search to be usef'defrned

STRQ1 1 1 ; Latent palm print se rvices shall be integrated with
,
a nd provkfe the same services, as latent ringerpri nt se rvices provided currently;

^pNcable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQt 10: Latent palm print services shall provHde the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: 1AFIS shall allow aHemative means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ2^4: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shsU provide search capat^iitles of ^e palm print repository.

STRQt 163: The NPPS shell allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in eupperting

Federal and State law enfoircenf>ent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shell accept

^ectronicaliy submitted palm prim images in accordar>ce with ANSJ/NIST standards artd future EJectrorve Fingerprint Transmission

Specificatk>ri (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which e contributor submits e
palm print image at the same tln>e the contributor submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Pnr^t

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Pnnt Enrollment (BPPE).
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STR0531: The NPPS shall pro'tide a sy^em to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known ar>d unknown candidate

repoaitories, generate queries, create linkages, dr>d perform searches of CJLS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STR01 1 64: The NPPS shall FMOvide a system to irrtemal artd external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall proiride enrollment end identification capabilities similar to what ia currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, uport submission of a palm print, ShaJI u’eate a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent B^amlners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabilrty to capture Images, adjust mrnutia marker and enter case
Information.

STRQ1 166; The NPPS shell provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examir>ers and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ639: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ567: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

8TRQ9fiO: The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133: lAPlS shall provide the ability to se^ch palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2A4! lAf IS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for len-prtni seiches
5TRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1C90; lAFIS ^>all not require the kfentifk;ation of palm regions to search for p^m pnnt submissions for major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capatxlity to search specilic sec lions of the print

5TRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific seciioris of ihe print, TheType 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints,

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637; lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10B9: lAFIS shall require identificsifon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: 1APIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104; lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Irweshgation Searches.

LEO.UR21 ; lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate Hst in respcnsa to a Latent Feature Search request.

STR082: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number cf candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of car\didates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased

dynamically.

STRQ53S: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm prfrri seA^ices shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cuirendy;

df^l [cable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STROl 10: Latent palm print s^vices shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cunerrtiy; applicable

hardware, software, (raining and documentation shaN be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow allernativa means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

firigers, etc.
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STRQ224: kAFiS ^ail allow aKemative Tneans to identic indivIdueJa without fingerprints, such ae badly injured hands or fingers,

mrsaing hands or fingers, etc,

STRQ529: The NPPS shah provide search oapabtllties of the paltm print repository,

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searct^ing of palm prints from a Feder^ data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within tAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submiKed palm print Images in accordance with ANSl/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification ^EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Sfar>dard Palm Print Enrollmant <SPPE} in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print trnage. The NPPS shell populate a riew Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPP£>,

STROS31 1 The NPPS shall provide a sy^m to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknowr> candidate

r^ositories. generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ System of Servioos (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STROl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customars with the capability to search both known and
unknowrt car>didatd repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJFS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in Support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Examirtors shall have a Latent Palm Print Search {LPPS) capability to captore images, adjust ri^nulia ntarker and enter case
Information.

STRQT 16$: The NPPS shall f^ovlde image retrieval for pa\tn print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuiia

marker and enter case infprmatiQn.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the abll'rty to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS67: lApIS Shell provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQI lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2B4: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Js available torten-phnl searched.

STRQS&6: (AFtS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: IAF1S ^ali not require the identification of palm regions to search torpalrn print submissions for rnajor crimes.

STRQSr NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secbons of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 recortSs may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: lAflS ^all allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10B9: lAFIS &hal require Identification of palm region to search tor palm print submissions for non-majorcrimes.

STRC1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a ilst of suspects.

STRQ11C4: lAflS shall allow palm print submlesions for ntajor crimes to have higher priority.

SFR6S9: NGI shall perform latent print searches of the default NGI repos itory(ies) wtien no repository Is specified In the Latent Print Image Investigation Search request
SUR66: NGI shall support Latent Investigation Searches against designated NGI reposrtoryfies).

LEG.L1R19: lAFIS shall support Latent Image Search Requests of specified reposilories.

STRQ160: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search and submit the latent prints in a single request

STRQ6381 The remote latent workstation shall be able to submit searches against the enhanced civil repository. ___
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STRQ1001 : The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EiR, Including the ciiminai file.

STRQ10CK): The latent interlace shall be able to launch searches aga'rrrst the £IR. irKluOing the chminal file, the civil file ano Ihe special

population files.

STR010C2: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, Indudirig the cIvH file.

STRQ1000: The Latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, Including the crimUiat file, the civil file and ihe special

population files.

STRQ1003: The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against EIR, Including the SPC files.

STR01000'. The latoni interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. includirig the criminal file, the civil file and the special

populabon files.

SUR701 NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigatioo Searches.

lEG UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRQS2; The (APIS transection for latent palm print searches shall be able to eiqsand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches far major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamic^ ly.

STRQSSd: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidatas returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, arn) provide the same seoiilcds. as latent fingerprint services provided currenliy:

applic^le hardware, software, training artd documentatiort shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shaU be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS shall alkrw alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly irijured hands or fingers, missiog hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerpnnls, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or Angara, etc.

STRQ529: The NPP$ shali prowde search capabilities Of the palm print repository.

STROi 1&3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specificatjon (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submite a
palm print imags at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrotlmenl (0PPE).

&TR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ11 S4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Servicea (SoS) data

in Support of criminal Investigations. The N^S shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilities similar to what la currently

availabra via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print ReposKory Record (PPRR).

STR053d: Latent Exarnlners shall have a Latent Pairn Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information.
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STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provicjd image ratr^val for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Saarch (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust cninuba

marker and enter case Informaticn.

STRC3539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a painn print.

STRQ657: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STROdSO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm phnts In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ264: tAPiS Shall provide the Capability to search palm prints similar to what is available forteivprint searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1 090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectioris of the print,

$TRQ4: NPP$ shall have We capability to search specitic sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print,

STRQ637: lAFiS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STROtOdd: lAPIS shall require Identiftcahon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non'major crimes.

STRQ11Q2: lAFIS shall provide We ability fo search latent palm prints agalr^t a Jist of suspects.

STRQ11 04: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissit^s far major Crirr>BS to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Ftint Feature Investigatjon Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search reguastS Of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shail provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STR062: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print Searches Shell be able to expand the number nf candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased

dynamicaily.

5TRQS36: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defmed.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint senricee provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent paJm print services shall provide (he same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appllcabte

hardware, software, training and documentafion shall be provided

&TRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS shall allow altemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search oapabilllies of the palm print repository.

STROl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcemertt agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS ^all have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits d
palm print image at the sanr>e time the contributor submits a len^print image. The NPF^ shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).
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STRQ53i : The NPPS shall proviija b system to interne! and external customers with the capability to search both Known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQl 164: The NPPS shall a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unkrKTwn candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perforrn searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal InvesUgatlons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilHies similar to what is currently

avaMaUe via ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Lateral Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnuba marker end enter case

Information.

STRQ 1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

lateral palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabiNty to capture images, adjust mlnutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search apecilic areas of a palm print.

STRQ567: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Cass Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQl 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the 1AFI5 repositories.

STR02S4; LAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for lan-prtnt searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STR01099: JAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shaH have the capability to search spedflc sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS Shall have the capabiNty to search ^>eclfic sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

bo^ palm and major case prints.

5TR0328: NPPS shall provide ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

5TRQ637: lAFIS shall aHow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require identlfiCBlion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non 'major crimes.

STRQt102: lAFIS shall provide (he ability to search latent palm prints against a fist of suspects.

STRQl 104; lAFIS shall allow palm print subrriissions for major crimes to have higher priority

SFRadO: NGl ehaN perform the Latent ^nt Image search using the print position, ftngeriMlnt classIflcsUon data, biographic data, and extracted fingerprint features from the
Latent Print Image Investigation Search request

LEG.FR16S; lAFlS shall perform the Latent Friction Ridge Image search using the fir>ger position, fingerprint clessification data, biographic data, and extiacted llr>gdrprinl features

from (he Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

SUR70! NGl Shall support Lateral Print Image Investigation Searchas

LEG.UR20: lAFlS ^tl provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction tor latent palm prktt searches shall be able to expand the number of canUktates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candklates returned for latent searches for n^jor crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically.

&TRQ&36: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same sarrices, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

harcfe'are. software, tralnirvg and documentation shell be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent Fingerprint services provided currenUy: applicable hardware,

software, training and documantation shall be provided
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STR0226: lAFlS fihall ailow alternative means to kJentify individuals without fingerprints r such as badly Injured hands Of fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TRQ224' I^IS shall allow altamalive means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fif>gere, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the paim print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fuily aulomated segment widiln lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI^IST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the conthbulor

submits a ten^prinl image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (P PR), and also develop a BulK Palm Print £nrollfr»ent (BPPE).

$TRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers ^th the capabciiry to search both known and unknown candidate reposltocfes,

generate quahes, create linkages, er^d perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal ^vestigabons.

$TR01164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wiih the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches erf CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of cdmlnai

investigations The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenlffW:ation capabiliDes similar to what Is currently avallabla via ten-print. The NPPS.
ufxin submission of a palm print, shabl create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRO&36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuba marker and enter case information.

STRQl 16S: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for paim print comparisons by latent exemtnere and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marlter and enter case information.

STRQ539; NPPS shall provide the ability to aesrch specific areas of a palm print.

STRO&67: IAPIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ98D: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ't33: 1AF1S shall provide the ability to search paim prints in the lAFiS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide The capability to search palm prints similar to wihat is available for ten-print searches

STRQ556; lAFiS shaH provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STROt090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have ihe capability to search specific sectlor^s of (he print.

STROi: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both paim and
major case prints.

STRQ326r NPPS shall provide the ability to search agamst specific areas of a palm prlhl.

STR0637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl Odd: lAFIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions fornon'major crimes.

STRQl 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prhts against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRQ61: NOi shall filter Ltttent Print Image Investigation Searches based upon specified NCIC flngerprtrit classtflcadon(s).

STRQ266: lAFIS shall provide theatMirty to search latents agairrst specific whorl pattern clasBlfication types.

STR0326: lAFlS shall provkia the ability to perform latent searches on ^lecific vimorl types.

$TRQ540. lAFiS shall provide the ability to perform latent searches on specific pahem classiftcations.

SUR69: NGI shall supp<^ Latent Invesrigatlon Searches filtered by NCIC fir^erphni classlflcabons.

SL1R70: NGl ^all support Latent Print Image Investigaboo Searches.
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LEG.UR20: 1APIS 8^ all provide a candidate ilst in re^MOse to a Latent Image Searcti Re<]uest

STRQ82:The LAPIS (ran&action for latent paim print searches shall be able to sjcpand the number ot carKlidates for high phonty cases

5TRQ329: NPPS shall allow the rvjmber of candidates returned for laterrt searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ&3S: lAPlS ^al! allow the number of candidales returned by a palm faleni search to be user'delined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the sarrie services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentfy;

applicable hardware, software, training arxj documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as iaterH fingerprint services provided currendy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation sh^l be proirided

STRQ226: lAPIS shall allow attemative means to identify individuals without lingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify irKlividudls without fingerprints, such a$ badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hards or fingers, etc

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STR01 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal end State law enforcement agencies The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print knages In accord^we vdlh ANSI/NIST ^ndards and fixture Eiactronic Fingerprint T rBosmiseion

Specification (Ef TS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a oontiibu^ submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also devek^ a Bulk Palra Print Enrollment (8PPE)-

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a sysiem to internal and external customers wUh the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investlgaticns.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a to internal arid external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown canctidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support cf criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idantlficaiJon capabilities simlJar to what is currently

available via len-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0636: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mkiutta marker and enter case
Information.

STRQ 1 1 65: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners artd services for unsolved
latent palm prints. Lateral Examir>6rs shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS ^all provide toe ability to soarch specific areas of a palm print.

STR^57: LAFIS shall |xovldd the capability to search Major Casa Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: 1APIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

$TRQ2B4: lAFIS shall pmvide toe capability to search palm prints Similar to what Is available for ten-print seanches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide toe capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO109CI: lAFlS shall not require toe identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.
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STRQ4: NPPS shall have Ihe capabirity to search specifto sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STR032d: NPPS shall provide toe ability to search against spedfc areas of a palm phnt.

STRQ637: I APIS shall alfow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRCI106Q: lAFlS shall require Identiftcation of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: LAPIS shall provide the abifity to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: 1APIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall suppofi Latertt Print Feature Invesbga^on Searches.

LEC.LIR21: lAPlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of spedfiad repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFkS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS ttw^dction for latent palm print searches sh^l be able to expand the rtumber of candidates for high priority cased.

$TR0329: NPPS shaQ allow the luxnber of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased!

dynamically.

STRQS^S; 1AFIS shall allow the number of eaixSdaies relumed by a palm lalenl search to be user-defined

$TRQlll: Lat^l palm prmt services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as lalenl fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR01 10: Latent palm print services shad provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow allema^ve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fvigera,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall prowde search capatHlities of fhe palm print repcsitoiv.

STRQ1 162: The NPPS shell allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in suppching Federal and

State law entorcament ogenciBS. The NPPS shall he a fully eutornated eegmerit wtthin lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Images Ih accordance with ANSI/HIST standards and fuiure Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Spedficalior^ (EFTS) re^^(on$. Die
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment tSPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the coniributor

submits a ten>print image The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (F^RI. and also develop a Buh Palm Print EnrolFnent (BPPE>

STRQ531 : The NPPS ehaN provide a system to Interrtal ervd external customers vhth the capability to seerch both known and unknown candidate

repositones, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Sen,rices (So$) data in support of criminal

investigations

STRQl 164: TTie NPPS Shall provide a system to internaf and external custorT>ers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, gerterate ^ienes. create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of crirninal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenlificatlon capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon st^mission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).
STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Laterrt Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnulia mariner and enter case
Information.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall proiride the ability to search specifto areas of a palm print.
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STRQ133- (APIS shall provide th6 ability pafm prints in tha lAFlS rapositnnaa.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall providd tha capability to saarch palm prints similar to wbat is available for ten-print saarches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090; lAFIS shall not require the Identificd^on Of palm regione to search for palm print submissiona for major crimes.

STRQ5r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

$TRQ4: N^S Shall have the capability lo Search specif^ seclione of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ 1 089: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submlsslorts fbr non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STR01104: lAFlS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR492: NGI shall perform Latent Print imago Investigation Searches agalr^st fsatutsa caf all Individual event prints (nqn-compesite) In the designated roposltory{leB)» Including

plain Impressions.

STRQ150: Latent searches shall be run against the ETI$ database.

STR01154: Latent ar^d ter>*print searches shall be run against d^e ETiS database.

SUR70: N6l shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFiS shall provide a candidate list in respor^se to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFfS transection for latent palm print searches shall be abfe to expand the numb^ of candidates for h>gh priority ceses
STRQ32d: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned fortetent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamjcally.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates reUimad by a palm latent saarch to be user' defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same ser>ricos, as latent fingerprir^l services provided cuirently: applicable

5TRQ1 tOt Latent patm pnnt services shall provide the same servk^es as latent fingerprint sarvicas provided cuirenuy; applicable hardware.

Software, trainir>g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Idenbfy Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injury hands or fir>9ers, missing hands or fingara. etc

STRQ224; iAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQIl 63: The NPPS shall aHow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Pdderai and
State law onforcemant agencies. The N^S shall be a fully automatod segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subrrutted

palm print Images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fir^erprint Transmission Spectficallort (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Pafrr Print Enrollmerrt (SPPE) \rt which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

$TRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capabilrty to search both known and unknown candidate reposilories.

generate quorioe. create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STR01 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal end axtemaf customers wllh the capubillty to search both known and unknown
cancUdate reposdories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfomn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

invesUgatlonS. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examirters shali have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marKar and enter case IntermaUon.
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STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retheval for palm p^inL comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STROS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: 1APIS shall provide the capabil^ to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFtS repositories

STRQ264; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prims similar to svhat Is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS Shall not require the Identification of palm regions lo search for palm print subnrrlsaions for major crimes

STRQS: NPPS shall have r^apability to search spodlic soctians of the pdnt.

STR04: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specifk: sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
rriejor case prints.

STR0328: NPPS Shall provide the a&ilrty to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of pafni prints by regions.

STRQtOSd: lAFIS shall require tdentlficaUon of pairn region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent pafm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow pakn print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR663: NGI shall perform latent print Image searches against all fingerprint Paimprint, and supplemental fingerprint and Paimprint IntormaUon In lha designated

reposltoryftes) as part of a Latent Print Image Invesdgatlon Search request.

SUR7D: NGi shall support Latent Print Image Investlgabon Searches.

LEG UR20: 1API5 shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request

STROd2 : The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expar>d Ihe number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynarnically.

STRQS3S: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print aervices shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cun'enUy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent lingerprini services provided currently; eppllc^e hardware,

software, tralryng and documentatiori shall bo provided

8TRQ226: tAFi3 shall allow sitemative means to identily indlvkluels without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missirg hands or frrgers. etc.

STR0224r lAFIS shall allow aHerr^alive means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQS29; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm prim repository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wllhin IAPIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subirtitied

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingarprint Tranamissian Specification (EFTS) reviaions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Prim Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contilbuior

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

8TROS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal InvesQgations.
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STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system lo Irklemal and external customers the capab^ity to search Known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate querieB, create linkages, and perform searches of CJlS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollmen! artd Identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
i4>on subnrisslon of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRRy

STRQ5S6: Laterrl Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case informaiion.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm print coir4>ari$ons by latent examiners and services fof unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Se^h (LPPS] capability to capture Images, adjust mlrtuUa marker and crtter case Information

STRQ53d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAPiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system sha^ search palm prints.

STRQi$3: lAFIS shall provide the ability to seatch palm prints in the lAFiS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide the oapabiirty to search palm vs. palm

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identiUcaticxi of p^m regions to searr^ for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Typo 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
rrtajorcasa prfrrls.

STRQ32S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specie areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFlS shall require identlfloation of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRO1102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search fatertt palm prints against a list of suspects.

&TRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submlsskxis for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR664: NGi shall perform a eearch of the RISC repoeftory for all Latent Print Image Inveetigatlon Search fequeste.

SUR66: NGI shall si^iport Latent Investigation Searches against designated NGI repository(les).

LEG.UR19: lAFlS shall support Latent Image Search Requests of specHled repositories

STRQ160: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search and submit the latent prints in a single request

STRQ&3S: The remote latent workstation shall be ^fa to submit searches against the enhanced civil repository.

STR01001; The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, including the criminal fie.

STRG1000: The latent Iriterface shall be able to launch searchos against the EIR, including the crlmlnel file, the ci>ril fils and the special

population files

STRO1002: The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. induding the civil file.

STRQ1 000: The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, including the criminal file, ^e civil file and the special

population files.

STR01003: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. Induding the SPC files.

STRQIOOO: The latent Interface shall be aUe to launch searches against the EIR, Including the criminal fde, ihe civil file and the special

population fifes.

SIJR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Irrtege Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFiS shall provide a candidate Hat in response to a latent image Search Request.

STRQB2: The lAFlS transaction for latent p^m print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cas9a

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ538: IAFI5 shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defir€|dj(3[-1559
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&TRQ1t1: Latent pafm print services shall be [integrated with, and provide Ihe same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicabie hardware, software, training and documentatkK^ shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprinl services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training end d(x:urT>entation sheH be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shell allow elternative means to identify irtdividuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing harids or

fingers, etc.

STRC224; lAPiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fing^,
missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search cepabilltjes of the palm print repository.

STR01 1 63: The NPPS ^ali allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Fedefai and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shell be a fully autornaled segment within lAFlS, The NPPS shell accept

elecb^nically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSifNIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS)revlsiorvs. The NPPS shall have e Standard Pa^ Print Enrollment fSPPE) in which a contributor eubmils a
palm print image at Uie same fime the conhibutor submits a ten-phni image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPRj, and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolin^anl (BPPE)

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to lnterr>al and e^demal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, genemte queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS> data in support of criminal

invesbgatkx^s.

STR01164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both Known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

h eupport of criminal InvastigatjonE, The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenlirtcation capabilities similar lo what i& cun^ntty

available via tervprint. The NPPS, upon submission ofa palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
^fomiation.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image relrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved
latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ63d: NPPS shall provide the ability to soarch specifk: areas of a palm print.

STRQSS7: [APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shai search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints ir^ the lAFlS repositories.

STR02&4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to v^at is available forlen^print searches.

STRQ556: lAFfS Shall provide the capability to search palm v9. palm.

STRQ1 090: lAFfS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ$: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectiors of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 16 records may hold

both pakn end major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: t.^lS shaN allow searches of palm prints by regions,

STRO1069: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non'-major crimes,

STRQ1102: lAFIS shal provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects. rvir-r a cr-m
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STRQ1 104: lAFIS 6h3l allow palm prini submissions for major ortmos to have higher phority.

SUR71: NGi Shall supp<»1 Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : 1.^15 shall support Latent Feature Search requests of speolfreci repositories

LEG.UR22: lAPiS shaN provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search requeel.

STRQ82: The IAFI5 transaction for lat^t palm phnl searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crirnes, or events, to be increased

dynarTHcally.

$TRQ536; lAFIS shall sHow the number of candidates returned by e palm latent search to be user^deRned.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentatron shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint serrices provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentatloo shall be provided

$TRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured har^ds or fingers, miaeing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: fAFlS shaft allow ahernaiive means to ider^lify Individuals without fir>gerprints. such as badfy Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print r^ository.

STR01163: Trie NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and Stele law enforcement agencies. Trie NPPS shall be a fully autornated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

etectronicallv submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS} revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time contributor submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPRj, and also develt^ a Bulk Palm Print Enmilment (BPPE).

STRQ531: Trie NPPS shall provide a system lo internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unkno^^n candidate

reposilorias, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ 1164; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the ca pability to se arch both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create Ivikages. and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Servtcoe (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollmerit and jdentincatlon capabilities similar to what re currerttly

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$TRQS3S: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to Capture images, adjust mlnuUa marker and enter case
infoimalion

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide image rebleval for palm print comparisons by latent examirters and services fOr unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

marker and enter caee information.

STRQ539: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm pmt.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9&Q: Trie system shell Search petm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall providfi the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositooes.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS Shall provide the capabiNty to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556; lAFlS shall provide the capabll^ to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS sha^ not require ^e Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions tor major criiH(^l-1571
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STRQ5: NPPS shall have the cap^iUty to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 1A or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPP5 shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS Shall require id^tiftoabon of psim region to search for palm print submissions tor non-major crimes.

STRQtiOZ: IAPI5 shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ11 04: lAFlS sha^ allow palrr> print sobrnissions for major crirneS to have higher priority.

SFR66S: NGl shall retrieve the number of candidates specified In the Latent Print Image Investigation Search request.

STRO109: lAFlS shall return a default number of latent print candidates (default is 20), returned by lAFlS, with the ability to specify rnone (up to 99)

STRQ409: lAFIS shall provide a method for optionally setUr^ the number of candidates to be returrwd on a latent subrru&aion.

STR0591: lAFIS shall allow the retrieval cf images.

STRQ590: lAFlS shall altow the retrieval of images end feature vectors.

5TRQ592: lAFlS shall allow retrieval feature vectors

STRQSdO: lAFlS Shall alow the retrieval of inrtages and feature vectors.

STRQ101S: AFIT shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STR081 : The lAFlS transaction for latent 5ogerprint searches shall be able to expand the nurnber of carKfidates for high priorify cases.

StJRTO: NG! shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

5TRQ82: The lAFJS iransactiori for Imeni palm prim searches shall be able to expand the number of cand<dales for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of cendidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamicallv.

STRQ53S: lAFiS Shall allow the number of candidates reuimed by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111; Latem palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent r^ngerprint services provided cuiYendy; appllcabte

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall Fvovlde the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall bo provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow aiterrtativo means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or Angers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow altemalive means to identify individuals withuul fingerpririls, such as badly injured hands or lingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide eeaich capabilities of the palm print repository.
^

Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be s fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images ir> accordance with AN$I/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission SpecificaUon (EFTS) revi&ions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollrrwnl (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same lime the conbfbutor

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both knovm and unknown candidele ropo&tories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJ IS System of Sendees (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STRQt 1 $4: The NPPS sh^l provide a system to inletnal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate reposrtoriea, generate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The N^S shall provide enrollrnent and identification capabilities simifarto what Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submissiori of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Exarrvners shall have a Latent Patm Print Search (LPP5) capability to capture images, adjust minuba marker and enter case toformation.
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STR01 165: The KIPPS 9^ell provide image retrieval for palm print eempartsens by laLert examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pfints.

Latent Exemirvers shall have a talent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia nrtarker and enter case intomiation.

5TRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a paim print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provido the capability to search Krfajor Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints,

STRQ133: i/^lS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFJS repositories

5TRQ?84; lAFlS shall provide thecap^llity to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ566‘. IAPIS shall provide the capability to search p^n vs. palm.

STR01090: lAFiS shall not require the identiftcatJon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

$TRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secUoris of the print.

STRQ4. NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secUons of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prirtts.

STR0326: NPPS shaB provide the sbility to search against specific amas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFfS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1Cfi9: lAFIS shall require iden1iftcatk>n of palm regfon to search for palm prim submissions for non-major crimes.

5TRQ1102: (AFlS shall provida the ability to search iatant palm prints against a list of sospects.

STRQ1104: lAFiS shall allow palm print submissloris for major cninr>es lo have higher priority.

3FR666: NGI shall retrieve the default number of camUdates, whan the number of candidates to return Is not specified In the Latent Print Image Investigation Search request.

STRQ109. lAFlS shall relum a default number of latent print candidates (default is 20). returned by I APIS, with the ability to specify more (up to 99)

STRQ1018; AFIT shall allow the number of candidates returr>ed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQ61 : The lAFiS transaction for latent fingerprint searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate lisKn response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQS2: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expartd the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or evems. to be increased dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-deRr>ed.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shaN be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and docum^tation shall be provided

STRQ1 10; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services pmvided cumeniiy; applicable hardware,
software, irainang and documentation shall be pmvlded

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow altemaUve means to idenUfy fodivlduals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingcfs, etc-

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fir>gefs, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilHies of the paim print repository.

3TRQ1 163: The NPPS shell allow the capture, storage, and searchrr>g of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Foderal and
Stele law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a folly automated segment wiihln lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subrriitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Starvdard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in wNch a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palrr; Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enroifnnent (BPPE).
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STRQ531: The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQi 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuslomera with the capability to search both known and unknown
can dkjaia rapcsitories, ger>Brate queries, create linkages, and p erform sea n;:he5 of CJ IS Systems of Services (SoS) da le in support of crimlrtai

investigations. Ths NPPS sfvall provide enrollment arid identifk^Hon capabilities similar lo what Is cunonUy available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print R^ository Racord (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP5) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQi 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print oomparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolvad latent palm prirrts.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marksr and enter case information.

STRQ539; NPPS shall provide the ability td saarch specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ&57: lAFIS Shalt provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ380: The System shall search palm prints.

STRQI 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS reposHories.

STRQ264: lAPIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints simitar to what la available for ten-print searches

STRQS5d: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search fc^palm print submissions for major crirnes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capabllrty to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capabKrty to Search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of pa^ prints by regions,

STRQI 089: lAFIS shall require Id^tlricatlon of palm regkw to search for palm print aubmissicxis for noA-major crimes

STRQ 1102: 1AFlS shall pmvide ths abll Ity to search latent palm p rints against a list of suspects

.

STRQi 104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes Ic have hlgh^ priority.

SFR667: NGI ebaN retrieve the Indicated number of matched candidate print Images and aasoclated information aa part of a Latent Print Image Invaatfgation Search request.

LEG.FR166: lAPiS shall retriesre the composite fingerprint images for each candidate as a result of Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

SUR7Q: NGI shell Support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches

LEG.UR20: 1AFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STR062: The lAFlS transacticn for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of cervUdates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shaH dflow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for rr^ajor crimes, or events, to be mcneased dynamically.

$TRQd38: lAFiS shall alkxw foe number of cartdidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated wifo. and provide the same services, as latent firtgerprint services provided curmnUy: applicable

hardware, software, training ar>d documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint slices provided currenUy; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow aftematlva rneans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or hf^gers. etc.

STRQ224: I,>^I8 shall allow aJt8rr>ative rrtearis to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands orfngers. missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print reposlic^.
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STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allcTM the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State kuw enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within iAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Irrkeges In accordance with ANSI/MIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speciflcation (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard P^m Print Enrcllment (SPPE) in which a contributor eubmlts a palm print image at the same time the contn'l>utor

submits a tervprWit image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a BulK Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31 ; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposltoites.

generate Quenes, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of chminat investigations.

STRQtl64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, gerrerete queries, create linkages, erKl perform searches ofCJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data m support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrcllment and identiUcation capabilities similar to i^at is currently eveil^te via tetvprint. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, ahail create a Palm Prir^t Repository Record (PPRR)

STROS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Phnt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retneval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia rriarkar and enter case information.

STRQ530: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas Of a palm print.

STRQ567: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to seafth palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available fortervphnt searches.

5TRQ556: 1/^IS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQiOdO: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STR05: NPP8 shaft have the capabilitv to eearch specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: JAFIS shall allow searches of palm prims by regions.

STRQl06d: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print eubmiasfons for non-major crimes,

STR01 102: lAFIS shall provHde the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: t^lS shall allow palm phnt submissions for major crimes to have higher phority.

SFR66a: NGI ehatt retrieve the default number of matched candidate pHnt Imagea, whan the numbarof Imagea to return la not apecihed In the Latent Print Image Investigation

Search requeat.

STRQ1016: AFIT shall allow the number of candidates relurrted for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

$TPQ61 : The lAFIS transaction for is tent fingerprint searches shall be able to expand the number of cendldetes for high priority cases

SLIR70: NGI shall support Latent Print image Investigation Searches.

LEO.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent image Search Request,

STROS2; The lAFIS transection for latent pelm print searches shall be able to expand Ihe number of candidates for high phority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow Uns numb^ of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall alfow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide tiie seme services, as latent fingerprint servfoes provided cunentiy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided
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STHQ1 10: Latent pafm print services shail pravide the $ame services as latent firtgerprirtt services provided currently; applicable hardware^

software, trainirtg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS Shall allow alternative means to Identify Individuals without fin^rpiints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQZ24J lAFlS Shall allow alternative means to identity individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of ftie palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The htPPS shall allow the capture, storage. ar>d searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository io supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPP5 shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance wifti ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic FfngerprintTrarismlssionSpecificattonfeFTSjfewietons. The
NPPS shall havea Standard Palm Print Eoroilrront (SPPE) ir> which a cootribulor submits a palm print image at the same time contributor

submits a ten*prfnt image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Sulk Palm Print EnrollmenlfSPRC).
STRQSS 1 : The NPPS shal I provide a system to internal and external c ustomers with the capa bil ity to search both known and unknown can didate reposftorfes.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both krxnvn and unknown
carHjidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data ir> support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment ar>d identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via tan-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$TRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search ^LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marlier and enter case infaririatior).

STRQ1166: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pnots.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) c^:>abillty to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Prints.

STRQ980. The system shall search palm prints.

STRQt33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFtS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to vvhat is available for ten-print searches

StRQSSB: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

5TRQ&: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

$TRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

5TRQ328: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prkits by regions.

STRQ1 089: I^IS shall require identification of palm region to search for p^m print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latont palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1i04: lAFIS Shall allow paim print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR669: NGI shall enroll an Ider^tlty Intone ULF, when Indicated, as a result of a Latent Print Image kiveetlgation Search request.

LEG.FR1B7: lAFIS shall enroll subject information into the ULF. when indicated, as a result of a Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request.

STRQ123: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search dvil record files under the samecc^ditione (processing algorithms and populatione) as the CMF.
STRQ170; The System shall allow search again^ the civil reposilory for sex offender registrants.

STRQ26S: lAFJS shell provide the option to select the database to search, including the Criminal. Civil, SLC, and ETIS files in a single submission NGI~1576
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&TR02€3' LAFIS shall provide the option to select the database to seerch. locltidlng b^e Chrrtinal. Civil, SLC, and ETIS files In a single submission.

STRQ26d: lAFjS shell provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file In a single submission.

STRQ2€7r lAFIS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

5UR60: NGI shaR support enrollment of an Identity as part of an Investigative Search.

STRQ&13: The IAFI3 civil arid criminal repositories afl^ redesign and consolidation shall provide sii^gie subject subject kfentifiy searches.

8TRQ511: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories {fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and cortsolidation

shall be completely interoperable, Implementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of c^abitilies needed to maintain them.

STRQQ37: lAPlS shall allow flexile "cafeteria-style searches* that provide for the selection of the population, the appropn'ate biometric and Ihe appropnate

search criteria.

STRQd35: lAFIS shall allow fle;dbie "cafeteda styie searches' that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biometric and the

appropriate search criteria.

$TRQd48; lAFIS shall provide "cafeteria style” search which allows ihe data sector and search parameters to be selected.

SUR70: NQI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: iAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a latent Image Search Reguest

STRQ62: The IAFI$ tmnsaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand Ihe number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ32d : NPPS Shall allow the number of ce nd idates returned for latent searches for major cri mes, or events, to be inciBased

dynamically.

STRQS3fi: IAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, irainirvg and documantatj<^ shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint aervices provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, b'aining and documentation sh^l be pro^dded

STRQ228: IAFlS shall allow altamatrve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc,

STRQ2241 IAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals wilhc&t fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingere.

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQH^: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repoaifory in supporting

Federal and State Jaw enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAPIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm prim images in accordance with AN$1/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission
Specification (EFTS) revisions. The N^S ahaS have a Standard Palm ^nl Enrolment (SPPE) In v^ich a contributor submits a

palm print Image at the same time contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS Shall populate a new Palm ^nt
Repository (PPR), and also devek^ a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown carxlidate

repositories
,
ge nerate q ueries, create tin kages, and perform searches of CJkS System of Services (SoS

)
da la In su ppoit of onmi nal

investigations.

SinQ 1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuetomers with the capability to search both known arid

unknown candidaie reposituries, generate queries, create linkages, and perfomn searches of CJI$ Systems of Services (SoS) data

n support of criminaJ hvestlgatkins. The NPPS shall provide errolfment and Idenlificatjon capabilities similar to what is cunentty

available via ten-;x1nl, The NPPS, upwi submission of a palm print, Shail create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).
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STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter casa
information.

STRQ 1165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print cornpansons by latent examiners and services for unsotved

latent palm prints. Latem Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mrnutia

mtarkerand enter case infonnaLion.

STR0539: NPP3 shall provide the ability to search ^>ecirfc areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STROdSO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133' lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to 'what Is available for ten-phnt searches.

STRQ556: fAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ1090: lAFIS not require the identification of palm regions to search lor palm print submissions for major crimes

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific aections of the print, The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STR032d; NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQlOSd: lAFIS shall require idontrficalion of palm region to search for palm print subrT>lssions for non-major crimeS-

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability tc search latent palm prims against a list of suspecls.

STROl 104: lAFIS shall allow paim print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Prim Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : I^IS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified reposltonles.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS Shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82; The lAFIS transaction for latent palm pxint searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases
STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the nurtiber of candidates returned for latent searches for major chmes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

appNcable hardware, software, training end documentdUon shall be provided

STR01 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services p/ovded currandy; applicabfd

hardware, software, training and docomeniatiori shall bo provided

STR022d: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify irdividuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS shall allow alternative rrteans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

rrussing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print rep^ository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searchirtg of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronicaify submitted palm print innages in accordance Wth ANSI/NIST slandanls and fufijre 0ecfrunic FjngerprintTransmisseon

Specification (EFTS) revlsiorvs. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print rmaga at Ihe same ^me the codtributor si^mlta a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Prirtl

Reposllwv (PPR)i arid aJso develop a Bulk Palm Print EnroHmentjfiPPE),
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STRQS311 The NPPS shah provide e system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both kno^Mn and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crimlnai

investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shaii provide a system to intemai and extertial customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown carkdklate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfcHin searches of CJIS Systems of Servlcas (SoS) data

in support of crimlndl invesbgahons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment arrd identihcatton capabilities similar to whatis curranOy

available via Len-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a pakn print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have e Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability lo capture images, adjust mlnuba nnarker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 1 65i The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examirters and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabimy to capture Images, adjust mirnida

marker end enter case lntonmatk>n.

STRQ$39: NPPS ahall provide Ihe abifity to search specific areas of a palm print

STR0557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQd80: The system shall search palm prinla.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the (APIS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available forten-prirrt searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search pahnvs. pafm.

IAFI5 shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sactiona of the print.

STR04: NPPS Shall have the capabllitv to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both paint and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against spedfic areas of a palm print

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQt089: lAFIS shall require identification ofpalmre^on to search for pairn print submissions for non'n>ajor cnmes.

lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

lAFIS shall allow palm pnnt submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR77: NGI shall SL4>port Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for k^vesiigatlon.

LEG.UR43: lAFlS shall support Ev^ualion Latent Fingerprint Submission for Investigation.

SURdS: NGI shall Support Facial Recognliiort Searches

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall cor>tain a facial recognition engine.

STR0589: lAFlS shall support facial recognliiort capabilities.

STR0609: IPS shall provide fadal recogrrltion aervices.

STRQ644: lAFIS shall support facial recogrktlon technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFlS shall have the atHlity to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQd40: lAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: 1APIS shall support face recognition.

STR01119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall Implement an EFTS transactiork to match a facia! photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such

as is done for latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS sh^l provide capaNity to execute facial recognition searches from a r^note slle. NGI-1579
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SUR66: NGI shad support Iris Searches.

STRQ652: LAFIS shsil allow the search of kris

STRQ649: lAFIS shall aflow the submission, retentkin and search of iris ima9eB.
STRQl 110: lAFiS shall search iris images

SFR670: NGI shall send an External Latent Print Imaoe Investigation Search request to an External System, in accordance with the EBTS when the designated exiemai system

is not IDENT.

B10.FEAT129: The soluUon shall employ biometric standards established by ^e National Instikite of Standards and Technology {NIST], i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Faciai, and Other Biometric Inrormatlon. ANSi/NIST-ITL-1-2007.

BIO FEAT14S; User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFIS and IDENT data through the solution.

BiO.FEAT146: The solution shall allow a user to select type of search In the submission of the query of lAf15 or fDENT and lAFIS.

eiO.FEATlSZ: The solutlort shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEATISd: The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

BIO.FEAT194! The solution shall support EBTS oomplianl data exchange.

BIO.FEAT302: The solution shall provide a "cafeteria style" search capability to chooae the population, biometric, and demographic criteria.

BtO,FEATS47: The solution shall require all lAFIS input data lo be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control AgreeiT>er>t Jointly held by CJIS and US'VISIT.

BIO.FEAT596: The solution shall enable the user to submit data to both JDENT and lAFlS in a single transaction

SUR67: NGI sh^l support latent Investigation Searches of an external biomalric repoaitorv-

BIO.FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image investigatior^ Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a latent Image Search Request,

STRQfi2: The lAplS Irensaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates tor high priority caSdS.

STRC329; NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned tbr latent aearches for major crimas, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ536: 1AFI5 shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 ; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STROl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprinl servicee provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training arxl documentation shall be provided

STRQ22d. lAFIS shall allow aliernaiive means to idenlify Individuals wittiout fingerprints, such as badty injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

$TRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or finger^, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilitide of the palm print repository.

STRQl 169: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supportir^g

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully aulomatod segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electtonically submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSi/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor sufanxis a
palm print image at ihe same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a BuUt Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system lo internal and external cuslCMTiers with the capability to search both known and unknown cartdidate

repositories, generate queries, create flnkageSt and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal
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STRQ1164:The NPPS shall pravicfa a aystam to intsmal and external cu&tomers wilh the capabllityto search bolh Known ana
unknown candidate repositories^ generate queries, create linkages, and pertbim searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoSj» data

in support of orimlna! investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollmentandidentilicabon capabilities ^milarto what is currenUy

available vie tan-prirtt. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm prinu shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).
5TRQS36: Latent Examinere shall have a Latent Palm Print Search fLPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuUa marker artd enter caaa
information.

STRQ 1 1 65 : The NPPS shel I pro vide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by I atent axa mine rs a nd s ervices for u nsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examine shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mimAia
marker and enter case infoimalion.

STRQS30: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

$TRQ5S7: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prir^.

STRQ9B0: The system shall search p^Um prints.

$TRQ133/ LA,F|$ ahall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4i lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: IAFI& shall provide the capability to aearch palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shaS not require the identiticebon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NR^S shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against spaclfic areas of a palm print.

STRQ&37: IAFI5 shell allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1C169: lAFlS shell require identficabon of palm re^on to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: IAFI5 shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspecis.

STR01104: IAFI5 shell allow palm print submlsslorts for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71; NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigabcm Searches.

LEG.UR21 : lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFlS tr^isaction for latent palm print searches shall be aUe to expand Ihe number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shaS allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased
dynamki^iiy.

STR0536: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates r6tur7>ed by a palm latent search to be user-deflnad.

STRQ111! Latent palm print sarvlces shall be Integrated with, and provide ihe same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shell be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm prfol services shall provide the same services as latent Rng^print services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and docunter^tation shall be pro'rided

5TRQ226: lAFiS shall allow altamaitve means to identify Individuais without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fir^ers, etc,

5TRQ2Z4: IAFI5 shall allow attematlve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQt 163: The NPPS sHell allow the c&pture, etoraga. and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supportng

Federal arxt State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a hjlly automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordartce with ANSI/NIST standards artd future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specfficaiion (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrolment (SPPE) jr> which a contributor submits a

palm print in^age at the same Cme the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR>. and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolimertt (BPPE).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

unknown candidate reposllories. generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Sysienr^ of Services (SoS) data

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia maifrer and enter case

STRO1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm pririt comparisons by latent exan^ners ar>d services for unsolved
talent palm prir^ts Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

martcerand enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQdfiO: The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFfS repositories.

STRQ264: 1AFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints slrnilar to what Is available for ten*print searches.

STROS56: fAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions 1o search for palm print aubmissions for major crinr>es.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the abilHy to search against ^>ecifiG areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

$TRQ1089: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for nori-major crimes.

STRQl102i IAFI5 shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104; lAFtS shm allow palm print submisaions tor major crimes to have higher priority.

3FR671: NGI ehall accepta response from an External System, whsrt the external system Is not IDENT, as a result of an External Latent Print image Investigation Search
request of axtern si repositories In accordance with the latest £BT$ varaion.

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric information from external biometric systems.

BiO.F£AT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI NaiionaJ Standard for

Jrtibrmation Systems- Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSl.iNlST*iTL-V2007.

BIO.FEAT1fi2-. The solution shall employ a standard formal for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support E8TS compliant data excharrge.

0IO,F£AT347: The scrlution shall require all lAFlS Input data to be formatted in accordancs with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and 1>S-VISIT.

SUR67: NQI shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO.F&AT179: The solution shall identify records as Latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.t>R2Q: lAFiS shall provide a candidate Nat in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ62: The IAPIS transaction for latent palm print aeard^a shall be abfe to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.
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STRQ329: NPPS fihall aNow lUtmber of candidates returndd for latent searches for major crimes, or aver^ts. to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ&38: 1AFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent Itngerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documenlation shall be provided

STRQ1 10; Latere palm print services Shall provide the Sdriie services as latertt fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, sofNvare, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as bac^y injured hands or fingore, mrssing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ52$: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prir^ts from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within IAPIS. The NPPS shall aocapl

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint T ransmission

Speciftcatfon (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same tirr>e trie contributor submits a terH^rint image The NPPS sriaii populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolimer>t(BPPE).

STRQ531 : Tho NPPS Shall provida a system to Internal and external customere with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories. gsr»erate queries, create linkages, arvd perform searches of CJIS System of Services <SoS) data in support of crimlrtal

invesbgations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and e>ttennai customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate r^x^sitories, gentM^ate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal invesbgaiions. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identlfi cation capabilities similar fo what is cumently

available via teoprint. The NPPS, upon si^misaiDn of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636; Latent Examiners sriall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia mariner and ontercase
information.

STRQl 166: The NPPS sriall provide image relrieval for palm print comparison b by latent examiners and services for ur^solved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mfnuUa
marker and enter case information.

5TRQ$39: NPPS shall provide the ablNty to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557i lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search Ma;or Case Wnts.

STRQ960; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: fAFIS Shall provide trie ability 1o search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ!2d4; lAFlS shall provide trie capebflity to seertri palm prints similar to what is available forten^print searches.

STRQS56: fAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm va. palm.

STRQl 080: lAfIS shall r>ot require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions (or major crimes.

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

5TRQ4: NPPS sriaii have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 recordsmay hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.
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STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069; lAFlS shsil require identification of palm region to search for palm piint submissions for non-major crimes.

STR01 1 02: IAPIS shall provide the sbiirty to search latent paJm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR7f : NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigalion Searches.

LEG.UR21: I APIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lA^IS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search raqueat

STROS2; The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searrties shall be able to e^and the number of car^dldales for high priority casds.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ53d: [APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, end provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and dpcumentabpn shall be provided

STROlfO: Latent palm print services shall provide the sarne services as latent fingerprinl services provided currerrtly; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS shall allow aKemative means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing harxfs or

fingers, etc.

5TR0224: lAPlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabillUos of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of paim prints from a Federal data repository irt suppoair^

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be 9 fully automated segment wilhin lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSf/NIST standards and fuhJre Electronic Fingerprint Transmtsslon

Speciftcation (EFTS) revislone. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmenl (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print image at (he same time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulh Palm Print Enrollment {8PPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJlS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

investigations.

$TRQ 11 64 The NPPS shall pro^de a sy stem to i ntemal and external customers with bie capa bitlty to search both Known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, arid perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (So$>datd

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrolirnent and identification capabllfties similar to what is cuner^tly

available via tervprint. The NPPS. upon subrnission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STROS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LRPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marVer and enter case

Information.

STRQl 165^ The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services tor unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shaU have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia

marker and enter case information.

STRQSSI): NPPS shall provide the ability to search spedUc areas of a palm print.

STRQSS?: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.
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STRQ 1 33: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the LAFIS repositories

STRQ264: lAFlS Shall provide the capability U> search palm prints similar to what is available Ibr tan sprint searches.

STR0556: lAFIS shail provide (he capabiilty to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: iAFIS shall rx>t re<]uire the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shall have the cepebiilt/ to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and rriajor case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against spedhc areas of a palm print.

STRQ637i I/^IS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1C8d: IAFIS shall rec^il^e idenUficatiQn of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQt 1 02: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ11 04: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR674: N6J shad provide a response to a Latent Print Image Investigation Search in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

6IO.FEAT129: The solution ^a1l employ biometric standards established by the Kl3tk>nal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). I.e. the ANSI National Standard fbr

Information Systems *' Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, facial, and Other Biomelric information. AN&I/NIST-ITL-1-2007.

6IO,FEAT162: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

8iO.FEAT1d3: The solution shall provide all biometrically verified information in a single response.

610.FEAT 194: The solution shall support EBTS c<vtipllant data exchange.

LEG.FR166: IAFIS shall provide a response to a Latent Friction Ridge Image Search request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR70: NGI Shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR2Q: lAFiS shall provide a cendklate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes* or ©vents, to be increased dynamjcally.

STRQS36; IAFIS shall allow the numb^ of candidates returned by a pairn latent search to be usor-deflned.

STRQt 1 1: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: appUcabla

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQt 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cunentfy: applicable hardware,

software, t/aining and documentation shall be provided

STRQ22B: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify mdividuels without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, elc.

STR0224: IAFIS shall allow altemative means to identify wjivxJuals without Angerpnnts, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mtsfting hands or

fingers, etc

STRQ52d: The NPPS shall proiride search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQt 163: The NPPS shall allow the caplure, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal arKi

State law enforoemeni agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within IAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically eubmiited

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmlsaion Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Slarxlard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE] in which a contributor submits a palm prirrt image at the same time the contribulor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Prir>t Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm l^int Enrollment (BPPE)

STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a eyetom to Internal and external customer^ with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositoriee,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.
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STRQ1 164: The NPPS shell provide a system lo internal end external customers with the capability to search both Known and unknown
candidate repositories, ger^erate Queries, create linkages, and pertorm searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminel

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and IdentHicalion capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search ^LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia mailcer and er^ter case information.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm phnt compadscns by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability lo capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case irtformaiion.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STROdSO; The system shall search palm phnls.

STRQ133: IAF|$ shak provide the ability to search palm prints ir> the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capability lo search palm phnts similar to what is available for ten- print searches.

STRQ566: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search paimvs. palm

$TRQ1090: lAFJS shall r>ot require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major orintes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prims.

STRa32S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specHic areas of9 palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl0d9: lAFlS shall require Identificatron of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102; lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STR01104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes lo have higher priority.

SFR675: NGI ahall provide a response to ar> External System (a.g.. IDENT} as a result of a Latent Print image Invastlgation Search from an External System in accordance with

the latest EBTS version.

BfO.FEATl29: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), I.e ihe ANSI National Standard fat

Information Systerrts — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, Ah^l/NIST-ITL-I -2007.

BIO.FEAT162: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

S10,F6AT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SURdB: NGI shall support Latent Invesligatjon Searches from External Systems (e.g.. IDENT).

0IO,FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SLIR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Invastigaiion Searches.

LEQ.LIR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

5TRQ82: Trie lAFIS transaction 1br latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cas9S

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searchas for major crimes, or events, to be iocmased
dynamically.

STRQ538: 1AFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-definad.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently,

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0: Latent palm print services shalJ provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cumenlly; apphcabte

hardware, software, training and documentalion shall be provided
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5TRQ226: lAFiS shalk alkM alternative means to identify Individual wi^ut fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or lingers, ip^srng t>drtd8 or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall sIIdw alternative rT>eans to identify individuals 'iVlthout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands ar fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm pnnt repository.

STRQI 1G3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, end searching of palm prints horn a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully aulometed segment within lAFtS. The NPPS shall acc^t
electronically submiitad palm phnt images in accordance with ANSl/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shell have a Standard Palm Prim Enrollment (SPPE) in which a ocniributor submits a
palm print image at the same tirT>e the contributor submits a ten-print Image The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Raposilory (PPR). artd also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create llrtkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data irt support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Servicas (SoS) data

in support of crimindf Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and kjentltication capabilities similar to what is currently

available vfa 1en*prinl. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)
STRQ536: Latent Examkiers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust riiinutia marker and enter case

information,

STRQ?165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services forunsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minulte

marker and enter case infdnnation.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to searxh specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQt33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

$TRQ284. 1 APIS Shan provide the capability lo saarqh palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

$TRQ&b6; lAFlS shdi provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1O90: [>M^IS shall rtot require the identificalion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

$TRQ&: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capabillry to ssarch specific sections of the prirtt. The Type 14 or 1$ records may hold

both palm and major case prirrts.

STR032a.' NPPS shall provide the ability to search agalrast ^secific areas of a palm print-

STRQ637: lAFlS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS sh^l require identification of palm region Lo search for palm prim submissions for non-major crinrtes.

STRQ1 1 02: lAFtS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQt 164; lAFfS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71; N3I shall support Laterkt Print Feature investigation Searches.

LEQ.UR21 : IAPIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search requesl.
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STRQd2: The iAFIS transectbon for Latent palm prihl aearci^hBe st\&\i be ab(e to expand ihe number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall alFow the number of candkiates returned for latent eearcnee for major crimes, or events, to be Irtcreased

dynamically.

STRQ638: 5ha^ allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-dehned.

5TRQ111: Latent pafm print servicee shali be integrated with, ar^ provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applloable hardware, software, training end documentalk^ shall be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print services shell provide the same services as latent ringerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, balning and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing harxis or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without ftngerprirrts. such as badly injured hands or fingers,

mls^ng hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPP$ shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQt 1 63t The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prims from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fiilly automated segment within IAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSMNIST standards and future Electronic Flr^gerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a r>ew Patrn Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a 8ulK Paim Print Enrollment {BPPEJ.

STRQ531; The NPPS shall provide a system to Lntemal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown carxiidate

repositories, gen^te queries, create iirikages, ar>d perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crimir^ai

investigations.

STRQl The NPPS shell provide a system to internal and external customers with The capability to search both known and
unknown car>didate repositories, generate queries, create Lbikages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (So3) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificalion capabilities similar to what is currently

aveiiablo via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiriera shall have aUatentPalm Print Search (UPPS) capability 10 capb^re images, adjust minutia rnarker and enter case
infarmation.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved
latent paim prints. Latent Examiners ^ali have a Latent Pa^ Print Search (LPPS^ capability to capture images, adjust minuila

marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide ^e ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7; IAFIS shall provide (he capability to aearch Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQl33r IAFIS sha^ provide the ability to search palm prints in the fAFiS repositories.

STR0234: lAFfS shai provide the capability to search palm prints similar to wtfiat is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ566: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQl 090: IAFIS shall not require the identificdibon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific aectior^s of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print. NGI~1588
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STRQ637: lAFlS Shall a^ow searches of palm prints by resions.

STRQiGfid: lAFiS shall require icfentrncatic^ Of palm replon to search for palm print sobmlssions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ11 04: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR076: NOI shatl Indicate on a Latent Print Image Investigation Search response whether or notaddlHonai fingerprint Images, paimprinta, or supplemental fingerprint and

palmprtnt Information Is available for each candidate.

STRQ634; The system shall Indicate on the response containing the candidate list that there are additional images available

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investlgalion Searches.

LEG.UR2Q: I APIS shall provide a candidate Nst In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

S1 RQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be irtcreased dynamlcaNy,

5TRQ538: IAFI$ shall allow the r>umberof carxiidales returned by a palm latent search to be user*defined

$1RQ111:Later>l palm print services shall beintegratsd with, ar)d provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided curnsnOy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, misaing hands or fingers, etc.

STKQ224: I APIS shall allow alteimative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabllilies of the palm print repositOfY.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Fedora) and
State law enforcement agervcies. The NPPS shall ba a folly automated segm^t within JAFIS. ITie NPPS shall accept electronically aubmibed
palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speclficalfon (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contribufor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), atfo also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to IntemsI and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposdones.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigabons.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuslomere with the c^>sbllity to search both known end unkr^own

candidate repositories, gerterate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services ($o$) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenbfk^tlon capabilitlee similar io what is currently available via ten>print. Ths NPPS,
upon Submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prir>t Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case informattpn

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retiievel for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS] capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case Informabon.

STRQ53d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prirtta.

$TRQ980.- The system shell search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFlS ^all provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFlS shall provide the capabilitv to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.
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STRQS&6; IAF1S shall provida the capability to search p^mva. palm.

STRQIOdO: lAFlS shall not require the idenbficaUon of palm regions to search for palm print subrrussions for nnajor crimes.

STRQS: NPP5 shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4:: NPPS shall have the capability to search speciftc sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ326: MPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a paim print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of paim prints by regions.

STRQ1059: 1APIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print suOmissionB for non-major crimes.

$TRQ1 102; lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow paim print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRC77; NGI shell provide a ranhed candidate list In response to a Latent Print Image Investigation Search requast

BIO.FEAT320: The solution shall have the ability to generate a list of latent candidates that meet or exceed the established threshold.

LEG.FR159; IAF15 shall provide a ranked candidate list of a default number of FNUs as a result of the Latent Friction Ridge image Search request

SUR70: KGI shall supped Latent Print Image Investigaton Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate fist in response to a Latent irnage Search Request.

STRQ82: The iAFiS tiarksaction for latent palm print searches ahdil be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329; NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Ir^creased dynamk^aliy.

STRQ63d: lAFiS shell aiiow the number of candidates relumed by a p^m latent search to be user-deflned.

STR011 1 : Latent peim print services shall be integrated with, ar>d provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, softvirare. training and docurr^ntstion shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services ae latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

sohware, trainirkg and d^umentation shall be provided

STRQ226: (AFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals wilhout fingerprints, such aa badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprlr^ls. such as badly Injured haricfs or fingam. miseing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STROt 1 63; The NPPS shall allow Ihe capture, storage, and searching of paim prints from a Federal data repoeltory m supportrig Fecieral and
Stele law enforcenrrent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fulty automated segment within IAFIS. The NPPS shall accept a)^tror>icalty eubmitted

palm print images in dccordar>ce with ANSbNiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification fEFTS) ravieions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a ooniributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and aJso develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollnnent (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositortes,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and axtemal Customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide er^rollrrrerit and identificaUon capabilities similar to what Is currerttiy available via len-print. The NPPS.
upon Bubmls8k>ri of a palrn print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36; Latent Exarnirvere shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to Capture images, ac^ust mlnutia marker and enter case information.
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STRC^1165: Tho NPPS shall provide ^mage retrieval for palm print comparisore by latent examiners and services for un$otved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Sear^ (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust min ulia marker and einter case irrfonmation.

STRQ53d: NPPS ^lall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STHQ557: lAFIS shaft provide Ihe capabilrty tu search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: I APIS shall provide the ability to search patm prints in the lAFlS reposilortes.

5TRQ264r I^IS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what rs available forten^rint searches

STRQ556: lAFIS shsJI provide the capability to search palm vs palm

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissionB for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the prirtt.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capabtfly to search specific secliorrs of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hoM both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm pnnt.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10891 lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints agair^st a list of suspects.

STRQ1t04: lAFIS ^all allow palm print 8ubmis»ona for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR67B: NGI shall provida a candidate Hit containing UCN^s), specific event data, and external ayateiti link Idantirierfs), when available, in rssponsa to a Latent PtirtI Image
Investigation Search request

BIO.FEAT227: The solutior^ shall provide enumerators only to requesting agencies that have agreements with US-VISIT detailing the tenns and condilior\s for using and
disseminating enumerators.

6IO.FEAT321 : The solution shall have the ability to send an FNU, FIN, CRN. and fingerprint image of latent candidates that meet or exceed the established threshold to the

requesfor

SLIR70; NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list Irt response to a Latent Image Search Request
STRQ82; The JAFIS transaction for latent palm prirM searches shall be able lo expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS ^all allow the number of candidates returned r<x' latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased <^namicaify.

STRQS3$: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be uaer*defined.

STRQ111; Latent palm print services shag be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cumently. applrcabto

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0: Later)! palm pnnt services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226; lAFIS shall allow altemalive means to identify individuals without flngerprinls, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, ato.

STR0224; jAFI$ shall allow aftemative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc

STRQ52d; The NPPS shall provide search capabiHties of the palm print reposilory.
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STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shaN allow the capture, storage, and searching of paim prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

Stale law enforcemer^t agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NJPPS shall accept electronically &ubmitied

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST star^darde and future Electronic Firigerpnint Transmiesion Specification (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conirlhutor submils a palm print image at the same time the conlribuloc

submits a ten-print (rr>age. The NPPS shall populate a r)ew Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (6PPE).

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposlKriies.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI5 System gf Services (SoS)data In support of criminal Investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with Ihe capability to search both Known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via tervprint. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prinl Search (LPPS) capaPilrty tc capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRCI539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: JAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints,

STROdSO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFtS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for tan-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide the capability ic search palm vs. palm.

STRO109C: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print- The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637; lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRO1089: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

$TRCI1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR679: NCI shall optionally Induda the features and matching minutiae data for each candidate print returned in a Latent Print Image Investigation Search response.

STRQ353: lAFIS shall return the exact Image from a full ten-print card for latent searches.

STRQ3S2: lAFIS shall return the exact imaga from a full ten-print card and supporting pedigree information for latent searches.

STRQ3S4: 1APIS shall return the supporting pedigree information for latent searches.

STRQ3S2: lAFIS shall return the exact image from a full ten-print card and supporting pedigree informaiiDn for latent searches

STRQ374: lAFIS shall provide additional Information such as demographic and reference number on a return latent search.

STRQ1D31: lAFIS shall plot minutiae points from latent to lC-print matches retrieved in the file fora better hit rate.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Irnage Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be
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STR0636: lAFIS ahall aliow the number of candJdated rebjmed by a palm latent search to be user-dermed.

STRQ111: Latent palm print servlcaa shall be Integrated with, and ;^evk3e the same services, a& latent fingerprint aervicea provided currently; applicable

hardware, eolfwara, tralnlr>g and docun>entation shall be provided

STRQltO; Latent palm pdntservioas shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable haixhvare.

software, training and documentation shall be provided

S1^022€; lAFlS shall allow altemalive mearw to ider>Ufy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missirvg hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224; lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as ba<^y injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository

$TRQ1 it^; The NPP$ shall e^dw the capture, storage, artd searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository ir) supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agervdes. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wHhin lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subrriQeo

palm print images in accurdar>ce with ANSI/NfST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification {EFTS) rdvisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm fVint Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conlhbutor submits a palm print image at the same Urrra the conbibulof

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk. Palm Print Enrollrr^ent (BPPE).

STROS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to fritemal and external cxistomers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repoaitories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal Irtvestigalions.

STRQ1164: The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and extamal customere with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, gerrerate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crtminal

Investigations, The NPPS shall provide enrolment and Identificaticrt capabillliea similar to what Is currently available via tan>print. The NPPS,
upon aubnnission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

$TRQ536: Latent E^raminers ahall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case indformalion.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print cx>mpari6ons by latent examiners artd services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latertt Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case iriformatlon.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS Shall provide the capabINty to search Major Case Prints.

5TRQ9dO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFlS shall provide (he capability to search palm prints sim^ar to what is available for ten-print searches.

5TR0556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1O90: lAFIS shah r»ot require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print sub ml sslorts for rnajor crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shal I have the capability to search specific sections of the pri nl. The Type 1 4 or 15 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ328; NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

5TRQ337: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions,

STRQ1089: lAFIS shell require idenlifiqalion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: IAFI5 shall allow palm print submfsslor>& for major crimes to have higher priority.
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SFR6A0: NGI )nclud6 (n the Latent Print Ima^^a (nveatloation Search reaponse candidate list, zero or more print bneges. up to the number of candidate Imegee specified in

the Latent Print Investigation Search request
SUR70: NGI shall suppK)ri Latenl Print Image Investigelion Searchea.

LEG.URZO; lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Reque^.
$TRQS2: The lAPlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to e)(pand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shell alkrw the number of candkjaies returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STR053B: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be userKtefirved.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated wnth, and provide same services, as latent ffngerphnl services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenlly: applicable harchware.

software, training and documentaliun shall be provided

STRQ226: lAPlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands fingers, missing hands or rtngers, etc.

&TR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, miseing hands or

fing^, etc

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the captLre> storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal dale repository in supporting Federal and
Stele lew enforcement egencfes. The NPPS shea be a fully automeied segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept el^ronroally submined

palm print images In accordanoe with ^Sl/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transrrission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shei! have a Standard Palm Prim Enrc^lment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print imege at the same time the contributor

submits a teivprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollm&nt (BPPE).

STRGSSf : The NPPS shall provide a system to intemef and external customers wilh \he capability to search both known and unki^own candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform saarches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crunina) investigatioos.

STRQ1 1&4: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with Ihe capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, arKj perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) dale In support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shaU provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon sutmiiesion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository RecwJ (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examlnera shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnulla marker arid enter case informabon

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and serrices for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ536: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm phot.

STRQ557: lAf IS ^all provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STR02d4: lAFIS shell provide the capability to search p^m prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQIOQO: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectiona of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the cap^Nfy Lo search apecinc sections of the print. The T^>e 14 or 15 records may hold both p^m and
major case prints.
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STR032S: NPPS shaU provfds the ability to search against specific areas of a pairn print.

STRQ637: lAFkS Shall allow searches of palm prints by raglons-

STRQ10B9: IAFI3 shall require kfenUfication of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STROi 102: lAFiS Shall provide the ability to search latent (>alm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFkS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRfi83: NGt shall forward a response from on External System (e.g., LDEKT) to the Authoftzed Contributor, independent from the NGi response, as s result of an External

Latent Print Image Ir^vestlgatlon Search request

SUR67: NGI shall support L^ent Investigatior^ Searches of an external bkimatrio repository.

6lO.FEATl7d: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR7Q: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Seai^es-
LEG LIR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm phnl searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high phohty cases
STRQS29: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major chmes. or events, to be increased

dynsmicafiy.

$TRQ63fi: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ11 1: Latent palm print services shell be integrated with, artd provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, trainir>g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm poat sen^ices shall provide the same services as latent firTgerpnnt services provided rxirrently: applicable

hardware, software. Iralnirig arvl documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS Shall allow alternative means to kjentify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing harxis or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative rT>sans to identify indivicfuats without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

mis&ng hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

S7RQ 1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository ir» supporiing

Federal and State law enforcement agendas The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shal accept
aldotronically submitted palm print images fn accordance with AN$1/NIST standards arid future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission
Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a ccntribubsr submlta a
palm print image at the same time the coniributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, creato linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS j data if> support of criminal

inve^abons.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS ^all provide a system to interrial and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfornn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of crimirnal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what ts currently

available via ten-phnt. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker artri enter case
information.
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STRQ1 165: The NPP5 Shall provide image retheval for paim print comparisona by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Later>t Paim Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: KPPS 6hai1 provide the ability to search spectRc areas of a pairn print.

STRQ557: lAFfS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Prints

STRQd&O: The system shall search palm prints.

STRCI133: lAplS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories

STRQ264; 1>^IS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ555: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm v» palm.

STRQIOdO: IAPIS shall not require the identficatlon of palm regions to search for paim print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

$TR04. NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against speciftc areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFIS shall require identification of palm roglon to search for palm print submissions for non-major crirres.

STRQ1102: lAFlS sha^ provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFfS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NQI shall support Latent Print Feature Irvesttgation Searches.

LEO UR21 ; [APIS Shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: iAFIS shall prowde a candidate list fo response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand Iha number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent saarchea for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamfcally.

STRQ538: IAFIS Shell allow the number gf candidates returned by a palm latent search to bs user-definad

STRQ1 tl: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent Fingarprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

5TRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the sarrve services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentatloo shall be prodded

STRQ226: IAFIS ^dll allow aKen-taUve means to identify iodividuala without firtgerprints. such as badly injured hands or fingers, misairig hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fir^ers.

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

5TRQ1163: The N^S Shall allow the capture, siorage, and searching of pairn prints from a Federal data raposltoryln supporting

federal and State law enforcement egencres. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electro nicdlly submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSHNIST standanls and future Electronic Fingerprint TraosmissioA
Speclfccatlon (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor subimts a

palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. ITie NPPS shall populate a new Paim Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Suite Palm Print Enrollment [BPPE).
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STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system 1o internat and external customers with the capability to search both known arxl unknown candidate

repo»tor>6s. generate Queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS System of Servioaa (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigabons.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall f^vide a sy^em to internal and external customers swith the capability to search both known and

unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, arvj perforin searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shail provide enrolirnent and idenbfiostion capabilities similar to what la currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

STRQ5d€: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marksrsnd enter case
Information,

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide Image relrievdl for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Lateral Exam[r>ers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabHIty to capture images, adjust ntinuCia

marker and enter case information.

STRQSSd; NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: LAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STKQ960; The system shall search palm prints

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS reposltorlea.

STRQ264: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what i$ available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimss.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search apociflt: sectlona of the phrti The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and rnajor cess prints.

STRQ328r NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specitic areas of a palm prlni.

STRQ637: lAFIS sh^l silow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAf IS shall require identification of palm region to search for patm print submissions for non^major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provida the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFfS shall allow palm print submissions ftjr major chmes to have higher priority.

SFR684: KGJ shalt allow ar^ Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Latent Print Image fnvestigattort Search response.

STRQ3S4; lAFIS shall return the supporting pedigree information for latent searches

81^0352: 1AFIS shall return the exact image from a Ml ten-print card and supporting pedgree informaiion for latent searches.

$TRQ374: lAFlS shall provide additional infomiatior^ such as demographic end reference number on a return latent search,

STRQ1054! The latent workstation shall indude a printable candidate list which Includes: latent case number, latent number, sut^ect name, ID number, score ranking, finger or

palm area of comparison Interest, choice of 'Identified', "Not Identified", arrd lending".

STR010&3: The talent workstation shall Include a printable or exportable for enrkail candidate list which includes; latanl case number, latent number, subject

nan>e, 10 number, score ranking, finger or palm area of comparison iriteresi, choice uf'IdentifTed*, "Not Identified', and "Pending".

STRQ1055: The latent worKstatk>n shall include an exportable for email candidate list which IrKludes: latent case number, latent number, subject rvame. ID number, score

ranking, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of "identified", 'Not Identified", and "Pending".

STRQ1053: The laient workstation shall include a priniabto or exportable for email candidate Hat which includes: latent case number, latent number, aubleci

name, ID number, score raniting, finger or palm area of comparison interaat, choice of "Identified", "Not Identified", and "Per>din9 ",

SUR7Q. NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LE6.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Reque^.
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STRQ82: The lAFIS tnansaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the riumberof caridklates returned for latent searches ter major c/imas, or dvems, to be increased <tynamicaly.

STRQ53d: lAFIS Shall allow the number of carvdidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

$TRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrateci with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerpiini services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and docun>entatlon shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided oumently; applicable har<3wam

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing harvds or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingefs, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529 The NPPS shall provide Search capabilities of the palm print repository

STR01 163 The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, end searching of palm pdnts from a Federal data repository in aupportir^ Federal and
Stale law enforcement agerKies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFJS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards end future Electronic Fingerprint Tran smiB&lon Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollnrtent (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same tin^e the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Sulk Palm print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search bcth known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI5 System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

candidate repositories, gerverate queries, create linkages, and perfonri searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) date in support oi cnminai

investigatiorvs. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identlficetion capabllliies similar to what is ourrentJy available via ten-print The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marf^er and enter case informabon

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisoris by latent examiners and services ter unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia mariter and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide trie ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQS57: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

$TRQ133: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2&4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available ter tan-print searchas.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the oapsbilfty to search palm vs. palm

STRQtOdO: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQlOBd: lAFIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for painn print submissions for non-major crimes

STRQ11D2; lAFIS shall provide the ability to search fatent palm prints againsta list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR085: NGi shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to print the Latent Print Image Investigation Search raeponse. NGI~1598
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STROd53; lAPiS shall return the exact image from a full ten-prfnl card for latent searches.

STf^O;^2 : lAFIS shall relum the exact image from a full ten-print card and supporting pedigree infonmaUon for latent eearchee.

STRQ354' lAFIS shall return the eupportirtg pedigree infontvation for latent eearchee.

STRQ352: (APIS shall return the exact inuge from a full ten-prim card and supporting pedigree information for latent searches.

STRQ374: lAFlS shall provide additional Infonnation such as demographic and referenca number on a ratum later^ search.

STRO10S4: The latent worKstation shall include a printable candidate list which includes: latent case number, latent number, subject name. ID number, score ranking, finger or

palm area of comparison Inlerest, choice of "Identified*, "Not Identil^". and 'Pending".

STRQig53: The latent worKstattort shall include a printable or exportable for email candidate list which Includes: latent case number, latent number, subject

name, lO number, score ranking, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of 'Identified”, 'Not Identified”, and 'Pending'.

SUR7D: NGl Shall support Latent Print image investigation Searches.

CEG.UR20; lAFlS shaN provide a candidate list rn response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STR082: The lAF IS tr^sactior^ for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the rumber of candiddles for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS Shell allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STR0536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates reUjmed by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide tiie same services, as latent Rngerpririt services provided currently; applicable

STRQ1 tO: Latent palm print services shall provide the sanne services as latent Angerprint services provided currently; appticable hardware,

software, training and documentatii:^ shall be provided

lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Iniured hands or fingers, missing hands or Angers, etc.

STR0224; |/^JS shall allow altematrve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hacKls or

fingers, etc.

The NF^S shall provide search capat^litles of ^e palm print reposllory.

STRQ111:

STR0226:

STRQ529

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and seanching of palm prims from a Federal data reposKury in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Images in accordance wi^ ANSlfNlSX standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specrfloation (EFTS) reviaions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image a1 the eanne time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS ^ail populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STROS31 : The NPPS shaH provide a system to internal and extamai customers with the capability to search both Known and unknown car>didate rpposilories.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STR01 164: The NPPS shall prxivlde a system to intomal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candiddta repositories, ger^erate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currentiy available via ten-prinl. The NPPS,
upon submisskin of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STROUSS; The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print companions by latar^t exarrlnere and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutfa marker and enter case information.

NPPS shall prowde the ability to seerch specific areas of a palm print.

lAFIS ^all provide the capatMlity to search Major Case Prints.

The system shaN search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.
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STRCI2&4: LAPIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints sinr>i<arto what Is available for tervprint searches.

STR05S6: lAFIS $h$ti provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall r>ot require the klentificatlon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STR05; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

5TR04: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specinc sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STR032B: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against speoitio areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFiS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

5TR01 089: I^LS shall require identification of palm region to seiKch for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: IAFI5 Shall provide^ ability to search latent palm prints against a list of su9^>ects

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR686: HGI shall allow an Autherlied FBI Service Provider to save the Latent Print Image Investigation Search response onto removable media In a digital fonmat.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image invesUgation Searches.

L&G.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate fist in response to a Latent image Search Request.

STROS2: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ636: lAFIS Shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ1 1 i : Latent palm print services shall be integrated wilh. end provide the same services, as latent fingeq^nnt services provided currenuy; applicable

hardvirare, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as laterit fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training errd documentation shah be provided

STR0226: lAFlS shall aiow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, sucht as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingerss etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, miseing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repositt^.

STRQt163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in aupportjrtg Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segmer>t within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronicaHy aubmitied

palm print images In accordartce wibi ANSI/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specificalion (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a oew Palm Print Repository (PPR), arvl also develop a Bulk Palm Print Erwollment (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search t>oth known and unknown candidate reposffohes.

generate queries, <^ate linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of chminal invesUgatlons.

STRQ1164; The NPPS shall provide a system lo internal and external customers wilh the c^bJIity to search both known and unknown
candidale repositories, gerverate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

inve^igatiorvs. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what i$ c^^ifontly available via ten-print. Tf>e NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shell create e Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Exemirters shall have a Latent Palm Phnt Soairh (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enier case Information.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print coir^risons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pnnte.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker anjj^^^r^i^^infomietion.
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3TR0539: NPP5 shall provide the ability to search specifk: areas of a palm ph nt.

STRQS57; lAFfS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Prints.

STRQ980; The System shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provkle the ability to search palm prints in the f^lS repositories.

STRQ234: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what >8 evailabla for ten-print searches.

3TRQ5&6: 1.^IS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall riot require the (denlifkatlori of palm radons to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04; NPPS shall have the caps bl I ity to search specific aeciions of th e pri nt The Type 1 4 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328 NPPS shall provide the ability to search d^alnst specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ6371 lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS Shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for roivirtajor crimes.

STRO1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search talent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STROf 104; lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes lo have higher priority.

SFR687: NGI shall ecoept a Latent Print Feature InveatJgaUon Search request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BiO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transacCorrs electronicalty.

dIO FEAT26; The solution shall automatically Identify whether an image is a flat print.

BIO.FEAT27: The solution shall automatically kfenlify whether an image Is a rolled print.

610.FEAT12t: The sdution shall enable ^userto select friom a pre-deflned set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BfO.FBAT122: The solution shall enat^e usario enter free-^form text for specified fields based on e standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT123. The solution shall enable the user to enter text compllani with a standardized data dictionary.

&IO.FEAT129; The sc4uUon shall employ blorT>etric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NlST). l.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems-Oata Foonatfor the interchap>ge of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, AN5I/N 1ST- fTL- 1-2007.

B!O.FCAT194: The soluiion shell support EBTS compliant data exchange.

LEG.FR180: lAFIS shall accept Latent Friction Ridge Feature Search requests from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FRlOl: lAFIS shall require fir>gerprint feature data from one or more fingerprints as part of a Latent Friction Ridge Feature Search Request

STRQ423: lAFIS shall pn:)vlde for Improved Interoperability with existing APIS vendors for latent print searching.

STRQ4S2: lAFIS shall e^ow remote access to the $LC files.

SHRQ631 : SLC flies shall be made available through a remole workstation.

STRQ1012: IAFI$ shelf allow remote access of the SLC files.

STRQ904: lAFIS Shall provide multiple solutions for Interoperability with other offlees.

STRQ1066: lAFIS shall Interface with RCMP-Canada APIS systems.

STRQ1067: lAFlS shall interface with RCMP-Canada and Mexico ^IS systems.

STRQ10$9: lAFIS shall Interface with Mexico AFIS systems.

STRQ1067! lAFIS shall interface with RCMP-Canada and Mexico AFIS systems.

SUR71; NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investtgation Searches.

LEG.UR21 ! lAFIS shell support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQB2: The IAF15 transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of carxtldates for high priorrly cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the m-^ber of carxtidates ratumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamicaHV.

6TRQ538: lAFIS shall allow tho number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user^defined.
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STRQ1 11: Latent palm pnnt services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided Cdfrently: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STROtIO: Latent palm print services shall provide the sarne sen/ices as iater^t fingerprint services provided currenUy; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS si%sll allow alternative means to identify irtdividuara wklhcut fingerpiirtls, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc

STRQ224r lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals M^out ftngerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing bands or

fingers, etc

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm prirrt repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm phnte from a Federal data repository in supportir>g Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fi^iy automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept eiectronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NI$T standards and future Etectronic fIngsrpnnf Transmission Specificaijon (€FTS> revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Phot Enrollment ($PP£) in which a contributor sul^tts e palm print irnaga at the sarT>e lime the contributor

submits a ten-print image The NPPS shall populate a rtew Pairn Pririt Repository (PPR). artd also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment {BPP£).

STRQ531; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create lirikeges, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shat! provkJe enrolirnent and identification capabilities similBrto what IscLirrentJy available via tervprint. The NPPS,
upon submission of e palm print, shall create a Palm Print Raposifoty Record (PPRRj.

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla martcer and enter case Informafion.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and servlcea for unsolved latent palm p/Ints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ablNty to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; lAFIS Shall pitivide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980r The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STR02&4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm pnnls shnllar to what Is available forten^rinl searches.

STR05S6: lAFlS ^all provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ10$0: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print aubmisaions For iT>a|or crimes

STRQ6r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4! NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections cf the print The Type 14 or 15 records rnay hold both palm and
iTtejor case prints.

STR0328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ537: lAFlS shell allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ 1069: lAFIS ehall require Identification Of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of su^tecls.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher piiority.

SFRfififi: NGI shall allow art Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search requeet

SUR71 : NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.
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LEG-UP^ 1 : lAFiS supfxprt Latert Faaturs Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: 1APIS shaN provide a candidate tisl in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

31^062: The fAFl5 transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ3291 NPPS Shall allow Dve number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically.

5TR0538: (APIS shall allow the number of candidates reUrmod by a p^m latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1

1

1 Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currenUy: applicable

hardware, software, trainlrtg arrd documentatk^^ shall be provided

STRQftO; Latent patm print services shsli provide thosame services as latent ftng^print services provided currently, applicabte hardware,

software, training and docurrrentatlon shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprmla. such as badly Injured hands or fingers, misetng hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224:
1 APIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingors, etc.

STRQS29; The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federei data repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wi^in lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept efectronicatly submitted

palm print Images in accordarice with ANSI/niST standards artd figure Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speclficabon (EFTS) reviaions. The
NPPS shall have a Starxlard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) Irt which a contributor submits e palm print Irrrage at the Same lime contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0631: 1>io NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external custenriers with the capability to search both known end unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linl^ges, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) date In support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Senrices (SoS) data in support of cilminal

investigations. The NPPS shall pmvkle enrollment and Identiflcallort capabllllles similar to what is currenUy available via ten-prim. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latant Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, ac^ust minutia marker and enter case information.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case irrformalion.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: iAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQddO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: (APIS shall provide the abilFty to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2fi4: IAFIS Shall the capatxiity to search palm prints similar to what isavajiabie for ten-print searches

STR0556: IAFIS shall proiride the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: IAFIS shall not require the Identifrcation of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crirnes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sectlor^ of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palmaixl

major case prirtls.

5TRQ32S: NPPS shall provide Ihe ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; IAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.
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STRO1089: [AfiS shall require idei^catkinof palm region to seart^ for palm print submissions for non-major dimes
STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints agairtst a list of suspects.

STRO1104; lAFIS shall allow palm print Submissions fbr rhaior crimes to have higher pridity.

S^ftMO: KCl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a latent pr1nt(8} via multiple methods (o,g., scanning* CD, DVD) for a Latent Print Feature inveetigalion

Search request

SUR71; NGI shall support Lsterd Print Feature Investigation Searches,

LEG.UR21: IAPIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

leg UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction lor latent palm piint searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ53d: lAFlS shall allow the numberof candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

5TR0111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provido the same services, as latent fingerprinl services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRO1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent firtgerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow alternative rrraans to Identrfy individuals witoout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224! lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fir>gerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mis&ing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR052d; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palr^ print repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State law entorcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fi^ly automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept eiecironically submitted

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmlssjon Specification (EFTS) reviaions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmant (SPPE) in which a cor^tributor submits a palm piini image at the san^e time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Pakn Print Enrollment (BPPE).

$TROS3i : The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wllh the capability to search bolb known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crimir»al investigations

STRQ1 164; The NPPS Shall provide a syst^ to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both krKiwn and unknown
carKlldale repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and peribnn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crimir^l

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Idenlifk^tion capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust rrynuHa marker and er^ler case information.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shelf provide image rstnievel for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent paim prints.

Latent Examiners shaH have a Laterit Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case tnforrnatioii.

&TR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS57: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints,

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in ihe LAFIS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFIS shall provide the capabliity to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556T lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.
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STRQ1090: (APIS shall rxit roquiro the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capabitrty to search specific secbons of the prim.

STRQ4: NPP3 Shall hasra the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold t>olh pelrn anti

major case prims.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0537: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by reglor^s.

STRQ1069: lAFlS Shall require identificaiion of palm region to se^ch for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SIT^Q1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints again^^ a fist of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFiS shall allow palm print submlesk^s for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR600: NGI ahatl accept a Latent Prim Feature Investigation Search request from an External System (e.g-» IDENT) In accordance with the fatest ESTS version.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronicaily.

BiO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and bionrtelric information from exterrtal biometric systems.

BIO.FEAT121:Th6 solution shall enable the user to select fro rn a pre-defined set of values for specifoti fiotds based ona standardized data dictionary.

BtO FEATl22: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-fbrm text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compNani with a standardized date dictionary.

BIO.FEAT 129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

lr>formation Systems — Data Format for the Inierchartge of Fingsrprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Infonrtation, ANSl/NiST-lTL-1-2007.

BiD.FEATi44r User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFIS data through the soluUori.

BID.FEAT162: The solutkm shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194; The solutkm shall sui^rt EBTS compliant data exchar>ge.

6IO.FEAT398: The solution shall enable user to aubrrtit data to both IDENT and lAFJS in a single transaction.

SUR68: NGI shall support Latent InvestigatlorT $earches frorn Exterrial Systems (e.g., iDENT).

BiD.FEATt79: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

5UR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR2Q: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in rasponse to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamical iy,

STR0536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the seme services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ 1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currency, applicable

hardware, software, training and docuntentatlon shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without firrgarpnnte, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

f^gers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badty injured hands or fingers,

mlselr>g hands or fingers, etc.

STRC1529: The NPPS shall provide search capebillties of the pairn print nepository.
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STRCf 1 63: Th^ NPPS shall allow tha caplura, sloraga, and searching of palm prin^ from a Faderal data repository In supporting

Federal and Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fUlly automated segrr^ent within lAFlS. The NPPS shaN accept

ekectroniOBriy submitted palm print irreges in a[::C{ydanoe with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic FIngeivhnt Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the conirioulor submits a len-prinl image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and a1$0 develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queiies. create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of cdminal

investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system (o internal and external customers with the capabili^ to search boVt known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of cnminal investigatJons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identiflodtion capabilities similarto what is cunendy
available via ten^phnt. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm phnt, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examlr^ers shall have a Latent Palm Phnt Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and eritercaee

informabon.

5TRQ1 1 6S: The NPPS Shall provide Image retrieval for pafm print compahsons by latent axaminars and services fOr unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Saarch (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case in^rmation.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide th$ ability to search specific areas of a palm prinL

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositores

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capabHity to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556; IAFI5 shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: JAFIS shall r>ot require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to saarch specific sections of the print.

$TRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of die print The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328r NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1C8d; lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for noivmajor crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: lAFlS shall allow palm print suPmi&sions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Phnt Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : fAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS transecbon for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ32S: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFlS Shall allow the number of candidates retunied by a palm latent search to be user^efinad.
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STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print servicaa shall be integratad with, and provide the sanrie services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, traininQ and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide tha same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documantation shall be provided

STNQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

flrtgers, etc.

STRQ224: 1/^15 shall allow alternative means to identify lodivkluals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or Angers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search cepabilit/Bs of tha palm print repository,

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, ar>d searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supponing
Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSl/NiST standards ar>d future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a r>ew Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (6PPE).

STRQS3i: The NPPS Shah provide a system to Internal arid external cuslomers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create fkikages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS)data in support of criminal

InvesUgations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal end oxtemst customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what le currontty

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submissiort of a palm print, shall create e Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Peim Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia markorarK) onter case
information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shail provide image retrieval for palm print c^Mnparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prims. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnuila

marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints

STRO9B0: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS reposJtories.

STRQ2B4: lAFlS shall provide tha capability to search palm prints similar to what is available tor ten-print searches.

STRQ556; IAFI8 Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall n<^ require the identification of pelm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQl102r

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secUons cf the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm end major case prints.

STRC326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific araas of a palm print.

STKQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFIS shaH require klentiflcetion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-majorcrimes.

lAFlS shall provide the ability to search talent palm prints against a list of auspecis,
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STRQn04: ^AFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher prioriiy.

SFR692: NGI shalf accept fingerprint classification Information as part of a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request

Li^O.fH192: lAFlS shall acoept fingerprint cLassification irrformslicn as part of a Laterit Friction Ridge Feature Search Request.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investtgatbr) Searches,

LEG.LIR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: IAFI5 shall provide a candidate list irt response to a Latent Feature Seardt request.

STR082; The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ32S: NPPS shall allow the number of carKlidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STR0538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palrn latent search to be user-defined.

STROtit: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currerrily: applicable

hardware, software, training and docuinentaiion shali be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print serNrices shall provide the same services as latenl fingerprint services provided currently, applicable hardware,

software, trainirtg ar>d documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or lingers, missmg hands or fillers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS shall allow alternative mearts to identify individuals without Rngerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing harKls or

fir>gers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STROttaS: The NPPS shall «llow th« capture, storage, and soaTchir>g of palm pnnts from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and Slate law
enfoioervterii agencies. The NpPs shall t>e a hjiiy duiomated segment within 1/^FIS. The NPPS shair accept eiectrcnicalty submiKad palm print images in

accordartce with ANSi/NIST standards and future Hiedronic Fingerprint Transmission Speciricatior> (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shaM have q Standard Palm Print

Enrollment (SPPR) in which a oontributor submits a palm print image at ihe same time the oontribotor submiis a ten-print irnage. The NPPS shall populate a new
PaJrti Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ&31' The NPPS shall provide a system to intemai artd external customers with the capabifity to search both Known aryj unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systern of Services <5oS) data In suppon of crimirtal investigations.

STROt 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create Linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

irwestigations. The NPPS si^alt provide enrollment and Identlflcabon capabiiiiies similar to what is currently available via ten«print The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$TR0536; Latent ExamiiYers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search {LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust minutie marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prims.

Latent Examfriers shall have a Latent Palrn Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the abifity to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFts shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prtnls.

STRQ133: lAFiS shall provide Ihe ability to search palm pririts in the lAftS repositories.

STRQ284: IAFI5 shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar lo what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ566: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

5TR01090: lAFIS shall not require Ihe Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capabiilty to search spedho sections of the print.
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STRQ328: NPPS ahfili provkle the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ837: LAFiS Shall aliow searches of palm pnots by regions.

STRQ1Q69J lAFIS shall require idenlificelion of palm region to se^ch for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STR01102: 1APIS shall provide the ability to search fatent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS Shall allow palm prinl submissions for ma}or crimes to have higher priority.

SFR693: NGI shall accept one or more print position Indicators when a single print Is submitted In a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

tEG.FRl93: lAFlS shall allow one or more finger posllion indicators when a single fingerprint is submiRed in a Latent FricUon Ridge Feature Search Request.

SUR71; NGI shell support Latent Pant Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.LJR21: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositc^es.

LEG.UR22: JAFiS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm prinl searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of cartdidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or everts, to be increased dynamicalty.

$TRQ$3d: lAFIS shall allow (he number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and pmvida the same servicas. as latent fingerprint servicos provided cumenfty; appUcable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appUcable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identic irwllviduals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands Or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS Shall allow alternative means to identify Indlviduala without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

The NPPS shall provide search capablilbee of the palm print repository.

5TRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searchir^ of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within IAFI8. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted
palm print images In accordar^ce wifti ANSbNIST standards and future Etectronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) reviatona The
NPPS shell have a Standard Palm Print Enrollrront (SPPE) in which a conlriOulor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Prml Enrollment (6PPE)

STRO$3t ; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repoeitones.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJl$ System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 1 54: The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with Uie c^blllty to search bofii known and unkrK>wn
cerKfidate repositories, generate queries, create UnKages. and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crtmirtal

investigatioris. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via ten-prtnt. The hPPS.
upon submls^on of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prirft Search (LPP5) cdp^lity to capture Images, adjust minutia martcer and enter case information

STRQ226:

STRQ529:

STRQ539:
STRQ5S7:
STRQgeOi

5TRQ1 1 65; The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examinere and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Rint Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minima marker and enter case information

NPPS shall provktB the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

The system shall search palm pirinte.

STR0133: (APIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints fnthe lAFIS reposdories. .
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STRQ2&4: lAFlS Shall pravid^ th6 Cdpatuli^y to search palm prints sirrillarto what is availably for tsri'print saarchos.

STRQ5&6: lAFIS shall provide the oap^lily to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1D901 lAFiS Ghall r>ot require the identif3catk>n of palm regions to search for palm print si^>mi6sion& for major cornea.

STRQ5^ NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of fr© print.

$TRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1$ racorcts may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32Q; NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: IAF1S shaN allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFtS ShaN require idsntiftcation of palm region to search for palm print submissiora for non-major crimes

STRQ1 102i lAFiS shall preside the ability to search tatenl palm prints against a list of suspects.

STR01 104; IAF1S shall allow pa^ print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRe94: NGI shall require a print position indicator for each print image when multiple print images are contained in the Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request
LEG.FR194J lAFiS shall require a finger positiork indicator for each fingerpririt image vri^en multiple fingerprint Images are contained in the Latent Friction Ridge Feature Searoh
request

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature investigation Searches,

LEG.LIR21 : lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.LIR22: lAFlS ^all provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQd2: The lAFlS transaction for latent paJm print searthos shall b© able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, lo be increased dynamically.

STR053d: (APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shell be integrated with, end pro^^de the same services, as latent fingerprint ser/lces provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQi 10: Latent pd1m print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable hardware,

software, training and documanlallDn shall bs provided

STRQ226: lAFlS Shell allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc

STRQ224: lAFlS ^lalf allow alternafive means to identity frrd ividuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, msseing hands or

fingers, etc-

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163; The NPPS shall allow the cepUire, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal arwi

State law enforcement agencies- The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within JAFIS. The NPPS shall accept elecfronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSl^lST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisiorts. The
NPPS shall have a Sl^dard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPEj in which a cxKitributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

subnets a ten-print image. The NPPS shelf populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolfrnent (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a Bystem lo internal and external customers with foe capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Sen/lces (SoS) data in support of criminal investigalions.

STRQi 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
carrdidate repositories, gerrarate quenles, create lioKages. and perform searches of CJlS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminai

Invesbgatlorvs. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-prtnt. the NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have 3 Latent Palm Pnrri Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnula marker and j^ormaton.
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STRQ1 165: The NPPS shell provide image retrieval for palm print comparisone b/ latent axamiriers and services for unaoived latent palm prints.

Latent EKeminers Shall have a Latent Palm Prim Search (LPPS> capability to capture images, adjust mlnuba marker and enter case infbnnation.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQS57 :

1

APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm F»inl8 similar to twhat Isav^labla for teivprint searches.

STRO&56: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS Shall not require the Identlffodtion of palm regions to search for pelm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both patei and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against speciHc areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: IAi=l8 shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRO1089: lAflS shall require ktentification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STR01 102: lAFIS shall provide Vn9 ability to search latent palm prints against a Ust Of suspects.

STRQ1104. lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crintes to have higher priority.

$FR695: NGt Shall accept biographic descriptor data as part of a Latent Print Feature teveetigatlon Search redussL
LE6.FR195: lAFIS shall accept bfogrephlc descriptor data as part of a Latent Friction Ridge Feature Search request.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LE6.UR21: lAFIS Shall support Latent Feature Search raquesfo of specified reposHories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STR062: The lAFIS trar>saction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of carKjidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of canddates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQ53S: lAFlS shall allow the number of cartdiclates returned by a palm latent seercri to be user-defned.

STR01 11: Latent palm prirtt services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as talent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent patm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226r lAFIS shall aliow alternative means to klantify indivkfoals wi^out fingerprints, such as badly injured har>ds or fingers, missir>g hands or Ungers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow altematrve means io identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STROS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints fmm a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electrpnicaily submitted

palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and Mure Efactronic Fingerprint Transmission SpecHIcatlOri (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Prirl Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contebutor submits a palm print image at the same time the conlribulor

submits a terhprint image. The NPPS shall pti^uEate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).
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STRQ53t : The NPPS shail provide 9 ey$t«ni to internal end ojctemei customers wHh Ifie cepebllity to search botti known and unknown candidate ropositonee.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and per^rm searches of CJI3 Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identllicaiion capabilities similar to what Is currently available via len-phnt. The NR^S,
upon submission of e palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case inibrmation.

STRQ1 1 65; The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pdnle.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Phnl Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjusl minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQSId. NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

817^0557: 1APIS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960t The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: IAFl$ shall provide the ability to search palm prints ir^the lAFfS repositories.

STRQ264: JAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-prir)t searches

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search paimvs. palm

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the prlr>t

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 1 4 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specjfic areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crin^s.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1 104; lAFiS shall allow pakn print subrr^ssions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SfRfiM: NGI shall accept an indicator for enrollment in the ULF as part of the Latent Print Feature Investigation Search raqueat

LEG.FR196: lAFIS shall accept an indicator for enrollment fri the ULF as part of the Latent Prictoo Ridge Feature Search request.

SUR71: NGI shell support Latent Print Feature Invesfigation Seerches.

LEG.UR21; I4J^JS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repostuxles.

LEG.UR22: IAFI5 shall provide a car>dldale list in response to a Latent Feature Search requeet.

$TRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print eearches shall be able to expand the number of carrdidales fur high priority oases.

STRG329: NPPS shall allow (he number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a pdfm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software. Iralnirtg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training arvd documentation shali be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shaH alkrwattemaliva means to kler>tjfy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands orfirtgers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow aflematrve mear^ to Identify individuals without fingerphrits, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STR01163: Trid NPPS dhdiE aLk>w capture, storage, sfiO soarcnir^ of palm prints from a Federal data repository in sopportirtg Federal and
State taw enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall he a fuUy automated segment within lAFLS. The NPPS shall accept electronically eubmitled

palm print images in accordance with ANSi/NIST standards and future Electronk; Fingorprfnt Transmission Speclflcabon (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enroilment^SPPE) in wfuch a contrihutcr submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten^print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollnrtent (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cu^omers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, artd perfarm searches of CJIS System of Ser^ces (SoS) data in support of criminal investigalioi^s.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and exiemal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenllfcation capabilities similar to what is currently available via ter^print TheNPPS.
upon 8Ubmissior> of a palm prtnt, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examines shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuUa nf>arkerand enter case information.

STRQS3d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ&&7' lAFlS shall provide the capatxlity to search Major Case Prints.

$TRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFlS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shatl provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1O90; iAFIS Shall not require the identificaiion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectiorts of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capabitity to search specific sections of the print. TheType 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STR0326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a paim print.

STRQ637: IAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1099: IAFIS shell reduire Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQlt02: LAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints againat a list of suepecte

STR(31104: IAFIS shall allow pa&n print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFRM7: NGI shall accept a designation of the internal NGI rapoBltory(Jes) to be Included In a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

BiO.FEAT162; The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BlO FEAT193: The solution shall have the ability to search latent submissions against in-scope ULF databases.

STRQ2S9: iAFIS shall allow remote access of Uie Civii file from the latent wcvt^aiation.

STR0421 : IAFIS shall provide access to SLC ^le& for special pL^pose operations.

$TRQ452: IAFIS shall allow remote access to the SLC flies.

STRQ&31: 3LC files shall be made available through a remote workstation.

$TRQ1012: IAFIS shall allow remote access of the SLC files.

SUR66: NGI shall support Latent InvesUgaUon Searches against designated NGI reposltory(ies).

LEG.UR19: l>^IS shall support Latent Image Search Requests of speclfled repositories.

STRQ16Q: IAFIS shall provide the ability to search and submit the latent prints in a single request.
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STRQ638: TTm remote fate nt workstation shall be abfe to submit searches against the enhanced civil repository.

STR01001
: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, inckjdlng the crfminaf file.

STRQ100D: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR, including the criminal file, the civil file and the specfa)

population files.

STRQ10Q2: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. irtcluding die civil file.

STRQ1000: The latent interface shall be able to laurtch searches against the EIR, including the crminal file, the civil file and the special

population flies.

STRQ1003: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. Including the SPC files

STROtOOO: The fateri interface shall be able to taunch searches against the EER, including the criminal file, the clvE1 file and the speciat

population files

SUR70; NGI shall support Lateni Print Image Investigation Searches.

LE6.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent image Search Request.

STRQS2: The lAFIS transaction for latent pelm prim 84aarches shall be able to expand the number of car>didates for high priori^ cases.

STR0329: NPP3 shall allow the number of candidates returned for lateni searches for ma|or chmes. or events, to be increased

dynamically

STRQ538: 1APIS shall aik>w the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1
:
Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currenlly:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, tr3inlr>g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226i lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals wrthout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

firrgers, etc.

STR0224: lAFES shall allow aHemalive means to identify individuals without flrigerprints. such as badly (n{ured hands or firigers.

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capaUlibes of the palm print reposilcvy.

$TRQ1 163: The NR^S shall allow d>e capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data r^ository in supporting Federal and
Stale law er^forcerrent agencies The NPRS shall be a fully automated segment within U^iS. The NPPS shail accept electronicaily submitted

palm print Images in acccxdance with ANSlvNIST siandards and Mure Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification <£FTS} revisions. TNe

NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Prirtt EnrolimtarH tSPPE) in which a contributor sutxniis a paim print image at Ihe same time Ihe cor^lrtbutor

submits a ten-print image The NPPS shali populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPH), and also develop a Psim Prlrtt Enrollment (fiPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS ehalf provide a eyetem to Irtternai and external cuatomere with the capability to search both known and ur^nown carv^ate
repositoriee, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI3 System of Services ($o5) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and

unknown candidate r^msitories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Serviced (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shell provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currertUy

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record <PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Exarhinera shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnulia marker and er>ter case
information.
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STRQ1 165: The NPPS ehall pfo^de image relrieval for palm print comperieone by latent examiners arid services for unsolved

Latent palm prints. Latent Examjr>ers shall have a Latent Palm Print Soacx^h (LPPS) cepabLNty to capture images, adiust minutia

ma liter and enter case information.

STRQ539: NpPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STROS57: lAFIS shaU provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STKO990: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to search palm faints in the lAFIS reposrtories.

STRQ^S4: lAFlS shall proyide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available forten-prinl searches.

STRQ556: IAFI5 Shall provide the capability to search palm vs palm.

STRO1090: lAFiS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capabKity to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the phnl. The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm and m^orcase prints.

STRQ329: NPPS shall provide the ability to search agairtst specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: lAFIS shalJ allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search fur pa I rn print submissions for noivmejor crimes.

STRQf 102: lAFlS shall provide tho dbilKy to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shaU adow palm print submissions for maj(^ crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71 : fsiGl Shall support Latent Print Feature investigallon Searches.

LEG.LIR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search neque sis of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS Shall pro'iride a carvdidete list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm prim searches sha^ be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the rrumber of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

$TRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated wth, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQIIQ: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent firrgerprlnt services provided currently; apptrc^e
hardware, software, training and documerttation shall be provided

$TRQ226; lAFIS shali allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as bedfy injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: 1APIS shall allow altamative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, ate.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capatHKUes of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow tiia capture, storage, and searching of palm printa from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federei and State law enforcement agertcies. The NPPS shell be a fully aulornated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept
Blectrcnically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint TranTnission

Spdcffication (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS Shall have a Starvdard Palm Print Enrollmertt (SPPE) in which a contributor eubmita a
palm print Irnage at the sarrie Nme the contributor subrnits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shali populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).
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STRQ531' The NPPS shgtl provk^e a system tc internal and external cListomers with the capat>jlity 1o seamh bolh known and unknown candid^e
repositades, generate queries^ create linkages, and parform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) daia in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQl 164; The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customer^ with the Odpability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositonea, generate queries, create linkageB. and perform searches of CJIS Sy&lems of Services CSoS] data

in supped of dimlnal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrolfmenl and idonttficatlon capabililies similar to what Is currently

available via ten-print The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create e Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).
STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to captura Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information.

STRQl 16S: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and sen/icee for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm FVinl Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

$TR0539. NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO960; The system shall search palm prints,

STR0133; lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFiS repositories.

3TR0264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for len-piint searches.

STR0356; lAFlS shall provide the cdpabl^ty to search palm vs. palm.

STRQl 000; I AFIS ehall not require the tdenfifECatjor^ nf palm regiorts to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS ^all hava the capability to search spedftc sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 recordsm% hold

both palm and major case prints,

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the abikty lo search against specific areas of a palm pnnt.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STRQ1089: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-majorcrimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQt 1 04; lAFIS shall allow palm prinl submissions for major erknes to have higher priority.

SFR696: K6I shah accept a designation of an external r«posltory{tes) (e.g.. IDENT) againsl which iatenl print data should be searched as part of a Latent Print Feature
investigation Search regueeL

610.FEAT143; User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFIS and lOENT data through the solution.

BI0,FEAT14€: The solution shall allow a user to select type of search in the submission of the query of tAFIS or IDENT and lAFiS.

BIO.FEATt69; The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

6I0,FEAT302: The solution shall proinde a 'cafeteria st^e' search capability to choose the population, biometric, and demographic criteria

BIO FEAT3d6: The solution shall enable the user to submit data to bolh IDENT and lAFlS in a single transaction.

SUR67; NOI shall support Latent Invssligallon Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO.FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.IJR20: JAFIS shall provide a candidate Ust in responEs lo a Latent Image Search Request.

STR082; The LAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number Of candidates for high prionty cases.
STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamicalty.
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STRQ538: lAPIS Shall a^low the number of candidates returned by a pairn latent search to be user^definad.

STRQl 1 1
: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, softvrare, trainirtg and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprini services provided currently; applicablQ

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

5TRQ226: lAFIS shall allow aHernalive means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224; lAFIS shall allow aitemative means to idenlify individuals without hrigerprints. such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQl 1 S3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State tew wforcement agencies. The NPPS shell be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept
electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards artd future Electronic Flr>3erprint Transmiseion
Speclficalion {EFTS) revisions The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Rint Enrollment {SPP6) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same ^me the contributor submits a tan^rint Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Reposilory (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print EnrollmBnl(BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wid^ the capability lo search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services {SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1 1d4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external custorners with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of chminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enroirment and Identification capabtlltlos simitar to what is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon subrrHSSion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record fPPRR).
STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case

informalion.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services ter unsolved
latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability lo capture Images, adjust nninutia

mdrlteT and enter case Information.

STRQ53d: NPPS shall provide the ability lo search specific areas of a palm prkit

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provkle the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search paim prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2&4: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what ie available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS sr>ail provide the capability to search p)alm vs. palm.

STRQ1090! lAFIS shall not require the Identificatlori of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for rnajor crimes.

STR05r NPPS shall have capability to search specific sections of (he print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectiona of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shalJ provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFfS sha^ allow searches of pakn prints by regions.

STRQ10&9: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non^g^r >
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STR0 1 1 02: ]AFIS ^ all provide ebtl Ay to Search latent palm prints against a I ist of suspects

STRQ1104: lAFIS ^all allow palm phr>l sutoiissions For major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Invesbgatun Searches.

L€Q.UR21: lAFlS Shall support Latent Feature Soarch requeue of specified repositories.

L£6.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall bo able to expend the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR03Z9: NPPS shall allow the number of candktaies returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ536 lAFIS Shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

SIRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 10; Latent palm print services shall provide ^e same services as laienl fingerprint services provided cumntiy: applicabid

hardware, software, treming and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFiS shall allow alfeimative means to identify individuels without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224! lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify indK/lduala without fingerprli^ts, such as badly injured hands or fWigerv,

missing hands or fingers, etc,

STR052d; TTva NPPS Shall provide search capabilllles of the palm print repository.

STR011S3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in suppodlng

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS she! accept

elecironkcally submitted palm print Images In accordarKe with AN8I/NLST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmeni (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print Image a1 the same time the contributor submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Prim Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ53t : The NPPS shall provide a system lo Internal and external customers with the capabINty to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS)data in support of criminal

investigatior>s.

STRQ1 164; The NPPS ^all provide a system to internal and external customers with Ihe capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, oeate linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ Systems of Servicas ($oS> data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shaH provrde enrollmertl arvj idertirtication capabilities similar to what is currently

available via tervprini. The NPPS, upon subiry$$ion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners ^all havs a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minulla marker and enter case
Information.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examirvers and services forur>solv«d

latent palm prfnls. Latent Examiners Shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to captura images, adjust minuba
marker and enter case information.

STRQ53g: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prir>L

STRQ557: 1APIS shall provide tie capability to search Major Case Prints.

STR0960: Tha system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: 1APIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2d4: 1APIS shall provide Ihe capability to search palm prints similar to whai Is available for t0n-prin^afi|^ch^j
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STRQ$56: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STR01090: lAFlS shall not require identi^cation of palm regions to search for palm phnt submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability 1o search specific sections cf the print.

STR04: NPPS ^lall have the capability to search ^>edfic sectlone of the prir>t The Type 14 or 16 reconjs may hold

bo^ palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the abifity lo search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ 1 069; lAFlS Shall require identification of palm region lo search for palm print submissions for rton-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFiS shall aHow palm print submissions for major crime s to have higher priority.

SFR699: NGI shall accept spsgiflod NCIC flngsrprtnt clMaiftcatlon(s) to be used as a filter for a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request

STRQ266; tAFiS sh^l provide the ability to search latonts against specific whorl pattern classlficaUon types.

$TRQ326: lAFlS shall provide the ability to perform latent aearchas on specific whorl typos.

STRQ372: ETIS re^>onses shall be routed Ihrough NCIC.

STRQ371 £Tl5 responses and inquires sha^ be routed through NCIC.

STRQ372: ETIS inquiries Shall be routed through NCIC
STRQ371^ ETIS responses and Inquirias shall be routed through NCIC.

STRQ575: LAFIS shall support sending ETIS request via NCIC.

STRQS74: lAFIS shall support 6endlr>g and receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

STRQ576: lAFIS shall support receiving ETIS request via NCIC.

STRQS741 lAFlS shah support sending and recaivirrg ETIS request via NCIC.

SURdd: NGI shall support latont investigation Searches filtered by NCIC flrtgerprint ciassJfications.

SUR70; NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shell provide a cendtdale lisi In response to a Latent Image Search Request

STRQd2: The lAFiS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow number of candidates returned for latent searches for n>ajor crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ63d; lAFlS sMa^ allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STR0111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent firigerprirtl services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, tralr^ing and documentalion shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services ^ali provide U^e same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, applicable

hardware, software, train^g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFfS shall allow alternative means (o identify inritviduals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRC1224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1163: The NPPS &hail allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporiiny

Federal and State law eaforcement agahciaa. The NPPS shall be a ^lly automatad segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint T ransmisslon
SpOCrfk^ticn (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm PdiU Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submit a
palm print Image at the $arne time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a rtew Palm Prtnt

Repository (PPR), arxd also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrailmenl (BPPE).

STR0631 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capabtNty to search both kr>own and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create llr^ages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of chminai

investigations.

STR0 1 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to intern^ and external customers with the capability to search both Known and
unknovm candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of C3I$ Systems of Services (So$) data

In support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently

available vis ten-prfnt. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnuUa rparker and enter case
information.

STRO 1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services tor unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust rrinutid

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQSSTi i/^IS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9D0: The System shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the IAFI5 repusllories.

5TRQ284; lAFlS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is avaifable forten-pnnt searches.

STRQS56: lAFIS Shell provide (he cepafallity to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regies to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the prkil The Type 14 or IS reconds may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm phni

STR0637: IAF1S shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQlOdd: lAFIS shall require identificabon of palm regbn to search for palm print subihissions for non-major crimee.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shell provide the ebillcy to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: (AFIS shall allow palm print aubmissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NG1 shall support Latent Print Foalure Investigation Searches.

LEG.LfR21 r lAFIS sh^l support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQd2: The (APIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to exparkJ ihe number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamICBily.

STRQ538: IAFI5 Shall allow the number of candidates returned by a patm latent search to be user-defir>ed.
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STRQ1 1 1: Latent pafrn print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services. e$ latent fingerprint services provided oorrentty:

^}pMcable hardware, doftware, training and documentation Shell be provided

5TRQ11Q: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint sarvScea provided currentiy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: iAFiS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badiy injured hands or fingers, miseing hdfids or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224! lAFtS Shall allow alternative means to Identify Individuals wllhout fingerprints, such as badty injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 1$3: The NPRS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies The KPPS shall be a fuDy automated segment within tAFtS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm prirM images In accordance wlfi^ ANSt/NiST standards and future Electroolc Fingerprint Transmission

SpeciflGation (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (5PPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and extemat customers with the capability to search both known and uriknowrh candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external custorners wilh tne capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Servicos (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identification capabilities similar to what Is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print shall create a Palm Print Repository Record <PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prinl Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mtnulia inarkef and antercase
Information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case fnlormetlon.

$TRQS3d; NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

5TRQS67: 1AFI$ shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

$TRQ9B0: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133r IAFI5 shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2a4: IAFI5 shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-prinl searches.

STR0556r lAFJS Shall pmwde the capability to search palm v$. palm.

STRQl 090: lAFIS shall not require the rdentification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shaft have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

5TRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regiors.

5TRQ1 989: 1AFI5 Shall require Identificebon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS Shall provide the ab^ity to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects. NGI-1621
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STRQ1104: lAFlS shall all(>vv palm print submi^ons for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR700: NOl ehall accept an indicator that apaciftaft the number of candidates (hat wlil be returned from each requested system In a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search
request

STROIOd; lAFIS Shall return a default number of latent print candidates (default $ 2U). returned by lAFIS. with the ability to spedfy more (up to $9}

SUR71: NCI shall support Lalant Print Feature investigation Searches.

LEG.UK21I lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS Shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request-

STRQ62: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamicaJiy.

STRQ53d; lAFiS shall allow (he numberof candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 11: Latent palm print aenrices shall be integrated with, and provide the same seArices, as latent fingerprint services provkled currently; applicable

hardware, software, trainirig and documentation shall be provided

STKO110: Latent palm print Borvlces shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenUy: applicable hardwam.

$TRQ226! lAFIS shell allow all^abve means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or firtgers, eic.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow altsrnative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ52d: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 1 63j The NPPS shall allow the capture^ storage, and Searching of palm prints from a Federal data neposhary In supporting Fadaial and
Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Irnages in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specificaljon (EFTS) ravlaions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print irnage The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print EnroUnrefit (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to rntemel end external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposHorfes.

g^erata queries, create linkages, and perforrn searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal rnvestigalions.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shaN provide a system to internal and external customers wibi the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of ServiCQS (SoS) data In support of crinvn^

irwastigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currency available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Ropository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shstl have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabilfty to capture images, adjust minulia maricer and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case infi:>miatlon.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRO&57: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Pririts.

STRQ^QO: The system shall search palm prints

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search p^m prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ284: 1 APIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: 1AFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQIOdC: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm feglons to search for palm print submlsaions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. NGI~1622
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STRQ4: NPP5 ^Kall hav« tha capabllrty to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hoid both pa^m and
major case prtnts.

STRQ328r NPPS shall provide the ebiFIty to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: 1AFI5 shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089; I^IS shall require idenlificetion of palm region to search for palm print subcniesione for non-major crimes

STRQ1102; 1AFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQtl04: lAFtS shall allow palm print eubri^e^ona for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR701: NC^ehall accepts epecifled number of candidate print Images to raturn in aLetent Print Faetu re Investigation Search request.

STRQ1017: AFIT shall optionally provide fingerprint images In a response to a latent search submission.

STRQ1016: AFIT shall ^lowthe number of candidates returned fof latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

SITRQ&I i The IAFI$ transaction for latent fingerprint searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

SUR71:N<3l shall support Latent Print Feature Jnvestigaflon Searches.

LEG.UR21r lAFlS Shall support Latent Feature Search requests of :^)ecified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS Shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

$TROS2: The LAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of cendldates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

5TRQS36: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ11 1: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, training and docurrtentation shall be provided

STRQi 1 Qt Latent palm print servicea shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cumertUy; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFI5 shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands orflngans, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFI5 shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without rmgerprlnts, such as badly injured hands or linger^, misaing harvds or

firtgerS, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the pafnn print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agertdes. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST sLandaids end Mure Electronic Fingerprir>t Transmission Speclficabon fEFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time ^e contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STROS31 :
The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both Imown and unknown candidate repositories,

generate querias. create linkages, and perform ssarchos Of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

StRQi 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Iniemal and external customers wilh the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CjIS Systems of Services {SoS)dalain support of criminal

invesllgations. The NPPS sh^l provide enrollment end identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via len-priel The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutla mariner arid enter case intormabon.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provtda Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and seA/ioes for unsolved latent palm printe.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker Informabon.
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STRQ639: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide (he cepebllity lo seoroh Major Case P/inis.

STR0980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ1 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability lo search palm prints in the lAPlS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: IAFI5 shall provide Iho capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090; lAFIS Shall not require the idontificatjon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability lo search specific secLioris of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

5TRQ328; NPPS shall provide ^e ability to search against specify areas of a palm print.

$TRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQIOdS: lAFlS shall require ktentiticatlori of paltti region to search for paim print submissions for non-major crimes.

STROl 102; lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent paJm prints agatr>st a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104; lAFIS shell allow palm print submissiona for major crimes to have higher priority.

$FR7d2; NQI ahali accept an Indicator In a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request, to optionally return features and matching minutiae with candidate print Images.

STRQ330; UIW shall provide die ability to search on the specific types of whorls.

STRQ1108: The fingerprint card shall give the specific feature set for the same candidate, regardless of the quality of the rest of prints.

SUR71: NGI shall aupporl Latent Print Feature Investigetion Searches.

LEO.URZI: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searchas shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamicaHy

STRQ83d: lAFIS shall allow toe number of oarididates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, arid provide the same services, as latent fingerprint son/ices proirided curreritfy: applicablo

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRO110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow altemalive means to identify iodividuals without fiogerprints. such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow altemative means lo identity individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing bands or

f^gers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository

STRQi 163: The NPPS Shall allow the capture, aiorage, and searching of palm pnnis from a Federal data repository in supporting Fedaiel a«d
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shell be e fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept eiecUonicaliy submitted

palm print irrkagea in accordance with ANSI/NiST standards arKf future Electronic Fingerprint TransmisslOT Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm F^nt Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk PaJm Print EnroNrnent (BPP£).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to irtten^al and external customers wilh Ihe capability to search both known and unkr>own candidate r«»posilodes.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations.
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STRQ1 164: The NPPS shatl provide e dystem to ii^temal and exlemal custofr>ers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate reposrtonies, generate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificaljon capabilities similar to what is currently available vie ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Phnt Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutla marker and entercase information.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutla marker and enter case information.

STRQ639: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prinis-

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133; lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the I APIS repositories

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

5TRQ536: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 1 S records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide trie ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl 089: lAFlS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submiasions for non-major crimes.

STRQ11Q2: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR703: KOI ehall accept a designation of transaction priority by which the Latent Print Feature InvestigatJofi Search should be performed.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Invesltgation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repoeltories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS Shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request

$TRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of cendldatee returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically.

STRQ53d: lAFIS shall allovr the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

$TRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, aoftware, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable harcfware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to idertify individuals without fir)gerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall alkrw alterrtative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missii^ hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabllrUes of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1163: Th& NPPS $hali the capture, atora^e, and $$archlr^ of palm printa from a Federal data repoaltory In aoppo^iing Faderal and
State law enforcement agencies Tl>e MPPS shall be a fully automated sagmertl within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submftted

palm print images in accordance wrUi ANSI^lST standards and fi^re Elecai^nic Fingerprint Transmiseion Specification <EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same tinr>e the oontribiitor

submits a ten^print Image. The NPPS Shall populate a r^ew Palm Print Repository tPPR)r and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE)

STRQ531 : The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external custorners wth the cap^Hity to search both known and unimown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations

STRQt 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services {SoS) data in support of crfrranal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Iderrtlfication capabilities similar to what is currently available via taivpiint. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall cmate a Palm Print Repostlory Record (PPRR)

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Ssidrch (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnuba marker and enter case ink^rmatton.

STRQ1 165; The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print ccmparisons by latent examinars and aarviceB for unsoNed latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnuba marker arKl enler case information.

STRQS3g: NPPS shell provide ^e et^lity to search specific arees of e palm print.

STRQSS7! lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS reposituries.

STRQ264: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

5TRCI556: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

lAFlS shell not require the identification of palm reglone to eeaioh for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the prinL

STRQ4 ; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 1 4 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STR032S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; lAFIS shall allow searches of palrn prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFlS shall require kjentificatfon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major ciirrres.

lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR704; NGI shall allow an Authorized FGI Service Provldef^ to manually extract pririt features from the print Imaged aa part of a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search requa

SUR71; NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able tc expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically.

STR0538: lAFIS ^^11 allow the number of candidates ratumad by a palm lalent search to ba user^derined.

STR0111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint servicea provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1090;

STRQ1102:
STRQ1104!

STROUD: Latent palm print services sriali provide the same services as latent flngerprinl sen/lces provided currentiy; applicable hardwa^^,

software, training and documentation shall be provided NGI-1626
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STRQ226: lAFlS srvaN allows I maana to idanlify iryJlviduals without ftugerprinls, such a & badly Injured hands or (ingars, missing hands orfingars. elc.

3TRQ224: (APIS shall allows alternative means to identify Individuals 'i^thout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or Tingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc

STRC)529: The NPP5 shall provide search capabilities cf the palm print repository,

STRQ1163: The NPPS Shalt allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforoement agencies. The NPPS Shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept eieclronicaliy submitted

palm print images in accordance with AN3I/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (£FTS) revisions. The
NPPS Shall have a Standard Palm Prir^t Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at frie same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Prim Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to mtemal and external customers with &>© capability to search both known and unknown candidate repoeitoriee.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal InvesUgations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Irttemal and external customers with the capability to search boti^ known and urd^nown

candidate reposilonea, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crirninal

investgations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities simifarlo what is currently available via ten-print The NPPS,
upon submission ofa palm print, ^rall create a Palm Phrrt Repository Record (PPRR).

$TRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case Infontialion.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval tor palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examirvers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker ar^d enter case intormation.

STRQ53S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prinL

STRQ557: lAFiS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints,

STR0133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories

STR0264: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints simSarto what is available for ten-print searches,

STR0556: lAFlS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

S1TtQ1090: 1APIS shall not require the iderktiHcatlon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions tor major crimes

STRQ$: NPPS ^11 have the capability to search specific sections of the print

STRQ4: NPP$ shall have the capability to searrh specific sectiv’s of the print TTie Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STR0326: NPPS shall provide the ability to saefch against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to soarch for palm print submissions for norvmajor crimes.

STR01102: lAFIS shall provide the ability le search latent palm prints against a llsl of suspects.

3TRO1104‘ lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions tor majorcrinrtesto have higher priority.

SFR7Q$: NGI shall prioritize a Latent Print Feature InvesUgaOoo Search using established and specliisd pdodly crKsrla.

STRQ717: lAFlS shall expedite the work flow erf acceptartce, retenlton, examirtation and reply tor digllal latent image searches (fingerprints) to latent examinarB tor a positive

identification, back to the requesting office for investigative actirx^.

STRQ715: lAFIS shall expedite file work How of acceptance, retentfon, axamlrtatioo and reply for digital latent image saarches (flr^erprints and palm prints) to

latent examiner^ tor a positrva idanlrlicatjon, back to the requesting office tor Investigative action,

SUR71; NGI shall ^pportLatent Print Feature Investigation Searches,
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tEG.LJR2l: 4AFIS shall support Latent Feature SearU) requests of specified repositodes.

LEG.LIR22: iAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall t}e able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shell allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or everits» to be Increased dynamicaly.

STRQ53d: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with^ and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appltcabte

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingefprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0228: lAFiS shell allow aliemetrve means to identify IrKlivIduaie wifiiout fir^gerprints, such as badly injured harxls or firtgers, missing hands or hngera, etc.

STR0224: lAi^lS Shall allow alternative means to fdentdy ir>dividu3ls vrithout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ329: The NPPS shall provide search capacities of the palm print repository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agenc'ies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTSj revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a rww Palm Print Repowtory (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm PrinI GnroHrnent (SPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a sy^em to intern^ end external customers with the capability to search both known and unkrKiwn candidate repoeitories,

gonerate queries, create linkages, arid perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ 1 164: The NPPS shell provide a system to internal and external customers with the c:apabltlty to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, gerkerate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services {SoS) data In support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to whet is currently available via teivprint The NFPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRObJS: Latent Examines shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information-

STRQ1 16S: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print conr^risoris by latent examirters and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia maiker and enter case information.

STRQ639: NPPS shall provide ^lity to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ6&7: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9aO: The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFJS reposdories.

STRQ264: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search pakn prints similar lo what Is availaUs for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: [APIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQl 090: lAFlS shall not fequlra the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQfi: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific seclions of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to sean^ against ^>ec1fic ^as of a palm print.

STRQe37: lAFiS ^el I allow searches of palm prints by regions. .
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STRQ1089: lAFlS $^ali r^iuire l<f$ntjfic£tk>n of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102; FAFlS shall provkie the ability to search latent palm prints against d list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for rriSjor crimes to have higher priority.

SFR7(Ki: NGI shall perform latent print Marches of the repositorv(ie&] designated In the Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request
LEG.FR197: lAFlS shaH search the crirrHral fingerprini reposilory as pari of a Latent Friction Ridge Feature Search request.

STRQ1&0: Latent searches shall be run against the ETIS database.

$TRQ11&4: Latent and ten-print searches shall be mn against the £TIS database.

STRQ421; lAFlS Shall provide access to SLC files for special purpose operations.

STRQ452: lAFlS shall allow remote access to the SLC files.

STRQ631: SLC files shall be made available through a remote workstation.

STRQ1 012: lAFlS shall aNow remote access of the SLC files.

SUR66: NGI shall support Latent Investigation Searches egelnst de^gnated NGI repository(les>.

LEG.UR19‘ lAFIS shall support Latent Image Search Requests of specifted repositories.

STRQ160: lAFIS shall pmvido the ability to search and submit the latent prints In a single request.

STROb3Si The remote latent workstation shall be able to submit searches against the enhanced dvti repository.

STRQtOOIr The latent Interface shall be able to launch searches against the EIR. including the criminal file.

STRQ1000: The latent interface shall be able to launch seart^es against ti^e EIR. including the criminal file, the civil file and the special

population files.

STRQ1002: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the civil file.

STRQ1000: The laterit Interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the criminal file, the civil file and the special

population files.

5TRQ1DD3: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the EiR. inciuding the SPC files.

STRC1COO: l>ve latent Interface shall be able to launch seances againat the ElR, including the chmiriai file, the civil fife and the special

popuiatkrn files.

SLIR70: NGI shaii support Latent Print Image InvestIgaQon Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The iAFiS transaction for iatentpalm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased

dynamically.

STRQ536: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STROll1r Latent palm print aervices shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currenfiy:

applicabie hardware, software, training and documentabon shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shali (xovide ^e same services as latent fingerprint services prowded currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shail be provided

STRQ226: IAFIS ^^11 allow alternative means to identify individuals svHhout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, rniseing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRC]529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilllies of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1ld3: Th9 NPPS shsll allow the t^turo, fitoragd, and searching of palm prints froim a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agendas. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

elecironically submitted palm print Images In accordance with ANSI/NIST startdards end future Electronic Fingerprint T ransmisslon
Specification (EFTS) revialons. The NPPS shall have a Standard PaNm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same bme the corktributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enroilmenl (BPPE).

STRQ531; The NPPS ^all provide a system to Inteirtal and external customers with the capability to search tx>th known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) dala In support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with ^e capability to search both Known and
unkrvown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linka^^, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal irwestigatlons. The NPPS shall provide enrollrr>ent ar>d idenbfication capabilibes similar to what is currently

dvallable via ten-print The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shell create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)
STR0536: Later^t Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (IPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and ontarcase
information.

STRQ1 ldb; The NPPS sh^l provide image retrieval for palm print comparisone by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent psim prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latarit Paim Prim Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjuat minutia

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The ayslem shall search palm prints,

5TRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to searcb palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

5TRQ264: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searchos.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require fre identification cf palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimee.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS ^a if have the capab i hty to search specific seel ions of the print. Th e Type 1 4 or 1 5 records may hold

both pairr and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide iha ability to search against specific areas of a palm prlr^t.

&TRQd37: lAFIS shall ailow searches of palm prints by regions.

STROt 089: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print si^missions for non^major crimes.

STR01 102: lAFIS shall provide ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : lAFIS shall support Lat^ Feature Search raque^s of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22; lAFlS shall provide a candidate fisi in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQd2: The lAFIS IransacHon for latent palm prinl searches shall be able to expand the manber of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall aHow the r\ L^iber of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ&38: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returried by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STROl 11: Latent palm print servkies shall be integrated with, arxt provide Ihe same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cunently:

epplicabte hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided NGI~1630
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$TRQ1 10: Latent pafm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, eppltcable

hardware, software, training and docurr^ontation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or hrtgers. missing har>ds or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: i^iS shail allow sllemabve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, ate,

STRQ529; The NPPS ^all provide search cepabriities of the pafm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow tbe capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within fAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Ervollrnent (SPPE) In which a contributor submits e
palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a tervprint image. The NPPS shsu populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also devel<^ a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE).

STRQ531 r The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (So$) data in support of criminal

jnvestlgabons.

STRQf 1$4: Thd NPPS i^all provida a system to intern^ and axtomal customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of crirrunal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identifioallon capabiliUes similar to wh^ is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latoril Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case
InformaUon.

STRQ 1 16S; The NPPS Shell provide image retrieval fgr palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services tor unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutla

marker and enter case InfonnatiDn.

5THQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas ofa palm print.

STRQS57; lAFIS shall providethe capability to search Major Case Prints.

STR(2d60: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ 133: lAFlS shell provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capability tu search palm prints similar to whet is available forten*print searches.

STRQ5S6: lAf IS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

$TRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the idenfiftcation of palm regions to search tor palm print submissions for major crimes.

STROS: NPPS shall have the capability lo search specific sections of the piinL

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capab ility to search specitiG sections of the print. The Type 1 4 or 1 5 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ 1 069: lAFlS shall require klantHication of palm region to saarph tor palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: 1AFIB shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priorily.

SFR707: NGI shall perform latent print searches of the default NGl repositoryfles) when no reposttory is specified in the Latent Print Feature Investiga#d6&eb£^liwquest.
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SUR66: NGl shall support latent InveBtigation Searches against designated NGl reposit<^(les].

LEG.UR10: lAFlS Shall support latent Image Search Roqueatd of specified repositories.

STRO160: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search and submit the latent prints in a single request.

STRQ638: The remote latent workstation shall be able to submit searches against the enhanced civil repository.

STRQIOOt: The Latent interface shall be abie to launch searches against the EIR. induding the crimrnal Hie.

STRQ 1 QQ0 ; The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR. including the criminal Hie, the civil file and the special

population files

STRQ1002: The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, including the civil file.

STRQ10Q0; The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR. including the chminal file, the civil file and the special

population files

STRQtOOSr The latent interface shall be able to launch searches against the ElR, ir>ciudmg the SPC files.

STR01000: ^e latent interface shall be able to lauhch searches against the ElR. including the criminal file.^ civil file and the special

population files.

SUR7Q: NGl shakf support latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG UR20: IAFl$ shall provide a candidate fist in response to a latent Image Search Request.

5TKQB2: The I AFIS transactfor^ for later>t palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shell sllow the rtumber of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or ever^ls. to be increased

dynamically.

STRQS3S: lAFlS shell allow the number of candidates relumed bye palm latent search to be user-defiried.

STRQl 1 1: Latent palm print services shall be irrtegrated with, arid provide the aafhe services, as latent flr^erprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

$TRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent firtgerprint services provided currenUy; appiicaole

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; lAFlS Shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative n>eans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or f1r>gers, etc-

STRQ529: The NPPS ^all provide search cap^lit^ of the palm print repository.

STRQ 1163: The NPPS shall allow capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shat accept

alectrcnlcdlly submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSl/NI$T standards and future Electronic Fingerprirrt Transnission

Sp>ocificetk>n (EFTS) revisions The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). 9fvt also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to inlemal and external customers wito the capability to search bcth known ar^d unknown caitoidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform seardies of CJIS System of Services <SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal arxt external customers with the capability to search both known arvd

unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal Investigatjons, The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to whal is cuirently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon Gubmlssfon of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository
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STRQ536: Latant Giominar^ shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabilily lo Capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and e^tercase
Infermatipn.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image relrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and servicas for urtsotved

latent palm prints. Leteni Examiners shall have a Latent Paim Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case informalion.

5TRQ538: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specifk; areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STR096C; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQl^; lAFIS shall provide the ability lo search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is avallabie for ten-print searches.

STRQ&56: IAFI5 shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: IAFI$ shall not require the Identificetion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific aecljons of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

5TR0326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search againsl specific areas of a palm print

STR0637: LAFIS shell allow searches of peim prinls by regions.

STR01 089: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for patm print submissions for non-major crimtes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent paJm prints agelnst a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major ciimes to have higher priority.

$UR71: N3I shall support Latent Print Feature invesligaticn Searches.

LEG.LIR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.LIR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

$TRQd2: The lAFlS tianeacton for latent palm print aearches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cas«8.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased
dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFtS shell allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1

1

1 Latent paTm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and docurnemation shall be provided

$TRQiiO: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint sendees provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means lo idenirfy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow altemative means to Identify Irtdlvlduals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missirig hands orflr>gera, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabliities of ihe palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in suppoiting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images h accordance with ANSI/'NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint T ransmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).
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STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and evtemal customers with the capability to both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfo/m searches ot CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STRQ1 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, gen^te queries, Create Jinkages, and perform searches oil CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigatjons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currentty

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upwi submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36.' Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia mariver and enter case

Information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and sarvicos for unsolved

latent palm prints Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STR053d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STROdST: IAF1S shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQddO: The system shell search palm prints.

STRQ153: lAFIS shall provide ihe ability to search palm prints in the IAFJ5 repositories.

STRQ284: lAFiS shall provide the capability to Search palm pnnts similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STR0556: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRdO&O: (APIS shall not require identification of palm regions to search for palm print sutxnisslons forrnajor crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shaH have the capability lo search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capabil Ity lo search sp ecJAc sections of the print . The Type 1 4 or 1 5 racords may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide Ihe abJity lo search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

6TR0 1 0B9: 9AFI$ shall require tdentilicaiion of palm region to search for palm print st^missioris for non-m^or crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability lo search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFlS shall allow palm prim submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR708: NGl shell perform the Latent Prim Feature search using Ihs print position, fingerprint feature, fingerprint classification, and biographic data contained v^tMn the

Lei^t Print FesUire Investigwtion Search request.

LEO.FRIdd: lAFIS shall perform the Latent Friction Ridge Feature search using the finger posttior>, fingerprint classification data, biographic data, arxj extracted fingerprint

features from the Latent Friction Ridge Feature Search request.

SUR6S: NGl shall support Latent Investigation Searches filtered by NCIC fingerprint classifications.

SUR70: NGl shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.Uf^O: iAFiS shall provide a candidate In resporvse loa Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ62: The IAFIS transaction for latent pafm print sear^ea shall be abte to expand the number of candidates for high priority casos.

STR0329: NPPS shell allow the number of carxlldates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to Pa incredsed

dynamically.

STRQS38: lAFlS shall allow the numbor of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQl 1 1 : Latent palm px^t services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as lateral flrtgerprfnt services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

NGl-1634
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$TRQ1 10: Lalant print services shaJI provide the sarne sarvicas as latent fingerprint services provided cunenfiy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ22fi: lAFlS shell allow eltemetive means to identify ir>dividuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fir>gers. etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shaN allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or lir>gers.

missing hands or fingers, etc.

$TRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabi litres of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 1&3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository m suppoitrng

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards ar>d future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shadl have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submilea
palm print image at the same time the conthbutor submits a teivprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

ReposHory <PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STROS31 : The NPPS shell provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unkno%w> candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

investigations.

STR01 1 $4: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wj|h the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems Of Services (SoS) data

in support of crimrnaf investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenfificatlon capabillbes similar to what is currently

available via ten -print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm prints shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent PaNm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minufia marker and enter case
information.

STRQl 185: The NPPS shad provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unaolvad

latent p^m prints Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm print Search (LPPS) capability to Capture images, adjust mlr^utia

marker and enter case informatior).

STR0539: NPPS shah provide the ability to search apectfic areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAf1$ shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search pakn prints.

$TRQ133: tAFiS shall provide the abiirty to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2B4; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-pr^t searches.

STRQS56: fAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STROIOdO: lAfIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to saarch specif^ sections of the print The Typa 14 or 15 records may hold

both pelm and rriajorcase prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFIS shall require Identification of palm re^ on to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

$TRQ1 1 02: fAFiS shell provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of expects.

STRQl 104: LAFIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigatton Searches.

leg UR21: lAF IS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories. NGI-1635
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LEG.UR22: lAFIS shad provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request

STRCi&2: The lAFiS trarksaction tor latent palm prirtt searches shall be able to expanci the number ot candkidtos for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of cartdidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increaead

dyr>amically.

STRQ536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user^defined.

STR01 1 1 : Latent palm print s»vk^3 shall be integrated withr and provide the same services, as latent Fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services Sha^ proi^de the same servces as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

5TR0226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals ^^hout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: r>^lS Shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints. Such as badly injured hands or fingers,

miselrig hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capaOilHies or the palm print repository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print Image at the fian>e time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a r>ew Palm Print

Repository (F^R), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candideto

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS>data in supportof criminai

investigations.

STRQl 164: The NPPS shall provide a systerr>to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known arHl

unKrx>wn candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal Insrestigatrons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten^rint, The NPPS, uporr submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP5) capability to capture Images, adjust minulia marker and enter case
information.

STRQl 16$: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by lateral examiners and services for unsolved
latent palm prints. Latent Examirkers shall have a Latent Palm Prim Search (LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust miriuUs

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prinL

STR0$57: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system Shall search palm prints.

STRQl 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints Irt the lAFIS repoaitortes.

STR02d4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shah provide the capability to search palm va. palm.

STR0109CI: lAFIS shall not require the identlficatiGn of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have tha capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability 1o search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or IS recor<fs may hold

both palm and major case prints. NGI“ 16.36
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5TRQ328; NPPS shall provide the ability lo search against sp^ific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm by regions.

STR01 089: lAFIS shall require ldertiftc;atk>n of palm region lo search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: fAFIS Shall provide the abiirty to search latent palm prints against a lest of suspects.

5TRQ1104: lAfiS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

$FR709: NGI Shall filter Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches based upon specified NCIC fingerprint classificatlonfs).

STRQ286; lAFIS shall provide (he ability to search latents against specific vi^orl padem classification types.

STRQ326: IAFI5 shall provide ihe ability to perf^m latent searches on ^)eclflc whorl types.

STRQ$40: IAFI5 shelf provide the ability to perform latent searches on specific pattern claselfl cations.

SUR69: NGI shall support Latent Investigation Searches filtered by NCIC fingerprint classifications.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEO.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STR082r The lAFIS transacticMi for latent palm phnl searches shall be able to expand the r>uniber of cartdldaieB for high priori^ cases.

STR032d: NPPS shail allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamical iy.

STR.Q536: lAFiS shall allow the number of candidates returrted by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STR01 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, ar>d F^'ovlda the same servicas. as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

appflcabfe hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQUO: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint serviceu provided currently, uppitcable

hardware, software, training artd documentation shaH be provided

STR0226: lAFlS ^all allow allemaUve means to Identify irxilviduals without fingerprinis. such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

firrgers, etc.

STR0224; lAFIS shall allow aftemative msanslo identify individuala without lingarprints. such as badly injured hands orfir^gera,

missing hands or Angers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ 1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. TheNPPS shaJI accept

electronically Submitted palm prirrt Images in accordance with ANSf/NiST standards end future Electronic Fingerprint Trensmisston

SpedUcation (EFTS) revisions- The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment fSPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a tervprint image The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Prini

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Pa^ Rrint EnroHment (6I^£).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cusiomers with the capability to search both Known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations.

STR011 84: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown camlidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services ($oS> data

In support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currerrUy

available via ten-print. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STK0536: Latent Examirvers shall havea Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia markar and enter case
information.
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STRQ1165: The NPPS provida imaga retnaval forpatm print compariEons by^atant axarnmars and servictisi for unedvad
latent palm prints. Latent Examinara shail have a Latent Pa^ Print Search (LPPS) capability \a capliJra linages, adjust minutia

marker arxl enter ca$a irrfonmatiGn.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prinL

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ930: The system shall search palm prints.

$TR0133: fAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2d4: J/^IS Shall provide the capability to search pairn prints similar to vwtiat is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFiS shah provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: fAFiS shall not require the identrfjcation of palm regions to search for palm print sutmisslons for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections cf the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. TheType 14 or 15 records may hoW
both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32dr NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637! lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STRQ 10S9: lAFIS shall require klenbficatlon of palm region to search for paJm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SLIR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEO.L/R21: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of pacified rapositoriee.

LEG.IIR22: lAFtS Shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for Latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for l^nt searches for major Crimea, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ536: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-dafined.

STRQT 11: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, arxj provide the same services, as talent fingerprint services provided currently;

appllcabie haniware, software, training and documentation shall bo provided

STRQ110: Latent pa^ print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cun^ntly, appricabie

hardware, software, training and cfocumentation shall be provided

$TR0226: lAFlS shall allow eltematlvs means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS shall allow alternative maar^s to ktenUfy individuars without fingerprints, such as badly Irijured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

$TR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS ^all allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencias. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shal accept

electronically submitted palm print Images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmant (SPPE)ln which a conbibufor submils a
palm print image at the sarrie time the contribufor submits a ten^rint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository fPPR), and also develt^ a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).
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STRQ531: The NPPS provide e ey&lem to intemdl drtd external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repiositories, generate quenes, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System orSer/lces {SoS)dala in support of criminal

Investigations.

STR01164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuetomers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, craaie linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in suppcKl of criminal kivestigabons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Idenblicatjon capabilities stmilar to what is currencly

available via ten-phnt. The NPPS, up<^ submission of a palm prinl, create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutta marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 165: l>ie NPPS ^ali provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by talent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia

marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to Search specific areas of a palm pnnt.

STRQSST: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Prints.

STR0960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to saarth paim prints in the lAFIS rsposilorias.

STRQ284: lAFlS shall provide the capabjllty to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to saartsh palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: IAFI5 shall not require the idenbftcatk>n of palm reg'ioos to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQS: NPPS Shall have the capability to aearch spedfrc sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have Ihe capability to search specific secliona of the prinl. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm arvd major case phnts.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm phnt

STRQ637; lAFIS shail allow searches of palm prims by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS Shall require identificabon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for norvmajcr crimes.

STRQ1 102; lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1 1 04: lAF^lS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR7101 NGt shall perform Latent Print Feature lnvesti9atl<Hi Searches against features of all Individual event prints (non-oomposite), Including plairi Impressions^ contalnod

within the deslgriatsd repository(lee).

STRQISO: Latent searches shaif be njn against the £TIS database.

STRQl 1 54: Latent and tervprint searches shall be run against Uie ETIS database.

SUR71: NQl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS Shall support Latent Feature Search requests Of ^ecified repositories.

LE(j.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Laieni Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFiS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329; NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for rnajor crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQS36: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a paln> lateni search lo be uaer'defined.

STRQ111: Lateni palm print services shall be integrated wth, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cufrenby; applicable

hardware, software, training and docurT>^iation shall be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide d^e same services as lateni fingerprint services provided currency; applicable hardwam.
software, training and dcxxjmentation shall be provided
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STR022d: lAFiS iihall sliow altamdiive mearts Lo identify individuals without fingerprints, Such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fitters, etc

STRQ224: lAFIS shall atlow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabi^ties of the palm print repository,

5TRQ1 1^! The NPPS shall sllovv the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Fedarai and
State law anforoemenl agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within EAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electrorucally subrnitad

palm print images In accordance with ANSt/NIST standards and flilure Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speciftcation (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in wtilch a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contribotoir

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and aiso develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment <BPP£).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both kr>own and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of cnminal investigations.

STRQi 1 S4: The NPPS shall provide a system to iniemai and external cualomers with the capability to search bo^ known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, ar>d perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigabons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identifl^tlon capabilities similar to what is currently available via len-pflr^t. The NPPS,
upon submiyslun of a palm prints shall creeto a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536; Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case information.

STRQi l6Sr The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia mark.flr and enter case ir^fomnation.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ&57: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980 The system shall search palm prints

STRQ123: lAFiS shall provide trie ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2B4: IAFI5 shaft proihda the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available forten-pnnt searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs palm.

SlTtQ1090i lAFIS shall not require the Identiffcation ot palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4 NPPS shall have the capability lo search speafic sections of trie print. The Type 1 4 or 1 & records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32$: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFfS shall alk>w searches of palm prints by regions.

STRO1089: lAFIS shall require klentiflcatioo of palm region lo search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

S1T{Q1102: lAFiS Shall provide the ability to search tatent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS ^aJI allow palm print submissions for major crimos to have higher priority.

$FR711: NOI shall perforrn latent print feature searcties against all Ungerprint. paimprint end supplemental fingerprint end pelmprint Information as part of a Latent Print

Feature investigation Search request

$UR71; NGI shall support Later>l Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEQ.UR21: lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: IAFI5 shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

S1T^082: The lAFlS trensactjcin for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high phority
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STRQ3291 NPPS shall allow the number of canddates returned for latent searches for maiorcnines. or events, to be tncreasad dynamically

STRQ536: 1A FIS shall aiknv the number of candidates returned by a palm latent aearch to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latertt palm print services shall be mtegrated with, arxl provide the same services, as talent fingerprint services provided cuitenliy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentatiort shall be provided

STRQ1 IO 1 Latent pafm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currentty; appficdbie hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow altemalive means to identify Individuals without firtgerphnts, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative rneans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mis&ing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0529. The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agendas. The NPPS ahall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS st^li accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSl^lST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Paim Rint Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contrlbu&or

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrolinnent (BPPE).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to infernal and eKtemal customers with file capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data \n support of criminal Investigations.

STR01 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and exiemal customers wilh the capability to search both known end unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfomn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

inve^lgattons. The NPPS shall provide erwdiment and identificatiori capebililles similar to wfiat is currently available via ten-prinl. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall cneale a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services tor unsolved latent paim prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Paim Print Search (LPPS) capability I0 capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case infonnalion.

STRQ53d: NPPS Shell provide the ability to search specific areas ofa palm prinl.

STRQSS7: lAFlS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Rints.

STRQddO: The system Shall search palm prints.

STRQt33: i^lS shall pro'ride the ability to sean,^ palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

$TRQ2S4; IAF|$ shall pro'ride the capaUlity to search palm prints sirrxlar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ5S6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1060: lAFIS shall not require trie Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shall have trie capat^lity to search specific sections of trie print.

STRQ4: NPPS shal I have the capability to search specific sections of the pri nt . The Type 1 4 or 1 5 records may hold both palm aod
major case prints.

STR0328: NPPS shall provide the ability to se&ch against specific areas of a pafm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prii^s by regions.

3TRQ1089: lAFlS shaJI require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes

STRQ 1102: 1APIS shall provide the ability to Search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: IAFIS shell allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority. NGI-16^1
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SFR7I2: KOI fihall fwrform a aaarch of RISC repository for all Latent Print Feature InvaetlQatlon Search requests.

$UR71: NGl Shall support Latent Phr>t Feature Invest^ Hon Searches.

iEG.UR21; fAFIS ^eil support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.LIR22: lAFIS provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ32: The lAFlS transaction lor latent palm pmt searches shall be able to expand the number Of candidates for high prtont/ cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow Ihe ntamber of candidates returned for talent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

5TRQ536: 1AFIS Shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent Fingerprint services provided currenby; applicable hardware,

Software, training and dCKumentaiion shall be provided

S17?Q226: lAFiS shall ^low alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or Fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFlS Shall allow alternative means to identify individuals vnthoul fingerprints, Such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm phnt repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, wxl searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and
State law enforcemertt agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment whh In lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronicaiiy submitted

palm print Images in accordance wrHi AN5I/NI$T standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Sland^d Palm Prim Enrollment {SPPE} in which a coniribulor submite a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository tPPR), and also develop a BulK Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0631 : The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customefs with Ihe capability lo search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI5 System of Services (SoS) dale In support of criminal invastlgatlons.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with Ihe capability lo search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches ofCJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record IPPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners sh^l have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability lo capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case informatton.

$TR01 16S: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mfnutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS ^aU provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ680: TTie system shall search patrn prints.

STR0133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFiS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFlS shad provide Ihe capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches

STR0556: lAFlS shad provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STR01C9C: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shalt have the capability to search specific sections Of (he print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hoid both palm and
majorcaseprinta.
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STRQ3281 NPPS ehal! provide the at>Nity to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: I^IS shall aildw searches of p^m prints by regions.

STRQ1089; L^JS sh^l require Identificetlon of palm regior to seerch for palm print suhrnlssions for nor -rnajor crimes

STRQ1102: fAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm pmts against s list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm pfir>l submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

$FR713: NGI shall retrieve the number of candidates specihed In the Lstent Print Feature Investigation Search request

STRQ109: lAFlS shall return a defauK number of latent print candidates (default is 20), returned by lAFIS, with the ability to specify more {up to 99)

5TRQ4091 LAPPS shall provide a method for optionally setting the number of candidates to be returned on a latent submission.

STRQ591 : lAFIS shall allow the retrieval of images.

STRO590; lAFIS shall allow the retrieval of images and feature vectors.

5TRQS82: lAFIS shall allow ^e retrieval feature vectors.

STRQS90: lAFIS sh^l allow the retrieval of images arvd feature vectors.

STRQ1018: AFIT shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, lobe Increased dynamically

STRQ81 : The JAFIS transaction for latent flngsrprir>t searches Shall be sUe to exparxi the number of candidates for hi^ priority cases.

SUR71: NGI shall suppr^ Latent Print Feature InvestIgelirMi Searches.

LEG.UR21 : lAFfS ^^ll support Latent Feature Search requests of spacifted repositories.

LEG.UR22! lAFiS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or everils. to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: liA^IS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-den ned.

STROtH: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same senvices, as latent firtgerprint services provided currency: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services Shall provide the same services aa latent fingerprint services provided cumerrtly; appiicabis hardware,

software, trainirvg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shell allow alternative means to identify Individuals wifoout fingerprints, sud^ as badly injured hands or fingera, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, rnissing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ$29: The NPPS shaH provide seai^ capabilities of the palm print repository-

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Foderai and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept alactronlcaily submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NlST standards and foture Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specificatfon (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which s contributor submits a palm print image at the same tirme the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a r>ew Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollnient (BPPE).

STROS31: The NPPS shall provide a sy^em to intarT>al and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STRQli64:The NPPS shall provide a system to fnterr^al arid external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches ot CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment ar>d identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via ter^-prirn The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repo&tory Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Palm Prir^ Search (LPPS) capability to capte re Images, adjust mlnutia marker and ^tri^jciSei^d'ormalion.
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STRQ 1 165: The NPPS shall provkie image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners anri services Ibr unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture rnrages, adjust minutia rnarker and enter case information.

STRQ&39: NPPS shall provide the ebllrty to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQdSO: Tha system shall search palrn prints.

STRQ133: I^IS Shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ204: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints sirrNlar to what is available for ten-print searches

STRQ556: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search paim vs. palm.

STRC1060: lAFiS ^all hot require the identification of palm regione to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQSi NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQd: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifrc sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prlrrts.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas Of a palm print

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQlQd9: lAFIS shall require IdentHcstion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-mejor crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provide tho ability to search tatent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for m^or crimes to have higher priority.

SFR714: NGt shall retrieve the default number of candidates, when the number of candidates to return la not specified In the Latent Print Feature Investigation Search

STRQIOd: lAFIS shall return a default number of latent print candidates (defauH is 20), returned by lAFIS, with the ability to specify more (up to 90)

STRQ1016: AFIT shall slow fine number of candidates retufned for latertl searches for major crimes, orever^, lo be Increasad dyrtamically

STHQ81: The lAFIS Iransaction for talent firtgsrprirt searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

SUR71; NQI shall support Latent Print Feature investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall support Lalent Feature Search requests of specifred repoeilories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latenl Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAF IS transaction for ietant palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for hl^ priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for lalent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamlcaiiy.

STRQ$38: lAFIS shall allow the number of carxildales returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STR0111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and pcowde tha same 8er>rices. as latent fingerprint services provided cuirentty; applicable

hardware, software, training ai%d documentafion shall be provided

STRO110: latent palm print 6arvH:es shall provide the same services as latent flogerpr^l services jikovided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentatian shall be provided

STR022d: lAFIS shall allow attemative moans to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingen, etc.

STRQ224; lAFIS shall allow alternative means to kfenlify Individuals wiUV)Ut fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, miasing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shell allow capture, storage, and searching of palm prims from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agerrcies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept et^tionically submitted

palm print Images in accordance with ANSIfNIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Spaclficalion (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a ccoWbutor submits a palm print image at the same time jhe conlnbutor
submits B ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Pali^l3^^^ifMTient (BPPE).
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STR053t : The NPPS sKall provide e system to Internal and external customers with the oapahility to search both known and unknown candidate repositones.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support Of criminal invesdgations.

STRQ11d4: The NPPS Ghell provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search tx>1h known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services CSoS} data in support of criminai

^vestigatlons. The NPPS shell provide enrollmenL ar>d Identiflcation capabilities similar to what Is currentJy available via ten-phnt. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print ReposHory Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: LatenI Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints

Latent Exarniners shall hasre a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case infomxatiori.

STRQ&39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS57: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQoeO: The syetem shay search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similartO what is available ^rten^print searches.

STRQ55d: lAFIS ^ail provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

3TR01090: lAFlS ahafl not require the identificadon of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crirnes.

3TRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifrc sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have ^e capability to search specific sections of ihe prir^t. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQt 088: lAFlS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STR01 102‘ IAPIS shall provide Une ability to search laieol palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104; (AFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes (o have higher priority.

SFR715: NGl ehall relvfeve the IrMJicated number of rrtatched candidate print Images and associated information as pan of a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request.

LEC.FR190: lAFlS shall retrieve the composite fingerprint images for each candidate as a result of Latent Friction Ridgo Feature Search request.

SUR71 : NGI shall support Laient Pririt Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.tJR22: lAFIS Shall provide a candidate llsl rn response to a Laieni Feature Search request.

STRQ621 The lAFiS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to exparxj the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329; NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQ536! lAFIS shalJ allow Ihe number of candidates returned by e palm latent search to be ueer-deRned.

STRQ1 11: Latent palm print services Shall be Integrated with, and prpwde ^e same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appUcabte

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0r Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latect fingerprint services provided currently, applicable hardware,

software, tnainirvg arvd documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: 1AFI3 shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without flngerprinte, such a$ badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alterr^tive means to Identify indlvlduais without fingerprints, such as badly Iryured bands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

5TRQS29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository. NGI-16^5
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STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, Storage, and searching Of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supportii^ Federal end
Slate law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print irr>ages in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electrorilc Fingerprint Transmiesion Specificalion (EFTS) revielons. The
NPPS shall have a Standanj Palm Prim Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm prSnt Image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shell populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment 4BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQt 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known arid unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, end perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of cnminai

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten^prlnt. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 16S: The NPPS shall provide image retrteval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia martter and enter case information.

STR053d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palpn prfm.

STRQ557; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The System Shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: iAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2S4: iAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS Shall provide the capabili^ to Search palm vs. palm.

STR01090; IAFIS shall not require the identificatjor of palm regions to search for palm print subiolsslons for major crimes

$TRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search spectfc sections of the print.

5TR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ657; IAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

5TRO1089: IAFIS shall require ktentiftcation of palm region to search for palm print submisslonB for ncrvmajor crimes.

STRQ1102: IAFIS shell provide the ability to search latent pafm prints against a list of suspects.

5TRQ1 1 04: IAFIS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR716: NGI shall retrieve the default number of ntatched candidate print images, when the number of Images to return Is not specified In the Latent Print Feature

Inveetlgatlon Search request

STRQlOtd: AFIT shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent seaixiies for rnajor crimes, or everts, to be increased dyriamically

STRQ61 : The IAFIS transaction for latent firtgerprinl searches shall be able to exparvl the number of candidates for high priority cases.

SUR71 : NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: IAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified reposrtories.

LEG.IJR22: IAFIS shall provide a candidate list in rasponse to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQS2: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to exparvl the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of carvlidalea returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically.

STRQ53d: IAFIS shell allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defir^ed.
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STAQ111; Latent palm pnnt services shall be integrated wllh, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentiy. applicable

hardware, software, training and docurnentalkjh shall be provided

5TRQ1 1 0: tatenl palm print services ^11 provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appiicabte hardware,

software, training arrd documentalion shall be provided

STRQ22R: lAFlS shall allow alternative nieans to identify individuals without fingerpr^ts, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or Rngeie. etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identity indMduafs without fingerprints, such as badly ir^ured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilitfss of the palm print repository

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and

State law enforcetTtent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wNthln fAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subn^ed
palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Eiecironic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Slar>dard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm pr^l Image at the sarrte lime the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print R^osltory (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm f^rrt Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : Trie NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers Mnth the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations.

STRQl I64r The NPPS sh^dl provide a system to internal and external custorners with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, t^eaie linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enroNnrient ar>d Identificatiori capat^Htlea similar to what Is currently available via ten^rint. The NPPS.
upon submls^on of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repo&^ory Record (PPRR>.

STRQ536; Latent Examiners ^all have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuLia maricerand enter case information.

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by laient examfrvers and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP5) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter caso Information,

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide ttie ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; JAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980' The system ^0 search palm prints-

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ294; lAFiS shall provide the capability to search pa^ prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ566: lAFIS ^ll provide the capability to search palm va. palm

STRQ1 090: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of palm regioris to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the cap^tity to search specific sections of the phnt The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints,

STR0326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637'. IAPIS ^all alkyw searches of palm prims by regions,

STRQ1089: lAFlS shall requires identiftcation of palm r^ion to search for palm phnt submissions for nori'major crimes.

STRQl 102; lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQllO^: lAFIS shall allow pakn print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR717 : KGI shall enroll an Identity Into the ULF, when indicated, as a result of a Latent Print Feature I nvestlgation Search request.

LEG.FR200; JAFIS shall enroll subject informarion inio the ULF, when indicated, as a result of a Latent Friction Ridge Feature Search request. .
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$TRQ123! lAFlS provide ifie ability io search civil record flies under the sanos cortditlone (pmcessirtg algohthms dr>d populations) as the CMF.
STRO170: The &hall allow search against the civil repository for sex offender registrants.

STRQ265; lAFIS shall provide Uie option to select the database 1o search, including the Criminal, Civil, SLC, and ETfS files in a single submission.

STR0263: lAFIS Shell provide the option to select the database tc search, including the Criminal, Civil, SLC, and ETfS files in a single submission.

5TRCt269: lAFlS shall provide the capability to specif the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

STRQ267: iAFIS shall provide the capebillty to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

SUR60: NCI shah support enrollment of an Identity as part of an Investigative Search.

5TRQS13: The IAFIS civil and criminal r^o^tories after rede^gn ^d consolidation shell provide single subject subject identlUy searches.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographicaf data) after redestgrt and consoirdation

shall be completely Interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilfties needed to maintain them.

STRQ937: lAFiS shall allow hexible "oafeteria'Styie searches' that provkJa for the selection of the population, the appropriate biometric and the appropriate

search crtterta.

STRQ93S: l/^iS shell allow fle;dble 'cafeteria-styie searches' that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biometric and the

appropriate search criteria.

STRQ948: lAFIS shall provide 'cafeteria style' search which allows Ihe data sector and search parameters to be selected.

$UR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20; lATlS shall provide a candidata list in response to a Latent image Search Request.

STRQ82: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print seances shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shaN aliow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ53B: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-delSned.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently,

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: at^licable

hardware, software. lralnir>g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify indiviOudls without fingerpnnts, such as badly injured hands or lingers,

mls^ng hands or fingers, etc

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capebUrlies of the palm print repository.

STR01 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, ar^d searchlrrg of palm prints from a Federal data repository in suppoiling

Federal and Slate law enforcement agencies. The NPPS Shell be a folty automated segrnent within IAFIS- The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANSl/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Tranamission

Spedficatlor^ (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print EnroHment (SPPE) in which a conbibutor submfts a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a teniJrint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

R^jository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Ertit^lrr>ent(&PPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both krtown and unknown candidate

reposilortes, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations.
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STROt 164: The NPPS $hdll provide a $y$tem to rntemal and external ojsdCMiners with the capability to sean:h both known and
unki^own candidate oepo^torias, generate queries, cmate linkages, and pertorm searohes of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS> data

in support of crirrHnai investigations The NPP5 shall provide enrollment and identification capabtiflies similar to what is currently

avaiieble via teri'print. The NPPS, upcm submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Prim Repo^tory Record (PPRR)
STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent P^m Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjr/st minutia marker and enter case

information,

STRQi 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners ar>d services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Prirrt Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR066?: IAFI$ shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQd60: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQI 33: lAFls shall provide the apiuty to search patm prints in the lAFlS repcxsitohes.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints simitar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQS56: (APIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require the identifit;ation Of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specdtc sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search spedlic sections of the print. The Type 14 or IS records may hold

bo^ palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1 089: iAFiS shall require identificatjon of palm region 1o search for peim print submissions for non-major crimes.

STROt 102: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Sean;hes

LEG.UR21; IAFIS shall support Latent Feelura Search requests of specified reposllories.

LEG.UR22: IAFIS shall providoa candidate list In repose to a Latent Feature Search request.

$TRQ62: The IAFIS tranaection tor latent palm print searches shall be able to eifpand the number of candidates for high ;»')0rity cases.
STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the r>umber of cendidaies returned for fateni searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased
dynamically.

STRQ638: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STKQI 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cuirently,

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQi 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent Rngerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, soflwaro. training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, mtssrng hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFiS shall allow alternative means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints. Such as badly fnjured hands or fingers,

missir^g hands or finger^, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search cepabililies of the palm print repository.
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STRQ1163: Th9 NPPS $hall allow the capture, stor^e, and searcl^ing of palm phnU from a Federal data repository in supporUng

Federal and State law enforcement agencieG. The NPPS slialt be a ^lly automated segment within lAFtS. The NPPS shaV accept

electronically submitted palm print Jmagea in accordartce wHh ANSI/NIST standards and Hilure Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

SpecincaGcn (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enronmertt<SPPE) In which a contiibutor submits a

palm print Image at the same time the contributor submIte a tervprint image. The NPPS shell populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develr^ a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate Queries, create linkages, and perform searches of C JIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

investigations.

STR01 1 64: The NPPS she II provide a eystem to i n temal a nd exlerr^af cusfomere with the capability to search both Known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create Ikrkagea. and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data
in support of criminaMnvestigatioas. The NPPS shall provide enrol I merrt ar>d identiflcation capabilities slmllsr to whatls currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submissioh of a palm prvnt, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Latent Exaniir>er8 shall havs a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 16S: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by laterkt examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examinete shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter caee intomiation.

STROSSS: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS57; iAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO9S0: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: IAFIS shell provide the ability to search palm prints In the iAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: IAFIS ShaN provide the capability lo search palm prints similar to whal is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ109C: lAFtS shall not require the identlFcatiQn of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

Sl^Q4r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to eearch against speclllc areas of a palm print.

$TRQ$37: IAFIS $haN allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: IAFIS shall require idenlification of palm region to search tor palm print submissions fbrnori*mdjor crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: IAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: IAFIS shaii allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR77: NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investigalion.

LEG.UR43: LT^jS shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Subrnission for investigation.

SUR86: NGi shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of ihe system shall cooialn a facial recognition engine.

STR0589: IAFIS shall support facial recognition capabilUjes.

STRO60Q: IPS Shall provide facial recogrihtion services.

STRQ644: lAFiS shall su^iort facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: IAFIS Sb^l have the ability to perfonn facial recognition i»earchee. NGI-1650
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STRQ940: lAFIS ^all support facial recogrvition.

STRQ962: (APIS ^hall support facd recognition.

STRai119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall implement an £FTS transaction 1o nr>atch a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (sjch

as is done for latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQt47: IPS shail provide capability to execute facial recognitkin searches from a remoie site.

SURfid: NQI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ652:
IAPIS Shall allow the search of Iris images

STRQ649: I^IS shall allow the submission, retention and search of ids images.

5TRQ1 1 10: 1 APIS shall aearch iris images

SFR719: N6I shall send an External Latent Prim Feature investigadon Search request to an External System, in accomiance with the EBTS when the designated external

system Is not IDENT.

BIO FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technofogy (NiST). I.e the ANSI National Standard for

Informatfon Systems — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Infonnation, ANSl/NIST-ITL-l-SOO?.

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currenUy accessing LAFIS shall have access to both lAFiS and IDENT data through the solution.

BIO.FEATt46: The solution shall allow a user to select type of search in the submission of the query of lAFlS or IDENT and lAFlS.

BIO.FEAT162.The solution shall employ a standard format for qiviery resportses.

B10.FEAT169: The solution shall allow Ihe user to select (he systems used for searches.

610 FEAT194; The solution shall support E8TS ccxnpliant data exchange.

efO.FEAT302: The solution shall provide a "cafeteria style" search capability to choose the populahoo, biometric, and demographic criteria.

BtO.FEAT347T The solution Shall require all lAFIS input data to be formatted In accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US^VlSlT.

B10 FEAT398: The solution shall enable the user to eubmit data to both (DENT arui lAFIS in a single transaction.

SUR67: NGI shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an ext^al bicmeiric repository.

BJ0,FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints,

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Ir^vesligation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ02: The lAFIS iransacbon for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329; NPPB shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased
dynamically.

STRQ533: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user^defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm prim services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, trainirtg and ctocu mentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm pmt services shall provide the same services as lateral fingerprint services pros^ded currentty; applicable

hardware, software, tmining and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to id^lify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badty Injured hands or fingers, misslr^ hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify irvllvlduala without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print reposJtcyy.
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STRQ1163: The NPP3 Shall allow the capture, atoraoe, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and Stats law snforcerrwrtt agencies. Tho hVPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS The NPPS shai accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSl^NlST standards and future Elactronic Fingerprint TfansmissiQn

Specificalion (EFTS) revisions. Tho KPPS shall have a StarKfard Paim Print Enrollment (SPPE) in vvhich a conHbulor submits a

palm print imago at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print ErvoUment (8PPE),

STRQ53V Tho NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and exterrral customers with the capability to search both known and unkiw^n candidate

repositories, gen^ate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of cnminat

investigations.

STRQ11&4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repoeitories. genista queries, creete rinkages, and perform seerches of CJI$ Systems of Serrkrea (SoS) data
in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS sh^J provide ertroiimerM and kteniiflcatior^ capabilities similar to what is currently

availabte vis ten-pnnt. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shell create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536; Latent Examiners shall have d Lateral Paim Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mingUa marker and enter case
Information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and servicea for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mirMJtia

marker artd ^ter case information,

STRQ539: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a paim print.

STRQ557: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The eystem shall search palm prints,

STRQ 1 33: IAFI5 Shell provide the ability to search palm prints in the iAF IS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFIS shall provide Ihe capabilKy to search palm prints similar to what is avaitable for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: 1APIS shelf provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identifcalion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific 8ectk>n8 of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the cepabi^ to search spedtic sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and rr^sjorcase prints.

$TRQ328: NPP$ shall provide the ability to search against specHlc areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFlS shall allow searches of paim prints by regkxts.

$TROl089: IAFI$ shall require idenbfication of palm region to search for palm print submissions fornon-major chines.

STRO1102: lAFiS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71; Nd shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21; lAFIS Shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG,UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list irt response to a LaLer>t Fesiture Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS trarisaction for latent paim print searches shall bs able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shail allow the number of car^didates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRa538: lAFlS shall allow number of candidates returned by a pdlrri latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentTy;

applicable hardware, software, trainlr^ and documentation shall be provided NGI~1652
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5TRQ110: Latent pa^m print eervicea shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; appticable

hardware, softw^, training ar>d documentation shatl be provided

STRQ226: LAF1S shell allQVtr alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingars. etc.

STR0224: lAFlS Shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingarprirta. such as badly injured hands or fingers,

rnissing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQS29: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prfrits from a Federal daia repository in supporiing

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shaU be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shell accept

electronically submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmi&sion
Spedfication (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmeni (SPPE) in which a contributor subnets a
p^m print image at dte same time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

&TRQ&31: The NPPS shall provides system to internal and external customers wnh the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, gen^ale queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CilS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations.

STRQ1 164: Th a NPPS shall provide a systern to internal and external customare with the capability to search both known and
Unknown candidate reposFtories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS sh^l provide enrollment and idenljficahon capabilities similar lo what is currently

availabie via ten-print. The NPPS^ upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).
STR0536: Latent EKaminera ^all have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and enter case
inforrnatton.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval f^ palm print comparisons by Latent axamirprs and services forurisotved

latent palm prints. Latent Examlriers shall have a Latent Palm Print Sae/ch (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjuat minutla

marker and enter case fnfdrmalion.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shail provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9dO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2&4; lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STRO&SS: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQT090: lAFIS snail not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRC35: NPPS shall have the capability lo search specific sections of the prfnL

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records rnay hold

boih palm and major case prints.

STRQ32S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specinc areas of a palm pr^L

STRQ637: LAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regioris.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require Irfeniificatton of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQl lt)2: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search Latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1 104; JAFI5 shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR720: NGI ahafi accept « response from an External System, when the exterTtal system Is not IDENT. ee a result of an Extsmal Latsnt Print Feature Irwestigation Search

request of external repoeltories In accordance with the latest EBTS vsrstwi. NGI~ 1653
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6IO.FEAT25; The sohjtion shall be able to accept biographk: and biometrk: Information from exlerna! biometric systems.

6lO.F£AT12d: The solulkio shall employ biometric standards established by t}%d National Institute of Standards and Technology fNiST}, i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Iriformabon Systems — Data Format for the IrrterchanQe of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSi/NIST-ITL-1 -2007.

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing iDEhTT shall have access to both IDEM and lAFlS data through Ihe solution.

BIO.FEAT162: The solufion shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BtO FEATl94: The solution shall support EBTS c^pliant data exchange.

eiO.FEAT347‘. The solution shall require all lAFIB Input data to be formatted in acc^xdance wHh the Interface Control Agreenrient Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

SUR67' NGI shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric reposllory.

6IO.FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR7Q; NGI shall support Latent Print Irnage Investigation Searches

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ$2; The lAFIS U^nsaction for latent p^m print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

$TR032d: NPP$ shall asow foe number of candidates returned for latent searches for major chrrtas, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQS38: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQl 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as laUmt Fogerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, trainlr^g end documentation shell be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent pafm print services ^^ll provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, applicable

hardware, software, training and documentatron shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fir^gerponls, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFiS shaiJ allow altemativa means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badiy injured hands or fingars.

missir^ hands or fingers, etc.

5TRQ52&: The NPPS shdN provide se^ch capabilities ctf the perm print repository.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow Ihe capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agertcles. The NPPS shall be a folly automated segment wilhin 1AF1S. The NPPS shall accept

electronicallY submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission
Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrr^jmeni (SPPE) in which a con^butor submits a
palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits d ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), end also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (dPPE).

$TRQS3t : The NPPS ehaN provide a system to Internal and external customers wlfo the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

reposKones, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminat

investigations.

STR01 164: The NPPS shall provide a ay^am to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create lirikages. and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

m support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently

available via tervprint. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture in^ages, adjust minutia marker and enter case
infoimatipn.
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STR0 1 1 65: Thd NPPS shall provids image ratnieval for pa^m print cfrmpaEisoria by lalonl examindrs and services ksr unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mrnofia

marker and enter case informatipn.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search speciffc areas of a palm print.

STRQ557; lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9801 The system shall search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2Q4: t^lS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556r lAFIS shall provide the capablilty to search palm vs. pafm.

STRQ1090: lAFiS shall not require the idantilication of palm regions to search lor palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have ^e capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4 NPPS shall have the cap£d>iiity to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints

STRQ32fi- NPPS shall provide the ability 1o search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; lAFIS Shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1569! lAFlS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submlsGions for non-major Crimea.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submisslorts for major cr^es to have higher priority.

SUR7t: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEO.LIR21: lAFiS shall support Laterrt Feature Search requests of specifidd repoeltoriea.

LEG.UR22: lAFiS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The JAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidaiee for high priority cases
STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crirnes. or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRC1536: JAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be usen-defined

STRQ111: Laterrt palm print services shall be Integrated with, end provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided 4:ujrrenlly:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall prcvide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentalion shall be provided

$TRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to ideritrfy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mtseing hands or

frrrgefs. etc.

$TRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals wtthout fir^gerprints. such as badly injured hands or flngere,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS Shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STROl 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification {EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor subitMts a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also devei^ a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BP PE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers vrith the capability to search both known arxl unknown candidate

repositories, gerrerate queries, create llr^ges, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of crirra^
investigations. 1Mol- iD^j
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STRC 1 164: The KippS shall provida a system to internal and exterrtal cu^omars with the capability to search both known and

unknown candidate repositcnee, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services <SoS) data

in support of Crimea 1 investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificalion capabilities similar to what »s currendy

available via ten-prlni. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Pririt Repository Record (PPRR).

STRC536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker end enter case
infonmabon.

STRQl 1 65: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval tor peim print comparisons by latent examiner? and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall hov© a Latent Palm Print Search {LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust imlnuba

marker and enter case infonnation.

STRQS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9&0; The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability lo search paim prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to vvhat is available for teO'prlnt searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQl 090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shad have d>e capability Lc search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1$ records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQG37: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS shall require identification of palm re^on to search for palm print submissions for non'major crimes.

STRQl 102: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: IAFIS shall allow palm print aubmiseiona for major Crimea lo have higher priority.

SFR723: N6i ehall provide a response to a Later^ Print Feature Investigation SaarcK in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

6iO.F£AT129: The solutiori shall employ biometric standards established by the National institute of Standards and Technology {NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint Facial, ar»d Other Biometric Infonnabon. ANSI/NiST'ITL-1*2007.

BIO.FEAT182: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BtO.FEAT183: The soluHon shall provide all biomefocally verified Information in a single response.

BtO.F£AT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

LEG.FR201: IAFIS ^all provide a response to a Latent Frlcbon Ridge Feature Search request in accordance with the latest EBTS version

SUR71 : NGI ehall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: IAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: IAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STR082: The (AFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of carkHdates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamtcaliy.

STRQ536: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be u&er'daftned.

STROl 11: Latent palm print eervicee shall be integrated with, and provide the sarna services, as latent fingerprint services provided currenUy: applicable

hardware, software, training arfol docurnentatlon shall be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenUy; apfHicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided
NGI-1656
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$TRQ226! fAFIS shdkt allow ditemallva to kiantify individuals without fingarprints, such as badly injured hands or finders, massing hands or Angara, etc.

STRQ224: lAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured handa or lingers, missing hands or

firtgers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabfirtiss of the palm pdnl repoaitCH^-

STRQt 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS ehaFt be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically aubmftted

palm print images in accordance with ANSl/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Pont Enrollment (5PPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contiibulor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Pafm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ53 1 : The NPPS sha B provide a system to Vitem af and external custome rs with the capabi lity to search both known an d unknown candidate reposttories.

generate queries, croate linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS) data in support of chmindl investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal end external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) date in support ofcnminai

investIgeLions. The NPPS shall provide enroUrr^enl and identiflcation cepabiniies similar to what Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon subnrrlssion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPP5)cepdbilrty to capture images, adjust mlriutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 1 $5: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Exemlners shall have a Latent Palm Print Sesfch (LPPS) capat^lity to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case information

$1^^0539: NPPS shafi provide the ability to search speclfk areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFIS shall provide Ihe capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the abiilty to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4: 1AFI$ shell provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ5561 lAFIS shall provide the capaUlily to search palm vS. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not r^uire the IdenUficaUon of pakn regions to search forpsim print submissions for major crimes.

$TRQ6; NPPS $hai[ have the capability to search specific sectioris of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may herd both palm

major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STRQ1 089: tAFtS shall require identlficatic^ Of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-mdjor crimes.

$TRO1102: lA^iS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: (APIS shall aKow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR724. NGI ehalf provide a response to an External System (e.g., IDENT) at a result of a Latent Print Feature Invettigallon Search from an Extemai System In accordance
with the latest EBTS version.

8tO.FEAT12d: The solution shell employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (N1ST), l.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems — Data Format tor the Interchange of Fingerprint. Fecial, erKi Other Biometric Infomnation, AN6I/NIST-ITL-1-2007.

BIO.FEAT182: The solution shall emptoy a standard fennel for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shell support EBTS compliant data excharrge. NGI-1657
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SUR68: NGl shall support Latenl Investigatktri Searches From External Systems (e.g., IDEMT).

6IO.FEAT179: The solution shall klentify records as latent prinls.

SUR70: NGI shall Support latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: [APIS shall provide a cerKlidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ62: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print sesr^es Shall be able to ei^^iand the r^umber of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

$TRQ&38: lAFiS Shall aliow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-dafmed.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided curTaniity;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentabon shall be provided

STRQ11Q: Latent palm phnt services shall provide the sema services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, applicable

hardware, software, brining and documentation shall be provided

5TRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerpnnts, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hamJs or

Ungers, etc.

STR0224: 1APIS shall a1k>w alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide aearch cspabilities of the palm print repository.

STR01 153; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, end searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wilhin lAFIS. The NPPS shell accept

elecVunically submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSIfNIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Spedficatlon (EFTS) revisione. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor subnets a

palm print image at the aarne time the conlributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STR053t: The NPPS shall provide a system to Inien^l and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (5oS)da1a in support of criminal

investlgabons

STRQt 164: The NPPS shell provide a system to internal and external customers with the capebirity to search both known and
unknown cendidate repo^toriee, generate queries, create linkages, and perfonm searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provido enroilmont and identification capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm prwt, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$TRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (L^$) capability to capture im^es, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information,

STRQt 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsorved
latenL palm prints Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture itric^es, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQS39: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: iAFfS shall provide the capability to search Major Casa Prints.

STRQ9dO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to aearch palm prints in the iAFIS repositories.

STRQ264: IAFIS shall provide the cap^lity to search palm prints simliar to what is available for ten-print searches

STRQ566: lAFlS shail provide the capability to search palm vs. palm. ir^Q
STRQ1090: IAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to aearch for palm print submissions for major
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STR05: NPP5 have the capability to search speclic sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS sh^l have the capat»lity to search specific sections of Ihe print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of patm prints by reglorrs

STRQ10B9: IAFI5 shat1 require Identilication of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: lAFlS shalF provide the abi^ty to search latent palm prints against a fist of suspects.

5TRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR7t: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified reposEtories

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STR082: The lAFIS transaction for laterrt palm print searches shall be able to exparnl the number of carKhdates for high priority cases.

$TRQ329: NPPS shall allow^ number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically

STRQ53Si lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user>def1ned.

5TRQ1 11; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currerttfy; applicable

hardware, software, trains and documentation shall be i^vlded

STRQ226: fAFiS shall allow alterrvative means to identify individuals withtHJt fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, rniesing hands or

flrrgers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shaN provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQl 1S3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data raposJlorv in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement egencies. The NPF^ shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronicalty submitted palm print Images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic FIngaiprint Transmission

Spedficatron (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shell have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment {SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository <PPR). and also develop a Sulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capabHity to search both krx>wri and unkrv>wn candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches ofCJIS System of Servicas (SoS)data in support of criminat

investigations.

STROl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal end external customers with the capability to aearch both Knowrr and
unkrtown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (5oS) data

in support of criminal invesligadons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilitiee similar to what is cufiently

available via tervprint. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm phoL shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information.
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$TRQ1 16S: The NPP5 ehail provide image retrieve! for palm print comperisons by (eient examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shail have a Latent Patm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker end enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific ^eas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the cap^liity to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search r>alm prints.

STR0133: lAFIS sh^l provide the ability to search palm prints irr the lAFIS repositoriee.

STRQ284; lAFiS sh^l provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFiS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of ihe print The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm and major case prints

STRQ323t NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637r IAPIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10fi9: lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRO1102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a fist cf suspects

STRQ 1104: (APIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR72S; NGI shall indicate on a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search response whether or not additional fingerprint Imageei palmprintBi or suppferrMnial fingerprint and
paimprint Information la available for each candidate.

STR0634: The system shall Indicate on the response contafnirtg the candidate list that there are addHior^l images available

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Peeturs InvestLgation Searches.

LEO.UR21 : lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specihed repositories.

LEG UR22: lAFIS Shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request

STRQ82: The lAFiS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates tor high priority oases.

STRQ329; NPPS shall allow Ihe number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically

STRQ538: 1APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQt 1 1 : Latent palm print services shell be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicaOto

hardware, software, training arvj documentation shall be prosrided

STROl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as leterri fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documenlador> shell be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow allemafive means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow aiternative means to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc

STRQS29: The NPPS shell provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal ar^d

State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully auiomaited segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept eleclronically submitted

palm print images In accordance with ANSI,^IST stand^'ds and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmis^on Spedficatjon (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enroirrrwnt (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contrlbulor

submits a ten-print irriage. The NPPS shaH populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Sulk Parp^^^n^g^^lmontfBPPE).
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STRC)531 ; The NPPS provide a systern to [ntemal and external customers with the cepebility to search both lunown and unknown candtdate reposiories.

gerterate queries, create linkages, a fkI perform searr^esof CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal InvestlQalions.

STRQ1164' The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and externa! customers with the capability to search both Known anti unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJIS Systerns of Services (SoS) data in support of crirrHnai

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrolimentand idenUfication capabilities simiiar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shaH have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia mariner and enter case information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval lor palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners ah«dl have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQSSd: NPPS shall provide die abiliry to search specific areas of a palm phot

STRQSST: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Md^r Case Prints.

STRQ9dO: The system shall search palm prints.

$TRQ133: lAFIS ^all provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STR05S6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm v$. palm

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require the identificalion of pa^ regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

5TR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 o< 15 records rnay hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability lo search against specific areas of a palm print.

5TR0637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

5TRQ10B9: IAFI5 shall require ktentificalion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 102: IAFI5 Shall provide the ability to search lateral palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 1 04: lAFIS shaK allow palm pdnl submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR720: NGl shalf provide a ranked candidate list In response to a Latent Print Feature fovestigatlon Search request

LEG.FR202: lAFIS ^11 provide a ranked candidate list of a default nun^r of FNUs as a result of the Latent Friction Ridge Fealure Search request.

SUR71: NGf shall support Latent Print Feature InvesUgallqxi Searches

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall support Lat^t Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LE3.LIR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

$TR082: The IAFf$ transaction for latent pakn print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for hig^ priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the ni^ber of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide Ihe same services, as latent nngerprim services provided currently; appilcabie

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall pro^^de the same services as fetent flrigerpiint services provided currently; applicable hardware,

software, braining and docurr>erilalion shall be provided

STRQ226:

311^0529 ;

lAFIS shall allow allematrve means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands of ffngers. missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224: fAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missmg bands or

firigers. etc.

The NPPS shall provide search c^ablllties of the palm print repository.
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STR01 163; The NPP5 shall allow the capture, storage. an<1 searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Fede^l and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAplS. The NPPS shell accept elecbonically submitted

palm print images In accordance with ^SlfNiST standards end future Electror^ic Fingerprint Tran smissior> Specilicdticn (£FTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have e Standard Palm Prfnt Enrollment (SP^) In which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the sanrte time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment <ePP£).

STRQ531 : The NPPS ^ail provide a system to internal and external customers with the capabiNty to search both known and unknown candidate reposiK}rles,

gonerete queries, create linKages, and p^form searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal inve^igations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and extern^ customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crimioai

investigabons. The NPPS shall provide enrc^iment and identiRcalk>n capabilities similar to what Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ636: Ldtenl Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minulia maicer arKi enter case infomtatiori.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS shaU provide Image retrieval for palm pnnt comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and entar case Infonnatkm.

STR0539: NPPS shatl provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STROS57: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Pnnts.

STRO&80: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ294: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search palm prints slmNarto what is availabla forten-pnint searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capabilrty to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090: lAFIS shall not require the Ideritlfication of palm regions to search for palm prir>t submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability tp search specific sections of the print. The T^e 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

5TRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: 1AF!$ shal! allow searches pf p^m prints by regions.

STRQlOdd lAFJS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1 1 02: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1104: tAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR727: NGI shall provide a candidate fist containing UCK(s}, specific event data, and external systam link Identifier's), when available. In response to a Latent Print feature

Investigation Search request
6IO.FEAT227: The solution Shall provide enumerators only to requesting agencies that have agreerrtents wlih US-VISIT detailing the terms and conditions for using and
disseminating enumerators.

6IO.FEAT^2l: The solution shall have the ability to send an FNU. Fin. CRN, and firigarprint Image of latent candidates that meet or exceed the estabJished threshold loihe

requestor.

SUR71: NGI shall support Laleni Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFlS trarvsection for latent palm print searches shell be able to expand the number of candidates for high pnohfy cases.

STRQ329r NPPS Shall aliow the number of candidates returned for Jatent searches for major crimes, or events, to bo ircreas^ dynamically.

STRQ5381 fAFIS shall slk>w the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined. * lOOZ
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STR01 1 \ : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: appitcabie

hardware, software, training anti docurrventaljon shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currentiy: applicable hardware,

software, trainirrg and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identiFy Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224; lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabiNttes of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, borage. ar>d searching of palm prints fiom a Federal data repository In supportng Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within iAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronicall/ submined
palm print images In accordance wifii ANSl/NlST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specrfication <EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrallmerfi {SPPEj In which a conbibutor submits a palm print image d1 the same 1irr>e Ihe contributor

submits a tetvprint image. The NPPS shall populate a rtew Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BRPE).

$TRQ551: The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal kwestigatiorrs.

STRQl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to rnlemal and external customers with the capability to search tx>th Known and unknown
candidalo repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to wtiat is nxjrrentfy available via ten-print The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minitlia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 166: The NPPS Shall f^ovide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pnnu.
Latent Exarrvners shall have a Lat^t Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minulia marker and enter case Infomiaiion.

STRO&39: NPPS shall provide the ability to Gearch specific areas of a palm print.

STRQSS7: IAFIS shall provide Ihe capability to search Major Case Prints.

5TRQ980: The system shaN search palm prints.

STRQ133: IAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ284: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. paim-

STRQ1090r IAFIS shall not require the Iddrillfication of palm regions to search for palm print submiss^ns for major crimes.

STRQS', NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capabHIty to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case pnr>ts.

5TRQ926: NPPS shall providethe ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: IAFIS shaW allow searches of palrti prints by regions.

STRQ1069: IAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print sut^nissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: LAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints agamst a list of suspects.

STRQ1164: IAFIS shall allow palm print subrniseioris for rnajor crirnes to have higher priority.

SFR72B: NGI shall optlanally include the features and matching mlnuUae data each candidate print returned in a Latent Print Feature investigation Search resporrss-

STRQ35S: IAFIS shall return the exact Image from a full ten-print card for latent searches.
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STRQ352! lAFlS thaW return the wact image from a full teri-prinl card and supporting pedigree information for latent searches

STRQ3&4; lAFIS shall rehim the supportinQ pedigree infonnation for latent searches.

STRQ352: lAFlS shaif return the exact image ITom a full ten^print card and supporting pedigree information for latent searches

STRQ374: lAFIS shall provide addKional information Such as demographic and referanca number on a ratum latent search.

STRO1031: lAFlS shall plot minutiae points from latent to 10-prinl matches retrieved in the file fora b^er hll rate.

SUR71: NGt shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches,

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall eupport latent Feature Search raquesis of spreclflad reposiu^as.

LEG.UR22: lAFlS Shall provide a candidate fist in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQB2: The lAFIS tmnsactian for lalant palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STR0329: NPP5 shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for ma^or crimes, or events, to be Increased dynamically.

STRQ$3d: (APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-deftned.

STRQ1 1 1 : latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent firrgerphnt services provided currenUy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentatiort shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print seivk^s shall provide U^e same Esrvices as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable hardwa^,
software, trainirrg and documantatfon shall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow ahannatlve means to idenilfy individuals without rirtgdrprir>ts, such aa badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingete, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow aliemalive means to idenlify irtdividuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabINties of the pafm print repository.

STROl 1G3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository In supporting Federal and

Slate law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully ^tomated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subiT'itted

palm print images In accordance vtiih ANSf/NfST standards and future Eledronlc FIngeiprht Transmission SpecHication {EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repoehory (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment {8PPE).

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to intomal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches or CjiS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigaUons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment ar>d identcfk^tion capabilHies similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NF^S.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examinars shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case Informatjor.

STR0539:
STR0557:

STRQ98CI:

STRQl 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval far palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Lslent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia rrarkerand enter case iriformabon.

NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ1331 JAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide capability to search palm ^nls similar to what is evailable for ten-print searches.

STRO&56: iAFIS shall provide the capability (o search palm va. palm.
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STRQIOdO: IAPIS not require t^e jctentitrcetlopi of palm regione to search for palm prtnt submissions for major chmea.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specfflc sections of (he print. The Type 14 or fS records may hoJd both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS Shall provide the ability to saarch as^ihst specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFiS shall allow $earohe$ of palm prints by regions.

STRQl0a9: lAFlS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

102: lAFlS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a Hat of suspects.

$TRQ1104; lAFIS shall allow palm print submissiorKS for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR729: NGt ehall Include In the Latent Print Feature Investloatlon Search reeporise candidate Hat, zero or more print Imagee, up to the number of candidate imagea specified

in the Latent Print Feature Investigation $e^x;h re(|Uest

SUR71: NGI shall support latent Print Feature inveatlgation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFis Shalt Support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate flst in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latenl searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ53S: lAFjS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-de^ned.

STRQItl: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentaton shaN be provided

3TR01 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently: appllcabie hardware,

software, training and dcx:umentatk>n shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alldmatlve means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFiS Shall allow eltemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilrties of the palm prim repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the gaplura, sforega, and searching of palm phots from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enfprcemont agencies The NPP$ shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images In accordance wHh ANSIfNIST standards and future Elactn^ic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a tdn*print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (GPPS).

5TRQ531: The NPPS shall provide e system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate rapositorfes,

g^erate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJ1& Syaiem of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQl 164: ITie NPPS shall provide a sysiem to Internal and external customers with ttie capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identiflcatron capabilities similar to what is cunrenUy available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia markerand enter case information.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPSj capability to capture images, adjust minutia mariner InformaUon.
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STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ablilty to search specific amas of e palm print.

STRQ557: [APIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

5TRQd60r The system shall search palm piinls.

5TR01 33: lAPlS shall provide ^0 abHIty to search paim prints in the lAFlS repoeltorfes.

STRQ2&4; (APIS Shall provide the capatHlity to search palm prints similar to vvhat is available for tervprlnt searches.

STRQ556J IAFI5 shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQtOdO: lAFlS shall not require the lder>tificatk>n of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

5TRQ5: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print

$TRQ4; NPP$ shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and
major case prints

STRQ32d; NPPS shall provide the ability to search against spedfic areas of a palm print.

STR0637; lAPlS shall allow searches of paim prints by regions.

STRQ10S9: lAFIS shall require jddr>tification of palm regkiri to search for palm print submissions for norwmsjor crimes

STRQ11Q2: I/^IS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104; lAFIS shaH allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority

SFR732: NGI shall forward a response from an External System (e.g., IDENT)to the Authoriaed Contributor, Independent from the NGi response, as a resuh of an External

Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request

SUR67: NGi shail suppon Latent Investigation Searches of an external bicmetric repository.

BIO.FEAT179: The solution shall identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print image Investigaticin Searches.

LEC.UR20: lAFfS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The lAFIS Irsnsaction for latent paim print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamicalty.

STRQ53B: lAFIS shall allqnv the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search tc ba user-<lefir>9d

STRQttI; Latent pa^ print s^vices ahall bs lr>tagrated with, ar>d provide the sarne services, as latent fingerprint services provided currenSy;

appllcat^e hardware, software, trainirrg and documentation shall be provided

STRQIIO: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currentJy; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226; lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly in|ured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS shall allow aitemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hai^s or fingers,

missing hands or fii^gers. etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repoatory.

STRO1 163: The NPPS shaii allovv the ca^i^re, storage, arti searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporbng

Federal and Slate law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within fAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted paim print images in accordance with /^Sl/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmis^on
Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor subnnlts a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrellnrrent (BPPE).
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STRQ531; Th« NPPS shall pmvida & eystam to internal and dxtamal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

rapositortes, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crfrnlnal

Invesdgahcins,

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both Known ana
unknown candidate repositories, gen^aie queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal investlgattons The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Ider^tifTcatlon capabllltiessimilarto what is currently

available via ten-print. l>te NPPS. upon sU>mis&ion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Laterrt Palm Print Search (LPP5) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia mariner and enter case

informatron.

STRQ1 16S: The NPPS shall provide Image removal for palm print comparisons by latent examiners ar4 services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Rint Search (LPPS) cepablllty to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ639: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQSS7: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STROddO: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFiS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall pixivlde tha capability to search palm prints similar to what is available fof tervprint searches.

STR0556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm v$. palm.

STRQ1O90: lAFIS shall not requim lh>e identification of palm reglorts to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shall have the capability to search spedflc ssctione of the print

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secbons of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS Shell provide tha ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS37: JAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STROl 089: I AFIS shall require identlficalicn of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

5TRQ1 102: IAF1S shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: 1APIS shall allow palm prir>t submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEO.UR21 : 1AFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEO.UR22: IAFI$ shall provided candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request

STRQB2: The IAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the nuntber of candidates for high priority cases
STRQ329 NPPS shall allow the number of car^didates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be u$er-aer)ned

5TRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print s^vices shall be integrated with, and provide Ihe same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentiy;

applicable hantwana, software, tralnlr>g and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0: Latent palm print services Shell provide the same services as latent fingerprint aervices provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means lo identify Indlviduais without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing bands or

fingere, etc.
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STRQ224: lAFIS dllow altemstivd means to idenlify individuals wtttiout fingerprints, such as bad^ injured hands or fingers

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS Shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of pafm prints from a Federal date repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforc^ent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

eiectroTHcalfy submitted palm print images in accordartce wi^ ANSI^IST standards and future Efectronlc Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shail have a Standard Palm Print Enroitment (SPPE) in which a contributor Bubmits a
palm print image at the same fime the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shell populate a new Palm Print

Repository <PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (6PPE).

STRQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wUh the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate oueries. create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Irivestigattoris.

STR01164' The NPPS shall provide e system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and

unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJi6 Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similsrtowtietiacurrentfy

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

STRQ536^ Latent Examiners sriall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1165: The NppS shail provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services terunsotved

latent palm prints. Latent Exarnlners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia

marker and enter case information.

5TRQS39: NPPS Shall provide the ^illty to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: l/^iS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prir>ts.

STRQ980; The System shall search palm prints.

5TRQ133: fAFJS shail provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ294: JAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: Itf IS shail provide the capability to search peim vs. patm

STRQ1090: lAFIS $haii not require the idenfification of palm regions to search for peim print submissiorrs for major crimes.

STRQS. NPPS shall have the cepability to search specific sections of ihe print

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print

STRQ€37: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STROtOdd: lAFIS shall regulre idenlification of palm region lo search for palm print submissioits for non -major criimes.

STRQ1 102: iAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects

STRQ1 104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submlssiona for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR733: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Latent Print Feature Invest Igatlan Search reaponae.

STRQ354: IAFIS Shall return the supporting pedigree information for latent searches.

STRQ352: IAFIS shall return the exact Image from a full ten-print card and Bupporting pedigree information for latent searches.

STR0374: IAFI5 shall provide additfonaf inforrnatlon such as demographic and reference number on a return latent search
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STRO10&4: The latent worKstalion shall include a printable carxtldate list y,i4iich fncludes: latent ease number, latent number, subject name, lO number, score ranhing. finget or

palm area of companson interest; choice of "idenlifted", *Not Identified", and "Pending".

STRQ10S3: The latent workstation shall include a printable or exporiabto for email candidate list which includes: latent case number, latent number, sub;eci

name, 1D number, score ranking, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of "Identified", "Not Identified”, and "Pending”.

STRQ105S: The Latent worksialion shall include an exportable for email candidate list which in[;:Iude$: latent case nurober. latent nurnber, subject name, ID number, score

ranking, firtger or palm area of comparison Interest, choice of 'IdeniifiecT, 'Not Identified*, and "Pending',

STRQ10S3: The latent workstation shall include a printat^e or exportable foremail candidate list which irKJudes: latent case number, fatenl number, subject

name, ID number, score ranking, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choice of "Idenfified”, "Not Identified”, and "Pending".

SUHTt: NGI shell support Latent Print Feature Investigabon Searcies.

LEG.UR21: lAF IS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEO.UR22: lAFiS shall provide a candidata Nsl in response to a latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82. The lAFIS tranaactioh for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the nurnber of candidates for high priority cases

5TRQ329: NlPPS shall altow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ538 lAPIS shaN atlow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user^defirred

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, ar^d provide the same services, as latent firtgerprint services provided currently: apphcable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent firtgerprint services provided qurrendy; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

5TR0226: lAFIS shall allow allemalive imeans to rdentify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or tingere. otc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall alhow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing harMts or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRC1 163: The NPPS shall aUow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prir;ts from a Federal data raposilory in supporfing Federal and
State low enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS Shall accept eJectronically subo^ed
palm print images in accordar^e with ANSl/NlST standards and future ElecUonIc Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS)revl»lof»B. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPP£) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

^bmits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Prim Enrollment (BPPE).

STROS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customera with the capability to search botii known and unknown car>didate repoeikoriee,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STRQl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal arrd external customers with the capability to search both l^own and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIB Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shail provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submlssk)n of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm pririi Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust miriutia marker and enter case irrformation.

STRQ536:
STROSSr:
STRQ980:

STR01165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print compariaons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capabiirty to capture images, adjust minutia marker and entar case information.

NPPS Bhall pro^de the ability to search specifk: areas of a palm print

lAFIS shall provkJa the capability to search Major Case Prints.

The system shall search palm prints. NGI-1669
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STROISS: lAFlS shall provi{5e the ability to search palm phnts 1n the lAFlS repoeltoriee.

STRQ294: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ternphnt searches.

5TRQ556: fAFiS shall provfde the capatrllTty to search palm vs. palm.

STRQlOdO: lAFlS ahall not require the identrficetiori of pairn regions to search for palm print eubmissinns for major crinnos

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4' NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both pelm eoJ
major case piirtts.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ$37: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions

STRQ 1069: 1APIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print 8ubmissk>ns for norvmajor crimes

STRQ1102: lAFlS shaS provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl t04: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

8FR734: NGI tftatl allow art Authorized FBI Service Provider to print the Latent Print Feature Investigation Search response.

STRQ3S3: IAF1$ shall return the exact image from a full ten*print card for latent searches.

STRQ352: lAFiS shall return the exact image from a full ten-print card artd supportirtg pedigree information for Latent searches.

STRQ354; IAF1S Shall return the supporting pedigree information for lateni sear^es.

STRQ352: lAFIS shall return the exact image from a full tervprint card artd supporting pedigree ^formation for latent searches.

STR0374: lAFiS Shall provide additional infomnation such as demographic end referertce numberon a return latent search.

STRQ1054: The latent workstation shall include a printable car>didate list which includes: Latent case number, latent number, subject name, ID numbert score ranknig, finger or

palm area of comparison interest, choice of 'IdenttfiecT, "Not Identified”, and ^Pending”.

STRQ1053: The Latent workstation shaK include a printable or exportable for email candidate list which includes: latent case number, latent number, subject

name, 10 number, score rankirvg, finger or palm area of comparison interest, choica of ”ldsntitied". "Not Identified'*, and "Pending"

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Phnt Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : lAFiS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The iAFiS transaction for latent pa^ print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent sean:hes for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamically.

STRQ&38: IAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQt 11: Latent psfm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided ourrentty> applicable

hsnjware, software, training and documentabon shall be provided

STR01 1 0: Latent paim print services shall provide the same services as Latent fingerprint services prowded currently; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to identity individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mi&sing hands oc

flr>gars, etc.

STRQS2g: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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STRQn63: Th« NPPS shall akfw the capture, storage, and seerchihg of peim prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State law enforcement agencies The NPP5 shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in aocordarx^e with ANSl/MST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission SpedficaUon (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

Submits a tervprint image. The NPP$ shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0531: The NPPS Shall provide e system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unkrtowrr candidate repoeiiorids.

ger«rate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crimlnaf investigaiions.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and extenTal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) dala in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificatton capabilities simifarto what is currently available via ten-print The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Pelm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$TRQS36 Latent Examiners shall have a latent Palm Prim Search <LPP$) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case infornidiior>.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examirters shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marl^r and enter case information.

STR053S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prim.

STRQ557: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQddO: The systern shall search palrn prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS ^ail provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFlS shall provide me capabiiity to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide ttie capability to search palm vs. paim.

STRQ1090: lAFlS Shall not requN the Identificabon of palm regions to Search for palm print aubrrNSsions for major crimes.

STRQ5r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specrtic sections of (he print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32S: NPPS shall provido the ability to search against apecrfic areas of a palm print.

$TR0637: lAFiS shall allow searches of paim prints by regions.

STR010S9: lAFlS shall require identificdtion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STROl 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR735: NGJ shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to eave the Latent Print Feature Inveetlgation Search response onto removabJe media in a digitai format.

SUR71: N3I shell support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21 : lAFlS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specHled repositories.

IEG.UR22: lAFiS Shall provide d candidate list tn response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQB2: The 1AFJS transaction fur latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

5TRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamicaly.

STR0536; lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ111: Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided cuirontly; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide (he same services as latent fingerprint services provided currentiy; applicable hardware.

software, trapning arxl documentatiun shall be ^vided
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STR02^€: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without (ingarpnints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missirtg hands or fir^gers, etc

STRQ224: fAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mtssing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shad provide search capabllrtesof the palrn print repository.

STRQ 1 163: The NPP$ shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository ir> supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The h^PPS shall be a fully automated segment wlhln lAFlS. The MPP5 shall accept electronically subrnttod

palm print images in accordance wlfi^ ANSI/NIST slandardsand future Electronic Ffngerpiint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time Ihe contributor

submits a ten'prinl image. The NPPS Shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system lo Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perfom> searches of CJIS System of Services ($oS) data in support of criminal Investigations.

STRQf 164: The NPPS shall provide a system lc Internal and exiemal custorrters with the capability to search both known and unknown
carMtidate repoaiicries, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide eoroilment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via ternprint. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm prints shall create a Palm Print Repertory Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shfUl have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval tor palm print comparisons by latent examFrws and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm prir\t.

STRQ557: fAFiS shall provide the capability lc search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The systern shall search palm prints.

STRQ1 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STR02d4: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

5TRQ556: lAFIS shell provldo the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require Ihe identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ6: NPPS shall have the capablllly to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sectiohs of the print The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold both palm and

major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search agatnat specific areas of a palm prlnl

STR0637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQl08d: lAFIS shall require Idertificatic^ of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-rr^jor crimes.

STRQ11D2: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list ofsuspoH^ts.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes lo have higher priority.

SFR736: NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit print deta as part of an Unsolved Latent Search request

LEG.PR204: lAFlS shall allow an Aulhorizod FBI Service Provider to submit fingerprint dale as part of an Unsolved LalenL Search request.

SUR156 NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFlS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a sy^em to internal and external customers with the capability lo search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generaie queries, create linkages, and perfbmn searches of CJIS System of Services (SuS) data in support of criminal investigations.pyiQj-
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STRQ1164; The NPPS eheki provide a syfilem Jo internal and external customers wilh the capability to search both known and unknovm
candidate repositories, generate queries, ^eate lirikaoes, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

^vestigations. The NPPS Ehall provide enrollment and idsnlitication capabiJities similar to what is currentty available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Paim Print Repository Record (PPRR),

SFR737: NGt ihall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to Inptrt print data to Initiate an Unsolved Latent Search request

LEG.FR20S: lAPlS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to scan fingerprint data to Initiate an Unaolved Latent Search request

SLIR156: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFIS shall su^^rt Unsolved Latent Searches.

STROS3T The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both Known and unknown candidate repositories.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investtgabons.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide $ system to Internet and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkagee. and perform searches of CJES Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investlgstions. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identiftcetion capabilities similar to what la currently available via ten-prir>t. The NPPS,
upon submissioi^ of a palm print, shelf create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

5FR738: NGI ehafl accept one or more print irr>aQee as part of an Unsolved Latent Search request.

LEG FR206: lAFlS shall allow on© or more fingerprint images as part of an Unsolved Latent Search request

&UR158; NGI shall support UnsoNed Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFIS Shall support Unsolved Laterit Seanches.

STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search bolh known and unknown candidate repositories.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations.

STRGl 1 64 : The NPPS s hall provide a syetem to internal a nd exiomal custome rs with Ih e capabil ity to search both Known and unknown
candidate repoeitories, gdcerate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJI5 Systems of Services t^oS) data in support of crimirial

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrolfment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR739: NGI shell accept one or more print position Indicators when a elngla print Is submitted in an Uneolved Latent Search request.

LEG.FR207: lAFlS shall allow one or more finger position indicators when a single fingerprint is submitted In an Unsolved Latent Search request.

SUR158: NGI jMiail support Unnerved Latent Se^xhes.

LEG.UR52: lAFIS shall support Urtsolvod Latent Searches.

5TR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to ihtemal and external customers with the capabil^ to search both kr>own and unknown candidate repositories.

generate queries, create lirtKages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crimirial investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal ar>d external custemera with the capability to search tx>th known and unknowr)
candidate repositories, generate queries, r^eate linkages, and perfcHm searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS)data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shak provide enrollment and identification capabilities simjlar to what is currently available viaten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a pafm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR74P: NGI shatl require a print poaittort Indicator for each print Image when multiple print Images are contained In the iinaofved Latent Search request

LEG.FR208: tAFIS shall require a flr>ger position Indicator for each flngorprint image when multiple firgerprinl ^ages are contained In the Unsolved Latent Search roquet.

$UR158’ NGf ehall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52r lAFlS shall support Unsolved Latent Searchea.

STRQS31 : The NPPS ©half provide a system to internal and external cuBtomera with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositorios,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) date in support of Crimlnel investigations.
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STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall prcvida a tc internal and external cuslomete wth the capability to search both knowi and unknown
i:andidate reposltorlefi, generate queries, create lir^keges, and perform searches of CJIS Syatems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollmeni and identification capabilities simiiarto what is currently avaiiable via lervprint. The NPPS,
upon submission of a paim print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR),

SFA741: NGi shall accept fingerprint daeslficatlon Information as part of ar> Unsolved Latent Search request.

LEG.FR209; iAFIS Shall accept tingerphnt classification information as part of an Unsolved Latent Search request.

SURl&S: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFlS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

STRQ53t: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS System of Services (SoS) data irt support of criminal investigations.

STR01 164: The NPPS shaU provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfonn searches of CJiS Systems of Seivicee (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten*phnt. The NPPS,
upon submisGion of a palm prim shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR742: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to manually extract print features from the print Images provided In the Unsolved Latent Search request

LEG,FR210: lAFlS ^ali allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to manually extract fingerprint features frorn the fingerprint images provided in Ihe Unsolved Latent Search

request

SUR1S3: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFlS shall support Ur^soived Latent Searches.

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create finkagea, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal irivestigations

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall f^ovlde a system to internal and external customers with the capebility to search tiolh known and unknown
caridklate repositories, g^erate queries, create linkages, artd perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of cnminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and IdentificatjDn cap^Jlities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a pakn print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

8FR743: NGI shall provide an automated method to extract print features from (he {Mint Images provided in the Unsolved Latent Search request.

LEG.FR211: lAFIS shall provide an automated method to extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint images provided in the Unsolved Latent Seerch request.

SUR1SB: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.URS2: fAFiS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches

STRQ$3i: The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search bolh known and unknown candidate rapositofies,

gerierste queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in suppoit of criminal investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customars with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of ServiceG (SoS) data In support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS sha^ provide enrollment and id8ntlfk>ati(>n capabilities simlla* to v^t Is currently available via teivprint. The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR744: NGI shall search hie ULF using the print position, print feeturee, and fingerprint cissslftcatlon contained wHhin the Unsolved Latent Search request.

LEG.FR212; lAFiS shall search (he ULF using the finger position, fingerprint features, and fingerprint classlflcafion contained within the Unsolved Latent Search request.

SUR1S8 NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFIS shall support Urrsotved Latent Searches.

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal end external customers with the cepebility to search bolh known and unknown candidate reposttortes.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) date In support of criminal irrveeiigations.
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STRQ1 154: The NPPS &hall pttrvide a &y&lem to internal and external cu&tomere with the capability to search both known and unknown
cdn<£daie repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJ IS Systems of Services (SoSJdaia in support ofcrimirral

Investigations. The NPPS st^lJ provide enrollment and fdentiflcatlori capabilities similar io what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR745: NOI shalt search all print positions for an Unsolvad Latent Sevch request contairting a slr>gle pHnt and no Anger position Indicator.

LEG.FR213; lAFlS shali search all finger poslllons for an Unsolved Latent Search request conLaining a single fingerprint and no finger position indicalcr.

SUR156! NGl shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG UR52: l^iS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches

STKQS31 : The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external custorners with the capability to search both Known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of chminal investigations.

$TRQ1164; The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate mposltories. generate queries, create linkages, and perfonm searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of crimirval

invastlgabons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilrties similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm prim, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR746: NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the rr%arked SPC Files as a result of all Unaolved Latent Search request In accordance erilh cascaded search

business rules.

SUR158r NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.LJR52: lAFIS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

SrRQ531 ' The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and ektemsl cuatomers with the capability to search bolh known and unknown candidate repositories,

ganerate <^6ries, create linkages, and perfomi searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of crfminal inveGtigations.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall prov/de enroiirnenl and idenUfication capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission of a paim print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR747: NGI shall provide a ranked candidate list of a default number of UCNs as part of the Unsolved Latent Search response.

LEG.FR215; lAFIS shall provide a ranked candidate list of a default number of FNUs as a part of the Unsolved Latent Search request response.

SURiSS: NGi shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: lAFlS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

STRQ531 : The NPPS ^all provkJe a system to internal and external customera wHh the capability (o search bolh known and unknown candidate reposilorHis,

generate queries, cre>atd lirtkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external custonf>ers with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidale repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrolimeni and lden^fk;ation capabiliiies similar to whet is currently available vie ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submiSGlon of a palm print, shall create a Palm Prim Repository Record (PPRR).

$FR744; NGI shall provide extern^ system link ldentlfier(^)> when available, for each candidate as part pf the Unsolved Lat^t Search response.

&IO.FEAT227: The solution Shall provide enumerators only lo requesting agencies that have agreements with US-VISiT detailing ihs terms and a!>n dilions for using and
disseminating snumerators.

SURi56: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LE6.UR52: lAFlS shall support Unsolved Latenl Searches.

31^0^31: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and eidemal cuSU^ners with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositones.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigabons. ir-rcNbl-lb/lD
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STRQ11$4: NPPS Shall pfovidd a systerri to irttotnal and axtemal ciistonoers \Mtth the capability to search both krKJwn and unknown
candidate rspositortes, generate queries, create linkages, end perfonn searches of CJfS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shell provide enrollment end identification capabilities similar to what is currently avaifabie via ten-pdnt The NPP$.
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palrn Print Repository Record (PPRR>.

8FR749: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to vlew^ candidate list ratumad from lha Unsolvad Latant Search raquast

tEO.FR2l6; lAFlS ahaJI allowan authorized FBI Service Provider to view the candidate list returned from the Unsolved Latent Searoh request.

SUR158: NOl shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LEG.UR52: 1AFIS shall support Unsolved Latent Searches.

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repoalu^riea.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations.

$TRQ1164; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wllh the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJlS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

inyestigabons. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what Is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submissian of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

SFR7S0: NGI shall accept a Latent Search Status and Modification request from an Authorized Contributor In accordant with the latest EBTS veralon.

LEG.FR217; lAFIS shelf accept Latent Search Status and Modification Request from an Authorized ComnbLjior in accordance with Ihe latest EBTS version.

SUR74: NGI shah support Latent Search Status and Modification requests.

IEG.UR40: lAFlS shall support Latent Search Status and Modifk^lion Requests.

STRG1104: 1APIS shall allow palm print submisslone for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR751: NGI «h«ll allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit e Latent Search Statirs and Modification request

LE6.FR21d; lAFiS shall allow an AuUiorIzed FBI Service Provider to submit a Latent Search Status and Modification Request.

SUR74: NOl shall Support Latent Search Stalus and Modrficdtion requests.

LEG.UR40: lAFIS shall support Latant Search Status and Modification Requests.

STRQ1 104' fA^IS shall allow pa^ print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR752: NGI shall accept Query f>epth Detail (ODD) (Le., ORl, stets indicator, EtQ, case number and extension) as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification request.

LEG.FR219: tAFiS shall allow Query Depth Oetalt (QOD) (f.e., ORl, stele indicator, EID, case numbsrand extension} as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification

Request.

SUR74: NGI shall support Latent Search Status and Modification requests.

LEG.UR40r JAFIS Shall support Latent Search Status and Mo<kfication Requests.

STRQ1 104: fAFIS Shall allow psim print submissions for major crimes to have higher pri<^ty

SFR7S3r NGI shall accept $CNA(e) of prevfouely submitted Latent Search(es) as pert of the Latent Search Status and Modification request.

LEG.FR220; lAFIS shall require SCNA(s)lo modify the status of previously submitted Latent $earch(es) as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification Request.

$UR74: NGI shall support Latent Search Status and Modification requests

LEG UR40: IAF1S shall support Latent Search Status and Modification Requests.

STRQ1104: lAFIS ^all allow palm print subrNssions for major crirnea to have higher priority.

SFR7&4; NGI shall modify the priority of the specified Latent Search(eej when Indicated se part of the Latent Search Statue and Modllicatlon request.

LEG.FR221: (APIS ^'lall modify the priority of the specified Latent Searc,h(es) when Indicated as pari of the Latent Search Status and Modifiii^llon Request.

SUR74; NGI shall support Latent Search Status and Modification requests.

LEG.UR40: lAFIS shall support Latent Search Status and Modification Requests.

STRQ1 104: IAF|$ shall allow pelm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

$FR755: NGI shall modify the processing order of the specified Latent 8earch(es) when Indicated as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification request

LEG.FR222: lAFiS shall change processing order of the specified latent Searohfes) when indicated as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification Request

SUR74: NGI shah support Latent Search Status and Modification requests. NGI- 1676
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LEG.UR40! (APIS support Ssarch Status ^nd Modification Requests.

STRQt104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR7S6: NGI shall ratrleve the lalerrt queoe procosslng status vWien roquoatad as purt of the Latent Se^ch Statue and Modification request.

STRQ12f: iAFIS shall provide the ability for end users to inrtidte a system status query to determine if latent processing services are operational.

STRQ314: IAFIS Shall provide a means to transmit the transaction Control Number (TCN) of a latent submission and return the status: never arrived, in queue,

in error, etc.

STRQ779: lAFiS shall have a Wort( in Progress capability

STRG^7: IAFIS shall provide a status ^cKing m^anism ao that a latent fingerprint submission can be tracked as to its status in the search process.

SUR74: NGI $h^l support Latent Search Status and Modification requests.

L&G.UR40: lAFlS shall 6U[^>ort Latent Search Status and Modification Requests.

STROl 104i IADS shell allow palm print submissions for major crimes lo have higher priority.

SFR7$7: shall delete the specifted Latent Search(es) when indicated as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification request

LEG.FR223; IAFIS shall cancai the specified $CNA{8) Latent $edtch(e8) when jr>aicated as part of the Latent Seatchi Status and Modificauoh Request.

SUR74: NOI Shall support Latent Search Status and Modification requests.

LEO.UR40: IAFIS Shall support Latent Search Status and Modification Requests.

STRQ1 104; IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR75B; NGI shall ro|eclthe Latent Search Status and Modification request when specified Latent Search(ea) are not found In the Latent Search queue.

LEG.FR224; IAFIS shall reject the Latent Status and Modifrcation Request when specified Latent Sdarch(es) are not found in the Latent Search queue.

SUR74: NGI shall support Latent Search Status and Modification requests.

LEG.UR40: IAFIS shall support Latent Search Status and Modification Requests.

STRQ1 1 04: iAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR739; NGI shall provida the appropriata response to th« Latent Search Status and ModHIoatioo request in accordance with tha IstesI EBTS version.

LEG.FR22S; IAFIS Shall provide the appropriate response to the Latent Search Status and Modification Request fn accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR74; NGI shall support Latent Search Status and Modificatlt^ requests.

LEG.UR40; IAFIS shall support Lalent Search Status and Modification Requests.

STRQ1104: JAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR7Q0: NCI shall allow an Authorised FBI Service Provider to view the Latent Search Status ar>d Modification request results.

LEG.FR226: IAFIS shall allow an FBI Service Provider to view the Latent Search Status and Modification Request results.

SLIR74: NGI Shalt support LatentSearch Status and Modification requests.

LEQ.UR40: IAFIS shall support Latent Search Status and Modification Requests.

5TRQ1104r IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR7S1: NGi shall occept Comparison Prirvt Image Submission requests from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR227: fAFIS Shall accept Ccmpariaon Fingerprint Image Submission an Authorized Contributor tn acoordance v^th the latest EQTS version.

SUR7&: NGI shaU support Comparison Print Image Submtssif^ requests.

LEG.UR41: IAFIS shall support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR7fi2; NGI shall accept print Image data as part of a Con^rlson Print Image Submission request

LEG.FR228: IAFIS shall require fingerprint image and laler>t Image data as part of a Comparison Fingerprint Image Submission.

SUR75: NGI shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41; IAFIS shell support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR763: NGI shall accept paimpfint image dote as pert of a Comparison Print Image Submission request.

LEG.FR226: IAFIS shall accept palm print Image data as part of a Comparison Fingerprint Image Submission.

SUR75: NOl shall support Comparison Rint Image Subn^sslor requests.

leg UR41: IAFIS shall support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submission^. NGI-1677
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8FR704: NGI shall allow an Aulhorlaad FBI Sarvica Provider to parform a fnanual LFIC for aach sat of auk>iact pHntt provided against latent prfnts provided as part of a

Cornparison Print Image Submistlon requeet.

LEG.FR230; lAFkS shialk require an Autt>orUed F8I Service Provider lo perform a manual Latent Fingerprint Image Compare for each eet of subject prints provided against latent

prints provided as pert of a Comperleon Fkigerpiint Image Submi$$k)r\.

SUR75; NOI shall support Comparison Prir;t Image Submission requests,

LEG.UR41: lAFfS shall support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

8FR765: HGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the results of a Comparteon Print Image Submission request

tEG.FRSl7; lAFlS Shall allow an Authortcod FBI Service Provider to view the response to a Comparison Fir>gerprint Image Submiseton.

SUR75‘ NGI shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.UH41: lAFlS shall support CompBrisor^ Fiogerprtot Innage Submissions.

SFR766; NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Providor to print the reautta of a Comparison Print Image Submisefon requeat.

LEG.FR51B: lAFiS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to prii^tlhe response to a Comparison Fingerprint Image Submission.

$UR7S; NGI snakf support Comparison Print image Submission requests.

LEG UR41‘ lAFIS shall support Oomparisort Fkrigerprint Image Submissions.

8FR7e7: Deleted MCP.
LEG-FR231: (AFiS shaN accept Major Case image Submission from Authorized Contributors in accordar>ce with the latest EBTS version

8FR?6e: Deleted MCP.
tEG.FR232: lAFkS shall accept fingerprint fmage<s} data as part of a Major Case Image Submission.

SFR760: Deleted MCP.
LEG.FR233: lAFlS shall accept supplen^ntary print image(ej data as part of a Major Case Image Submission.

SFR770: Delated MCP.
LEG.FR234: lAFlS shall accept a Latent Caee Nurnber as part of a Major Case Image Subrriission,

SFR771; Deleted MCP.
LEG.FR238: lAFlS shall eoroki the fingerprint iindge<s) and supplementary print image(s) and Latent Case Number reference oonLained in a Major Case image SubmiesiOd into

the Major Case Print File.

$FR772. NOl sball accept fingerprkrtt data as part of an Evaluation Latent FictgerprintSubmlselort Search request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest

EBTS vanilon

LEG FR236: lAFIS Shall accept Evaluate Latent Fingerprint Submission Search Requests from an Authorized Contributor in aocordance with the latest EBTS versioo.

SUR7?: NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investigabon.

LEG.UR43: lAFIS Shall support EvaNjallon Latent Firrgerprint Submission for Investigation.

SFR773: NGf shall ^low an AuthorUed FBI Service Provider to manually eroract fingerprint features from the fingerprint Images provided In the Evaluation Latent Fingerprint

Submission Search request

LEG.FR237: lAFIS shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider lo manually extract fingerprint features from fingerprint imagoe provided In the Evaluation Latent Frngoiprint

Submission RequesL
SLIR77: NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investigation.

LEG.UR43: LAFIS shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submis^on for investigation.

SFR774: NGf shell provide an automated method to extract fingerprint fealuraa from the fingerprint images provided in die Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission Search

request.

LEG.FR23d: lAFlS shall provide an automated method to extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint images provided in the Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submiaeion
Request.

SUR77r NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investkga^on.

LHG.UR43; lAFiS Shall Support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Subirdssion for Investkgalion.

NGI-1678
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$FR77S: NGI •ha!l allow Authoriud FBI S«rvlc« Rrovicfvf to search the ftGI rapoeltorYties) using the finger poaition{e) and ^ngerprint features extracted from the fingorprlet

images provided in the Evaluation Latent FIngerprintSubmIeelon Search request-

L£G.FR239' lAFIS shah allow Aulhorized FBI Service Provider to search the lAFlS repository's) usbg lha finger positiDn(5) and firrgerprint features dxiracted hom Ihe fmgerpdnl

intagas provided in the Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission Request-

SUR77; N6l shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investigation.

LEO.URd3: lAFlS shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerpnnt Submission for investigation

,

SFR776: NGI shall Allow an Authorized FGI Service Provider to perfonn a manuai LFIC for each candidate resulting from an Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission Search

request.

LE6.FR240: lAFkS shell allow an Authorized FBI Ssrvica Provider to perform a manual Latent Fingerprint Image Compare (LFIC) for each candidate for an Evaluation Latent

Fingerprint SubrnJsskin Request

SUR77: NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investigation.

LEG UR43: iAFIS shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint SubmiSBign for investigation.

SrR777: NGI shall enroll an Identity Into the ULF, when appropriate, as a result of an Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission Search request

LEG.FR241: lAFIS sheh allow Authorized FBI Service Provider to enroll subject I nfon^allon into the designated lAFIS repository as a result of an Evaluation Latent Fingerprint

Submission Request.

STROt23: lAFiS Shall provide the ability to search civil record files under the same conditions (processing algorithms and populations) a$ the CMF.
STRQ170r The system shall allow search against the civil repositcry for sex offender regisir^ts.

STR02&5: lAFlS shall provide the opHon to select the database to search, including the Criminal, Civil, SLC, and ETIS frlee in a single submission

STR0263. lAFfS shall provide the option to select Ihe database to search. Including Ihe Criminal, ClviL SLC, and ETIS files in a single subrrNselon.

STR02d9; lAFlS shall provide the capability to specify the app^priate search r^teria for each file in a srn^e submission.

STRQ267: lAFlS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submESSlon.

SUR60; NGI shall support enroNrrtent of an Identity as part of an Investigative Search,

STR0513; The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide single subject subject identitiy searches

STR051 1! The lAFIS civil and criminal reposKories (fingerprint image, flr^erprint vector, and biographical date) after redesign and consolidOUon

shall be complotely interoperable, impi^entir^g single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them
STRQ937: lAFIS Shall allow flexible "cafeteria'Style searches” that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biomelric and the appropriate

eearch criteria.

$TRQd3S: lAFIS shall allow flexible 'cafeteria-style searches' that provide for the selsctkirT of the population, the appropriate biometric and the

appropriate search criteria.

$TRQ948: I^IS shall provide 'cafeteria style' search which allows the data sector and search parameters to be selected.

$UR7Q; NOt shell Support Laterit Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.LIR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ62: The I AFiS transaction for latent palm print seiches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRa329! NPPS shall allow the numtser of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased

dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1: Latent palm prini services shall be integrated wHh, ard provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently,

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQIIO: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services es latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ22G: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or lingers, raissmg hands or

fingers, etc. NGI-1679
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STR0224: IAF13 shall alk>w alternative means to identity Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingars.

missing hands or fir>gers, etc.

5TRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm pnnt repository.

STRQ1163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching Of paim prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPP$ shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPP3 shall accept

electron ioalty submitted palm print images in accordance with AN3I/NIST standards and future £lectranic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standgu'd Palm Print Enrollment ($PPE) in which a contdbutor subnets a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-^rint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a BulK Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS311 The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investlgaiiorks.

$TRQ1 1S4: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and e)dernai customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate rapositorias, genafste queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoSf data

in support of criminal invastigatioos. The NPPS shall provide enrollrnent ar>d identification capabilities similar to what is currandy

availabla via tervprint. The NPPS, upon submlssron of a pe^m print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)
STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
Information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shah provide image retrieval far palm print conparisona by lateni examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutJa

marker and enter case information.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the abi^ty to search spacific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557'. t/^IS shall provide the capability tc search Major Case Prints.

STRO960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: IAF1S shall provide the capability to search paim prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFlS shall provide thec^abiirty to search palm vs. paim.

5TRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require the idenlifioalion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5r NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4r NPPS Shall have ihe cs^ablllty to search specific sections of tiie print The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm aryt major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm prirtt.

STRQ637: lAFiS shall ellow searches of palm prints by regions

$TRQ10a9! IAPIS shall requfra kJerttlficatlon of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non -major crimes

.

STRQ1102: lAFIS sh^l provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQli04: lAFIS shall allow palm print submiafilons for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI Shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Laterit Feature Search requeels of specified repositories.

LEG.L(R22: LAFtS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request

STRQ&2r The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand frie number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or ay^nls, to be increased

dynamically, MGl-1680
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STRQ53d: lAFIS shaH allow tha number of candidates returned by a palm latarit saardi to &6 usar-dotlried.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print servicae shall be Integrated with, and provide the sarne services^ ae latent fingerprint services provided currenlty

;

applicable hardware, software, trainirvg arid documeritation sfiall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, trainirrg and documentation shcdl be provided

STRQ226: lAFiS sha^ allow eKerr>ative means to id^tily Inc^vjduals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc,

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to idenbfy individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ52d: The NPPS shall provide search oapabillbes of the palm pnnt repository.

STRQt 1 63; The NPPS Shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in euppotting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segmant within lAFIS. The NPPS ^all accept

electrooicsily submitted palm print images in accordahce wibi ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Flnge^rint Tnanamission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conbibutor submits a
palm print image at the same time the oontributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Reposriory (PPR), and also develop a Sulk Palm Print Enrollment (GPPE).

STRQ53i ; The NPPS sh^J provide e system to Inlemaf and external customers with the capability to search both Known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of GJIS System of Servicee (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigatiohs.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services <SoS) data

in support of criminal irivesUgations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and Identifrcatipn capabilities similar to what 1$ cunently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Exarniners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPSj capability to capture images, adjust minutia martier arvJ enter case

information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and seArtcas for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search {LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mfnulLa

marker and enter case informaUon.

STRQ530: NPPS shall provide the abi^ to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search psUm prints.

5TRQ133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFIS Shall provide thecapablUty to Search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ55€r lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQt 090: lAFIS shall not require the ider>ttfication of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for mejor crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search spedfic secfiorrs Of lha print. TheType f4or IS records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search agsirist specific areas of a palm print

STRQ637: 1APIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFIS shall require identification of paim region to search for palm print subrrassions for
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STR01 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

SIRQUO^: lAFiS Shall eilowv palrh print submissions for major crimes to have higher piSohEy.

SUR77: NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for InvesbgaEjor.

LEG.UR43: lAFlS shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission forinvastlgatjon.

SUR96; NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches

STRQ53: The IRS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine.

STRQ599: lAFIS shall support fdolai recognition capdbllilies.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide faci^ recognitFOO services.

STRQ644: lAFlS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ76$; lAFIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognitioi^ searches.

STRQd40: lAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: lAFIS shall suppcHifaoe recognition.

STR01119J The system solution shall provide a facial recognition c^>dbility

STRQS4: IPS shall im(^efT>ent an SFTS transection to match a facial photo against rrtored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such

as is done for latent print examiners!.

STRGg3: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147; IPS shall fMovide capat^llty to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SURdS: NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STR0652: iAFiS shall allow the search of lri$ Images

$TR0649: IAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

STRQIitO: lAFIS shall search iris images

SFR778: NGI shall provide a response to an Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission Search request In accordance with the latest E6TS version.

LEG FRS07: IAFIS Shall provide a response to an Evaluation Latent Fir>gerprint Submission request in accordance wllh the latest EBTS version.

SUR77: NGI shall support Evaluation Latent Fir^gerprint Submissiori fcr investigation.

LEG.LIR43: IAFIS shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerrvlnt Submission for Investigation.

SFR77$: NGI shall accept a Texl-Based Facial Photo Search request from art Authorized Contributor in accordance wiUt the latast EBTS vareion.

$TRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR84: NGI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STRQ21 : IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall include demographic, type-2 fields, such as: race, sex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ41: IP$ shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ1 74: IPS shall allow Investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and 5MT database using (he Type-2 record demographic data

STRQSdd: IAFIS shall provide the abliiiy to search photos and SMTs with the followlr^ criteria; personal descriptor Information, name, DOS.
soda! security number artd State Identification Number (SON), Stale that submlRad the photo.

STRQ237; IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic Helds and return the latest rrxjg shots for records whh
demographic data matching the search criteria.

STRQtSS: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrlevd photos birough NCIC to allow invastigalive type of searches.

STRQ388: IPS shall provide invesQgalive kind of searches using the Type-2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demograpNc data

STRQ60d: IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: 1,1^IS $haP allow investigative searches of IPS photos using demographic date fields.

STRQ926: IAFiS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ1040: IPS shall allow investtgatlve KIfkI of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record demographic dal4NiGl~1682
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$TRQ3C6: IPS shall alliTW investigative retrievals to support photo lineup and other ^rnilar business applications using the Type-^ demographic text data aa
crtteria for the search.

STRQ32S; IPS shaH return a mug shot orSMT photo for a posilive III name search from NQIC, with a 2 second response time when requested.

STRQ41 1 : 1PS sh al [ allow retrieval of photos using the name and DOB.
STRQt 141: IPS shall ^low searches of DL photos.

SFR78t}: NGI shslt accept a TeKt-Based Facial Photo Search request from art Authorized Contribulor in accordance with the latest IJtINFF Operational and Tachi>lca1 Manual,

SUR64: NGlahaH support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STRQ21 : IPS Shall provide ad hoc search querv capability for photos. Search parameters shall Include demographic, tvpe-2 fielde, such ad: race, sex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ41 . IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using aearches On the demographic data.

STRQ1741 IPS shall allow inve^aOve kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ6d6: lAFIS shall provide (he ability to search photos and SUTs wilh the following criteriar personal descriptor Infarmaiion. name, OOB,
social security number and Slate Identlflcalion Number (SCN), State that submitted the photo.

STRQ237: IPS shall be able to create a pholo lirveup from specific search criteria, using (he demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for records wilh

demographic data matching the searoh criteria.

STRQ155: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCiC to allow investigative type of searches.

STR03B8: IPS shall (^vide Invaabgadve kirrd of searches using the Typ^2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS shall provide knvesfigative types of searches on photos usirrg demographic data

STRQ60B: (PS Shall provide fnveetigatrve searches On photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: lAFis shall allow investigative searches of IPS photos using demographic data fields.

5TR092B: lAFlS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ1 040: IPS Shall allow invesligativo kind of searches of the mug shota using the Typa-2 record demographic data.

STRQ3C6: IPS shall allow investigative retrievals to support photo tkieup and other similar business applications using the Tvpe-2 demographic text daia as

criteria for the search.

STRQ323: IPS Shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive III name search from NCIC. with a 2 second response lime when requested

STR0411: IPS shall allow Bie retrieval of photos using the name and DOB.
STRQ1 t4l ; IPS shall allow seiches of OL photos.

SFR7d1: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a TextBased Facial Photo Search request

SURd4: NGI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

$TRQ2t: IPS shall prwide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall Include demographic, type-2 fields, such as: race, sex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ4t: IPS snail provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ174: IPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using th6Tvpe-2 record demographic data.

STRQSdB: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search photos and SMTs with (he following critena; personal descriptor Informatton, name. DOB,
social security number and Stale Identification Number (SCN), Stale sutxinltted the photo.

STRQ237: IPS Shall be able to create a photo lineup from specifk: search criteria, using demo^phlc fields and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic date matchirrg the search criteria.

STRQ155: IPS ahall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

$TRQ3BB: IP3 shall provide investigative kir>d of searches using the Type-2 record demographic fields.

5TRQ571: IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos usirrg demograf^ic data

STRQBOd: IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: lAFIS shall allow investigative eearches of iPS photos using demographic data fields. ^Nbl-lboo
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STRQ926: lAFIS shall provide photo liridup capabrlity.

STRQ104G: IPS shall ailow investtQative kind of searches of tha mug shots using the Typ9-2 record demographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow invesligadve retrievals to support photo lineup end other similar business ^>pllcatlofis using the Type-2 demographic text data as
crtleha for the search.

STRQ323: IPS shell return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive Ilf name search from NCIC, with a 2 second response time when requested.

STRQ41 1 : IPS Shall allow the retheval of photos using the name and DOB.
STRQ1141: IPS shall aflcw searches of OL photos.

SPR782: KQI ehatl accept a deelgnaticin of the reposnoryfles) to be Included In e Text-Based Faciei Photo Search.

SLjRS4; NGI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches

STRQ21 ; IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall include demogreri^ic, type-2 fields, such as: race, eex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offervders), etc.

$TRQ41 r IPS shall provide the ^llty to retrieve photos through MClC using searches on the derrtographk: data.

STRQ174: IPS shall allow Irwastigatlva kind of searches of the mug shotar^d SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ6B6: lAFIS shall pro'^de the ability to search photos and SMTs with the following cnterld: personal descriptor Information, name, DOB.
social security number and Slate Identification Number (SON). State mat submitted the photo.

STR0237: iPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matchirvg the search criteria.

STRQ1 55; IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieva photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STR0388: IPS shall provide investigative kind of searches using the Type-2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS shall provide investigative types of searched on photos uskig demographic data

STRQG08: IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

$TRQ542: lAFiS shall allow irwesUgatlve searches of IP$ photos using demographic data iields.

STRQ928: lAFJS Shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ10401 IPS shall etiow investigallve kind of searches of the mug shots using Ihe Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow investigathre retrievals to support photo lineup and other similar business applications using the Type*? demographic foxi data as
criteria for the search.

STR0323: IPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive IH name search from NCIC, with a 2 Second response time when requested.

STRQ41 1 : IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name and DOB.

STROt 1 41 : tPS shall allow searches of DL photos.

SFR7S3: NGI shall sbcept e spbciflcatlort of the number of candidates to return In a Text-Based Fecial Photo Search.

SUR841 NGI shell support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STR021 : IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall include demographic, type-2 fields, such as; race, eex, hair

color, age. weight, height, crime type (for repeal offenders), etc.

STRQ4‘I: IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

$TRQ174: fPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shot arvd SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ686: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search photos and SMTs with the following criteria: personal descriptor informatton, name, DOB,
social security nunber and State Identification Number (SCN), State that submitted the photo.

STRQ237r IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and refom the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search crtleria.

STRQ1 55: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCIC to aJIow investigative type of searches.

STRQ386: IPS shall provide investigative kind of searches using the Type-2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS Shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQE06; IPS shall provide investigative seaiches on photos using dernographic data. NGI~16S'4
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STRQ642: lAFlS &hali aNcpw investigative searches of IPS photos using demographic data fields.

STRQ926: lAFIS Shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRCI1040: IPS shall allow Investigative kind of searches of Ihe mug shots u»ng the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow inve^ative relrfevals to support photo lineup and other similar business applications using the Type'2 demographic text data aa

criteria for the search.

5TR0323; IPS shall return a mug shot tx SMT photc fora positive III r^ame search from NCIC, wlh a 2 second response tirne when requested.

STRQ41 1 : IPS shall allow the retheval of photos using the name and DOB.
STRQ1 141 : IPS shall allow searches of OL ^otos.

SFR7$4: NOi shall perform the text't^ased facial search of the reposHory(les) designated In the Text-Baeed Facial Photo Search request.

SURS4; NGI shall Support Text^Based Facial Photo Searches. ^

STR02t: IPS shaJl provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shell include demographic, type'2 fields, such as: race, eex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ41: IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STR0174: IPS shaii allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the TYpe>2 record demographic data

5TRQ686: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search photos and SMTs with the following criteria: personal descriptor information, namo, OOB.
social security number and State lOenlification Number (SCN), State that submitted the photo.

STR0237: IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup froiri specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and return Ihe latest mug shots for records with

demographic data rriatching the search critera.

STRQ1 55: IPS shall provide a mechanism to rebieve photos through NCiC to allow invesUgative type of searches.

STRQ386: IPS shall provide investigabve kind of searches using the Type-2 record derrxjgraphlc fields.

STR0571: IPS Shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ8C8: iP5 Shall provide invesbgabva searches on photos using demographic data,

STRO&42: lAFiS shall allow Investigative searches of IPS photos using demographic data fields.

STRQd26: lAFfS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ1040: IPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record demographic data

S'n?D306; IPS shall allow investigative retrievals to support photo lineup and other similar busirtess applicatiOTkS using the Type-2 demographic text data as

chieria for the search.

$TR0323: fPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo fora positive Ml name search from NCIC, with a 2 second response time when requested.

$TRQ41 1 : IPS shall allow the relrJevat of photos using the name and DOB.

5TRQ 11 4 1 : 1PS shall allow searches of DL photos.

SfR78$: NGI shall perform the text-based facial search of the default repository(lea), when the repository Is not specified in the Text-fiasad Facial Photo Search request
SUR&4; NGi shall support Text-Based Fecial Photo Searches.

STRQ21: IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall Include demographic, type-2 fields, such as; race, sex. hair

color, age. weight, height, oiin^ type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ411 IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STR0174: IPS shall allow inve^afive kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRO&86: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search photos arrd SMTs with the following critoha: personal descriptor Information, name, DOB,
social security number and State Identification Number (SON), State that submitted the photo.

S7RQ237: IPS shall be able to create a photo lirveup from specific search cnterfa, using the demographic fields and mlum the late^ mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search criteria.

STRQ155: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ3S$: IPS shall provide investigative kind of searches using the Tvpe-2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using derrKigrephicdeta NGI-1685
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STRQ606: iPS shall prcvida invastigativa saarchas on photos using deit^ographic data

STR0642: lAFIS shall allow investIgatJve searches of IPS photos using demographic 6ata lields.

STP^926: lAFlS shall provide pholo lineup cap^Nty.

STRQ1O40: IPS shall allow Investlgallve kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type'2 record demographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow investigative retrievals to support photo lineup ar>d other simiiar business applications using the Type-2 demographic tent data as
chterta for the search

STR0323: IPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive Hi name search from NCIC, wt^ a 2 second response time when requested.

STRQ41 1: IPS Shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name and DOB,
STR01141: IPS shall allow searches of DL photos.

SFR78Q: NGi shall retrieve up to the number of candidates spect^d In the Text-Based Facial Photo Ssarch request
SUR84: NQI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches-

$TRQ2ti IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall include demographic, type-2 fields, such as: race. sex. bar
cokrr, age, weight, height crime type {for repeat offenders), etc

STRQ41: IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through MOiC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ174: IPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record dernograt^rc data.

STRQ6S6: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search photos and SMTs with the following critoria: personal desolptorinformatton, r>amo. DOB.
social security number and State Identcfioalion Number ($CN), Slate that submitted the photo.

STRQ237: IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search chtana, using ^e demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search chteria.

5TRQ155: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NC1C to allow investigative type of searches

STRQ3SB: IPS shall provide Investigative kind of searches using ^e Type'2 record demographic holds.

STRQ5M; IPS shall provide Investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ60B; IPS ehall provide Investigative searches on photos usiing damographic data

STR0642: lAFlS shall allow investigative searches of IPS phoLos using demographic data fields.

STRQ926: lAFlS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ1040: IPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record demographic data.

&TRQ3G6; IPS shall allow Investigative retnevals to aupp(^ photo iines^) and other similar business applications using the Type-2 demographic text data as
chteria for the search.

STR0323: IPS shitil return a mug shot orSMT photo fora positive III name search from NCiC, with a 2 second reeponee time when requested.

$TRQ41 1: IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos usiog the name and C08.
&TRQ1141: IPS sh^l allow searches of DL photos.

SFR7B7: NGI fthali retrieve up to the default number of candidates, when the number of candidates to retrieve is not epecified in the Text-Based Facial Photo Search re<iuest

SURB4: NGI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STR02 1 : IPS Shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search paran^ters shall Include denx^graphjc, type-2 fields, such as: race, sex, hair

cclcr, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat oPendars), etc.

STR041 : IPS shall provide the ability to retneve photos through NCiC using searches on the demographic data.

STR0174: IPS sha^ allow irrvesugative kind of searches of the mug shot and Sk4T database using Ihe Typo-2 record demographic data.

STRQ686: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search photos and SUTs with the following criteria: personal deacriplor information, name. OOB.
social security number and State Identification Number (SON), State that submitted the photo.

STR0237; IPS shaH be able to create a photo lirieup from specific search critaria, using ihe demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search criteria.

STRQ155: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ386: 1PS shall provide Investigative kind of searches usir^g theType-2 record demographic fields. NGI~1686
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STRQS71 ; IPS shall pFovicfd inv^tigativa t^>es of searches on pholos usinQ denrto^raphic data

STROSOSr IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using dernographicdata.

STRQ$42: lapis shall allow Investigativa searches of IPS photos using danicgfaphLc data fields.

STR0926: lAFIS shah provide photo lineup capability.

$TR01D40: IPS shall allow Investigative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type-S record demographic data.

STRQ3CI6. IPS shall etiow investigative mthevals to support photo lineup and other similar business appllcatior>s using the Type-2 deirvographic teKt data as

crttena for the search.

STRQ323: IPS shall return a mug shot orSMT photo for a positive Hi name search from NCIC, with a 2 second response lime when requested.

STR041 1 ; IPS shaU allow (he relievei of photos using the name and D05.
STRQ1141MPS Shan allow searches of DL photos.

SFR788; NGI shall rstrtevethe most recently taken frontal facial photo for each candidate on a Text-Bated Faci^ Photo Search reaponse.

SURd4; NGI shall support Text-Sased Facial Photo Searches.

STRQ21 : IPS shell pidvkld ad hoc search query capability for photos Search parameters shell include demographic, type-2 Helds, such as: race, sex. hair

odor. age. weight height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ41: IPS shall provide lha ability to retrteva photoe through NCiC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ174: IPS shall allow invesligelive kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ686t IAFIS shall provide the ability to search photosand SMTs with the following criteria: personal descriptor information, namo. OOB,
social security number and State Identification Number (SCN), State that submitted the photo.

STRQ237; IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search cnterla. u$tr>g the demographic Helds and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search criteria.

SIFtOtSSr IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ38B: (PS shall provide investigative kind of searches using the Type-2 mcord demographic Raids.

$TRQ571: IPS Shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ6QB: IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: lAFlS shall allow investigative searches of IPS photos using demographic data fields.

STRQ926: lAFJS shah provide photo lineup capability.

STKQ1040: IPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record demographic data

STRQ306: IPS shall allow investigative relrievals to support photo lineup and other similar business applications using theType-2 demographic text data as
criteria for the search.

$TRQ323: IPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo fore positive III name search from NCIC, wHh a 2 secorKi resporvse time when requested.

STRQ41 1 : IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the hame and DOB.
STRQ1141: IPS shall allow searches ofOL photos.

SFR788: NGI shall retrieve the most recently taken fad^ photo for any candidate on a Text-Based Fecial Photo Search responea, whert no frmntal facial photo l» available for

that candidate.

$uR84: NGi shall support Text-Baaed Facial Photo Searches,

STRQ21 : IPS shall provide ad hoc searoh query capability for photos. Search parameters shall include demographic, type-2 frelds. such as: race. sex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ41r IPS shall provide the ability 1o retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data

STRQ174: IPS shall alkrw investigative Kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ686: lAFiS shell provide tire ability to search photos and SMTs wth the following criteria: personal descriptor Information, name. DOB.
social security number and Stale Identification Number(SCN), State that submitted ihe photu.
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STRQ2371 IPS «hair b« aNo to a photo liri&up frorrt apacifio &oa^c^ criteria, ueing fhd demographic fieide and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching ihe search criteria.

STRQt55: IPS shall provide a mechanism to rethove photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ3SS: iPS shall provide investigative kind of searches using the Type'2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ609: IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: lAFlS shall allow investigativa searches of IPS photo® using demographic data fields.

STRQ926; IAPIS shall provide photo flneup capatiility.

STRQ1040: IPS shall allow investigativs kkid of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record demographic data.

5TRQ306: IPS shall allow investigative retrievals to support photo lineup and c^her similar business applications using the Type-2 demographic text data as
criteria for Ute search.

STRQ323'. IPS Shall return a mug shot orSMT photo for a positive III name search from NCIC. wHh a 2 second response time when redueeted.

STRQ41 V IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name and DOB.
STRQI f41: IPS shall allow searches of DL photos.

SFR790: NGI shall provide a response to a Text-Based Facial Photo Search request Irr accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STR04D3; The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR84: NGI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STRQ2t: IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for phcto®. Search parameters shall include demographic, type-2 fields, such a$: race. eex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offervders), etc.

STRQ41: fP5 shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ1741 IPS shall allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data

STRQ666: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search photos and SMTs with the following criteria: personal descriptor Information, name, DOS.
social security number and State Idendfica^on Number (SCN), State that submitted the photo.

5TRQ237: IPS shall be able to create a photo llr^eup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search criteria.

STRQ1 55: IPS ^all provide a mech^ism to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow Invea^Qalive type of searches.

STRQ386; IPS ehali provide invesUgabve kind of searches using the Type-2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS ^ail provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ606: IPS shall provide invesligative searches on photos using demograt^lcdata.

STRQ642: lAFIS shall allow inveshgative searches of IPS photos using demographicdata fields.

STRQ926: lAFiS shall provide photo JIneup capability.

STR01040: IPS ^afi allow investigative Und of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record dennographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow investlgaUve retrievals to support photo lineup and other similar business applicatlor^s using the Type-2 demographic text data as
criteria for the search.

STRQ323: IPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo fora positive ill name search frorn NC1C. with a 2 seccrvd response time when requested.

STRQ41 1: IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos usJrig the riame and DOB,
STRQ1141: IPS shall allow searches ofDL photos.

SFR791: NGI shall provide a response to a Texl-dassd Facial Photo Search request received via NCIC in accordance with the latest IlIfNFF Operaflonal and Technical Manual.

SUR84: NGI shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STRQ21: IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall include demographic, type-2 fielde, such as: race, sex, hatr

color, age. weight, height, crime type (for repeat offerKlers). etc.

STRQ41 : IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos trirou^ NCIC using searches on the demographic data . _ _ _
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STRQ174: kPS shaki allow Investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data

STRQ666: lAflS shall provide the ability to search photos and SUTs with the following chteria: personal descriptor inibmtation. name. DOS.
social security number end Stale Identification hkjmber(SCN], State lhal subcnilLed the photo.

$TRQ237: IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and return (he latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search criteria.

STRQ15S: IPS shall provide a mechanism lo retrieve photos through NCIC to allow Investigative type of searches.

STRQSdd: iPS shall provide investigative kind of searches using the Type-2 record demographic fields.

STRQQ7t i IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos usirtg demographic data

STRQ6Q8: iPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: lAFiS ^ail allow investigative searches of IPS photos using demographic data fields

STRQ92S: IAFI& shall provide photo lineup capability.

STR01040: IPS ^all allow investigative Kind of searches of the mug shots using the TYpe-2 record demographic data.

STRQ306: iPS shall allow investigative rethevals to support photo lineup and other similar business applicatiohs using the T ype-2 demographic text data as
cfiteria fo r the search

.

$TRQ323: IPS shall return a mug shot or SUT photo fora positive III name search from NCIC, with a 2 second response time when reguesled.

STRQ41 1 : IPS shall allow the retheval of photos using the name and DOS.
STRQ1141: IPS Shell allow searches of DL photos.

SFR792; NGI shaft allow an Authorlaed FBI Service Provider to view the Text-Based Facial Photo Search response.

$UR84; NGl shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.

STRQ21: IPS shall provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters ^ali includa demographic, typa-2 fields, such as; t^ce. sex, hair

color, age, wefght, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STRQ41; IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ174; IPS sha\i allow investigative fund of searc^s of the mug shotand SMT database using the Type-2 record demographic data.

STRQ&66; lAFiS sh^l provide the ability to search photos end SMTs with the following cntaria; personal descriptor intcrmaticn, name,
social security number and State IdentlficaUon Number (SCN), State that submitted the photo.

STRQ237; IPS sheti be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data malching Ihe search criteria.

STRQ1S5: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NO IC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ388: IPS shall provide investigative kind of searches usirig tite Type-2 record demographic fields.

STRQS71; IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ&Od: iPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ&42. lAFIS shalJ allow irrvestigative searches of IPS photos using demo^aphic data fields.

STRQ926; lAFlS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ1040; IPS shall allow Investigative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record dernographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow investigative retrievals to support photo lineup and other similar business applications using the Type.2 dernographic text data as
criteria for the search.

STRQ323r 1PS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive Hi name search hum NCIC, with a 2 second response time wheri requested.

STRQ41 1 : IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name and OOB.
STRQl HI: IPS shall allow searches of DL photos.

SFR793; NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provfderto print ^e Text-Based Facial Photo Search response.

SUR&4; NGI Shall support Text-Based FeciaJ Phoio Searches.

STRQ21 ; IPS ^all provide ad hoc search query capability for photos. Search parameters shall Include demographic, type-2 fields, such as; race, sex. hair

color, age, weighti, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc. NGI~1689
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STR041: IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos ttirouQh NCiC usirtg searches on the demographic: data

STR0174: IPS allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shot and SMT database using th6Type-2 record demographic dale.

STRQBSBj iAFIS Shalt provide the ability to search photos end SMTs with the foilowing criteria: personal descriptor information, name, DOB.
social security number and State icfentfRcation Nurnber (SON), State that subn^tted the photo,

STR0237: jPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and relum the latest mug shots tor records with

demographic data matching the search criteria,

STRQ155: IPS shall provide a mechanlBm to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ388: IPS shall provide Invesligative kind of searches using frie Type-2 record demographic nekts.

STRQ$71 : IPS Shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demographic data

STR0608: IPS shall (Hovide Invesligative searches on photos uslr>g demographic data.

STRQ642: IAFIS shall allow Investigative searches of iPS photos using demographic data fields.

$TRQd2d; IAFIS shall provide photo lineup capability.

$TRO1040: IPS shall allow invesUgative kir>d of searches of the mgg shots using the Typ^2 record demographic data.

STRQ306: IPS shall allow Investigative retrievatsio support photo lineup and other similar business appUcallons using theType-2 demographic text dais as
criteria for the 86art:h.

$TRQ323: JPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive III name search from IVCIC, with a 2 second response time when reguested.

STRQ411: IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name and DOB.

STR01141: IPS shall allow searches of DL pholos.

SFR704; NGi ahaK provide a ranked candidate llel containing 2^0 or more candidates in response to a Text-Sased Facial Photo Search request

SUR84; NGI shall support Text-^ased Facial Photo Searches.

STR021: IPS t^all provide ad hoc search query capat^lity for photos. Search parameters shall include demographic, type‘2 fields, such as; race. sex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STR04V IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos Ilvdugh NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ174: IPS shall allow investigative Idnd of searches of bie mug shot and SMT database using the Typd-2 record demographic data.

STRQ686: IAFIS shall provide the ability tp search photos and SMTs with the following criteria: personal descriptor knformaliort, name, OOB,
social security number and State Identification Number (8CN), State that submitted the photo.

STRQ237: IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using the demographic fields and return the latest mug shots for raconja with

demograpNc data matching the search criteria.

STRQ1SS: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCiC to allow ir>vestigatrve type of searches.

$TRQ388: IPS shall provide investigallve kind of searches using the Type'2 record demographic fields.

STRQ571: IPS shall provide investlgallve types of searches on photos using demographic data

STRQ608: IPS shall provide investigative eearches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642; IAFIS shall allow InvesUgallve searches of IPS pholos using demographic data fields.

STRQ926: IAFIS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQt040: IPS Shan allow investigative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Type-2 record demographic data.

$TRQ306: IPS shall allow Investigative retrievals to support photo lineup and other »mflar business applications using the Type-2 demographic text data as

criteria for the search.

STRQ323: IPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive III name search from NCIC, with a 2 second response time when requested.

STR041 1 : IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name and DOB.

STR01141: IPS shell allow searches ofDL photos.

SFRTfrS; NGI Shall provide a candidate list coniolnlng UCNfs) and specific event data In response to a Text-Based Facial Photo Search request

SURd4; NGl shall support Text-Based Facial Photo Searches.
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STRQ21: IPS 9haU pro^da ad hoc aaarch quary capability for phcloa. Saarch paramatara shall includa damographic. typa-2 f^lds. such as; race, sex. hair

color, age, weight, height, crime type (for repeat offenders), etc.

STKQ41; IPS shall provide the ability to retrieve photos through NCIC using searches on the demographic data.

STRQ174: IPS Shall allow investigativa kir>d Of searches of the mug Shot and SMT database using thaType-2 record demographic data.

STR0666: fAFIS shall provide the ability to search photos and SMTs with the followvng criteria: personal descriptor informa^on, name, DOB.
social security number ar>d State Identification Mumber [SCN), State that submitted the photo.

STRQ237: IPS shall be able to create a photo lineup from specific search criteria, using ^e demogra^lc fields and rolum the latest mug shots for records with

demographic data matching the search criteria.

STRQ155: IPS shall provide a mechanism to retrieve photos through NCIC to allow investigative type of searches.

STRQ38fi; IPS shall provkte investigative kind of searches using die Type-2 record demographic fields.

STROSTt: IPS shall provide investigative types of searches on photos using demograii^lc data

$TRQ606; IPS shall provide investigative searches on photos using demographic data.

STRQ642: lAFIS shall allow investigaUve searches of IPS photos using demographic data fields.

STRQ92fi; lAFlS shall provide photo lineup capability.

STRQ1040: IPS shall allow invesUgative kind of searches of the mug shots using the Typa-S record demographic data.

STRO306: IPS Shall allow investigative retrievals to support photo lineup and other similar business applications using the Type-2 demographic text date as

criteria for the search.

STRQ323; IPS shall return a mug shot or SMT photo for a positive III name search from NCIC, with a 2 second response time when requested.

STRQ4 1 1 : IPS shall allow the retrieval of photos using the name artd OOB.
STRQI 141: IPS shall alow searches of DL photos.

8FR766: KGI shall eccapt a Text-Based SMT Photo Search request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the lateat EBT$ version.

STRQ403: The NGl solution will be based on open standards

SUR85: NGl shaH support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STRQ96; IPS Shall allow searches Of the $MT photos using rnora descriptive information than is provided by the NCiC codes for SMT.
STRQ449: IPS shall allow searching against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field in addition to the coded fields.

STR0471 : lAFIS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (ecar, mark, or tattoo).

STR01159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT ? scat^, marks and tattoos). The lAFIS IPS shall allow

searching of the records for the S. M, orT values.

STR047d: The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564; When performing a SMT search, IAFI$ shall allow the following saarch parameters: crime type and SMT type (linkad), SMT locatiori, street name
(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, region, state)

8FR797: NGl chaN accept a Text-Based SMT Photo Search request front an Authorized Contributor In accordance wIM the latest lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

SUR85: NGl shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches

8TR096: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.
8TRCi449: IPS shall allow searching against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field in addition to Ihe coded fields.

STRQ471: lAFIS shall support seamhing of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STRQ1 159: The lAFiS IPS shall accept submission of photos other thart facial (a.g. SMT 7 scars, inarks and tattoos). The lAFIS IPS shall ^k>w
searching of the records for the S, M, orT values.

8TR0475: The lAFlS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564; When performing a SMT search, lAFIS shall allow the following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, street narrie

(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, region, state)

SFR798: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Text-Based SRfT Photo Search request.
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SUR55: NGi shall support TeKt'fiased SMT Photo Sean:±ies.

STR096; IPS shall allow asarohss of the SMT photos using nrvore descriptive jnformatiofi then is provided hy the MClC codes for SMT.
81710449: [PS shell allow searching against the SMT repository using the dasoriptive text Held in addition to the coded fields.

STR0471: lAFlS shall support searchfrtg of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STRQ1 159: The lAFIS IPS shall accept eubmissloo of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos) The lAFIS IPS shall allow

searching of the records for ihe S. M, or T values.

STRQ475: The lAFIS IPS shall ^pport searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search. lAFlS shall allow the following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, street r>ame

(aNas), crime localion (city, parish, county, region, state)

SFR799: NGf shall accept a designation of the repository(ies) to be Included fn a Text-6e»ed SMT Photo Search-

SUR8&: NGI shall support Taxt'Sased SMT Photo Searches

STR096: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information b)ar>iB provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.
STR0449: IPS shall allow searching against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field in addition to Ihe coded fields.

STRQ471: lAFlS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STRQ1159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The lAFlS IPS shMI ailow

searching of the records for the $, M. or T values.

STRQ475: The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search, LAFlS shaN allow the followirtg search pararnelers: crime type and SMT type (linked). SMT location, street name
(alias), crirrts location (city, parish, county, region, stale)

SFR800: NGI shall accept a specification of the number of candidates to return In a Teict-Baaad SMT Photo Search.

SURdS: NGl shall support Text-Based 5MT Photo Searches.

STROQ61 IPS shall allow searches of the SMT phoLos usirtg more descriptive informalion than is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT
STRQ449: IPS shall aliow searching against the SMT repository using the descr^live text field in addition to the coded fields.

STRQ471: lAFlS ^all support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STR01159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept aubmission of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT 7 scars, marks and lattoos). The lAFIS IPS shall allow

searching of the records for the S, M. or T values.

STRQ47S: The 1AFJS IPS shall Support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When perftxming a SMT search. lAFIS shall allow the following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, street name
{diiad). crime k^atlon (city, parish, county, region, stale)

SFR801: NGI shall perform the text-based SMT search of the repository(ies) designated In the Text-Based SMT Photo Search request.

$UR$5: NGI shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STR09€: IPS shall dHow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NOlC codes for SMT.
STRQ449: IPS shall allow searching against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field in addition to the coded Helds

STRQ471: lAFIS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STRQl 159: The lAFJS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattocs) Thu lAFIS IPS shell allow

searching of the records for the S, M, or T values.

STRQ475: The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search, lAFiS shall allow the following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, street name
(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, regkir>, state)

SFR802: NGI shall perform the text-based SMT search of the default repository, when Oie repository Is not speclfled In the Text-Gated SMT Photo Search request.

SUR95; NGl shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STR(^6 IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos usir>g more descriptive informalion than is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT,
STR0449: IPS shall aliow searching ag^nst the SMT repository using Ihe descriptive text Held in addition to the coded fields. NGI~1692
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STRQ<471: kAFlS Shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo}.

5TR01159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept subrrjssion of photos other than facia! (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The tAFfS IPS shall allow

searchirtg of the records for the S, M, or T values.

STRQ475; The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQS64; When performing a SMT search, lAFlS shall allow tha following search parameters: ciime type and SMT type (linked). SMT location, street rtente

(eliaa)^ ciime location (city, parish, county, region, slate)

$FRBQ3; KQI ehalt retrieve up to the number of candidatee specified in the Text-Based SMT Photo Search request
SURdS: NGl shaU support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STR096: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.

STRQ449: IPS shall allow searching against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field in addition to tt^e coded fields.

STR0471: lAFIS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, ortatido).

STRQtl59: Tho lAFIS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e g SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The lAFlS IPS shall allow

searching of the records forthe S. M. orT values.

STR0475: The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a Sf4T search, lAFfS shall allow the following search parameters, cilma type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, street nartte

(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, region, stale)

$FR804; NGl ehali retrieve up to the default number of candidates, v^en the number of candidates to retrieve Is not specified In the Text-Based SMT Photo Search.

$UR6S: NGl shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STRQ9€: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT pholos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NCIC codas for SMT.
STRQ44S: IPS Shall allow searching against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field In addition to the coded fields.

STRQ471: lAFlS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (seer, mark, or tattoo).

STR01 159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The lAFIS IPS shall allow

searching of the records for ttie S. M, w T values.

STRQ475: The lAFlS IPS shall support searches for SMT pholos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search. lAFIS shall allow following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT locdlion. street name
(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, region, state)

$FRS05: NGt shall retrieve the matching photos and any associated Information for each candidate on a Text-Based SMT Photo Search response.

SUR65: NG! shell support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STR096: IPS ahaii allow searches cf the $MT photos using more descriptive informallon than Is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT,
$TRQ44d: IPS ehali allow searching against the SMT repository using tha deacriptiva text field in addition to ttie coded fields

$TR0471: IAFl$ shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STRQ1 1 59: The IAFI5 IPS shall accept submission of photos ether than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, nwirks end tattoos). Tha lAFIS IPS shall allow

searching of the records for the S, M, or T values.

STR047S: The lAFlS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRG564: When porformlr>g a SMT search, lAFIS shall allow trie followlrvg search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked). SMT location, street name
(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, region, state)

SFRSQd: NQ shell provide a response lo en Text-Based SMT Photo Search request In accordance Mdth the latest EBTS version.

STRQ403: The NGl solution wilt be based on open standards

SUR65: NGl shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STRQ96: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NCIC codes forSMT,

STR0449; IPS shall allow searching against the SMT repository using tho descriptive text field in additbn to the coded fields.

STRQ471: lAFIS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).
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STRQ1 159: Tha lAFlS IPS s^iall accapt subfni&skin of phonos other than faciei (a.g. SMT 7 scara, iriahca and tattooaV The lAFiS IPS shall a^low

aearchlr>g of the records for the S, M, or T values.

STRQ47&: The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search, lAFIS shall allow the following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, street r>ame

(alias), crime location (dty, perish, county, region, state)

SFR907: MGI ehaM provide a responee to a Text-Baaed SMT Photo Search request received vta NCIC in accordar>ce with the latest lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

SURfiS: NGI Shall support Texl-assed SMT Photo Searches.

STR096: fPS ^ad allow searches o1 the SMT photos using more descriptive information is provided by NCiC codes for SMT.
STRQ449: IPS shall allow searchirrg against the SMT repository using the descriptive text freld in addition 1o the coded fields.

STRQ471: lAFIS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark, or tattoo).

STRQ1159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e.g SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). thaiAFlS IPS shall ^low
searching of the records for the S. M,orT values.

STRQ475: The lAFIS IPS shall support searches for SMT phoios.

STRQ5&1: When performit^ a SMT search. lAFIS shall allow the following search parameters: cnme lype and SMT type (linked). SMT localioR. street name
(alias), crtme location (city, parish, county, region, stale)

SFRftOft; NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Text>Baaed SMT Photo Search reeponse.

SUR6S'. NQl shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STR096: IPS shall ^low searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.
STRQ449: IPS shall allow s«Erchlng against the SMT repository using the descriptive text fiald In addllion to Ihe coded fields.

STR0471: lAFlS shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (soar, mark, or tattoo).

STR01 1 59: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of phoios oth^ than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The lAFiS IPS shall adlow

searchirtg of the records for the S, M, or T values.

STRQ475: The IAFI5 IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search, lAFlS shall allow the following search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked). SMT location, street name
(alias), crime location (dty. parish, county, region, stale)

SFRfiOS; NGI shall allow an Authoricad FBt Service Provider to print the Text-I^sed SMT Photo Search resportse.

SLIR85: NGI shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

$TR096: IPS ehall allow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than Is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.
STR0449: IPS shall allow searching ageinstthe SMT repository using the descriptive text field In addition to the coded fields.

STR0471: lAFfS shall support searchir>g of SMT photo records by typd (scar, mark, orlatloo).

STRQ1 1 S9: The IAF1S IPS shall accept submission of phoios other than facial (e.g SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The l^i$ IPS shali allow

searching of ihe records for the S, M. or T values.

STR047S: The lAFfS IPS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search. lAFIS shall allow the followir>g search paranrieters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT focation, street name
(alias), crime location (city, parish, county, region, stale)

SFR91Q: NGI shall provide a ranked osndidsrta list containing zero or more candidates in response to a Text-Based SMT Photo Search request.

SUR85 NGI shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STRQ96: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos using nKKe deserfoliva information th^ is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.
STR0449: IPS shall allow searching against Ihe SMT repository using the descripUve text field in addition to the coded Helds.

STR0471: lAFlS Shall support searching of SMT photo records by type (scar, mark. Or tattoo).

STKQ1 1 59: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The lAFlS IPS shell eltow

searchir>g of the records for the S, M, orT values. MP[-1fSQ4
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STRQ47&: The (APIS kPS shall support searches for S^f^ photos.

STRQ564: When performing a SMT search. lAFIS shall allow the followirtg search parameters: crime type and SMT type (linked), SMT location, ^reet name
(alias), crime k>cation (city, parish, county, region, state)

SFRftll; NCI shall provide a candidate list containing UCN[s) and specific event data In response to a Text^^ased SMT Photo Search request.

SUR85; NGI shall support Text-Based SMT Photo Searches.

STRQ96: IPS shall allow searches of the SMT photos using more descriptive information than is provided by the NCIC codes for SMT.

STR0449: IPS shaS allow saarchir^ against the SMT repository using the descriptive text field in addition to the coded Helds.

STRQ471: iAFIS shall support searching of SMT j^olo records by type (scar, marl^. or tattoo).

STRQ1 1 59 The IAFIS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than fecial (e g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos) The IAFIS IPS shall allow

searching of the records for the S, M. or T values.

STRQ476: The IAFIS (PS shall support searches for SMT photos.

STROS64; When performing a SMT search, IAFIS shall allow the following search pararrtelers: crime type and SMT typo (linked), SMT kocatlon, street name
(a^as), crime location (cl^, parish, county, region, stale)

SFR812: NGI shall accepts Facial Recognition Sear^ request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS veralon.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

5UR66: NCI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS Segrnent of the $ysterr> shall contain a facial recognition ^gine.

STR05S9: IAFIS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRQ609: IPS Shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: IAFIS shall support facLef recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ76d: (APIS shall have the ability to perform facial recogr^ltion searches.

STRQ940: IAFIS Shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: IAFIS shall support face recognition.

STR01119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQS4: IPS shall Implement an £FTS trar>saction to match a facial photo agalr^t stored fecial photos and return a ranked Hat of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to seercti against photos

STR0147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recogniticxi searches from a remote site.

SFft813: NGI shall allow an Authodcad FBI Service Provider to submit a Facial Recognitlort Search requast

SUR66: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQS3: The IPS segmer^t of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine-

STR05S9: (APIS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRO609: IPS shall provfda ^cial recognition services.

STR0644; LAPIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: IAFIS shall have the ability to perfomi fadal recognition searches.

STRQS40: IAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: IAFIS shall support ^ce recognition.

STRQ1119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STR054; IPS shall implomont an EFTS transaclion to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search ags^st photos

$TRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute fecial recognition searches from a remote site.

NGI-1695
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SFR814: NGI Shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provttfer to submit photos via multipto methods (e.Q.. scannlno, CD, DVD) for a Facial Recognition Search request.

SUR66: NGI shall suppoh Fac^i Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the shall contain a fadal recognition engine.

STRQ56S: lAFIS shall support fadal recognition oapabilitios.

STRQG09: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

8TFQ644: lAFlS shall support fac^ recognition technology, even it at a limited capacity,

STRQ766: lAFIS Shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRO940: lAFIS snail support facial recognition.

STR0962: lAFlS shall support face recognition.

STR01119: The System solution shall provide a ^del recogivtron capability

STR054: IPS shall Implement an EFTS transactl<Hi to rnatch a facial photo against stored facial pholos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent pdnt examiners).

$TR093: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

$TR0147: IPS sha^ provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFRft15: NGI ehall accept a dealgrvation of the repository(las) to be Included In a Fecial Recognition Search.

SUR86: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

$TR053; The IPS segnver^ of the system shall ccmtain a facial recognition engine.

STRQS89; lAFiS shall su;^>ort fadal recognition capabtlllies.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644; (APIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFlS shall have the abiNty to perfomi facial recognition searches.

STRQ940; lAFIS t^all suf^rt facial recognition.

STRQ962: lAFIS shaH support face recognition.

STRQ1 1 1 9: The syst^ aolutioo shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS d\Qlt implement an EFTS transaction to rnatch a facial photo against stored facial photos and rehjm a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search against pholos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR81d; NGI shall accept a Facial Recognition Search request vritb photos and kMographic data.

$URd6: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

$TRQS3: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition englne-

STRQS$9: lAFIS shall support facial reoognltkm capabilities.

STR0609: IPS shall provide fadal recognition sen.dceG.

STRQ644: lAFlS shall support facial recognition technofogy, even if at a Jimited capacity.

STRQ766; lAFIS shah have the ability to perfomi bcial rBcognition searches.

STRQd40: 1APIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQS62: (APIS ^all support face recognition.

STRQ1119: The syslem solution shall provide a facial recognHiOrt capability

STRQ54: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction !o matdi a facial photo against stored fadal pholos and return a ranked list of matches (such as Is done for

latent print axamir^ers).

STRQ93: IPS shell allow the abtiity to search egainsi photos

STR0147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

$FR817: NGI shall accept a epeciftcation of tha number of candidates to return In a Facial Recognition Search request. NGI-1696
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SURd6: NOl shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine

STRQS69: lAFIS shall support facial recognition capabllltias.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: lAFlS shall support faoial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: lAFlS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962i lAFIS shall support face recognilion.

STRQ1 119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54; IPS shall Implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent phot ej^aitiirters).

STR093: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR818: NGi shall accept a specified number of candidate photos to return In a Facial Recognition Search request.

SURa6: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQS3: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial racognition engine.

STRQ569: lAFIS Shall support facial recognition capabiHHes.

STRO609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STR0644; lAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: lAFlS Shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962; lAFIS Shall support face recognition.

STRQIIId: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ$4: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored fadaf photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examir>ers).

STR093: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS Shall provide Capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR619: NGI shall accept art Indicator on a facial recognition search request that specifies If photos should be Included with the Faciei Recognition Search response.

SUR6S: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQS3: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine.

5TRQ&d9: lAFlS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STR060d: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: lAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

5TRQ766: lAFIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ94D: lAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: lAFIS shall support face recognition.

STRQl 1 1 9: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRC]&4: IPS shall Implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STRQ&3: IPS shall allow the ability to search against pholcs

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR620: NGI ehall Accept an Indicator on a Facial Racognition Search request that speciflas if photos should be enrolled Into the UPF. ^
SUR66: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches. NGI- 169/
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STRQS3: The IPS segment of the system shaN contain a facial recognition engine.

STRO&69: iAFiS Shall support fecisi recognition capabilities.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644; lAFlS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: JAFIS shall have the ability to perfomi facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: fAFiS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962; IAFIS Shall support face recognition.

STR01 119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognlHrxi capabiiity

STR054: IPS Shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked Nat of matches (such as is done for

latent pdnt examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

5TR0147: IPS shall provide capabilcty to execute facial recognition seiches from a remote site.

&PR$21: NGI shall perform facial recognliion searches using biographic and AN3I/NIST type>10 data as search criteria when provided In the Paclat Recogr»ltion Search request.

SUR86: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

$TRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shaU contain a facial recognition ertgir^.

STR05d9: lAFTS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRO609: IPS shall provide fadal recognition services

STR0644: IAFIS shall support facial recognition techrtology, ever> if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: IAFIS shall have the ability to perform fadsl recognilion searches.

STRQ940: IAFIS Shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: lAFlS shall support face recogr>itiQn.

STR01119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall implemeni an EFTS ^ansaction to match a facial photo against stored facial (^oioa artd return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent phnt examiners).

STRQ93: IPS Shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shati provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site

SFR622; NGI shell perform an automated Image quality chocl( of facial photo Images submitted for Facial Recognition Searches.

SliR66; NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

$TRQ$3: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a fecial recognition angina.

STRQ589: IAFIS sh^l support facial recogfvtion capabititias.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide facial reco^itlon services.

$TR0644: IAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even If at a limated capacity.

STRQ766: IAFIS shall have the ability lo perfOTm facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: I/^IS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: l>^IS shall support face recognition.

STRQ1 119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STR054: IPS sha^ implement an EFTS Iransadlon to match a fbdal photo agairtst stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as Is dorte for

latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search against p^tos
STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recogrtilion searches from a remote site.

SFRS23: NGI shall reject a FacW Recognition Search request that falls to meet minimum quality starKlards for facial recognition.

SURd6: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQb3: The IPS eegrrrentof the system shall contain a facial recugnition engine. NGI~1698
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STRQ589: l>^IS shall support facial racOQnHion capabilities.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: lAFiS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRCI766: lAFIS Shall have the ability io perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: lAFlS shelf support facial recognition.

STRQ962; lAFIS shelf support face recogrritlon.

STR01119: The system solution shall provide a facial recogr^tlon capability

STRQ54: IPS Shall Implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored faclai photos ar%d return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

talent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to seaxh against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

9FR824: NGf shall perform facial recognition searches of the repository(ies) designated In Ihe Facial Reco^ihon Search requeet.

$UR6$; NGi shall support Fadai Recognitlor Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine.

STRQ569: lAFlS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRQ6091 IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQG44'. IAF1S shall support facial recognition technology, even if ate limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFlS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQd40: lAFIS shall support facial recognilion.

STRQ962: lAFJS shall support face recogriiticn.

5TRQ1119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQS4: IPS shall implement an EFTS transectiQn to match a ^clel photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is cone for

latent print examirws).

STRQ93; IPS shall allovr the ability to search against photoe

STR0147: IPS shall provide capability U> execute facial recognition searches from a remote ^e.
SFR82S: NGl ehalt perform facial recognition searches of the default photo repository when no repository Is specified In the Facial Recognition Search requasl.

5UR66: NGl shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognitiori engine.

STRa589: lAFIS ^all support fad^M recognition capabilities.

STRO609: IPS shall provide ^ia1 recognition services.

STRQ644: lAFIS shall suf^rt facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

$TRQ766: lAFlS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: lAFIS shall support facial recognitior*!.

STRQ962: lAFIS shall support face recognition.

STRQ1 119: The system solution shaH provide a facial recognilk^ capability

STR054: IPS shall Implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored facial photos ^d return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

$1^093; IPS shall allow the ebiiity to search against photos

STR0147: IPS shall provide capability to executa facial recognition searches from a rerrvote site.

SFR826; NGl shall retrieve up to the number of candidates specified In the Facial Recognition Search requeet

SUR86: NGl shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segrr>ent of the system shall contain a facial recogriltloo engine.

STRQ589: lAFlS shall support fecial recognition capabilities. NGI-1699
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STRQ609: JPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: JAPIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capecity.

STRQ766: 1 APIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ94G: 1AFIS shall support facial recogniUorr.

$TRQg62: lAFiS Shall su(^ortface recognition.

STRQ1119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54; IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction lo match a facial photo against stored fadal photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STR093: IPS shall allow the ability lo search against photos

STRQ147; IPS shall provide capability to execute fecial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFRa27; NGI ehatl retrieve up to the default nun^Mr of candidates, when the number of candidates to return Is not epecffled In (he Facial Recognition Search request.

SUR66: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQS3: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine

STRQ569: lAFlS shall support faciei recognition cepablUltes.

STRQ609: IPS Shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ&44: lAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even If at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFlS shall have the ability lo perform fadai recognition searches.

STRQ940: lAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: lAFIS shall support face recognition.

STRQt 1 19; The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capabllrty

STRQ54: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored fecial photos and return a ranked list of rnatches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STR093: IPS shaH allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognitlofk searches from a remote site.

$FRd28: NGl shah retrieve up to the maximum number of photo images specified In 0«e Facial Recognition Search request.

SURd6: NGl shall supped Facial Recogntticr> Searches.

STRQ53; The IRS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine.

STRQS89: lAFiS shall support facial recognition capabilities

STRQ609: IPS shall provide fecial recognition services.

STRQ644' lAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lAFIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQd49: lAFIS shall support facial recognition

STRQ962: 1APIS shall support face recognition.

STRQt 1 1 9: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such aa isdorM for

latent prim examirrers).

STRQ931 IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute fecial recognition searches from a mrnote Site.

SFR$29: NGi shall retrieve up (o the defeuH number of photo Images, when the number of photo Images to return Is not specified In the Facial Recognition Search request

SUR66: NGl shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognibon engine.

STRQSB9: lAFiS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRQ699; IPS shall provide facial recognition services. NGI~1700
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STR0644r lAFIS shall support facial recognition tachnology, even if at a limited capacity.

&TRQ766: lAFIS have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

5TRO940: lAFIS sball support facial recognition.

STR0962: lAFlS shall Support face recognilion-

STR01 119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent prim examiners).

STRQ931 IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

$TRQ147: IP$ ahail provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR830: N01 shall enroll an Identity Into the UPF when indicated at part of a Facial Recognllion Search request.

STRQ123: lAFlS shell provide the abiilty to search civil record files under the same conditions {procasslr>g algorithms and populations) as die CMF.
STR0170: The system shall allow search against the civil repository for sex offender registrants.

$TRQ265: lAFlS shall provide the option to select the database to search, inciuding the Cnminal. Civil, $LC, and ETIS files in a single submission.

STR02d3: lAFIS shall provide the option to select the database to search, including the Chminat. Civil. SLC. and ETIS files ir> a single submission.

$TRQ269: lAFIS Shan provide capabifity to specify the appropriate search chteha for each file In a 8ir>gie submission.

STRQ2d7: lAFIS shall provide the capability to specify Ihe appropriate search criteria for each file In a single subrtiisslon.

SUR60: MGI shaN support enrollment of an Identity as part of an Investigative Search.

STRQ513; The lAFiS civil and crlrnlnal repositories after redesign and cc^soiidatlon shall provide single subject subject identitly searches.

STR0511: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely inlwoperabie, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to ma'miain them
STRQ937: lAFIS Shall allow flexible "cafeteha-etyle searches" that provide fo' the selection of the population, the approprtate blomaihc and the appropriate

search criteHa.

STRQ935: lAFlS shall aiiow flexible "cafeteria-stvie searches" that provide for the selection of the population, the appropnate biometric and the

af^Kopriate search criteria.

ST?^Q94Gi IAFI5 shall provide "cafeteria style" search which allows the data sector and search parameters to be selected.

S1JR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

IEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

5TR062: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

5TR0536: iAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, ar>d provide the same services, as latent fir>gerprint services provided currently,

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latenl fingerphnt services provided currently; appttcable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ2261 lAFIG shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: IAFl$ shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without flngerprints. such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

$TRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

NGI-1701
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STRQ1 7G3: The NPPS shall allow Ihe capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in suppofting

Federal and State law enforcernent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images In accorxianca with ANSi/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Tranamiasion

Specifioation (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Pr^nt Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conlnputor submits a
palm print image at the sarr>e time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. Tha NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (8PPE).

$TRQ531 : The NPP$ shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

reposIloneB. generate Queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of cnmir^l

investigations.

STRQ1 1 64; The NPPS ahaN provide a system to iniemal and external customers with the capsbiirty to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and idenuficatk>r> capabilities similar to what Is currently

available via tervprinl. The NPPS. upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Prtr>t Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia marker and ervter casa
information.

5TRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm printa. Latent Examiners shall have a LaterM Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture imeges, adjust minuba
marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability lo search specific areas of a palm print

5TRQ557: lAFiS shall pro'^de (he capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ9B0: The System shall search palm prints.

STRQ133r lAFIS Shall provide the ability to search pelm prints in me lAFIS repositories.

STRQ264: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the cap^ility to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: (APIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to sean^ for palm print submissions for major crimes.

5TRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of ^e print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hokJ

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ3281 NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints Py regions.

STRQ1Qd9: IAFf$ i^^l require identification of palm region lo search tor palm print eubmlssiorks for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shell provide the ability to search latent palm prtnts against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print ^bmissions for major crimes to r>ave liigher priority.

SUR71 : NGI shell support Latent Print Feaiure Investigalion Searches.

LEG.UR211 lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests ofspedfied repositories.

LEG.L1R22: lAFlS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS traneectlon tor lefent palm print searches shall be able to expand the r^umber of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be Increased

dynamically.

STRQ538: 1 APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.
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STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services stiall be Integrated with, and provide t^e same sarvicas, as fatent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicate hardtrare, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 10; Latent palm print services shall provide Ihe same services as latent fir^garprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training arKl documentation shall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to iden^ individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingef^. missing harwjs or

fingers, ale.

$TRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to kjentlfy Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

5TR0529; The NPPS shall provide search cepcUMlities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS Shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Foderal and Stale law enforcement agencies. The NPPS ahall be a fiily ^tomdled segment vwthin lAFtS. The NPPS Shalt accept

alectrxmicalty submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards ar>d future Electronic Fingei^rint Transmisaron

Specification (EFTS) revisions The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submiia a
palm print image at the same tirne the contributor submits a ten-^rinl image. The NPPS sh^l populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQS31:Th6 NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

Investigetione.

STRQ1164; 1>re NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with Ihe capability to search both known and
unknown carufidate repositories, generate queries, create linkageSj and perfoim searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal invesligations. The NPPS shall provido enrollment and identifrcalion capabilities similar to what is currontJy

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shell have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minulia markerand enter case

Infomration

5TR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm printa. Latent Examiners ehail have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minuCia

marker and enter case Information.

STRO&3d: NPPS shaH provide the atHllty to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO980: The system shall search patm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide ihe ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available fortervprint searches.

STRQ556; lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1Q90; LAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major c/knes.

STRQ5; NPPS Shall have the capability to search specific sections of tiio print.

STR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

bo^ palm and major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm phnt.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1D69: lAFlS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for no n-major crimes

STRQ1 102; lAFIS shall provided ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.
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STRO1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimssto have h>9har priority.

SUR77: NGl shall support Evaluation Latent Fingofprint Submission for Invastigation.

LEG.UR43: iAFIS shall su(^rt Evaluation Latent Ffngsrprint Submission for invesLioation.

SURS6: NGi shall Facial RecogniUon Saarchas.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a fadal recognllion engine.

STR0589: IAFIS shall support facial recognition capabilities,

STRQ609; IPS shall provide facial recognilion services.

STRQC44: IAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: IAFIS shall have the ab^ity to perform fadai recognition searches.

$TROd40: JAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: (>^I5 shall 5U(^rt face recognition.

STRQt119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

$TRQ&4: IPS ^dil implement an EFTS transection to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches <soch

as is dorte for latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability lo search against photos

STRQ1471 IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recogriltion searches from a remote site.

5UR8d: NGl shall support IrSs Searches.

STRQ652: IAFIS shall allow the search of iris images

STR0649: IAFIS sha^ allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ1110: IAFIS ^all search iris images

SFR891; NCI shall enroll photos into the UPF when indicated as part of a Facial Recognition Search request

$TRQ123 IAFIS shall provide the ability to search civil record files under the same ccndilJons (processing algorilhms and populations) astheCMF.
STRQ170: The system shall allow search against the civil repository for sex offender registrants.

STRQ265; (APIS shall provide the option to select the database to search, includirrg the Criminal, Civil, SLC, and ETIS flies in a single submission.

STRQ263: IAFIS shall provide the option to select the database to search, including the Criminal, Civil, SLC, and ETIS flies In a stogie submission.

STRQ269; IAFIS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file In a single submission

STRQ267: IAFIS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a sir>gle submrssion.

SUR8€: NGI Shall support Fecial Recognition Searches.

$TRQS3i The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognilion englrte

STROSdd: IAFIS ^all support faci^ recognition capabilities.

S'ITtQ€09: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRO&44; IAFIS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at d limited capacity

STR0766: IAFIS shall have the ability to pterfonn facial recognition se^hes.
STRQ940: IAFIS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: IAFIS shall support face recognition.

STRQ1119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: iPS shall Implement an EFTS Iran section to rrtotch a fac iai photo egeinst stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such aa ia done tor

latent print examiners).

STRQ93: IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches Itorm a remote site.

SFRB32: NGI shall provide a response to 9 Facial Recognition Search request In accordance with the latest EBT3 version.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR86: NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches. NGI-1704
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STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recogniUon engine.

STRQ569: 1APIS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

5TRQ6D9: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: lAFlS Shall support Facial recognrUon technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766: lApIS Shall have the ability to perfcrm facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: iAFiS shall support faciei recognition.

STRQ962: lAFiS Shall support face recognition.

STRQ1 1 19: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STROS4: IP$ shall implement an £FTS transactian to match a facial photo against stored faciei photos and return a ranked list of rr^atches (such as Is done for

latent print examiners),

STR093r IPS shall ailow the ability to search against {^otos

STR0147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recogr)ition searches from a remc^e site.

SFR633: NQI shall provide a ranked candidate list containing loro or more candidates In response to a Facial Recognition Search regueat.

SUR86; NGl shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STR053: The IPS segment of the system shell contain a facial recogrtiiion engine.

STROS&9: 1AFIS shall support facial recogrtltlor^ capabilities.

STRO60d: IPS shall provide facial racognition services.

STROB44: IAFIS Shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited cepacity.

STRQ766: fAFiS shall have the ablNty to perform facial recognition searches.

STRCI940: IAFIS Shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: IAFIS shall support Face recognition.

STRQl119:The System solution shell provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against stored Facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print exarnirters).

$TRQ93: IPS shall aHow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147' IPS shall provide capability to execute facral recognition searches from a remote site.

$FR934: NGI shall provide a candidate list conlaiRing OCKfs) and option^ photos in response to a Facial Recognition Search request.

SLfR86i NGI shall sup|>ort Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine

STPQS89: IAFIS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRQ609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQ644: IAFiS shall support tacial reoognition techrwiogy. even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ766; IAFIS Shell have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: IAFIS shall support facial racogr>ltlon.

STRQ062: IAFIS shall support face recognition.

STRQ1119! IhQ system solution ^all provide a facial recogr>Hion capability

STRQS4: IPS shall impl^ent an EFTS transection to match e facial photo against stored facl^ photos and return a ranked list of rnatches (such aa is dor>a for

latent print examiners).

STRQd3: (PS Shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR83S: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Facial Recognition Search response.

SUR86: NGI Shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment of the systern shall contain a fecial recognrtion er>gine. NGI-1705
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STRQ&89; lAFlS shall support fecial recognition capabilities.

STRO60d: IPS sheif provide facial recognition servicee.

STRQ644: lAFiS shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STR0766: fAFiS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition searches.

STRQ940: lAFIS shall support facial recognition.

5TR0962: lAFiS shall support face recognition.

STR01 119: The system solution shall provide a faciei recognition capability

3TRQS4: IPS shall irnplement an EFTS transaction to match a facial photo against Store^l facial photos and return a ranked list of matches fsuch as is done for

let^l print examiners),

STRQ93: IPS shall allow (he ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFR636: NGt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to print Hie Facial Recognition Search response.

SUR86; NGI shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STROS3: The IPS segment of the system ^>all contain a facial recognition engine

STRQ5d9: lAFIS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

STRO609: IPS shall provide facial recognition services.

STRQd44: lAFIS Shall support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity.

STRQ7d6: lAFIS shall have the ability to perform facial recognition se^hes.
STRQ940; lAFlS Shall support facial recognition.

STRQ9S2: lAFlS shall support face recognition.

STRQl 119; The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STR054: IPS shall implement an EFTS transaction to match a faolal photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examiners).

STR093: IPS shall allow the ability to Search against photos

$TRQ147: IPS Shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFRBSr: Deleted.

SFR838: Deleted.

SFR839: Deleted.

SFR640; Deleted.

8FR841: Deleted.

SPR&42: Deleted.

SFRS43: Deleted-

8FR644: Deleted.

SFR845: Deleted.

SFHedS: Deleted.

SFRS47: Deleted.

SFRft48: Deleted.

SFR849: Deleted.

SFR880: Deleted.

SFR891: Deleted.

SFR6S2: Deleted.

SFR6S3: Deleted.

SFRflSA: Deleted. NGI"1706
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3FR8S5: Delated.

SFR6S6: D«tot6d.

SFR6S7: D<^ted.
SFRSSd: D«latad.

SFR8S9:

^Rd60; NO! shad accspt an Jrls Saarch rsquest from an AuUioiized Confdbutoj' In accordarca wtth tha latest EBTS version.

SUR86: NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ^2: lAFIS shall allow the search of iris irna^as

STRQ649: lAFlS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

STRQ1 110: lAFIS shall search iris (mages

$FR8Q1: NO] shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit an Iris Search request

SUR68: NOI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ652: lAFIS shall allow the search of iris images

STR0649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retenboo and search of Iris images.

STRQ1 1 10: (AFlS Shall search Ws images

SFRB82: NGJ shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Ids Images via multiple methods (e.g., scanning. CD. DS^) for an Ids Search request

SURdd: NGI shall suF^ri Iris Searches.

STRQ652: lAFIS shall allow the seamh of iris ^ages
5TRQ649: lAFlS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQi 1 10: Shall search iris images
&FR8^: NGI shall accept a designetico of the r«posilory(tes) to be Inducted In an Irte Search request.

SUR8B. NGI shall support Iris So^hes
STR0652: lAFIS Shall ^low the search of iris images

5TR0649: 1AFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ11 10: LAFlS shall search iris images
SFR8Q4: NGI shall accept a specification of the number of candidates to return In an Iris Search request

SUR88: NGI shall support Hs Searches

STRQ652: lAFIS Shall allow the search of iris images

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ 1 110 lAFIS Shall search iris images

SFRB65: NGI shaJt accept an Indicator on an Iris Search request that specifies If Iris images should be Included with the Iris Search response.

SUR68r NOI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ662; lAFIS shall allow the search of iris knages

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris Images.

STRQ1110: 1APIS shall search Iris images

SFR886: NGI shall accept a specified number of candidate Iris images to return In an Iris Search request.

SURdd: NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STROd52; lAFIS shall allow the search of iris Images

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

8TRQ1110: fAFiS shall search iris images

SFR8Q7; NGf shall accept an Indicator on an Iris Search request that specifies If iris Images should be enrolted Into the UfF.

SURd8; NGI shall support iris

STRQ652: LAFIS shall allow the search of Irisimages NGI-1707
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STR0649: lAFIS shall aNow the subrris$K>n, retentloi^ and search iris images.

5TRO1110: 1^1S Shall search iris images

SFM66: NGI shall perform an automated Image quality check of Iris Images submitted In an frla Search request.

5UR8d: NGI shall support Irfs Searches.

STR06&2: lAFIS shall aJIow tha search of Iris images

STRQ649: lAFiS shall allow ihe submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ111Q: I APIS shall search iris images
SFR869: NGI ehall reject err Irla Search request that fails to meet minimum quality standards for iris images.

SUR88: NGI shaii support Iris Searches.

STR0652: iAf IS shall allow the search of iris images

STRQ&49; lAFIS Shall allow the submission. releiMion and search of irfs Images.

STRO1110: lAFlS shall search Iris Images

SFR870: NGI shall perform an Iris Ssarch request using the biographic and Irle data provided In the Iris Search request

SUR88'. NGI sh^l support Ins Searches.

STR06S2; LAFIS ahail allow the search of Ins Images

STRa649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of ins images.

STR011 tO: LAPIS shall search iris images
SFR671; NGI sh^l search the reposltory(ies) dealgneted In the Ids Search request.

SURd8; NGI 8h£di support Ins Searches.

STR06S2: lAFIS shall allow Ihe search of Iris Images

STRQ&49: 1APIS shall aNow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ1 110: lAFIS Shall search irla images

SFR872: NGI shall search the default Iris repository when no repository fs epecifisd In the Ids Search request

SUR88: NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ682: lAFlS shall allow the search of iris Images

STRQ&49: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ1110: lAFlS shall search iris images

SFR873; NQI shall retrieve up to the number of oandidaiee specified in the Iris Search request.

SUR681 NGI shall support Irfs Searches

STRQ692: ]AFI$ shall allow the search of Iris Images

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of ids Images.

STRQ1110: fAFlS shall search iris images

SFR874: NGI shall retrieve up to the default number of candidates, when the number of candidates to return Is not specified In the Iris Search request.

SUR86: NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STR0652: LAFIS shall allow the search of Ihe Images

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the sutMmission. retention and search of iris Images.

5TRQ1110: lAFIS shall search iris images

SFR$7S: NGI shall rstrlevs up to the maximum number of Irfs Images specified In the Iris Search request
SUR68: NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ652: lAFIS shall allow the search of iris Images

STRQS49: lAFlS shall alk>w the submission, retention ar^d search of Iris Images.

STRQ11 10: (APIS shall search Iris frnages

SFRfl76: NGI shall retrieve upto the datault number of iris Images, when the number of Iris Images to return Is not spocffleil in Ihe Iris Search request. r\|GI-1708
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SUR68: NGI shall support kiisSeaiX^hes.

STRQ6S2: lAFlS shafi alkrw the search of iris imagas

STRQ649: IAFI5 shall allow the submission, retention end soerch of iris images.

STROi 110' Ij^JS shell search iris images

SFRdTT; NOl shall •nroll an klantity Into the UIF when Indicated as part of art iris Search request.

STRQ123: shall provide the ability to search dvil record hies ur>der the same conditions (processing algorilhnis and populations) as the CMF.
STRQ170: The syaterr^ shall allow search against the dvil repository for sex offender registrants.

$TR0265: shall provide the option to select the database to search, indudlng the Crirnlrkal Civil, SLC, and ETIS files in a single submission

STRQ263; lAFIS shall |»ovJda the option to select the database to search, including the Criminal, Civil, SLC. and ETIS files In a single submission.

STRQ269: I^IS shall provide thecapabiUry to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

$TR0257; lAFlS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each fife in a single submission.

SUR60: NGI shall support enrollment of an Idertlify as part q( an invesllgalive Search.

$TRQS13: The tAFiS civil and criminal reposltoriee after redesign and consolidation shall provide single subject subject identitiy searches

STR051 1 : The lAFIS civil arvd criminal repositories (flng^rint tmags, fingarprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely inlerc^rable, implementing single subject identity and providing a ftjll range of capabilitiBs needed to maintain them.

STRQ937: lAFlS shall allow flexible ‘’cafeteria-style searches' that provide for the selection of the population, the appropriate biomelrk: and the appropriate

search criteria

STRQ935: lAFlS shall allow flexible 'cafeteria^style searches* that provide for the eelection of the population, the appropriate blorretric and the

appropriate search cnlaria.

STR0948: 1A FIS shall provide ’cafeierie style* search which allows the d ala sector a nd search parameters to be selected

.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image investigation Searches.

LEG.UFUO: lAPlS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent image Search Request.

STRQB2: The lAFIS transection for latent palm print searches shall be able to expend the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS Shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STR0538: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returrved by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fir>gerprint services provided curreniiy;

applicablo hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ1 1 0i Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint eervicee provided currently: applicabJa

hardware, software, training arKf documenlation shall be provided

STR0226: IAFI5 shall allow aftemative means to identify Indivktuals without fingerprints, such as badty injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0224: lA^IS shall allow alternative n^ans to Identify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search cspatHlitles of the palm print repository.

STR01 163: The NPPS shdN allow the caplure, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository fo supporting

Federal and Slate taw enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFtS. The NPPS shall accept

elecftonically submitted palm print Images In accordance with ANSifNfST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Speuflcalkin (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrolment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also devek^ a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).
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STRQ531: The NPPS shell provide e system to internal ar>d external custoirters wilh the cdpdbllity to search both known and unknown candidate

reposilciies, generate quertes, create linkages, and perfCMim searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS)data in support of chminal

investigations.

STRQt 164; Tne NPPS shall provide a system to Iniernai and extemai customers with ihe capability lo search both koowr^ and
unknown candidate repcshcdas, gerterate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

n support of criminal investigatiohs. The NPPS shall provide enrollmertt and identification capabilities similar to what is curtently

availaPte via ter^print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repoailory Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Saarch (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
inlbrmation.

STRQ 1 1 65. The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints Latent Examii^ers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability io capture images, adjust minutle

marker and enter case informdtior>.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print

STRQ557: JAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm pnnts In the lAFlS repositohes.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm pnnts similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ&b6: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search paJm vs. palm.

STRQ1 090: lAFIS shall net require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissiohs for major chmes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have Ihe capability to search specific sections of Itie print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm prirtt.

STRQS37: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: lAFlS shall require identification of palm regior> lo search for palm pnnt submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ 1102: 1APIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissloris for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches

LEG.UR21: lAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositohes

LEG.UR22: lAFlS shall provide a carididate list in response to a Letent Feature Search request.

STRQd2: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ538: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates relumed by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ 1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and docurrientatton shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services aa latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means lo identify individuals wiihout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.
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STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuais without fingerprints, such as Padly injured hands or fingers,

missing handa or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shell provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

$TRQ11 63: The NPPS shaii allow the capture, stor^e, and searching of palm prinits From a Federal data repository in supporting

Fedanai and State law enforcement agenctes. The NPPS shaii be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shal accept

eiectrortically submitted paim prini Images in accordance with ANSi/NIST star^dards and Future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specificallon (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

&TRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create lir^kages. and perform searches of CJI$ System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investigations.

STRQl 1d4: The NPP$ shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches oF CJIS Sysiems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investgatior^s- The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identificaljon capabiHlies similar to what la currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutla marker and enter case
inforTT>ation.

STRQ1165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print compansons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuiia

marker ar^d enter case information.

STR0539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ^7: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the IAFIS repositories.

STR0264: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

5TRQ556: IAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm v$. palm.

STRO1090: IAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm prirtl submissions For major crimes.

STRQ&: NPPS shall have the capability to search specilic sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

bolh palm and major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: IAFIS shall allow searches oF palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069: IAFIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for rton-major crimes

STRQ1102: IAFIS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints agairist a list of suspects.

STRQ1 104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR77: N3I shall support Evaluation Latent Fingerprint Submission for investigation.

LEG.UR43: IAFIS Shall support Evalualion Latent Flr>gerprint Submission for investigation.

SLJR&6: N3I shall support Facial Recognition Searches.

STRQ53: The IPS segment oF the system shall contain a facial recogrkition engine.

STRQ569: lAFlS shall support facial recognition capabilities.

5TRQ609: IPS shall provide facial recognition eervices. NGI~17 1 1
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STRQ644; lAFiS ^all support facial recognition technology, even if at a limited capacity

STRQ766: lAFlS ^all have the ability to perform facial recognitloh searches.

STRQ94D: lAFiS shall support facial recognition.

STRQ962: lAFlS shall support face recognition.

STRQ1 1 1 y: The syat^n solution shall ptjvide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS shall Implement an EFTS transaclion to match a facial photo against stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such

as is done for latent print examiners).

STRQ931 IPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

STRQ147: IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SUR68; NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ662: lAFIS ^11 allow the search of icie imagee

STRQ649' lAFIS shall allow the sutHTiission. retention and search of iris images.

STROmOr lAFiS shall search Iris images

^R87a: NGI fths^l efiroll iris data into the UIF when indicated as part of an Iris Search request

STRQ123: lAFIS sh^i provide the ability to search civil record hies under ^e same cryidilions (processing algohthms and populations) as the CMF.
$TRQ170: The system shall allow search against the civil repository for sex offender registrants

STRQ265r lAFfS shall provide the option to select the database to search, Including the Criminal. Civil, SLC. and ETJS files in a single submission.

STRQ263: lAFlS shall provide the option to select the database to search, including the Criminal, Civil. SLC, and ETIS files In a single submission.

STRQ289: lAFIS shall provide the capability to specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a siogla submission.

STRQ267: IAFI5 shall provide the capability 1o specify the appropriate search criteria for each file in a single submission.

SURd8: NGi shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ652: lAFlS shall allow the search of Iris images

STRCiS49: lAFlS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

STROlllO: lAFIS shall search ins images

SFR87d: NGI shall provide a response to an Iris Search request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

5LIR8Q: NGI shall support Iris Searches

STRQSS2' lAFIS shall allow the search of Iris images

5TRQ649: lAFlS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

STRQ1110: lAFIS shall search iris images

SFR880: NOI shall provide a ranked candidate hat containing zero or more candidates In response to an Iris Search requeet

$UR88: NOI shall support iris Searches.

STRQ65Z: lAFIS shall aNow the search of iris images

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRQ1 110; lAFlS shall search iris Images

$FR881: NGI ehall provide a candidate list containing UCN(s) and option^ iris Images in responaetoan Iris Search request

SUR88; NGI shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ6S2; lAFlS shall allow the search of iris images

STRQ649^ lAFIS shell allow (he submission, retention and search of Iris imsgas.

STRQ1110: 1APIS shall search iris images

$FRd82: NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to vlew^ Iris Search response.

SURS6; NOi shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ652; iAFIS shall allow the search of iris irnages

STRQ649; IAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images. NGI-1712
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STRamO: lAFIS shall search iris images
SFR063: NGI shall allow an Authorlaad FBI Service Provider to print the Irle Search response.

SUR88: NOl shall support Iris Searches.

STR0652: lAFlS shall allow the search of iris images

STRO&49: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

STRO1110: lAFiS shall search iris images

SFRa64: Deleted.

SFRMS: NGI shall eervd a Flash Notification to ar> Authorized Contributor wher^ an kfenUflcehon Search results In a positive Identification to a record containing a Ffash for

that Contributor.

LEG.FR242: lAFIS shall notify an Authorized Contributor when criminal activity occurs on a subject's record containing a Flash for that Contributor.

LEG.FR243; lAFIS shall notify an Authorized Contributor when file maintenance occurs on a subject's record containlr>g a Flash for that Contributor.

SURdd: NGI shall provide hoUfication of record activity on persons who are of special interest.

LEG.UR3ti lAFIS shall provide notification of record activity on persons who are of special interast-

SUR91: NGI shall provide notification of file maintenance activltissto criminal record owners.

LEO.UR32: iAFIS shall provide notification of file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

SFR886: NGI shall create a hardcopy Identity History Summary fora Flash Notification whert epproprlata.

LEG.FR244: IAFIS shall generate a hardcopy Subject Criminal History Rap Sheet for a Flash Notification when appropriate.

SUR89: NQl shall provide ratification of record activity on persons who are of Special interest.

LEG.UR31! IAFIS shall provide notification of record activity on persons who are of special Interest.

SFR887; NGI shall send a Want NoUflcallon to an Authorized Contributor when file maintenance occurs on a subject's record containing a Want for that Contributor,

LEG.FR245: IAFIS shall notify an Authorized Contributor when activity Occurs on a subject's record containing a Want for that Conlribulor.

LEG FR246: IAFIS shall notify an Authorized Contributor when file maintenance occurs on a subject's record containing a Want for that Contributor.

SUR91 ; NGI shall provide rratificaticn of file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

LEG.UR32; IAFIS Shell provide rrotificetlon of file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

8FRB88: NGI shall send a Want Notification lo an Authorized Contributor when their Identification search results In a positive Identification to a record containing a want
LEG.FR521: IAFIS shall send a Want Notircalion to an Authorized Contributor when their identification search resuTls in a positive identification to a record containing a want
StJR39: NGI shall provide notification of record activity on persons who are of special Interest.

LEG.UR31: IAFIS shall provide notification of record activity on persons who are of Special interest

&FR889: NGI shall send a Want NoUfication |o the wanting agency when external system activity occurs on a linked record contalnlrrg an active want based on dissemination

rules.

BIO.FEAT79: The solution shall rx>tify the originatlr^ agency of a watchUsl record thaia biometrically-confinned interaction has occurred.

BIO.FEAT323: Once a positive identification is made to an IAFIS record with an active want flag, the solution shall provide ar> on line hit notification through IAFIS to the wanting

agency.

SLfR9CI: NGI shall provide Authorized Contributors with notiftcations of external system activity on a linked record flagged as belr^g of special inlerest.

$FR890: NGI shall create a hardcopy Identity History Summary for a Want Notification when appropriate.

LEG.FR247: IAFIS shall generate e hardcopy Subject Criminal History Rap Sheet for a Want Notification when appropriate.

SUR91: NGI shall provide nolification of file maintenar>Ge activities to criminal record owners.

LEG.UR32: IAFIS shall provide notificatton of fla mainlenanoe activities to crimjrul record owners.

SFR89I: NGI shall provide a Want Notificaticn in accordance with the latest Hlets User and Technical Guide.

BIO.FEAT79: The solution shall ryytify the originating agency of a watchlist record that a b'lometrically'Conflrmed Interaction has occurred.

BIO FEAT326: The solution shall create a NLETS administrative rnessage to the wantir^g agency containing the following: a. Date b. ION c. FBI Number d. Maslar Name e.

OOB f. OOAor encounter g SIO or Alien Registration number h. Name of person wanted I. Case Number NCIC Nurnber

LEG.FR24&; IAFIS shall provide a Want Notification in accordance with the latest NIets Operating Manual. NGI~17 1
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SUR91: NOI shad provide notificabort of fito maintenance actrvrties to cdminal record ownere.

LEG.UR32: lAFiS shall provide notification of file maintenaooe acllvrlies to criminal record owners.

SFR6fi2: NGI shall send a Want Notification la the wanting agency when a fingerprint verlticatlon request matches a record containing an active want
BIO.FEAT79‘ The solutiori shall notify the griginatir>g agency of a watchllst record ^ata hiometricaiiy'Craiflnmed Interaction has occonred.

B10.FEAT323: Once a positive Identification is made to an lAFlS rec<^ with an active want flag, die sokjlion shall provide an on line hit notilicallon through lAFIS to the wanting

agency.

SURd3: NGI shall send notifications lo wanting agencies as the result Of fingerprint verification activity.

SFR6g3: NOI shall send s Sexual Offender Registry Notification to an Authorized Contributor when file maintenance occurs on a subjects record containing 50R data for that

Contributor.

LEG.FR249: lAFIS shall notify an Authorized Contributor wher> criminal activity occurs on a subject s record containing Sexual Offender Registry data for that Contributor

LEG FR250: tAFiS shall notify an Authorized Contribolor when file maintenance occure on a st^ject's record containing Sexual Offender Registry data for that Contributor.

SUR91: NGI shall provide notification of file ma^tenance actMiles lo criminal record owners.

LEG.UR32: lAFlS shall provide notification of file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

SFR694: NGI Shall provide a Saxual Offender Registry Notification In accordance vrith the latest NIeU User and Technical Guide.

LEG.FR251: tAFlS shall provide Sexual Offender Registry Notification in accordance with Vie latest NIets Operating Manual.

SUR91: NGI shall provide noUfication of file maintenance activities to cnminal record owners.

LEG LJR32: lAFlS Shall provide notification affile maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

SFR695; NGI ehali send Special Interest Notifications to Authorized FBI Service Providers.

LEG.FR2S2: lAFIS Shall provide Special Interest Notification to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

$URd9: NGI ariall provide nodficatlcn of record activity on persons who are of special Interest.

LEG.UR31: lAFIS shall prcvida mlrficatlon cf record activity an persons who are of special interaal.

SFR89tl: NOI shall send Special Interest Notlflcatlor>s to Authorized Contributors In accordance with the latest lIVNFF Operations! and Technical Manual.

LEG FR2&3: lAFlS shall provide Special Interest NolifiGatlon to an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SUR69: NOI shall provide r>otrfication of record activity on persona who are Of special interest.

LEG.UR3 1 : lAFIS shall provide rtotrfication of record activity on persons who are of special interest.

SFRB97: NGI shell send Special Interest KotHIcations to External Systems when epproprlste, In accordertce with the latest EDTS version.

LEG.FR254: lAFIS shaK provide Special Interest Notifications to external systems when appropriate

StJR92; NGI shall provide an External System ^e.g., lOENT) with r>otifications of activity on a linked record.

SFR996: NGi shall send a Special Inlsrsst Notification when file nvsintsnsnce occurs on a eubject’s record marked os Special hiteresL

LEG.FR25S: lAFIS $hell generate a Special Interest Notification when cr^inal activity occurs on a subioct's record marked ae Special Interest.

LEG.FR2S6; lAFIS shall generate a Special Interest Notificdtion when file mainLenenoe occurs on a subject's record marked as Spec^l Interest.

$UR91: NGI shall provide notificatlori of file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

LEG UR32; lAFIS shall provide notification of file maintenance acrivilies to criminal record owners.

SFR990: NOI shall send a Special Interest Notlflcatiort to an Authorized Contributor when external system activity occur* on a linked record containing a special processing

flag based on dissemination rules.

SUR90r NGI shah provide AuLhortzed Contributors with rvitifications Of external system activity on a linked record flagged as being of special interest.

SFR909: NOI shall create a hardcopy Special Interest Notification when appropriate.

LEO.FR257: lAFlS shall generate a hardcopy Special Interest hiotifcation when appropriate.

$UR69; NGI shall provide notificatiori of record activity on persons who are of special interest

LEQ.UR31 : lAFIS shall provide notification of record activity on persons who are of spedai Interest.

SFR901: NGf shall send a File Maintenance Notification to an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR2S6: lAFlS shall provide a File M^ntenance Notification lo an Au^orized Contributor In accordance with the laie&l lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.
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SUR91: NG> shall provide notrfkatlon of file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

LEG.URS2: lAFIS shall provide notificiiitiQn of file maintenance activities lo criminal record owners.

SFR602: NGI Shall send a File Maintenance Notfflcallon to the ill/NFF State Bureau when file maintenwice activity occurs on a record owned by U^at State Bureau.

LEG.FR2S9. lAFIS shall send a File Mak^tenarkce Notification toUia iM/MFF State Bureau v^en file rnaintenanca activity occurs on a record owned by that State Bureau.

$UR91: NGI shall provide rvotificatlon of Tie maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

LEG.UR32: lAFlS shall provide noUfcation of file msintenance activities to crimirtal record owners.

$FR903: NGI shall send a nie M^ntenanoe Notification to the ill/NFF State Bureau, when appropriate. Indicating the search and record status resulting Irom a Tenprint

Fingerprint Identification Search.

LEG.FR260: lAFIS shall send a File Maintenance NotRcatlon lo the Ill/NFF State Bureau, when appropriate, indicating the search and record status resulting from of a Tenpnnt

Fingerprint Identlflcatlcn Search.

SUR91: NGI shad provide notification file maintenance activities to criminal record owners.

LEG.UR32: lAFIS shall provide notification of file maihtenance activities to criminal record owners.

$FR904: NGI shall send an Unsolved Biometric Notification to an Authorized Contributor In accordanca with the latest EBTS version.

LE6.FR262: lAFIS shall provide an Unsolved Latent Match Notification to an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBT$ version.

SUR96r NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved latent fingerprint vMth notificalion of potential fingerprint matches.

LEG.UR54; lAFlS shall provide the owner of an unsolved latent fingerprint with notification of potential flng^print matches.

STRQ579: JAFIS shell allow 10 print fingerprint to latent flrigerprlnt search capab^tty for the ETIS enhancement, wth no penetration threshold.

STRQS7&: lAFIS shall allow tO print fingerprint to latent finger^nt search capability, and latent fingerprint against latent fingerprint search

capab^tty, for the ETIS enhancement, with no penetration threshold.

SFR90S: NGI shall send an Unsolved Biometric Match Notification to an Authorized FBI Service Provider when appropriate,

LEG FR263: lAFlS shall provide an Unsolved Latent Match Notif1catlor> to en Authorized Service Provider when appropriate.

SUR96; NGi shall provide the crwner of an unsolved latent fingerprint with notification of potential fingerprint matches,

LE6.LIR&4: lAFIS shall provide the owr>er of an unsolvad latent fingerprint with notification of potential fingerprint matches.

STRQ579; lAFIS shall allow 10 print fingerprint to latent fingerprint search capability for the ETIS enhancemert with no penetratJor> threshold.

STRQ578: lAFIS Shall allow 10 [Mint fingerprint to latent fingerprint search capability, and latent fingerprint against latent fingerprint search
capability, for the ETIS enhancement, with no penetratian threshold,

SFROOd: NGI shall send an Unsolved Biometric Match Notification to the owner of a UtF print when a potential tenprint fingerprint match has reeulted from a cascaded search.

LEG.FR26t ; lAFlS Shall notify the owner of an unsolved latent print that a potential match has resulted from a Cascaded Fingerprint Search.

SUR96: NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved latent firrgerprintwHh notification of potentiel fingerprint matches.

LEG.UR54r lAFIS shall provide the owner of an unsolved latent fingerprint with notification of potential fingerprint matches.

STRQS79: lAFIS shall dfk>w 1C print fingerprint to latent firigerpririt search capability for the ETIS enhancerTtent, with no pendlratioo threshold.

STRQ57$: lAFIS Shall allow 10 print fingerprint to latent fingerprint search capability, and latent fingerprint against latent fingerprint search
capability, for the ETIS erytetncement, with no penetration threshold.

SFRB07; NGI shall send a positive tenprint Fingerprint Decision to the Urtsolved Latent OwtMr If the decision was not made by the Unaolvad Latent Owner.
STRQ982: lAFIS will allow retrieval of ULF images from Nor-owners.

SURS6: NGI shall provide the owr>erof an unsolved latent fingerprint with notification of fingerprint decisions.

$FR908: NGI Shalt send an Unsolved Biometric Match Notification to ovmer of a ULF print when a potential latent print match hat resulted from a cascaded search.

SUR96; NGI shall provide the owrrer of an unsc^ved latent fingerprint wilri notification of potential fingerprint matches.

LEG.LIR54: lAFIS sh^l provide the owner of ar^ unsolved latent fing^prinl wilh notification of potential fing^iinl matches.

STRQ5791 lAf IS ehail allow 10 print fingerprint to latent flr>gerprinl search capability for the ETIS enhancement, wilh no penetration threshold.

STRQ578: lAFIS shall allow 1 0 prinl fingerprint lo latent fingerprinl search capabllily, and latent firtgorprinl against latent 1ir>gerprinl search
capability, for the ETIS enhancement, wilh no penetration thre^wld.

SFR909: NGI shall send a positive Latent De^slon to the Unsolved Latent Osmer If the poeitfve latent decision was riot made by the Unsolved Latere
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STRQ^O; tAFiS shall allow remota users the ability to search ULF directly with the state's permission.

STRQ981: The ULW decision results for the candidate shall apply to all Ir^tFel searches.

SUR100: NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved latent with notlflcatj<»i of latent daolslt^s.

SFR010: NOI Shall send an Unsolved Blomslrlc Match NotIfIcaUon to the ULF latent ovmer when a poteriti^ palmprlnt match has resulted from a cascaded search.

SUR107'. NGI shall prx)vide Ihe owner of an unsolved talent wilh noliUcaLion of potential palmprint matches as a resull of a cascaded search

STRQ276' lAFIS shall provide an unsolved latent service for NPPS.
STRO1038' NPPS shall have ^s ability to search against Unsolved Latent Palms.

STRQl 036: lAFiS shal establi^ an Unsolved Latent File for palm prints that can tse searched NPPS shall have the ability to

search against Unsolved Latent Palms.

SFR911: Deleted.

SFR912: NGI ah^l sand an Unsolved Biometric Watch KoWcatJon to the ULF latent owner when a potential supplemental fingerprint and palmprtnt m^h has resulted from a
cascedod search.

SUR111: NGi shall provide the owner of an unsolved latent with notification of potential supplemental fingerprint and paimphnt matches as a result of a cascaded search.

SFR913: Delated.

SFR914: NCl sh^l an Unsolved Biometric Match Ncdificatlon to the UPF photo owner when a potential facial photo match hae resulted from a cascaded search.

SUR103' NGl shall provide the owner of an ur^solvad photo with rrotification of potenlial facial photo matches as a result of a cascaded search.

SFR915: NGI shall send a positive Photo Decision Notification to the UPF photo owr»«r if the positive photo decision was not received from the owner.

5TRQ403: The NGI solution will be baaed on open standards

SUR105: NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved photo with notification of positive facial photo decisions.

SFR916: NGI shell send an Unsolved Biometric Match Notlflcatlon to the UIF Iris owner when a potential Iris match has resulted from a cascaded search.

SUR1 15: NGI shall provide the owner of unsolved iris data with notification of potential iris matches as a result of a caacaded search.

$FR917; NOI shall send a |>os}tive Iris Decision Notification to the UIF Iris owner If the positive Iris decision was not received from the Iris owner.

SUR117: NGi shall provide the owner of an unsolved iris with rvotiffcation of iris decisions.

SFR916: NGI Shall Send a Special Population Cognizant Notificetlon to an Authorized Contributor In accordanco with the latest EBTS version.

SUR97: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notificalion of potential fingerprlrki matches.

SFR91fi: NGI shall send a Spsclal Population Cognizant Notification toen Authorized FBI Service Provider whan appropriate.

SUR97: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notificalion of potential fingerprint matches.

SFRQ20: NOI shall send a Special Population Cognizant Notification to the owner of a marf^ed SPC File when a potential ten print fingerprint match has resulted from a
cascaded search.

SUR97i NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notification of potential fingerprinl matches.

SFR921 : NOI shall send a poslUva tenprint Fingerprint Decision to the SPC File Owner If the decision was not made by the SPC File Owner.

SUR99; NGI shall provkiB the owner of an SPC File fingerprint with nottFcatlon of fingerprint decisions.

STR098S: fAFiS shall notify the record owner when a non-owner relieves a ULF image.

SFR922: NGI shall sand a Special Population Cognizant Notification to the owner of a marked SPC File whan a potential latent print match has resulted from a cascaded search

SUR101: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notificetlon of latent docieions.

STR0963: The ULW shall have the ability to retrieve latent images from the ULF.

SFR923: NOI shell send a positive Latent Decision to the SPC File Owner If the poeitiva latent daclaion was not made by the SPC File Owner.
SUR101: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notificetlon of latent decisions.

STR0963: The ULW shall have the ability to retrieve latent Images from the ULF.

SFR924: NOI shall sand a Special Population Cognizant Notification to the owner of e marked SPC Rie when a potential paimprint match has resulted from a cascaded search.

$UR108. NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notification of potential paimprint matches as a result of a cascaded search.

SFR925: Deleted.
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SFR026: NGI shall ssnd a Special Population Cognizant Notification to the ownar of a markod SPC File whan a potential supplamantaJ fingerprint and palmprint raatch has

reauHad from a cascaded search.

SUR112: NGI shall provide the ONnmerof an SPC File with nofiflcatlon of potential supplemental fingerprint and paimprint matches as a result of a cascaded search.

SFR927: Delated.

SFR920: NGI ahall aand a Special Population Cognizant Notification to the owner of a marked SPC File when a potential facial photo match has resulted from a caecaded aearcl

SUR104: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notification of potential facial photo matches as a result of a cascaded search.

STRQ764: lAFlS shall be able to generate candidates from matching submitted photos against a photo watch list within 24 hours.

STR01 166: lAFlS shall have the ability to maintain watch lists of photos and g0r>erate possible match candidates within 24 hours of submissions.

SFR02Q: NGI shell send a positive Photo Decision Notification to the SPC Pile photo owner If the positive photo decision was rtot received from the owner.

SURIOB: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File photo with notification of a positive ^clal photo decision

SFR930: NGI shall send a Special Population Cognizant Nodficalion to the owner of a maiked SPC File when a potential Iris match has resulted from a cascaded search.

SLIR1 16: NGI shall provide (he owner of an SPC File with notification of potential Iris matches es a result of e cascaded search.

SFR931: NGI shall send a positive Iris Decision Notification to the owner of a marked SPC File If the positive iris decision was not received from the Iris Owner
SUR1 18: NGI shall provide the owner of an SPC File with notification of Iha decisione.

SFR932; NGI shall send an Unsolicited Unsolved Laterrt Record Delete Notification to an Authorized Gorttrlbulor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR265: lAFIS Shall provide an Unsolicited Unsolved Latent Record Delete Notification to an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version

SUR102: NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved Latent with notification of deletions due to ULF maximum capacity.

LEG.UR48: lAFlS shall provide the owner of an unsolved Latent wHh notificatioris of deletions due to ULF maximum capacity.

SFR933: NGI shall send an Unsoilctled Unsolved Latent Record Delete Notification to an AuUiorIzod FBI Service Provider when appropriate.

LEG.FR266' lAFIS shall provide an Urisofictted Unsolved Latent Record Delete Notification to an Authorized Service Provider when appropriate.

SUR102: NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved Latent with notification of deletions due to ULF maximum capacity.

LEG.LIR48: lAFlS shall provide the owner of an unsotved Latent with rK>tjficatiork8 of delelioos due to ULF maximum capacity.

SFR934; NGI shall send an Unsolicited Unsolved Latent Record Delete Notification to the owner of an unsolved latent print when their record Is delated ae a result of ULF
reaching maximum capacKy resulting from an add to the ULF.

LEG.FR264: lAFIS shall notify the owner ofan unsolved latent print that their record was deleted as a resuHof ULF reaching maximum capacity resulting from an add to the ULF
$UR102: NGI shall provide the owner of an unsolved Latent with notification of deletions due to ULF maximum capacity.

LEG.UR46: lAFIS shall provide the owner of an unsotved Latent with i>otifications of deletions due to ULF maximum capacity

$FR939: NGI shall send Rap Back Activity Notification in accordance with tha latest EBTS version.

Information Systems - Data Formal for the interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric information, AK$l/NI$T-iTL*1-2007.

BIO.FEAT162: The solution shall ampiov a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The Solution shall support EBTS compifant data exchange.

STRQ101: Tha System shall send back ell information ort the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to Rap Back

STR099: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Crirninal Justice applicants retained by the FBI. for

bolh origir^el request arvd Rap Back

STRQ661: lAFIS shall provide electronic Rap Back on all federal employees to OPM and Include ail biographic identification information.

STRQ697: T he system shall route Ra p Back notificatio ns electronically back to the subrnittl ng norvgovernment chan neli ng Institution (e .g. . ABA) for d istributlon to the original

subacriber

SUR95: NGI shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

STRQ433: 1AFI5 shall send a rtotification back to the supervisory states when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no matter in which slate (he crime

was comrr^itled.

NGI-1717
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STRQ524: Th© Enhanced lAFlS Rapoeitory ehall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodldS wi|h Rap Back criminal aclivlly ddteclion services for the

nolificalion of newv criminal adivlty.

STRQ520: Tha Enhanced IAPIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Include subscription registration and rnalntanar^, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transrrrisstDn/rouling, and bihing.

STftQ70i: lAFIS Shall provlda the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription s«rvice)ofcrimlnal activity for offenders

under supervision.

SFR939: NGl Shalt send Rap Back Activity NoUfIcatim to the appropriate Authorised Contributors that a Rap Back designated event has occurred ogelnet a Rap Back enrolled

Identity as a reeuttof a positive fingerprint tdenti^catlon.

BIO.FEATf55:The solution shall notify a record owner that has selecteda RapBack option when added and/or updated criminal activity has occurred on their record

BiO.FEAT 1 56: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RapBecK option when added and/or ^detad civil activity has occurred on their record.

BiO.FEAT1S7: The solution ^all notify arecord ownerthat has selected a RapBack option when added and/or updated watchiist activity has occurred on their record.

$TRQS21 : The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and llcersrrvg bodies with Rap Back subscription registration services for the notification ol new
criminal ectivr^-

STRQS2Q: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall notify dvli subject employers ar^t licensing bodies of new cnminal activity through Rap Sack services that

IrK^lude subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation, tranemission/roLhing, and billing.

STRQCai: tAFIS Shall provide electronic Rap Beck on all federal employees to 0PM and Include ait biographic identifkiatron inforrr^tion.

STRQ8d7: The system snail route Rap Back notifications electronically back to the submitting norvgovemment channeling institution (eg-, ABA) for dislribution to the original

subscriber.

SUR95: NGl shall provide a Rap Back Nolificatiort Service.

STRQ433: lAFIS shall send a notification back to the supervisory states when a sex cffertder commits a crime out of state no matter in which slate the crime

was committed.

STRQ524: The Enhanced lAFlS R^>ository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for the

notification of new criminal activity.

STRO520: The Enhanced lAFlS Reposilory shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenance, status choking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

trensmission/routing, and billing.

S'RQyOl: lAFlS shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole ager^ies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal aclivity for offenders

under supervision.

BFR937: NOf shall send Rap Back Activity Notification to the appropriate Authorixed Contributors when a Rap Back designated event la pari of a consolidation of ldentlty<iee)

enrolled In Rap Back.

BIO.FEAT 155: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RapBack option when added arvd/or updated criminal activity has occurred on their record

B]O.FEAT156: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RapBacK optior^ when added and/or updated civil activity has occurred on their record.

BIO.FEAT157: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RapBadt option when added and/or updated watchiist activity has occumed on their record.

STRQ651: lAFIS shall provide electronic Rap Back on all federal employees to OPM and iirclude alt biograi^ic identiftcation information.

STRQ897: The system shall route Rap Back notificetions electronicelly back to the subminirtg non'government chanrtellng institution (e.g.
. AGA) for distribution to the original

subscriber

SUR95: NGl shall provide a Rap Back tsiotifrcation Service.

STRQ433: lAFlS shell send a notification beck to the supervisory states when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no matter in which state the crime

was committed.

STRQ524'. The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for sha

r>otification of new criminal activity. ^-7 ^o
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S*I7%Q&20^ The Enhanced I APIS Reposili^ shall notify civil si^ject employers and licen^ng bodies of new oiimin^ activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenancei status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing,

STRQ7C 1

:

1Ap]5 shall provide the capability to allow probation and parc^e agencies to racejva notification (subscription service) of criminal activity for offenders

under super\Nsion.

SFRt^^B: NOl shall send Conaolldedon Notiftcations to the approf^ete Authorized CiMitrlbulrM^ virhen any IdenttUes involved In the consoddatlcn are enrolled in Rap Bade.

SUR95: NGl shall provide a Rap Back NoUficatjon Service.

STRQ433: lAFIS shaft send e notiflcallon back to the supervisory slaLes when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no matter in which state the crime

was committed.

STRQ524: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shell provide civil subject employers end licensing bodies with Rap Back crimir^el activity detection services forlhe

notiflcefiori of new criminal activity.

STRQS20: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription ragistration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation.

Iraosmi8^on/routir>g. and billing.

STRQ701: LAi=^IS shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity for offeoders

under supervision.

SFRg^g: NGl shall send Rap Back Activity Notification to the appropriate Authoftaad Contirtbutors when dieposidon activity occurs against a Rap Back enroded Identity.

SUR95: NGl shaH provide a Rap Back Notificatton Service.

STRG433; lAFIS shall send a notificstion back to the supervisory slates when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no matter in which slate the crime

was committed.

STRQS24: The Enhanced 1/^15 Repository shell provide dvil subject employers end licensing bodies with Rep Back criminal activity detection services for the

notification of new criminal activity.

STRQ520r The Enhanced tAFlS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back

services that include subscripticri reglslration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity dataclior, response genaratlon,

transmisslorVrouting. and biliirtg.

STRQ701: lAFIS Shell provide the capabiiKy to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity for offenders

under supervision.

SFRfMO: NGl shall send Rap Back Activity Notification to the appropriate Authorized Contributors whsn an External System Activity request Is received for a Rap Back
enrolled Identity.

BIO.F^TISS: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RapBack option when added and/or updated criminal activity has occurred on their record

BIO.FEAT1S6; The solution shall notify a reconj owner that has selected a RapBack option when added and/or updated civil activity has occurred on their necorti.

8IO FEAT1b7: The solution shall noti^ s record owner that has selected a RapBack option when added and/or updated watchlist activity has occurred on their record.

SURdS: NGl shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

STRQ433: lAFIS shall send a notification back to the supervisory slates when a sex otTertder commits a crime out of state no matter in whk^ state the crime

was committed.

STRQ524: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies w^th Rap Back criminal activity detection services forlhe

nollflciation of new criminal activity.

&TRO520: The Enhar^ced LAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and Nceosing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services lhat liKlude subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmissiork/routing, and blJllr>g.

STRQ701 ; lAFiS shall provide the capability 1o allow probation and parole agencies to receive rtotilication (subscription service) of criminal activity for offenders

under supervision.

SFR041: NGl shall Include a unique Rap Back Notification Identifier In a Rap Back Activity Notification. NGI~17 19
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SUR95; NGI shah provide a Rap Back Notifcation Service.

STRQ433: lAFlS shall send a nolincatk^n baox to the supervisory slates when a sex offeryler cominits a chme out of state no matter in which stale tha crime

was committed.

STRQ&24: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall provide civil sobiact employers and licensing bodies with Rap BacK cdminal activity detection services for the

notification of now criminal activity.

STRQ320: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers arid licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
servicas that include subscription registration and maintenance, status chacKing, criminal activity delecbon, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing.

STRO701: lAFlS shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity foro^nders
under supervision.

SFR842: NGI shall eend Rap Back Renewal Notification In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biomethc standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

inforTTvation Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fir>gefprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Informetion, ANSl/NlST*lTl.*1‘2007,

BIO.FEAT1 S2: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BiO.FEATf 94; The solution shall support EGTS compliant data exchange.

SUR95: NQI shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

STRQ439; lAFIS Shall Send a notification back to the supervisory states wher^ a sex offender commits a chme out of state no rT>atter in which state the crime

was committed.

STRQ524: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers ar>d licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for the

notification of new criminal activity.

STRQ52D: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Sack
services that include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

iransmlsslon/routlng, and billing.

8TRQ701
: lAFIS shall pnavlde the capability to allow probation and parola agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity for offenders

under supervision.

SFR943: NGI «h«ll send Rsp Back Rsr>swal Notificalion to the Authorized Contributor prior to explratiort of a Rap Back subecription.

STRQ232: tAFiS Shall ensure that data privacy is held to the utmost standards and that former employers are not notified of an individuals chminal activity.

8UR98: NGI shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

STRQ433: lAFIS shall send a notification back to the supervisory stales when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no matter in which state the crime

was committed.

STRQS24: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap BacK criminal activity datection services for the

notification of new chminal activity.

STROS20: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
serviceB that include subscription registration and maintenance, status checkir>g, chminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing.

STRQ701 : lAFlS shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity for offenders

under supervision.

$FR944: NGI shall send RISC Notifications to RISC Record Owners In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BlO FEAT24; The solution Shell accept transactions electronically.

BlO.FEATflO: The solution shall provide the ability to notify the owner of a blorrielrically verified record when criminal information is recaived on that ir>dividual, without notifying

the querying officer that the hit has occurred (i.e siient hit).

BIO FEATd7: The Solution shall provide the ability to notify the owner of a bfomelrtcally verified record when civN information is received on that individual, without notifying the

querying officer that the hit has occurred (i,©. silent hit). NGI-1720
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SUR1 19; NGl shall send notification to RISC record ownerts) as the result of a positive identification.

SFR945: NGi shall send a RISC Notification to the RISC record owner when any Identification search results In a positive identification with their marked tler^l or martied tler>2

RISC record.

BIO FEAT24; The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO.FEAT80: The solution shall provide the ability to notify the owner of a blomelncally verified record when criminal information is received on lhat irtdivHlual, without notifying

the querying officer that the hit has occurred (i.e. silent hit).

6IO.FEAT87: The solution shall provide the ability 1o notify the owner of a blomelrically verified record when civil information is received on that individual, without notifying the

querying officer that the hit has occurred <i.e. silent hit).

SUR119: NGI Shall send notification to RISC record owner<s) as the result of a positive Identification.

SFR949: NGI ehall send a RISC Notification to (he RISC record owner when a positive Mometric decision Is received on their marked tier-l or marked Uer-S RISC record as a

reeuH of an Investigative search.

SUR119: NGI shall send notification to RISC record owner(s) as the result of a positive identification.

SFR990: NGI shall send a RISC Notification to tha NPF State, using ths multi-tiered dissemination rulesi when an NFF Criminal Print Ident request Is received for a positive

identification on an Identity that Is enrolled In the RISC repository.

SUR119: NGi shall send notification lo RISC record owners) asihe resull of a positive identification.

SFR9S1: NGI shall sand RISC Notifications to AuthcKized Contributors In accordance with the Niets User and Technical Guide.

SUR119: NGl shall send notlficatkin to RISC record owners) as the result of a positive identification.

SFR9S7; NGI shall send a RISC Notification to the designated FBI entity when any Identification Search results In positive IdentiRcatlon with a tier-3 ITF record.

SUR119: NGI shall send rvotificsilion lo RISC record owners) as the result of a positive identifiication.

SFRB60: NGI shall sand a RISC Notification lo the designated FBI entity when a cascaded search results In a potential match with tier-3 ITF record.

SUR1 19: NGl shall send notification lo RISC record ownerts) as the result of a positive Identirication.

SFR661: NGI shall send an (mmlgratlon Violator File Notification to the LESC when a Fingerprint Verification request matches a record containing an IVF indicator.

BIO.FEAT364: The solution shall be able lo provide nolificatjon lo the LESC of a biomethcally confirmed match on a subject referenced within the Immigration Violator File {IVF).

SUR94: NGl shall serxl IVF notifications to tha LESC.
SFR962: NGI shall send an Immigration Violator File Notification to the LESC when an Identification Search request matches a record containing an IVF Indicator.

BIO.FEAT364: The solution shSJl be able lo provide notification to the LESC of a biometrically corifirmed rr^lch on d Subject referenced wllhin the Immigration Violator Fite (IVF).

SUR94; NGI ehall send IVF notifications to ihe LESC.
SFRB63: NGl shall send an Invnigratlon V]o1at<K’ File Notification to the LESC when file maintenance activity occurs on a record containing an IVF indicator.

BIO.FEAT3B4; The solution shall be able to provide notification lo the LESC of a biorretrlcally confirmed match on a subject refarencod within the Immigration Violator Fite (IVF).

SUR94: NGI shall send IVF notificalions to the LESC.
SFRfi64: NGI shall send Immigration Violator File Notification to the LESC when external system activity occurs on a linked record containing an IVF Indicator baeed on
dissemination rules.

SUR94: NGI shall send IVF r>otifica(ions to the LESC.
SFR965: NGI shall send an Immigration Violator File Notification to the LESC In accordance wHh the Niets User and Technical Guide.

BIO.FEAT403! The notification delivered to the LESC shall follow Niets User and Technical Guidelines.

SUR94: NGI Shall send IVF notifications to the LESC.
SFR966: NGI shall send a Linked Record Activity Notification to an External System when a Fingerprint Verification request matches a record containing a link to that Exterttai

System.
6IO.FEAT61; The solution shall notify authorized personnel {such as an Analysis UnH) if a civil background check has been submitted by high-aecuhty agencies for a known
individual.

SUR92' NGI shall provide an External System (e.g., IDENT) with r»oliflcatk)ns of activity on a linked record.

SFR9Q7: NGI shall send a Linked Record Activity Notification to an External System when an identification search results In a poeltivs Identification to a record containing a

link lo that Extornal System.
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B10.FEAT49: The 5<^ution shall notify the user if s civil background check on ao irvitividual has been subnrtitted by an entity dealing with chbcal k^frastruchire.

B}O.FEAT61; The solution shall notify authorized porsonnol (such as an Anaiysis Unit) If a civil background check has been subnrUTled by hbgh-eacurtty agancjes fora known
individual

BIO.FEAT661 The solution sh^l notify authorized personnel (such as an Analysis Unit) if new bbometricaNy'CoofinYied criminal history is received for a known individual.

BtO.FEAT74: The solution shall no^ llie DOS office that issued a visa lo a known individual about subsequent biometiically verified criminal informalion associated with that

Individual, including details of the offense

BIO.FEAT75: The solution shall notify the USCIS office that naturalized an individual about biomeincally verified criminal irtfoni>atiOn associated with that Individual. If the criminal

offense occurred before the individual was naturalized, includirtg details of the offense

5IO.FEAT77: The solution shall rKitlfy the USCiS office that granted a benefit of new biometrically verified ciiminal informatjon aasociated tmth Uiat irxlividual, after the Individual

has been granted a USCIS benefit, including details of the offense.

BIO FEATTd: The solution shall notify the responsible ICE office of new biometrically verified crimlr^el Information associated with a known individual, including details of the

offense.

SUR921 NGI shall provide ari External System (e.g,, lOENT) with notifications of activity on a linked record.

SFFt96{l: NGI shall send a Linked Record Activity Notiflcetlon loan External System when an NGI Identity Maintenance actlvKy ocojrs on a record containing a link to that

External System.

BIO.FEAT61: The solution shall notify authorized personnel (such as an Analysis Unit) if a civil background check has been submitted by high-security agencies for a known
individuai.

BIO.FEAT73! If a went is the only reason the individual is on Ihe watchlisl, the solution shall demote the individual from the watchlist upon removal of that want.

BiO.FEAT74: The saiutkin shall notify the DOS office lhat issued a visa lo a known individual atxiut subsequent bioimstricalty verified criminal information associated with that

individual, including details of the offense.

BIO.FEAT75: The solution shall mtify the USCIS office that naturalized an Individual about biometrically verified criminal Information associated wllh that indivK^ual, if the criminal

Offense occurred before ihe individual was naiuralized, including details of the offense.

6IO.FEAT77; The solution shall rx}trfy the USCIS office that granted a benefit of new biometrically verified criminal information associated with that individual, after the individual

has been granted a USCIS benefit, Including details of the ofTense.

BIO.FEAT76: The solution shall notify the responsible ICE office Of new t^ometrically verified criminal Ir^formafiort associated with a known individual, including details of the

offense.

BIO FEAT27B; When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solution shall remove the want Hag in US-VISIT.

BIO.FEAT277; The solution ^all enable authorized personnel to demole an individual from the watchlist-

BIO FEAT278^ The solution shall r>oUfy US-ViSiT analysts If the want flag is removed for an individadi being denvoled.

BIO FEAT279: The soluUon shell create an Activity Log of rerrtoved records.

BIO.FEAT310: In the event a want and warrant Is no longer acOve on an individual, the eoiufion shaft notify IDEMT to demote the acbve want and warrant flag from the individuars

record.

SUR92: NGI shall provide an ExteiTial System (e.g., IDENT) with notifications of activity on a linked record

SFR968: NGI shall provide the IICN and associated external system link Identifier as part of the Linked Record Activity Notification to an External System.
SUR92: NGI shall provide an Exlenial System (e.g., iDENT) with nctlfVcations of activity on a llryred roccxd.

SFR970: NGI shall send Linked Record Activity Notification In accordance wHh (he latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT 129: The solution Shall employ biometric standards established by file National Institute of StatKlards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Inlerchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Olhw Biometric informalioo, ANSinvllST'rTL-1-2007.

3IO.FEAT192: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BiO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange,

SUR92: NGI shall provide an External System (e.g,, IDENT) with r>otitiC3ilons of activlt/ or a linked record,

SFR971: NOI shall send a Link Failure Notification to an External System (e,g-, IDENT) in accordance with the lateet EBTS version when a link cannot
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8iO.FEAT129: Th« solution shrill empfoy biomotric standarcte established by the National Institute of Standards and Technotugy fNlST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Informahon Systems — Data Fc^at for^a Interchange of Fingerprint, Facials and Other Siomalric lnforinallon» ANSI^NiST-ITL- 1-2007.

BiO.FEATl62: The soiotior shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BtO.F£AT1d4. The soluticn shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR92: NGl shall provide an External System (e.g,, IDENT) with noliltcations of activity on a linked recx^.

SFR972: NOl shall accept Fingerprint image Replacement requests from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions efectronicaliy.

BIO.FBAT121: The solubon shall enable the user to select from a pro-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO FEAT122: The solubon shall enable the user to enter hee-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dicticnarv.

BIO.FEAT123; The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

BIO FEAT12$: The solution shell employ bicmetnc standards established by the National Insbtjte of Standards and Technology (N|$T), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometnc Information, ANSi/NI$T *ITL-1-2007.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compllar>td3ta exchange.

LEG.FR267: LAPIS shall accept Fingerphnt Image Replacement Requests from Authorized Contributors in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR121: N3i shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file maintar^ance of criminal fir^erprint records.

SFR973; NGI shalf accept Fingerprint Image Replacernant requests from Authortzed External System in accordance with the iatest EBTS version.

610 FEAT24: The solution shall accept transadiors electronically.

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biomelric information from external biometric systems.

BlO.FEAT121:The solution shall enable the user to setect from a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-fom text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT 123; The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT129; The solution shall ernploy blorrtetrtc staruterds established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard tor

Information Systems — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSl/'NIST-ITL-1-2007.

&IO.FEAT194: The solution shell support ESTS compliant data exchange.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file rr^alntenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFRd74: NOl Shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Fingerprint Image Replacement request

LEG.FR266; lAFIS shall allow art Authorized FBI Servicd Provider to submit a Fingerprint Image Replacement Request.

$UR121: NGI shall support the msuntenarree of fingerprints.

LEG.IJR33: lAFIS shall support file malriteriar>ce of criminal fingorprini records.

BFR97$: NGI shall require Tenprint fingerprint Images and a UCN as part of a Fingerprint Image Rapfacement request.

t.EG.FR2dd: lAFIS Shall require Tenprint fingerprint images and an FNU as part cf a Fingerprint imago Replacerriert Request
SUR121: NGI shall suppcti the maintenance of fingerprints

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file malntenar>co of criminal firtgerprint records.

SFRd76: NGI shall retrieve the fingerprint Images associated with thespeciftad UCN as part of a FIngarprfot Image Replacement request.

LEG.FR270; lAFIS shall retrieve the fingerprint images associated with the specified FNU as part of a Fingerprint Image Replacement Request

SUR121: NCI shall supp<Ml the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall suppr^flle malntenanca of crimlnai fingerprint records

SFR977: NGI shall rejacd the Fingerprint Image Replecemant request when the specified UCN Is Invalid.

LEG.FR27t: lAFlS shall re}ectthe Fingerpiir^t Image Replacen>ent Request when die specified FNU is invalid.

$UR121; NGI shell support the mainteriarKe of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file mainlenaTice of criminal fingerprini records. NGI-1723
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SFR07d: shall perform Ill/Verffy as ota Fin9srprkit Image Replacement request for Hie specified UCN.
LEG.FR272: lAFlS snail raquim tuvo Authorized FBI Service Providers to perform menuel FiCs for a Fingerprint Image Replacement Request.

$UR121: NGI shall support the malntervanoe of fingerprints.

tEG.UR39; lAFiS shall support ^le maintenance of Criminal fingerprint records.

SFR979: NCi shall allow an Aulhorixad FBI Service Provider to reject a Rngeipilnt Image Raplacament request as a result of the manual FIC.

LEG.FR273: lAFiS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject a Fingerprint Image Replacement Request as a result of the manual FiC.

SURi21: NGI shall Support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG UR33: lAFIS shall ^pport file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR980: NGI shall replace fingerprint Images and features associated with the specified UCN using the fingerprint Images provided in a Fingerprint Image Replacement
request that results in a positive identification decision.

LEG.FR274: lAFIS shall r^face fingerprint Images associated with the specified FNU using the Angerprint images provided In the Fingerprint Image Replacernent Request
SUR121 : KGI Shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEQ.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR981: NGI eh^l perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the ULF whsn the composHs fingerprint images are updated In accordance wth cascaded search business rules.

LEG.FR275: lAFiS shall perionm a cascaded fingerprint search of the UIF when the composite fingerprint Images are updated

SUR121: [stCI shall support (he maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR992: NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of marked SPC files when the composit/s fingerprint images are updated in accordance with cascaded search

busirMss rules.

SUR121: NGI Shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG,UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fir^gerprint records.

SFRfi33; NGI shall provide a response to a Fingarprint Image Replacement request in accordance with the latest EBT5 version.

6IO.FEAT129: The solulkin shall employ Mcmetrlc star>dards established by the National Institute of Standards and Tachnology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard (or

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Infonnalion, ANSl/'NlST-ITL-1-2Q07.

BIO FEAT182; The Solution shall employ a standard format forqudry responses.

SlO FEATt94; The Solution shall support E6TS compliant data exchange.

LEG.FR276: lAFIS Shall provide a response to a Fingerprint Image Replacement Request In accordance with tha iatest BBTS version.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance offirtgerphnts.

LEG UR33r lAFiS shell support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR984: NGI shall provide the appropriate Fingerprint Image Replacement response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

L£G.FR$15: lAFlS shall provide the approphale Fingerprint image Replacement Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR121: NGI shall support the m^ritonancd of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33r lAFlS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFRfidS: NGI shall accept a Fingerprint Deletion request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version,

BIO.FEAT24: The solution accept transactions electronically.

&tO.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for ^ledfied fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dicbortary.

3IO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter taxi cc^pliant with a siandardtzed data dictionary

B(O.FEAT129: The sofuHon shell employ blorrietric standards established by the National Instibita of Standards and Technology (NIST), i,e. Ihe ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Intercharvge of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSlfNlST-ITL-l-ZCX)?.

BIO.FEAT194; The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchango.

STRQ131: lAFiS shall provide the ability io electronically access tha military daiabase flies.
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STRQ130: lAFIS fihall provide the abilily te electronically accds$ mililary database files.

STRQd97: lAPIS shall make military fing^rint records access^Te far search.

SUR121: NGI shall support the rnaintenance of ffr>gerprints.

LE6.UF133: lAFIS shall supportfiie maintenance of c^mlrral fingerprinl records.

SfRfl6d: NGI «haU accept a Fingerprint Detellon request from an Authorized External System In accordance with the latest EBTS version

BiO.FEAT24; The Solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric Information frcmi external biorT>etric systems.

BIOFEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from apre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dicUonary.

BIO.FEAT122'. The solution shall enable the user to enter free-fonn text fprspecifiad fields based on a standardized data diolionary.

9IO.FEAT123; The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dicllonary.

BIO.FEAT129: The solution ahaH employ biometric standards established by the hiallonal Institute of Standards and Technology {NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard fof

lr)formdtion Systems ~ Data Format for the Interchange of Fingeprint, Facial, and Other Blometdc Information, ANSl/NIST-ITL'1-2007.

SlO F£ATt34: The solubon shall support EST$ compliant data exchar>ge.

SURt21: NGI shall support tha maintenanco of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file rrkalntenance of criminal flngeprint records.

SFR967: NGI ehalt allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Fingerprint Deletion requeaL

STRQ131: lAFlS shall provide the ability to etectronicaify access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFlS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

5TRQ997: lAFIS shall make miiitaiy fingerprint records acces^bfe for search.

SUR121. NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file mainlar>ance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR986: NGt shall accept Fingerprint Deletion requests for the ULF Repository.

$TRQG85; lAFIS shall provide the capability to automatically delete a record from die ULF when notified of an ident.

SUR121: NGI shall support the rnainlenanoa of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR969: NGI shall accept Fingerprint Deletion nsqueeU for the RISC.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records

SFR90D' NGI Shall accept Fingerprint Deletion requests for^ File.

$TR0131: IAFI5 shall provide the abiNty to electronically access the military database files.

STR0130: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQd97: lAFlS shall maks military fingerprint rscords accessible for search.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR991: NGI shall require Fingerprint DefetJon requests to contain a UCN.
SLJR121: NGI shall Support the maintenance of firrgerprinls.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR992: NGI shall delete the fingerprints specified In the Fir>gerprint Deletion request.

BIO FEAT65: The solution shall provide the ability for the data owning agency to electronically Update biographic mfonmatjon.

SUR12 1 ; NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33r lAFIS shall Support file malrktenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR903: NGI shall reject a Fingerprint Deletion request If the specified UCN or fingerprints do not exist

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints. NGI-1725
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lEG.LiR^S; (AFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal finger^nt records.

SFR994: NGI shall provide a Fingerprint Deledoo response in accordance ari^ the latest £BTS version.

DIO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technolc9y (NIST), i.e. the ANSI Nalionai Standard for

Infomiailon Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometdo Information, ANSii'NIST-l'TL-1-2007.

BlO.FEAT 182: The solution shall employ a standard fdnnat for query responses.

BIO FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR121 : NGI shall support the maintenance of flr>gerpi1nts.

LEG.IJR33; lAFIS shall suppott Pie maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFRdOS: NGf Shall provide the appropriate Fingerprint Deletion response to an Authorised FBI Service Provider.

STRQIdl: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access (he military database files.

STRQ130: lAFiS shaN provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ997: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records acoossible for search.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenar>ce of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR996: NGI shall accept a Fingerprint Decision from an Authorised Contributor In accordance with the Latest EBTS version.

SUR126: NGI shall support fingerprint decisioos for ULF records.

&FR9Q7: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Fingerprint Decision.

SUR126: NGI shall support fingerprint decisions for ULF records.

SFRMft; NOI shell record the Fingerprint Decision.

SUR126: NQl shall support fingerprint decisions forULF records.

SFR9M: NOI shall delete the referenced fingerprints from the ULF If a positive tenprint Fingerprint Decision is received the ULF Fingerprint Owrter.

SUR126: NGi shall support firrgerprint decisions for LILF records.

SFR1000; NGI ehall altow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit an Identity History Record ModifIcaUon regueet
LEG.FR277: lAFlS shell allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to sut^nit a Sukqect Criminal History Record Modification Request

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR37; lAFlS shell support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records

STRQ614; The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range cf maintenance capabilities.

STRQ&1 1 : The IAFI5 civil and criminal repcsttories (fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, anti biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be compieieiy intaroperabie. implementing single subject identity and providing a full rai>ge of capabilities needed lo maintain them,
SFRIOOI: NGI shall require a UCN a« part of an Identity History Record Modification request.

LEG.FR27B: IAFI$ shall require a subject Identifier as part of a Subject Crimlrial History Record Modlficaliort Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37; fAFIS shall Support file maintenance of Subjacl Criminal History Records.

STKQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenar^ce capabilitias

STRQS11: Thfi lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and oonsoiidatlon

shall be completely Interoperable, implementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1002: NGI shall require a designation of maint^ance action as part of an Icferttity History Record Modlffcatton request.

LEG FR27g; lAFIS shell accept a designation of maintenarvce action as part of a Subject Crimirral History Record Modification Request.

SUR137: NGI shati support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subjact Criminal History Records.
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$1^0514: The iAPl8 civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of malnter^nce capabilities

STR051 1: The lAFiS civil and criminal repoeltones (flng^rint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data^after redesign and consolldabon

shall be cornpleteiy interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to matntalrt tiiem.

$FR1d09; NGl Shall perform the designated biographic matr)lei>arKe action on the specified Identity's history record as part of the Identity History Record Modification repuest

LEG.FR280r lAFIS shall perform the designated mainterrance action on the specified subject's chminal history record as part of the Subject Criminal History Record Modification

Request

SUR137; NGl shall support the mairrtenance of Id^lrty History information.

LEG.UR37; lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil end criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full rar^e of maintenance capabilities.

8TRQS11: The IM^IS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprtnt Image, fingerprint vector and biographical data) after redesign and consofidation

shall be completely Interoperable. Implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR10Q4'. NOI shall perform the designated Iderttity ir)formatJor> maintenance action on the specified Identity's history record as psrtof the Ideritity History Record ModWcatlon
request

LEG.FR260: lAFIS shall perform the designated maintenance action on the specified subjoct's criminal history record as part of the Subject Criminal History Record Modification

Request.

STRQ313: The System shall accept, from the owner of a civil record, transactions that request deletion of the record from the civil repository.

SUR 1 37: NGi shall sup port the ma Inlenance of Identity History Information

.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Crirrtiriai History Records.

STRG514: The IAFI5 civil and crimlrial repositories after redesign and consolidalion shall provide a full range of maintenance capabiltbea.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFIS dvll and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consotnlation

shall be completely Interoperable, implementing sin^e subject identity and providing a hill range of capabilities needed to maintain tfiem.

SFRIOOS; NGl shall perform the daslgr^ated event maintenance action on the specifted Identity's history record as port of the Identity History Record Kdodifl cation request.

LEG.FR260: lAFIS shall perform the designated malnterkance action on the specified subject's criminal history record as part of the Subject Criminal History Record Modification

Request

SUR137: NGl ehall support the msmtenence of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil at>d criminal repos4ories after redesign and coneolldaiion shall provide a full range of malnteriancecapabiiiUds.

STROS1 1 : The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories (flr>gerprint image, fingerprint vector, arxl biographical data) after rede^gn artd consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing slo^e subject identity and providing a full range of cepabilitiea needed to maintain them.

SFR1006: NGl shall reject the Identity History Record Modification request when specified UCH Is Invalid.

lEG.FR2$1: jAFiS shall r^ect the Subject Criminal History Record Modification Request when specified subject identifier Is Invalid.

SUR137; NOi shall support thd maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Crimirtal History Records.

STRC3S14: The lAFIS civil arvd crimlna) repositories after redesign and consofidation shall provide a full range of rnaintenance capabiUlies.

STR0511; The lAFJS civil and crimlriSl repositories (fingsrprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and e^nsotidabon

shall be completely Interoperable, implemenling single subject identity and providirtg a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them
SFR1007: NGl shall provide the appropriate Identity History Record Modification response to an Authorized F6I Service Provider.

LEG.FR2S2'. lAFIS shall provide the appropriate Subject Criminal History Record Modification Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.
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$UR137: NGl shall support the maintenarx!^ of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37^ lAFIS^all support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The iAFIS civil and criminal reposltohee after redesign and cortsoiidation shall provide a fuH rar^ge of niainienance capabllltias.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFIS civil and criminak repceitories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be oorrp^etely interoperable, irnplementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1008; NGl Shall accepi a III Record Maintenance request for an IdenUty from an Authortzed Contributor In accordance with the tll/NFF OperadonaJ and Technical Manual.

BJO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BJO.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122; The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized deta dictionary.

B10.FEAT123: The solution shall enable ihe user to enter text compliant with a standlardized data dictionary.

8JO.FEAT129: The solufion shall employ bkomethc standards established by the Nationel Institute of Standards and Technology {NIST), t.e. the ANSI National Standard for

information Systems - Date Format for the intercharige of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometrc Infotmabon. ANStfNlST»JTL-1*2007.

BlO.FEATf94: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

tEG FR2d3: l^iS shall accept a hi Record Mairilenance Requeel from an Authorized Conthtsutor in accordance with the kh/NFF Operations and Technical Manual
STRQ40: lAFIS shall provide an automated method to fix errors identified during aync processing

STR03S7^ lAFIS shall pnovide an III message key to allow updates to (civil) Identification data as a result of sync processing.

STRQ3d5: kAFiS Shall provide an III message key to allow updates to identfficatior) data as a result of sync processing.

SUR137: NGl shall suppod the maintenance of IdenUty History Informatbn.

LEG UR37: lAFIS Shall support fib malnienarrce of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514r The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and ccnsolldatjon shall provide a full range of mainler^ance capab^libas

STRQ51 1
' The lAFIS cIvH and criminal repositories (fingerprint irrtage, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consoHdation

shall be completely interoperable, ImpJemenlinQ single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed (o maintain them.

SFRiOOd: NOt shall accept an III Record Maintenance request for an Identity from an Authortzad Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STFQ553; lAFIS shah provide a system TOT to electronically maintaJn/update criminal and civil demographic data.

SURf37: NGl shall support the maintenance of Identify History Infonnation.

LEG UR37; IAFk$ shall sup^rt f\9 maintsnarvco of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514I The lAFIS Civil and chmlr^et repositories after redesign and consokfdalion shall provkle a full rar^e of mainienanca capabihUes

STRQSt 1 : The IAFI$ civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographicsk data) after redesgn and consoltdalion

shall be completely interoperable, implernenting single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.
&PR1010: NGl shall require a UCN or SID as part of a III Record Maintenance request.

LEG.FR264; lAFiS shall require a subject identifier as part of a 111 Record Maintenance Request.

SUR137: NGl shall support the maintenance of identity History informatjon.

LE6.UR37: (AFIS shalJ support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

5TRQ514: The lAFiS CMl and crirnirral repo&tofies after redesign and consolidaLion shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ31 1 : The lAFiS dvii and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consclidabon

shall be completely interoperable, irnplemenling singie subject identity and providing a full range of capabilifies needed to maintain them.

SFR1011; NGl shall allow an Authorized Contributor to add aupplemeotal biographic fdehtiflers ae p9r\ of a III Record Maintefiance roquest
LEG FR285: lAFlS Shall allow an Authorized Coniritwior to add supplemental SCH biographic ideniifiersas part of a Hi Record Maintenance Requesl.

SUR137: NGl shall support marnter>anoe cf Identity History Information. NGl-1728
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LEG.JR37: JAFIS shall auppcvt file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Recortfs.

STRQ61^; The lAFlS civil and cnmir^al repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STROS1 1 ; The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consdidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1012: NGi shall allow an Authorised Contributor to delete supplemental biographic identifiers as part of a III Record Maintenance request

IEG.FR286; lAFlS shall allow an Authorized Contributor to delete supplemental SCH biographic identifiers as part of a ill Record Maintenance Request.

SURt37: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History informabon.

LEG.UR37; lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQb14: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabiliUes

STRQ51 1 : The iAfl5 civil and criminal repositories (fingerphrrt image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and conaoitdetion

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

$FR1013: NGI shall allow an Authorized Contributor to modify Identity Informatiort as part of a III Record fhlaintenar^ce request

tEG FR287: lAFIS shall allow an Authorized Coritributor to modify ill Pointer data as part of a III Record MalntenarKe Request

SUR137; NGI shall support the maintenance of Idenbty History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintertartce cf Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0814: The JAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesigri and consofldabon shall provide a full range of matrilenance capabilities.

STR051 1 : The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographicai data) after redesign and consotidalion

shall be completely Interoperable, lmplemer>ling single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1014; NGI shall perform the design^ed biographic maintenance action on the spechfled Identity's history record as pari of the III Record Maintenance request

lEG FR288: lAFIS shall perform the desl^ated maintenance octfon on the specified subject's crirninai history record as part of the ill Record Maintenance Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the makntenarvce of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS Shall support file maintenance of Subjet^ Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilibes.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fir^gerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR101S: NGI Shalt perform the deeignated Identity Information maintenance actlort on the specified Identity History Record as part of the III Record Maintenance request.

LEG.FR288: lAFiS shall perform the designated maintenance action on the specified subject’s crimir^i history record as part of the III Record Matntenance Request.

STRQ3 1 3: The syslem shall accept, from t he owner of a civi I record, trar^sactions that request duletion of the reco rd from the civil repository.

SUR137; NGl shall support me maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG Uft37: lAFIS shall support file mai^tar^9r>ce of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS cMI and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilibes.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fing^print Image, fingerprint vector, arut biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely fnteroperabJe, implenrientinQ single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilibes needed to maintain them.
SFR1016: NGI shall reject the 111 Record Maintenance request when a specified UCN or SiD Is Invalid.

LEG.FR269: fAFIS shall reject the III Record Maintenance Request when specified subject Idenlifier is invalid.

SURI37: NGi shall support ths maintenance of Idenbty History information.

LEG,UR37: lAFIS shall support file maJntei^nce of Subject Criminal History Records,

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal reposItoriBS after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabl(m0j-1779
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STRQ511; TK® IAPIS civil and cnminal naposUorio® {fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be comptetely irileropersbie, implementing eirtgia subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFfi1017; NGI ehall provide the appropriate 111 Record lilainteharice response to an Authorized Ccniributor in accordance widi the lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR2dO: lAFiS shall provide the appropriate Ml Record Maintenance Request response to an Authorised Contributor in accordance vvith the Itl^NFF Operations ar>d Technical

Manual.

STRQ40: lAFIS shall provide an automated method to fix errors identified during sync pfocessirtg

$TRQ367: iAFIS shall provide an III rnessage key to allow updates to (civil) identificebon data as a result of sync processing

STRQ385: IAFIS Shall provide an IM message key lo allow updates to ideotiflcafior) data as a result of sync processing.

SUR137: NQI shall support the maintenance of lder>tity History Information.

LEG.UR37: IAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

$TRQ514: The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shail provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQStt; The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and blographicaJ data) after rede^gn ar^d consolidation

shall t>e completely interoperable, implementing sir^gle subject Identity end provkJirtg a full rartge of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFRIOIfi; NGI Shall provide a response to a 111 Record Maintenance request In accordance the latest EBTS version.

STRQ553: IAFIS shall provide a system TOT to electronically maintain/update criminal and civil demographic data.

$UR137: NGI shail support the maintenance of Iderttity History informaiior.

LEG.UR37: IAFIS shah support fiitr maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0514: The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabiiiUes.

STRQS1 1 : The IAFIS civil and criminal repoaitories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vador, and biographical data) after redesign and consoiidalion

shall be completely interoperable, implementing sin^e subject identity and providing a full rPnge of capabilities rveeded to maintain them.

SFRfOld: NGI shaft accept an Extemat Syttam Record Malnter>anca raqueat for an Identity from Authortrod External Syatam In accordance with the lataat EBTS veraion.

BlO.FEAl^4: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO.FEAT25: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric Information from external biometric systems

BIO.FEAT65: The solution shall provide the ability for the data owning agency to electronically update biographic information.

B10.FEATt2l: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122: The solution ahaH snable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a starxiardized data dtcbortary.

6IO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardi?ed data dictionary.

B10.FEAT12d: The solution shall employ btometric standards e^blished by the National Institute of Standards and Technc^y (NiSTjJ.e. me ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems — Data Formal for trie Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSl/NlST-ITL-1*2007.

BiO.FEAT1d4i The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenarvce of Identity History Informatior.

LEG.UR37: IAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminat History Records.

$TRQS14' The IAFIS civil and criminal reposKories after redesign and consolidation shall provides full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ51 1 : The IAFIS civil and criminal repoailoriee (fingerprint image, fti^gerprlnl vector, and biographical date) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing airigle subject identity and providing a full range of capabilltiee needed to maintain them.

SFR1020; NGI shaft require a UCN and External System Identifier as part of an External System Record Iriaintenance reqiKieat

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of identity History Information.

LEG,UR37: IAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records. . ___
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STRQ514: The lAFIS dvil end criminal repoaltohes after redesign and consolidation shall provide a fuJI ran^e of maintenance capabifities.

STRQ51 1 : The lAPlS crvil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, tingerprini vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, lmptementlr>g single subject identity and providing a fijit range of capabtliles needed to maintdin them
SFR1021: NGl shall accept suppkimantal biographtc Identifiers to be added as part of sn External System Record Maintenance request.

6IO.FEAT65'. The solution shall provide the ability for tfie data owning agency to e^tronically update biographic information.

SUR137; NQI shall support the mairttenance of Identity History information.

LEQ.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Siipject Criminal History Records.

STRQS14: The lAFIS civil and crfminal repositories after redesign artd consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STR0511: The l^iS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and bjographical data) after redesign and ccnsoiidalion

shall be completely interoperable, bnpiernenting subfect identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1022: NGl shall accept supplemental biographic Ideotihem to be deleted as part of an External System Record IMaintanance request
&10.FEAT65; The solution shall provide the ability for the data owning agency to electronically update biographic information.

SUR137: NGi shall support the maintenance of identity History Infomiatiun.

LEG.UR37! lAFlS shall support hie maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ51 4; The iAFiS civil and criminal repositories after rede^grv and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities

&TRQ51 1 : The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Interoperable, Implenftenftng elrvgle subject ideritity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1023: NGl shall perform the deaignated biographic maintenance action on the apecifled identity's histoiy racord as part of the External System Record Maintenance requea'

810.FEAT65: The solution shall provide the ^iity fcr the data ownjr}g agency to electronically update biographic inforntalion.

SUR137; NOi shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG UR37: IAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The IAFIS Civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities

STRQ511: The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) alter redesign and consoiktalion

shall be compietety interoperable. Implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabliitles needed to maintain them.

SFR1024: Deleted.

SFR1Q29: NGk shaft refect the External System Record Maintenance request when specified UCN or External System Identtherts Invalid.

SUR137: KGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History infonnalion.

LEG.UR37: IAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil arid criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ51 1 ; The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolfddUon

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

$FR1<t26: NGl shall provide a response to an External System Record Maintenance request in accordance with tha latest EBTS version.

6IO.FEATZS: The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric information from external biometric systems.

6I0.FEAT 129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Slandards end Technology (NfST). I.e. the ANSI National Standard for

InformeUcin Systems — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, end Other Siometric Information, ANSI/NIST- ITL- 1-2907.

BIO.FEAT 182: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

6IO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR137: nGI shall support the maintenance of identity History Information, NGI~1731
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LEG.UR37: 4AFJ5 shall support file malnter^ance of Si^Ject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation ^all provide a full range of maintenance capabilities

STRQ511: The L/^IS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint innege, Hngeiprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, Implamentirig single eubject identity and providing a full range of capabilitisa needed to maintain them
$FR1027: NGl shall accept an International Terrorist Fite Record Ritelntenence request from an Authorized ITF Contributor in accordance with the tafest EBTS version.

SUR16i2: NGl shail Support ITF record maintenance requests.

SFR1026; NGl Shall allow Authorized F6I Service Providers to submit International Terrorist File Record Maintenance reduasts.

SURlb2: NGl shall support ITF record maintenance requests.

SFR102d: NGl shall require a UCN as part of an International Terrorist File Record Maintenance request.

SURI^: NGl shall support ITF record maintenance requests.

SFR1Q30: NQI shall accept a designation of maintenance action (modify, delete, or copy) as part of an International Terrorlet File Record Maintenance request.

SUR152: NGl Shalt support tTF record rTtalntenarice requests.

$FR1031: NGl shall perform the designated maintenance action to remove a record from the International Terrorist File as part of an ITF Record Maintenance request
SUR152: NGl shall support ITF record maintenance requests.

SFR1032: NGl shall perform the designated maintenance action to modify a record from the International Terrorist Fife as part of an ITF Record Maintenance request.

5UR152; NGl shall support ITF record malnlenance requests.

SFR1033: NGl Shall perform the designated maintenance action to copy a record from another NGl reposhory into the International Terrorist File as part of an ITF Record
Maintenance request.

SUR152; NGl shall Support ITF record mainlensrtce requests.

SFRI034: NGl shall rejfect an International Terrorist File Record MelntenencB request when the specifted UCN Is Invalid-

SUR152; NGl shaR support ITF record maintenarvca requests.

SFR1035: NGl shall provide a response to an Intemationsd Terrortst File Record Maintenance request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR152: NGl shall support ITF record maintenance requests.

SFR1036: NGl shall provide the appropriate Interrtatloital Terrorist File Record Maintenance response lo an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR152; NGl shall support ITF record maintenance requests.

$FR1037: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Special Stops Maintenance request

LEO.FR291: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized Service Provider to submit a Special Skh^s Maintenance ReqL>est

SUR153: NGl shall support the rriainlenance of Spsdal Interest records.

LEG.UR45: lAFIS shall support maintenance Special Stop records.

5FR1036: NGl shall accept a UCN as part of a Special Stops Maintenance request.

LEG.FR292: lAFlS shall accept a subject identifier as part of a Special Stops Maintenance Request.

SUR153: NGl shall support the rr^aintenanca of Special Interest records.

LEG.UR45: lAFJS shall aupporithe maintar^nce of Special Stop records

$FRt039; NGl shall accept tingeiprirtt linage data as part of a Special Stops Maintenance request.

LEG.FR2d3: lAFiS Shall accept fingerprint image data as part of a Special Stops Mair^tenance Request.

SUR153; NGl shall support the maintenance of Special Interest records.

LEG.JR4S: lAFlS shall support Ihe maintenance of Special Stop records.

$FR1Q40: NGl shall accept a deslgnallorr of the maIrTtenance action to perform as part of a Special Stops Maintenance requeet

LEG.FR294; lAFlS shall accept a desigr^atkHi of maintenartce actran as part of a Special Stops Maintenance Request.

SUR153: NGl shall support the maintenance of Special Interest records.

LEG.UR45: iAFis shall support the maintenance of Special Stop records.

SFR1041: NGl ehall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to Input fingerprint Images as part of a Special Stops Maintenance requeet. whan
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leg FR29&; lAFiS shail allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to scan fingerprint knages as part of a Special Stops Maintenance Request whan dpplicahta

SUR153'. NGI shall supperllhB maintenance of Special Interest records.

LEG.UR45: lAFiS ^It support the maintenarice of Special Stop records.

SFR1042: NGI shall perform the designated malritenance ecdon on the specified Identity as part of the Special Stops Maintenance raqueet.

LEG.FR296: lAFIS shall perform the designated maintenance action on the specified subject's crfmlnal history record as part of the Special Stops Maintenance Requost

SUR153: NQI shall support the maintenance of Special Interest records.

LEQ.UR4S; lAFkS shell support the maintenance of Special Stop records.

SFR1043: NOI chell reject the Special Stops Maintenance request when the specified UCN Is invalid.

LEG.FR2S7: lAFiS ^all reject the Special Stops Maintenance Request when specifled subject identifl^ is invalid.

SUR1S3: NGI shell support the maintenance of Special Interest records.

LEG.UR45; lAFlS shall support the maintenance of Special Stop records.

SFR1044: NGI shall pro^de the appropriate Special Stops MaInMMianca response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR2dB: lAFtS shaii provide trie appropriate Special Stops Maintenance Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR153: NGI shall support the maintenance of Special interest records.

LEG.UR45: lAFIS shall support the mainter>ance of Special Stop records.

$FR104S; NGt shafi allow an Authorized F6l Service Provider to submit a Master SCK Record Conversion request.

LEG FR299: lAFIS sriali aliow an Authorized FBi Service Provider to submit a Master SCM Record Conversion Request.

$UR137: NGl shall support the rrieinteruirkce of Identity History infomnatlon.

LEG.UR37; lAFIS shall support file ntekntenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STROS14: The lAFiS civil arid crimirial repositorws after redesign and consolidation shaki provide a full range of maintenance capabilites.

STRQ51 1 : Trie lAFIS civil and crimhai repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, end biographical data) after redesign and consoliCalion

ehali be complete iy interoperates, implementing single subject identity and providing a fuil range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1046: NGI shell require e UCN ae part of a Master $CH Record Conversion request

LEG FR300: lAFIS shaki require a subject identireras part of a Master SCH Record Conversion Request
SUR137. NGi shall support the mainlsnance of Identity Niatory irformstfon.

LEG.UR37: JAFiS shafi support Hie maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQS‘k4: The IAFI5 civil and criminai repositories after redesign and Consolidation ehali provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STROS1 1 : The TAFiS dvki and criminal repoaftorJes (fingerpiint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completsiy interoperable, implementing single subject idenUty end providing a fuil range of Cdpebililies needed to maintain them.

SFR1047: NGI shati require crtrrUnel history event InformstlcK) ae part oF a Master 8CH Record Conversion request.

LEG.FR301: lAFlS shall require criminar history event information as partof a Master SCH Record Conversion Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support trie maintenance of Identity History iAformation.

LEG.UR37: lAFkS ^il support file mainlenance of Subject Criminal History Records

&TRQS14: Trie lAFIS civil and crirrinak repositories after redesign and consolidauon shall provide a full range of maintenance capabkiilies.

STRQ51 1 : The iAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fkngeiprtnt image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

sriali be oompletoly interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities rieeded to maintain them
SFR104fi: NGI shall associate fingerprint Image data artd criminal history event Information to the speclTiod UCN's SCH record as part of Master SCH Record Convorslon reques

LEG.FR302: IAFIS shall associate fingerprint in^aga data and criminai history event knformatkon to the specified subject idenUfieris SCH record as part of Master SCH Record
Conversion Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History informaliqn.
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LEG.UR37: lAFIS s^aK support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0514: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of rmaintenanca capabiiiiies.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFlS civil ar>d criminal reposEtoriea (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall Po completely inleroperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1049: NGI shah reject die Maeter SCH Record Conversion requeal when epeclDed UCH is invalid.

LEG.FR303: lAFlS shall reject the Master SCH Record Conversion Request when specified subject idenUfIsr is invalid

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of identity History informalion.

LEG.UR37‘ lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STR0$11: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consofiddfion

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabHitles needed to maintain them.
SFR1050; NGI shatl provide ttie appropriate Master SCH Record Conversion response to en Authorized FBI Service Provider.

t&G.FR304: lAFiS Shall provide the appropriate Master SCH Record Ck^nversion Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider

SUR137; NGI shall support the maintenance of Identfty History information.

LEG UR37: tAFiS ^all support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQS14: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesigr> and consolidalion shall provide a full range of malnfenance capabilities.

STRQ511: The fAFlS civil and criminal repoaltories {fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and conaolidatiori

shall be compietety Interoperable, implemanUng single subject idsniity arxi providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1051: NGI shall accept NCIC Disposition Submission requests from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.
STRQ36: lAFiS shall allow the ability to send dispositions in something other than EBCDIC.

STRQ^: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CO, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1 169; lAFiS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ244; lAFIS shall accept disposition informalion requiring primary Identifiers (SID andfor FBI number) and secondary idenlifiers. to associate the disposition with lha arrest

for NCiC di^ositlon submissions.

STRQ243: lAFIS shall accept disposition informaturt requiring primary identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest.

STRQ4d9: lAFlS shall accept Informatiori sent via a new NCiC Message Key for adding disposition data to existing dates of arrest present on the SCHR
STR01162: A new National Crime Information Center (NCIC) Interstate Identification Index (Hi) Message Key shall be established to allow contributor {State

Ident Bureau) to update axisfing dates of arrest via the ill without being supported by fingerprint images it shall be limited to arrest cycles already malniainad

rn lAFlS as a result of a ten-print transaction and shall match the SCHR by comparing basic descri^ive data.

SUR135: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STR063: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (l.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1052: NGI shall accept Disposition Submission requests from an AuthoHzad Contributor In accordance with the latest EBT5 version.

LEG.FR668: lAFIS shall accept Disposition Submission requests from Authorized Contributors In accordai^ce with the EBTS.

$TRQ3d: lAFtS shall allow the ability to s^d dispositions in something other than EBCDIC.
STRQ85: lAFIS shall allow Iho user to enter more than 10 charges via CO, CJiS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1 169: lAFIS shall allow the user 1o enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ485: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively Identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to bo updated.
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STRQ484: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-roIM or flat print images submitted via the CJI5 WAN to positively identiiy the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR)lhal needs to be updated. The system shall retain the dispoeition and disseminate it even if the arest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRObOS; For each di8b08itk>n submitted in a bulk submission, an update to the SCHR to produce a court data {Record Level 3) cycle using a validation process that matches
the submitted disposition with the SCHR.

STRQ505: For each disposition submitted in a bulk submission, lAFlS shall update the arrest data (Record Level 2 ] cycle within the SCHR with the submitted

disposition. The system shall process an update to the SCHR to produce a court data (Record Level 3) cycle using a validation process that matches the

submitted disposibon with the SCHR. I APIS shell reject disposition submissions not meeting certain criteria.

STRQ600: IAPIS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from Q^s Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR13S: NCI shall support electronic disposition submissions without Fingerprints.

STR033: lAFiS shall altav^ users to enter disposition data (l.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

5FR10S3: NGI shall accept Disposition Submission requests from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the MRO Disposition Manual.

LEG.FR30S: lAFlS shall accept Disposition Submission request from Authorized Contributors in accordance with the MRD Oispositlon Manual.

STRQ89: lAFiS shall be interoperable with the US Courts Case Management System In order to perform bulk uploads, and monthly eubmissions of disposition records.

STRC)246: lAFiS shall accept disposition informatJon requiring FNU and secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest for enhanced MRD disposition

submissions

STRQ243: lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring primary Identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest

SUR135: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingeqDhnts.

STRQ83! IAFI5 shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition 1o sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1054: NGI shall allow an Authorized F6I Service Provider to submit a Olspositfon Submission request.

LEG.FR306: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Disposition Submission request.

SUR135; NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STRQd3: lAFIS ehall allow users to enter dispositior^ data (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

8FR10S5: Deleted.

SFRKISe: Oelatad.

SFR10S7: Deleted.

5FR1058; Deleted.

SFR1Q5Q: Deleted.

SFR1090; NGI ehall determine the Identity associated with the Disposition Submission request.

STRQ497: lAFIS shall require one primary identifier and two secondary identifiers, in addition to Name and DOB, on disposition submissions for validation purposes.

STRQ496: lAFIS shall recognize certain fields as mandatory when matching the submission with the SCHR retalr^ed In the IAFI5 for the name^based search

validation process, (Name, Height, Place of Birth, etc.),

StlR135: NGI ehalt support electronic disposition submissions without (Ingerphnls.

STRQa3: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information

SFR1061; NGI shall provide conflict resolution when an aaeodeted unique Identity can not be determined for a Oispoeltlon Submission requMt..

STRQ26: lAFJS Shell ensure that dispositions not meeting automated processing requirements will be sent to conflict processing.

$UR13&: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

$TR083: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1062: NGI shall update the Ider^y with disposition data from a Disposition Submission request when a unique arrest event exists that matches the submitted OOA and
ORI, and a disposition for (hat OOA does not already exist

LEC.FR306: lAFIS shall update the Criminal History record for the associated FNU and Date of Arrest using the data provided in the DIspostlion Submission request.

LEG.FR669: (APIS shall allow an FBI Service Provider to manually resolve Disposition Submission discrepancies as part of conflict Resolubon.
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LEG.FR670: lApiS shall defer a Disposition Submission when thte dispo&itk>n data cannot aulomatically be applied as part of conflict resolution.

SUR13S: NGi shall support alectroncc disposllion submissions without ftngerprinis.

STR083: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data {i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1<I63: NGI ehall provide ocmfllcl resolution for a Olspoeltion Submieelofi request when submitted disposition data cannot be automatically applied to the specifisd Identity.

STRQ26’ lAFiS Shall ensure that dispositions not nteeting automated processing requirements will be sent to conflict processing.

STRQSIQ; lAFIS shall perform conflict processing for disposition requests received from the Federal Courts.

SUR135: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprinls.

STRQ83; lAFiS Shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal inforTraticn.

SFR1064: Deleted.

$FR10G9: NGI shall reiect a Disposition Submission request when the specified primary Identifier is Invalid.

IEO.FR3Q9: lAFiS shall reject a Disposition Submission request submitted by an Authorized FBI Service Provider when the specified FNU is invalid.

StlR135; NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e.. court orders) in addilion to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1066: NGI shall re^ct a Disposition Submission request when the speclAed OOA Is invalid.

LEG.rR3fO: lAFIS shall reject a Disposition Submission request when the specified DOA is invalid.

S(JR135: NQI shall support electroric disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (J.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1067: NGI shall provide a response to an EBT5 formatted Disposition Submission request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ08: lAFIS shall send an acceptance/rejection rrtessage back to the user.

STRQ485: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled irriages submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ464; lAFIS Shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively ideolily the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it ever^ if Ihe arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ801; lAFIS Shall allow the routing of the Rap Sheet with the updated disposition data via JABS.

SUR13S; NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STRQa3i lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1008: NGI shall provide a response to a Disposition Submission request received via NCIC In accordance with the latest lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.
STRQ8d; lAFIS shall sand an acoeptance^rejection message back to the user.

SUR13S; NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STR083: lAFIS shall allow users to enter d I sposHion data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1069: NGI Shall provide a response to an MRD formatted Disposition Submission request In accordance with the latest MRD Disposition Manual.

leg FR3f 1: lAFlS shall provide an MRD response to a Disposition Submission request in accordance with the MRD Disposition Manual.

$TRQ88: lAFIS shall send an acceptance/rejeotlon message back to the user.

STRQ507: IAFI5 shall reject disposlllon submissions not meeting certain criteria.

STRQ505: For each disposition submitted in a bulk submission, lAFIS shall update the arrest data (Record Laval 2) cyda within the SCHR with the submitted

disposition. The system shall process an update to the SCHR to produce a court data (Record Level 3) cycle using a validation process that matches the

submitted disposition with Ihe SCHR. lAFIS shall reject disposition submissions not meeting certain criteria.

$UR13S: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STRQ83; lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (I.e , court order’s) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

&FR1070: NGI shall provide the appropriate Disposition Submission response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider

LEG.FR5Q9: lAFIS shall provide the appropriate Disposition Submission response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR13S: NGl Shall Support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STROG3: iAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (I.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information. NGI~1736
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SFR1071: NGi shall accept OlspOBltJort Maintanafice requests from an Au^<Hlxed Ci^tribiitor in accordance wKh the latest EBTS version.

STRQSd: lAFIS shall allow Ihe ability to sand disposiOons In something (^herthan EBCDIC.
STRQ446: lAFIS shall allow disposition records to bo updated end submitted 'real-time' to the F8I.

SUR139: NGl shall support electronic disposition nuintenanoe requests.

STRQ44&: lAFIS sh^l aNow automated correction of disposition^ without fingerprints.

SFR1072: KGf shall accept Disposition MsIritsrMmce requests from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

STRQ38.' lAFIS shall allow hie ability to send dispositions In something other than EBCDIC.
STRQ231: The lAFIS shall allow the update of disposition data using the new NCIC maintenance message key.

STRQ162: The lAFlS shall allow the update of disposition data only using the new NCIC maintenance message key.

STRQ244: lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring primary identifiers (SiD and/or FBI number) and secondary identifiers, to associate the disposition with the arrasl

for NCIC disposition submissions.

STRQ243: lAFlS shall accept disposition information requiring primary identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the aneat
STRQ446; lAFiS shall allow disposition records to be updated and submitted reaFiime' lo the FBI.

STRQ4d9: lAFIS shaH accept information sent via a new NCIC Message Key for oddlrig disposition data to existing dates of arrest present on the SCHR
(dent Bureau) to update existing dates of arrest via thte ill without being supported by iir>gerphnt images. It shall be limited to arrest cycles already rmaintained

in lAFIS as a result of a ten-print transaction and shall match the SCHR by comparing basic descriptive data.

STRQSOO: lAFIS shaH accept information sent via a new NCIC Message Key for adding disposition maintenance data to existing dates of arrest present on Ihe SCHR.
STRQ1162: A new Natktnai Crin>a Information Center (NCIC) Interslate Identification Index (III) Message Key shell be established to allow contributors (State

Ident Bureau) to update existing dates of arrest via the ill without being supported by fingerprint images. It shall be limited to arrest cycles already maintained

in 1AFI5 ae a result of a ten-print traosactkiR and shall match the SCHR by comparing basic daacriptive data.

SUR136r NGl shall support electronic disposrilon maintenance requests.

STR044S: IAFI5 Shall allow automated oorrection of dispositions wiihout fingerprints.

SFR1073: NGl ehall require a designation of file maintenance type (e.g., add, modify, delete) as part ofa Disposition Malntei>ance request.

STRQ36: lAf IS shall allow the ability to electronically update the dlsposifion data on a SCHR.
STR035; lAFlS shall allow the abilty to update, add, orchaiige a particular SCHR without having to recreate and send entire history.

STRQ37; lAFlS shall allow Ihe ability to electronically delete the dieposilion data on a SCHR..
STRQ3S: lAFIS sh^l allow the abilty to update, add, or change a particular SCHR vriUiout having to recreate end send the entire history.

STRQ1 107: lAFiS shall allow the ability to electronically delete the disposition data on a SCHR.
STRQId?: lAFlS shall allow the ORl to delete bulk dispositions.

STRQ4S01 lAFlS ^all allow updates to submitted dispositions without sending the enbre disposition again.

STRQSS: tAFI$ shall be able to allow modiflcatJon or repiacement with later ^nal" dlsposilions.

STRQ3S3! lAFIS shall alk>w updates to submiried dispositions.

5UR136: NGl shall support electronic disposition maintenance requests.

STRQ44b: lAFlS shall aHow autonnaled corraction of dispositfone without fingerprints

SFR1074: Delated.

SFR1075: Delated.

$FR1076: NGl shall determine the Identity associated with the Disposition Maintenance request.

STRQ496: lAFlS shall require one primary Identifier and two secondary Idanliriers, in addition to Name and DOB, on disposition maintenance submissions for validation purposes.

STRQ496: lAFIS Shall recognise certain fields e$ mandatory when matching the submission with Ihe SCHR retained in the lAFlS for lha name-based search

validation process. (Name. Height, Place of Birth, etc ).
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SUR136: NG( sTiall support eJectronio disposition mainlsnance requests.

STRQ44S; lAFIS s^ali alk)w automated corraotian of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFR1077: NG( shall reject Disposition Maintenance requests when the supplied primary identifier does not exist.

STRQdQ; lAFJS shall send an acceptancaifreiection message back to the user.

STRQS07: lAFlS shall reject disposition submissions not meeting certain criteria.

STRQS06: For each disposition submitted in a bulk submission, 1AFIS shall update the arrest data (Record Level 2} cycle within the SCHR wtUi the eubrmned
disposition. The system shall process an update to the SCHR to produce a court data (Record Level 3) cycle using a validation process that matches lha

submitted disposition with the SCHR. lAFIS shall reject disposition su^isslons not meeting certain criteria

SUR13$: NGI Shall support electronic disposition maintenarKie requests.

STRQ44S: lAFIS shall allow automated oorrectlon of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFR1079: NGl shall provide conflict resolution when an associated unique Identity can not be determined for a Disposition Maintenance request

STRQ26: IAFI$ ^latl ensure that dispositions rvot meeting automated processing requiiements will be sent to conflict processing.

STRQ510: lAFIS shall perform conflict processir>g for disposition requests received from the Federal Courts.

SUR136: NGl shall support electronic disposition maintenance requests.

STRQ44S: lAFiS shall allow aulomated correction of dispositionfi without fingerphnts.

$FR1079: NQl shall perform the designated maintenance action on lha Idenitty and event that matches the DOA and ORI submitted in a Disposition Meintenence request.

STRQ36: lAFIS shall allow the ability to electronically update the dispcsitlor; data on a SCHR.
STRC3351 IAFI5 shall allow the abilty to update, add, or change a particular SCHR without havirkg to recreate end send the entire history.

STRQ37: lAFIS shall allow the ability to electronically delete the disposition data on a SCHR..

STRC35: lAFlS shall allow the abilty to update, add, or change a particular SCHR without having to recreate and send the entire history.

STRQ1107: lAFlS shall allow the ability la electronically delete the disposition data on a SCHR.
SUR136: NGl shall support electronic disposition maintenance requests.

STRQ445: lAFlS shall allow automated correction of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFRiOOO; NGl ehsll provide conflict resolution for OisposlUon Maintenance requesle thatcarinot be processed automaticaby.

STR029: lAFIS shall ensure that dispositions not meeting automated processing requirements will be sent tc conflict procosslng.

STR0510: lAFIS shall perfonn conflict prcoessing for dlspcsltion requests received from Iho Federal Courts.

SUR136; NGl shall support elecironrc disposition mainteriance requests

STRQ445: lAFlS shall allow automated correction of dispo6ltk>n6 without fingerprints.

SFRIOfll; NGl shall provide a response to an EBTSfonnatted Dispoeltlon Malntenvice request In accordance with the latest EBT$ version.

STROPS: lAFlS shall send an acceptance^rejecton message back to the user.

STRQ801: IAFI$ shall allow the routing of the Rap Sheet with the updated disposition data via JA6$.

SUR136; NGl shall support eleclronlc dlsposHion maintenar>ce requesis.

STR044S: IAFI$ shall allow automated correclion of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFRt082: NGl shall provide s response to a Disposition Maintenance request received via NCIC in accordance with the lll/NFF Operations and Tachnical Manual.

STROtiS: lAFIS shall send en acoeptence/rejection message back to the user.

SUR1361 NGl shall support electronic disposition maintenance requests.

STRQ445: (AFIS shall allow automated correction of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFRI083: NGl shall accept electronic Expungement SutMTiiaalon fequaata from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the III Operation and Technical Manual.
LEG.FR3t2; lAFIS shall accept electronic Expungement Submisslc^ requests from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the III Operation and Technical Manual.

SUR137'. NGl shell support the maintenanoe of Identity History information.

LE6.UR37; lAFIS shall support ftie maintenance of Subjacl CriminaJ History Records.

STRQS14: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after rede^n and consolidalloo shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.
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STR0511; lAFlS civil and cximtrvsl repositodas (fingefphnt imdga. fin^arphnt vactrir, and biographical data) after rade&ign and consdiaation

shall ba completely inleroparabla. implarrientlr>g single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1Q84: N6l shall accept Expungement $uhmisek>n requeste from Authorised CoptHbutcm In accordance with die MRD Expungement Manual.

LEG.FR3f3; lAFIS shall accept Expongerranl Submission requests from Aulhohzed Contributors in accordance with the MRD Expungement Manual.

SUR137: NGl shall Support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LE6.UR37! IAPIS shatl support file maintenance of Subject Ciiminai History Records.

STR0514: The lAFlS cMI and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabiiilies.

STRQSt 1 : The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of oapabililies needed to maintain them
$FR10$$: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Servlca Provider to submit an Expungement Submission request.

LEO.FR3t4: lAFIS shad allow an Aulhorlzed FSI Service Provider to submit an Expungement Submission request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEC.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Reoxds.
STRQS14; The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a fuli range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQS1 1 r The JAFIS civil and criminal repositories (r»ngeiprinl image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consoiidalion

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilibea needed to maintain them.

SFR1O60, NGI shall require primary Identfflars as part of an Expungement Submission request.

tEG.FR3l5: (APIS shall require an FNU and Dale of Arrest as part of an Expungement Submission request.

SUR137: NGI Shall support the maintenance of identity History informa^on.

LEG.UR37: kAFiS Shall Support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQS14: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolldaticn shall provide a fuli range of malnlenance capabilities.

STRQ61 1 : The lAFiS civil end criminal repoatories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consoiidalton

shall be ccmpletely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capebilibes needed to maintain them
SFR1087: NGI shall delete the arrest event date end appropriate Identity Information associated with the primary identifiers provided In the Expungement Submission request.

LEG.FR316; lAFiS shall expunge ihe arrest data and appropriate criminal history information associated with the FNU and Date of Arrost provided in the Eiqpungament

Submission request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of identity History informalion.

LEG UR37: lAFIS Shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514^ The IAFI5 civil and crimloal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ51 1 : Tha lAfIS civil and criminal repositories (fingerpr^l Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely inleroperat^e, implementing single sitoject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1093: NGI shall reject an Expungement Submission request when the specified UCN Is invalid.

LEG.FR317: lAFiS shall reject an Expungement Submission request when the specified FNU is invalid

SUR137: NOl shall suppcn the maintenarvae of Identity History information.

LEG.LIR37: lAFIS shad support file maintenance of Subject Crimmaf History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories after redesign ^id consolidation shall provide a fuH range of maintenance capabilities.
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STRQ51 1 : The lAFkS civil and criminal repositchea (fingerprint ifinage, Tingerprint vector, and biographical data) after rede&igo and oonGolidalion

shall be completely interoperable, imptementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1<I04: NGI fiha)l reject an Expungement Submieelon request when the specified DOA Is invalid.

LEG FR316: lAFIS shall reject an Expungement Submission request when the specified DOA is invalid.

SURI37; NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal Kistory Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories drier redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabililies.

STRQ511: The lAFIS civii and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Interoperable. implerrienUng single subject ideniity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain ihem.

SFR1095: NGI ehsti provide an MRO response to an Expungement Submission request in accordance writh the MRD Expungement Manual.

LEG.FR31&: lAFlS shall provide an MRO response to an Expungement Submiselon request In accordance with the MRD Expungement Manual.

SUR137: NGi shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS snail support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign arxl corvsolidation sriall provkle a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQSt 1: The lAFIS Civil and Criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingeqsrint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consotidabon
shall be completely interoperable, Implementing sir>gle subject Identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR109fi: NGI shall provide an electronic response to an Expungement Submission request In accordance with the lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manuel.

LEG.FR32C: lAFiS shall provide an electronic response to an Expungement Submission request in accordance with the lil/NPF Operetloos and Technical Manual.

$UR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0514: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consofidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQSt 1: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and ccnsoUdatlon

shall be completely interoperable, implemenfing single subject identity arxl prDvidlr>g a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.
SFR1097: NGI shat) provide a hardcopy of criminal history Information In response to an Expungement Submission request. If appropriate.

LEG.FR321: lAPIS shall provide a hardcopy of criminal history informabon In response to an Expungement Submission Request, If appropriate.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall Support rile maintenance of Subject CriminaJ History Records.

STROS14 : The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesigri and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenanoe oapabiliUes.

STRQbt 1 : The lAFlS civil and crimina] repositories (fingerprint image, firtgerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1008: NGI shall provide the appropriate Expungement Submission fesfKMise to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR51D: lAFIS shall provide trie appropriate Expungenvenl Submission response to an Authorized FBI Servico Provider.

SUR137: NGl shall support the maintenanoe of Identity History inforTnatk>n.

LEG.UR37: (APIS Shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consoNdaUon shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilitiss.
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STRQ511: The lAFIS civil and criminal repoBiLohes ^fingarprint image, fkngerprint vector, and biographical data} after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable. Implementing single subject idenbty and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR10M: NGI shall accept electronic Criminal Record Seating requests from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the III Operation and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR322: lAFlS shall accept electronic Cnrrunal Rectxd Sealing Submission Requests from Authorized Contributors in accordance with lha III Operation and Technical

Manual.

SUR137; NGI Shall support the maintenance of Identity Mistofy information.

LEG.UR37; lAFIS shall support file maintenarv:e of Sut^ect Criminal History Records.

STRQ5t4: The lAFlS civil ar>d chminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQS1 1 ; The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint irrtege. fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, imp[erT>entir>g ^ngie eubject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SfRtlOQ: NGI ahall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Criminel Record Seating requeei.

LEG.FR323: IAFI5 shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Criminal Record Sealing Request

SUR137: NGl shall support the mamiertance of Identity History Information,

LEG.UR37: lAFiS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0514:The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redo^gn and corisolidalion shall provide afull range of maintenance cdpdbilitias.

STRQ511: The lAFIS civil and criminal reposILories (fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity arKi provldlr>g a full range of capabilities needed to maintain Ihem.

SFR1101: NGI Shall rsquirs a seal Indicator designating whether a specified Criminal etresi record should be sealed or un>««eled as part of a Criminal Record Sealing requaat.

LEG.FR324: lAFlS shall require a seal indicator designatirg wttsther specified criminal arrest record should be sealed or urvsealsd as part of Criminal Record Sealing Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the meintenence of Identify History Information.

IEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514; The lAf IS civil end criminal repositories after redesigrr and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQStt; The lAFlS civil arx) chminal reposrtohes (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidaliori

shall be completely interoperable, implementing sirtgie subject kfer^iity and providing a full r^ge of capabllitids needed to maintain them.

SfR11C2: NGI shall require a UCN and arrest record specific Information as part of a Criminal Record Sealing request

IEG.FR325: lAFIS shall require an FNU and arrest record specific Information as part of a Criminal Record Sealing Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEG UR37r lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ&14: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolklatJon shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

5TRQ51 1 : The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Inrt^operable. implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabIliUes needed to maintain them.
SFRl1b3: NCI shell mark s criminal arrest record and associated criminal history Information as s«^«d when inchested In the Criminal Rscord Sealing rsquast.

tEG.FR32B; lAFlS Shall seal a criminal arrest record and associated crimk^al history information when indicated in the Criminal Record Scaling Request.

SURI37: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identify History Information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall Support fre maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and crirrWrral repositories after redesign and consaNdatJon shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilitie^.
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STrQSI 1: Th« lAFlS Civil and criminal repositories (nngerpririi irTtsge, fingerprint vector, and biograpMcai data) after radeeign and consdtidaiion

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities rreeded to maintain them.

$FH1104: flGt shall mark a criminal arreat record and associated crimirial hwtorv information as uri-sealed when Indicated in the Criminal Record Sealing request.

LEO.FR327: lAFlS shall uivseal a criminal arrest record and associated criminal history intormatlon when Indicated in the Crinrlna^ Record Sealing Request.

SUR137; NQI Shall supporttKe mainienarwe of Identity History lnformatk>n.

LEG UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFlS civil arvd criminal r^xisitories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a Ml r^inge of maintenance capabilities.

STR0511: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (flngeq^rint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consotidabon

shall be cornpletely interoperable, implemenbng single subject identity and providing a fuil range of capabilities needed to PKiintaio them.

SFRIIO^: NGf shall rejeci a Criminal Record Seeing request when the specified UCN Is Invalid.

LEG.FR32d: lAFlS shall reject a Criminal Record Sealing Request when the spocilied FNU is invalid.

SUR137: N6I shall support the maintenance of Identity History informalion.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintsnanca of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full rarvge of maintenance capabilities.

STRQS11: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositorios (f^erprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after radeaigrr and consoltdaboo

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full rar^ge of capabilities needed to maintairr them
SFR1106: NGI shatl reject a Criminal Record Sealing request when the specified arrest record information is Invalid.

LEG.FR329‘ lAFIS shall reject a Criminal Record Saalirrg Request when specified arrest record infonmalion is invalid.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG,UR37: jAFiS Shall support file maintenance of Gi^JecI Crirninal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of rmaintenance capabilities.

STRQ511: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographicai data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

8FR1107: NGI shell provide an electronic response to a Criminal Record Sealing request In accordance with the IPI/NFF Operational and Technic^ Manual.

LEG.FR330: lAFIS shall provide an eloctroi^c response to a Criminal Record Sealing Request in accordance with the IlIfNFF Op^-abons and Technical Manual.

SUR137r NGI shall support the mairilenarioe of Identity History informelicn

LEG.UR37r lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of rrieintenance capabilities

STRQ511: The lAFIS Civil and criminal mposilories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and conaoltdation

shall be completely Interoperabis, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabillMes needed (o maintain ti\om.

SFR1108: NGI shall provide the appropriate Criminal Record Sealing response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FRS01: lAFlS shall provide the appropriate Criminal Record Sealing Request response 1o an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR137: NGI shall support Ihe maintenance of Identity History infonriaUon,

LEG.UR37: lAFIS Shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.
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STRQ51 1 : The lAFiS civil and criminal r^>oaitories (fingerprint Image, finge^nnt vector, and biographical data) after redaeign and conaoiidalion

ehall be completely interoperable, imp]ementrr>g single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them
8FR1109: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit an IdanHty Consolidation request

LEG FR331: lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Criminal Record Consolidatioo Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the mdintenanca of Identity History informaticKi.

LEG UR37: lAFlS shall Support file maintenartce of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514; The lAFIS civil and crWninal repasltoiiee after redesign consolidation ^all provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STR0511: The lAFlS civil and criminal rapositonee (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidafion

^all be conriplet^y interoperat^e, implemertling single subfect iderttity artd pro'iading a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them,

SFR1110: NGl sh<dl acc4^tan automated Identity ConecMIdetion request when a Identlflcadon Search results In multiple positive Identification decisions.

IEG.FR332; lAFi$ shall accept a Criminal Record ConBOlidatlor^ Request whan a Tenphnl Fingerprint lder>tiricaton Search results in multiple "Idenr decisions.

SUR137; NGI shall suppcHi the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Chminal History Records.

$TRQ514: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilitias.

STRQS1 1: Tha lAFIS civii and criminal repositorlds (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolldatton

shall be completely Interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintein them
SFR1111: NGI «h«fl require at least two UCNs as part of an Identity Consolidation request

LEG.FR333: lAFiS shall require at least two FNUs as part of a Crimlnat Record Consolidation Request.

SUR137: NGI shad support tha maintenartce of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514; The lAFIS civil and crirrinal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a fuil range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQSt1:The lAFlS civil and chminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biogr^hical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completefy interoperable, Implementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed lo maintein (hem.

SFR1112: NGJ shall determine *'kept UCN" and "killed UCN(s)" from the UCNs provided as part of an automated Identity Coneolldatlon request baeed on coneolldatfon rules.

LEG.FR334: lAFlS shall determine "kept FNU" (FBK) end 'killed FNU(a)" from the FNUs provided as part of a Criminal Record Consolidetion Request based on consohdatian
rule.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

L5G.UR37: lAFlS shall support file mainiflogince 0^ Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS dvH and criminal repositories after redesigri and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQS1 1: Tha lAFIS civil and criminal raposltoriafi (fingerprint Imaga, fingerprint vaclcr and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, Implementing single subject identity and providing a fii1i range of capabiliUsa needed to maintain thorn

SFRtllS: Deleted.

SFR1114: NGI shdl perform Automated Consolidation of the identity history information associated with the "killed UCNfa}" Into (be "kept UCN” provided as part of the

Identity Consolidation request

LEG.FR338: lAFlS shall perform Automated Consolidation of the criminal history Information associated with the "Killed FNUfs)' Into the 'kept FNU" (FBK) provided as pad of (be

Criminal Record Consolidation Request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History hformatkin.
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LEG.UR37: lAFIS shflil support rT>dintenarK:e of Subjocl Criminal History RacordS-

STRQS14: TTie lAFls civil arxl crirrir>al repoalor^G after redesign and ct»ii>oNdalion s^all provide a full range of maintenance cepatNiitles

STR0511: Tfie I APIS civil and crirninal repositories (fingerprint irriage, fingerprint vector, and diograpMcal data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Interoperable, Jmpternentirrg sir>g1e subject identity and providJrig a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR111S: NGI Shall send a Link Maintenance request to the appropriate External System for each Identity containing an external link as part of a consolidation ol multiple

Identities.

SUR137: NGI shall support Ihe rnarnlenarKe of Identity HIsbxy Infoimatkin.

LEG.UR37: 1APIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRObi4; The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after rodoeign and consolidation shall provide a full range cf maintenance capabiiitios.

STRQSil: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) aftar redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interaperabte. implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFRIIId: NGI shall Inetude dte "kept UCN," "killed UCN(s),*' artd External System kdentlfler(s) as part of the Corisotfdatlon Link Maintenance request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenanoe of Subject Criminal History Records.

STROb14: The lAFIS civil and criFninal repositorids after redesign and consolidation shaN provide a full rdi>gd of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ51 1 : The lApIS civil and criminal repositories (fir>gerpririt image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after rede^gn and consolidation

shall be cornpleteiy interop^able. imptementlng single sul^ect identity and providing a full range of caq^^abbliUes needed h> maintain them.
SFR1117: NGI shall sertd a Link Maintenance request irxticallrtg consolidation to an External System In accordance erfth the latest EETS verelon.

BIO.EEAT129: The solution shail employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Flr)gerprirrt, Facial, and Other Biometric Infomiatlon, ANSl/NIST-ITL- 1-2007.

BiO.FEAT182: The solution shall emplov a standard format for query rosponaes.

BIO.FEAT1S4: The solution ^afl support E9TS compliant data exchange.

SUR137: NGI shall support the mainlenarvce of Idenlity History informaUon.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file mairtenarwe of Subject Crimirral History Records

STRQSf 4; The IAFI5 civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabllilies.

STRCm 1 : The iAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fmgerphnt vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidatiorr

shall be completely interoperable. Implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabiliUes needed to maintain them.
SFR1118; NGI shall accept a Conaolkfatlon Link Maintenance response from an External System In accordance with the latest EBTS vsrslon.

BIO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standc^rd for

Informatiorv Systems - Data Formal for the interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric information, ANSI/NIST-1TL*1*2007.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution ^all support E8TS complianl data exchange.

$UR137: NGI shall support Ihe maintenar>ce of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37; lAPlS shall support file maintenance of Subject Crirninal History Records.

STR051 4: The IAFIS civil and criminal repositories after rpdosign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ51 1 : The IAFIS Civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consohdalion

shall be completely interoperable, irr^ementirtg single subject Identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR11191 NGl shall exception proceielng when a Consolidation Link Maintenance request Is rejected by an External System.
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SUR137: NGi shall support (ha main^anance of ldoriti(y History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenan&e of Subject Criminal Hfalory Records.

STR0514: The lAFIS dvil ar>d ohminal repositories after redesign and consoiidalion shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities

STRQ511: The lAFlS civil and criminal rspositones (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consdidabon
shall be completely inieroperable, implementing single subject identity arvj providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1 120; Delated.

$FR1121: NGI shall re-«seoclate the biographic Information aeeoclated with the killed Identltyflesj to the kept Identity as part of an Identity Consolidation request

SUR137: KGl shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEO.UR37: lAFIS shall support tile maintenance of Subject Cfimlha I History Records.

STRQ514; The lAFIS civil and criminal repositones after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STROSt 1; The lAFIS Civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector. ar>d biographical data) after redesign and consol ldatifii>

shall be completely interoperable, implementing sir^le subject Identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain Unem.
SFR1122: NGI shall ro-aasociate the biometric information sesocisted with the killed ldenti(y(iee) to Ihe kept Identity as pert of an Identity Consolidation request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History infonnation

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Cnimlnal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal neposAorles after redesign and consolidalion shall provide a full range of maintenance capabiillies.

STRQ51 1 : The lAFlS civil and crimlnat repositories (fingerprint Image, fir>gerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and oonsolkJaCion

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single sublet identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to nrteinlain them.

SFR1123: NGI shall re-assodate the event Information associated with the killed Identityfles) to the kept Identity as part of an Identity Consolidation request

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Infomriallon.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign ar>d consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenence capabilHias.

STRQS1 1 : The lAFlS civil and enminaf repositories (fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidatioji

shall be completely interoperable, implementirtg single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities r>eeded to maintain them.

SFR1124; NGI shall update the biographic compilation forth* kept tdentity, If applicable, as part of an Identity Consolidation request

$UR137: NGI shaJI support the maintenance of Identity History informalior.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign artd consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQS1 1 : The lAFIS civil arte criminal repositories (fmgerprint image, fingerprint vector, arte biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject Identity and providing a full rar^e of capabilities needed to maintain them
$FR112$: NGI shall update Ihe blernetric coniposite(s) for the kept Identity, If applicable, as part of an Identity Consolidation request.

SUR137; NGI shall support the mainlenance of Identity History Infbmiallon.

LEG.UR37r lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Crimlr^al History Records.

3TR0514: The IAFI5 civil arte crirninal repositories after redesign and consolidalion shall provide a full rartga of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ511: The lAFlS civil and criminal repoeitortes (fingerprint image, fingeiprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain ihem.

SFR112Q: NGI shall re^assoclate ths Event certificalion copy(les) associated with the killed tdent{ty(tes) to the kept Identity as part of an Identity Cor>e(|j)|9{iqp7ai|9je6t.
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SUR137: NGl shall support ihe malntenar>co of Idantlty History Informatiort.

LEO.UR37: lAFlS shall support fils malrtlsrancs of Subject Crirrinal History Recorcls.

STRQ51^: The lAFIS civil and cnirrinal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenar^ca capiabilltias.

STRQSt 1 : The lAFIS civil and criminal reposilories (fingerprint image, fingerprinl vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject Identity and providir^ a full range of capabilicjes needed to maintain them.

$FR1127: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform Manual Consohdatton when Automated Consolidation cannot be succesefully completed as pert of

the Identity Consoltdatlon request.

LEG.FR33S: lAFIS shall allow lAFlS Service Providers to determine “kept FNU' (FBK) and "killed FNU(s)- from the FNUs provided as part of a Criminal Record Consolida^on

Request.

LEG.FR337; lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBi Service Provider to perfcxm Manuel ConsolldatJon when Automated Coneoiidetion cannot be euccees^iUy completed as part of

the Criminal Record Consolidation Request.

SUR137: NGI shell support the msinienance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STROS1 4; The lAF IS civil and criminal repositories afler redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of mainteriance capabilities.

STRQ51 1; The lAFIS Civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be complately interoperable, implamenting single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1128: NGI shall ra)ect an Identity Consolidation request, submitted by an Authorized FBI Service Provider, when the fingerprinte for the UCNa are determined to not be the

•amo Individual.

LE6.FR33S: lAFiS shall reject a Crimirral Record Consolldalicn Request whan the fingerpnnts for the FNUs are determined to not be ihe same individual

$UR137; NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information,

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514: The I APIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ511: The lAFiS civil and criminal repositories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of capebiJities needed to maintain them
SFR1129: NGI ehah re|ect an Identity Consolidation request when record types for the submitted UCNs are not compatible.

LEG.FR33d: lAFiS shall reject a Criminal Record ConsolkJatioh Request when record types for the submitted FNUs are not compatible.

$UR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

leg UR37: lAFIS shall Support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History RecofdS-

STRQ514: The (APIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintertance capabilities.

STRQS1 1 : The lAFlS civil and chminal repoBltories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Interoperable, Implementing single subject Identity and providlrtg a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1130; NGI shall provide the appropriate klentity ConeoCidation reeponee to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR51 1: lAFIS shall provide the appropriate Criminal Record Consolidation request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

LEG.UR37: (APIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

$TRQ514: The lAFIS civil end criminal repositories after redesigr and consolidation shell provide a full renge of maintenance capabjiibes.
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STRQ51 1 : The lAFIS civil ark! crimlnat re|>ealtertes (flr^gerphrit irna^e. fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidsAon

shall be complstely interoperable, impiBmenting single subject identity and providing a fijil range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

$FR1131; NOI shall accept a Death Notice request In accordance with the Ilf/NFF Operational and Technical Manual,

LEG,FR340: lAFIS shall accept a Death Notice Request Irt accordance with the lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

50R154: NGI shall support Death Notice submissions.

LEG.UR46: IAFI5 shall support Death Notice submissions.

SFR1132: NGI ehaU require a UCN In a Death Notice request

LEG.FR342: lAFIS shall require a FNU frt a Death Nobce Request.

SUR1S4: NGI shall support Death Nolice submissions.

LEG.UR46: lAFIS shall support Death Notice submissions.

SFR1133: NGI «hel) update the specified UCN with information provided In a Death Notice request

LEG.FR343; lAFIS shall update the specified FNU with Information provided In a Death Notice Request.

$UR1S4; NGI shall support Death Notice submissions.

LEG.tJR46: lAFlS shall support Dealh Notice submissions.

SFR1134: NGI shall reject a Death Notice request when the specified UCN Is Invalid.

LEG.FR344: lAFIS shall reject a Death Notice Request when the FNU is invalid.

SUR154: NGI shall support Death Notice submissions.

LEG.UR46: lAFlS shall support Death Notice submissions.

SFR113&: NGI shall provide a response to a Death Notice request in accordance with the I ll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

LEG FR345; lAFlS shall provkije a response to a Death Notice Request in accordance with the lil/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SUR154: NGI shall support Oealh Notice submissions.

LEG.UR46: lAFlS shall support Death Notice submissions.

SFR1139: NGI shall accept Want lillaintenance requests from NCIC In accordance with the latest NCtC Operating Manual.

LE6.FR349: lAFIS shall accept Want Maintenance Requests hom NGIC in accordance with the latest NCIC Operating Manual.

SUR133: NGI shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

LEG.UR36: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

SFR1137: NGI shal] allow an Authorised FBI Service Provider to submit a Want Maintenance request.

LEG.FR347: lAFIS shall allow an Aulhortzed FBI Service Provider to submit a Want Maintenance Request.

SUR133: NGI shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC arxl NGl Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

LEG.UR36: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requestsforlhesynchronlzatfonof NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registiy information.

$FR1136: NGI shall require a UCN and biographical data as part of a Want Maintenance request
LEG.FR346: lAFIS shall require an FNU and biographical data as part of a Wani Maintenance Request.

SUR133: NGI shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronlzatfon of NCIC ar>d NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry Information

LEG.UR36: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for lha synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

SFR1139: NGI shall require a designation of file malntenancetype {e.g., add, modify, delete) as part of a Want Maintenance request.

LEG.FR349; lAFIS shall require a deslgruition of File maintenance type (e.g. add, modify, delete) as part of a Want Maintenance Request.

SUR133: NGI shall support fils maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry informallon.
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L£G.U^38: lAFiS shall support file maintenance re<]ueats for the aynchronization of NClC and lAFlS Wanted Parson and Sexual Offender ReQiatry information.

8FR1140: NGI thalt perform biographic validation using UCN and biographic data to validate the eubjactaaaoclatad with the WartI Malntenanca requaat.

LEG.FR350: lAFIS shall perform bk>gr^hk: validation using FMJ and biographic data to valid^de the subject associated with the Want Maintenance Request.

SUR133: NGI shall support file mdintehartce requests for the syrvchronizatlon of NCIC and NOi Wanted Person and Sexual Otfeodar Registry informatior^

LEG.LIR36: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC arxJ LAFiS Wanted Person and SexuaJ Offender Regist^ information.

SFR1141: NGI ahalt update the Identity History record for the asBociatad UCN using bie designated file maintenance type and other data contalnad in the Want Maintenenc^e

request.

LEG.FR351: lAfIS shall update the Criminal History record for the associated FNU using the designated file maintenance type and other date contained in ih© Want Maintenance
Request.

SUR133: NGI shall support file maintenanoe requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry informalion.

LEG UR36: lAFIS shall suppod file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry infofmatlon.

SFR1142: NGt shall reject© Want Maintenance request when the epecifled LtCN is Invalid.

LEG.FR352: lAFIS shall reject a Want MainlenancO Request when the specified FNU is invalid.

SUR133: NGl shall support file maintenance requests forth© synchronization of NCIC end NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry Information.

LEG.UR38: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFlS Wanted Parson and Sexual OITender Regisby information.

SFR1143t NGI shall reject a Want Maintenance request when the blograF^ic validation falls.

LEG.FR3S3: lAFIS shall reject a Want Maintenance Request when biographic vaSdalion f^ls.

SURi33: NGI Shall support file mslntenanc© requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

LEG.UR36: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry Infovimation.

SFR1144; NGI shall create a hardcopy reject In response to a Want Hftaintenance request when appropriate.

LEG FR3S4: lAFIS shall gerrerate a hardcopy reject in response to a Want Maintenance Request, when appropriate

SUR133: NGI shall support tile maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry Information.

LEG.UR38: lAFIS Shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender ReglsUy Infonyiallon.

SFR1145: NGI shell provide the appropriate Went Maintenance response to an Authorized F6I Service Provider.

LEQ.FR522: lAFIS shall provide the appropriate Want Maintenance Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

StJRl37: NQt shall support the maintenance of identity Hislcry Ir^fbrmatfon

LEG.UR37: lAFIS shall support til© maintenance© of Subject Criminal History Records.

STR0514: The lAPIS civil and cnminal repositories after redesign and consoiidatfon shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities

STRQS1 1; The lAFlS civil and criminal repositones (tirigerprint image, fir>gerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolklatton

shall be completely interoperable, Implementing slr^glo subject Identity and providing a full rang© of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1140: NOI Shall ^lowan Authorized F8l Service Provider to submit a Flash Submission requsst.

LEG.FR35&: lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Flash Submission.

SUR1&5: NGI shall support Flash Submissions.

LEG.UR47: lAFiS shall support Flash Submissions.

SFR1147: NGI Shall require a UCN «nd Date of Arrest (OOA) at part of a ^ash Submission request
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LEG.FR356; IAF}S -shall require an FNU and O^e of Arrest (EX)A) as part of a Flash Submission.

SUR155: NGI shall support Plash Submissions.

LEG-LIR47; iAFIS shall support Flash Submissions.

$FR1146: NOt shall update the Identity History record for the aasoctatod UCN ar>d DOA ualngthe InftHYnatlon contained In the Flash Submiaalon request

LE6.FR357: lAFIS shall update the Chminal History record for Ihe associated FNU and DOA using the information contained in Ihe Flash Submission.

SUR156: NGl shall support Flash Submissions.

LEG.UR47: lAPlS shall support Flash Submissions.

SFR1149: NOI shall reject a Flash Submission request when the specified UCN Is Invalid.

LEG.FR358: lAFiS shall r^ect a Flash Submission when the specified FNU is invalid.

SUR1S5: NGI shall support Flash Submissions.

LEG.UR47: lAFIS sKaR support Flash Submissions.

SFR1150: NGI shall reject a Flash Submission request when the specified DOA Is invalid.

LEO.FR359: lAFIS shall reject a Flash Submission when the specified OOA is invalid

SUR155; NGI shall support Flash Submissions.

LEG.UR47: lAPlS shall support Flash Submissions.

SFR11S1; NGI shall provide die appropriate Flash Submission response to sn Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR512: lAFiS shall provide the appropriate Flash Submission response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR155; NGI shall support Flash Submissions.

LEG.UR47: lAFIS shall support Flash Submissions.

SFR11S2: NOI shall create a hardcopy response toa Rash Submission request If appropriata.

LEC.FR360: lAFIS shall generate a hardcopy resporise toa Flash Submissions. 11 appropriate.

SUR155:NGI shall support Flash Submissions.

LEG.tJR47: lAFIS shall support Flash Submissions.

SFR1153: NOI shall accept SOR HAsIntenartce requests from NCIC In accordance with the latest NCIC Operating yanual.

LEG.FR361: lAFlS shall accept SOR Mainlenance Requests from NCIC in accordance wrth the latest NCIC Operating Manual.

SUR133; NGI shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGJ Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Regislry information.

LEG.UR3d: lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFlS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry Information.

8FR1154: NGI ehell require a tiCN and biographical data aa part of an SOR Maintenance requeat
LEG.FR362: lAFIS shaJ] require an FNU arid biographical data as part of an SOR Maintenance Request.

SUR133: NGI shall supponfile maintenance requests/or the synchronization of NCiC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

LEG.UR38: lAFlS shall supponfile maintenance requests for (he synchronization of NCiC and lAFES Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Ragiatty informatioo.

$FR1195: NOI shell require a designation of flla maJntenanca type (e.g., add, modify, delate) aa part of an SOR Maintenance raquaat.

LEG.FR3d3: lAFIS shall require s designation of file maintenance type {e.g. add. modify, delete) as part of an SOR Maintenance Request.

SIJR133: NGI shall support file maintenance reque^s for the synchrr^izatlon of NCIC and NG1 Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry information.

LEG.UR3$i lAFIS Shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Pereon and Sexual Offender Ragisffy Infonnatiori.

SFR115B: NGI shall perform btogref^fe validation using UCN and blogr^hic data to validate the subject associated with the SOR Maintenance request.

LEG.FR364: lAFIS shall perform biographic validatfon using FNU and biographic data to validate the subject associated wiUilhe SOR Maintenance Request.

SUR133: NGI shall support file maintenance requests for the syrvchronizatlon of NCIC and NGI Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry infonnallon.

IEG.LIR38: lAFIS Shall support file maintenanoe requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFIS Wanted Parson and SaxuaJ infoimalion
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SFR1197: NGl shall rajact an SOR Maintananca raquast wh«n tiia biographic validation fails.

LEG.FR367: lAFlS shall reject an SOR Manlenence Request when biographic validation fails.

SUR133: NGl Shall support fie maintenance requests for the synchronizaticin of NCIC and NGl Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Regisliy information

LEG.UR3d: lAFtS shah support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and 1AFLS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry Inforpndtion.

SPRIISS: NGl shall update the Identity History record for the associated UCN using the designated file maintenance type and other data corttalned in the SOR Maintenance
request

L&C.FR365: tAFIS shall update the Chminal History record for the associaled FNU usin^ the designated file maintenance type and other data contained in the SOR Maintenance
Request.

SUR133: NGl shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NClC and NG! Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry infonnalion.

LEG.UR36; lAFIS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFlS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry infoimaliort.

SFftlISS; NGl Ahell reject art SOR Melnt^ance request wh^ the specified UCN Is Invalid-

LEG.FR366; lAFIS Shall rejecter SOR Maintenance Request when the specified FNU is invalid.

SUR133: NGl shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and NGl Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry infonriation.

LEG.UR38: lAFlS shall support file maintenance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFlS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry irifoimation.

SFR1160: NGl Shall create a hardcopy reject In reeponae to an SOR Maintenance requests when appropriate.

LEG.FR36fi: lAFIS shall generate a hardcopy reject In response to an SOR Maintenar>ce RequesL vi^en appropriate.

SUR133: NGl shall support file mainterkahce requests for the eynchronization of NCIC and NGl Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Registry informatiort

LEG-LIR38: lAFlS Shall support flte mdintehance requests for the synchronization of NCIC and lAFlS Wanted Person and Sexual Offender Regisliy Infoimation.

SFR1161; NGl shall ^lowan Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a CCA File Malhtenance request
LEG.FR387: lAFIS shall allow Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a CCA Ffle Maintenance Request.

SUR131; NGl shall support file rruiintenance of conbibutor jnfbrrralfon

LEC-UR36: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of contributor Jnfonnation.

SFR1182; NGl shell accept the designation to add a Contributor Address record as part of a CCA Fite Maintenance request

LEG.FRSaSi lAFIS shall accept from an Authorized FBI Service Provider the designation to add a Conihbulor Address record as part of a CCA File Maintenance Request
SUR131: NGl shall support fife maintenance of contributor Inferrr^a ton.

LEG.UR36: lAFIS shall suppoit fils maintenance of contributor ^fomtalion.

SFRiIdd: NGl shall accept the designation to deactivate (retire) a ConUlbutor Address record in the CCA File as part of a CCA Fite Maintenance request.

LCG.FR389: lAFIS shall accept from an Authorized FBI Service Provider the designation to deactivate (retire) a Contributor Address record in the CCA File as part of a CCA Fite

Maintenance Request.

SUR131'. NGl shall support fie rnalntenance of conthbutor information.

LEG.UR36; lAFIS shall support file maintenance of contributor information.

$FR1164: NGl shall accept e doslgnetlon to modify a Ccmtrlbutor Address record as part of a CCA Fite M^ntenanoe request.

LEG FR390: lAFlS shall accept from an Authorized FBI Service Provider a designation of data rraintenance action as part of a CCA File Mainter>ance Request.

SUR131: NGl Shall support file maintenance of contributor infermation.

LEG.UR36r lAFIS shall support file maint^ance of contributor information.

SFRIidS: NGl shall create a record In the CCA File baeed on Contributor Address data provided as part of an add contributor CCA Fife Maintenance request

LEG.FR391 : lAFIS shall create a record In the CCA File based on Contributor Address date provided as part of a add contributor CCA File Mahtenance Request.

SUR131: NGl shall support file rrtainlenance of contributor information.
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LEG.UR36: iAFIS shall scipport file maint^ance of contributor in termabon.

SFR1166: NGl eball mark 9 Contributof*fi Addreea record aa deactivated baaed on Information provided by art Aothorlaed FBI Service Provider ae part of a deecuvate

contributor CCA File MalntenatK* request

LEG.FR503: lAFlS shall discontinue <retlre} a Contributor's Address record based on information provided by a Service Provider ae part of a deactivate contributor CCA Fite

Maintenance Request.

SURIdl: NGl shall support file maintenance of contributor information.

LEG.UR36: lAFlS shall support file maintertance of contributor infbrmalion.

SFR1167: NOI shall aaaaclate a Conb1butor*s Address record that Is marked as deactivated to another active Contributor's Address record when requested as part of a

deactivate corttributor CCA RIe litalntanance request
LEG.FR392; lAFIS Shall associate discontinue (retire) a Contributor's Address record to another active Contrtbutor Address record based on Information provided by FBI Service

Provider as part of a deactivate contributor CCA File Maintenance Request.

SURIdl : NGl shall support Hie maintenance of contributor informatlori.

LEG UR36 lAFlS shaJI Support Hie maintenance of cor>tributor information.

SFR11S8: NGl shall perform the modification on the specified Contributor Address recx>rd data as part of the CCA File Maintenance request.

LEG.FR3d3: lAFlS shall perform the designated maintenance action on the specified Contributor Address record data as part of the CCA File Maintenance Request

SUR131: NGl shall support file maintenance Of contributor information.

LEG.UR36: lAFlS shall support file maintenance ofcontcibulorlnfonnatlon.

SFR1169: NGl shall provide the appropriate CCA RIs Maintenance response to an Authoriaed FBI Servfos Provider.

LEG.FR394; lAFIS shall provide Ihe appropriate CCA File Maintenance Request response to an Authorized Senrice Provider.

SURI 31 ; hK3i shall support Hie maintenance of ccrvirlbutor information.

LE6.UF136: lAFIS shall support file mainl^ance of contributor info ntiabon.

SFR1170; NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to eubmil a Restore identity History request

LEO.FR395. lAFlS shall an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Restore Subject Criminal History Record Request.

SLIR138; NGl eha(( support reslorolion of Identity Hbitory Information.

LE6.UR44: (APIS Shall support restoration of Subject Criminal History Information,

$FR1171: NGl shall require a UCN as part of a Restore Identity History request

LEG.FR396: lAFIS shail accept from an Authorized FBI Service Provider a FNU as part of a Restore Subject Criminal History Record Request
SUR136: NGl sheU support restorabon of Identity History Information.

LEG.LJR44’ lAFIS Shall support restoration of Subject Criminal History infoimabon.

SFR1172: NGl shall restore the Identity History Information of the subject contained In a Restore identity History request within a specified period of time following a record

expungement action.

LEG.FR397: lAFIS shall restore the criminal history Information of iho subject contained in a Restore Subject Crtmlnai History lnforT7>ation Request whhin a speciRed period of

bma foltowing a record expungement action.

SUR136: NGl sh^l support restoration of Identity History information.

LEO.UR44: lAFIS shall support restoratten of Subject Criminal History Infomiation.

SFR1173: NGl shall restore the Identity History Information of the subject contained in a Restore Identity History request within a spedfied period of time following a record

coneolldatiort action.

LEG.FR398: lAFIS shall restore the criminal history information of the subject contained in within a Restore Subject Criminsi History Information Request within a specified period

of time following a record consolidation pctlon.

SURf36: NGl shall support realoration of idantity History information.

LEG.UR44: lAFIS shall Guppori restordtton of Subject Criminal History Information.
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SFR1174: NCI shall restore the Identity History Information of the eubject contained In a Restore Identity History request within especHied period of time following a identity

History record deletlor) «cUon.

lEC.FR39d; lAFIS shall restore the criminal history information of the subject contained in within a Restore Subject Crtminal History InfonrtaUon Request within a specifiod penod
of time following a record SCH record deletion action.

SLIR136: NGI shall support restoration of Identity History irformation.

LEG.UR44r lAF IS shall support restoration of Subject Criminal History Information.

SFR117S; NO! shall reject a Reetore Identity History request whan the specified UCN Is Invalid.

LEG.FR400: lAFiS shall reject a Restore Subject Criminal History Infermation Request when the specifiecl FNU is invalid.

SURi38; NGl shall ^pporl restoration of Identity History information.

LEG.UR44: lAFtS Shall support restoration of Subject Crin^nal History Information.

SFRIITfi: NGl shall provkle the appropriate Restore Iderttity History response toar> Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR401: lAFIS shall pro^da the appropriate Restore Subject Criminal History Information Request response to an Authorized Service Provider.

SUR13d: NGl shall support restoration of Identity History information.

LEG.UR44: lAFlS shall support restoration of Subject Criminal History Information.

8FR1177: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Statute Retrieval requests.

LEG.FR533: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Statute Retrieval requests in support of AQC.
LEG-FR534; lAFIS shall require erlhara State code Of a CRI in a Statute Retrieval request.

SUR134: NGl shall support the maintenance of authorized statutes.

LEG-UR50: lAFIS Shall Support the mairttenance of authorized Statutes.

SFR1179: NGl shall retrieve the statute(s) Indicated In a Statute Retrieval request.

LEG.FRS35; lAFIS shell retrieve the slatute(s) for the State code or CRi Indicated in the Statute Retrieval request.

SUR134: NGl shall support the maintenar>ce of authorized statutes.

LEG.UR50: lAFiS shall support the maintenance of authorized Statutes.

SFRIITfi: NGl shall provide ths capability for an Authorized FBI Services Provider to view the statute(a) relumed from a Statute Retrieval request.

LEG.FR536: lAFlS shall provide the capability for an Aub^orized FBI Service Providar to view the statutefs) relumed from a Statute Retrieval request.

SUR134 NCI shall support the rrkairttenance of authorized statutes

LEG.UR&Or 1AFIS shall support the meintenance of authorized Statutes.

SFR118If: NGl shall provide the capability for an Audiorized FBI Service Provider to print tha etatute(s) returned from a Statute Retrieval request.

LEG.FR537: lAFIS shall provide the capabHity for an Aulhonzed FBI Service Provider to print the statute(sj returned ^oma Statute Retrieval request

SUR134: NGl shall support the makitenance of authorized statutes.

LEG URSC lAFIS shall support the maintenance of authorized Statutes.

3FR11B1: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Statute Maintenance requests.

LEG.FR53$; lAFlS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit Statute Maintenance requests in support of AQC.
STRQ4d2i The lAFIS shall provide a human-machine interface (HMIj for entry or modificatlor> of statutes as needed.

SUR134‘ NGl shall support the maintenance of authorized statutes.

LEG.UR50: lAFIS shell support the mekntenance of authorized Statutes.

SFR1182: NGl Shall require a designation of file maintenance type (e.g., add, modify, delete) as part of a Statute Maintenance requesL

LEG.FR539: lAFIS shall require a deslgriation of file maint^ance type {e.g.. add, modify, delete) ss part of a Statute Maintenance request.

STRQ4a2* The lAFIS sh^l provide a human-machine interface (HMi) for entry or modification of statutes as needed.

SUR134: NGl shall support the maintenance of authorized statutes.

LEG.URbO: lAFIS shall support^ maintenance of authorized Statutes.

SFR1 1B3: NGl shall perform the appropriate file maintenance for the statute as Indicated In the Statute Maintenance requeeL

LEG.FR&40r lAFlS shall perform the appropriate file mainlenartce for the statute as indicated in the Statute Maintenance request. NGI~1752
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SUR134: N6I shall lujppQrt th« maintananoa of authorized statutes.

t.8<3.UR50; lAFlS shall support the n^eintenartce of authorized Stalutas.

SFR1164: NGI shall provide the epproprtarte response loan Au^orized FBI Service Provider for a Statute Maintenance request

LEG,FR54V. lAFIS shall provide the appropriate response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider Statute Maintenance request.

SUm34: NOI shall support the maintenance of authorized statutes.

LEG.UR50: lAFIS shall support the melnteriance Of authonzed Statutes.

&FR11BS: NGI shall provide a Conflict Resoludon service to allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to resolve discrepancies in disposition processing.

$TRQ26: lAFlS shall ensure ^at dispositions rK>t meeting automated proces^ng requ^menls will be sent to conflict processing

STRQ510r lAFiS shall perform conflict processing for disposition requests received from the Federal Courts

SUR160: NGI shall provide a conflict resolution capability in support of disposition processir^.

SFR119B: NGI shall provide, as part of Conflict Reedullon service, the capability to defe«^ Disposition $ubmissi<Mi requests whsn disposition data cannot be s^plled.

STRQ26; lAFlS shall ensure that dispositions r>ot meeting autcrnated processing requirements will be sent to ccniict proces^ng.

SUR160. NOI shall provide a conflict resolution capability In support of disposition processing.

SFR1187: NGIshall advise an Authorized FBI Sarvice Provider when criminal activity occurs on an Identity containing disposition data with an asso^aied default arrest cyda.
$TRQ491: The syslem shall retain (he disposition and disseminate It ever> though the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.

STRQ48d; lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or ten-flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN that does not positively match or ideniffy

a subject to establish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number fFNU). The system shall retain the disposition aryj disseminata It even though the arrest cycle is

not pah of the SCHR.
STRQ4d3: iAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images sukvnitted via the CJIS WAN. where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492: lAFIS Shall process a disposition CQn(ainlr>g lervrolled or flat print imagas submitted via the CJIS WAN, where (he fingerprinls match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

$TRQ494: lAFlS shall process a disposillon containing ternflat print images subrrvtted via the CJtS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycio. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRa492: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the Ungerprints match a SCHR that

does not cr^tein a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ495; lAFIS shall nstein the dlsposHion and dlsserrinate it even though the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.
STRQ492: lAFlS shall process a disposition 04x1^10109 ten-rolled or fiat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the finger^xots rr>atch a SCHR that

does not contain a matching anesl cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

SUR160; NGI shall provide a conflict resolution capability In support of disposition processing.

8FR1186: NGI shall provide, as part of Conflict Resolution service, the capability to add submitted disposition deta with a default arrest cycle to the subject IdentMed from a
disposition fingerprint search.

STRQ493: lAFIS shall process a disposillon c^nlalnirrg len-rolldd Images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a rmatching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

81^^0492: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing tervroHad or flat print images subrnitted via the CJIS WAN, where tha fingerprints match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arresl cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

$TR0494: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ter>-flal print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerphnte match a SCHR that does not oisrtain a malching

arrest cycle. The disposrtkin submission shall be rained and disseminated.

STR04d2: lAFlS shall (H'oca&s a dispKjsItion containing terwolled or flat print images submitted via tha CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR thal

does r>of contain a matching arresl cycle, and then the system shelf retain the disposition.

SURt60: NGl shall provide a conflict resolution capability in su(^>ort of disposition processing.

SFR1189: NCI shall provide the appropriate Conflict Resolution rssponse to an Auth^zed FBI Service Provider

STR026: lAFIS shall ensure that dispositions not meeting automated processing requirements will be sent to conftlct processing. NGI~1753
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STRO510: lAFIS shall parfomi conflict processing for disposition requests received frcrn the Federal Courts.

SuRldO; N3l shall provide a confect resoluflon capability ]r> support of disposition processing.

SFRI190: NGI shall ac:cep( a Direct Fingerprint Enrollment request frorn an Auttiorl^ed Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS vareion.

STR0131: iAFlS shad provide the ability to ereotrcnically access the mitklary database flies.

STRQ130: IAFlS shell provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ997: IAFlS sh^l make military flngeqxint records accessltde for search.

STR0293: JAFIS ^ad errabte Bulk Enrollment of prints when less than a full set of prints is submitted.

SUR124: NGI shell support direct enrollment of flngerpr^ts into^ SPC F^e.

^R1191: N(^ shall allow an Authodaed FBI Service Provider to subnet a Direct Fingerprint Enroliment request.

STR0131: IAFlS shall provide the ability to etoctrooically access the military database files.

STRQ130; (APIS shell provide the ability to electronicaify access the military dalE^se files.

STRQ997: IAFlS shall make militarv firvgerphnt records accessible for search.

STRQ283: tAFIS shall enable Bulk Ehrollmerrl of prints whan less than a full set of prints is submitted.

SiwfR124: NGI shall support dnect enrolment of fingerprints Into an SPC File.

SFR1192i NGI shall require an $PC File dasIgnatiQn as part of a Direct Fingerprint Enrollment request

STR0131; lAflS shall provide the ability to electronical ly access Ihe military database files.

STRO130; IAFlS shall provide the ability to eiectrorically access the military database flies.

STRQ997: IAFlS shall make military fingerpr^ records accessible for search.

STRQ283: lAFIS shall enable Bulk Enrollment of prints when less than a full set of prints is submitted.

SUR124: NGI shall support direct enrollment of fingerprints Into an SPC File.

SFR1193: NGI shall accept Direct Fingerprint Enrollment requests with ten or tewer flat fingerprints.

STRQ9: The IAFlS shall enable leas than ten prints taken at the local level vJa the mobile device to go to the natlortal level to support the print checks.

STRQ974; IAFlS Shall provide the capability to search the ETIS repository via a portable two-print finger scanner.

STRQ1041: The Enhanced Terrorist Identification Service (ETIS) shall be accessible from a mobile environment such as a hand-held or other portabte device.

STRQ283: lAFIS shall enable Bulk Enrollment of prints wh^ loss than a full set of prints is submitted.

SUR124: NGI shall support direct enrollment of fingerprints into an SPC File

SFR1194: NGI shall accept Direct FingarprirH Ertrolfment requests with ten or fewer rolled fingerprints.

STRQ9; The lAFlS shall enable less than ten prints taken at the local lev^ via the mobile device to go to the national level to support the print ct>ecks.

STRQ974: IAFlS shall provide the capability to search tt^e BTIS repository via a portable two^nt finger scanner.

STRQ1041I The Enhanced Terrorist identification Service (ETIS) shall be accessible from a mobile environment such as a har>d*held or cthef portable device.

STR02$3; lAFIS shall enable Bulk Enrolinnent of prints v^en lesslh^ a full set of prints is submitted.

SUR124: NGI shall support direct enrollment of fingerprints into an SPC Flla.

SFR1199: NGI shall enroll the finger|Htnt data Into the designated SPC File as a result of a Urect FlngerprlntEnroilmerkt requesL

STR0131 : 1/^IS shall provide the ability to electronically access military database files.

STRQI 331 IAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically accesa the military database files.

STRQ997: IAFlS Shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

$UR124: NGI shall support direct enrollment of fingerprints into an SPC File.

8FR1196: NGI shall reject a Direct Fingerprint Enrollment request when the submitted fingerprints fail to meet minimum quality standards.

STRQ229: IAFlS shall accept electronic submissions because the quality of the Images wll be better than paper cards.

SUR124: NGI shall support direct enrollmenl of fingerprints into an SPC File.

8FR1197: NGI shall reject a Direct Fingerprint Enrollment request to an SPC File when the Authorized Contributor does not have write access to the
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SUR124: NGI shall support dir&cl enrollmanC of fingerprints into an SPC Fite.

SFR1l9fi: NGI thali reject a Direct FIngerprirtt EnrottmerH request to an SPC Fite when an Authixized FBI Service Provider does not have write eccess to the SPC File.

SUR124: NOI Shalt support direct enrollment of fingerprints info an SPC Fite.

SFRl1ft9: NGI shell reject a Direct Fingerprint Enroilmant request when the designated SPC File does not exist.

SUR124; NOI shall support direct enrollment of fingerprints into an SPC File.

SFR1200: NGI ehall provide a reaponse to an Authorised Contributor for a Direct Fingerprint Enrollment request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR124: NGI ehall support direcl enrollment of fingerprints into an SPC File.

SFR1201; NGI Shall provide the appropriate Oiract Fingerprint Enrollnnenl response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

STRQ131: lAFlS shall provide the ability to erectronlcalty access the military database files

STRQi3a: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STROgS?: IAPIS sh^l make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TRQ283: lAFlS shall er^^fe Bulk Ehfollment of prints when less than a full set of prints is submitted.

$UR124: NGI shall support direct enrollment of fingerprints Into an SPC File.

SFR12Q2: NGI shall accept a Direct Laterri Enrollmer)! request for an SPC FilefrcMn an Aulhorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR125: NGl shall supp^ the direct enrollment of latent Information into an SPC Fite.

STRQ605: lAFlS shall autornaticsily enroll a latent print added to the Interpol system in Lyon to a special populatiori file in lAFIS.

SFR12Q9: NGI shell allow art Authorized FBI Service Provldsrto submit a Direct Latent Enrollment request for an SPC File.

SUR125: NGI shad support the direct enrodmsnl of latent Irvfdrm^ion into dn SPC File.

STRa60S: lAFIS shall automatically ertroll a latent print added to the Interpol system in Lyon to a special population file in lAFIS.

SFR12S4: NGI Shall accept Direct Latent Enrrrilment requests for an SPC File In bulk via multiple methods (e.g., ftp> CD. DVD).

SUR12&: NGI shall support the direct enrollment of latent Infonnation Into an SPC File.

STRQ605: lAFIS shall autornaticaily enroll a latent print added to the Interpol systero ^ Lyon to a special population file in lAFIS.

SFR1205: NGI shall enroll the latent Information Into the designated SPC File as a result of a Direct Latent Eriroilment request.

SUR125: NGI shall support the direct enrollment oflatent Inforniation Into an SPQ Fite.

3TRQ605: lAFlS shall a utomaticaliy enroll a latent print added to the Interpol system m Lyon to a special population file in lAFIS.

SFR1206: NGI ehall reject a Direct Latent Enrollment request when the Authorized Contributor ie not permitted eccess to the requested SPC File.

SUR125; NOI Shall support the direct enrollment of latent Information Into an SPC Fite.

STRQ605: lAFIS shall automatically enroll a latent print added to the Interpol system In Lyon to a special population file in 1AFI5.

SFR1207: NGI shall provide a Direct Latent Enrollmeni response to en Authorized Contributor In accordance with Che latest EBTS version.

SUR125: NGI shall support the d^ol enrollment of latent Information inlo an SPC File

STRQ605: lAFIS shall automatically enroll a latent print added lo the Interpol system In Lyon to a special population file In lAFIS.

SFR1208r NGI Shall provide toe appropriate Direct Latent EnrollmenI response to an Autoorized FBI Service R'ovider.

$UR125' NGI shall support the direct enrollment of latent information Jnio an SPC File.

STRO60S: lAFlS shall autcpnalically enroll a iaterit prini added to the Interpol system In Lyon to a special population file in lAFIS.

SFR120d: NGI shall accept Unsolved Latent File Delete requests frorn an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEG FR375: lAFfS shall accept UnsoKred Latent File Delate Requests from an Authorized Contobutor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

$UR129.' NGI ehall support file maintenance of latent files.

LEG.UR35: lAFIS shall support file rnaintenanoe of latent files.

SFR1210: NGI shall altow an Authorized FBI Service Provider (o submit^ Unsolved Latent RIe Delete request.

LEG.FR376: lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider lo submit an Unsolved Latent File Delete Reqixest.

&UR129: NGI ehall support file maintenartce of latent files.

LEG.UR35: lAFlS shall support file rnaintenance of latent flies.

SFR1211: NGI Shall require a UCN »a part of an Unsolved Latent File Delete request. NGI-1755
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LEO.FR377! (APIS shall raquira & unk^L*8 as part of ao Unsolvdd Latant Fils Dafala Raquesl.

SUR129: NGf shall support fils mairLenaitce of latent files.

LEG.UR35: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of latent files.

SFR1212: NGI shall reject an Unsolved Latent RIe Delete request vyt>en the specified UCN does not exist.

L£G.FR37$; IAFiS shall reject an Unsolved Latent File Delete Request when the specified unique Identifier does not exist.

SUR129: NGI ahall Support file m3^tendr>ce of laterit flies.

L&6.UR35: IAFIS shall support file maintenance of latent files.

SFR1213; NOI shall delete the latent data from the ULF sssocieted with the UCN specified In (he Unsolved Latent File Delete request.

LEG.FR379; IAFIS shall delete the flngerphnt data fiom the Unsdved Latent File associated with the unique identifier specified in the Unsolved Latent File Delete Request.

SUR129: NGI shall support file mainter^ance of latent files.

L&G.UR35: IAFiS shall support file maintenartce of tetwit files.

SFR1214: NGI shatl provide a response to an Authorized Contributor for en Uns4^ved Latent File Delate request In accordance with the latest £BTS versfon.

LEG.FR380: IAFIS shall provide a response to a Unsolved Latent Delete Request in accordance wrth the latest EBTS version.

$UR129: NGI Shan support file rnaintenance of latent files

LEG.UR35: fAFiS ^all support fiie maintenaricd of latent files.

SFR1215: NGI shall provide the appropriate Unsolved Latent File Detete response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FR513r IAFIS shall provide the appropriate Unsolved Latent Delete Request response to an Aulhoiized FBI Service Provider.

SuRt29: NQi Shall support file maintenance of latentfiles.

LEG.UR35: IAFIS shall support file n^lntena nee of latent files.

SFR1216: NGI shall accept a Latent Decision from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BiO.FEAT24: The solulior shall accept transactions electronically.

BJO.F£ATt21: The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values forspeorfied fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

&IO.FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standsrdizad data dictionary.

BIO FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized date dictionary.

BIO FEAT129: The solution shall employ biorr>etno standards established by the National institute of Standards and Technology (NJST). i.e. Ihe ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems -- Date Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Fecial, and Other Biometric Infonmalion. ANSI/NIST-ITL-1'2007.

8IO.FEAT1S4: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

STRQ981: The ULW decision results for tho candidate shall apply to all ir^tial searches.

$tJR127i NGl shall support latent decisions.

SFR1217: NGI ehalt allow an Authorized f^l Service Provider to submit a Latent Decision.

STRQ961 : The ULW decision results for the candidate shall apply to all initial searches.

$tJRl27; NGI shall support latent decisions.

SFR1218: NGI ehaJi record the Latent Decision.

STRQ961 : The ULW decision results for the candidate shall apply to all ir^ltial searches.

SUR127; NGl shall support latent decisions.

SFR1219: NGI shall send a posiUve Latent Decision to an External System In accordance the latest EBTS version on a candidate from that External System, when
appropriate.

B10.FEATt2S: The solution shall employ blornebic starrdards established by the National Institute of Standards and Tachnology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Formal for the Intarchartge of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Dlomeibic Information, ANSl/'NlST-]TL-1-20O7.

BIO FEATIG2 The aolutlon shall employ a etandard format for query responses.

B(0.FEAT194 The solution shall support EBTS cornpliant data exchange.

SUR126; NGI shall forward a latent decision on an external system's candidate to that External System.

SURt27: NGI shall support latent decisions. NGI-1756
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SFR1220: NGI «tiali daittts th« f«ferenc«d latent prints from the ULF If a positive latent decision Is received from the ULF Fingerprint Owner.
SUR127; NOi shall support latoril decisions.

SFR1221: NGt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit an $PC File Malotanence request.

LEO.FR361: lAFlS shall allow an Authorized Service Provider to submits Special Latent Cognizant Maintenartce Request.

SUR130; N6I shall support file maintenance of SPC Fites.

STRQ756: lAFIS shall provide the ability to ea^ty conatrucl new apaciaJ purpose populations.

STRQ754: lAFIS shell provide the ability to easily construct rtew special purpose poputatk^ns that can be searched using muHi-modal biomeirics

supported by lAFlS and any demographic f^lds available to that population. Access requirements can be set to iNinil access to a certain set of

users.

SFRI222: NGI ehall require an SPC IdanUfler as part of a Special Population Cognizant File Pilaintenance request.

LEG.fR3d2: lAFIS shall require a SLC identifier as part of a Special Latent Cognizant Maintenance Request.

SUR130: NGI shall support file maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ755: lAFiS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populauons

STRQ794; lAFlS shall provide the abilily to easily construct r>ew special purpose popuialior^s that can be searched using multt-modai biometrics

supported by lAFIS and any demographic fields available to that peculation. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a cartain set of

users.

$FR1223: NGI shall require a designation of maintenance action as part of a Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance request.

LEG.FR3B3: lAFIS Shall accept a designation of maintenance action as part of a Special Latent Cognizant Mainienance Request.

SUR130: NGI shall support file maintenance of 5PC Files.

STRQ755: lAFlS shall provide the ability to easily constructnew special purpose populations.

STRQ754: lAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations that can be searched using multLmodal biometrics

supported by lAFlS and any demographic fields available to that population. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a corti^ln set of

users.

STR0956: lAFls shall be able to support different populations of data with searches possible against the different populations.

STRQ774: lAFJS shall support tha creation of Special Latant Cognizant (SLC) Files.

STRQd44: iAPiS shall be able to support different populations of data with searches possible against the different populations.

STRQ947; lAFIS shall provided set of segregated sectors of data that can be separately searched using different criteria. Additional sets can be easily added
cr defined In the tijlure.

STRQ9$$ 1 AF iS shall be able to support different populations of data with searches poss^jie against the different populations.

STRQ963: lAFlS shad be able to support differeni populatror^s of data searx;has poss^le against the different populations.

$TRQ9&7; lAFfS shall be able to support different populations of data with searches posable against the different populations.

STRQ737: lAFfS shall establish muHJple logical files, compaitmenielizing data In FBI files. Examples of these files are criminal files of: wanted persons, K5T.
mliriary detainees, undercover agents, witness relocation program. FBI employees, sexual offenders, etc

STRQ944: lAFlS shall be able to support different populations of data with searches possible against ^e different populations.

STRQ947: lAFTS shall provide a set of segregated sectors of data that cart be separately searched using different criteria. Additional sets can be easily added
or defined in the future.

STRQ935: lAFiS shall be able to support different populations of data with searches posable against the differeni populations.

STROd63: lAFIS shall be able to support differeni populations of data with searches possible against the different populations.

SUR130: NGI shall support file maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ7SS: lAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations.
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STRQ754r I APIS shaJi provkie the ability to easily constRid new special purpose poputations that can be $earche{t u^ing multl'iriodal biometrics

supported by IAPIS and any datnogrsiphk: fleida available to that population. Access requirmnents can be set to limit access to a certain set of

users.

SFR1225: NGl ehall accept en File deletion maintenance action as part of a Special PoputaSon Cogniaant File Maintenance requast
SUR130; NGl shall support maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ755: lAFIS Shall prcvide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations.

STRQ7S4! lAFIS shall ^vida the sbljity to easily construct new special purpose populations that can be searched using muHi-modat biometrics

supported by lAFIS artd any demographic Telds available to that population. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a certair^ set of

users.

SFR1226: NGl shall provide the capability to mark an SPC File for cascaded searching as part of a Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance request

STR0756; l>^IS shall provide the ability to search special population files using multi modal biomelrics

STRQ754; lAFIS shall provide the ab^ity to easily construct new specif purpose populations that can ba searched usirrg multi-modal biometrics supported by
lAFlS arkj any demographic fiaids available to that population Access requiraments can be set to limit access to a certain set of users

STRQ7S7: lAFIS Shell provide the ability to search special population files usirtg any demographic fields svaUaNe to that population

STRQ754; lAFIS shall provide tite ability to easily construct new special purpose populations that oar be searched ueir^ multFmodal biometrics supported by

lAFIS and any demographic fields available to that populatJort. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a certain set of users.

SUR130: NGl shaH support file maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ75S: lAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations.

STRQ7S4: lAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct r>ew special purpose populations that can be searched using multi-modal biometrics

supported by lAFIS ar>d any demographic fields available to that population. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a certain set <ri

users.

5FR1227; NGl shall provide the capability to unmark an SPC File for cascaded aearching as part of a Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance lequest.

SUR130: NGl Shall support fie maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ7S5: LAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations.

STRQ7S4: lAFlS shall provide the ability to aaslly construct new special purpose populations that can be searched using multwmodal biometrics

supported by lAFlS and any demographic fields available to t>at population. Access requiramenls can be set to limit access to a certain set of

users.

SFR122fl: NGl shall provide the capability to designate the prlmaiy owner of an SPC File ae part of a Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance request
$TRQ447: lAFiS shall provide access to all tvpe‘2 arro^arKf disposition data for latent rnatch candidates.

STRQ758; lAFlS shall provide the ability to limit access to special population files to a certain set of users.

5TRQ7$4: lAFIS shall provide the ability to easily consbuct new special purpose populations thalcan be searched using muithnxKfai biometrics supported by
lAFIS and any demogra^lc fields available to that population. Access rsquiremants can be set to limit access to a certain set of users.

SUR130: NGl shall support file maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ7S5: lAFlS sh^l provide the ability to easily constiuct new special purpose populalk>ns

STR0754: lAFlS ^ali provide [i\» ability to easily constiuct riew special purpose populations that can be searched using multi-modal biometrics

supported by lAFfS and any demographic fields available to that population. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a certain set of

user«.

SFR1228; NGl shall provide ths capability to designate Secondary userfs) access of en SPC File as part of a Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance request.

STRQ447: lAFIS shelf provide access to all type'2 arrest and disposition data for Isient match canrfidates.

STR0758: LAFIS shall provide the ability to limit access to special population files to a certain set of users.

STRQ7S4: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to easily cortsiruct new special purpose populallona that can be searched using multi-moOat biometrics supported by

lAFIS and any demographic fields available to ihat population. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a certain set
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$UR130: NGI sliall support hie rnalnt8nar>ceof SPC Fites.

STR07SS; lAFIS s^a)l providfl th»e ability lo sasily GonsU\ict new ^^ecial purpose populatione.

STRQ754: lAFIS shall provide lha ability to easily constiud new spacial purpose populallons that can be searched using multi-modal biometrics

supported by iAFIS and any demographic fields available to that population. Access raquirements can be sel to llmil access to a certain set of

users.

$FR1230: NGI shad perform the designated maintenance action on the specified 8FC File as part of the Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance request

LEG FR3S4: IAFIS shall perform the designated maintenance aciion on the spedhed Special Latent Cognizant File as pad of the Special Latent Cognizant Maintenance Request.

SUR130: NGI shall support file maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ7551 IAFIS shall prcMde the ability to easily construd new special purpose populaliona.

STRQ7S4: IAFIS shall pro\nde the ability to easily construct new special purpose popuiabons that can be searched using inijitNmodal biometnca

supported by IAFIS and any cfemographic fields available to that population. Access requirements can be set to ll/nil access to a certam set of

users.

SFR1231: NGI shall reject the Special Pofiulati«) Co^lzant File Maintenance request when epedfisd $PC File is Invalid.

LEG.FR3d6: lAFiS shall reject the Special Latent Cognizant Maintenance Request when specified SLC File Is Invalid.

SUR130: NGI Shall support file maintenance of SPC Flies.

STRQ7S5: IAFIS shall provide the ability tc easily construct new special purpose populations.

5TRQ7b4: (APIS shall provide the abiffty to easily construct new special purpose populations that can be searched using mulii-rnodat biomeiocs

supported by IAFIS and any ciarTKjgraphjc fields available to that population. Access requirements can be sat to limit access to a certain sat of

users.

SFR1232: NGt shall provide the appropriate Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

L£G FR3d&; IAFIS shall provide the approprfale Special Laleni Cognizant Maintenance Request respor>se to an Aulhodzed Service Provider.

SUR130: NGf shall Support file maintenance of SPC Files.

STRQ755: IAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations.

STRQ754: IAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populations dial can be searched using muhi'modat blometncs

supported by lAFfS and any demograpNc fields av^ulab]e to that populatkxi. Access requirements can be set to limit access to a certain set of

user^.

$FRI233: NGI shall accept a Direct Photo Enrollment request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBT$ version.

STRO20: IPS shad include a new photo type for Drivers License (DL) photos.

$TRQ47; IPS shall process an EFTS transeclior> that contains as many as 5^ial poses {frontal, left and right thre^quarter views, left and right profiles).

STRQ117: IAFIS fihall establish a standard format forsubmitDng photos.

$TR01 13Q: The FBI shall Set a standard for sanding in photos and define the required quality needed In sending thern

STRQ403^ The NGI solution will be based on open standards

STRQ438: A photo n>essage of "DATE PHOTO TAKEN” shall be apper>ded to the photo.

STR01 15d: The IAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Typ^tU records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprinl

images for identity verification The photo date field shall be optional. The syst^ shall update the appropriate records in Ihe IPS using only tho submitted

FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?OATE PROTO TAKEN? shaH be appended to the photo. If the date was not supplied,

(hen the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?OATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ470; IAFIS shall accept submission of photos other than facial such as SMT photos.

STRQ1159: The IAFIS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than fadal (e.g. SMT ? scars, marks and tattoos). The IAFIS IPS shall allow searching of

the records for the S, M, or T values.

STRQ750: L^IS shaH esiabllsh a standard for submitting pliolos.

STR01167I IAFIS ^all have a standards for photo submissions. These standards include avalidatlon procasswilh feedback to user^lGl-1759
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STRQ790: ^AFIS shall col^ photos that adhere to ANSI^NIST standards.

STRQ8Q7: The IPS system must adopt a facial recognition standard.

STRQ941: 1APIS Shall have facial photo standards to support facial recognition.

STRQ877: lAFlS shad ensure that the SMT photos are appropriately and consistently tagged, to facilitate the search and control ofttia files.

STRQ1097: lAFlS shall store image capture characteristics.

$TRQ1137: IPS shall Include aDL photo repository.

STR01 151 : IPS shall include a DL photo repository and bulk submission of PL photos with FNU.
SUR139: NGl shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (i.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.

STRa463: IAFI5 shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity with 10 or iese firigerpnnts and the FBI number.

STRQ1 157: The lAFlS IP$ shall allow submissions of photos independent of arrest submissions wilh 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(F5f Number). The (APIS IF$ shall continue to allow exlstihg capabiflties of photo submissions wHh arrasts. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bull

submission of photos maintairted at the State level.

STRQ45$: The lAFlS IPS shali process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type*tO records with an FNl) and tan or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verification.

STRQ1 158: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of Images usirtg Type-10 records with an FNU and ten i>r

fewer fingerpnnt Images for identity verification. The photo data field shall be oplionaL The system shall update Ihe appropnaie records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a pholo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the rrvessage ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTEO?.
STRQ474: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

STRQ1139: IPS shall aliow submission of DL photos without an arrest racord but with an FNU.

SFR12S4: NGI shall allow an Authoiiaed FBI Service Provider to submit a Ofrect Photo Enrollment request

STR0885: lAFIS shall provide a means for the Special Stops Group to create a record using the new TOT fur the Mug She I Photos without an Arrest Record.

$UR139: NGI shall support direct anrQ|jrT>ent of photos

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints {i.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo) svith FNU.

STRQ483: lAFIS Shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity wHh 10 or less fingerprints and tha FBI number.

STR01 tS7: Tha lAFlS IP$ shall allow submissions of photos independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

Bubmiasdon of photos maintained at the State level.

$TRQ4€6: The IAFI$ IP$ shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-1D records with an FNU and tenor fewer fingerprint

images for identity variftcation.

STRQ1 158: The lAFfS IPS shall process a new TQT that supports the submission of images usirtg Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer f r^gerphnt images for identity verification. The pholo date field shall be optional. The system shall update ihe appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then ihe date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The lAFiS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos wilhout an arrest record.

STR01139: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but wHh an FNU.

SFR123$: NGI shall accept a muRI-faval SMT photo dascrlptor flald as part of a Dlract Photo Enrollmant raqoaet

STRQ236: Oascriplors for Scars, Marks and Tattoo shall be given using normal English words.
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STRQ305: (PS shall provide a multiple level metiod for searching SMTs. The firei level shall Iridicate the location. The second level shall be a set of specific, pre-dermed. general

categooes. The third level shall be a text field providing rrw:rre specific info.

STRQ667: IPS shall provide text based search on SMTs.

$TRQ7S2: lAFiS shall have the capability to search on descriptors for SMTs.
STRQ970: The descriptors for searches on Scars, Marks and Tattoos (SMTs) shell be more specific then the standard SMT values used currently.

SUR139: NGl shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRQ440; IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (I.e., e criminal released from prison with new photo) wilh FNU.
STRQ463: 1 APIS shall allow submissions of photos Independent of criminal activity wilh 10 or less fingerpiinls and the FBI number.

STRQ1157: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independent of afresl submissions wilh 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue lo allow existing capabiliUes of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFlS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos mainlained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of irnages u^r^ Type*10 records wilh an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verification.

STR01 158: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-IO records with an FNU and terror

fewer fingerprint Images for identity verificallon. The photo date field shell be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo massage of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the dale the record was submitted shall be usad with Iha message 70ATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STR0474: The lAFfS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

STROl 1 39: IPS shali allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but wifii an FNU.
SFR1238; NGI shall require a designation of the ropoehory(fes) tnto which sfwutd be added In a Direct Photo Enrollmant raqueeL

$TRQ763: iAFiS Shall have the ability to maintain watch lists of photos.

STRQ1 1 68: lAFlS shall have the ability to n^intain watch lists of photos and generate possible match candidates within 24 hours of submissions.

SUR139: NGI shall supportdirect enrollment of photos.

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos lo be submitted wi^iout fingerpririts (i.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STR0463: lAFlS shall allow submissions of photos independert of criminal activity with 10 or lass fingerprints and Ihe FBI number.

STRQ1 157; The lAFlS IPS shell allow submissions of photos independanl of arrest submisaicns with 1 0 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IP3 shall conbriue to allow existing capabilitras of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFlS IPS shail process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type^lO records with an FNU and tan or fewer fingeipnni

Images for idanUty vdhficatioh.

STRQ1 158; The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of Imsgss using Typa^l 0 records with an FNU and len or

fewer fingerprint images for identity vsrificatcin. The pholo date field Shall be optional The system shall update the appropriate records in tie

IPS uang only the submitted FNU. Iflha photo date field was supplied, then a photo massage or?DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

^ photo. If the date wss r>ot supplied, then the dale the record was submitted shall be used with the massage 7DATE PHOTO SUBMlTf EO?.
STRQ474; The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

STR01 1 39: 1PS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but wflh an FNU.

SFR1237: NQI shall accept a Direct Photo Enrollment request without a UCN or ftngerprfnte for anrollmani into an SPC File.

SUR13d; N6I shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRO440: IPS shell allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprinla (I.e . a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STR0463: lAFlS shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity with 10 or less fingerphnls and the FBI number.
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STRQ1 157; The lAFlS IPS shall allow submissions of photos intfependenl of arrest submissions with 10 or fsss fingerprints and a quotad FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFlS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with anrests. The IAFI5 IPS ahall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFfS IF^ Shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU anti ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verification.

STRQ1 156: The lAFIS iPS shall process a new TOT ^at supports the sut^ission of Irrtages using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerprint images for identity verification. The f^oto date field shall be opiionaL The system shall update the appropriate records irt the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
$TRQ474: The lAFlS iPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

$TRQl13d; IPS shall allow submission ofDL photos without an arrest record butwHh an FNU.

$FR1236: NOl shall accept a Direct Photo Enrollment reguest with a UCN artd ten or fawsr flngerprlnts.

SUR139; NGI shad suppod direct enrollment of photos-

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (i.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STRQ463: lAFfS shall allow submissions of photos independent Of criminal activity with 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRO1 157: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of [^>otoa independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions wilh amests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintalried at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFfS IPS sh^l process a new TOT that su^^its the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verifk:abon.

STRQ1 1S6: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-tO records with an FNU and ten or*

fewer firvgerprint Images for identity verificalicn. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the dale was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The lAFiS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an anest record.

STRQ1139: IPS shall allow submission of 01 photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.
SFR1239: N(^ shall accept a Direct Photo Enrollment request with a UCN and no fingerprints, whan an MOU is in place with the Authorized Contributor.

SUR1391 NGI shall support direct enrollment of photos.

$TRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (I.e.. a cnmlnal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STRQ4$3: lAFIS shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity wtfi*i 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ1 157: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independent of arrest submissions with 1 0 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall conlirrue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS iPS shall allow bulk

submifislon of photos malnlainad at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFIS IPS shall process a rfewTOT that supports the submisSior of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprirtt

images for identity verification.

5TRQ1 158: The lAFiS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of Images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer firvgerprint Images for identity verificalion. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update Ihe appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo dale field was supplied, then a photo message &f?DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used wfih the message TDAT^^^pTp^g^MlTTEO?
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STRQ474: The iAf IS IPS shall allow submis6k>n of SNfT photos without ar> arrest record.

STRQ1 1 39i IPS shall allow subrrtission of OL photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.

SFR1240: NGt shall accept a Direct Photo Enrollrrient request with a liCN and event specific infoimatlon.

StiR139: NGF shall support direct enrollrrrer^t of photos.

$TR0440; IPS shall allow risw photos to be submitted without fingerprints (1.6., a criminel released from prisort with new photo) with FNU.

STRQ463: lAFIS ^all allow submissions of photos independent of crimknal activity with 10 or less ftngorprints and the FBI number.

STROl 157: The fAFiS IPS shall allow submissions of photos IrKtependenl of arrest submissions with 10 or less fngerprfnts end a quoted FNU
(FBI Number) The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabiliUes of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STR0466: The lAF IS iPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerpnnt

images for identity verification.

STRQt158: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT lhal suppods the submission of images using Type*l0 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerphnl Images for identity verlficalian. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. if Ihe photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?DATE PHOTO T^EN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was subrnitted shall be used with the message 7[!>ATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474; The lAFIS IPS shell allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

STRQ1 1 39: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.

SFR1241: NGt ehalt accept Direct Photo Enrollment requeats in bulk via multiple methoda (e.g., ftpj CD. DVD).

SUR140: N6I shall support bulk enrollment of photos.

STRCI4fi5; IAFIS shall allow bulk submission of photos.

STRQ11571 The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos Independent ofan^st submissions with 10 or Jess fingerpiinls and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFtS IPS shall allow b*Jk

Submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ469: The lAFIS IPS shall support bulk submission of photos. The photos must be accompanied by a quoted FNU.

STRQ472; The SMT photo repository shall accept bulk s^ibmission of SMT [^otos.

STRQ462: The lAFIS IPS shall support the bulk submission of Civil photos

STROl 138: IPS shah support bulk submission of DL photos with FNU.

STRQ1 1 51 : IPS shall includo a DL photo repository and bulk submE6Sk>r^ of DL photos with FNU.

$UR13d. NGI shall support direct enmiJment of photos.

$TR044Q; IPS Shell allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (l.e.. e ciimir>ai rekeesed from prison with r>ew photo) with FNU.
STRQ463: lAFIS ^all allow submissions of photos Independent of cdminal activity with 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ11$7: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a

quoted FNU (FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions shith arrests. The
iAFIS IPS shall ^ow bulk submission of photos maintained at the Stale level.

STRQ46e: The IAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fevrer

fingerprint images for Identity verification.

STRQl1&B:The IAFIS IPS Shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 recoils with an FNU
and ten or fewer fingerprint images for identity verification. 1T>e photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update ihe

appropriate records In the IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE
PHOTO taken? shall be appended to the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be

used with the message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
\\\G[- 1763
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STRQ474: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of ShfT phoLos without an arrest record.

5TRQ1 139: IPS shall allow submission of DL ph<^os without an arrest record but with an FNU.
SfR1242: NGI shall enroll the phcto<e) In the <leelQnat«d repQSltory{l«e) os a reeuK Of a Oirect Photo Enrollnnent re<|uest.

STRQ90: IPS shall identify the first facial photo submitted to the FBI as a permanent pholo.

STRQ9S: IPS shall not have a limit on the number of photo sets kept in Ihe system.

STRQ175. IPS shall keep all mug shots and SMT images in the system.

STRQ30di IPS shall have no limit to the number of photo sets per subject.

STR03QQ: IPS shall allow unlimited number of photo sets.

STRQ442r IPS shall have no limit on the number of photo sets.

STRQ454: IPS shall keep all mug shots and SMT images in the system.

STRQ457: The IPS system shall keep an unlimited number of photos.

STRQ570: lAFES shall not delete mug shot photos

STRQ643: IP$ shall store an uniknited number of photos (mug shots and SMTs).

STRQ666: IPS ahal) keep all photos

STRQ6S7; IAFI$ Shall eliminate any restrictions on the number of photo sets retained.

STR0799: lAFIS shall retain all photos.

STRQ1026: lAFlS shall keep the first mug shot photo as a permanent part of the photo set.

STRQ1032: lAFIS shall retain all photographs submitted. No limitations on pholo sets should be enforced. If restrictions are necessary, move them over to an
archieve that can be retrieved later if needed.

STRQ1045: The N3l shall support ail photos, to include scars, marks,^ tattoos, without dropping out photo sots.

STRQ1063: lAFIS shall have no maximum for mug shot photos.

STROlt26:The system solution shall provide the capability to store an unlimited number of pholo sets, including scars, marks, and tattoos (SMT). persubjecl

record.

STR0239: The IPS shall always make available Ihe complete photo history of the full frontal shots for a subject.

STR0753: lAFIS IPS shall not estebTlsh s maximum for submission for ^otos or SMTs.

STFQ914: The iAFiS shall not delete the first photo set.

SOR139: NGI shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (i.e . a criminal released from prison wilh new photo) with FNU.
STR0463: lAFlS shall allow submissions of photos irvlependent of criminal activity with 10 or lass fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ1 1 57: The lAFlS IPS shell allow submissions of photos independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI h^mber). The lAFiS EPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submIssJons wth arrosts. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained al the Slate level

STR0466: The lAFlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records vMth an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for Idenbty vehfication.

STRQ1 1 5S: The IAFI$ IPS shall process a r»ew TOT tiiat supports the submission of images using TypO'l 3 records with er^ FNU and ten or

fewer firtgerprint irr^gas for iderttity verfficaNon. The photo date field shall be optionaL The system ^all update (he appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended (o

ihe photo. If the date was not suppled, then the dale the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?DATE PHOTO SUBMETTED7.
STRQ474: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

STRQ113$: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but wiUi an FNU.

SFR1240: NGI Shall provide the capabllKy to uniquely Identify photoe enrolled as s result of a Direct Photo Enrollment request.
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SUR139: NGl shall support direct eorollfTiarit of photos.

STRO<t40: IPS shall allow now photos to be suhmitlod without ftogarprinls (Le., a cnmirtal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.

STR04&3: lAFlS shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity with 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number

STRQ1157: The lAFlS IPS shall allow si^rnissrons of photos independent of anest submissions with 1 0 Or less fingoriarinls and a quoted FMU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions wi|h arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos rnaintained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAPlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of Images using Typs-10 records with an FNU and tenor fewer fingerprint

images for identity verircabon.

&TRQt 159: The lAFlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerprint Images for Identity verification. The photo date held shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submined FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?DAT£ PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

Ihe photo. If the date was not supplied, then bie date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?OAT£ PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STR0474r The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SKfT photos without an an^st record.

STR01139: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos wib^outan arrest record but with an FNU
SFR1244: NGI Shall reject a Direct Photo Enrollment request wt>en the epecifled UCN or event does not exist.

SUR139: NGI shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRO440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (i.o., a criminal released from prison with new photo) wilh FNU.
STRQ463: lAFIS sh^all allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity with 10 or less firtgerprtnts and the FBI number.

5TRQ1 157: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submlsslc^s of photos independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
{FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow exisUrtg capabtlilies of photo submissions with crests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ46e: The lAFIS IPS Shall process anew TOT that supports ihe submission of Images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verification.

STRQ1 158: The lAFIS IPS shell process a new TOT that supports the submissiori of images using TypO'iO records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerprint images for IdenUty verification. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records In ihe

IPS using only the submitted FNU . If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If (he date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474:1Tie IAFl$ (P$ shall sHow eubmission ofSMT photos wHhoulan arrest record.

STRQ11d9: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.

SFR1245: NGI shall reject a Direct Photo Enrollment request when the specified UCN cannot be validated using the submitted fingecprlrtte.

SUR139: NGI shall support direct enrollnnent of photos.

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to he submitted without fingerprints (J.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo>wi|h FNU,

STRQ463: lAFIS shall allow submissions of photos Independent of crintiria] activity with 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ1 157: The lAFfS IPS shall allow submissions Of photos independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
{FBI Nun^r). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow exiatirig capabHIfies of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFlS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos rrvalntalned at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFIS IPS ahall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records wilh an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprirtt

images for identity verificatJon.
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STRQ115B: The lAFIS IPS shall process & new TOT thel supports the submission of Images uskrtg Type- 10 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerprint images for Identity verrfication. The photo date Reid shall ba optionaL The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS using orty the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo nnessage of ?DAT£ PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied^ then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?
$TRQ474: The 1AF1S IPS shall allow submissjon ofSMT photos without art arrest record.

STRQ1 139: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but wih an FNU.
SFR1246: NCI Shall reject a Direct Photo Enrollmsnt request without fingerprints whei> an MOU le not irt place for the Authorized Contributor.

SIJR139; NCI shall support direct enrollrT>ent of photos.

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerpdnts ^i.e
. a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.

STRQ463: lAFIS shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity with 1 0 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STR01 1 S7: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submissions of photos Independent of arrest submissions with 1 0 or less rir>gerpnnte and a quoted FNU
{FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existir>g capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STR0466: The lAFlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with ar> FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

Images for identity verification.

STROl 1 56: The (APIS IPS shall process e new TOT that supports the submission of Images using Type-1 0 records with an FNU and ten oi

fewer fingerprint images for identity verification. The photo date ftaid shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS usir>g only the submitted FNU. Ifthe photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTOTAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If ihe date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with Ihe message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos unthout an amast record.

STR01139: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an amest record but with an FNU.

SFR1247: NGI shall reject a Direct Photo Enrollment request If no photo repository ie specified.

SUR139: NGI shall support direct enrollment of photos.

&TRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted witt^out fingerprints (1.$.. a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STRQ463: lAFIS shall allow submissions of photos Independent of criminal activity with 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ1 157; The iAFiS IPS Shall allow submi6sk>r>s of photos independent of arrest submissions with 1 0 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNJ
(FBI Number) The lAFiS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The IAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level

STRQ466: The IAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-1 D records with an FNU ar>d ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verification.

STRQl 158: The IAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT thal supports the submission of images using Type-1 0 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerphnt images for iderktity verification. The photo date field shall be optional. Thesystam shall update the appropriate records m the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall ba appended to

trie photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The IAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record.

STRQ1139: IPS shall allcw submission ofDL photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.

8FR1246: NGI ehatl perform a caecaded facial recognition search of the UPF Ifthe photo submitted with a Direct Photo Enrollment request meets the minimum qualHy
standard for facial recognition in accordance with cascaded search business rules,

STRQ767. IAFIS shall have the ability to automatically match submitted "known* photos against the "unsolved photo” fils (reverse search). .
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SURl3d: NG) shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRO440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without firtgerpririts^i.e., a chminal reloased from prison wllh new photo) with FNU.

STRQ463: lAFIS shall allow submissions of photos Independent of criminal activity with 1 0 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ1 1 57: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independent of anest submissions with 10 or less firygerprlnts and a quoted
(FBI Number). The LAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The IAFI5 IPS shall allow bulK

Gubmls»on of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the SLi)mission of Images using Type-10 records wfV) an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

irT>eges for identity verification.

STRQ1 1 56: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FND and ten or

fewer fingerprint images for ideolity verification. The photo date fteld shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

1PS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo massage of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?0AT£ PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
$TR0474: The lAFIS IPS shall dBow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record-

STR01 139: IPS shall allow subnr^SSion of OL photos v^thout an arrest record but with an FNU.

SFR1240: NGI shall perform a cascaded facial recognition search of marked SPC Files If U^e photo submitted with a Direct Photo Enrotlment request meets the minimum
quality standard for faciei recogniUofi In accordance wtth cascaded search business rules.

SUR139: NGi shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRO440: IPS shall allow new pholos to be submitted without fingerprints (i.e., a crimirral released from prison with new photo) with FNU.

STR0463: lAFIS ehsU allow submissions of photos ir)depervdent of crimmal activity with 1D or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STROi 157: The lAFiS IPS shell allow submiastone of photos independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNii

(F8I Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall atlow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the Slate level.

STR0466: TTie lAFlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-1Q records with art FNU and ten or fewer fingarpr^t

images for identity verification.

5TRQ1 1 56: The lAFlS IPS shall process a rtew TOT that supports the submission of Images using Type-1 0 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fingerprint images for identity verification. The photo dato field shall be opbor^aL The system shell update the appropriate records in (he

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was not supplied, then Ihe date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?OATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record

STRQ1139: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.

SFR1250; NGt shall provide s Direct Photo Enrollment response to sn Authorized Contributor In acoordsnee with the latest EBTS version.

$TRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open ataAdards

SUR139: NGI shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRO440: IPS shall allow r>ew photos to be submitted without firigerprints (I.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STRQ463: lAFlS shall allow submissions of photos ind^>endont of criminal activity with 10 or lass fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ1 157: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independent of arrest submiaslgns with 10 or leas fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFIS IPS shall continue to allow existing oapabillfies of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFIS IPS shall allow bulk

submissiori of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ4&6: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the subn^ssion of images using Typa-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer lingerpnnt

images for Ideittity verifreation.
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STRQ1 156: T^a lAFlS IPS shall process a rvew TOT lhal supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ien or

fewer fingerprint images for identity verification. The photo date field shall t>e optional. The system shall update Ihe appropriate records in the

IPS using onfy the submitted FNU. If the photo date Held was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended 1o

the photo. If the date was rrat supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message 7DATE photo SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The lAFlS IPS Shall allow submission of SMT photos without an arrest record

STRQ1139: IPS shall allow submission of DL photos without an arrest record but whh an FNU.
SFR12S1: NGI sKalt provide the appropriate Direct Photo Enrollment reeponee to an Authorised FBI Service Provider.

STRQ685: tAFIS shall provide a means for the Special Stops Group to create a record using the new TOT for the Mug Shot Photos without an Arrest Record.

SUR139: NGl shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRO440: IPS shall allow r^ew photos to be submitted without fingerprints (i.e., a criminal released from prison with new photo) with FNU.
STR0463; lAFlS shall allow submissions of photos independent of criminal activity with 10 or less fingerprints and the FBI number.

STRQ11S7: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissiors of photos independenl of arrest submissione with 10 or less fir>gerphnts and a quoted FNU
{FBI Number), The lAFlS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFlS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFlS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for Identity verification.

STRQl 1 S6: The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-1 0 records with an FNU and ten or

fewer fir>gerprint images for identity verifKation. The photo date held shall be optional. The system shall update the appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date 5efd was supplied, then a photo message of 7DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. If the date was r>ot supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be used wHh the message ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?
STRQ474: The LAFIS IPS shall allow submission of SMT photos without art arrest record.

STRQ113d: IPS shall allow submission ofOL photos without an arrest record but with an FNU.
SFR12$2: NGl ehad provide a collective response for Direct Photo Enrollment requests when submitted In bulk.

SUR140: NGl shall support bulk enrollmenl of photos.

STRQ465: lAFlS shall allow bulk submission of photos.

STRQ1 157: The lAFIS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independenl of arrest submissions with 10 or less f(r>gen>rints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number) The lAPiS IPS shall continue to allow existing capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The lAFlS IPS shall allow bulk

submission of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ469: The lAFIS IPS shall support bulk submission of photos The photos must be accompanied by a quoted FNU.
STRQ472: The SMT photo repository shall accept bulk submission of SMT photos.

$TRQ482: The lAFIS IPS Shall Support the bulk submission of Civil photos

STRQl 138: IPS shall support bulk submission of DL photos wHh FNU

.

STRQl 151: IPS shall IrKlude a DL photo repository and bulk submission of DL photos with FNU.
SUR139; NGl shall support direct enrollment of photos,

STRQ440: IPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (I.e,, a criminal released from prison with new photi:>)withFNU

STRQ463: lAFIS shall alkrw submissions of photos Independent of criminal activity with 10 or less Ungerprinls and the F8J number.

STRQ1157: The LAFIS IPS Shall allow aubrniasions of photos Independent of arrest submissions with 10 or less fingerprints and a

quoted FNU (FBI Number). The fAFIS IPS Shall continue to allow exiating capabilities of photo submissions with arrests. The
lAFlS IPS shall allow bulk submission of photos rnaintained at the State level.
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STR0466: Ttie lAPlS IP$ shall process a new TOT that supportB the submissior of images usirtg Typo-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer

fingerprint images for kfendty verificatiork.

STRQ1 15S: The lAFlS IPS shall process a oew TOT that supports the submission of Images using Type-lO records with an FNU
arid ten or fewer fingerprint Images for identity verification. 'Rie photo date field shall be opfionat. The system shall update the

appropriate records in the IPS using only the submitted FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?DAT£
PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to Ihe photo. If the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shall be

used with the message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
5TRQ474; The lAFIS JPS Shall allow submission of SMT photos wnthout an arrest record.

STRQ1 1 39: IPS ^lall allow submission of DL photos without an amest record but with an FNU.

$FRi293: NQi shall advlee the Photo Owner when a photo ts enrolled ae a reeult ^ a Direct Photo Enrollment request, but fails to meet minimum quelity standards for faciei

recognition.

StRQ751: lAFIS shall provide feedback for photos that fail to meet the submission standards.

$TRQ1167: lAFIS shall have a staridards tor photo submissione. These slandards include a validabon process wtih feedback to users.

SUR139; NGI shall support direct enrollment of photos.

STRQ440: iPS shall allow new photos to be submitted without fingerprints (I e., a criminal released from prison with new photo)with FNU
STRQ463; lAFIS shall allow submisalons of photos Independent of crirninal activity with 10 orlessfingerprinis and the FBI number.

5TRQ11S7: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submissions of photos independenl of amestsubmisslooa with 10 or less fingerprints and a quoted FNU
(FBI Number). The lAFiS iPS shall continue to allow exlsfirtg capabilities of photo submissions wilh arrests. The lAFlS tPS shall allow bulk

submisslori of photos maintained at the State level.

STRQ466: The lAFlS IPS shall (^ocess a new TOT that supports the submission of Images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identtty verification.

STRQ1 15B: The VAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of Images using Type-IO records with an FNU and ten ot

fewer fingerprint images for identity verHication. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shaN update the appropriate records in the

IPS using only the submitted FNU . If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of 70ATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall be appended to

the photo. Jf the date was not supplied, then the date the record was submitted shail be used with the message 7DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ474: The lAFlS IPS shall allow submissiort of SMT photos without an anost record.

STRQ1 13d; IPS shall allow submission ofDL photos wthout an arrest record but virith an FNU.

SFRl234i NGI shall accept a Photo DaleUdn request from an Authorised Contributor In accordance with the lataet EBTS varslon.

LEG.FR3d9: lAFIS shall accept Photo Image Delete Requests from an Authoriied Contributor In accordance wilh the latosl EBT$ version.

STRO403: The NGI solutton will be based on open standards

SUR141: NGJ shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG.UR34: fAFiS ^ail support file maintenance of photos.

NGI shall allow an Authorized FGI Service Provider to submit a Photo Deletion request.

SUR141: NGI shall Support the maintenance of photos.

LEG.LtR34: lAFfS shall support file malnlanartce of photos.

$FRi2$6: NGI shall require photo specific Irtforma^on as part of a Photo Deletion request.

LEO.FR370! lAFIS shall require FNU and Date of Arrest (DOA) as part Of a Photo Image Delete Requests.

SUR141: NGI shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG.UR34: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR1257; NGI shall delets the photoe specified In the Photo Deletion request

LEG.FR371: lAFIS shail delete the photo set associated wHh the FNU arid Date of Arrest (DOA) provided as part of a Photo Image Delete Request.
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SUR141: NGl support maintonance of pf>otos.

LEG.UR^: lAFIS shah support file maintananco of photos.

SFR12S6; NGI shall r«J«ct a Photo Dalatlon request If tha epeclfled photo does not exists

LE6.FR372: lAFIS shall rejects Photo image Oelete Request when the specified Fr<{U Is Invalid.

L€G.FR373: lAFiS shall rejects Photo Image Delete Request when the specified OOA is invalid.

SUR141: NGI Shall support the rraintenance of photos,

LEG.UR34: lAFlS shall support file rnaintenartce of photos,

$Fltl259: NGI ehall provide a Photo Deletion response to an Au6iorlzed Contributor in accordance with the latest EBT9 version.

LEG.FR374: lAFIS Shall provide a response to a Photo Image Oeleie Request in accordance with ihe latest EBTS version,

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

$UR 1 41 : NGi shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG,UR34: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR12dO: NGI ehell provide the appropriate Photo Deletion resportee to an Authorised FBI Service Provider.

SUR141; NGI shall support (he maintenance of photos.

LEG.UR34: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR12B1: NQf eheli accept a Photo Decision from an Aud^orUad Cofilrlbutor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR141: NGI shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG UR34; lAFIS Shall support file maintenance of photos.

$FRl2d2: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Servica Providers to submit a Photo Dsclsion.

SUR141; NGi shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG.UR34: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR1263: NGI shall record the Photo Oeclelon.

SUR141: NGI shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG.UR34: lAFlS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR12B4; NGI ehall delete the referenced photos from the liPF if a posllhre Photo Decision is received from the UPF Photo Owner.

StJR141: NGI shall support the maintenance of phc^s.

LEG.UR34: lAFlS shall Support file maintenance of photos

SFR12BS: NGI shall accept a Direct Paimprint Enrollment request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with tfie latest EBTS version.

STRQ403: The NGI eolubon will be based on open standards

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrollmert of palmphnls.

$TW3: Major Case prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQS26: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print image in accordance wrlh ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enroiimant (SPPE) In which a contributor submits e palm print image al the same
tirne the contributor submits a ten-print image.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, slcraga, and searching of palm phnts from a Federal data repository in supporting Fede^l and
State law enforcement eg ervcies. The NPPS shall be a fully autornated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electroric Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS Shall have a Standard Palm Print EnroUrrisnt (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same lime the contributor

submits a ten-prinl image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Pnnl Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (0PPE).

STRQl 091: lAFlS Shall require idsntificelkin of the orientation for palm print submissions for norwuajor crimes

STRQl 092: lAFlS shall not require the Identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes. NGI-1770
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SFR1260: NGI fthall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to «obmlt a Dirott PaImpHnt Enrotlment requoet.

STRQ9; The Type 14or 15 records may hold both palm and major caae prints.

STRC4: NPPS ehall have the capability to search specific secUons of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints

STRQ24: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, starKlard submission of digital (Civescan) prints on 8 X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digital (Livescan] prints on B Vi X 9 cards.

STRQ25. NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, bulk submission of digital (Lrvescan) prints on S Vi X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digilaf (Llvescanj prints on 8 14 X 9 cards.

STRQteO: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search and submit the latent prints in a single request.

STRQ270: Sterxjard palm print enrollment submission shall comply with the standard lAi palm print card collection.

STRQ300: The NPPS shall have a sl^vdard for collecbng palm prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS shall have a standard for collecting palm prints and major case prints.

STRQ31d: lAFlS Shall allow palm print image quality of 500 or lOOOppi.

STRQIi AFIT and NPPS shall support 500 and 1000 ppl.

STRQ199: lAFlS shall provide increased resolubon of 1000 ppi for standard palm prints.

STRQ202: lAFIS shall provide the abiUty to store and process standard palm prints at a lOOOppf.

STRQ255: lAFlS shall eat a minimum of 1000 ppi for aubmiaalon of palm print latent prints for type-l 3 records.

STRQ565: lAFIS shall allow ftngeiprinl and palm submisskyi using lOOOppl.

STRai143: AFIT and NPPS shall support 500 and 1000 ppi.

STRQ403 The NQl solution wiK be based on open standards

STRQ5S5: 1^15 shall require a fingerprint to be submitted with a lower palm print submission.

STRQ367: lAFfS shall accept major case ^d full palm print (lower fingers, sides, ar>d upper palm)

$TRQ5d9: TAFiS shall allow the capture of all fricbon ridge details.

STR0598: lAFlS shall allow the capUrre and storage of all friction ridge details.

STRQ746: l/^tS shall require both a palm print record and ternprint record are to be part of the standard for booking process. The FBI should always receive the palm prinl

record and the ten-print record together.

STRQ1025; Standard major case print collecliun shall comply with the SWGFAST major case card colleclion.

STRQ1 106: lAFlS shall segment me palm print database by palm regions.

SUR143; NGI shell si^jport direct enrollment of paimprints.

STRQ3: Major C^ase Prints shall be Type 1 4 and 1 S.

5TR0526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of psim prints. The NPPS shall accept eleclronically submitted palm print image in accordsrrca with ANSifNIST
standards and EFTS revisions The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (Sf^E) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the sanne

lime the contributor submits a ten-print image.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agerKies. The NPPS shall be a fuNy automated segment wllhin lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept eleciroolcally eubmilled

palm print images in accordance wi^ ANSi/NiST standards and fuhjre Electronic Firtgerprint Transirussion Specificabon (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrolment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-prinl Image. The NPPS shall populate a riew Palm Print Repository (PPR), arid also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE)
STRQ1091: lAFIS shell require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of orientatiort for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SfR1257: NGI ehall require a designation of the repository(les) Into which palmprinte should be added in a Direct P^mprlnt Enrollment request.

STRQ892: lAFlS shall provide the capability of creating a record using the r>6w TOT for the NPPS, especially for K5T subjects.
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SURH3: NGI shall support direct enrollment of palmprints.

STR03: Major Case Phnts Shall be Type 14 ar^d 15.

STRQ526: Tha NPPS Shall al1<Mr the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electron Icdiky submiltsd palm print Image in accordance with ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPP$ shall have Standard Palm Print Enrolment (&PPE) In which a contributor sobmits a palm print Image at the same
time the contributor submits a len-print image.

STRQt163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage. ar>d searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supposing Federal ar>d

State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS Tha NPPS shal accept eiectronicaity submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSi/NfST standards and future Electronic FingcrprintTransmission Specification (EFTS) revi9iQns. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a conlhPutor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-phnl Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Reposilcry (PPRJ, and also develop a Sulk Palm Print Enrollment (8PPE).

STRQ1Q91: lAPIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non*major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require the identification of orienlalion for palm print submissions for rton-maj or crimes.

{^R1266: NOI shall accept a Otrect Palmprfr>t Enrollment request without a UCN or Rngerprfnts into the SPC File.

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrolment of palmprints.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

3*11^0526: The NPPS shall ^ow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shaN accept ^ectronically submitted palm print image in accordance with ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

STRQ1163; The NPPS shall allow Uie capture, storage, and searching of palm prlnlafrom a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically eubmUted
palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. Tho
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print imago at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollmertt (BPPEJ.

$TRQ109t: lAFlS Shall require identifioalion of the orientation forpaJm print subinis$k>ns for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092r lAFIS shall not require the IdenLflcatJon of orientation for palm print submissionB for non-major crimes.

$FR1269: Shall accept a Direct Paimprint Enrollment request wfhi a UCN and ten or fewer hngeriM’Inte-

SUR143: NGI ehall support direct enrollment of palmprints.

STRQ3; Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ525; The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print image in accordance wltfi ANSf/NiST
starvdards and EFTS revisions- The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contrioutor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ter-print Image

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. Tha NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronicaity submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NlST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specifcatiori (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conlr^utor submits a palm print image at the same tiina tha contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Piinl Enrollrnent (8PPE).

$TR01091 1 lAFIS shall require Identification of the crientation for palm print submissiorts for noivmajor crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require the Identification of orieritelion for pabm print submissions for non-major crimes.

8FR1270: NGI shall accept a Direct Paimprint Enrollmant request with a UCN arid no fingerprints when an MOil Is irt place with the Authorized Contr1bi^j>l,
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STRQ262: lAFIS Shall allow lass than a full sat of palm phnte for anrollmant.

STRQ2fi3: lAFlS shah ariabte Bulk Enrokimani of prints whan less than a full sat of prints is submioed.

$IJR143; KGl shall support direct enrolJn>ent of pairnprinte.

STRQ3 . Major Caa a Pti nts Shalt be Ty pa 1 4 and i 5.

STRQ526: The NPPB shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronical ty submilted palm print image in accordance with ANSI/NI&T
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollmenl (SPPE) In which a contributor subrnits a palm print innage at the same
lime the contributor submits a ten-print image.

STRQtt63: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of paim prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal asKl

Stale law enforcement ager>cies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wl^in lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted
palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerpnnt Transmission Spacificalion (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS Shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same lime the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR)> and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enroiimanl (&PPE).

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identificdtion of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: IAF($ shall rvot require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-majorcrimes

SFR1271: NGI shall accept a Direct Paimprint EnroHment request with a UCN and event specific Infomiatlon.

SUR143: NGl shall support direct enrollment of paimprints.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept elecironically submiRed palm print Image in accordance with ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Pr^l Enrolknent (SF^E) irt which a contributor submits a palm print Irriege at the same
time the contributor submits a ter>-print Image.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated eegmerrt within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm prir^l irrtages in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Flrtgerpnnt Transmission Speckficatioo (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a paim print image at the same time the conbibulor

submits a ton-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print EnroHrrwnt (8PPE).

STRQ1091 : lAFlS shall require identificatjon of the orientation for palm print submissions for noivmajor crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFiS ahall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non*maJor crimes.

SFR1272: NQ1 shall accept Direct Paimprint Enrollment requests In bulk via multiple methods (e.g.. ftp. CO, DVD).

SUR144: NGI shall support bulk enrol Iment of paimprints.

STRQ6d: The NPPS shaN allow bulk submission of palm pnnts.

STRQ57! The NPPS shall allow bulk submission of palm prints using wab services.

STRQ10O6: IAFI5 shall have the ability to load old latent palm print cases for storage and searching.

STRQ52d: The NPPS shall support a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment{BPPE).

SUR143; NGI

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searchirtg of palm prints from a Federal data repository rn supporting Federal and
Slate law enforcement agendas. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within IAFI5. The NPPS shall accept electronically submited
palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards end future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same lime die conbibutor*

subnvta a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

^ail support direct enrollment of pakmpriois. _
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STRQ3; Major Case Printfi ^aki be Type 14 end 15.

STRQ52fr The NPPS ^all allow the oapbjre of peim pdnte. The NPPS shaH accept electronkcaily aubmitteo pafm print image in accordance with

ANSI/NIST standards and EFTS revisk>ris. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) irj which a contributor eubmita a palm
print image at the same tirne the contributor submits a ten-print image,

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall aliow the capture, storage, and searctring of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforoement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS, The NPPS shaH accept

electronically submitted palm print Images In accordance with ANSifNIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specificatjon (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shaB have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-prini image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment {BPPE).

STROl09t : IAFI5 shall nequim kfsnbfication of the orientation for palm print submissions for norvmajor crimes.

&TRQ1092: lAFIS shall not reduifa the Identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SPRt273: NGI shall perform s validation to ensure that submttted palmprint Images match the submitted fingerprints, when fingerprints and (ha distal segments of (ha

paimprint images are included as part ofthe Direct Paimprint Enrollment requsat

STRQ26: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, bulk submission of digilal (Livescan) prints on 6 X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of dlgkai (Livascan) prints on B Vi X 9 cards.

STR069; The NPPS shall have the capability io utilize web services.

STRQ67: The NPPS shall allow bulk submission of palm prints using web services.

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrollment of peimprints.

STROSr Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 15.

STRQ526: The NPP3 Shall aBow the capture of palm prir>ts. The N^S shaH accept eiecUonicelly subrnhieij palm print image in accordance with ANSi/NiST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enmlinrtent (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten-print irnage.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow tho capture, storage, and searching of palm pnnts from a Federal data rapcsitory in supporting Federal and
Slate law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within LAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission SpecIficatiDn (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Starvlard Palm Prim Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the rantributor

submits a ten^print Image. The NPPS «hall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

$TR01091 : lAFIS shall roquire Identification of the orientation for palm print eubmiselorvs for nor^*ma)or crimes

STRQ1092: lAFIS Shall rK>t require the ldentifk;atK)ri of orientallon for palm print submissions for non'ma|cr crimes.

SFR1274: NGI shall enroll the palmprint(s> In (he designated repository(les) as a result of a Direct Patmprint Enrollment request

STRQ273: lAFIS shall confirm the Identity of a subject's palm submission by comparing them against one fingerprint for SPPE (in accordance with the ANSI NIST StarKfard),

SUR143; NGI shall support direct enroltmant of paimprints.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall bo Type t4 and 15.

STR0526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shell accept electronically submitted palm phnt image In accordance with ANShNlST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print £nroliir>ent (SPPE) in which a contritxjtor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten-print image.
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STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searti^ing oF paim prints fr<xh e Federal data repository in sopporting Federal and

Stale law enrorcemant agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept atectronically submitted

palm print Images in eccordance with ANSI/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmissior> Specification (EFTS) revlstons. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a patm print image at the seme time the contributor

submits a ten^print Imtage. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (QPPE).

STRQ1091: lAFlS shall require identification of the orientafion for palm print submissions for non'inajor crimes.

STRQt092: lAFIS shaft not require the identification of orientalion for palm print submissions for norvmajor crimes.

SFR1276; NOI shall provide the capability to uniquely lder>Ufy palmpHnts enrolled as a result of a Direct Pal mprint Enrolirnent request
STR027S: lAFIS Shall maintair^ a ccmposits set of palm prints

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrollm^t of paimprints

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ526: The NPPS Shall allow the capture of palm prints The NPPS shall accept electronically submhidd palm print image in accordance with ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revisions The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrclimant (SPPE) irt which a contribulorsubmits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten«print Image.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall allow the c^ture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal end
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Pakn Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the seme time ttie contribulor

submits a ten-sprint image. Tlie NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Patrn Print EnruUment (BPPE).

STRQ1091: lAFIS Shall requira idenirficatk>n of the oiienlatlon for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

$TRQ1032: lAFIS shall rtol require the Identification of orientation for palm print aubrrkssions for non-major crimes.

SFR1277: NGI shall reject a Direct Paimprint Enrollment request when the specified UCN or event does not exist.

SUR143: NGI shad support direct enrolkmant of paimprints.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints Shall be Type 14 and 15,

STR0526 The NPPS Shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronical fy submitted palm print imaga in accordance with ANSI/NIST
Standards ar>d EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten-f)rint imaga.

STRQ1 163: TM NPPS shall allow Ihe capture, storage, and searching of palm prints fiXHh a Federal data repository in supporting Federal aitd

Stale law enforcement agendas. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS dtall accept electmnicaliv submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS Shan have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same bme the contributor

submitB a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new P^m Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ1091: lAFlS shall require identification of the orientatiori for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STR01(>92i lAFIS shall not require the Identtficatlon of orientation for palm print submissions for non-mqjor crimes.

SFR1278: NGI shall reject a Direct Palmprirrt Enrollment request when the specified UCN canrkot be validated using the submitted fingerprints.

SUR143; NOI shall support direct enrollment of paimprints.

STRQ3; Major Case Prints shall be Typo 14 and 15.
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STRQ526: The NPPS Bhall aHow the capture of pairn prirrta, The NPPS shall accept electronically sglMTirlted palm print image in accordance with ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revi^ona. The NPPS $heti have Standard Palm Print Enrolment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

STROt163: The NPPS shah allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall t>e a Fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically subrnitted

palm print Images in accordance wilh ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The
NPPS Ghall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPEJ in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same hme the contributor

submits a ten-f»int image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment {BPPE).

STRQH391; lAFiS shall require Identification of the ohentatlon for palm print submissions for norvmajorcrirrves,

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require the identitication of orientation for palm print submissions for norvmaior crimes.

SFR1278: NGI shall refect a Direct Palmprlni Enrollment request without fingerprints when an MOU is not in place for the Authorized Contributor.

SUR143: N61 shell Support direct enrollment Of pa Imprints.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

$TRQ526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print irnage In accordance with ANSifNiST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shaN have Standard Pairn Print Enrellmenl (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contribLitor submits a ten-print image.

STRQl 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Podoral dale repository in supporting Federal and
State law enForcement agertcies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wtthiri (APIS. The NPPS shall accept eteclronicaHy submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSl/NlST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. Tho
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ter>-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a r^w Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRO1091: lAFiS shall require identificetion of the orientatiori for palm print sobmissions for non-ma;or crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major chmes.

SFR1280: NGl shall rejects Direct Palmpilnt Enrollment request when a deeignated repository Is not specified.

SUR143; NGl shall Support direct enrollment of palmpilnts.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 end 15.

STRQ526: The NPPS shall alfow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print image in accordance with ANSI/NI$T
standards and EFTS revisions The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrolment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits e palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a tervprint imega

STR01 163; The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State law enforcamani agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated sagment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept electronically eubmiited

palm print images in accordar>ce wrih ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. Tha
NPPS shall have a Sl^dard Palm Print EnroHmsnt (SPPE) in whi(^ a contributor submila a palm print Image at the same t^e the contributor

Submits a ten'print ^aga. Tha NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ1C91; lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print subrrussions for non-major crimes.

SFR1281^ NGl shall perforrn a cascaded paimprint search of the ULF if the paimprjnt submitted with a Direct Patmprint Enrollment request meets the minimum quality

standard for pelmprlnts in accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SUR143: NGl shall Support direct anrolirrwl Of paimprints, NGl-1776
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STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall ba Type 14 and 15.

STRQ526: The NPPS shall aikiw the capture of palm prints. Thie NF^S shall accept eledronloally submitted palm pdnt image in accortlance vwith ANSt/NI$T

siar»dards ar>d EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conthbutor submits a palm print image at the same
(fme the contributor submits a ten-print image.

5TRQ1 153: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wflhin lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronical ty submitted

palm print Images In accordance with ANSI^NIST sLandards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Speclficabon (EFTS) revrsions. The
NPPS shai have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conlrlbutor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE).

STRO10S1 : IAFI5 shall require identification of the orientatton for palm print submissions for norvmajof crimes.

STRO10d2: lAFIS shall not require the idenlrfication of orientalion forpakn print subrniesions for non-major crimes.

SFR1382r NOl shall perform a cascaded patmprlnt search of the marked SPC Files designated for cascaded searches, If (he paimprtnl submitted writh a Direct Paimprint

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrollment of paimprints.

STR03; Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STR0526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of p^m prints. The shaU accept eleckonkally submirted palm print image In accordance with ANSl/NiST
standards snti EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In w^h a conlrlbutor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a ten-print image

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal arvt

State law enforcement agervcies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated se^ent within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm pririi images in accordance whh ANSI.'NiST standards and fuhire Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisiorts. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm priht image at the same time the contributor

submits a ten-print in>age. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE)
STR01091 : lAFIS shall require identificatiGri of the orientation for palm print submissions for nori-major crimes

STRO1092I lAFlS shell not require the Identifcation of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR1283: NGl shall provide a Direct Palmprint Enrollment response to an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latesi EBTS version.

SIJR143: NGl shall support direct enrollment of paimprints.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 1 4 and 1 5.

STRQ526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronicelly submlRed palm print image in accprdance with ANSI/NIST
standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor subnets a teivprint irrtaga.

STRQi 1 $3: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and aeapchir>g of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federet arvcf

State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print Irnagea in accordance v/ilh ANSI/NIST startdarris and future Electronic Fingerprint TransmiSBion Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Star>dard Palm Print Enrollmert (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a ton-print image. The NPPS shall populate a rww Palm Pririt Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollmerit (8Pre).

STRQI 091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes,

STRQI 092: lAFlS shall not require the Identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR1 284: NQI shall provide the appropriate Direct Paimprint Enrollment response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

STRQ6; The Type 14 or IS records rriay hold both palm and major case prints
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STRQ4; NPFS shaH have Ihe capability search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ24: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard submission of digital (Uvescan) prints on 6 X 9 cards.

$TROZ3; NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digital (Livascan) prints on 8 X 9 cards.

STRQ25: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, bulk submission of digital (Uvescan) prints on 5 Vi X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digital (LIvescan) prints on 6 l/f X 9 cards.

STRQ16D: IAFI$ shall provide the abilily to search and submit the lelerl prints in a single request.

STRQ270: Standard palm print enrollrnem submission shall comply with the standard lA! palm print card colleclion.

STRQ3DQ; 'The NPPS shall have a standard for colleding palm prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS shall have a standard for collecting palm prints and major case prints

STRQ316: lAFIS shall allow palm print image quality of 500 or tOCX)ppi

STRQI : AFIT and NPPS shall support 500 and 1000 ppi.

STRQ1$$: lAPIS shall provide Increased resolution of 1000 ppt for standard palm prints.

STRQ202: lAFlS shall provide the ability to store and process standard palm prints at a lOOOppi

STRQ255: lAFIS Shall set a minimum of 1000 ppi for submission of palm print latenf prints for type-l? records.

STRQSeS: lAFlS shall allow fingerprint and palm submission using lOOC^pi.

STRQt 143: Af IT and NPPS shall support 500 and 1 000 ppi.

STRQ403! The NGI solution will be based on open standards

5TR0555: lAFiS shall require a fingerprint to be submitted with a lower palm print submission.

STRQ567: lAFIS shall accept major case and full palm print (lower fingers, sides, and upper palm)

$1RQ5d9: 'lAFlS shall allow the capture of all friction rvdge details.

ST RQ598: lAFlS shall allow the capture and storage of all frictron rid9e details.

STRQ746; lAFIS shall require both a palm print record and ten-prini record are to be part of the standard for booking process. The FBI should always receive the palm print

record and the ten-print record together,

STRQ102S: Standard major case print collection shall comply with theSWGFAST major case card cotlectlon.

STRQ1 105; lAFlS shall segment the palm print dal^ase by palm regions.

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrollment of paimprints

STR03: Major Case Prints sfia1l be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ526: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print image in accordance with ANSIVNIST
Standards and EFTS revisions The NPP$ shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment ($PPE) io which a contrtbulor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor submits a tervprinl Image.

STRQ1 1 63' The NPPS shall allow the ceoture, storage, and searchirig of pahn prints from a FeOeral data repository in supporting Federal and State law
enforcement agencies. Tne NPPS shell be e fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print images ut

accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fir>gerprU\t Trahsmesion SpecHieatLon (EFTS) revistons The NPPSshaH hasre a Standard Palm Print

Enrollment (SPPE) in which a conlripulor submits a palm print image at (be same time the contributor suomits a len-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new
Palm Print Repository (PPRT and also develop a BulK Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRO1091: lAFlS shall require idenlification of the orierrtation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQIO^! IAFIS shall not require [he identification of orientation fbr palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR1285: NGI ehafi provide a coUacdve response for Direct Palmprint Enrollment requests when eubmittacf in bulk.

STRQ403. The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR144; NCI shall support bulk enrollment of paimprints.

$1 RQ65: The NPPS shall allcw bulk submission of palm prints.

5TRU57: The NPPS Shall allow bulk submission of palm prints using web services.

STRQ1006: lAFlS shall have the ability to load old latent palm print cases fbr storage and searching.

STRQ52S; The NPPS shall support a Bulk Palm Print Erirollmeni (BPPE) NGI-1778
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STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm pnnts from a Federal data repoertory in supporting Federal and

Stats law snfofcemsnl agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wHhin lAFlS, The NPPS shall accept eiectranicelly submined

palm print images In accordance with ANSi/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions The

NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Phnl Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contritMJtor submits a palm print Image at the same time Vne oonlributor

submits a teivprlnt image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

SURt43: NGI shall support direct enrollment of palmpnnts.

STRQ3: Major’ Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STROS26: The NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept elecirorbically submined palm prim image in accordance with

ANSIfNIST standards and EFTS revisions The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor subrnfls a palm
print image at tha same time the contributor submits a ten-print image.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data reposttory in supporting

Federal and State law enforoement egendes. The NPPS ^all be a fully automated segn>ert within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electroriically submitted palm print Images in accordance v^lh ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRO1091: lAFlS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRO1092: lAFIS shall r>ot require the iderrilficallon of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

$FR1266; NGI shall advtea tha Paimprint Owner when a palmprlnt is enrolled as a result of a Direct PaJmprint Enrollment request but fails to meet minimum quality standards

SUR143: NGI shall support direct enrollment of palmpnnts.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall beType 14 and 15.

STRQS26: Tha NPPS shall allow the capture of palm prints. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print image in accordance with ANSI/NIST

standards and EFTS revisions. The NPPS shall have Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same
time the contributor sut>mits a ten-print Image.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm pririts from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State law enforcement agencies The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS The NPPS shall accept elactranically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSIfNlST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transrrissron Specrfication (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Erirolirrtdrit (SPPE) In whlc^h a oohlributor submits a palm print Image at the same lime the contributor

submits a teivpririt intage. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm PrirH ReposHory (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

$TROl09l: lAFIS shall require (dentificatlori of the orientation for palm print submissions for non -major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require lha identificalion ofoheritalion for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR12ST: NGI shall accept a Palmprlnt Deletion request from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR145: NGI shall support the maintenance of paimprints.

8FR126S: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Patmprint Deletion request.

STRQ403: The N3I solution will be based on open standards

SUR145; NGl shall support the maintenance of palmprlnts.

SFR1261I: NGI shall require palmprlnt specific Information as part of a Palmprlnt Deletion request.

SUR14&: NGI shall support the maintenance of paimprints.

SFR1290: NGI shall delete the paimprints specified In the Paimprint Deletion request.

SUR145; NOl shall support the maintenanoe of paimprints.
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SFR1292: NGI Bhall rejact a Palmpiint DalatlOft If th« spadflad palmpNnt doas not axlat

$TRQ403: The NGI solution will he based on open standards

SUR145: NGI shall support the maintenance of paimprints.

$FR1293: Nd shall provide a Palmpilnt Deletion response to an Authorised Contributor in accoidanos with the latest EBTS version.

SIJR14&: NGI shall support the tneintenance of patmprjnts.

SFR12S4: NGI shall provide the appropriate Paimprinr Deletion response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

$TRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SURt45: NGI shall support the maintenance of pa Imprints.

SFR129S: Deleted.

SFR12M: Deleted.

$FR1»7: Deleted.

SFRl29a: Deleted.

SFR1290: NGI shalt accept a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprlnt EnroHment request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBT5 version.

SUR142r NGI shall airport direct enrolment of sapplerrtontal Fngerprinl ar>d palmprint informabon.

$TRQ3: Major Casa Prints shall be Type 14 and 1&.

STRQ1091: lAFlS Shall requ^e identification of the orientation for palm print submisaiona for non-rnajor cnmea.

STRQ1092! lAFIS shall not require d>e ldonUf1catjor> of orfentation for palm print submissions for r^on-major ciimes.

SFR1300: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprlnt Enrollment request.

STRQB: The Type 14 or 1 5 rocords may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hr^d both palm and major case prints.

STR024: NPPS Shall support Ma|or Case Prints, standard submission of digital (LIvescan) prints on 8 H X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk subrniasion of digital (Livasoan) prints on 8 V> X 9 cards.

STRQ25: NPPS ^all support Major Case Prints, bulk submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 8 X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 5 Vi X 9 cards.

STRQ301: The NPPS shall have a standard for coUecbrvg rnajorcase prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS Shall have a standard for collecting palm prints and major case prirrtG.

STRQ567: lAFIS shall accept major case and full palm print (lower fingers, sides, and upper palm)

GTRQ599; 'lAFlS shall allow the capture of an friction rtdge details.

STRQ596: lAFIS shall allow the capture and storage of all frtcdon ridge details.

STRQ102S: Standard major case print collectlort shall comply with the SWGFAST majcM’ case card collection.

STRQ1070: Major case prints shall be optional.

$UR142; NGI shall euppoft direct enrollnient of supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt Information

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091! lAFIS shall require tdentiflcetion of the orientation for palm print submissions for non->mdior crimes.

STR01092: lAFlS shall not require the Idantlflcatron of orientation for palm print submissions for ncn^major crimes.

$FRi30l: NGI shall require a daelgnatlqn of the r«po«ltory((a«} Into which su(Hi)l«mentaI flr^gHprint and palmprlnts should be added Jn a Direct Supplemental Fingerpiirtt and
Palmprlnt Enrollment request.

SUR142r NGl shall support direct enroHment of supplemental ftngerpririi and palmprint InforTnation.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091: lAFiS shall require identiflcation of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRO1092: lAFIS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFRl3a2: NGI ehalJ accept a Direct 3upp^mente1 Fingerprint and Ralmprint Enrollment request without a UCN or fingerprints Into the SPC File.

SUR142: NGl shall support direct efirollmenl of supple mental fingerprint and palmprint infomnation.
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STRQ3: Major Ca»a Prints shail baTypa 14 and 15.

STRQ1091! lAFIS shall require ktantHioatiori oftha orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crlmas.

STRO1092: lAFIS shall not require (he identificallon of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SPR1303: NGI Shall accept a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprlnt Enrolirnent request with a liCN and ten or fewer fingerprints.

SUR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint ar>d paimprint information.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091: lAFlS shall require identifiGation of the orMntation for palm print submissions for nort-major crimes.

STRQ1092; lAFIS shall not require the identification of orisntalion for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR1304: NGI shell accepts Direct Supplemental Fingerprirtt and Paimprint Enrollment request with a UCN and no fingerprints when an MOU Is In place with the Authorized

Corilributor.

&UR142; NGI shalJ support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information

STF^3: Major Case Prints Shall be Type 14 arKJ 15.

STRO1091 : lAFlS shall require identification of the orientation for palm prir\t submissions for non -major crimes

STRO1092: lAFlS shall not require (he identiflcatton of prientalion for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR130S: NGI shall accepta Direct Supplemental Frngerprirtt and Paimprint Enrollntent request with a UCN and ever^t specific Information.

SUR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint Informatioin

$TR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 ar>d 15.

STRQ1091 : LAFIS shall require Identificalion of the orientation for palm phnt submissions for non-rnajor crirnes.

STROlOd2; LAFlS Shall not require (he Identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR1306: NGI shall accept Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Enrollment requests In bulk via multiple methods (a.g.. ftp. CD. DVD).

SUR15$: NGI shall support bulk enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information.

SUR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemenlal fingerprint and paimprint informallon.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 1 4 and 15.

STRQ1091: fAFiS shall require Ideotificatloo of (he orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS shall not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR1307: NCI shall enroll the Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint information In the designated repositoryfiss) as a result of a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and
Paimprint Enrollmant request

STRQ2S: NPP5 shall support Major Case Prints, bulk submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 8 Vi X 9 cards.

STRC123: NPPS Shall support Major Case Pnnts, standard and bulk submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 8 14 X 9 cards.

SUR142: NGI shall support direct enrollmentof supplemenlal fingerprint and paimprint informalior).

&TRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 1 4 and 1 5.

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for run-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFlS shall not require the identiffoafion of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR130$: NGI shall provide the capability to uniquely Identify supplemental fingerprint and paimprint Information enrolled as a result of a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and
Paimprint Enrollment request

SUR142r NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint informetlon.

STRQ3: Major Cass Prints shall be Type 14 artd 15.

STRQ1 09 1 ; lAFIS shall require Idenllffoation of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crirnes.

STRQ1C92: lAFIS shall net require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SFR130&: NQI shall reject a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Enrollment request when the specified UCN or event does not exist.

SUR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint Information.

STRQ3: Major Casa Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: lAFlS shall require Idenlification of the orientation for palm print submissions for nort-major crimes.
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STRQ1092: lAFiS shall r>ot require tha identification of oriantalion for palm print sub misaions for non -major crimes

SFR1310: KGI shall reject a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprtnt Enrollment request when the specified UCN cannot be validated using the submitted fingerprints.

SUR142: NGI Shall support direct enrollmant of supplemental Rngerpiint and palmprint Information.

STRQ3; Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for noivimajor crimes.

STRO1092: lAFIS shall not require the IdentificatiDn of onenlalion for palm print submissions for i>oi>major crimes.

SFRl3it: NGI shall reject a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprint Enrollment request without fingerprints when an MOU is not in place for the Authorized Contributor.

SUR142; NGI shall support direct enrollmant of supplemental fingerprint and palmprint Information.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091: lAFlS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print Bubmlsslons for norvmajor crimes.

STRO1092: lAFlS shall not require the identification of orientalion for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

8FR1312: NGI shall reject a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprint Enrollment requeet when a designated repository is not specified.

$UR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and palmprint informatioo.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the ortenuition for palm print submissions for non -major crimes.

STRO10d2: iaFIS Shall not require the identification of orlentat'iori for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

3FR1313: NGI shall perform a cascaded search of the ULF If the supplemental Angerprintand palmprint submitted with a Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprint

Enrollment request meets the minimum quality standard for supplemental fingerprint and paimprints In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SUR142; NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint end palmprint Information.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: iAFIS shall not require the identification of ortenlallori for palm print submissions for non-maior crimes.

SFR1314: NGI shall perform a cascaded eearch of the n^art(ed SPC Flies designated for cascaded searches, If the supplemental fingerprint and palmprint submitted wito a

DirecI Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprim Enrollment request meets the minimum quality standard for supplemental fingerprint and paimprints In accordance with

cascaded search husinees rules.

SUR142: NGI shall support direct enroHment of supplemental fingerprint and palmprint information.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: iAFIS shall require identification of the ortentation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: 1AFIS shall not require the Identification of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

3FR1315: NGI shall provide a Direct Supplemerttal Fingerprint and Palmprint Enrollment reeponee to an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS varsion.

$UR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerpririt and palmprint information.

STRQ3: Major Casa Prints shall bo Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the onantation for palm pnnt submissions for non-major crimes.

STRO1092: lAFIS shall not require the Idantffication of orientation for palm print submissionB for norvmajor crimes.

$FR131fi: NGI shall provide the appropriate Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprint Enrollment response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR142: NGI shall support dinecf enrollmerit of supplemental fingerprint and palmprint informatiori.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 1S.

STRO1091: IAFI5 shall require Identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFiS shell not require the identification of orientation for palm print submissions for norvmajor crimes.

SFR1317; HGI shall provide a collective response for Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Palmprint Enrollment requests when submitted in bulk.

SUR159: NGI shall support bulk enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and palmprint Informatiori.
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SLIR142: NGI shall support direct enrollment of supplemental fingeiprinl and palmprtntinformalion.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and IS.

STRO1091 : lAFlS shall require |dantjficatk>n of ihe orientatiOhk for painrt print submlssloris for non-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAFIS Shall not require the Identification of orientation for palm print submissions lor non-major crimes.

SFRI^I 8: KGI ehalt advise the Supplerr>enUI Fingerprint and Paimprint Owner when a supplerrMntal fingerprint and palmpiint Is anrollad as a result of a Direct Supplemental

Fingerprint and Paimprint Enrollment request, but fells to meet minimum quality standards for supplemental fingerprint and paimprint.

SUR142: N6I shall support direct enrollment of supplemerTtal fingerprint and paimprint information.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRC1Q91: lAFIS Shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non- major crimes.

STRQ1Q92; lAFIS Shall not require the identificetion of orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

$FR1319: NGl shall accept a Supplemental Fingarprtnt and Paimprint Deletion request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

5TRQ403: The NGI solutton will be based on open standards

SUR122: NGI shall support mairitenance of supplerrtehtsl fingerprint and paimprint information.

SFR1320; NGi shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to eubmlt a SupplementaJ Fingerprint and Paimprint Delation request

SUR122: NQI shall support the maintenance of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint ioforrrkatioo.

SFR1321: NCI shall require supplemental fingerprint and paimprint specific Information as part of a Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Delation raqueet
SIJR122: NGI shall support the maintenance of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information.

$FR132Z; NGI shall delete the supplemental fingerprint and paimprint specified in the Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Deletion request.

SUR122: NGI Shall Support the maintenance of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint Information.

SFR1323: NGI shalf reject a Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Deletion request If the specified Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint does not exist

SUR122: NGI shall support the maintenance of 8upplerr>enlal fingerprint and paimprint information.

SFR1324: NGI shall provide a Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Deletion response to an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

STRQ403: The NGI solution will be based on open standards

SUR122; NGI shall support the maintenance of supplementa] fingerprint and paimprint information.

SFR1325: NGI shall provicifl the appropriate Suppiemenlal Fingerprint and Paimprint Deletton response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR122: NGI shall support maintenance of supplemental fingerprint and paimprint informatiori.

SFR1326: Deleted.

SFRl32r; Deleted.

SFR1323: Deleted.

SFR1329: Deleted.

SFRiaSO: NGI Shalt accept a Direct Irle Data Enrollment requeet from an Authorized Cor)tr1butof In accordance with the lateel EBTS version.

SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrollment of ins data

STRQ6S0; lAFIS shall allow the submission of iris images.

STRQB4d: lAFIS shall allow the submissioo, retention and search of iris irnagss.

SFR1331: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request.

SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrollment of iris data.

STRQ65C: lAFIS shall allow the submission of iris images.

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

SFR1332: NGI shall require a designation of the reposltory(fes) Into which iris data should be added In a Direct Iris Data Enrollmont request
SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrollment of Iris data.

STRO650: lAFIS shall allow the submission of Iris images.

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of tris InnageB.

$FR1333: NGI shall accept a Direct tris Data Enrotimant request without a UCN or fingerprints into an SPC File.
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5UR146: NGI shall support direct enrollment of iris data.

STRQ650: lAFfS shall allow Ihe submission of iris Images.

STR0849: lAplS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris Images.

SFRI334: NGt shall accept a Direct trie Data Enrollment reqiMSt with a UCN and ten or fewer fingerprints.

SUR146: NGl shall support direct enrollment of iris data.

STRO65C: lAFIS shall allow the submission of iris images.

STRQ64d: lAFIS shall allow the submission, reLention and search of iris Images.

SFRf335; NGl shall accept a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request with a UCN and no flngerprlrtta, when an MOD Is In place with the AuUiorlzed Contributor.

SUR146: NGl shall support direct enrollment of iris date.

STRO650: lAFIS shall allow the subrr^ssion of iris images

STR0649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris irrkages.

SFRl33Qr NGt shall accept a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request with a UCN and event specific Information.

SUR146J NGl shall support direct ehroSment of iris data.

STRO6S0: lAFlS shall allow the submission of Erls images.

$TK0^9: lAFlS shall allow the submission, reler>tion and search of iris images.

SFR1337: NGl shall accept Direct Ids Data Enrollment requests In bulk via multiple methods (e.g., FTP, CD, OVD).

SUR147: NGI Shall support bulk enrollment of iris data.

SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrolirrtent of Erls data.

$TRO650: lAFIS shall allow the submlsaon of iris images.

STRQ649: lAFIS Shall allow the submission, retenUon and search of Iris images.

SFR1338: NGI ehaU enroll the Iris data In the designated repositoryfles) as a result of a Direct Ids Data Enrollment request.

SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrollment of Iris data.

STRQ65QI lAFIS shall allcwthe submission of iris images.

STR0649: lAFlS shall aUow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

5FRt339: NGI shall provide the capability to uniquely Identify iris data enrolled aa a result of a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request

SUR146: NGl shall support direct enrollment of iria data.

STRQ650: lAFlS shall allow the submission of iris images.

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Iris images.

$FRt34(l: NGl shalf rqjecta Direct Iris Data Enrollment request when the epe^fled UCN or event does not exist

SUR146; NGl shall Support direct enrollment of iris data.

STRQ650: lAFlS shall allow the submission of iris images.

$TRQ$49 lAFIS shell alEow the submissioh, retention and search of iris images.

SFRf 341; NOI shall reject a Direct Iria Data Enrollment request when the specified UCN cannot be validated uelng the submitted fingerprints.

SUR146: NGl Shall Support direct enrolknent of iris data.

STRQ650: lAFIS shall allow the submission of Iris Images

STR0649: lAFlS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Eris images.

$FRI342: NGI shall reject a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request If no Iris data repoaltory Is specified.

SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrolfment of Iris data.

STRQ650: lAFIS shall aNow the submission of Iris images.

STRQ649r lAFJS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Erls Images.

$FR1343; NGd shall reject a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request without flrigerprlnte when an hilOU ia not fn place for the Authorized Contributor.

SUR146: NGl shall support direct enrollment of Iris data.

STRQ6S0: lAFlS shall allow the submission of Iria Images.
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STRQS49: lAFIS sh&W all()wthd submiasiQn, rdtdntbon and search of Iris images.

SFR1344; NGl shall perform a cascaded Ids data search of the UIF if the iris data submitted with a Direct Iris Data Enrollnmit request meets the minimum quality standards for

iris search«& In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SUR146: N0I shall support direct enrollment of Ids date.

STRQ65C: lAFlS shell allow the submission of ids Images.

STRQ&49: lAFiS Shall allow the submission, retention and search of iris images.

SFR1145: NGI shall perform a cascaded Iris data search of rnarked SPC Fil0(af If d)e Ills data submitted with a DIrsct Iris Data Enrollment request meets the minimum quality

standards for Iris searches in accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SURt4Q: NCI shall support direct enroliment of ins data.

STRQfiSO: lAFIS ^all allow the submission of iris images.

STRQ649: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of Ids Images.

SFRia^Bi NGI shall provide a Direct Iris Date Enrollrrrent response to an Authorised Contributor In eccordence with the latest EBTS version.

SUR146: NOi shall support direct anroliment df ids data.

STRQ6&0: lAFlS shall allow the submission of Ids Images.

STRQ649^ lAFls shall allow the submission, retention and search of Ins images.

SFR1347: NGI shell provide the appropriate Direct iris Date Enrollment response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR146: NGI shall support direct enrollment of ins data.

STRQ650; lAFlS shall allow the submission of ins images.

STRO&4d: lAFIS shall allow the submission, relention ar^d search of Iris images.

SFR1343t NGI shall provide a collective response for Direct Iris Data Enrollment requests when submitted in bulk.

SUR147; NGI shall support bulk er^rollmont of ids data.

SUR14d: NGI Shalt support direct enrollment of fdsdaia.

STRO&50: lAFlS shall allow lha submission of iris imagas.

STRQ649: lAFlS shall allow the subrnlssion, relenlion and search of ids images.

SFRI^49: nGI shall advise the Iris Owner when Iris data Is enrolled as a result of a Direct Iris Data Enrollment request but fails to meet minimum quality standards for Iris

searches.

$UR146; NGI shall Support direct enrollrT>ent of ins data.

STRC6$0: lAFIS shall allow the submission of iris images.

STRQQ49: lAFIS shall allow the submis^on. retention and search of iris Images.

SFRI350: NGI shall accept an iris Data Delelion request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR146: NGI shall support the malhtdnarv:;e of ids data

SFRI^SI; NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provlderto submit an Iris Data Deletion request.

SUR148: NGI shall support the maintenarrce of ids data

SFRI^S2; NGI shall require iris apeclftc Information as part of an Iris Data Delation requesL
SUR148: NGI shall support the maintenance of ids data.

$FR1^53: NGI shell delete the iris data specified in the Iris Data Deletion requaet.

$UR148: NGI shall support the maintenance of ins data.

^R1354: NGI shall reject an Iris Data Dsletir^ request if the specified iris data does not eslst.

SUR148: NGI shall support the maintenance of kts data.

SFR13SS: NGf shall provide an Iris Oats Dsletlon response to an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the lateet EBTS version.

SIJR148 NGI shall support the maintenance of iris data.

SFR1256: NGf shall provide the appr^riate Iris Data Deletion response to an Authorised FBI Service Provider.

8UR148; NGI shall support the maintenanos of klG data.
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SFR13S7: NGI thalC aocApt an Iria Oac^slon from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS varaltM.

SUR146: NGI shaK support the maintenance of iris data

SFR13St: NCI ehall allow an Authorized FBI Service Providers to eubmit an Iris [>eclalon.

SURI48: NGI shall support the maintenance Of iris data.

SFRiase: N^ shall record the iria declaiort.

SUR146: NGI shall support the ma^lonanca of iris data.

SFR1380; NCI shall delete the referenced iris data from the UlF If a positive Iris Decision Is received from Ihe owner of the unsolved iris data.

SUR148: NGI shall support the maintenarice of iris data

SFRISSi ; NGI ehall acc^t a Direct Rap Beck Enrollment rer^uastfrom an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

8IO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactionG electronicall/.

BIO.FEATt2l: The solution shall enable the user to select froma pre-defined set of values for specified fields based ona standardized data dkcllonary.

5IO.FEATt22: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary-

BIO.fEATf23; The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

5IO.FEATt29: The solulion shall employ biometric standards eslabiished by the Natiohal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST], i.e. the ANSI National Standanl for

Informatior^ Systems - Data Formal for the rnlorchange of Fingerprint Facial, and Other Biomebic InfonmaUon. ANSI/NlST-ITL-1 -2007.

B]O FEATf94: The eoiution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BIO.FEAT36S; The solution shall allow bolh criminal Justice and nor>-criminel Justioe agencies to select Rap Back services.

SUR149: NGI shall support direct enrollment Into Rap Back.

SFR1362: NCi shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to subridt a Direct Rap Back Ehrollmant reriue&t.

SUR149: NGI shall support direct enrollment Into Rap Beck.

SFR1303: NCI ihalt accept a Direct Rap Back £nrolln>ant request with a UCN and ten or fewer Angerprlnts from an Authorized Contributor.

SUR149: NGI shall support direct enrollment into Rap Beck.

SFR1 344: NGI shall accept a Direct Rap Back Enroirrrwnt request with a UCN from an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SURl4d; NGi shall support direct enrolirrvent Into Rap Back.

SRt1345: NGI shall accept a Direct Rap Back Enrol Irrwnt request with a UCN and specified biographic data from an Authorized Contributor.

STRQ700: lAFIS will allow an agency to enroll an individual with an FBI# and subscribe to '"Rap Back" so that the agerKy will receive notificelirzi of cnminal activity on that

Individual

SUR149: NGI ehall support direct enrollment into Rap Back.

SFR1 346: NGf shall require, as part of a Direct Rap Back Enrollment raqueat, a designation of which event type(s) (e.g., civil, criminal, external system) will trigger Rap Back
Notiflcetlona for the associated Identity.

BIO.FEATt58: The solulion shall allow a record owner to select RapBack r>otlficabon for civil activity when a record is retained.

BiO.FEATt59: The solulion shall allow a record owner to seldct RapBack notification for criminal activity when a record Is retained.

BIO.FEATieO: The solulion shall allow a record owner to select RapBack notification for watchllst activity when a record is retained.

&TRQ434: Provide Rap Back service for criminal records

STRQ1117: Provide Rap Back Service for Civil records.

StJR149: NGi shall support direct enrolment into Rap Back.

SFR1347; NGI shall accept, as part of a Direct Rap Back Enrollment request, a Rap Back subscription expiration date for the associated Identity.

STRQ232; lAFIS shall ensure that data privacy Is held to the utmost standards and that former employers are not rvotified of an individuals criminal activity.

SIJR149: NGI shall support direct enroiment into Rap Back.

SFR1 366: NCI Shalt accept, as part of a Direct Rap Back Enrollment request, a deeigrvatlon of the Authorized Contributorfs) trial should receive Rap Back Activity Nohflcatlona

for the associated IdenUty.

STRQ554: lAFIS shall provide the capability of sending respoosos back directly to the ccnfiibuting agency for Rap Back.

SUR149: NGI ehall support direct enrollment into Rap Back.
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SFRt309: NGi shalf dMign a default Rap Back subscription expiration date when an expiration date Is not specified as part of the Direct Rap Back Enrollmerit ret)uesL

STRQ2d2: lAFiS a^iall enaune that data privacy is h^d to the utmost standards and that former employers are not rtotified of an mdividuaFs cnminal activity

$UR149: NGl shall support direct enn^jmenijnlo Rap Back.

SFR137(I: NGt shall assign the default Rap Back subecriplion expiration date whert the expiration date specified, ae part oi the Direct Rap Back EnroHment request, exceeds

the maximum allowable Rap Back subscription period.

5TRQ232: lAFIS ^ali ensure (hat data privacy Is held to the utmost standards and that former ami^Dyers are nuM notified of an individuals criminal activity.

SUR149; NGI shall support direct enroilnventinlo Rap Back.

SFR1371: NGI shall enroll the Specified Identity Into Rap Back as part of a Direct Rap Back Er>rotlmer>t request.

SUR149: NGI shall support direct enrollment Into Rap Back.

SFR1372: NCI shall reject a Direct Back Enrollment request when the specified UCN cannot be validated using the submtittod fingerprints.

SUR149: NOI shall support direct enrollment Into Rap Back.

SFR1373: NGI shall reject a Direct Rsp Back Enrollment request when the specified UCN does not exist.

$UR149: NGI shall support direct enrc^lment Into Rap Back.

SFR1374: NGI shall reject a Direct Rap Back Enrollment request when the specified UCN cannot be validated using the submlded biographic information.

SUR149: NGI shell support direct enrollment into Rap Back.

$FR137S: NGI shall provide a Direct Rap Back Enrollment response to an Authorized Contributor \n accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BlO.FEATt29: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the Natlor>a1 fostitute of Standards and TaohnolOQy (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchar^p of Fingerprint. Facial, ar>d Other Biortietric Inrormalion, ANSI/NIST-ITL-1-2007.

BIO.FEAT 162: The solution shall employ a standard format for quary responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

StiR149: NGI shall support direct enrollment into Rap Back.

9FR137fi: NGI shall provide the appropriate Direct Rap Back EnroHmant reeponae to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SURt4d: NGI sh^l support direct enrollment into Rap Back.

SFR1377: NGI ahall accept a Rap Beck Malntertance request from art Au^orlzed Conbibutor tn accordance with the tateat EBTS veralon.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

8iO.FEAT121; The solution shall enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for specified fiekjs based on a standardized date dictionary.

6IO.FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized dale dictionary.

Information Systems — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Informatior, ANSl/NlST-TTL- 1-2007.

BIO.FEAT 194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant date exchange.

SUR150: NGi shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STROSS: The system shall dlk>w 6vH non-Federal records from certain states to be deleted wher> a Rap Back subscription's) is terminated

STRQ52Z: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject empfoyarx ar>d Hcer^sing bodies with Rep Back maintenance servicea for the notlficstiort

of new crimkvtl aclivity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced l>U^IS Repository shall notify civy subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Bar*
services that include subscription registralion and maintenance, stetus checklrtg, crvninai activity deteclion, respcnee ger>eration,

transmissFon/routing, arrd billing.

$FR1373: NGI shelf allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Rap Back Maintenance request.

SUR150: NGI shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STRQ&3: The system shall allow civil rvoivFederai records from certain states to be deleted when e Rap Back subscription(a) i$ tennir^ated

STR0522: The Enhanced IAPIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies witti Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

of new criminal activity.
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5TRO520: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall notify civil subject employers ar>d licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rep Back

services that fr>ciude subsuiplion registration and maintenance, status checking, criming activity detection, response generalion,

tranerrission/routinQ. and billing.

$FRI379: NGI ehad require a Rap Back Maintenance request to contain a UCK.
SUR150: NCI shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscripticne.

STRQS8: The syatem shall allow civil r>on-Fed^al records from certairt slates to be deleted when a Rap Back subsciiptEon(s) is tenminated

STRQ522: The Enhancad lApIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

of new criminal activity,

STRQ520; The Enhanced f^lS Repository shall notify Civil subject err^loysrs srKl licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services lhat irKlude subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmisslon/routing. and tailing.

SFR1389: NOI shall provide the cepaMllty to modify Rap Back event typo tdggere ae part of a Back Maintenance request.

SUR1S0: NGI shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscr^tions.

STROS8: The system shall allow civil non*Federal records certain states to be deleted when a Rap Back $ubscription{s) is terminated

STRQ522: The Enhanced lAFiS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies wtth Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

of new criminal activity.

STROS2(!]; The Enhanced lAFtS Repostlory shall notify civil subject employers and licensir>g bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
soArices that include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing.

SFR13fi1: NOI shall provide the capabtifty to add Rap Back Notlflcadon rsclplantfa) as part of a Rap Back Maintenance request.

SUR150: NGI shall support the maintenaocs of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STRQ56: The system shall allow civil non-Federal records from oeitaln states to be deleted when a Rap Back 3ubscriptiori{3) is terminated

STRQ522: The Enher>ced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject errproyers end licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

of new criminal activity.

services that include subscription rogisUation and maintenance, status checking. crirrvnaJ activity detection, response generation,

SFR13a2: NGI shall provide the capability to delete Rap Back Notification recipients) as part of a Rap Back Maintenance request.

SUmsO: NGI shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

GTRQ50: The system shall allow civil non-FederaJ records from certain slates to be deleted when a Rap Back 9ubsciiption(s) is lenninaled

STRQ522 : The Enhartced IAPIS Repository shail provide civil subject employers end licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shell notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenanoe, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing.

$FRl3a3: NGI shell provide the capeblitty to cancel a Rap Back subscription from Che specified Identity as pert of a Rep Beck Maintenance request.

STRObdO: lAFiS shall provide an automated way of registering and unregistering subjects for Rap Back services

SUR150: NGI shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STR058: The system shall allow civil non-Federai records from certain steles to be deleted when a Rap Back subscription{a) is terminated

STRQ522: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository sheH provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance aarvices for the notification

of new criminal ectivlty.

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFIS Repoeih^ shall notify civil si.^ject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and meintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing.

SFR1384: NQ Shall perform the requested maintenance as pul of a Rap Back Hteintenance raqusst.
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SUR1&0: NGl shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subschptionfi.

STRQ58: The syatem shall allow civil rton-Federal records from certain states to be deleted when a Rap Back subscription (s) is terminated

STRQ622: The &Yhancecl IAPIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies SA^h Rap Sack maintenance services for the nottfication

of new Criminal activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced I APIS ReposHory shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of r^ew criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Irvclude subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/rojting, and billing.

SFR1389: NGl ehall rejecta Rap Back Maintenance re<|ueat when the spectfied UCN does not exieL

SUR150: NGl shall support the rnaJntenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STR056: The System shall allow civil rKin-Federai records from certain states to be deleted when a Rap Back subscriptionis) is terminated

STRQ522: The Enhanced lAfIS Repository shall provide civil subject err^loyers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for Ihe notification

of new criminal activity.

STRO5201 The Enhanced fAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and |jcensir>g bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Badt
services that Include subschption registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal acUvity detection, response generation,

transmlssion/routirig, and tilling.

SFR13fi9: NGl shall rejecta Rap Back Malrttenance request wdian the apedfisd Rap Back subscription does not exist.

SUR150: NGl shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

$TRQ5B: The System shall allow civil norv-Federal records from certain stales to be deleted when a Rap Back subscnptlon(s) is terminated

$TROS22; The £nhar>ced lAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for Ihe notification

of new criminal activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensirrg bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Incliide subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmissiori/roi/ting, ar>d billing.

$FR13B7: NOI shall reject a Rap Back M^ntanance request the specified Rap Back Notification recipier^tje) does not exist

SUR150; NGl shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STR056: The system shall allow civil non-Federal records from certain states to be deleted when a Rap Back subsciiptjon(s] istenminaied

STRO&22; The Enhanced iAFiS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licen&ng bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

of new crimirraJ activity

STRQ520: The Enhanced IAFI$ Repository shall notify civil subject employers and ljcensir>g bodies of rrew chminal activity through Rap Back
services that ir^clode subscription registration ar>d maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response ger>eration,

transmissicn/routing, ahd billing

SFR1368: NCM shall provide a Rap Back Maintenance response to an Authorixed Conbtbutor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

filO FBAT129: The solution shall em^oy biemeUie standards established by the National Institute of Stand^ds and Technology (NIST), l.e. the ANSI National Standard for

InfcvTnstion Systems ^ Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Bicmelric Infonmalion, ANSI/NIST'>ITL>t-2007.

610.FEAT182: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

6IQ FEAT194: The solution shell support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SLIR150: NGl shall support (he maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions,

STROSS: The system shall allow cfvil non-Federal records from certain states to be deleted %vhen a Rap Back subscriptionts) is terminated

STRQ522: The Enhanced IAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers ar\d licensing bodies with Rap Beck maintenance services for the notitication

of new criminal activity.
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STRQ520: Tha Enhanced [APIS Repofiilory shall rtotify civil subject empk>yers and licensing bodies of naw chminal activity through Rap Back

services that irKiude subscription registration and rnaintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmIsBion/routing, and billing.

SFR13^. NGt shall provide the appropriate Rap Back Maintenance response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR150: NGI shall support the maintenance oFRap Back S inscriptions.

STRQ58: The system shall allow civil non-Federal records from certain states to be deleted when a Rap Back sjbschption(8) Is terminated

STRQ522; The Enhanced 9AFIS Repository shall provide civil ^ibject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services the nolificalion

of new criminal activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced 1AFiS Repositwy shall notify ciirfl suti^ecl employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Include subscrtpticn registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response gerteration,

iransmissioo/routing, and billing.

SFRI^IK}: NGl shall accept a Rap Back Subscription Rer^gwal requost tirom an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS varsion.

BIO.FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BiO.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select From a pre>defined set of values for specilied fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT122; The solution shall enable the user to enler free 'form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology {NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard h)r

Information Systems — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSi/NIST-ITL'-1-20O7.

BIO.FEAT194; The solution shall support E6T5 compliant data exchar>ge.

SURIbl: NCI shall support Rap Back Subscription Renewal.

$FRt3d1: NCI Shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Rap Back Subscription Renewal request.

SUR1511 NCI shall support Rap Back Subscription Renewal.

SFR1392: NGI Shall require a Rap Back Subscription Renewal request to contain a UCN and Rap Back subscription eiqalratlon date.

SUR1S1: NQl Shall support Rap Back Subscriptloo Renewal.

SFR1393: NGI shall update the Back subscription as part of a Rap Beck Subscription Renewal request
SURISi; NGI Shall support Rap Back Subscription Renewal.

SFR1394: NGI shall assign (he default Rap Back subscription expiration date when the expiration date specified, as part of the Rap Back Subscription Renewal request,

exceeds the maximum allowable Rap Back subscription period.

STRO5S0: lAFIS $ha^ provide an automated way of registering and unregistering subjects for Rap Back services.

SUR151: NGI shall support Rap Back Subscription Renewal.

SFR136S: NGI shall reject a Rap Back Subscription Renews request when the epecIRed UCN does not exist

$UR151: NGI shaN support Rap Back Subscription Renewal
SFR13S6: NGI shall reject a Rap Back Subscription Renewal request whan the specified Rap Back subscription does not exist.

SURlSIi NGI shall support Rap Back Subscription Renewal
SFR1307: NCI shall provide a Rap Back Subscription Renewal response to an Authorized Contributor In accordance wllh the latest E6T$ version.

BIO.FEAT12d: The soiullon shall employ biometric standards e^blished by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), l.e. the ANSI National Standard ter

information Systems — Data Format for the inl^changs of Flngsrprinl, Facial, and Other Bioriiotric Information, ANSl^NIST-ITL'V2007.
BIO.FEAT1S2: The solution shall employ a standard fonnat for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR151: NGI shall support Rap Back Subscription Renewal.

SFR1298: NGf ehsll provide the appropriate Rap Back Subscription Renewal response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR151: NGI shall su^^ori Rap Back Subscription Renewal.
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SFR1990: N<3I shall »cc«pt an Extarnal System Link Maintenance request from an Authorized External System In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

BIO FEAT24: The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

BIO.FEAT121: The solution shell enable the user to select from a pre-defined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dicLonary.

BIO FEAT122: The solution shall enable the user to enter froe-form text for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT 123: The solution shall enabla the user to enter text compliant with a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FBAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards establi^ed by the National Insliluta of Standards and Technology (NIST), i-e. the ANSI National Standard for

Informatfon Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of F^gerprint, FadaJ. ar>d Other Biometric Informalion, ANSI/NIST-fTL- 1-2007.

B1O.FEAT104: The soluUon shall support EBTS compli^t data exchange.

B}O.FEAT362: The solution shall notify lAFlS when a bicvnotricaily-cwtfirmecl InteracUon occurs for an individual with an FNU in IDENT.

SIO.FEA7363: The solution shall notify lAFIS when a bicvnetrically-c^xifirTTwd Interaction occurs for an individual with an PNU and/or CRN In IDENT.

SUR123: NGi shall supp<xt link maintenance between NGI and external repo^tories.

SFR14CI0; NGI ehatl require an EKtamal System Link Maintenance requeat to contain a liCN and external ayatem link idenuner.

SUR123: NGI shall support rink maintenance between h^l and external napoaltoilea.

SFR14(I1; NOI shall update an Identity with the link inlormatJon contained in an External Syatem Link Maintenance requeat from an External System (e.g., IDENT}.

BlO.FEAT6d; The solution fihall atways associate any updated informatioh (biomeihcs. bcographics. source of biographical information, individual’s role, crimir^l history, civil

background history) to the enumerator, FNU, arkl/or CRN of that individual.

BIO. FEAT273: The soluion shall always associate any updated information (biometrics, biographies, source of biographical information, criminal history) to the enumerator and/or

FNU of that Individual.

SUR123: NGI shall support link maintenance between NGI and external repositohes.

SFR1402: NCI ehalf reject External Syetem Link Maintenance requaeto from ExtamaJ Syeteme when the specified UCN or external system link Identifier does not exist.

SUR123: NGI shall support Knk maintenance between NGI and external repositories.

SFR1403: NGI ah^f delete the external eyetam link identifier (e.g., FIN) from the NGI Identity as part of an ExternaJ System Link Maintenance request.

SUR123: NGI shall support link maintenance between NGI and external repositories.

SFRl-MS: NO! ehait provide an External System Unk Maintenance response to an Authorised External System In ^^cordance with the latest EBTS version.

BIO.FEAT 129: The solution shall employ biometric etendards established by tho National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Fomut for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST'ITU'1‘2007.

BiO.FEATl82: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

610.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR123. NOI shall support link maintenarK:e between NGl and external repo^tories.

SFR1405: NGI shall accept an External System Link Activity request from External systems In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

a]O.FEAT24r The solution shall accept transactions electronically.

8IO.FEAT121: The solution shall enable the user to select from a presJefined set of values for specified fields based on a standardized data dictionary.

BlO.FEATt?2: The solution shall enable the user to enter free-form text for specified fieids based on a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT123: The solution shall enable the user to enter text comi^ianl with a standardized data dictionary.

BIO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standarde established by the Natiortal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric information, ANSI/N 1ST- ITL -1-2007,

610.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BIO.FEAT362: Tho solution shall notify lAFlS when a biometrical ly-con firmed Interaction occurs for art individual with an FNU in IDENT.

BIO.FEAT363: The solution shall notify lAFIS when a bfometrioally-contirmed Interaction occurs for an individual with an FNU and/or CRN in IDENT,

SUR90; NGl shall provide Authorized Contributors ^th rtotiflcabons of external system activity on a linked record flagged as being of special ir>terest.

SFR1406! NGI Shalt accept a UCN and associated external system link Identifier as part of the Extamal System Link Activity request
SUR90; NGI shall provide Authorized Contributors wth notifications of external system activity on a linked record flagged as being of special irtterest
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SFni4(l7: NGI shaU validata the UCN and external eyetem link Identifier included in Ihe External syeiem Link Activity requeslj prior to generating notificatione to Authorized

Contrlbi/tor« (e.g.. Wanting Agency, LESC, Rap Back Bubacriber}.

SUR90: NGI shall provide Authorized Contr^utore with notificatic^s of external system acth/ity on a linked record flagged as being of special interest.

SFR140B: NGI Shalt eend a External System Link Activity request response lo an Authorized Ertemal System in accordance with latest EBT5 version.

BlO.FEATt29. The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the Nalional insUlute of Standards and Technology (NiST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

mformetion Systems — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, artd Other Biometric Information, ANSMMlST-ITL‘1-2007.

BIO.FEATt62: The solution shall employ a Standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR123: NCI shall support link maintenance t>etween NGI and external r^>ositories.

SFR14W; NOI shall accept Immigration Violator File Maintenance requasts from NClC in accordance with the iateet NCIC Operating Manual.

SUR1&6: NGI shall support the mdlnteridr>ce oflVF informaboo.

SFR141C: NGI shall require a UCN and biographic data as part of an Immigration Violator File Maintenance request.

SUR1S6: NGI shall support the m^n{er\ar>ce of IVF informdtioo.

$FR1411: NGI shall require a desigrtatlon of file maintenance typefe.g., add, modify, delete) as part of an Immigration Violator File Mairitenance request

$UR1^: NGI Shan support the malntenartce of IVF information.

SFR1412: NGI shall perform biographic validation using UCN and bEograFP)lc data U> validate the subject aseisclated wKh an Immigration Violator File Maintenance request.

SLfR136: NGI shall support the maintenance of IVF information.

$FR1413: NGI shall update the Identity History record for the associated UCN using the deslgneted file malntenence type and other date contained In an immigration Violator

File Maintenance request.

StiR156: NGI shall support the maintenance of IVF information.

SFR1414: NGI shall reject an Immigration Violator File Maintenance request when the specified UCN Is Invahd.

SUR156: NGI shall support the maintenance of IVF information.

SFR1415: NGI Shall reject an Immlgratlort Violator File Maintenance request when the biographic validation falla.

SUR156: NGI shall support the mairrtenance of IVF information.

SFR14I6: NGI shall create a hardcopy reject in response to an In^mlgratlon Violator File Maintenance request, when appropriate.

SUR156: NGI shall support the maintenanca of IVF informatiorr.

SFR14I7: NGI shall accept an NFF Criminal Print Ident request front an NFF State in accordance with the lIVNFF Operations and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR523: lAFIS shall accept an NFF Criminal Print Ident Notiftcatkyi from an NFF Stale in accordance with the lll/'NFF Operations and Te^nical Manual.

SUR157; NGI shell support NFF Stale CPI Notifications.

L&6,UR49: lAFIS shall support NFF State CiimJnsJ Priest Ident (CPI) noUficatians

SFR141&: NGI shell require a UCN and SID as part of the NFF Crlmlr^al Print Ident request.

6IO.FEAT46: The solution shall enable authorized personnel lo disassociate the biographic data of an enumerdted individual from the stored biometrics for the individual if

individual belongs to a special category such as proiecied witnesses and under cover agents.

LEG.FR524: lAFiS shall require a FNU and SiD as part of the NFF Criminal Print tdont Notification.

SUR1&7: NGI shall support NFF State CPI NoUficdtions.

LEG.iJP49: lAFlS Shall Support NFF State Crimincy Print Id^t (CPI) notifications.

SFR141Q: NGI shall valtdats the UCN and SID fnclutfed In the NFF Criminal Print Ident request, prior to generating notifications to Authorized Contributors (e.g.. Wanting
Agency, LESC, Rap Back Subscriber).

LEG.FR526'. lAFIS shall validate FNU and SID included in the NFF Criminal Prini Idem Nii^cation prior to generating notifications to Authorized Contributors (e g ,
Wantirtg

Agency).

SUR157; NGI shall support NFF State CPI Nollfications.

LEG.UR49: IAPIS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) nofificalions.
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SFR1420: NGl chall pfovido an NFF Criminal Print Idant raquaat rasponae to an NFF State in acoordanca with lll/NFF Qparatlont and Tachnical Manual.

LEO.FR525: iAFiS shall provide an NFF Criminal Prim Idant Notification response to an NFF State In accordance with lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SUR157: NGl Shall Support NFF State CPI Notiftcatlons.

LEG.LJR4S: IAFIS Shall Support NFF State Criminal Pnrit Ident (CPI) notifications.

SFR176T: NOi shall advise the Record Owner when a photo is anrolfed as a result of an International Terrorist identification Search, but tails to meet mlnimurn quality

standanta for searches.

SUR38: NGl Shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFRt768: NCI shall advise the Record Owner when Iris data is enrolled as a result of an International Terrorist Identincatlon Search, but falls to meet minimum quality

standvds for searches.

SUR38: NGl shall support International Terrorist Identification Searches.

$FR1709: N^ shell advise the Record Owner wtMn the supplemental fingerprint and palmprint intarmation is enrolled as a result of an International Terrorist tdefitification

Search, but falls to meet minimum qu^lty standards for searches.

SUR38: NGl shall auf^rl Inlemational Terrorist Identification Searches-

SFRITTO: NCI shall reject a Direct Latent Enrollment request when the FBI Service Provider Is not permitted access to the requested SPC File.

$UR12$: NGl shall support the direct enroiimentof latent Information into an SPC File.

STR06C5: IAFIS Shall autcMnatically enroll a latent print added io ihe Interpol system In Lyon to a special population file \n IAFIS.

SFRf772; NCI shall perform a flat flngerpiinl search against the RISC for all Tenprint Rngerprint Identification Search requests.

STRQ151; Ten-print searches shall be run agairvst the £TIS database.

STR01 154: Latent and ten-print searches shall be mn against ETIS database.

SUR1 : NGl Shell support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: IAFiS shali support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR177a: NGl shall provide a response to an Identity History request received via NCIC In accordance with the latest iiUNfF Operational and Technical Manual.

LEC,FR530: IAFIS Shall provide a response to a Criming Histarv request received via NCIC in accordance with the latest Ill/NFF Operational and Technical Manual

SUR43: NGl shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG.UR11: IAFIS shall support Criminal History Information Requests conlainirtg a unique Identifier.

LEG UR12: IAFIS Shall support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique idertlfier

STRQlOO: The System shall send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall serxl back aN information {criminal history, wanted, suspected terronsts, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

STRQ104: IAFIS Shall be able to send ail responses (criminal, oivli. rap bacK) directly to origlnatirrg requestor in addition to responses being sent to SiB

STROt 02: IAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to ortginaiing requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ515: The Enhanced I APIS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response sen.'ices associated with oiiminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, conlnbulir>g agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil histoiy).

STRQ9d3: JAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: IAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ9d8: IAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ98S: IAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: IAFIS shall make military end ICE tlrvgerprlnt records accessible for search.

STRQ1136: iAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the mititary database files.

STRQ132: IAFIS shall provide Ihe abilfty to electroriicaily access ihe milllary database files.

STRQ130: IAFIS shall provide the ability lo electronically access the military database fifes.
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STR01 134; lAFlS e^all have Ihe capabiilty to convert Military records Into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.

SFR1774: NGI shall provide a response to a RISC RapM Search roQuest based on multi-tiered dissemination rules.

STRQ60; lAFlS shall provide the capat^lity to search on non^ompllanl sex offenders.

STRQ1 13: ETIS shall include registered sex offenders that are out of compliance.

STRQ149: ETIS shall include Sex QfTerrder absconders,

STRQ391; ETIS shall include sexual offenders, sexual offender absconders and sexual predators.

STRO900: lAFlS shaH Include sexual absconders In the ETIS database.

STRQ1039: ETl$ shall Include sex offender absconders.

STRQ1 122: lAFlS Shall cndude sexuaf predators as part of the specieily flagged records maintained by the ETIS.

STRQ964: lAFlS shall provide fasi filtering for identificatjon that may be tess accurate but is completely lights out. (e.g. National Security)

STRQ1Q75; lAFIS shall provide fast search against the unsolved latent database for major or tenohst-reiated crime evidence.

SUR37; NQ1 shall support RISC Rapid Searches.

SPR177S: NGI shall accept an Indicator on a retained Tenprlnt IdanOricatlon Search request that specifies whether or not a RISC enrolled tier-1 or tier-2 l<lentity should be

STRQ131: lAFlS shall provide the abJilty to electron Ically access the miiilary database Hies.

STRQ130: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the rrulltary database files.

5TRQ997; lAFlS Shall make military lingerphnt records accessible for search.

STRQ603: lAFIS shall provide access to the Inlerpol system in Lyon forexchanging tervpiints.

5TRQ602: I/^IS shall provide access to the Interpol system In Lyon for exchangir^ tsn-pnnts and latent prints.

STRQ604: lAFIS shall provide access to the Interpol system in Lyon forexchanging latent prints.

S7RO602: lAFIS shaN provide access to the Interpol system In Lyon for exchanging ten-prints and latent prints.

SUR9; NGI Shall enroll flngerprinis into designated repositories as part of Tenpdnt Fingerprint Identification Searches.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URl: lAFfS shaH support Tenprinl Fingerprint idenCfcation Search requests.

SUR119; NGI shall send notification to RISC record owners) as the result of a positive identification.

SFR1777: NGf shall require the designated repoeltory to be criminal ae part of a DIspoeidDn Fingerprint Search rsquesL
BiO.FEAT25; The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric Infbrmatior] from external biomethc systems

STRQ85: lAFiS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ11E9: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files

STRQ130 lAf IS shall provide the atxiity to electronically access the mtldafv dalabase files.

STRQ997: I/^IS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search

STRQ245: lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring one of the following primary Identifiers (FNU, SID, $OC. or MNU) and secondary Identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposltior^ submissions.

5TRQ243: lAFIS Shall accept disposition information requiring primary identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate Ihe disposition wiffi the arrest.

STRQ48&; lAFIS shall process a disposition containing tert-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Cnrrtir>al History Record (SCHR)lhat

needs to be updated.

STRQ4&4: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing tervrolled or Hal print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Ftecord (5CHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of (he CHR.
STRQ603: lAFlS shall provide access to the Interpol system Ih Lyon for exchanging ten-prints.

STRQ602: lAFIS shall provide access to the Interpol system in Lyon for exchanging ten-prints and latent prints.

STRQ604: lAFIS shall provide access to the Interpol system fn Lyon for exchanging latent prints.
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STRO6021 lAFIS $hari provcdd acc6$d to Interpol aystern in Lyon fOY 0}<changing tan-prints and latent prints.

STRQ600: lAFlS shall »llow the receipt of electronic dispoeitionefrom the Boreau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR3t: N<3t shall support electronic disposition sut>nilselons usiryg fingerprints.

5TRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1T79; NGJ shall accept a designation of Irsnsaetion prIorKy by which the DIsposItlot) Rngerprint Search request should be performed.

STRQfiS; lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1169; lAFIS shall allow the user to enter morefrian lOcherges.

STRQ245: lAFiS shall accept disposiliork information requiring one Of the following primary identifiers (FNU. SID, SOC, or MNU) ^d secondary ider^tifrers to associate the

disposhion with the arrest for gBTSfEFTS disposition su^lssions.

STRQ243: fAFiS shall accept disposition information requiring primary identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the dispositian with (he arrest

STRQ485: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing teh-rolled Images submitted vie the CJIS WAN to posibvely identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STR0484: lAFlS Shag process a disposition containing ten-roiled or flel print images submitted via d^e CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that rweds to be updated- The system shall retain the disposition and disseminata it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STFtQSOO: lAFlS shah allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.
SUR31: NGI Shell support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFiS shell allow usei^ to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1779: NCI shall accept supplemental fingerprint end paimprfnt InformaUon as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

STRQ65; lAFIS shall allow tha usar to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NClC.

STR01169: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STR024&: lAFJS shall accept disposllion information requiring one of the foUowlng primary identifiers (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU] and secondary IdenLfiers to associate the

disposrtion with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions.

STRQ243: lAFlS Shall accept disposition Information requiring primary tdentifiers add optional secondary idonliflers to associate the disposition with (he arrest

STRQ485: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Chminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ4S4: lAFlS shaN process a disposit]<Mi containing ten-rolled or flal print images submitted via the CJIS to positively idenUty the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system sheH retain the disposition and disseminate it even If the arrest cycle Is ni;4 part of the CHR.
STRQ800: lAFiS ^all allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31; NGI ^all support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition date (i.e.. court orders) in add! lion to sentencing and acqulttel information.

SFR1780: NGI shall accept photo Input from an Authortied Contributor as part of a DteposlUon Fingerprint Search request
STRQ20: IPS shall include a naw pholo type for Drivers License (DL) photos.

STRQ47: IPS shall process an EFTS tranaaction that contains as many as 5 facial poses (frontal, left and right three-quarter views, left and right profites).

STRQ85; lAFIS Shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCiC.

STRQl 169: lAFIS shall allow tho user to enter more than TO charges.

STRQ117: lAFlS shall establish a standard formatfor submitting photos.

STRQl 150: The FBI shall set a standard for sending in photos and define the required quality needed in sanding them.

STRQ245: lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring one of the following primary Identifiers (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions.
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$TR0243: lAFIS shall acGfiptdfsposition information requmr>g primary identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the disposibon witti the arrest.

STRQ403: The NGI sol Jlion will be based on open startdards

STRQ4$3; A photo message of "DATE PHOTO TAKEN" shall be appervded to the photo.

STRQ1156 The lAFIS IPS shall process a new TOT that supports the submission of images using Type-10 records with an FNU and ten or fewer fingerprint

images for identity verification. The photo date field shall be optional. The system shall update Uie appropriate records in the IPS using only the submitted

FNU. If the photo date field was supplied, then a photo message of ?DATE PHOTO TAKEN? shall ba appended to the photo. If the data was not supplied,

then the date the record was submitted shall be used with the message ?DATE PHOTO SUBMITTED?.
STRQ470: lAFIS shell accept submission of photos other than facial such as SMT photos.

STRQ1 159: The lAFlS IPS shall accept submission of photos other than facial <e.g. SMT ? scars. mar1<s and tattoos). The lAFiS IPS shall allow searching of

the records for the S. M, orT values.

STRQ485: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJI$ WAN to positively identify (he Subject Criminal History Record {SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STR0454: lAFIS Shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated- The system shall retain the dIsposKion and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle Is not part of the CHR.
$TR05d5: lAFIS shall ensure all mug shot photos are compatible and interoperable with N-0£x projects.

STRQ5d3: lAFIS shall ensure all fingerprint images and mug shot photos are compatible and interoparabte with N-DEx projects.

STRQ1142: lAFIS shall ensure all fingerprint images and mug shot photos are compatible end Interoperable with N-DEx projects.

STRQ7S0: lAFIS shall establish a standard for submitting photos.

STRQ1167: lAFIS shall have a standards for photo submissions. These standards Include a validation process with feedback to users.

STRQ790: lAFIS shall collect photos that adhere to ANSI/NIST standards.

STRQ607: The IPS system must adopt a facial recognition standard.

STRQ941: (APIS shall have facial photo star>dardB to support facial recognition.

STRQ800; JAFIS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.
STR0877: lAFIS shall ensure that the SMT photos are appropriately and consistently tagged, to facilitate the search and control of the files.

STRQ1097. lAFIS shall store image capture characlerfstlcs.

$TRQ1137: IPS shall include a DL photo repository.

STROl 151 : IPS shall inctuda a DL photo repository and bulk submission of DL photos with FNU.
SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQd3: lAFkS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.a., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFRITBI: NGI shall accept a muitt-lavef SMT photo descriptor field as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request

$TRQS5: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD. CJIS WAN. and NCIC.

STROl 169: 1APIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STR023S: Descriptors for Scars. Marks and Tattoo shall be given using normal English words.

STFi0245: lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiting one of the following primary identifiers (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition Submissions.

STRQ243: lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring primary Identifiers and optional secondary Identifiers to associate the disposition with Ihe arrest.

STRC306: IPS shall provide a multiple level method for searchrrvg SMT$. The first level shall Indicate the location. The second level shall be a set of specific, pre-defined. general

categories The third level shall be a text field provjdirtg more specific info.

STRQ667: IPS shall provide text based search on SMTs.

STRQ752: lAFIS shall have the capability to search on descriptors for BMTs.
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STRO403: TTie NGl sol jlion will be based on o^en standards

STRQ485: lAFiS shall process a dispositton containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STR04S4: lAFlS shall process a disposition oortalning ten-rolled or flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminata it evert If the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR
STRQ750: lAFiS Shell establish a standard for submitting photos.

STRQ1167: lAFIS shall have a standards for photo eubrnissicns. These standards include a validation process with feedback to users.

STRQ600: tAFIS shall allow the receipt of electronic dJspositior^ from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.
STRQ970: The descriptors for searches on Scars, Matins and Tattoos (SMTs) shall be more specific than the standard SMT values used currenlly.

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STROS3: (APIS shall allow users to enter dispositon data (l.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR17ft8: KGl shall accept an Indicator on a Disposition Fingerprint Search repueet that speciflea if a photo should ba Included wtth the fingerprint search response.

STRQ85: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 che/^es via CD, CJ1$ WAN. and NCIC-

STR01169: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ24$: 1AFI$ shall accept disposdion information requiring one of the following primary idenlifiers (FNU, 5ID. SOC. or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions.

STR0243: IAFI5 shall accept dlspcsHicn information requiring primary identifiers and opiional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest

STRCH85: lAFfS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively Identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

neods to be updated.

$TR04B4; lAFlS shall process a disposition containirrg ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via Ihe CJIS WAN to positively Identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that r\eeds to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ8CKI: lAFlS shall allow the receipt of electronic dlsposiUor^s from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STROS3; lAFiS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR17&3; NGl shall accept paimprtnt Imaoes from an Authorized Contributor a« part of a DIepoeltion Fingerprint Search request.

STRQ6: The Type t4 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of (he print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints.

STRQ24: NPPS shall support Major Case Prinls, standard submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 5 Vi X 9 cards.

STR023: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digital (Lkvescan) phnis on 8 Vi X 9 cards.

STROPS: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1169: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

$TRQ160: JAFIS shall provide the ability to search aivj submit the latent prints in a single request.

STRQ245: tAFJS shall accept disposdion Information requiring one of the following primary identifiers (FNU. SID. SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions.

STRQ243; lAFIS shall accept disposition informatiori requiring primary identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest

STRQ27D: Standard palm print enrollment submission shall comply with the standard lAI palm print card collection.

$TRQ3QC: 'The NPPS shall have a standard for colleclir>g palm prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS shall have a standard for collecling palm prints and major case prints.

STRQ301: The NPPS shall have a standard for collecting n^jorcase prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS shall have a standard for collecling palm prints and major case prints.
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STRQ316: lAFiS $hal| allgsv palm print image quaf^ of 500 or lOOOppi.

STRQ1 : AFIT NPPS sriaH support 500 and 1000 ppl.

STROigs: I^IS shall provido increased resolution of 1000 ppi for standard palm prints.

$TRQ202: lAFIS shall provide the ability to store and process standard palm prints at a lOOOppi.

STRQ2S5: lAFlS Shall sot a minimum of 1000 ppi for aubmission of palm print latent prints for lype-13 records.

STR0565: JAFIS shall allow fingerprint ar>d palm submissbn using lOOOppi.

STRQ1 143: AFIT and NPPS shall support 500 and 1000 ppl.

STRQ403; The NGl solirtionk will be based on Open standards

STRQ4$5: iAFiS Shall process a dispo^tlon conlair>ing ten-rc^led irrtages submiKed via trie CJIS WAN to positively kJenlify the Subject CrimlnaJ History Record (SCHR) trial

neods to be updated.

STRQ464: (AFiS shad process a disposition containing teivrolled or flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to pos^ively Identify Ihe Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated The system shall rauin the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle Is not part of the CHR
STRQSSS: IAFIS shall require a flnger^ntto be submitted with a lower palm print submission.

STRQ5671 IAFIS ehatJ acc^t major case and full palm print (lower flngars, sides, and upper palm)

STR0598: ‘IAFIS ^all allow the capture of all friction ridge details

STRQ598: IAF]$ shall allow the capture and storage of all friction ridge details.

STR0746; IAFIS shall require both a palm print record and ten-print record are to be part of the standard for booking process. Trie FBI should always receive the palm print

record and the ten-print record together.

STROSOO: IAFIS shall allow the receipt of electronic dtspositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

STRQ1 106; IAFIS shall segment the palm print database by palm regions.

SUR31 NGl shall support electronic dispoeltion submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63: 4AFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addibon to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1784: NGl shall accept Iris data input from an Authorised Contributor as part of a Otapoaltion Fingerprint Search request

STRQ6S: IAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges vfa CD. CJIS WAN. and NCIC.

STRQ1169: JAFIS shall allow trie user to enter more than lOcharges.

STR0245: shall accept disposition infonnatjon requiring one of the following primary identifiers (FNLI, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions

STRQ243: IAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring primary identifiers and Optional secondary identiflere to associate the disposition whth the arrest.

STRQ46S: lAFJS Shall process a diapoaition containing tervroHed images submitted via the CJt$ WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ464 fAflS shall process a disposition containing ten*roi led or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHRMhat needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ80C; IAFIS shall allow trie receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31: NGl shall support electrorMC disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83'. IAFIS shall allow users le enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR178S: NGl shall accept a UCN as part of a Disposition FIngerfHfnt Search request.

STR085: IAFIS shall allow the user to enter triore than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCiC.

STRQ1 169: IAFIS shall allow ihe user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ245: IAFiS shall accept dispo&itlon iriforrnation requiring one of the foJIovring primary identiflars (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate Ihe

dfsposftion with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions.
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STRQ243: lAFIS $hdll accapt drspo$rtion informatlcxi raquiring prirnary identifiafa and optional saQOivlaiy idanliflers to associate the dispoaibon with tha arrest

STRQ46S'. >AFtS shall proc^ a disposition containing tart-rolled Images submitted via the CJiS WAIst to positivaky identify the Subject Crtminel History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated

.

STRQ4fi4; IAPIS shall process d disposition containing ten-roited Or fat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition end disseminate it even if the arrest cycle ia not part of the CHR
STRQdOO: lAFIS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.
SUR31: NQI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ&3r lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal inrormalion.

SFR1796: NOI ahalt accept an Identity Hietory Summary indicator as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

STRQ85; lAFIS shall ailow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1169: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ245: lAFIS shall accept dispositioh information requiring one of the following primary Identifiers (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary Identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for £BTS/EFT$ disposition euOmiseione.

STRQ243; lAFIS Shall accept disposition information raquiring prirrtary identifiers and optional secondary kjentifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest.

STR04S5: lApiS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ484: lAFlS shali process a disposition containing ten-rolted or fiat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively idenlitV the Subject Criminai

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system sheii retain the disposition arxj disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR
STRQ800; lAFIS Shall aiiow the receipt of eiectrcnic dispositions fnom the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFiS shali allow users to enter disposition data (i d., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1787: NGI shah perform AQC of tesctual data contained In a OlsposItion Fingerprint Search request agalnet the AQC businese rules.

STRQ85; lAFtS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1 169: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQl^: A unique code shall be assigned for each state slatute/user fee combination.

STRQ245: lAFIS shall accept disposition Information requiring one of the following primary identifiers (FNU. 510. SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTSfEFTS disposition submissions.

STRQ243: lAFIS shali accept disposition inFormation requiring primary identifiers and optionai secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest.

STRQ460: The lAFfS shall perform an automated quality check on user fee transactions utili&ng a stale-selecteq option to select from an autornated listing of federal and state

statutes.

STRQ1 156: The lAFlS Shall perform an automated quality check on user fee transactions utilizing a state-selected option to select from an automated listing of

federal ar>d state statutes or select from an approved listing of general reasons fingerphntsd.

STRQ461: The lAFlS shall perform an automated quality check on user fee transactiona utilizing a state-aelected option to select from an approved listing of general reasons

fingerprinted-

5TRQ1 156: Tha lAFlS shali perform an automated quality check on user fee transacUens utilizing a state-selected option to select from an automated listing of

federal arrd state statutes or select from an approved listing of general reasons fingerprinted.

STR04d5: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-roJIed images submitted via the CJiS WAN to positively tdenfify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.
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STR0464: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flal print images submitted the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Sub)ect Cnminal

History Record {SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of ihe CHR.

STRQ69ir lAFJS shell support usordefkted data for 'Reason Flr>gerprintod'.

STRQSOO: lAFJS shall elbow Ihe rooetpl of electronic dlspoeitiar^s from the Bureau of Prisons vie JABS.

STRQ1 149: The lAFIS shall allow users to selact from art approved li^ng of general tehninology for the reason tingerprinted field.

$UR3i: NGl shall support elec^onic disposition subrrufisk>r>s using fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFiS Shall allow use^ to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal inforirkalion.

SFR17M: NGl shall perform ASC of the individual fingerprint impressions to the plain fingerprint impressioris contained In a Disposition Fingerprint Search request to

determine If the ir^dlvidud fingerprint Impres^ons are conrectJy sequenced.

STRQ85; lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD. CJIS WAN. and NClC,

STRQ1 169; lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ24S: lAFIS shall accept dlsposihon informsUnn requiring one of the foilovv1r>9 primary Identifiers (FNU, 5ID. SOC. or MNU) arvd secondary Identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for 6BTS/6FTS disposition submissions.

STRQ243: IAFI5 shall accept disposition information requirirtg primary Identifiers and oplional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition witii the arrest.

STR04S5'- lAFlS shall process a disposition containing lerv-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ464; iAFIS shall process a disposition containirtg len-ro(led or fiat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Crimirtai

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arre^ cycle Is not part of the CHR
STRQ800: IAFIS shall allow the receipt of eleciroolc dispositions from the Bureau of Prisorts via JABS.

SLIR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submfsslorrs using fingerprints.

STRQ63: IAFIS shell allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition lo sentencing and acquittal information.

9FR17a9: NGIehatl re>ect4 Dieposifion Flr^erprtnt Search request a* part of ASC when fingerprint data telle to meet procesaing criteria In accordance with ASC buelnees rulet

STRQ85: IAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1 169: IAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 1 0 charges.

STRQ24&: IAFIS shall accept disposition infcnmation requiring one of the following piirnary Idenlifiere (FNU, SID, SOC. or MNU) and secondary identifiers lo associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS disposHion submlesione.

STRQ243: lAFlS shall accept disposition information requirirrg primary identifiers and optional secondary Identifiers to associate the disposition with Ihe arrest.

$TR0465: lAFiS shall process a dispositton containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN lo positively Identify the Subject Criminal Histoiy Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ464: IAFIS shall process a disposition containing tersrolled or flat print ^ages submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively Identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the dispos^tron and disseminate It evert if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ600; l^iS shall allow Ihe receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31: NCI shall supprort electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83; IAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (l.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information

$FR179C: NOi shalt require an Authorized FBI Service Providerto perform nt^ual FSC on a Disposition Flng^prlni Search request when ASC determines that m^u^ review

le necessary.

STRQ65; IAFIS shall allow the user to enter rnore than 10 chargee via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1 169: IAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ245: IAFIS shall accept diepositior infbrrnation requiring one of the following prirTkary identifiers (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secor^dary identifiers to associate Ihe

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS deposition submissions.
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STRQ243: lAFlS shall accept disposition rnfo/mati^M^ requiring primary identifiers ^d optional secondary identifiers to associate the dispoeihor^ with the erresT.

I^IS shall process a disposition containing ten-roiled images submitted vie the CJIS WAN to posttively identify (he Sjbjecl Criminal Misery Record (SCKR) (hat

needs to be updated.

STR04S4: lAFlS shall process a disposition contalrring ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positiveFy identify the Subject Cnminat

History Record (SCHR) (hat needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposiUori and disseminate It even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ800: lAFIS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31: NGi shall support electronic disposition submlssloos using fingerprints.

STRQa3: lAFlS sridll allow users to enter disposition data (i.e,. court orders) in addition to sunterreirtg and acquittal informalion.

$FR17^1; NGi shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Providerto reject a Qispoaltion flnQ^print Search request ae part of manual F$C when fingerprint data falls to meet
processing criteria.

$TRQ85i lAFfS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD. CJIS WAN. and NCtC.

S7RQ1 169: lApIS shall allow ^e user to enter more than 10 chargee.

STRQ24$: lAFIS shall accept disposition Information requiring one of the fofiowing primary identifiers (FND. SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary Identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest for EBTSrEFTS disposition submissions.

STRQ243: lAFlS shall accept disposition Information requiring pnmary Identifiers and optional secondary Identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest.

STRQ485: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing (ervrolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

Fteede to be updated.

STRQ484: lAFfS shari process a disposition containing ten-roired orflal print images submitted via the CJtS WAN to positively Identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retaih the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR
STRQ800 : lAF iS ah all allow th e receipt of electronic disposition s from the Bureau of Pri so ns via JABS

.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submis^ons using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition dala (i.e., court orders) in addition to serrtencjng and acquiitai information.

SFftl792: NGI shall provide Conftict Resolution for a Disposition Rngerprint Search request that i$ rejected Irons manual FSC.
STBQ26: lAFIS shall erasure that dispositiorte not meeting automated prooess^g requirements will be sent to conflict processing.

STRQ4fi7: lAFlS shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle Is not part of the SCHR.

S7RQ464: lAFlS shall process a disposition contairting ten-rotied or flal print Images submiRed via the CJJS WAN to positively Identify (he Subject Cdmlr^l

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if foe arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
BTRQ491: The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even (hough the arrest cycle la not part of the SCHR.

STRQ488: lAFIS shall process a disposltipn containing ten-rolled or tan-flat print images submitted via tho CJIS WAN that does not positively match or identify

a subject to esiablish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU) The system shall relaln the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle ia

rKut pari of the SCHR.
STRQ493: lAFlS shall prY>cess a disposition containing lervrolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492: lAFlS shall process a disposition contalrtlng ten-roltad or flal print triages submitted via the CJIS WAN, vbfoere the fingerpnnls match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ4S4; lAFIS shall process a disposition containing lernflat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matchlr^
arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rollsd or fiat print Irr^es submitted via the CJIS WAN
,
where the fingerprints mateh a SCHR that

does not contain a matchiog arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ495: IAFI$ shall retain the disposition and disseminate It even though the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.
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STRQ4d2: 4APIS Shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the C JlS WAN. where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does rvot contain a matchir>g arrest cyde, then the system shall retain the disposKJon.

STRQ510: I^IS shall perform conflict processing for dlsposlUort requests received from the Federal Courts.

$UR31: NOi shall support electrortic disposition submissions using flngerprlnts.

$TR083; lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (I.e., court orders) io addition to senter)cing and acqdttal information.

SFR1793: NGI shall extractfingerprlnt features from the fingerprint Images provided in a Disposition FIrtgerprInt Search requeet.

$TROe5'. lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more lhan 1D charges via CD. CJIS WAN, arid NCIC.

STR01169: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 13 charges.

STRQ24&; lAFIS Shall accept disposition informalion requiring one of the followirtg primary Identiflsrs ^FNU, SID. SOC, or MNU) and secondary idenlifiera to associate the

disposition with the arre^ for EBTS/EFTS disposition submissions.

$TRQ243; lAFlS shall acce;^ disposition mfomnation requiring primary identifiers and optional secondary identfiers to associate the disposition with (he arrest.

$TRQ4d5: iAFI$ shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submioed via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ484. lAFIS shall process a disposition containing len-rohsd or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be t^dated. The sy^em i^alJ retain the di^x>sibon and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle Is not part of Ihe CHR.
STROftOO: lAFlS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prtsonsvia JABS.

SUR31 : NGf shall support electronic disposition subrrussloos using fingerprints.

STR083r lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addfUon to sentencing and acquiual information.

SPR1794: NGI shall perlornn an Image quality check on a Oiapcsition Fingerprint Search request based on Image quality standards,

STR085: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 13 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.
STRQ1169: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than IQcharges.

STRQ245; lAFIS shall accept disposition information requiring one of the following primary Identifiers (FNU, 310, SOC, or MNU) and secondary Identifiers to associate the

di^»sftion \Mth the arrest for ESTS/EFTS disposibon submissions.

STRQ2431 lAFIS shall accept disposition Information requiring primary Identifiers and optional secondary Identifiers to assodata the disposition with the arrest.

STRQ465: lAFIS shall process a dlsposihon cr^taining ternrolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criming HIslo/y Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ4d4; lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-roflsd or flat print Images submitted via the CJiS WAN to po^ively idenfify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be i^sdated. The system ^ell retain the disposition arid disseminate it even if foe arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STRQ800: lAFiS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from foe Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition daia (i.e.. court orders) in addrlion to sentencing and acquittal fofomtalion.

SFR1795: NOI ehalf reject a DiaposHion Fingerprint Search request wheri the fingerprint imagee fall to eaUefy minimum fingerprint Image quality standards.

S7RQ65: lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 1 0 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.
STRQl 1G9; lAplS dhall allow foe user to enter more than 10 charges.

STRQ245; lAFiS shall accept disposition information requiring orte of the following primary Identifiers (FNU, SID, SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition wtth the arrest for E&TS/EFTS dIsposiUon subrr»S6ions.

&TRQ243: lAFIS shall accept disposition Information requiring primary identifiers and opUonal secondary identifiers to associate foe disposition with ihe arrest.

STRQ485 lAFIS Shall process a disposition containing ten-rolfed images submitted via foe CJIS WAN to posttiv^y Identify foe Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.
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5TRQ484: lAFlS shBlJ procdas a disposition containing ten-rollad or flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record ^SCHR) that needs to be updated. ITie system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STROdOQ; lAFlS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

$UR3i: NGI shaD support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQd3: }AP\S shall allow user^ to enter disposition data <l.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFRITPQ: NGI shall provide Conflkl Resolution for a Oispoeftion Fingerprint Search request that Is refected ae a result of ftngsrpflnt images that fail to satisfy minimum
fingerprint Image quality etsndards.

STRQ26; iAFIS shall ensure that dtaposHions not meeting automated processing requlrerrients will be sent to conflict processing.

STRQ4e7: lAFlS shall retain ths disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of ^e SCHR.
STRQ484: lAFIS sh^l process a dIsposItiQn containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positiveiy Identify the Subject Criminal

History Record ^SCHR) that needs to be updated The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STR0491: The system shall retain d^e disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle is not part of d^e SCHR.

STRQ488r lAFlS shall process a disposition cor>tainlng ten-rolled or ten-flat print images ^bmitted via die CJIS WAN that does not positively match or identify

a subject to establish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU). The system shall retain the disposition and dissemiriate it even though the arrest cycle is

not part of the SCHR.
STRQ493: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-roNed Images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the flngerprtnLs match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492: lAFIS shall process a disposition containirig ten-rolled or flat print irnages submitted via the CJIS WAN, wh«rd the fingerpiinls match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching amsst cycle, and then the system ^ail relain the disposilion.

STRQ494: PARIS shell process S disposition oontstnlng ten-flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where Ihe fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a malchiOQ

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shell be retained and dieseminated.

STR0492: lAFiS shell process e disposition containing ten-rolled or fal print images submitted via the CJ1S WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does rtot contain a matching arrest cycie, and then the system shall retain the disposHion.

STR049S: lAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle is not pert of the SCHR.
STR0492; lAFlS shell process a disposition contelnlrig ten-rolled or fist print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the Rngeiprints match a SCHR that

does not contain e matching errast cycle, and then the system shell retain the disposition.

STRQStO: lAFIS sh^l perform conflict processing for disposition requests received from the Federal Courts.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using flngerphrrls.

STR083: t^lS shall allow users to enter disposition data {i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencir>g and acquittal information.

SFR1797: NGI shall mark the Disposllion Fingerprint Search request as SBOA when the submitted fingerprint data falls to aaliafy fingerprint Imege quality for retention.

STRQSS; lAFlS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CD, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1t69: lAFlS Shall allow the user to enter more Ihsn 10 charges.

STRQ245: IAFl$ shall accept dlspasitlor information requiring one of the following primary identifiers {FNU. SID. SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate lha

disposition with the arrest for EBTS/EFTS dlspoeition submissions.

STRQ243: lAFlS shall accept disposition information requiring primary Identifiers and optional secondary identifiers to associate the disposition with the arrest.

STRQ485: lAFlS shall process a disposition detaining ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify Ihe Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

r^eds (o be updated.

STRQ484: lAFIS shaH process a dispositf^ containirig ten^ollad or flat print images subnnltldd via the CJIS WAN to positively identify Ihe Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) ti^al needs to he updated. The system ^all retain lha disposttlon and disseminate It even If Ihe arrest cycle Is not part of the CHR
STRQ800: lAFlS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

$iiR31: N01 shall support electrorkic dispositkm submissions using fingerprints.
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STRQ83: 1/^IS alkiw usar^ to antar disposition data (i.a., court orders) in addition to sentertcing and acquittal information.

SFR1T93: NGI thall provida Conflict Resc^ution fof a Disposition Fingarphnt Search request when the search Is marked as SBDA and results Irt a non-ldenUf\cetJon decision.

STRQ26; lAFiS shall ensure that dispositions rrat nwetlng automated process ng requiremerits Mill be ssnt to conflict processing

STRQ487: lAFiS shall relairi the disposition and dlssaoiinata it even rf the arrest cycle is not pad of the SCHR.

STRQ484r lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS 10 positively identify the Subject Crimlr%al

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retair> the disposiUon and dl&Beminate it even if the anest cycle is not part of the CHR.
$TRQ4d1 ; The system Shall retain the dispoeition and disseminate It even though the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR.

STRQ488; l^iS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or ten-flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN that does not positively match or identify

a subject to establish a new SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU). The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle Is

not part of the SCHR.
STRQ493: lAFiS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled Images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the flngerprinls match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492r IAf1S shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled orftst print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrostcycle, ary] then the system shatl retain the disposition.

STRQ494; lAFIS ^all process a disposition containing ten-flat print images subrnllted via^ CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition subrr^sslon shall be retained and disseminated.

STR0492: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or Rat phnt images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and (hen the system shall retain the disposition.

5TRQ4&5: lAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminate ft even ihou^ the arrest cycle Is r>ot part of^ SCHR.

STRQ492: lAFfS shall process a disposition containing ten-roHed or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the lingerphnis match a SCHR that

does not contain a matchirtg arrest cycle, and then the system shatl retain the disposition.

STRQSiO: lAFiS Shall perfbrnf) conflkirt processing for disposition requests received from the Federal Courts.

SUR31: NOl Shalt support eieclronlc disposition 9ubrr>lssjons usirtg fingerprints,

STRQ83: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentervcing and acquittal information.

SFR17M: Deleted.

8FR1601 : NGI shall perform all Dlspositi^ Fingerprint Search requests against compoelta fingerprints.

STRQ485: lAFIS shall process a dispcsition containing ten-rolled Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STRQ484: I^IS shaH process a disposition containing ten-roiled or flat print images submitted via the CJiS WAN to positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even If^e arrest cycle k not part of the CHR
STRQ48d: IAFI$ ^all process a dlspostton containing ten-flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to poaitivery identify the Subject Criminal Hislory Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated

STRQ4d4: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively idarrtfy the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
SUR31: NGI shall support electronic dispc^tion submissions using fingerprints

STRQ83: lAFlS Shall allow users to enter disposition data {i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFRl8il2: NGI ehall prIodtUe a Dieposlti^ Flngerprtr^t Search request using established and specified prtortty criteria.

STRQdS: lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges via CO, CJIS WAN, and NCIC.

STRQ1 169; lAFIS shall allow the user to enter more than 10 charges.

$TRQ246; lAFlS shall accept disposition informalion requiring or>e of the followirig primary Identifiers (FNU, SiD, SOC, or MNU) and secondary identifiers to associate the

disposition with the arrest fcr F6TS/EFTS disposition submissions.
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STRQ243:
1
APIS sfiaN accept dieposilkin Irtformeiion re<|uiriog primary identifiers and optional secondary Identifiers to associate the disposldon wHh the arrest.

STRQ485; lAFIS shall process a disposition contdlnirtg ten-rdied imagos submitted via the CJIS WAN 10 positively iderHfy the Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) V^at

needs to be updated.

STRQ464: lAFlS shall process a disposition crmtainlrtg tert-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively identify the Subject CrimlrtaJ

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the disposition and disserninate rt even if the arrestcycla is not pan of the CHR.
STRQ770. lAFlS shall permit high priority searches on 4 or more flat fingerprints.

STRQ769: lAFlS Shall permit high priority searches or> 4 or more fingerprints (flat or rolled;.

STRQ771; lAFlS Shall permit high priority searches on 4 or more rolled fingerprints.

STRQ769: lAFlS shall permit high priority searches on 4 or more fingerprints (flat or rolled)

STRQ800: 1>^IS shall allow the receipt of electronic dispositions from the Bureau of Prisons via JABS.

$UR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprlnls.

$TRQd3: (APIS shall allow user^ to enter disposition data (I.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Iriformetion.

SFK1803: NCI shall perform s rolled fingerprint eear^ against the RISC for all Disposition Fingerprint Search requests.

$TRQ1S1: Ten-print searches shall be run against the ETIS database.

STRQ1164: Latent at^d ten-print searches shall be run against the ETIS database.

STR04B5: lAFIS shall process a dispcsilion containing ton-roNed images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively Idenlify Hie Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) that

needs to be updated.

STR04B4: iAFJS shall process a dlsposfliori containing ten-rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN lo positively identify the Subject Criminal

Hislory Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. The system shall retain the dispositlort and disseminate it even if the anest cycle is not part of the CHR
STRQ469: lAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submitted via the CJIS WAN that does not positively match/idenbfy a subject to establish a new SCHR
with a new FBI Number (FNU).

STR0488' lAFlS Shall process a disposition conialnirK) teivrolJed or ten-flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN ihat does not postiivety irietch or Identify

a subject to establish a rrow SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU). The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle is

not part of 1h« SCHR
STRQ493: lAFlS Shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled images submitted via the GJIS WAN. where tho fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flat print (mages submitted via the CJIS WAN. where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

SUR31: NGI ^all support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

$TR063: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e.. court orders) m addition to senterKing and acquittal information.

SFRi8g4: NGI shatl perform a flat fingerprint search against the RISC for all Disposition Fingerprint Search requests.

STRQ33: The lAFiS shall provide a mafliod to submit slap-flat flngerprints with disposition data only.

STRQtSI: Ten-print searches shall be run against Ihs ETIS database

STRQ1 154: Latent and ten-print searches shall be mn against the ETIS database.

STRQ486: lAFIS shell process a disposition containing ten-flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN to posllively Identify Uie Subject Criminal History Record (SCHR) (hat

needs to be updated.

STRQ484: lAFlS shall process a disposition containing ten^otled or flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN to positively Identify Ihe Subject Criminal

H istory Record (SCHR) that needs to be u pdated . The system sh all rela in tiie disposition and di sseminate It even if ^ a arresl cycle is not pert of the CHR
STRQ490; lAFlS shall process a disposition containing tervflat print irriages submitted via the CJIS WAN that doos not positively match/idontily a subject to establish a new
SCHR with a new FBI Number (FNU).
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STRQ4&S: IAPIS $hall process a disposition coritainlng lori'rollod or ton-flat print images submitted via the CJIS W/^ that does not positively match or Identify

a Bubjeci to esi^Nsh a new SCPIR with a new FBI Kloirt^er (FNU). The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle Is

not pari of (he SCHR.
STRQ494: lAFIS shall process a disposition containirtg tervflat print images submrttad via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR tiiat does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained end disseminated.

STRQ492: lAFIS shall piecess a disposition containlrrg ten-rolled or ftat print images submitted via the CJI& WAN, where the fingerprirtts match a SCHR lhat

does not contain a matching arrest cycle^ ar>d then the syst^ shaJi retain the dlsposltiori.

$UR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STROB3: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders} in addition to ser^encing and acquittal information

SFR1609: NGi shall perform a Subject Search of the desigr^ated NQI repoahory for candidates baaed on biographic data provided for all Disposition Fingerprint Search requeeh
STRQ993: lAFiS shall make military hngerpr1r>t rec^ds accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shall n^ake military and ICE flr>gen>rint records accessible for search.

STRQ9dd: lAFIS shall make mfitlary fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ995: lAFlS Shall nr^ke ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS Shall mlltlary and ICE ffrvgerprint records accessible for search.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition subnrtls^ons usir>g fingerprints.

5TRQ63: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition dala (i.e.. court orders) In ac^dltion to senterwrng arvt acquittal information.

SFR1808: NGf shall perform Ilf/Verify as part of a DiepoeiUon Fingerprint Search request for each quoted UCN and each Subject Search candidate.

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions uslr>g firtgeoprints.

STRQ83: lAFiS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addltic?n to senterKing and acquittal infonnation

$FR1907; NCI shaM compare the fingerprint features extracted from the fingerprint Imagee provided In the Dlepoeltion Fingerprint Search request agalnet the fingerprint

featureft of each car>dldate provided to IllfVerffy.

SUR31; NGI shall support electror^ic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFIS shaH allow users to enter disposition date (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal informaljon.

SFRlflOfi: NOI shall calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a DIepoaition Ffngeipilnt Search request.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ93: lAFlS shall allow usere to enter disposition data (I.e., court orders) In addllion to senlerKing and acquittal information.

SFRiaiO: NGI shall eliminate each candidate that has a match acore below the minlmurr> threshold for lllAferlfy as part of e Oiepositlon Fingerprint Search request
SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencirtg and acquittal Information.

SFRIfill; NOI shall perform a fingerprint feature search for all Oiepositfon Fingerprint Search requeets.

STRQ748: lAFIS shall have the capability to conduct searches In parallel - name, fingerprint palm and photo.

$TRQ7eQ: lAFIS Shall allow parallel searching for names and fingerprinis.

$TRQ7B2; lAFFS Shad allow parallel searching for names and palm prints.

STR07d1: lAFIS shall allow parallel searching for names and perm prints.

SUR31; NGI shad support etectronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQe3t lA^JS shad allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1 612: NGI shall determine a poettive lder)tiflcatlort declefon for each candidate that has a match score above the high confidance threshold as part of a DIspoaltion

SUR31: NGI Shall support elsctrooic disposrtFon submissions using fingerprints.

STRQS3: lAFIS Shall allow ueara to enter dlsposilion data (i.e., court orders) in addlUon to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1 613: NGI ehall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a rrtanual FIC for each candidate with a match score that le below the high confidence threshold as
part of a Diepoeitiort Fingerprint Search request.
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SUR31: NGl shaFI support eJectronkc disposJlion submidsions uajng fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFtS shall allow users to enter dlsposktirxi data O-s.. court orders) in addition to sentencirtg and acquittal information.

SFR1814: NOI ahall require a second Authorised FBI Service Provider to perfomi a manual FIC to confirm a positive identification for each candidate a rnatcJi score that is

below the low conAdence threshold as part of a Disposition Flrygerprlnt Search requatt

SUR31 : NGl shall support electronic disposltior submissions using hrtQerprints.

STRQ83; lAFIS shell allow users to eritor disposition data O-Sm, court orders) h addition to serttendng and acquittal information.

$FR161S: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider lo reject a Disposition Fingerprint Search request as a result of the manual FlC.

SLJR31'. NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingeipnnt&.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (I.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1618: NGl shall provide Conflict Resolution for a Disposition Rngerprint Search request that is rejected as a result of the manual PIC-

STRQ26; lAFlS shall ensure that dispositions not meeting automated processing requirements wilt be sent to conflict processing.

$TRQ4B7; lAFIS shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the SCHR
STRQ484; iAFIS Shall process a disposition containirtg ten-rolled or flat pnr^ Images submitted vie the CJIS WAN lo positively identify the Subject Criminal

History Record (SCHR) that needs to be updated. ITie system shall retain the dl^sltion and disseminate it even if the arrest cycle is not part of the CHR.
STR0491: The system shall retain the disposition and disseminate it even though tne arrest cycle is not pari of the SCHR.

STRQ4dB: lAFlS shall process e disposition containing ten-rolled or ten-flat print Images submitted vre the CJIS WAN that does not poshively match or identify

a subject to establish a new SCHR wHh a new FBI Number ^FNU). The system shall retain the dlsposHlon and disseminate It even though the arrest cycle is

not part of the SCHR.

STR0493: JAFIS shall process a disposition contairvng ten-n^led images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrost cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ493: IAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten-rolled or flal print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the flngeiprinis match a SCHR that

does not contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ494' IAFIS Shall process a disposition containing ten-flat print Images submitted via the CJIS WAN. where the flngeiprintG match a SCHR that does not contain a matching

arrest cycle. The disposition submission shall be retained and disseminated.

STRQ492; iAFIS shall process a disposition contalnirtg Idrvrolled or flat prim irrtages submitted via Ihe CJIS WAN. where the fingerprints match a SCHR that

does rvot contain a matching arrest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ49S: IAFIS shall retain the disposiUon and disseminate it even though the arrest cycle Is not part of the SCHR.
STRQ492: IAFIS shall process a disposition containing ten*rolled or flat print images submitted via the CJIS WAN, where the fingerprints match e SCHR that

does not coniain a matchirtg amest cycle, and then the system shall retain the disposition.

STRQ510: IAFIS shall perform conflict processing for dispositlor^ requests received from the Federal Courts.

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STROd3: IAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data fi.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFA1817: NGl shall retrieve the corresponding subjsct's Identity History Information when requested and a positive identification decision results from a Disposition

Fingerprint Search request

$UR3i: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STROd3: IAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and ecqulaai informalion.

$FA1B18: NOI shall retrieve Identity History information horn Hl/NFF Stats systems when a positive Identification decision is made to an Identity tiiat contains an NFF indicator

as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: IAFIS shall allow users to enter disposHion data (Le., court orders) in addition to senter^cing and acquittal information.

SFRIfilfi; NGl Shall snroll Identity information fbrths nsvviy created Identity Irrto the appropriate NGl repository as a result of a retainsd Disposition Fingerprint Search request

that rseuits In a non-ldentiflcaUor^ decision.
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SUR31 : NGI shkall support slaclronic disposition submissions using fingorprinls.

&TRQ83: lAFJS shall allow usor^ to enter disposition data (Le., court Orders) in addition to sefitencing and acquittal information.

SFR1820: NGi Shall enroll the flngerprinl data in the dasignatad repository^ las) based on file maintenance rules as part of a retained Disposition Fingerprint Search request
SUR31 : NGi shall support electronic disposition subrnjssions usirtg tlngerprinls,

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (Le., court orders) in addition to sentencing and ac^ittal information.

SFR1d2t; NCI sh^l provide the capability lo uniquely Identify fingerprint data enrolled as a result of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request
SiJR31; NGJ shall support electronic dlsposiQon submissions using fingerprints.

STRQd3: lAFIS Shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in additiorr to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1822: NGl ehetl enroli the photos in the designated repository based on file irtalntensnce rules as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Se^ch request.

STRQdC : IPS sh^l identify the flr^ facial photo submitted to Ihe FB I as a perma nent photo.

STRQ95: IPS shall not have a limit on the number of photo sets kept In the system.

5TRQ175; IPS Shall Keep all mug ^^ots arKl SMT images in the system.

STRO309; fPS shall have no limit to Ihe number of $:^to sets per subject.

STR0389: IPS Shall anow unlirnited number of photo sets.

STR0442: IPS shall have no limit on the number of photo sets.

$TR04S4: IPS shall keep all mug shots and SMT Images In the sysiem

STR04S7: Th6 IPS system shall keep ^ unlimited number of photos.

STRO570: lAFlS shall ryrt delete mug shot photos

STRC643; IPS shall store an unlimited number of photos (mug shots and SMTs).

STRQ668; IPS shall keep all photos.

STR06B7: lAFlS shall eliminate any restrictions on the number of photo sets retained.

STRQ799: lAFlS shall retain all photos.

STRO1026: lAFlS shall Keep the first mug shot photo as a permanent part of the photo set.

STRQ1032r lAFlS shall retain ail photogra(:^s submitted. No limitatrons on photo sets should bo entoiced. It restrictions are nocessary, move them over to an
archieve that can be retrieved later if naeded.

STRQ1045: The NGl shall support all photos, to include scars, marks, and tattoos, without dropping out photo sets.

STRQ1D63: lAPlS sh^l have no maximum for mug shot photos.

3TR01 126: The system solution shall provide the capability to store ah unlimited number of photo eats, inckjdlrig scars, marks, and tattoos (SMT), per subject

record.

$TRQ239: The IPS shaN always make available the cornptete photo history of the full frontal shots fora subject

STR0763r lAFIS IPS shall not establish a maxirnum for submission for photos or SMTs.

$TRQ914: The lA^IS shall not delete the first photo set.

$UR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

5TRQd3: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i e.. court oiders)Jh addition to sentencing arid acquittal information.

SFR1A23: NGl shall provide the capaNllty to uniquely Identify photos enrolled as a result of Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

SUR31! NGl shall Support electronic dispositior^ submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1824: NGl shell enroll the paImprInU In the designated repository based on fite melntMiance rules as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

STRQ527: The NPP3 shall populate a new palm print repository (PPR).
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STR01163: The NPPS shall altovv the capture, sicyege. and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and State law

enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully dutomaled segment within lAFIS. 1'he NPPS shall accept electronically submitted palm print images in

accordance with ANSl/NiST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palrr.

Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a len'print image The NPPS shall populate

a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulh Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ532: The NPPS shall provide enrollment capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten^print.

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internai and external customers wKh the capability to search both known and unknown candidate reposHones.

generate queries, create linkages, arid perform searches of OJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide

enrollmenl and identlficatron capabilities similar to ivhat is currently available via ten-print The NPPS, upon submission of a palm prim, shall create a Palm
Print Reposilory Recor'd (PPRR)

STRQ534: The NPPS. upon submission of a paim print, shall creaie a Palm Print Repository Record <PPRR)

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers wrth the capability to search bolh known and unknown candidate repositories, generate queries

create linkages, and perform searches of CJtS Systems of Services (SoS) dale irr support of criminal invesirgatione The NPPS Shan provide enroHmenl end tdentrfioation

capabilities similar to whal is currently available vie ten-print. The NAPS, upori submission of a paint print, shall create a Palm Print Reposilory Record (PPRfQ.

SUR31: N<3I ehair support electronic difipo^llion submissions using fngerprints.

6TRQd3: (APIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information

SFRt926: NGI «haM provide the capability to uniquely identify palmprlnte enrolled as a result of a deposition Ftrigerprint Search request
STRQ534; The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ1 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both krvown and unknown candidate repositorieB,

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services <SoS) data in support of criminal investigations The NPPS shall provide

enrollment and identification capabilities similar to wt>at is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm
Print Repository Record (PPRR).

$UR3l: NGI shall support electronic disposition subrnisslons using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFlS shah allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1826; NGI shall enroll the Irle data in the designated repository based on file maintenance rules as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request

SUR31: NG! shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprinls

$TRQ63: lAflS shall allow users to enter disposition dale (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR'f827: NGI shall provide Che capability to uniquely Identify Iris data enrolled as a result of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions usir>g tingerprlnts.

STRQ83: (APIS Shall allow users to enter disposition data (i e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR10281 NGI shall ertroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprtnt Information Into the designated repository based on file maintenance rules as part of a Disposition

Fingerprint Search request

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions usirig fingerprints.

STRQ83: (AFiS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Informatiori.

$FR1830; NGf shall update fingerprint information based on file maintenance rules aa a result of a Dlspoaldoh Fingerprint Search request with a positive identification decision

SiJR3l: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: 1AFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (ie., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1d31: NGI Shall create a copy of the Diapoeltion Fingerprint Search requeat for the NGI Certification File baaed on file maintenance rulea.

SiJR3l; NGI shall support electronic disposilior submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS Shall allow users to enier disposition data (i.e,. Court Orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal intonnation

SFR1B33: NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the ULF, in accordance with cascaded search biisineaa rules, as a result of Disposition Fingerprint Search reqiias

STRQ456: lAFlS shall allow crvH ten-print subinissions to be searched against the ULF with Ihe state's permission. NGI-1809
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STRQ74d: lAFJS s^all h^va tha capsbil^ to conduct aaafchas in parallel - nerne> fingerprint, palm and photo.

STRQ760: I/^IS shall allow parallel searching for names and fingerprints.

STRQ762: lAFiS shall allow parallel aearchir>g for names and palm prints.

$TRQ7dl: lAFlS Shall allow parallel searching for names arid palm prints.

SURdI: NGI shall support electronio disposition subrnissions using fingerprints.

STR069: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (l.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFR1lt34: NOI vtioll perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the marired SPG Fifes, In accordance with cascaded search business rules, as a result of Disposition Fingerprint

Search requests.

STRQ131: lAFIS shall provide the ability to eiectranicalty access the military database files.

STROl30i lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STR0997: lAFlS shall makg rrklrtary fingerprint records accessible for search,

STR074d: lAFIS shall have the capability to conduct searches in parallel - name, fingerprint, palm and photo.

STRQ76Q: lAFlS shall aHow paraliel searciting for names and fingerprints.

STR07S2: lAFiS Shall allow parallel searcjting for names and palm prints.

STR07fi1: lAFIS shall allow parallel searching fornames and palm prints.

SUR31: NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: JAFIS shall allow usei^ to enter disposition da1a{i.e.
,
court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1839: NCI shafi perform a cascaded facial recognition search of ttia UPF when the pholo submitted with a Disposition Fingerprlrtt Search request meets the minimum
quality standard for facial recognition in accordance with cascsded search business rules.

STRQ767; lAfiS shall have the ability to automatically match submttted *Known" photos against the "unsolved photo' file (reverse search).

8UR31; NGI shall support eloctronk; disposition submissions usirvg firrgerprinta,

STR063: lAFIS shall allow u^rs to enter disposition dala(l.o., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal infomiation.

SFR1839: NGI shall perform a cascaded facial recognition search of mar1»d SPC Files when the photo submitted wfth a Disposition Fingerprint Search request meets the

minimum quality standard for facial recoghhion In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SliR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STR093: lAFlS Shall allow users to enter disposition data (Le.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Informatioo.

$FR1837: NOI shall perform a cascaded patmprini search of the ULF when the paimprint submitted with a Disposition Fingerprint Search request meets the minimum quality

standard for palmprints In accordance with cascaded search busineee rules.

STRQIOId: lAFIS ^afl provide the capability to search palm for unsolved latent palm searches

SUR31; NOI shall Support olectrooic disposition submissions using fingerprints

STRQ$3; f^lS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i e.. court onlefs) in addibon to sentertcing and acquittal information

^R183S: NGI shall perform a cascaded patmprint se^ch of the marked SPC Files designated for cascaded searches, If the paimprjnt submitted with a Disposition Fingerprint

Search request nveets the minimum quality standard for palmprints in accordance wHh c^ascadad search business rules.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissionB using fingerprintB.

STRQ83; lAFIS Shall allow users to enter c^sposltion data (i.e., court orders) in addition to 8enterTcir>g and acquittal information.

SFR1S39: NCI shall perform a cascaded search of the UIF when the Iris data eubmltted with a Disposition Fingerprint Search request meets the mii^lmum quality standard for

Iris searches In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SLJR31: NGI shall support elactronic dlsposilion submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFlS shall allow users 1o enter disposi (ion data (i.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittai Infomnation.

SFRI S40r NGI shall perform a cascaded search of marked SPC Fj|e(s} when the iris data submitted with a DispositirHi Fingerprint Search request meets the minimum quality

etarfdard for iris searches In accordance with cascaded sear^ business rules.

SL1R31: NCI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingeir^nts.
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STRQ83: lAFiS ^alf dlk>w users to enter dispesllion dale (i.e., court orders) Jn addition to sentencing artd acquittal jntorrTiation

SFRf84l: NGi shall eend a Hot Check Hame Search request to KCIC for all Clepoeiiion Fingerprint Search requests.

SUR31 ; NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fngerpnnts.

STRQ83: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e,. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

$FR194S: NGI Shall provide (he Irlenttty hletory Summary fora positive IdanUficatlon candidate in the DIsposiUon Fingerprint Search response, when requested.

STRQ647'. lAFIS shall have a flag Indicating iris data la available.

SUR31 : NGI shall support electronic disposition submjselQris using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFiS shaH allow users to enter disposition data {i.e., court orders) in addition 1o sentencing and ckcquittal intormalion.

SFRIS44: NGI Shall optionally Include, on a DIepoelUon Fingerprint Search response, the most recently taken frontal facial photo for the Identified eubjsct.

STRQ431: IPS shall provide the most cun^nt photo with the rap sheet

SUR31: NGi shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

$TRQ83: IAF1S shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1949: NGI shtdl optionally Include, on a DispoelUon Fingerprint Search response, the most recently taken fecial photo for the Identified suPtect, when nohxwtal facial

photo is avoilable.

$TRQ431r IPS shall provide Ihe most current photo with the rap sheet.

SUR31: NGl ^all support diec^nic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83^ IAFi$ shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFRia47: NGI shall provide a reject nasponee, as appropriate, for a Disposition Fingerprlrtt Search response.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: IAFI3 shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR1848: NGI shall provide Authorlaed ContdlKitofS with an electronic response tea Disposition Flr^gerprlnt Search request In accordance with the latest EBT$ version.

SUR31: NGI shall support electionic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ33r 1AF1S shall allow users to enter disposition dale (I.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Informaiion.

SFRl$A9; NGI shall provide a hardcopy response to a Disposition Fingerprint Search requast, as appropriate.

$UR3l: NGI shell support electionlc disposition subrnissions using fingerprints.

STRQ33: lAFlS shall alk>w users to enter dispositicvi data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal informaiion.

SFRiasO; NGI ehall provide an Initial partial response when a Disposition Fingerprint Search request results In a positive identification to a manual record.

SUR31: NGI shall support electmnic dl^osltion submissions using fingeq^rints.

STRQ83: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (I.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

SFRifiSli NGi shall advise the Authorized Contributor whert a photo Is enn>ll»d as a result of a Disposition FMgerprint Search request, but falls to meet minimum quality

standards for facial recognition.

$TRQ7S1: lAFJS shall provide feedback for photos that fan to meet the submission standards.

$TRQ1 f67: lAFlS shall have a standards for photo submissions. These standards include a validation process with feedback to users.

SUR31: NGI Shall support electronic disposition submissiors using fingeipririts.

STRQ63: (AFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to senlencing and ecquittsi information

$FRtfi52: NGI shall adviee the Authorized Contributor when a paimprint Is enrolled as a result of a Disposition Rngerprint Search request, but tails to meet minimum quality

standards for paimprint aearching.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingeiprints.

STRQ63: IAFj3 shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in additiorv to sentencing and acquittal information

SFR16S3: NGI shall advise the Authorized Contributor when Iris data Is enrolled as a result of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request, but fails to meet minimum quality

standards for Iris searches.

&UR31: NGI shall support electrgrvc disposition submisslona using fingerprints.
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STR083: lAFIS shall allow usars to ontar disposition data (l.a.
,
court ordars) in addition to santsndng and acquittal infonoation.

SFRiaS4: NGl shall Indicate on a fingarprint Audit Trail ftatrleval rasponae whether lh« spacifiad l^ngarpnnt was disseiiiinatad as part of Ihe fingerprint composite.

5UR42: NG( shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental flr^erprint and patmphnt information associated with art Identity.

IEO.UR16: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique kfentifier.

LEG.URS3: lAFiS ShaJI support Certification Fite requests.

SfRtSSS: Deleted.

SFR1859: NCI ehsll accept a Rap Back Recipient Identiflerfe) as part of a Rap Back Subscription List request.

SUR58: NGl Shall support the retrieval Of Rap Back Subscription Status.

STRQ523: The Enhanced JAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject enr^loyers and licensing bodies with Rap Back status checMng services for the

notification of new criminal acbvity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository sliall noUfy civil subject employers ^d licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Include subschplion registration and malnter>ance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

trahsmissioiVroutIng. and billing.

SFR18S7: NGl shall send Rap Back Activity Notification to the appropriate Authortzad Contributors based on Rap Back Notificaurm Rules.

BtC>.FEATf2d: The solution shaU employ biometric standards establi^^ by the Natlonai Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

fnfonnaUon Systerns - Data Format for the interchange of Fingerprint, Fadal, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST-lTL-1-2007.

BIO.FEATf62: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194; The sdulion shall support EBTS complrant data exchange,

STRQIOIr The System shall send back all informalion on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by Ihe FBI. to Rap Back

$TRQ99: The system shall send back all informatloo (crimlrtal history, v/antad, suspected temorists, etc) on Cnminai Justice applicants retatned by the FBI, for

both original reque^ and Rap Back.

STRQ6$1 ; lAFiS shall provide electronic Rap Back on all federal employees to 0PM end Include ell biographic Idenbficatian informetlon.

STRQ897; The system shall route Rep Back notifications electronically back to the submitting non-govemnnerit channeling institution (d,g,. ABA) for distribution to the original

subscriber.

SUR9S: NGi shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

$TR0433: lAFlS shall send a notification back to the supervisory states when a sex offender commits e crime out of slate no matter in which stale the crime

was committed.

STRQS24' The Enhanced lAFIS ReposlU^ shall provide civil subject employere and Llcenaing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for the

notification of new criminal activity.

STRQ&20; The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Sack
services that irvdude subscription resistrafion and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmisSion/routing, and billing.

$TRQ7CI1 : IAF|$ shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity for offenders

under supervision.

SFRISfifi: NGl ehalt Include an Identity History Summary In a Rap Back Activity Notificalton based on Rep Back Notification Rules.

BiO.FEATf29: The sc^ulion sheU employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI NsUonal Standard fOr

Information Systems Data Format f^ the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NiST-lTL- 1-2007.

BlO FEAT182: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution ^ail support EBTS compliant data exchange.

STRQIOIt The System shall send beck all informalion on the Criminal Justice apf^cants, retained by the FBI. to Rap Back

STRQ99: The system shall send back all Information (criminal fustory , wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained by the FBI, for

both origirial request and Rap Beck.
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STROdSI: lAFIS sfiali provicia elecifonic Rap Back on aN fe^raJ em;^cyee$ to OPM and incfudd alf biographk: Idenlification lr)formatk>r>.

STROBd?: Tha aystam shah route Rap Back nobficatkins electroAicaIFy back to the submitting nor>-govemnf>ant channeling institution (e.g.. ABA) fordisthbution to the originat

subscriber.

$UR9&: NGI shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

STRQ433: lAFIS shall send s notificalion beck 10 the Superviaory states when a sex ol^nder commits e crime out of state no matter in which state the crime

was committed.

$TR0524; The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall provide civH subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for the

notircation of r»«w criminal activity.

STROS20: The Enhanced IAPIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back

services that incJuds subscription registralior and maintenance, sUitus checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

transmlssloni'routing. and billing.

STRQ701: lAFIS shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notificallon (subscription service) of criminal actvity for offenders

under supervision.

SFRIBSfi: NGl shelf IrKlIcete the triggering event whert an Identity History Summary Is included as part of s Rap Back Activity Notification.

BiO FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). I.e. the ANSI National Standard tor

tnformatron Systems — Data Formal for the Interchange of Firigerprinl. Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI,/NlST-lTL»1-2007,

BIO.FEAT182: The solution shall empicy a standard format for query responses.

QIO FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

STRO101; The System shall send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to Rap Back

STROfid: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected terorisis, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants reteinad by the FBI. tor

both origir^al request and Rap Back.

STRQ6di ; lAFiS shall provide electronic Rap Back on all federal ^ployees to OPM and Include all biographic identlficaUon infomnaticn.

STROa97! The system shall route Rap Back notifications eiectrenicaliy beck to the submittlr^ nDn-govemment channeling institution (e g.. ABA) for distribution to the original

subs^ber.

SURdS: NQl shall provide a Rap Back NotifK^Llcn Service.

STRQ433: lAFiS shall send a notifcaticn back to the supervisory states when a sex offender commits a crime out of stale no rnalter in which stata the crime

was committad.

STRQ$24:The Enhanced lAFlS Repository Shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for the

notification of new criminal activity

STRQS20: The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Sack
services that include subscripllon registration and maintenance, status checking, ciimindt activity detection, rasponee generation,

transmissiori/routing, and biiling.

STRQ701 : lAFiS shall provide the capability to allow probaUcn and parole agencies to receive notification (subscripHon service) of crimlnel activity 1br offenders

ur>der superviBlon.

SFm862: NGl shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a manual special processing review when one or more candidates are marked with a special

processing Indicator (e.g., SPF) as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

SUR31: NGl shall sup^rl electronfc dispo^tion submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFTS ehalf allow users to eriter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal infonnatjon

SFRig83: NOl shall maintain an Identity based on file maintenance rules M a result of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request with a positive identincation decision.

$TRQ67d: lAFlS shall pnavkle a rrwthocl for identifying an anested suspect as a federal employee.

STRQ730: lAFIS shall retain Law Enforcerrient agency af^licants.

SUR31 : NGl shall support alecironic disposition submissions using ringerfM'ints.
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STRQ&3: lAFlS sfidik allcrM to enter dfs^sltion date {i.a.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal jntermatton.

SFR1M9: NGI «haU ««nd an Extern^ Tanprjnt FIngarprtrit Idantificsrticm Saarcti request when a retained DIepoeitton Fir^gerprint Search request reaulta in a nQn>identJf1catlor>

decision new NQI enrotimani} baaed on External System Se^h rutes^

BIO.FEAT22&: Aa Hew tlr»ger^^ts are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall queiy the databases CADENT and lAFlS) to ider>tity whether this person has been seen before.

BJO.FEAT339: The solution shall provide notification of all newly creatad In-scope lAFlS records, to include biometrics and Identifiers lo the IDENT system.

$UR31: NGt shall support electronic disposition submissiors using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter (tispositlon data (Le., court orders) in additioi^ to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFRIflM: NGI shall determine the response distribution method (I.e., electronic or hardcopy) for a Disposition Fingerprint Search response.

SUR3t: NGI shall support electronic dlspo^tion submissions using fingerprints.

5TRQ83: lAFIS shall allcfw users to enter djspo9itk>n data (I.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing arrd acquittal Infomiallon.

SFR1897: NGI shall create a hardcopy Identity History Summary for a Rap BacA Activity Notification when appropriate.

SUR95: NGI shall provide a Rap Back Notlficadon Service

STRQ433: lAFIS shall send a notification back to the supervieocy states when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no matter in vihich stele the crime

wBs committed

STRQ$24: The Enhanced lAFiS Repoatory shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity deteclion services for the

nobficatron of new criminal activity,

STRQ520: The Enhanced lAFIS Repositc^ shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rep Back
services that Include subscription registration arid maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation.

trensmissionfroubriQ, and billing,

STRQ7D1; lAFlS shall provide the capability to allow probation and parole agencies to receive rectification (subscription service) Of criminal activity for offenders

under supervision.

SFRIttM: NGI shall perform a validation to ensure that submitted supplemental ffrigerprint and p^mprlnt irnages match the submitted fingerprints, when the dietei segments
of the supplemental fingerprint and pelrv^^rlnt Images are Included In the Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request

STRQ273: lAFIS shall confirm the identity of a subject's palm submission by comparing them against one fingerprint forSPPE (in accordance with the ANSI NIST sianderd)

SUR17: NGI shall enroll supplemerttak fmgerprlrrtand palmprkit Information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shaR be Type 14 and 15,

STRQlOQl: lAf IS shall require identlTicatjon of the orientation for palm print submissions for r>on-major crimes.

5UR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URV lAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificabon Search requeste.

SFR1869: NGI shall perform a validation to ensure that the submined supplemeotel fingerprint and pMmprInt Imagee match the submitted fingerprints, when fingerprlnte and
the dtetal segments of the suppCem^lal fingerprint and paimprint Images are Included In the Direct Supplemental Fingerprint and Paimprint Enrollmerrt request.

$TRQ6; The Type 14 or IS records may hold both palm and ntejorcase prints.

$TR04: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of trie print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and major case prints

STRQ24: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 6 Vi X 9 cards.

STRQ23: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, standard and bulk submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 8 X 9 cards.

STRQ2S: NPPS shall support Major Casa f^nls, bulk submission of digital (Livescarv) prints on 8 'A X 9 cards.

STR023: NPPS shall support Major Case Prints, staridard and bulk submission of digital (Livescan) prints on 8 X 9 cards.

STR0273; lAFlS shall confirm the Identity of a subject's palm submis^Ort by comparir^ them against one fingerprint for SPPE (In accordance with the ANSI NIST standard)

STRQ301-. The NPPS Shall have a standard for collecting major case prints.

STRQ299: The NPPS shall have a standard foroobecling palm prints and major case prints.

STRQ567; lAFlS shall accept major case and full palm print (lower fingers, sides, ervl upper palm)

STFt0599: ‘lAFlS shall allow the capture of all friction ridge details.
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STRO&98: lAFIS shall allow Lha captura and storaga of all friction ridge details.

STR01025: Standard major case print collection shall comply with the SWQFAST major case card collection.

STR01070: Major case prints shall t>a optiona].

SURt42: NGI $haH support direct enrollment of supplemental fingerprint and palmprint infoirnation.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 ar>d 1 S.

STRd09i: lAPIS shall require Identification of the ori6r>latlon for palm print submissions for nort-major crimes.

STRQ1092: lAplS shall rrot require the Identification of onentation fr^ palm print submissfons for non-major crimes.

SFR1678: Deleted.

SFRIBSfi: MGI ehall send Rap Back Activity Notification to the appropriate Authoriced Contributors when expungement activity occurs against a Rap Back anroJIad Identity.

BIO FEATlSS: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RapBacK optiorr when added and/or updated criminal activity has occurred on Iheir record.

BIO.FEAT1S6: The solution shall notify a record owner that has selected a RspBack option when added and/or updated Civil activity has occumed on their record.

610.FEAT157: The solution ehall notify e record owner that has selected a RapBack option when added and/or updated watchlist activity has occurred on their record.

STRQ621: The Enhdr>ced lAFIS Repository shall provide dvU subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back subscription registration services for the noti^cation of new
criminal activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced IAFI$ Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity ti^rough Rap Back services that

Include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal activity deLection, response generatiort, transmission/routing. artd billing.

STRQdBl: lAFiS shall provide electronic Rap Back on all federal emplcyaes to OPM and Include all biographic Identification Information.

STRQE97: The system shall route Rap Back notifications elsctronicalfy back to the sutn^rtting r^-govemment channeling institution (e.g., ABA) for distribution to Ihe original

subscriber

$UR95: NG> Shall provide a Rap Back Notification Service.

STR0433: lAFlS shall &er>d a nobfication back to ihe supervisory states when a sex offender commits a crime out of state no rr^ner in which slate the crime

was committed.

8TRQ&24: The Enhanced lAFJS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back criminal activity detection services for the

rvoUfication of new criminal activity.

STRO520; The Enhanced lAFIS Repository shall notify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that Include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminaJ activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, artd billing.

STRQ701: lAFfS shall provide the capabiftty to allow probation and parole agencies to receive notification (subscription service) of criminal activity tor offenders

under supervision.

SFR1S67: NGI shall delete the entire Identity when the last arrest event (e expunged from a crimlnalsinly Identity ae part of an Expungement Submission request

SUR1 37; NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37; IAFI$ shall Support filo maintenance of Subject Crimlndi History Records.

STRQ&14: The lAFlS clv^ and criminal repositories after redesign and corisolidatfon shall provide a full rsrtge of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ5t1: The lAFlS ctvif and criminal reposilohes (fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable. Impiementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabililiuB needed to maintain them.

BFR1M8: NGt sh^l accept electronic Civil Delation requests from Authorised Contributors In accordance with the latest EBTS version,

$UR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG UR37: lAFIS shall support fils maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

S7RQ514: The iAFIS dvii and criminal repositories after redesign and oonaoNdation shaH provide a full range of malntenarrce capabilltiea.
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5TR051 1 : The lAFfS civ^ and chmlnal mposftortes (fingerprint kiiage, fir^geiprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implsmefiting single subject identity and providing a full range of capabiliTies needed to maintain then).

SFR1889; NGt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Civil Deletion request.

SUR137: NOI shell support the maintenance of Identity History infonna^ori.

LEO.UR37: lAFlS shall support Rle marntenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ$14: The lAFlS civil arid criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a lufi rar^ge of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ51 1: The lAFfS civil and criminal repositories (tingarprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interopereble. Irr^larnenting single subjecl identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1860: NGI ehaM require a UCN and Date of Event ae part of 9 Civil Deletion request.

SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History infonration.

tEG UR37: lAFlS shall Support file maintenance of Subject Crimmal History Records.

STR0S141 The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and oonsolidation shall provide a full range of rnalntenance capabilities.

STR0511^ The lAFJS civil and crirrtinal reposrtorias (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Interoperable, implementing single subject identity end providing a full range of capabiltlies needed to maintefn them.

SFR1801: NGI tthall <telete the civil event data and appropriate lder>tlty information associated with tha UCN and Date of Event provided In the Civil Detetion requaat
SUR137: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History Information.

IEO.UR37: lAPtS Shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQ514; The 1AFIS civil and criminal repoertories after redesign and consofldatiOn shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ511: The lAFJS clvnl and criminal repositories (fingerprli^t Image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely Interoperable, implementing single subject identity arid providing a full rarige of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1642: NGI shell rtelete^ entire Identity when the tael civil event is deleted from a clvN-only Identity as part of a Civil Deletion request.

SURt37: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History information,

tEG.UR37; iAFlS Shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal Nstory Records.

STRQ514: The 1AFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities

STRQS11: The 1AFIS civil and crirriJnal repositories (firtgerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completely interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.
SFR1493: NGI shall reject a Civil Deletion request when the apecifted UCN Is invalid.

&UR137: NGI ^ali support the mainlan^ice of Idenlity History information.

tEG UR37; lAFIS shall support file rnalntenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

5TROS14: The lAFIS civil and criminaf repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenance capabilities.

5TR051 1 : The lAFlS Civil and criminal reposftories (fingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biograpHcal data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be comptetely Interoperable, implementing single subject identity and providing a fuU range of capabNities needed to maintain them,

SFR1M4: NGI shall reject e Civil Deletion request when tha «F>eci^ed Date of Event te invalid.

SURt37: NGI shall support the maintenance of Identity History informafion.

lEG.UR37i lAFiS shall support file maintenarkce of Subject Criminal History Records.

STRQS14: The lAFIS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide u lull range of maintenance cspabiJities.
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STRQ51 1: l>i« lAFlS civil and criminaf repoBiton6&< fingerprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biograpfiical data) after redesign and consolidation

strati be comptetety Jnterx^rabie, implementing eir^gfe subject identity and providing a fjll range of capabilities needed to maintein ibem.

SFR1695: HGi shell provide a response to a Civil Oeletlon request In accordance with the latest EBT3 versiort,

SUR137: NGJ shall support the maintenance of Identity History InfortTvaUon.

UEG.UK37: IAFI5 shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal History Records.

$TRQS14; The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a luli range of maintenance capabilities.

STRQ&11: The lAFiS civil and crirr]ir>al repositories {fingerprfnl image, finger^nt vector, and biographical data) alter redesign and consolidation

shall be compietely interoperable, Implementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of capabJilties needed to maintain them.

SFR1896: NOI shall provide a hardcopy of Identity history Information In response to a Civli Deletion request if appropdale.

SUR1d7: NGl shall support the maJr>tenance of Identity History information

LEG.UR37: JAfIS shall support file maintenance of Subject Criminal HisK^v Records.

STR0514: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesigrt artd consolidation shall provide a ^ll rar>ge of maintenance capabilltias.

STRQ511: The lAFIS civil and chmjnai repoeit^mesflingerprint image, fingerprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidatjon

shell be oon^etely interoperabte, implementng sir^la subject identity and providing a full rar>ge of capabilitias needed to maintain them.

SFRt697: NGl shall provide the appropriate Civil CMetlon response to ar> Authorlied FBI Service Provider.

SUR137; NGl shall support the maintenance of Identity History information.

LEG.UR37: IAFI$ shall support file maintenance of Sut^ect Crimktel History Records.

STRQ514: The lAFIS civil and crim^l repositories after redesign and consolidation shall provide a full range of maintenar^ce capabtillies.

STRQ5t 1 : The lAFIS civil and chminai repositoriae (fingerprint image, ftngarprint vector, and biographical data) after redesign and consolidation

shall be completefy Intoroperabte, Implementing single subject idenfity and providing a full range of capabilities needed to maintain them.

SFR1888: NGl shall provldo the capability to delete the civil event Resoclated with a rep hack, when canceling e Rep Beck subscription as peit of a Rap Back Maintenance requi

SURt50: NGl ehatl support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STR053: The system shall allow civil noivFederal records from ooitair^ states to be deleted when a Rap Sack subscrlptlon(s) is lerminated

STR0522: The Enhanced iAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employBrs and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintonance services for the nolificatiorr

of new criminal activity.

$TRQS20: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shaK ttotify civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal acilvity detection, response generation,

transmlssion^routing, and billing.

SFR10O2: N<H Shall allow an Authorliad FBI Service Provider to deelgrtate from which external repository (les) (e g., IDENT} photo Information will be retrieved, as part of a

Photo Information Retrieval request.

BlO.FEATifid: The solution shall allow the user to select the systems used for searches.

8IO.FEAT39B; The soludor^ shelf enable the user to submit data lo both lOENT artd lAFlS In a single Iransactlor^.

STRQ903: lAFIS will have an Interface to the DoD National Security imerest File.

STRQ601; lAFIS will have an interface to the OoD National Security Interest File.

SUR51. NOI shall support the reliieval of photo information.

LEG.URlS: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique Identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shaM provide photo retrieval capability comparable lo that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

5TRQ&5: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability c^nparable to that provided to latortt fingerprint examiners.
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STRQ76: (PS dhall allow investigative type of search retrievai through NCiC.

5TRQ156: IPS Shall allow 2 st^ photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image ie available, that fa available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The JAFIS IPS shall support IPS r^oto retiievaf via the NCiC.

STRQ1160: The (APIS IPS shall su(^rl IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC. The iir^ages shaii be available Ihrough the "Imaging* flie in NCIC by

supplyirig the FNU. Optional retiievel fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481 : The lAFIS IPS shafi support the retrieval of clvft photos.

STRO t034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with ar^ associated ORl.

SFR1903: NGl shall determine the external system's link identifler based on the UCN oonialned in a Photo InfiMmatlon Rebteval request, when external repository Indicated.

SUR52: NGI shall eupporl the retrieval of photo Information from an External System (e.g., (DENT).

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieve of photo information

LEG.UR1S: 1AFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQS2: IPS Shah provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQS5: IPS Shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fir>gerprint examiners
$TRQ76: IPS Shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCrC.

STRCttsS IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image Is available, that is available in a separate query

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQf t60: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiG. The images shall be available through ttie "Imaging" Rio

In NCIC by supplyir>g the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shell include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481 : The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQt034j lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NClC with an assodated ORl.

SFR1904: NGi eh^l Include the external system's link Identifier in art External Photo Ima9e Retrieval request aa part of a Photo Information Retrieval request.

SOR52: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo information from an Exlemai System (s.g., IDENT).

SUR51 ; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Infomiation,

LEG.UR15: lAFlS shall support Photo Image Ratrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ52: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability corr^rable lo that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQSS: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable la that provided to latent fingerprint exarrrrner^.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow Investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ 1 56: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image Is available, that is available irt a separate query.

STOQ476: The IAPIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval vfa the NCIC.
STRQ1 160: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC The Images shall be available through the "Imaging* file

in NCiC by suppfyrng the FNU. Optional retrieve fields shall Include date of amest. date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR04Bt : The lAFiS IPS shaH support the retrieval of dvif photos.

STRQ 1034: lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC whh an associated ORl
8FR1D0S: NOf shall send an External Photo Image Retrieval request to the designated External System In accordance with the latest EBTS version when an external repository

i« specified In a Photo Information Re^aval request and the external system is not IDENT.
BIO.FEAT129: The sokition shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards arvd Technology (NIST), i.e. trie ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Formal for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSl/NfST-ITL-i-2007.

BtO.FEATt62: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT134: The solution shell support EBTS compliant data exchange.

BIO FEAT347: The solutiorr shall require etf lAFIS input date to be formatted In accordance with the Interface Control Agreement slointly held by CJIS and US-VtSfT,

B10.FEAT396: The sokjlion shall enable the user to subrr^t data to both IDENT artd lAFIS in a single tfansaclion.

SUR52; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Informallon from an Exterrval System (e.g., iDENT).
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SUR51 : NGI shall support the relhaval of photo Informalior.

LEG,UR15: lAFfS shall support Photo Irrtage Retrievat Requests containing a or^que idenliridr.

STR062: IPS shall provide photo relheval capability comparable to that provided to latent l^ngerprlrtt examiners

STRQ55; IPS shaN provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to iatant fingerprint examiners.

STRQ7S: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through h4CIC.

STR01 56: IPS shEiil alk)w 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag lhat an image is aval1abJe» that is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The I AFIS IPS shall support IPS photo reUieva! via the NCIC.

STRQ1 1 60: The lAFlS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images shall be available borough the "Imaging'' file

in NCIC by supplyirrg the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Indude dale of arrest, date photo taken, dale photo submitted.

STR0481: The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1084; lAFIS shall support the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI

SFH19QC: NOI shall combine the NGt Tenprint Fingerprir\t Identification Search request results with the Identity History Information retrieved from lil/NFF State systems, when
all Ul/NFF Idwitity History information Is available within the response time threshold required to create a combined response.

LEQ.FR531: lAFiS shall combine the lAFiS Tenphnt Fingerprint Idenfificahon Search request results with the Criminal History Information retrieved #omlri/NFF State systems.

vvh9n all iO/NFF Criminal History information is available within the response time threshold required to create a combined response.

SUR23: NGI shall provide an appropriate response to a Tenprini Fingerprint Identification Search requeiM-

LEG.UR4: lAFIS shall provide an appropriate response to a Terprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LE6.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFRIfiOT: NGI shall provide partial TenprJnt Fingerprint fderttiftcafion Search request results as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response when lll/NFF State

systems do not meet the roeponse time threshold required to create a combined responso.

LEG.FR532; IAPIS shall provide partial Tenprint Fingerpiint Identification Search request results as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identirication Search msponse whar^ Itl/NFF

State systems do rvoi meet the response lime threshold required to create a combined response.

SUR23: NGi shati provide an appw^riate response to a Tenprint Flrtgerpiint Identification Sear^ request,

LEG.UR4: lAFIS Sh^l provide ar> appropriate rdsp<^se toa Tenprini Fingerprint Ideollflcahon Search request.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall SL4>port Tenprint Fingerprinl Identification Search requests.

8FR1906; NGf ehall combine (he NGI International Terrorist fdsntiAcatloo Search request rssults with the Identity History Information retrieved from lll/NFF State systems,

when all lll/NFF Identity History Information is available wHhin the response time threshed required to create a combined response.

$UR3S: NCI shall support IntomatfonaJ Terrorist Identification Searches.

SPRIMS: NCI shall provide partial International Terrorisi Ideniiflcation Search request results as part of an International Terrorist tdentification Search response when IIUNFF

State systems do not meet the response time tiireshold required to create a combIrMd response.

5UR3S: NGI shall support Intemalional Terrorist Identification Searches.

&FR1S10: NCI Shall combine the NGI Disposition Fingerprint Search request results wHh the Identity History Information retrieved from lll/NFF State systems, whan ail lll/NFF

Identity Hlsimy information is available within the response time threshold required to create a combined response.

SUR3lr NGI shall support electronic dfsposition submiGSicrkG using fingerprints.

STRQS3: lAFjS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) addiUon to sentencing and acquittal informallcn.

SFRIdll; NCI shall provide partial Disposition Fingerprint Search request results as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search response when lll/NFF State systems do not meet
the response time threshold required to create a combined responee.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic digposltion submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposibon data (I.e., court orders) in additiorv to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFF|iai2: Deleted.
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SFR1913: Deleted.

SFR1914: Deleted.

SFR1915: Delet«d

SFR1916: Deleted.

SFR1917: Deleted.

SFR1918: Deleted.

&FR1918; Deleted.

SFR1920: Deleted.

8FR192t: Deleted.

$FR1922; Deleted.

SFR1923: Deleted.

SFR1924: Deleted.

SFR1929: Deleted.

SFR1926: Deleted.

^R1927: Deleted.

SFR19281 Deleted.

$FR192dr Deleted.

SFR193Q: Delated.

srRi93i: Deleted.

SFR1B32: Deleted.

SFR1933: Deleted.

SFR1934: Deleted.

SFR1939; NCl ehAll accept Direct Rap Back Enfollment requests in bulk viairiuttiple methods ftp, CD, OVDf.

$UR149: NGl shall support direct enrollment into Rap Back.

SFR1936: Deleted.

SFR1937: Deleted.

SrR1938: Deleted.

SFR1939: Deleted.

SFR1040: Deleted.

SFII1941: Delated.

SFR1942: Deleted.

$FR1945: Deleted.

SFRIMS: Deleted.

SFR1947: Deleted.

SFR1948: Deleted.

SFR1949: Deleted.

SFR19$Q: Deleted.

SFR1991: Deleted.

SFR1QS4: Deleted.

$FR1935; Deleted.

SFRl99e: Deleted.

SFRi957; Deleted.

SFRigse: Deleted.
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SFRl9d9: 0«l«t«d.

SFRiOaO: D«let«d.

SFR1961: Delated.

SFR1962: Delated.

SFRf9e3: Delated.

3FRt9d4: Qelatad.

SFRt96$: Delatad.

SFR1966: Delated.

SFR196T: Delated.

SFRI963; Delated.

SFR19e9: Delated.

SFRI970: Delated.

SFRt971: Delated

SFRt972: Delatad.

&FR1973: Delatad.

SFR«974: Delated.

SFR197S: Delated.

SFRt97e: Delated.

SFR1977: Delatad.

SFR1979: Delated.

SFR1979: Delated.

SFRIMO: Delated.

$FR1991: Delatad.

SFR19e2: Deteted.

SFR1U4: Delated.

SFR19fiS: Delatad.

SFRl99a: Deteted.

SFR1991: Delated.

SFR1992: Deteted.

SFR1993: OfHeted.

SFR1994: Dented.
SFR1999: Deleted.

SFR1997: Delated.

SFRi999: NCI eh^l allow an Aiithorlzad FBI Service Provider to eubft^ a Fingerprint Image Update request
SUR121 : NGI shall support the maintenance of fingarprfnts.

L£G.(JR33: lAFfS shall suppKirt tile maint^anca of crinr^nal fingerprint records.

SFR2QOO
: NCI Shall require a Fir>gerprlnt Image Update request to contain a UCN and fingerprint specific Information.

SUR121: NGI shall Support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support fils mainitervanca of criminal fingerpn'nl records.

SFR2001^ NGI shall retrieve the fingerprints specified tn the Fingerprint Image Update request.

SUR121 : NGI shall support the maintenaricd of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support filo rrkaintertance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR2002: NCI shell provide the capability to perform eaquenoa error corrections for the specifiad fingerprints as part of a Fingerprint Image Update request.
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SUR12V' NCI 9^sll supper! ihft mabiteriancd oflingdrptints,

LHG.LIR33: IAF1S shall support file maintenance of criminal ftogerprint records.

SFR2Q03: NGt Shall provide the oapaMllty to apply stamps to^ mpaclflod fingerprints as part of a Fingerprint Image Update requeet
SUR121: NGi shad support the ma^tenartce of fingerprints,

LEG.UR33; lAFIS shall support file maintenanca of criminal fii^erprint records,

SFRZOtK: NCI Shall update the spacifed fingerprints os part of Fingerprint Image Update requeet
SUR121: NGI shaN support th© maintenance of fingerprints,

LEG.UR33; lAFIS ahall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR200$; NOl shall update the fingerprint compose as a resuH of a Fingerprint Image Update roquest.

SUR121: NGi shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFiS shall support file maintenance of crimioal fir>garprlnt records.

SFR200e: NGI shall provide the appropriate Fingerprint Image Update response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

$URi2V NGi shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS Shall Support file maintenance of crimirtai fingerprint records.

SFR2007: NGI shall accept Tenp tint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request from an Authorized External System irv accordance with the latest EST5 version.

BIO.FEATS3: The solution shall make available for display biornetricaUy-IInked information on a known individual to a POE officer at Primary. This Information shaii include: a.

Digital faciei ;^otograph associated with docunrbent prefiehted b. Currently captured minimum biographic Information - First Naima, Last Name, Date of Birth. Gender, Associated

Identity Document Number. Document Issuing Authority^ Document Type c. Any existing informafion currently displayed for an officer at Pritmary, Including lOENT watchNel

information d. An Indication of crimkoel history

SUR62; NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories.

LEG.UR28: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of IAFI& repositories.

STRQ712: lAflS shall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DKS
SFR2009: NGI Shall provide a collective reeponee for Direct Rap Back Enrollment fequeeta when submitted In bulk.

6iO.FEATl29: The solution shall employ biometric standardB establi^ed by the Nafional institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data F<^TT^t for the interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, suid Oth^ Biometric Information, ANSiyNlST-|TL-1-2D07.

6IO.FEATld2: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

SUR149: NGI shall support direct anroHmanl Into Rap Back

&FR20lt: NGI shall accept a UCN aa part of a Direct Fingerprint Enrollment requeet

$TRQ131: (AFIS shall provide the ability fo efectrenic^Jy access the military database files.

STROt30: lAFIS shall provide the ability to eieclronlcally access the military database files

STRQ997: lAFfS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR02e3; lAFlS shall ei^abJe Bulk Enrofiment of prints when less ^an a full sel of prints is submitted.

SUR12-4: NGI shal support direct enrollment of fingerprints Into an SPC File.

SFR2013: NOl Shall forward an International Terrorist IdanbfIcaUon Search requestto an ITP participating International organization In accordance with tiie lateet ANSI/NIST>

ITL Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint. Facial, and other Biometric Information.

SUR38r NGI shall support International Terrorist Iderttificatlon Searches.

SFR2014: NGI Shall accept an Intemational Terrorlet tdenttficatlon Search response from an International organization In accordance with the latest ANSt/NIST4TL Data

Formal for the interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and other Biometric InformatkKi.

SUR36: NGI shall support International Ten^irist Identification Searches.

SFR2015: NGI shall send RISC Notifications to RISC Record Owners in accordance with the latest ANSi/NIST-ITL Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and
other Biometric Information.
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SUR119: N0( shall send nntifiesdGn te RISC record owner^s) as the reso^ of a positive identificatjon,

SFR2016: NGI shall send a RISC Noflflcetlon to the RISC racord ownerwh^ any identification search results In a positive idenllflcatfon with (heir tler-3 RISC record.

SURiid: NGi shelf ser>d notification to RISC record owner^s) as ihs result of a positive Ider^tlhcatlon.

SFR2P17: NOt shall send a RISC Notification to the RISC record ovwier when a positive biometric decision is received on their tiar-3 RISC record as a result of an Investigative

search.

SUR119: NGi shall send notification to RISC record own0r(s) as the result of a positive Identification.

SFR20ia: NGI shall sar)d an Extemel Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request to an External System, when the external syetem is not IDENT, In accordance vdth the

latest EBT8 version as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request

BIO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ blomeulc btandards eelabllshed by Ihe National InsUtute of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

informaUcm Systorrts — Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Infarmation. ANSI/NJST-ITL-1-20O7.

BIO.FEAT182: The solution shall employ a standard foimat for query responses.

BIO.FEAT184: The solution shall support EdTS compiler;! data exchange.

BIO.FEAT347; The solution shall require all lAFlS input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Joirttly held by CJIS and US^VISIT.

SURld: NGi shall support the Unking of NGl and External System (e.g., lOENT) records as pari of a search.

BlO.FEAT2d9i The solution ^ail aeeociate biomelrically rT>atched records tr^at are found In both lOENT and lAFJS.

SLfR3: NGI shall support Tenphnt Ftr^gerpriot IdentificaUon Searches against designated external repo^tortes (e.g.. lOENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatfon Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint FIrtgerphnt IdenUlicatiort Search requests.

5UR4: NGI shall support a Tenprint fingeiprlr^t identlficstiori Search from an Authorized Exterrial System (e.g., (DENT) against designated NGi repositories.

SUR1; NGI shall support Tenprint Firtgerprtnt Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFiS Shall Support Tenprint Fingerprint IdenUliGation Search requests.

$UR31' NGl shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFfS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i-e-, court orders) In add-on to sentencing and acquittal informalioh.

SFR2019: NGI shall send an External Tenprint Flngerpiint Identification Search request, based on External System Seerch rules, when fingerprint image quality exceeds the

quality improvarnent threshold and a link to the External System does not exist, as part of a Disposition Fingerprirtt Search request
SURtB: NG1 shall support ih© linking of NGl and External System (e.g., IDENT} records as part of a saarch.

BIO.FEAT289: The soHjtlon shall associate biometricaily matched records that are found in both IDENT and IAFfS.

SUR3; NGI ^all support Tenprint Fingerprint Identiticdlicir Searches against designated exiemal repositories (e.g.. IDENT).

SURli NGI shall support Tenprint Fir>gefpnnt Identification Search requests.

LEG.URl: lAFlS shall support Tenprint F^erphnt Idenbficatipn Searoh requests.

SUR4: NGI ^all eopppii a Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search frorri an Authorized External System (e.g.. IDENT) against designated NGI repositories.

SURI: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.uRI: IAFI$ shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFR2030: NGt sh^l Indicate In an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request against an external repoarioty whether or hot Che External Syetem Should
establish a link whan (he external system eearch results In a positive Identirication, as part of a Disposition Flrvgeiprint Search request.

BIO.FEAT308: The solution shall allow the biomatricsof I APIS sensitive categories to be searched against IDENT without retantion.

SURld; NGi shall support Vn9 linking of NGl and External System (e.g., IDENT) records a$ part of a search.

BIO.fEAT2d9: The solulion shall associate biomelrically matched records that are found In both IDENT anti lAFIS.

SUR3: NGI shall support Tenprint Flr^gerprint Idenlllicatior; Searches against designated external repositories (a.g., IDENT).

SLfRi; NGI shall support Tenprint Firtgerprint Identlfic^ion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SUR4: NGl shall support a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search from an Auth<xized External System (e.g., IDENT) against designated NGl repositories.

SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Sear^ requests.
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LEG.UR1: iAFiS s^H support Tenprinl Fing«rprint Identification Search requests.

SFR2021: NGI ehaU Include biographic data In an External Tenpilnt Fingerprint Utentiftcaiion Search requeat aa part of a DIapoettion Fingerprint Search request

SUR18; NOl shall support the linking of NGI and External System {a.g., lOENT) records as pert of a search.

6lO,F£AT289; The solution shali associate blometrlcally n'ralched records that are found in both iDENT and lAFlS.

SUR3: NGI Shall support Ter^rinl FingerphnI identification Searches against designated external repositories (O-g., IDENT).

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingarpiinl IdentificatJon Search requests.

LEG.URt: IAFIS shall support Tenprlrtl Fingerprint Identiilcatlon Search requests.

SUR4; NGI shall Support a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlficatir^ Search from ar) Authorized External System (eg.. IDENT) against designated NGI repositorieG.

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenpnnt Fingerprinl identification Search requests.

LEG.URt: IAFIS shall support Tanprinl Firtgerpiim Idenlification Search requests

SFR2C22: NG4 shall accept a rasporraa from an ExtamaJ System, whert the extern^ ayetem Is not IDENT, as a mauft of an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identrflcallon Search

request of external repositories in accordance with the latest EBTS version, as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request
BI0.F£AT25; The sduttoo shall be able to accept biographic and btomeinc Information from external biometnc eyetems.

6IO.FEAT129: The solution shall employ biometric standards eslabllshed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NiST). i.e. the ANSI National Standard lor

tnfonnatlon Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric InformaUon, ANSiyNfST-JTL-1'2007,

BtO.FEATlSQ: The solution shall exchange data based upon a biometric identification.

BlO.FEAT 182: The soluUon shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BIO.FEAT194: The solution shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

6iO.FEAT347: The solution shall require all IAFIS Input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreemenl Jointly held by CJIS and LIS-V/ISIT.

BIO.FEAT3dO: The solution shall make available for display the followlrig data efements for the ICENT Data Response (IDR): a. First Name b. Middle Name c. Last Name d. Date

of Birth e Place of Girth f. Gender g. System Record Locator (EiD) h. Digital Facial Photograph

BIO FEAT3dl: The solution shall return JDR data elen>ertts for up to the five rrK>st recent DHS encounterB.

BIO FEAT3W: Upon a confirmed biometric match, IDENT shall send IDR data elements to IAFIS.

SUR18: NGI shall support the linking of NGI and External System (e.g., IDENT) records as part of a search,

GIO.FEAT269: The solution shall associate blometrically matched records that are found rn both IDEKT and IAFIS.

SUR3! NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (e.g., iOENT).

SUR1 : NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1 ; JAFiS shall support Tenpnnt Fingerprint identification Search requests

SURA: NGI shall support a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlfioatlon Search from an Authorized External System (e g., lOENT) against designated NGI repositories.

$UR1: NGl shali support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

LEQ.URI 1AFIS shall support Tanpnnt Fingerprint IdenUficatlon Search requests.

SFR2023: NCM f halt accept an indicator on a Direct Hap Back Enrollment request that specifies If an fdendty History Summary should be included with the Direct Rap Back
Enrollment response.

SUR149: NOl shall support direct enrollment Into Rap Back.

SFR2024: NGI shall optionally Include, on a Direct Rap Back Enrollment response, the Identity History Summary for the specified UCN.
SUR149; NGI shaN s^>port direct enrollment into Rap Back.

SFR202S: NGl shall accept Direct Rap Back Maintenance requests In butk via multiple methods (e.g.. ftp, CD, OVD).

SURISO: NGf shell support the maintenarioe of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STRQ56: The system shall allow civil non-Federal records from certain slated to be deleted when a Rap Back subscrlptlon(3) is ter/ninated

STRQ522: The Enhanced IAFIS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for 8ie nottficatlon

of new criminal activity.
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STRQS20: The Enhanced fAFJS Rapository shall notify civii subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminet activity through Rap Back
services U>el include subscription registration arxJ maintenance, status checking, criminal activity detection, response generation,

trensmission/routjrvg, and btINng.

8FR2026: NGt sh^l provide a C4>ttactiva resp^se for Direct Rap Back Maintenance requests when submitted In bulk.

SiJRlSO; NOi shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

$TRQS6: The system shall allow civil non-Federal records from certain states to be deleted when a Rap Back subscription(s) is terminated

STRQS22: The Enhanced lAFlS Repository shall provide cIvJI subject employers and licensing bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for the notification

of new criminal activity.

STRQ520: The Enhanced fAFiS Repository shall notify civil su^ect employers and licensing bodies of new chrnlnal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, criminal eclivlty detection, response generaUon.

transmisaon/roubng. arid billing.

SFR203Ci: NGl shall provide the capability to uniquely Identify supplemehUl fingerprint and paimprint dataedrollad as a resutt of a Disposition Fingerprint Search roquesL

STRQ273r lAFlS shall GOrifinn the identity of a subject’s palm submission by comparing them dgainsi one fingerprint for SPPE (in accordsrice Mth the ANSI NIST standami).

SUR31; NGI shall support electronic disposUlon submissions using fingerprints.

STR063: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (l.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR2031: NCI shall provide the capability to uniquely lder>ttfy supplemental fingerprlrtt and paimprint data enrolled as a resultof aTenprirvt Fingerprint Idenllflcation Search
request.

SURl7i NGI shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and palmpnnt informaUon as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identificatron Search

STR03: Major Case Prints shaH be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ 1091 : lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation tor palm print submissfons for non-major crimes.

SUR1i NGI shall support Tenprjnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS Shall support Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR203$: Deleted.

SFR2Q36: NOI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the marked Special Population Cognizant fSPC) Flies as a result ol ^1 Latent Print Image Investigation Searches
In accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SUR7Q: NGI shall support Latent Print Inuge Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20‘ (APIS shell provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS transacton for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the nurrt>er of candidates tor high priority cases.

STR0329: NPP5 shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches tor major crimes, prevents, to be Increased dynamicalty.

STRQ63di lAFIS shall allow ihe number of caridldates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 ; Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and dpcumentallor> shall be provided

STRO1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currenUy; applicable hardware,

software, training end documentatjon shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow ahemative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or lingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow alternalive means to kjenlify Individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, elc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.
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3TR01163: The NPPS ^dll allow (ha capture, atoraga. arvl searching of palm prfois from a FePera{ data repository in supporting Federal and
State law enforoemenl agandes. The NPPS shell pe a fully automated segment vviuiin IAPIS- The NPPS shall accept eleclmntcally submrtled

palm print Images In accordance with ANSI/NIST etandarda and future Electror>lc Fingerprint Transmission Speciffcation (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submiia a palm print Image at ihe same time the contributor

submits a tan-print image. The NPPS shall populate e new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print En/ollment(BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal arxl external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

generate queries, create linkages. ar>d porforrn searches of CJIS System of Services (So$) data in support of crlmir^al fnvestigalions.

STRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search boiri krtown and unknown
candidate repositories, ger^erate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJtS Systems of Services (So$) data in support of criminal

invesUgations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabrNties eimiJar to what is currentty available via ten-print The NPPS,
upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

5TRQ536; Latent Examlrters shall have a Latent Palm Print Se^ch (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case intotmation.

$TR01 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for p^m print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm pnnts.

Lateral Examir>srs shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRO9B0: The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFIS shall provide Ihe ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2d4: lAFlS shall provide the c^>ability to search paim prints similar to whatls available forten-priril searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. patm.

STRO1090: iAFiS shall not require the idantlficalion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both paimarKl

major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: IAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1Q89: IAFIS shall require idenfificaUon of palm region to search for palm print submissions tor non-majorchmes.

STRQI t 02: IAFIS shall provide (he ability to search letectpalm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: IAFiS Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SPR2037: Daletad.

SFR2038: NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the marked Special Population Cognizant (SPC) Files as a result of all Latent Print Feature Investigation

Searches in accordance with cascaded search business lulss.

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches

LEG.UR21: IAFiS shell support Latent Feature Search requests of specified roposltories.

LE6.UR22: IAFIS shall provide a osrididdte list fn response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The IAFIS transaction latent palm print seiches shall ba able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or ever^ls, to be Increased dynamicatty.

STRQ53B: IAFIS shall ^low^ number of carvdidates returned by a palm latent aearcfi to bo user-defined.

STRQl 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be jr>tegrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided
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STRQ1 10; palm print ^rvic9s provide the edme services ae latent fingerprint eervices provided ciirrently: applicable hardware,

software, trainir>g and documentation shall be provided

$TRQ226: fAFiS shall allow alternative means to identify individuats without fingerprintB, sjch as badly injured hands or fingers. misBtr>g hands or fingers, etc

STRQ224: lAFiS shall aHow altemaUve means to kjenlify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal dala repository in supportirtg Federal and
State law ertforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept electronically submitted

palm print inrtages in accordance wth ANSI/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerpnnt Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmenl (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print irr>age at the same lime the contributor

submils a lervprint image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enro)1n>er)t(BPPE).

STRQS31: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers vrith the capability to search both krvirwn and unknown candidate repositories,

generate Queries, create linkages, and perform aearchas of CJI$ System of Services ($oS) data In support of criminal investigations.

STRQ1 1 64: The NPPS Shall provide a System to Internal and external cuslorners wfth tho capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

|rtv6Sligatk>ne. The NPPS shall provide enrollmerit and idehlification capabilities similar to what is currently avallaUe via len-prir>t. The NPPS.
upon submission of a palm prirtl. shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent E xaminers sh al I have a Latent Palm Print Search ( LPPS
)
capability to capture Image s

.

adjust min ulla ma rker a nd enter case infoimation.

STR01 165: The NPPS shall provide knags retrieval tor palm print compariBcns by latent examfnera and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print SearxTh (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information

STR0639: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ5S7: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall search palm prints

STRQ13d: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFIS repositories.

3TRQ284: I APIS shall provide the capab^ity to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

$TROSS6: lAFIS shall provide the capability to Search palm vs. palm.

STRQ 1090; lAFIS shall rtot require the Identificatton of palm regions to search (or palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capabiNty to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4' NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold both palm and
major case prints.

STRQ328: NPPS shall provide the ability to search agair>$l specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFiS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069; lAFlS shall require id^Uficatlon of pakn region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STR01 102: lAFlS shall provide trie abllHy to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 1 04: IAF15 Shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority,

SFR2D39: NOI shall require fingerprint Image data as part of a Tenprlr^t Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Requeet
LEG.FR156: lAFtS shall require fir>gerprint image data as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search Request.

SUR62: NGI shall support Tenprint Flr>gerprinl Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories.

LEG.UR28: 1AFIS shall support Tenprint Fjr>gerprint Rap Sheet Search Requests of lAFlS repositories.

STRQ712; lAFIS shall provide FBI Field OfTIcGS the ability to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as DhS.
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Sf1^2046: NGI shall provids tha capability for an Authorlaad FBI Sarvlca Providarto requatt a Record Sat Raport as part of tha Identity History Request.

i.EG.FR576: lAFIS shall pro>Ade^ capability for the authorized FBI Service Prosnder to request a Record Sel Report as part of the Criminal History Request

SUR43: NGi shall support the retrieval of Identity History Information.

LE6.UR11: lAFJS shall support Criminal History Information Requests contalnirig a unique Idenlifler

LEG.UR12: lAFJS shall support Civil History Inforniation Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ100: The System shell Sand beck all informetion on the Criminai Justice applicants, ratdinad by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send ba(A all information (crimlrral history, wanted, suspactad terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI. for both original request and Rap Sack.

STRQ104: lAFlS Shall be able to send oi! responses (criminal, dvll, rap back) directly to originating requestor In addition to responses being eant la SIB

STROl 02: lAFlS shall be able to s^d ai re^onses (criminal, dvil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ515: The Enhanced lAFIS roposltory shall provide a ful) range of civil search and response servicas associated with criminal file activity plus access to

civU data (e.g., CRN, sut^ect descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civil history)

STR0993: lAFlS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TRQ992: IAFI5 shall rnake military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search

STRQ996: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STROd95: (APIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992; lAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR01136: lAFlS shall proride the al^lity to electronically access the mifHary database flies.

STRQ132: lAFIS Shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: I/^IS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQt 134: J^lS shall have the capability to convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate the relrieval of ttiesa records.

SFRZMIi NCI Shalt provide the Record Sat Report v^ai> requested for the specified identity as pan of the Identity History Request response.

LEG.FR579: lAFIS shall provide the Record Set Report when requested for the specified &ub)ect as part of the Criminal History Request response.

SUR43: NGl shall support ttve retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG UR11: lAFiS st\all support Criminal History Information Raquests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.URt2: lAFiS shall support Civil History Infoimation Requests containing a unique identifier

STRQ1G0: The System shall send back all information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the original request

STRQ99: The system shall send back all information (criminal history, wanted, suspected temorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

$TRQ1C4: lAFlS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, dvll, rap ba^) dlrectiyio originating requestor in addition to responses being sent to SIB

STRQ1 02: 1AFiS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, cwil. rap back) directly to originating requestor in addillon to responses being sent

to SIB

STR051S: 1>id Enhanced lAFIS repository shall provide a foil range of civil search and response services associated with criminel file activity plus acceesto

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, conlribuling agency, reason firtgerpnnted, and civil history).

STR0993: 1APIS shall make military fingaiprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: 1AFIS shall make miirtary and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ996: I AFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR099b: lAFlS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: {APIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STROl 136: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database fifes.

STRQ132: lAFlS ^iall provide the ability to electronicaNy access the military database flies.

STRQ13C: lAFlS shaH provide the ability to elegtrorkloaliy access the milltaiy database files.
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STRQ1134: lAFIS shall have the capability te convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.

SFft2042: NGI shall accept Record Availability Inquiries Requests in accordance wHh the ilUNFF Operahona and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR544: lAFiS shall accept Record Availability inquiries Requests in accordance Mlth ihe lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SUR161: NGI shall support Other Informetion requests.

LE6.UR55: lAFlS shall support Other Infomattan Requests.

SFR2043: NGI shall accept a UCN as part of a Record Availability Iriqulry Request
LEG.FRS4S: iAFiS Shall accept an FNU as part of a Record AvaHability Inquiry Request.

SUR161: NGI ehal] support Other InformaCor; requests.

LEG.UR5S: IAFIS shall support Other Information Requests.

SFR2044: NGI shall accept a SID as part of a Record Availability Inquiry Request.

LEG.FR546: IAFIS shall accept a SID as part of a Record Availability Inquiry Request.

SUR161: NGI shall support Other Information requests.

L6G.UR$S IAFiS shall support Other Information Requests

SFR2045: NGI shall accept Record Status Inquiry Requesta In accordance with the IIUNFF Operations and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR547: IAFIS shall accept Record Status Inquiry Requests in accordance with the Itli'NFF OperaUor>s and Technical Manual.

SUR161: NGI shall support Other lr%formatlon requests.

LEG.UR55: iAFiS shall support Other ]nformatk)n Requests.

SFR2&46: NGI ehall accept a UCN as part of a Record Statue inquiry RequesL
LEG.FR548: IAFIS shall accept an FNU as pari of a Record Status Inquiry Request.

SUR161: NGI shall support Other Information nsque^.
LEG.UR5S: IAFiS shall support Other Information Requests.

$FR2047: NGl Shall accept a SID aa part of a Record Statue Inquiry Request
LEO.FR549: IAFIS shall accept a SID as part of a Record Status inquiry Request

SLfR161: NGI ^all support Other Information requests.

LEG.URSS: IAFIS shell support Other Information Requests.

SFR204S: NGI shall accept Administrative Inquiries In accordance with the II1/NFP Operations and Technical Manual.

LEG.fR5&0: IAFIS shall accept Administrative Inquiries in accordance with the lll/NFF Operations and Technical Manual.

SURI6I: NGI shall support Other Inforrnation requests.

LEG.UR55r IAFIS shall support Other information Requests.

SFR2049: NGI shall accept a UCN as part of an Administrative Inquiry Request.

LEG.FRSS1: IAFIS shall accept an FNU as part of an Administrative Inquiry Request
SLIRl6f ; NGl Shall support Other information requests.

IEG.UR551 fAFIS shall support Other Information Requests.

SFR20fl0: NOl shall accepts SID as part of an Administrative Inquiry Request.

LEG.FR$$2: IAFIS Shell accept a SID as part of an Administrative inquiry Request.

SUR161: NGI shell support Other Information requests.

IEG.UR66; IAFIS shall supped Other Information Requdsts.

SFR20$1; NGI shall ctotermino If a subfect exists In the Identity History File using the UCN or SID as part of a Record Availability Inquiry Request.

LEG.FR553: IAFIS shall determine if a subject exists In the Subject Criminal History File using the ^1 number or SlD as part of a Record AvoJiabitity Iriquiry Request.

SUR161' NGI shall support Other Information requests.

LEG.UR55: IAFIS shall Support Other information Requests.

SPR29S2: NGI shall determine the status of the subject in the Identity History File using Ihe UCN number or SR> as part of a Record Status Inquiry Request
LEG.FRS54: IAFIS shall delermine the status of the subject in the Subject Criminal History File using the FBI number or SlD as part of a Record Status Enquiry Request.
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SUR161: NGl shall support Other Information reque^.
L£G.UR55: lAFiS shall support Other Informatran Re<tuests.

SFR20$3: NCI ahall retrieve triogrephto date end III pointer tntorrnatlOh as part of an Administrative Inquiry Request
LEO.FR55&; lARlS shall retrieve biographic dele and III pointer information as part of an Administrative Inpuny Request.

SUR1$1: NQI shall support Other information requests.

LEG.UR55: lAFlS shall support Other Information Requests.

$FR20ti4: NGl shall provide a reaponae to a Record Availability Inquiry request received via NCIC In accordance with the lll/NFF ^Mirational and Technical Manual.

LCC.FR556: lAFlS Shall provide a response to a Record Availability Inquiry request received via NCiC in accordance with the lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

SUR161: NGl shall Support Other InfQrrnatron requests.

LEG.UR55: lAFiS shall support Other Information Requests.

5FR205S: Shall provide a response to a Record Status Inquiry request received via NCIC in accordance with the lll/NFF Operational and Technical Manual.

LEG.FR$57: lAFIS shall provide a response to a Record Status Inquiry request received via NCIC in accordance with the IH/NFF Operational and Technical Manual
SURttil: NGl shall support Other Information requests.

LEG.URSS: lAFIS shall support Other information Requests.

$FR2056: NGl shall provide a resporrse to an Administrative Inquiry request received via NCIC In accordance with the Ifl/NFF Operational and Technical Manuel.

LEO.FR558: lAFlS shall provide a response to an Administrative Inquiry request received vie NCIC Iri accordance with tha lll/NFF Operailonal artd Technical Manual.

SURItilr NGl shall support Other Information requests.

LEG.UR55: lAFIS ^all Support Other information Requests.

$FR205T: NGl shall retrieve the AFIS segment process control number (SCNA) of the referenced Latent Search(ee| and the estimated tirDefs) to complete the eearch(ss) when
statue reque»at Indicated as part of the Latent Search Status and Modification request.

LEQ.FRSdQ: lAFIS Shall retrieve Ihe AFfS segment process control number (5CNA) of the referenced Latent Search(es) and the estimated time(s} to complete tha search<esl

when status request Indicated as part of the Latent Search Status and Modificaiion Request.

SUR74: NGl shall support Latent Search Status and Modificaiion requests.

LEG.UR40: lAFIS shall support Latent Search Stabja and Modification Requests.

STRQ1 104; lAflS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR2D&6; NGl shall accept Repository Statistics Query requests from Authorized Contributors In accordance with the latest EBT3 ver8ior>.

LEG.FR5S9; lAFlS shaH accept Repository StaUatics Query requests from Authorized Contributors in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR162: NGl shall support Latent Repository Statistics Query requests.

LEG.URS6: lAFIS shall support Latent Repository Statistics Query Requests.

SFR2QSd: NGl shall calculate a statistical repreaentatlon of the descriptors In the Latent Cognizant File using ths descriptive data provided In the Latent Repository Statistics

Query request-

LEG.FRStiO: IAFI$ shall calculate a statistical representation of the descriptors in the Latent Cognizant File using the descriptive data prodded In the Latent Repository Statistics

Query request.

SUR162: NGl shall support Latent Repository Statistics Query requests.

LEG.UR56; lAFlS shall support Lalent Repository Statistics Query Requests.

SFRSOtiO; NGl shall provide a response to a Latent Repository Statistics Query request In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

I.EG.FR561: lAFIS shall provide a response to a Latenl Repository Statistics Ouary request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR162: NGl shall support Latent Repository Statistics Query requests.

LEG.UR56; lAFIS shall support Latent Repository Statistics Query Requests.

$FR20€1; NGl shall provide a hardcopy Identity Hletory Summary to each contrlbutorlhat provided or received Identity history information for the kept UCN during the last 12'

month time period.
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LEO. FR5Bf : (AFIS shad providB hardcopy Rap Shaata to aach contributor that provklad or rocaiwed criminal history Informaticsfi for the kept FNU during the last 12-nnoolh time

period.

SURtd7: NOl shaii support the maintenartce of Ident^ History Infoohatiori.

LEG.UR37; lAFIS shail support file maintenance of Subject Crimlnai History Records.

STR0514: The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories after redesign and consoildation shall provide a full cartge of inaintenar>ce capabilities.

STR051 1 : The lAFlS civil and criminal repositories (fingeiprint Image, fingerprint vector, and biographicaf data) after redesign and consolidation

Shalt be completefy Interoperable, irr^ilementing single subject Identity and providing a full range of capabjlitjas needed to maintain them.

SFFU(IB2: NGI shah accept Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Requests from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

LEC.FR562: lAFIS shall accept Unsolved Latent Add Confinn Requests from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EDTS version.

SUR1B3: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

LEG.UR57: lAFlS shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

SFR2063: N(^ shell allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit an Uneolved Latent Add Confirm request.

LEG.PR563: lAFiS Shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provlderto submit an Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request.

$UR163; NGI shall support Unsolvad Latent Add Confirm submissions-

LEQ.UR57: lAFIS shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

SfR2004: NGi shall require an APIS segment process control number (SCNA) as pert of ar% Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request
LEG.FR564: lAFIS Shall require an APIS segment process control number(SCNA) as part of an Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request

SUR163: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

LEG.UR57: lAFiS shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

SFR2065: NGI sh^l accept a Latent Case Nurnber (LCN) and Latent Case Extension Number (UCX) as part of an Unsolved Latent Add Confinri rsquesL
LEG.FRS65. lAFIS shall accept a Latent Case Number (LCN) and Latent Case Extension Number (LCX>as part of an Unsolved Lateral Add Confirm request.

SUR1B3: NGI Shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

LEG.UR57: lAFIS shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

8FR206B; MCI sheJI mark fiie appropriate ULF image record as permanent in the ULF repository as part of an Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request.

LEG.FRS66: lAFlS shall mark the app»roprlate ULF Image record as permanent In the ULF repository as part of an Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request

SURt63: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

LEG.UR57: lAFIS shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions

Sm2067: NGI shjMI mark the appropriate ULF feature record as permanent In ^e ULF repository ae part ofan Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request.

LEG.FRS67: lAFlS shall mark the appropriate ULF feature record as permanent in the ULF repository as part of ah Unsolved Latent Add Confirm request

SUR193;NGl shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions

LE6.UR57: lAFIS shall Support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

SFft2fifiB: NCl shall provide an appropriate response to the Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Request In accordance with the lateet EBT3 version.

LEG.FRSfid! lAFIS shall provide an appropriate response to the Unsolved Latent AckJ Confirm Request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

$UR163: NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm sutvnisslohs.

LEG.UR67: lAFfS shall seaport Unsolved Latent Add Confinn submissions.

SFR3Q69.‘ NGI shall provide the appropriate Unsolved Latent Add Cor^firm Request reaponsa to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

LEG.FRS69: IAFI5 shell provide the appropriate Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

SUR103. NGI shall support Unsolved Latent Add Confirm submissions.

LEG.UR57: lAFIS shall support Unsolved Letent AckI Confirm submissions.

$FR267q: NGI ahall ;dlow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to submit a Computerized Records Sent File Maintenance RequesL
LEG.FRSZO: lAFIS shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provlderto submil a Computerized Records Sent File Maintenance Request.
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SUR164; NGI ^hall support ihd mainter>3nc« of^ Cocnputohzed Records Sent File.

LEG.LFR58: lAFfS shall support rnaintananca of ComputarizOd Records 5snt Filo.

SFR2Q71: NCI shefl require a UCN a« part of a Gomputorizad Records Sant Fila Idalntananca Raqueat
LEG FRS71: lAflS efiall require a eu^ect identifier as part of a Computerised Records Sent File Maintenance Request.

SLIIR164; NGI shall support the maintenaoce of the Computerized Records Sent Fte.

LEG.UR561 lAFIS sh^l support the makiieriaTico of the Corr^uterized Records Sent File.

SFR2d72; NOI shall accept a deelgnatlor^ of maintenance action as part of a Computartxed Records Sent File Meli>t«nance Request.

LEG.FRS72: lAFIS Shall accept a deslgndtk)n of malnteoarice action as part of a Computerized Records Sent File Maintenance Request.

SUR164: NGI shall support the maintenance of the Computerized Records Sent File.

LEG.UR56: lAFIS shall supp<xtthe maintenance of the Computerized Records Sent File.

SFR2973: Deleted.

SFR2074; NGI ehall perform the designated maintenance action as part of a Computerized Records Sent File Maintenance Request-

LEG.FR574: lAFIS shall perform the designated maintenance action as part of a Computerized Records Sent File Maintenance Request.

$UR164; NGI shall support the maintenance of the Computerized Records Sent File.

LEG.UR58: JAFIS shall suppodlhe maintenance of the Computerized Records Sent File.

SFR2075: NGI shall reject the Computerized Records Sent File Meirttenance Request when the maintenance action Is unsuccessful.

LEG.FR57S.' lAFtS shall reject the Computerized Records Sent FUe Maintenance Request when the maintenance action is urrsucceesfui.

SUR164: MGl shall support the maintenance of the Computerized Records Sent File.

LEG.UR&8: lAFlS shall support the maintenance of the Computerized Records Sent Fite.

8FR2Q76; NGI shall provide the appropriate Computerized Records Sent File Maintenance Request response to an Authorized FBI Service ProvIdSf-

LEG.FR576: lAFfS shall provide the appropriate Compulerfzed Records Sent File Maintenance Request response to an Authorized FBI Service Provider

$UR164; NGI Shall support the mainteruinca of the Computerized Records Sent File.

LEG.UR56' 1AFIS shall support the nrtaintenancG of the Computerized Records Sent Fife.

SFI12d42; NGI shall rsquirs an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a manual special processing review whwi one or rnore candidates are marked with a epecial

processing Indicator fe.g.. SFF) as part of a Latent Fingerprint Identification Search request.

LEG.FR660; JAFIS shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform a manual special processing review when one or more candidates are marked with a special

processing indicator (e.g., SPF) as peh of a Latent Fingerprint identification Search request.

SUR32: NGI shall support Latent Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR9: lAFlS shall support Latent Fingerprint Identificatipn Search reque^.
SFR2dfi3; NGI shall retrieve supplemental fingerprint end palm Inneges associated with the fingerprint specific information, when indicated, as part of die Fingerprint Image
Rdtrieval request.

$TRQ92: lAFlS shall provide dll sets of fingerprints for a subject

$TRO20S: lAFlS shall be able to retrieve muttiple fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STRQ207; tAFlS shall be able to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STR0211: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print images based on tive FBI number and DOA.
STRQ210: lAFIS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm pnnt images based on the FBI number and DOA.

STRO420: lAFlS shall perm'rt an Increase In the number of images for each record/finger.

STR0422: lAFtS shall provide external users with the capability to access the additional fingerprint images (resulting from multiple amests) that are In the

Certification File.

STRO1023: lAFlS shall allow ren>ote access to the CERT files.

STRO11D0: [AFiS Shall retain all fingerprint submissions for uae in tenphnt and latent searches.

SUR42: NCI Shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supjiHemental firigerprini and paimprint Information assodated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.
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L£G.UP^53: lAFfS shalk support Carlificatcon File requests.

SFRZOM: NC4 itiall retrieve the most recent supplemental fingerprint and palm Imagee for each speolfled UCN when fingerprint specific data Is not provided as part of a

Fingerprint image Retrieval request
$TRQg2; lAFIS shall provide all sets of fingerpnrits for a subject,

STRQ206; lAFIS Shall be able to retrieve mullipie fingerprint and palm print images fore FBI number.

STRQ207: lAFiS shall be able to retheve mullipie fingerprint and palm print images for a FBI number.

STR021 1: JAFiS shall provide the capability to retrieve mullipie firtgerprintand palm print images based on the FBI number and DOA.
STRQ210: lAFlS shall provide the capability to retrieve multiple fingerprint and palm print Images based on the FBI number and OOA

STRQ42G: lAFIS shall permit an increase In the number of Images for aac^ recofd/Anger.

STRQ422: lAFIS shall provide external users with the capability to access the additional fingerprint images (resulting from rmrltjple anesls) that are in the

Ceruficatloo Fite.

STRQ1023: lAFIS shall allow remote access to the CERT files

STROttOO: lAFIS shall retain all fingerprint submlssior^ for use in tenprintand latent searches,

$UR42: NGi Shall suf^ort the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information assodated with an idenfiTy

LEG.UR16; lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LE6.UR53' lAFlS shall support Certification File requests.

$FR206S: NGi shell retfievo the fingerprint feetures associated with the fingerprint epeciflc Information provided in the Fingerprint Features Retrieval request.

SUR42: NOl shall support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint ar%d paimprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16; lAFlS Shall support Fingerprint trnage Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFlS shall support Certification File requests.

SFR20M: NGI shall retilev* supplerrwntal firigarprlnt and palm Images, when indicated, as part of the Fingerprint Features Retrieval request,

SUR42: NGI shall support the retrieva] of fingerprint and supplenwntal fingerprint and paimprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG UR16: lAFlS Shall support Fir>gerprint Image Requests containing a unique identifier.

LEG.URS3: lAFIS Shall support Certification File requests.

SFR2087: NGI shall retrieve supplen>ental fingerprint and palm features, when Indtcated, as part of the Fingerprint Features Retrieval request.

SiJR42: NQt shall suppcxt the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information associated with an Identity.

LEG.UR16: lAFlS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique denlifiar.

LEG.UR53: lAFiS shall Support Certificalian File requests.

&FR2QSfir NOl shall rsti'leve eupplemerttal fingerprint and palm in^agae associated with the Rnger^r)! spedfic information, when Indicated, as part of the Fingerprint

InformetliKi Retrieval request,

SUR42: NGI dha1l support the retrieval of fingerprint and supplemenlai fingerprint and palniprint information associated with an identity.

UEG.UR16: lAFIS shall support Fingerprint Image Requests containing a unique Identifier.

LEG.UR53: lAFIS shall support Certlficalion Rite requests.

SFR2G8d: NGI shall retrieve (he photo features for the specified lder>tity and photo Included In the Photo Features Retrieval request
SUR51: NGI shall support the rebtsvaJ of photo Information.

LEG,UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing e unique identifier.

STR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to tiiat provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NdC.
STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 ^p photo retrieval through NCiC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available In a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS ^all support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.

STRQl1fiO; The lAfIS IPS shall Support IPS photo reUleval via the NCiC. The Images shall be available through the "Imaging" file in NCiC by
supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Irrclude data of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.
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STR0481 : The lAFlS IPS shall supporl the rebieval of civil photos.

STROt034: lAFlS shall support the accessing of photos accessed Ihrough NCIC Mth an associated ORl
SFIUOM Deleted.

SFR2091 : NGI shall rstrisve the paimprint features for the specified UCN end peimprint In the Pelmprlnt Features RetHevaf request.

$UR54: NGI shall support the retrieval of paimprint information.

STRQ535; The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent pelm prints

STRQ1 165: The NPPS Shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and aa/vices for unsolved latent palm prims

Latent Examinefs ^lall have a Latent Patm f^nt Search (LPPS] capability to capture images, adjust minutia mariner and enter case informabon.

SFR2092: NGI shall retrieve the iiis features for the speci^ed JdentKy and iris ^eclftc information inmuded in the Iris Features Retrieval request.

SUR55: NGI Shall support the retrieval of Iris infoirration.

$TRQ646; lAFiS shall be able to retrieve iris images-

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as Iris and data and provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR2093: NGI shall aliow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to save the iris Information Retrieval response onto removable media in a diglUl format.

SLIR5S: NGI shall support the retrieval of iris information,

STRQ646: tAFIS shall be able to reirievd Iris images.

STRQ930: lAFIS shall be able to store other biometrics such as iris and data arrd provide a method to retrieve the data.

SFR2M4: NGI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to save the Photo Informatirm Retrieval response onto rentovable media In a digital format.

$LfR5l: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo informaborr.

LEG UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to ^at provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STROPS; IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability Comparable to that provided to latent rmgerprint examinera.

STR07d: IPS shall allcnv Irwestigatfve type of search retrieval through NCIC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag that an image is available, that is available In a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFIS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC.
STRQ1 160: The lAFIS IPS ehaM support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC The Images shall be available through the "Imaging'* file in NCIC by
supplying the FNU Optional retrieval Aelds shall Include date of arrest, dale photo taken, date photo submitted.

STR04S1: The lAFIS IPS shaH support the retrieval of civil (rfiotos.

STRO1034: lAFlS Shall supped the accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI-

SFR2€95: NCI shall provide the capability for an Authorized FBI Service Provider to request a Receiving Agency NotiHcatlon Report <RANR) as part of the lder)tlty History Reque
LEG.FRdd; lAFIS shelf allow an Authorized PSi Saririce Provider to submit Criminal History Request.

LEG.FR573: lAFlS Shall provide the capability for arr Authorized FBI Service Provider to access the Receiving Agency Nobficetiori Report (RANR) as part of a Computerized

Recofde Sent File Maintenance Request,

LEG.FRBdi: lAFlS Shall provide the capability for an Authorized FBI Ser>rice Providerto request a Receiving Agency Notification Report {RANR} as part of the Crinnlnal History

Requast.

SUR43: NGI shall support the retrieval of tder^tity History Information.

LEG.UR1 1: lAFlS shall support Crimirkal History Information Requests contair^ing a unique identifier.

LEG.UR12: lAFlS shall Support Civil History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.

STR0100: The System shall send back all Information on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI. to the original request

STR099: The System shell send ba<^ all information (criminal history, wanted, suspectod tarrorists, otc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

STRQ104: lAFiS shell be able (o send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back} directly to originating requestor in addition to responses baing sent to SIB
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STRQ102; lAFlS stiall be sbie to ^nd all r^ponses (orirninal, civil, rap back) diroctl/ to originating requestor in addition to roeponses being sent

tosie

STRQ515: The Enhanced lAFlS repository shall provido a hjll range of civil search and response services associated with criminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g., CRN, subject descriptors, conlr^ting a9ency^ reason flngarprinted, and dvil history).

STRQ993; lAFlS shall rnake military flrvgerphnt records accessible for search.

STRQ992: fAFJS Shall make military ar>d ICE flngerphrl records accessible for search.

STRQ998r lAFIS shall make military frngerprkil records accessible for search.

STRGd95: lAFlS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ932: lAFlS shall make military and iCE flngotprtnt records accessible lor seaTCh.

STROmSi lAFIS shall provide the abUity to electronioaliy access (he military database files.

STRQ132: lAFlS shall provide the ability to eleclronlcally access the military database fries.

STRQ130: lAFIS shell provide the ability to electronicalty access the military database files

STRQ1134: lAFIS shall have the capability to convert Military records into art electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of &iese records.

NGI shall provide the RANK when requested for the specified Identity as part of the Identity History Request response.

LEG.FR101: lAFIS shall eHow an authorized FBI Service Provider to view the Crimk^el History Request response

LEG.FR516: lAFIS Shall allow an authorized FBI Service Provider to print the Criminal History Request response.

LEG.FR6e2: lAFIS shall provide the RANR when requested for the specifled Identity as part of the Criminal History Request response

SUR43-. nGI shall support the retrieval of Identity History infonnafion.

LE6.UR11! lAFIS shall Support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier

LEG.UR12: lAFIS shall support Civil History Inforniation Requests containirvg a unique Identifier.

STRO100: The System shall send back atl information on the Criminal Justice applicant&r retained by the FBI. to the origiriai request

3TR099: The system shall send back all infomnation (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both ortginal request and Rap Back.

STRO104; lAFtS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestorin addition to responses being sent to SIB

STRO102: lAFlS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back] directly to originating requestorin addition to responses bemg sent

to SIB

STRQ51 5. The Enhanced lAFIS repository shail provide a full range of civil search and msponse services associated with criminal file activity plus access (0

Civil data (o.g., CRN, subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and crvll history).

STRQGBGi lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessibis for search

STR0992' lAFIS shall make mHitsry and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TR0996: lAFIS shall make mllltdry fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ996: lAFfS shall make ICE fihgerprint records accessible for search.

STR0992; lAFIS shall make military end ICE fingerprint records accessible ksr search.

STRQ1136: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STR0132: lAFiS shall provide the abiiity to electronically access the military database files.

STROf 30r lAFis shall provide the ability to electronicaNy access the military database files.

STROl 134: lAf15 shall have the capability I0 convert Military records into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.

&FR2<ig7: NGI ehell perform a cascaded facial recognlbon search of the UPF, In accordance with cascaded search business rules, when (he photo submitted with a

International Terrorfst Identification Search rsqussi meets the minimum quality standard for facial recognition.

5UR3$: NGI shall support Intsmationel Terrorist fdentificalion Seiches.

$FR2b98: NGJ shall perform a cascaded facial recognition search of marked SPC Files, in accordance with cascaded search business rules, when the photo submitted with an
IntematlonaJ Terrorist Identification Search request meets the minimum quality standard for facial racognlUon.
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SUR3&: NGI $hal1 support fntsmatktnal Terrorist Identification Searches.

SFR20M: NGI ehsN perform a cascaded palmprinl search of the ULF, in accordance with cascaded search buainese rules, when the palmprint submitted with an International

Terroriet identification Search request meeta the minimum quality standard for palmprtnta.

SLIR38; NGI shall support International Terrorieit Identification Searches.

snuidD: NGI ehall perfoim a cascaded palmpNnt search of tiie marked SPC Files, In accordance with caecsded search business ailes, If the palmprint submitted with an

InternaCionef Terrorlat Identification Search request meets the minimum qusHty standard for palmprints.

$UR38; NGI shall support International Terrorist identificatjon Searches.

SFR2t01: N(N Shalt perform e cascaded search of the UIF, in accordance with caecaded search business rules, when the iris data submitted with an International Terrorist

Irlenlincetlon Search request meets the minimum quality standard for iris searches.

SUR38: NGI shall support International Terrorist identification Searches.

SFfl2f<l2: NGt shall perfc^vn a cascaded search of marked $PC Fjle(s), Irt accordance with cascaded search busfneas rules, when the iris data submitted wtth an IrttemationaJ

Terrorist identincatlon Search request meets the minimum quality standard for ids searches.

SUR3$: NGI shall support Intemabonal Terrorist Identification Searches.

$FR21€9: NGI ehaJi perform AQC of tSKtual data contained in a Fingerprint VerlficatJon request against the AQC business rules.

SFR2104: NGI shall relect a Flrvgerprlnl Verfficetton request when textual informelkm is Invalid based an AQC business rules.

SFR21Q5: NGI shaJI require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform Manual Quality Check on a Fingerprint Verification request when AQC business rules determine

manual review Is necessary.

SFR210tk NGI Shall allow an Authorized FBI Sendee Provider to f«}ect a Fingerprint Verification request wher> It Is determfr^ed to be invalid as part of Manual Quality Check.

SFR2107: NGI shall perform an Imsge quality check on a Fingerprint Verification request based on image quality standards.

$FR2*f08: NGI shall retrieve tfte corresponding eubjecTs Identity History Infornutton when requeeled and a positive Ider^lifi cation decision results from a Flrtgarprint

Verification request.

SFR2109; NGI shall maintain an Identity basad on file maintenance rules as a result of a Fingerprint Verification request with a positive Identification decision.

SFR21 Id; NGI shall update fingerprint Information based on file maintenance rules as a result of a Fingerprint VarifleaUon raqueai with a positive Identification decision.

SFR2111: NGI shall create a copy of the Fing^rint Verification request for the NGI Certification File based on fiie maintenance rules.

SFR21I2: NCI shall require one or more UCNs up to a maximum number as part of a Palmprirri Features Retrieval request.

SUR54: NGI shall support the retrieval cf palmprint information.

5TRQ535: The NPPS shall ^xovide l/nage retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

$TRQ11€S: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla marker and enter case information.

SFR;2113: Deleted MCP.
LEG FR231! lAf 1$ shall accept Major Case Image Submlssior^ from Authorized Contributors in accordance with the latest EBT3 version.

SFR2114; Deleted MCP.
t£G.FR23t: lAFlS shall accept Major Case Image Submission from Authorized Contrtbulors in accordance with the latest £BT$ version.

SFR211S: NGI shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, fora Fingerprint Decision.

SUR126: NGl shall support fingerprint decisioriB forULF rBcords.

SFR211d: NGI shall provide a response to a Fingerprint Decieion from an Authorizad Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version,

SUR126; NGI shall support fingerprint declsicrts for ULF records.

SFR2f17; NGI shall provide a reject response, as appropriate, fora Latent Decision.

SUR127: NGI shall Support latent decisions.

SFR2I18: NGI shall provide a response toa Latent Decision from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SUR127: NGI shaft support latent dedsioris.
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SFR2I19: NGI fthall prdwide a rajnct rasponsft, am apf^prlate, for a Photo Dscla^on.

SUR141: NGI shall support the maintenance oF photos.

L£G.UR34: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR2I20: NQf vhail provide a r««pone« to a Photo Decision from an Authorized Contributor In accordance with the latest version.

SLfRl4l: NGI shall support the maintenance of photos.

LEG.UR34: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of photos.

SFR21 21; Deleted.

SFR2122: Deleted.

SFR2123: Deteled.

SFR2124: Delated.

SFR2129: NGf ahall provide a reiact resp^se. as appropriate, for an Iris Decision.

SLIR148: NGI shall support the m^ntenance of iris cfata.

$FR212ft: NGI Shalt provide a response to an Iris Decision from an Authorized Contribute In accordance with the latest E8TS version.

$URl4d: NGi shsyi support the maintenance of Iris data.

$FR2127: NGI ahall dslele the entire Identity when the last cMI event is deleted from a clvll*only Identity as part ol a Rap Back Maintenance request.

SUR150: NGI shall support the maintenance of Rap Back Subscriptions.

STRQ5B; The system shall aNcwr civil norr'Fedaral records from certain states to be delatad when a Rap Back subscription(&) is teiminatad

$TR0522: The Enhanced lAFiS Repository shall provide civil subject employers and licer^ng bodies with Rap Back maintenance services for the notrffcaiion

of new criminal activity.

STF^S20; The Erihanced lAFfS Repository shaii notify Civil subject employers and licensing bodies of new criminal activity through Rap Back
services that include subscription registration and maintenance, status checking, cnminal activity detection, response generation,

transmission/routing, and billing.

$FR2128: NGI Shall initiate a Tenprint Fingerprfrit ldentlflcatl<m Search against the Shared Data as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request from an

Authorized Contributor partldpatinQ In Shared Data

eiO.FEATl43: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shaii have access to both lAFlS end IDENT data through the solution.

B10.FEAT1B9: The sokiHon shdN allow the user to select the systems used searches.

6JO.FEAT240: When either IDENT or iAFiS stores biometrics that have a blometricalty-verifled link to Information stored within an euemal system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and S£VIS through LESC, DOS CLASS. DOD, and NFF state systerrvs ) that interfaces with either IDENT or IAFIS. the solution shall provide access to that Information,

LEO.FR592: IAFIS shall generate a Tenprint Fingephnt identification Search against the iDENT shared data as a result of a Tenprint Firtgeprint Identification Search request from

an Authorized iDSM Pilot Agency

$UR165: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests against shared data records.

LEQ.UP59: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Flr>gerphnt Identilicatkin Search requests against shared data records.

SFR2129: NCIehail perform a feature search of the Shared Data records as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identlflcatton Search request sutmiitled by an Authorized Contributor

partk:ipatlng In Shared Data,

BJO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or I^IS stores biometrics that have a biometrlcally'verified link to information stored within an e)(t6mai system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS throu^ LESC. DOS CLASS. DOD, and NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or IAFiS, the solution shaii provide access to that information.

tEG.FR5S3: IAFIS shall search the fingerprint features of the IDENT shared data records as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification search request submitted by an
Authonzed iDSM Pitot Agency.

$UR166; NGI shaii support Tenprint Fingerprint Identifjcation Search requests against shared data records.

LEG.LiRSd: IAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests against shared data records.

SFR21 30: NGI ahall calculate a match score for each candidate resultbig from a feature search of the Shared Data.

LEG.FR594: IAFIS shall determine a *rr>atch score" for each candidate resulting from a feature search of Ihe IDENT shared data contained vnthin iDSM.

SUR16&: NGI sh^l support Tenprint Fingerprint Identirication Search requests against shared data records.
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LEG.UR59: 4AFl$ shall support Tenprint Flngarphrrt Idertiflcation Ssarch requests against shared data records.

SFR2I^1: NGI shall reject any search request of the Shared Data that has bean determined "Unable to Process" by three independent martual FIC eervlcs prori/idars.

LEO.FR595: lAFiS Shall reject any search request of the IDENT Gtiared data that has been determined "Unable to Process” by three independent manual image companson
service providers.

SUR165: NGI shall support Tenphnt Fingerprint Identrficatior Search requests against shared dala records.

LEG.UR59: lAFIS shall support Tenprini Fingerprii^t Identification Search requests against shared data records.

SFR2132; NOl shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform e Post Process Review check on all positive IdenUftcattons resuHIng from a Tenprint Rngerprlnt

Idendftcatlon Search of the Shared Data.

LEQ.FR596. lAFIS shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to pafbrm a Post Process Review check on all positive idenlificabons resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint

idenlification Search of the IDENT shared data records

SUR165: NGI shall support Tenphnt Fingerprint ldenUficatior> Search requests against shared data records.

LCG.UR59: lAFIS Shall support Tenpnnl Fingerprint idenllficatiDn Search requests ag«nstshved data records.

SFR21SS: NGI shall send an lAOto LE8C. when the dally configured limit Is not exceeded, for any positive IdenUficabon resulting from a Tenprtnt Flngerprtrrt Identification

Search vfthe Shared Data.

BIO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or TAFIS stores biometrics that have a blometncally-verlfidd link to Information stored vnthin an exlemal system or agency (euch as CLAIMS
and SEViS through LESC. DOS CLASS. DOD, and NFF state systems ) that Interfaces wllh either lOENT or (APIS, the solution shall provide access to that infonnation.

8tO,FEAT366: The solution shall allow the user to designate iT a biomeinc match within idenT wfii return a respwise from the LESC.

BIO.FEAT374: The solution shall provide the capat^llty to access immigration data response information based on the unique tdentiRer provided for shared fingerprint images.

LEG.FR597: lAFIS shall send an lAQ to LESC, when the daily configured limit is not exceeded, for any posifive Ider^fication resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint Idenfification

Search of the IDENT shared dale records.

$URi65: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identfflcatlon Search requests against shared data records.

LEG.UR59: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IderttifiCation Search requests against shared date records.

SFR2134: NGlehall accept an lAR from LESC toat contains biographic Information for a positive IcierTtlflcatlon resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searxdi of the

shared data recorde.

BlO FEAT24d: When either IDENT or L^IS stores biometrics that have a biomelrioaHy-verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS throu^ LESC. DOS CLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems J that interfaces with either lOENT or lAFlS, the solution shall provide access to that infonration.

6IO.FEAT366: The sdubon shall allow the user to designate Jf a biometric match within IDENT wifi return a response from the LESC.
BIO.FEAT374; The solution ahall provide the capability to access Imrrvgration data response Information based on the unique identifier provided for shared fingerprint images.

LEG.FR599; lAFIS Shall eco&pt an lAR from LESC that contains biographic infonndtion for a positive identification resulting from a Tenprint Finger^^nl Identification Search of the

IDENT shared data records.

SURififi: NGI shall support Tenprint Finger^nt Identificatiori Search requests against ^ared data records.

LEG.URSd' lAFIS shall support Tenphnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests against shared data records.

SFR2135: NCI shall sand a Shared Data Hit Notification to an External System (e.g., IDENT) whan there la a positive Identification against an Image contained In the Shared

Data as a r««uH of an NOl Tanprlrti Identification Search request from an Authorized Contributor participating In Shared Data.

BIO.FEAT7d: The solution shall notify the originating agency of a welchllst record that a biometrically-confifmed Interaction has occurred

LEG.FR601.' lAFIS shall send a Shared Data Hit Notification to IDENT when there is a positive identification against an image contained in Ihe IDENT shared data as a result of

an lAFIS Tenprint Identification Search request from art Aulhohzed IDSM Pilot Agency.

SUR166: NGI shall provide (notifications of positive Identifications against shared data records to the shared data owner (e g., IDENT).

LE6.UR60: lAFIS shall support Hit Notifications of posrtlva identifications against shared data records.

$FR213ti; NGI shall Iriclude In Ihe Shared Dale Hit Notification to an External System (a.g.« lOENT) the aesoclated NGI aubmteslon typo (e,g.. criminal arrest, civil application)

that resutted in a positive identification against the Shared Data.

B10.FEAT79: The solution shall notify the orlginatir^g agency of a watchlist record that a biQmetrically*conflnTi0d interaction has occurred.
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LEG.FR60?: (APIS shall include in the Shared Data Hit Netl^cslion Lo IDENT the associated lAFlS submiseinn type {e g., criminal arrest, civil applicalion} that resulted in s

positive icfenUficstkin against the IDENT shared data.

$UR166: NGl sheu provide notifications of positive ideotificalionfi against shared data records to lha shared data owner (e.g.. IDENT).

L£(9.UR60; IAFIS Shall support Hit Motificalions of poei^ve identif)catior)8 against shared data records.

SFR21d7: NCI shall Include In the Shared Data Hit Notification to an External System (e.g., lOENT) the associated Agency's Site Identifier for any NGI Tenprtnt Identification

Search request of the Shared Data reeutting In a positive Identification.

SIO FEAT76:The solution shall notify the originating agency of a watchlist record that a biomelhcally'Confirmed interaction has occurred.

LEG.PR603: lAPlS shall include in the Shared Data Hrt Nottflcalion to IDENT the associated Pilot Site Identifier for any IAFIS Tenprint Edentlflcatjon Search request of the IDENT
shared date resultirig h a posilive ideritificatiGn

SUR16ti: NGI shall provkki notifications of positive identifications against shared data records to the shared data owner (e.g., IDENT).

LEG UR60: IAFIS shall Support Hit Notifications of positive identifications against shared data records.

SFR2136: NGI Shall accept a Shared Data HU Notlflcatior> from an External System {e.g.. IDENT) when ihereis a positive identification of a fingerprint submission against an

NGI Image contained In the shared data.

BIO.FEAT79; The solution shall notify the origlnaling agency of a walchJEst record &iala biometncdlly*confliTned interacUon has occurred.

BIO.FEAT362; The solution shall notify IAFIS when a biometrtcaliy-cortflrTned interdction occurs for an individual with an FNU in IDENT.
BiO.FEAT363; The solution shall notify IAFIS when a biomethcaily-conflrmed interaction occurs for an individual with an FNU andfor CRN in IDENT.

LEG FR604: IAFIS shall accept a Shared Data Hit Notification from IDENT when there is a positive idenUftcation of a fingerprint submission against an image contained in the

IAFIS Shared Data.

SURIdfi; NGI shall provide nolificetions of positive idenlHIcatioos against shared data records to the shared data owner (e.g., IDENT).

LEG.UR60: IAFIS shall support Hit NoLlfk;ation9 of positive identifications egalnat shared data records.

SFR213fi: NGI shall accept ae pan of a Shared Data Hit Notification the reason for the External Syetem'e (e.g.« IDENT) aubmiaalon type (e.g., Port of Entry (POE). Customs and
Border Prctoctlon {CBP), Visa, Latent Search) that resulted In a pasHive Identification.

B10.FEAT79: The solution shall notify the originating agency of a watchlist record thata biomatrically-confjrmed intofaclion has occurred.

BIO.FEAT362: The solution shall notify iAFiS when a bkometrically-confirmed interaction occurs for an individual with an FNU in IDENT.

BIO.FEAT363r The solution shall notify IAFIS when a biometrical ly-conf|rmed interaction occurs for an irKjividual with an FNU andlor CRN in IDENT.

LEG.FR605: IAFIS shall accept as paii of a Shared Data Hit Notification the reason for the IDENT submission type (e.g .
Port of Entry (POE). Customs and Border Protection

(CBPX Visa. Latent Search) that rasutted In a positive identification.

SUR166: NOt shall provide notificatkxis of positive identifications against shared data records to (he shared data owner (e.g.. IDENT).

LEG.UR60: IAFIS shall support Hit Notifications of positive identifications against shared data records.

SFR2f40: NCi sh^l enroll NGI Shajed DaU (hat meets enrollment criteria (e.g., w^ts or warrants) Into file Shared Data File on a periodic basis.

BiO.FEAT370; The solution shall provide an unique Identifier olher than the FNU for each fingerprint image shared.

610 FEAT371rThd solution shall exclude the FNU for each fingerprint image shared.

BJO.FEAT373: The solution shall provide the capability to access Criminal History Record Information based on the unique identifier provided for shared fingerprint images.

LEG.FR6O61 IAFIS shall erxoll IAFIS shared data that meets enroNment criteria (e.g., wants or warrants) into the Shared Data File on a periodic basis.

SURlti7: NGt shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.URdI: IAFIS shall support the file msintenaoce of shared data records.

SFR2I41: NOi shall retrieve the NGI images as part of an NGI Shared Data enroUment
LEG.FR607: IAFIS shall retrieve the IAFIS images as part of an IAFIS shared data onrollmant request.

SUR167; NGI shall support the maintenar>ce of shared data records.

LEG.UR61 : IAFIS shall support the file me]ntenar>ce of shared data records.

SFR2142: NGI shall compress all Images enrolled as pari of an NGI Shared Data enrollment request in accordance with the latest version of the EBT8 (e.g.. using Wavelet
ScalarQuantizatlon (WSC) at a redo 15:1).
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BIO.FEAT129: The solutk>n fihall employ bicmfelric sl^ndaras eslebfifihed by ihe National Inatitule of Standards and Technology (NIST), i.a. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems » Data Fonnat for the interchange of Fingerpririt, Facial, and Other Bic^ethc InformaticHi, ANSI/NIST-ni>t'2007.

IEG.FR606: lAFIS Shall compress ail images enrolled as part of an lAFlS shared data enrollment request in acconjance with the latest version of the €BTS (e g., using Wavelet

Scalar Quantization fWSQ) at a ratio 15:1),

$UR167: NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFlS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2I43: NGI shall IrKlude an FNU as part of an NGI Shared Data enrollment.

BIO FEAT370: The solution shall provide an unique identifier other than the FNU for each fingerprint image shared.

BtO.FEAT37l; The solution shall exclude the FNU for each fingerprint image shared.

BIO.FEAT373: The solution shall provide the capability to access Criminal History Record Informafion based on the unique identifier provided for shared fingerprint images.

LEO.FR609: lAFIS shall include an FNU as part of an lAFIS shared data enrollment.

SUR1$7: NGI shall support the maintenar>ce of shared data records

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2144; NGI ehaii Include the subiect'e oender. name and date of birth (DOB) ae pad of an NGI Shared Data enfollment-

BtO.FEAT372: The solution shall include, at a minimum, limited biographic ir^ormation in associalJon with a unique identifier. Last Narrte. First Name, DOB. Gender.

LEG.FR610: lAFlS shall include the subject's gender, name and date of birth (DOB) as part of an lAFlS shared data enrollment.

SUR1B7; NGI shall Support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shell support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2145'. NOI shall accept Shared Data enrcMIment requests from an External System (a.g., lOENT) In accordimce with the latest vers lo«i of the ESTS.
BIO.FEAT25: The solution shell be able to accept biographic and biometric information from external biometiic systems.

6i0.rEATl94: The soiulion shall support EBTS compliant data exchange.

LEG.FR611: lAFIS shell accept shared data enrollment requests from IDENT in accordance with the latest version of the EBTS.

&UR167: NGI shall support the rnaintenarM^ Of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFlS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records,

SFR2146.' NGI ehell accept two AN3tfNI5TTyp«4 Image records from an Extern^ System (e<g,» IDENT) as pert of S Shared Date enrollment request

BIO.FEAT129; The Solution Shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NiST), i.e. the ANSI Naitionai Standard for

infbnuation Systerrrs -> Data Format for the foterchange of Fln9erphr>L Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/Nl$T-ITL'1>2D07.

iEG.FR6l2: lAFlS shall accept two ANSI/NIST Type 4 image records from IDENT as part of a shared data enrollment request

SUR167: NGI shall support the maintenance of sh^ed data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shall support the file maintenance of ^ared data records.

SFI12147; NGI shall accept 14 ANSI^IST Type 4 Image records from an External System (e.g., IDENT) as part of a Shared Data enrollment request.

eiO FEAT12d: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National institute of Standards ar\d Technology (NlST), i.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of FlngerprtnL Facial, and Other Blomethc information. AN$i/NI$T‘iTL'1*20G7.

LEG.FR613: lAFIS shall accept 14 ANSI/NiST Type 4 Image records from IDENT as part of a shared data enrollment request.

SUR1S7: NGI shall $i4>port the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61 : lAFlS shall support the file mainteriance of ^amd data records.

SFR2149: NGI shall be able to read the latest version of fingM^rlnt Images available for all Individuals provided by an External System (e.g., IDENT) as part of a Shared Data

enrollment request.

B10.FEAT3S7; The solution shall make available tp the receiving system shared firigerphnt knages for minutiae sxtracticn.

BIO.FEAT356: The solubon shall make available to frie receiving system shared fingerprint Images for Image compahsoo.
L£G.FR6t4 iAFiS shall be able to read the latest version of fir>gerprint Images available for all individuals provided by lOENT as partcf a shared data enrollment nequeat

SLJR1B7! NGI shall support the maintenance of ^ared dala records.
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LEG.UR61: lAFlS shall support tha Hie maintenance of shared data records.

$FR2I49: NOl shall de-compraas all finparptint imagaa fn accorcianG* tha Jataat version of tha EBT${a.g., using Wavelet Scalar QuanhJtatJon {WSQ) at ratio 15:1} as part

oi a Sharact Data an rollimnt request from an Exterral System (e>g., fDCNT).

BIO.FEAT129: The solution shall ampk>y biometnc standards eslablished by the National Inslitula of Standards and Tachnology (NIST), i.a. tha ANSI National Standard for

Information Systems - Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/'NlST-m“1“2007,

L£O.FR6l5: lAFlS shall de-corhprees all fingerprint Images in accordance with the latest version of the EBTS ( 0 .9 ., using WaveJet Scalar Quantization (WSQ) at ratio 15:1) as

part of a shared data enrollment request from IDENT.

SUfll67: NGi Shall support the maintenance of shared data records,

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shah support the file maintenanco of shared data racords.

SFR21M: NGI ahalf extract fingerprint features frcMn file fingerprint images provided by an Exterral System (e,g., IDENT) as part of a Shared Data enrollment request

IEO.FR616: lAFIS shall extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint images provided by IDENT as part of a shared data enTOll roe nt request.

SVJFtlS?; NGI shall support tha maintenance of shared data records

LEG.UR61: lAFlS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2151; NGf shall store In the Shared Data extracted fingerprint features received as part of a shared data a nroilmant request from an External System (e.g., IDENT),

LEG.FR617: (APIS shall store in the shared data the extracted firvgerprint features received as part of a ^ared data enrollment request from IDENT.

SUR167; NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61! lAFIS Shall Support the file maintenance of shared data records.

8FR21S2; NGI shaft remove fingerprint Images received as part of a Shared Data Mrollment request ^om an External System (e.g., IDENT) within 24 hours following a

successful features extraction.

BIO.FEAT369: The solution shall remove shured fir>gerprint images in the receiving system within 24 hours unless the receiving system identifies a matching fingerprint record.

LEG FR616: lAFlS shall remove fir>gerprirrt Images received as part of a shared data enrollment request from IDENT within 24 hours following s successful features extraction.

SUR167; NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

$FR2153: NGI ehait perform a Tenprint Fingerprint Investigative Image Search as a result of a Shared Data enrotlmart request from an External System (e.g.. IDENT).

BiO.FEAT163: The solution shall provide the capability to search all biorretrics In the solution prior to enrollment of a new subiect.

LEG FR619: lAFTS shaK perform a Tenprint Fingerprint Investigative Image Search (TPIS) as a result of a shared data enrollment request from IDENT.

SUR167: NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

8FR21&4: NGi shall gerterate a list of candidates as the result of a Tenprint irfvestigative Image Search Initiated by a Shared Data enrollment request from an External System
(e.«., IDENT).

SiO.FEATtdd. The solution shell provide trie cepebility to search ell biorretrics in the sotutlon prior to enroNmeht of 3 new subject.

LEG.FR620; lAFIS shall generate a list of canctidates as the result of a Tenprint InvestigatKre Image Search initiated by a shared data enroHment request from IDENT.

SURf87: NGI shall support trie maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2155: NGI shell calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint Irtvesdgative Image Search Initiated by a Shaied Data enrollment request

from an External System (e.g., IDENT).

BtO.FEATl63: Trie solution shall provide the capability to search ail biometrics in the solution prior to enmilment of a new subject

LEG.FR621: lAFlS shall determine a "match score" for each candidate resulting from a Tenprint Fir^ger^nt Investigative image Search initiated by a shared data enroilmeni

requeet from IDENT.

SUR167: NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG UR6 I: lAFIS shall support the file rnsuntenance of shared data records.
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SFR21$0: NCI «haH datarmlna a poafttve IdantJl^ation daciaion for aaeh candidaM that haa a mat^ scora abova !ha high confidence threshold as a result of a Tanprint

Rn^arprint InvestiQatlva image Search Initiated by a Shared Data enrollmant requaat from an EictamaJ System (e.g., IDENT).

BlO.FEAT1d3; The solution shell provide the cepabiirty to search s^l biometrics in the solution prior to enrollmant of a new subject.

LEG.FR022; lAFIS shell determine a positive idenlificalion decision for each candidate (hat has a match score above the high conUdence threshold as a result of a Tenpiiol

Tingerprint Investigative Image Search Initiated by a shared data enrollment request from IDENT.

SLJR167; NGI shall Support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR6(: IAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

5FR2I&7: NGt shall require an Authorized F& Service Provider to perform a manual Fingerprint Jdentlfwation Comparison (FIC) for each candidate resulting from a Tenprint

Fingerprint Investigative Image Search Initiated by a Shared Data enrollment request from an External System (s.g., lOENT) that is below the high confidence threshold.

LEG.FR623: IAFIS shall require an Authorized FBI Service Provider to perfomi an IDSM manual Inrtage comparison for each candidate resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint

Investigative Irnage Search initiated by a shared data enrollment request from IDENT that Is below the high confidence threshold.

$IJR1S7: NGI shad support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG URdt: IAFIS shall support the file malrMenance of shared data records.

SFR21$6: NGI shall require a second Authorized FBI Servke Provider to per^m a manual FIC to confirm a poeldve identification for each candidate reeuHing from a Tenprint

Rngerprtfit Investigative Image Search Initiated by e Shared Data enrollment request from an External System (e.g., IDENT) that is below the low confidence threshold.

LEG.FR^4: IAFIS shall require a second Authorized FBI Service Provider to perform an iDSM manual image comparison to confirm a positive identification for each candidate

resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint [nvestigative (mage Search initiated by a shared data enrollment request from IDEKT that is below the low confidence threshold

SUR1d7: NGI shall support tha rYiaintananca of shared data records.

LEG.UR61 : IAFIS shall support the file maintenance of ^ared data records.

SFR2lfiO: NGI shall store all candidates and their correlating EtD resulting In a posKIva identification as a result of a Tenprint Investigative Image Search Initiated by a Shared

Data enrollment requeetfrom an External System (e.g., IDENT).

8IO.FEAT163; The solulJon shall provide the capability to search ail biometrics in the solution prior to enrollment of a new subject

LEG.FR625: IAFIS shall store all candidetes and their correlating ElD resulting In a positive Identiflcalion asa result of a Tenprint Investigative Image Search initiated by a shared

data enrollrrtenl request from (DENT.

$UR167: NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG UR61: IAFIS shall support the file maintenar\co of shared data records.

SFR21S0: NGI shell reject e Shared DateenrolfmaRt request that fells to include a valid ORI.

6IO.FEAT13S: The solution shall provide access controls based on user permisslixis.

BIO.FEAT142: The solution shall prevent access to users who have not been authorized to use the system.

LEG.FR626: IAFIS shall reject a shared data enrollment request that fails to include a valid QRI.

SUR1671 NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: IAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records

SFR2l6t: NGI shall gen^ate an Error Message resulting from a f^led Shared Data enrol Imant request.

BiO.FEATi29: The solution shall employ biometric standards established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NiST), l.e. the ANSI National Standard for

Information Systerrs “Data Format for Ihe Interchange of FingerprinL Fadal, and Other Biometric Information, ANSI/NIST-ITL- 1-2007.

BIQ.FEAT 182: The soluUon shall employ a standard format for query responses.

LEG FR628: IAFIS shall generate an Error Message to IDENT resulting from a failed shared data enrollment request from IDENT.

SUR167'. NGI shall support the maintenance of shared date reconia.

LE6.UR61 : IAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared date records.

SFR2lfi2: NOf shelf accept a ehared data removal requests from an External Syetem {e.g., IDENT) In accordance with the latest version of the EDTS.

BIO.FEAT278: When CJIS executes a rerrKrval for an individual. US-VlSIT shall unlink the FBI crinxnal history and all references to that crir»iinal history from any DHS encounters

for that individual.
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BIO.FEATi?7<J: When CJ5S posts a derrote for a record, the solution s^ll remove the want flag in US-^/JSlT.

BIO.FeAT?77: The solulion shall anab^ authorized personoel to dernote an indivjckial from the waU^liSt.

LEC.FR631: tAFIS shall accept a shared data removal requests from IDENT in accordance with the latest version of the EBT5,

$URi67: nGI shall support fhe maintervance of shared deta records.

LEG.UR61; lAf IS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

3rR2163: NGI shall process shored data rernovat requests fc»r NGI Shared Data wonts or warrants) when Indicated.

BIO.FEAT73: if a want Is the only reason the Individual is on the watchiist. the solution shall demote the individual from the watchiist upon removal of that want.

6IO.FEAT275: When CJIS ei^ecutes a removst for an lr>dividual, US'^ISIT shall unlink the FBI criminal history and all references to that criminal history from arty OHS encounters

for that individual.

BIO.FEAT276: When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solutkKi shall remove ^e want fag In US-VISIT.

BIO.FEAT277: The solution shall enable authorized personnel to demote an individual from the watchiist.

LEG FR629: lAFIS shall process shared data removal requests for lAFlS Shared Data (e.g.. wants or warrants) when indicated

SUR167: NGI shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFfS shall support the fie maintenance of shared data records.

SFR21S4: NGI shall process aharad data damotion requests for NQ| Shared Data (e.g., wants or warrants) when indicated.

BIO.FEAT73: If a want is the only reason the Individual is on the watchiist, ihe soluliort shall demote the Individual from the watchiist upon removal of that want

6IO.FEAT27S! When CJIS executes a removal for an individual, U&'S/ISIT shall unlink the FBI ciiminal history and all reforer^cea to that chmirtal history from any DHS encounters

for that indfviduaL

BlO,FEAT276: When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solution shall remove the want fag in US-VISIT.

BiO.FEAT277; The solution shali enable authorized personnel to demote an individual from the watchiist.

LEG.FR630: lAFIS shall process shared data demotion requests for lAFIS Shared Data (e.g., wants or warrants} when indicated.

SUR167; NGI Shall Support the maintenance Of shared data records.

LE6.IJR61: lAFIS shall support the fie maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2165: NGI shall remove all biometric and biographic Information for Individuals Identified in a shared data removal request

6IO.FEAT275! When CJIS executes a removal for an Individual, US-VISIT shall unlink (he FBI criminal history and all references to that chminal history from any OHS encounters

for that individual.

BIO.FEAT276; When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solution shall remove the want flag In US-ViSiT.

6IO.FEAT277: The solution shall enable authorized personnel to demote an individual from the watchiist.

LEG.FR632: lAFlS shall remove all blPmeUic and biographic informatlorr for Individuals Identifed in a shared data removal request.

SUR167' NGI shall support Ihe maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.IJR61: lAFlS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

NGI shall remove ^1 blometrle and biographic Informatics for individuals Identlflad In a shared data demotion requeet
BIO FEAT27& Whan CJIS executes a removal for an individual. US-ViSiT shall unlink the FBI criminal history and ail references to that criminal history from any OHS encounters

(or that indfvldudl.

BIO.FEAT276: When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solution shall remove the want flag In US-VISIT.

BIO.FEAT277: The solution shall enable authorized personr>ei to demote an irxfivjdual from the watchiist.

LEG.FR633: lAFIS shall remove all biometric and biographic Information for Individuals Identified in a shared data demotion request.

SUR167: NGl ^ell support frie maintenance of shared data records.

LEG UR61: lAFIS Shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFB2ldT: NGI shall remove all biometric and Uograi^lc information (or individuals Identified In a shared data removal request from an External System (e.g., IDENT).

BIO.FEAT275 When CJIS executes a removal for an individual. US-VISIT shall unlink Ihe FBI criminal history and all references to that criminal history from any DHS encounters

for that individual.

BiO.FEAT276; When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solulicn ^all remove the wani fag in US-VISIT.
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BIO.FEAT277: The solution shiall enable authoriied personnel to de^nota an Individual from tha walchllst.

LEG FR634: lAFIS S^iail remove all biornetrfc end biographic informatior for individuals identHied h a shared date removal request from IDENT.

SUR167: NGi shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEO UR61 ; lAFiS shail support the flie maintenance of shared data records.

3FR21(^: NCI shall Identify the unique Identifier for any Individuals for whom the Exteitial System (e.g., IDENT) received an order to remove or demote.

BIO.FEAT275; When CJI5 executes a removal for an individual, US-VlSiT shall unlink the FBI criminal history and all references to that criminal history ^om any OHS encounters

for that Individual.

BIO.FEAT276: When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solution shall remove the want flag in US-VISIT.

BIO.FEAT277: The salulion shall enable authorised personnel to demote »n Individual from the walchliet.

LEG.FR6351 lAFIS eh^l identify die DHS unique identifier tor any individual tor whom the DHS received an order to remove or demote.

5UR167: NG1 shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.IJR$1 : lAFIS shall suppcMl the file maintenance of shared data records

SFR2ta9; N6I shall be able to match the unique Identifier and the corresponding Images for each Individual provided by an External System (e g.. lOENT).

SIO.FEAT275; When CJIS executes a removal for an Individual. US'S/ISIT shall unlink the fB\ criminal history and all references to thatchminal history from any OHS encounters

for that individual.

BIO.FEAT276.' When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solutior^ shall remove the want flag in US-ViSiT.

BIO.FEAT277; The solution shall enable autoorized personnel to demote an individual from the welchlist.

LEG.FR636; lAFIS shall be able to match the OHS unique ider^tifier and the corresponding images for each individual provided by IDENT.

SUR167; NGl shall support the maintenarKa of shared data records.

LEG-LiRdt: lAFIS sh^l support the file maintenance of shared data records.

$FR2170: NGI shall generate ari Error Message for a failed ehared data nviintenance request of NOI Shared Data-

BIO.FEAT27&: When CJiS executes a rernoval tor an Individual, US-VISIT shall unlink the FBI criminal history and all raferances to that criminal history from any DHS encounters
for that individual.

BIO.FEAT276: When CJiS posts a derrtote for a record, the soluUon shall remove the went ftag in US>VISlT.

5IO.FEAT277: The solution shail enable authorized personnel to derrtote an Individual from the watchllst.

LEG.FR637: lAFIS shall generate an Error Message for a failed shared data maintenance request of lAFIS Shared Data

SUR167: NGl shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG,UR6l : lAFIS shall support tho file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2171 : NCI shell generate an Error Message to art External System (e.g., IDENT) resulting from a failed External System shared data maintenance request
BIO.FEAT275: When CJIS executes a removal for an individual, U&>VISIT shall urtiink the FBI criminal history and ai1 references to that criminal history fipm any DHS encounters

lor that individual.

BIO.FEAT276: When CJIS posts a demote for a record, the solution shall remove the want flag In US'ViSiT.

BiO.FEAT277: The sokjtloh shall enable authorized personhei to demote an Individual from the watchiist-

LEG FRS3$: lAFIS Shall generate an Error Message to IDENT resulting from a failed IDENT ^ared data maintenance request.

SUR167: NGl shall support the maintenance of shared data records.

LEG.UR61: lAFIS shall support the file maintenance of shared data records.

SFR2IB7: NGl shall SMd an lAQ to LE$C In accordance with the Niels User and Technical Guide.

BIO,FEAT403: The riotlltoatiett delivered to the LESC shall follow NIets User end Technical Guidelines.

SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external repositories (a.g., IDENT).

SURi: NGl shelf support Tenphnt Fingerprint [dentlflcaiton Search requests.

LEG.UR1; lAFIS shall support Imprint Fingerprint Identlftcation Search requesis.

SUR16&. NGt shall support Tenprirk Fir>gerprlnt Identification Search requests against shared data records.

LEG.URSS: IAF[$ shall support Tenprint Flr>9erprint Identlflcatlor} Search requests against shared data records.
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SFR2146: NG^ vhall Mnd an Extamal Unaolvad Latanl Search raquMt in accordanca with tha latoat varmifM) of the EBTS.
$UR3; NGi shall support Tenpnnt Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated external reposltories(e.g.. IDEhfT).

SUR1: NG| Shall support Ten^^nt Fingerprint IdentificallDn Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS Shell support Tenpnnt Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFA2f89: NOt shall calculate a match score for each candidate resultlnti from a tatent Fingerprint tdentlflcation Search Request.

$UR32. NG1 Shall support Latent Fir>gerprint ldentiflcatior> Search requests.

LEG UR9: lAFiS Shall support Latent rjr>gerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR2100; NOt shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to reject an International Terrorist ldentlf(catfon Search request as a result of the manual FIC.

SUR3S; NGt shall support International Terrorisl Identification Searches.

$FR2l0f: NGI sh^l require ar^ Authorixed FBI Service Provider to perform Manual Quality Che^ on a Disposition Fingerprint Search request when AQC business rules

detormlne manual review Is necessary.

$UR31: NGI shall support ^ectronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQSO; lAPtS shall allow users to enter disposition data fi.e.. court orders) in addition to sentencing and aoquitial information.

$FR2192: NGI ahall reject a Disposition Fingerprint Search request when textual Information is Invalid based on AQC busineae rules.

SLIR31; NGI Shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprirtls.

STRQ83: lAFiS shall allow users to enter disposition date (I.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR21fi3: NGI shall provide Conflict Resolution fora DleposlUort Rngeiprlnt Search requaal when AQC business rules detarrrtine manual review Is necessary.

SUR31: NGI shell support electronic disposition submissions usir^g fingerprints.

STRQ63: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data {l.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal IrTformallon.

SFR219A: NGI shall perform a validation to enaure that submitted suppiainontai fingerprint and palmprlnt Images match the submitted firigerprints, whan the distal segmerrts

of (he supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt Images are included In the Disposition Fingerprint Search request
SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: 1/^15 shall allow users lo enter disposition date (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR2199: NCI shall reject a photo enrolJjwent when the associated Oispositloct Rngerprint Search request Is rejected.

SUR31 : NGI shaft support elechonic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQd3' lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e,. court orders) rn addition to sentencing and acquittal information

SFR2196. NGI shall reject a palmprlnt enrollment when the associated Disposition Fingerprint Search request Isrejected.

SUR31 r NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions usir^g fingerprints.

STRO&3: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data {i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal lRformaik)n.

SFFI2197; NGI shall reject ao Iris enrollment when the aseociated Dlspoelllon Fingerprint Search request Is rejected.

SUR31 : NGI shall support alectronic dispositior^ submissions using fingerprinte

STRQd3: lAFIS shall allow users to enter dlspo^tion data (i.e., court orders) in addition to senlerv^lng and acquittal information.

SFR219fi: NGI shall reject the eupplemental fingerprirtt and paimprint information enrollment when the associated Disposition Fingerprint Search request Is rejected.

SLfR3l: NGI shall su^^sort electronic dispositiori submissions using fingerprinte.

STRG83: lAFIS shall allow users to eiHor disposition date {l-O., court orders) in addition to sentsncfnQ and acquittal information.

SFR21S9: NGI shall update an Identity with the Inforrnation contained in an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint Idantiflcation Search raeponse from an External Systam {e.g., (DENT)
e» a rseuK of a Oiepoeltion Fingerprint Search rer^st.

SLIR31 : NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions usir^ fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Infbnnatlon.

$FR920O: NGI shall eend an External Unsolved Latent Search request when a retained Disposition Fingerprint Search request results In a non-identification dscJelon {Le.> new
NOl enrolhnent) based on External System Search rules.

SLIR31 ; NGI shall support Medtronic disposition subrrussions using fingerprints.
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STR083: lAFlS shall alkrvv users to enter disposition data (i-e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR22Q1: NOI shall send snExtemar Unsolved Latent Search request when fingerprint image quality exceeds the qutilty improvement threshold as psrtola Disposition

Flngerpilnt Search request based on External System Search rules.

SUR31: NGi shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFiS shall allow users to enter disposition data (f.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR2202: NGI shall advise the Authorised Contributor whan a paimprlnt Is not enrolled due to a failed validation of fingerprints topalmprlnts when processing a Disposition

Fingerprint Search request
SUR31: NQi Shall support electronic dieposition submls^ons using fingerprints.

STR063: i^lS shall allow users to enter disposition data (I.e. . court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.

dFR2203^ NGI shall provide a positive verification response to a Flr^gerprlnt Verification request when submitted flngwprtnts and fingerprints associated with the specified

UCN r««uit In a positive identification.

SUR40: NQI shall verify the Idenlity of an individual using fingerphnls.

SFR22IM-: NGI shall provide contact kiformatioo tn response to a Rngerprint Verification request resulting in a positive vsiifleatlon against a tler'2 RISC record.

$UR40: NGI shall verify Ihe Identity of an individual using firtgerpdrils.

SFR220&: NGI shall provide a negative verification response to a Fingerprint Verification request resulting In a positive verification against a tier<3 RISC record.

SUR40: NGI shall verify the Identity of an irvdividual using flrgar^nts.

SFR22i]fi: NGI shall calculate a match score for each candidarte resulting from a Subject Search request
SUR62; NGI shall support Sut^ect Search requeue based on biographic information.

LEG.UR17: lAFiS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic infbrmalion.

$FR2207: NGI shall accept a specification of the maximum number of candidates to return as part Of an Ad Hoc Subject Search request

SUR64: NGI shall support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of Identity History repositories.

LEG.yR30: lAFIS shail support Ad Hoc Subject Search requests of subject criminal history repository.

SFR22(I6: NGI shall calculate a match score for each carKlIdate resulting from a Tanprint Fingerprint fmaga InvasUgatlDn Search request.

SUR7d: NGI shall support Firgerprint Image Search requests against NGI fingerprint raposltories.

LEG.LIR24: lAFiS shall support Fingerprint Image Search Requests against lAFIS firgerprint repositories.

STRCI712: lAFlSehall provide FBI Field Offices the ability to search two-print datlases, through ihe FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFR22<>0: NGI shall calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint Feature Investigation Search request.

SUR80: NGI r^ali support Fingerprint Feature Search requests against NGI firgerprint repositories.

LEG.UR26: lAFiS shad support Rngerprint Feature Search requests against iAFlS fingerprint repositories.

STRQ712: lAPiS shail provide FBI Field Offices the atxlity to search tvvo-pnnt databases, through the F6i or directly to ethers, such as OHS.
$FR2210: NGI shall calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search request.

SURfi2: NGI shali euppen Tenprint Fingerprint Rap Sheet Search requests of NGI repositories

LEG.UR28: lAFiS shdil supportTenphnt Firgerprint Rap Sheet Search Requesiscf l/^iS repositories.

STRQ712: lAFIS shaii provide FBI Field Offices the abNity to search two-print databases, through the FBI or directly to others, such as OHS.
SFR2211: NGI shall calculate a match score for each candidate rasultfr^ from a Latent Print Image Investigation Search request.

SUR70: nCI shall support Latent Riat Image invesHgahon Searches.

LEG.UR20; IAFlS shaii provide a Candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ82: The tAFIS trar>saction for latent paim print searches shall be ebia to dxpartd the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for iateol searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased dynamioalty.

STRQ53S; IAFlS shall aNcrw the number of carididates relumed by a paim latent search to be userKlefined.

STR0111: Latent palm print services shall be integrated lArith, and provide the same senrlces, as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, UalnIriQ and documentatriix] shall be provided
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STRQ110: Latent palm print sarvk^ shall provide tfia same services as latent fingerprint ser^cas provided currenlty; applicable hardwvara^

software, training and documentation sh^l be provided

STRQ226: lAFIS shall allow allematlve means to identify indh/ldueis without fingeiprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ224; IAFI8 Shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fmgers. missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ529: ITio NPPS shall provide saaixh capat>iiities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163. The NPPS ^ail allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints fi’om a Federal data repository in supporting Federal and

State law efiforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accepl electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSl/MST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) revisions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment <SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print Image at the same time the contributor

submits a len-print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repo^ry (PPR). and also davelc^ a Bulk Palm Print £nroilnier>l(BPPE).

STRQ531 r The NPPS shall provide a system to mlamal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repoeitohes.

generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal investigaljons-

STR01 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Intemat and external customers with the capability to search t>oth known and uoKno^
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJiS Systems of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print The NPPS,
upon subm^sion of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search {LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STROi 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval kM' pakn phnt comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners ^ell have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case information.

STRQ53Q: NPPS Shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS57: LAPIS shall provide the cspabitity to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980: The system shall Search palm prints.

STR0133: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFiS repositories

STRQ284: lAFlS shad provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for len-print searches.

$TRQ556: lAFIS Shad provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for paim pr^l submissions for major crimes.

STRQS; NPPS shall have the capability 1o search specific sections of Ihe print.

$TRQ4: NPPS shall have the capatMlity to search specific eections of the print The Typ>e 14 or 15 records may hold paim and
major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific araas cf a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STROlOd9: lAFIS shall require identIficaUon of palm region to search for pa^ print aubmissiors for non^major crlrrtes.

STRQ1102: lAFIS shall provide ihe ab^ity to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR2212: NGi shall calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a Latent Print Feature Investigation Search requeaL

SUR71: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: LAFIS shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEO.UR22: lAFIS Shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ82: The lAFlS transacfion for tatent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.
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STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes^ or events, to be increased dynamically.

STR0536: (APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STR01 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated wHh, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, trainIrtQ and documenta^on shall be provided

STRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint sen/ices provided currenily; applicable hardware,

software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0224: lAFIS shall allow altemativa means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capablJItles of the palm print repository.

STR01 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prirtts from a Federal data repository in suppoding Fede^l and

State law enforcemenl agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall acoept electronically submitted

palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards aixl future Electronic Fingerpnnl Transmission Specification (EFTS) rewsions. The
NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print EnroJIment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a palm print image at the same time the contributor

submits a terr-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment {BPPE).

STR0531 : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and eidemal customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate repositories,

gerkerate queries, create linVagee, ar>d perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminai investigations.

STRQ1 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cuatonners with the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data In support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently available via ten-print. The NPPS,
upon submission of a paJm print, shall create a Palm Print Reposhorv Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutla mariner and enter case information.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide Irnage retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved latent palm prints.

Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia rnartier and enter case Information.

STRQ639: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

$TRQi33: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints In the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

$TRQ$56: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRO1090: lAFIS Shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectloris of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the prim The Type 14 or 15 records may hold bdth palm and
major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1089: lAFlS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-ma|or crimes.

STRQ1102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: lAFlS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.
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SFR2213: NOl vhaU calculate a match acora for aach candidatu rMultIng from an Ujia<^vad Latont Search request

$UR15d: NOi $hajj support Unsolved Latent Searches.

LE6.UR52: lAFlS shall Support Unsolved Latent Searches.

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a system to iniemal and external customers with the capability to search both known arxj unknown candidate repositories,

generate quehes. create linkages, and perform searches of GJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal Investigations.

$TRQ1164: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wHh the capability to search both known and unknown
candidate mpositohea. generate queries, create Ihkagea, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) date in support of criminal

Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enroIJment and idenUficatltHt capabilities similar to what Is correotiy available via ten-print. The NPPS.
upon submission Of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repoeitory Record (PPRR).

SFR22'14: NGt shall accept latent image data as part of a Comparison Print Image Submission request.

SUR7$: NGI shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41: lAFIS Shall support Comparison Fingerprint image Submissions.

SFRS21$J NGl shall allow ar> Authorixed FSI Service Provider to input print Irnsgss for the Comparison Print Imaga Submission request-

SUR7S: NOI shall support Comparison Print image Submission requests.

LE6.UR41; lAFIS Shall ^pport Compahsar> Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR221€: NGl shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to associate print Images with the Comparison Print Image Submtsslon request.

SUR75; NGl shall support Comparison Print image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41: lAFIS Shull support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR2217; NOI shall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to manuaity extract fsaturas from the print images es part of the Comparison Print Image Submission request.

SUR75: NGl shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.UR4lr lAFfS shad support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR2218: NGl sh^l provide an automated method to axiract features from the print Images as part of the Comparison Print Image Submission request

SUR75: NGl shelf support Corr^arison Print image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41 : lAFtS shall support Comparison FJngerpdnl image Submissions.

SFR221$: NGl Shall require an Au^orized FBI Service Provider to extract {Le., automated ormenual) print features prior to processing a Comparison Print Image Submission
rsquest.

SUR75: NGl shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41: lAFIS shall support Comparison Fingerprint image Submissions.

SFPt2220: NGl shall aaar^ using the finger posltlon(s} and print features extracted from the print Images as part of the Comparison Print Image Submission requeet.

5UR75: NGl shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41 : lAF IS Shall support Comparison Flngorprint image SubmissiCH^s.

$FR222t‘ NGf ehall sear^ all finger positions for a Comparison Print Image Submission request contalr^lng a elngle print when no finger position is indicated.

SUR75: NGl Shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG UR41: lAFlS shall Support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR2222: NCI ehall allow an Authorized FBI Service Provider to search the NGl repository(lea) using the finger poeitlon(s) and print features extracted from the print images
ae part of the Comparison Print Image Submission request.

SUR7&: NGl shall support Comparison Print image Submission requests.

LEG.UR41: fAFiS shall support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR222S: NGl shall enrolt an Identity Into the ULF, when appropriate, as a result of a Comparison Print Image Submission request.

SUR75: NGi shall support Comparison Print Image Submission requests.

LEG.LIR41: lAFlS shall support Comparison Fingerprint Image Submissions.

SFR2224; NGl shall calculate a match score for each candidate resulting from a Facial Recognition Search request.
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SUR66: NG] 6^11 support Facial Racoflollion Searched,

STRQ&3: The (PS Gegrrunt of the system shall contain a facial recognition engine.

STR05S9: lAFIS shall support ^clal recogniliorr capabilities.

STRO&09: IPS shaH provicle facial recognition services.

STROS44; lAFIS shall support fadaJ recognitior technology, even if el a limited capacity.

STRQ7&6: lAFIS Shall have the ability to perform fecial recogrHtion seanches.

STRO940: lAFIS shaH support facial recognition.

STRQ962: 1APIS Shall support face recognition.

STRQ1119: The system solution shall provide a facial recognition capability

STRQ54: IPS Shall implerrtent en EFTS transaction to match a tecial photo ageinat stored facial photos and return a ranked list of matches (such as is done for

latent print examinars).

STRQ93: iPS shall allow the ability to search against photos

$TR0147; IPS shall provide capability to execute facial recognition searches from a remote site.

SFA2225: OeMed.
SFR2226: Deleted.

SFR222r: Deleted.

SFR222a: Deleted.

SFR2229: Deleted.

SFR223fl: hfGt shall calculate a match score for each candidate reauttlng from an Ids Search request

SURdd: NGi shall support Iris Searches.

STRQ652: lAFiS shall aikrw the search of iris images

STRQ&49: lAFIS shall allow the submission, retention and search of iria images.

STR011 10: lAFlS shall search iris Images
$FR223lr Deleted.

$FR2232: NGI shaN send a RISC Notification to the RISC record owner when any VeriAcatlon request results In a positive Identification with their marked tier«1 or marked tior>2

Rise record.

LEG.NFR22: lAFIS shall provide the capability for a System Security Administrator deny or allow access to system resources, and monitor local iransactions.

&UR119: NGI shall send notirication to RISC record ownerts) as the result of a positive Identiflcetlon.

8FR2233; NGI shall send a RISC Noliftcation lo the RISC record owner when any Verification request results in a positive Identification with thairtler-3 RISC record.

SURIId: NGI shell send notification to RISC record ownerfs) as the resist of a positive identiflcatk>n.

SFR22M: NGI shall allow the Authortied FBI Service Provider to view the flngarpHnta specified In the Fingerprint image Update request

SUR121: NGl ehsll support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG,UR33: lAFIS shall Support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records

SFR22SZ'. NGI shall require Fingerprint D^etlon requests to contain fingerprint specific Information.

SUR121: NG( shali support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG UR33; lAFIS Shall support f|la maintenance of criminal fingerprint records.

SFR2236: NGI shall require primary identifiers as part of a Disposition Submission request
LEG.NFR7'. I^IS shall display the datPi time, workstation Identifier and facility of tha Idal login attempt for tha authanticated FBI Service Provider.

STRQ381; lAFIS shall store the slate control number for use in (denUfying the arrest record.

STRQ497: lAFIS shall require one primary idsntffiar and two sscondary identifiers, in addition to Name and DOB, on disposition submissions for validation purposes.

8TRQ496: lAFIS shall recognize certain fields as mandatory when matching the »ibmis3ion with the SCHR retained in the lAFIS for the name'baued search

validation process, (Name, Height, Race of Birth, etc.).

SUR135: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions without rtr>gerprints.
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STRQ63: (AFiS shall allow to enter disposition data (i e., court ordere) in addiUon to sentericing and acquittal information.

SFR223r: NGl ahall require Mcondary tdentifiere as part of a Diaposltioo Submieaion r^ueet-

LEG FR307-. lAFiS Shall require art FNU and Date of A/restas part of a Disposition Submission request submitted by an Authorized FBI Service Provider.

STR0497: tAFIS Shall require or>e pdrnary Identifier arx^ two secondary identrflers, in additk^ to Kame and DOB, on disposltior^ submissions for validation purposes.

STR0496: IAF>S shall recognize certain fields as mandatory when matching the submission with the SCHR retained in the lAFlS for the name-based search

vaJrdalion process, (Name. Height, Place of Birth, etc.).

SUR135: NOt shall support electronic disposition submissions without fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS shall allow users to enter dispositian data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR223<: NCI shall require prtnwry (der^tlflers as part of a Disposition Maintenance request

$TRQ381; lAFlS shall store the state contn^ number for use in idenlifying the arrest record.

SUR13&: NGi shati support etectronic dispositon maintenance requests.

STRQ44S: l/^IS shall allow automated correction of dispositions without Fingerprints.

SFR2239: NGl shall require secorMtary Identifiers as part of a DIsposItlort Maintenance request
SUR136: NGI shall Support eiecironic disposition maintenance requests.

STRQ44&: lAFlS shall allow automated correction of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFRZ240: NGI Shall reject a Disposition Maintenance request when the specified primary Idenllfter is Invalid.

SIJR13B: NGI shall support efectronio disposition maintenance requsets.

STRQ445: lAFlS shall allow automated correction of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFR2241: NGI shall reject a OispositJon Maintenance request when the specified DOA is invalid.

SUR13& NO! shali support electronic disposition maintenance requests.

STRQ445: lAFIS Shall aUow automated correction of dispositions without fingerprints.

SFR2242: NGI Shall provide, as part of Conflict Resolution service, the capability to add dispositkin data to an Identity.

$LiRl60: NGI shaU provkia a conflict resolution oapabillty in support of disposition processing.

SFR2243: NGI shall provide, as part of Conflict Resolution service, the capability to reject Disposition Submission fsquests.

SUR160: NGI shall provide a conflict resolution capability in support of disposition processing.

SFR2244: NGI shall accept Direct Fingerprint Enrollment requests In bulK via muttiple methods (e.g., Ftp, CD, DVD).

SUR124: NGI shall si4>port direct enrollment of fingerprints into an SPC File.

SFR224$: NGI Shall provide a collective response for Direct Fingerprint Enrollment requests when submitted In bulk.

SUR124: NGI shall support direct enrollment of flngerprints Into an SPC File.

SFR224d: NGI shall provide a collective response for Direct Latent Enrollrrwnt requests when submitted in bulk.

SUR125: NGI shai support the direct enroHment of latent information info an $PC File.

STRQ60S; I^IS shall automatic^ly enroll a latent print added to the Interpol system in Lyon to a special population Hie In lAFiS.

&FR2247: NOl shall provide the capability to copy Identity Information from other NGI repositories Into an SPC file as part of a Special Population Cognizant File Maintenance
request

SL)Rl30: NGI shall support file maintenanca of SPC Files.

$TRQ755^ lAFlS sh^l provide the ability to easily consimct new special purposo populations.

STRQ754: lAFIS shall provide the ability to easily construct new special purpose populetions lhat can be searched using multi-modal blometrtes

supported by lAFIS and any demographic fields available to lhat population. Accass requirements can be set lo limit access to a certain eel of

users.

SFR239&: NGI shall perform a validation to ensure that submitted palrr^rint Images match the sMbmltted fingerprints, when the distal segments of the paimprint Ims^ea sre

Included in the Disposition Fingerprint Ssarch request.

$UR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submlBslone using flngerprinfo.

STRQ63: lAFlS shall allow users to erUer disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addition to sentencing and acquittal Information.
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SFR239B: MOI sAnd an Evtemaf Tenprint Fingerprint Id^tiflcatlon S«ar^ requMt to lOENT in occordaneo with Uie letoat DHSAJS-VISIT and DOJ^FBI Intaroparabltlty

interface Contrcri Agreement ae part <rf a Tenprlnt FingerpNnl Identificartton Search requeat
BI0.F£AT347; Tfie solution ahail require eff lAFlS Input data to he formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.
SUR3: NGI shall support Tanprint Fingerprint Identification Searches against designated extemai repositories (e.g., IDEhTT),

SURt: NGl shall support Tenpdnt Fingerprint Identiflodtion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAPIS shall support Tenprint Flogerpririt Identification Search requests.

SFR2400: shell send 9n External Information request to l[^NT In accordance with the latest DHSAJS'VISIT and DOJ/FBl InteroperablJtty Interface Control Agreement.
BJO.FEAT347; The solution shall require all lAFIS Input dale to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agneenwit Jointly heid by CJIS arut US-VI81T.

SUR3: NCI shall support Tenpnnt Firtgorphnt Identification Searches aga^sl designated external repositories (e.g., IDENT).

SURi: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlificabon Search requests.

LEQ.UR1: (APIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identificalion Search requests

SFR2401: NGl shall accept a response from an IDENTasaresultof an External TenprJnt Fingerprint Idendflcatlon Search request of external repositortealn accordance with

the latest OHS/US-VISIT and OOJ^BI Interoperability Interface Contra Agreement, as part of a Tenpdnt Rngerprint Identification Search request

BIO.FEAT347: The solution shall require ail lAFIS inpul data to be fonnaited in accordance with the Interface Control AgreemeAi Jointly held by CJiS ar>d US-viSIT.

$UR3: NGl shall support Tertprint Fingei^rint Identlficatlork Searches against designated external repositories (e.g . IDENT).

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingorprint identificallon Search requests

LEG.UR1! lAFlS shall supportTenprinI Fingerprint fdentificaUon Search requests.

SFR2402; NGl shall accept a response from IDENT as a result of an External Information requeet In accordance vdth the latest DH8AI8-VISIT and DOJ/FBl Interoperability

Interface Control Agreement
B10.F&AT347: The solution shall require aN lAFIS Input dale to be formatted In accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly heid by CJIS and US>VISIT.

SUR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Firrgerpdnt identifloatkin Searches against designated external repositories (e.g.. IDENT).

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprlnl tdentlticalion Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

3FR24Q3: NGl shall send an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request to (DENT in accordance with the latest 0HSAJS-V15IT and DOJ^Bi Interoperability

Interlace Control Agreement as part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search requasL
BJO.FEAT347' The solutton shell require all lAFlS input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly heid by CJIS and US-VlSlT.

SUR31: NG> shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingeiprints

STRQ63: lAFlS shall allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) in addllion to sentencing and acquittal information.

SFR2434: NGl shall accept a response fr^n an External IDENT as a result of an External Tenprint Fingerprint IdenttflcatlOri Search request of external repositories in

accordance with tfie letest DHS/US-vlSIT and DOJ/FBl Interoperability Interface Control Agreement, as part of a DIspostUon Fingerprtr)! Search requeet.

BJO.FEAT347: The solution shell require ell lAFIS input data to bo formatted in accordance with trie Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VtSn*.

SURI 8: N01 shall support the linkirrg of NGl and External System (e.g.. IDENT) records as part of a search.

BIO.FEAT269' The soiulicin shall associate biometricalty matched records that are found in both IDENT and lAFlS.

5UR3: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprirtt Idenlificallon Searches against designated external repositories (e.g.. IDENT).

SURt: NG1 shall support Tenprint Fingerprinl Ider^tiflcabon Search requests.

LEG.URt: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fir^gerprint Identification Search requests.

5UR4: NOI shsfl support a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search from an Authorized Exterrtaf System (e.g., IDENT) against designated NQI repositories.

SURI 1 NGl shell Support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenliftcation Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

3FR2405: NGl shall send an External Photo Image Retrieval request to IDENT In accordance with the latest DHS/US-VISIT and DDJ/FBI Interoperability Interface Control

Agreement vtrhsn IDENT It specified In a Photo Image Retrieval request

6IO.FEAT347; The solution shall require all lAFlS input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Conbol Agreement JolnUy held by CJIS and US-VISIT.
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SURS2: NGI shall support the retiiaval of photo information from an External System (e.g,, JDENT),

SUR51: NGI shall support the retrieval of photo jnfbrmaUon.

t.EG.UR15: lAFIS ehall support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing & unique Identifier

STRQ&2 : IPS ehall provide photo relheval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ55: IPS ehall provide photo retrieval capability comparable ts that provided to latent f ngerphnitex^iners

STRQ76: IPS shall allow Investigative type of sear^ retrieval trough NCiC.

STRQ1&6: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC io provide a Hag that an image is available, lhat is available In a separate query

STRQ476: The IAPIS IPS shalf support IPS photo retrieval via the NCiC.

STRG1 1Q0: The I^IS IPS shall support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall be available through the 'Imaging* file

in NCIC by supplying die FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted

STRQ461 The lAFfS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STR01034: IAFi$ shall support die accessing of photos accessed through NCiC with an associated ORI.

SFR2406: NGI shall accept a response from an External Photo Image Retrieval request from lOENT In accordance with the latest DHS/US^VISIT and DOJfFBI Interoperability

(ntarface Control Agreement.

BIO.FEAT347: The solubon shall raquira all lAFIS input data to be forrnatted In accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by OJIS and US^VISIT.

$UR52: NGI shall suj^rtthe retrieval of photo information from an External System (e.g.. IDENT).

SUR51; NGI shall support the retrieval of photo Information.

LEG.UR15: lAFIS shall support Photo Im^a Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier.

STR052: IPS shaJI provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

&TRQ55: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR076: IPS shall allow investigative type of search retrieval through NCIC.

&TR01 56: IPS Shall allow 2 Step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag (hat an image is available, that is available in a separate query

STRD476: The lAFfS IPS shall support IPS photo retrievai via the NCIC.

STRQ1 160: The lAFlS IPS shatr si^port IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The Images Shall be available through the "Imaging" file

In NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitted.

STRQ481: The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS shall Support bie accessing of photos accassad through NCIC with an associated ORI
8FR2407; NGI ehall send an External Photo Ima^e Retrieval request to IDENT In accordance with the latest DHSAJS-VISIT and OOJ/FBI Interoperability Interface Control

Agreement when lOENT Is specified in a Photo Informatkm Retrieval request
BIO.FEAT347; The solution shall require all lAFlS input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement JoJnlly held by CJI$ and US-ViSIT

$UR52: NGI shall support Ihe retrieval of photo Informadon from an External System (e.g., IDENT).

$UR5 1 : NGI shal support the retrieval of photo Irtfomnatlon.

LEG.UR 15: lAFIS shall Support Photo Image Retrieval Requests containing a unique identifier

STR052: IPS shall provide photo retrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STR055: IPS shall provide photo ratrieval capability comparable to that provided to latent fingerprint examiners.

STRQ76: IPS Shall allow investigative type of search retrieval fl^rough NCiC.

STRQ156: IPS shall allow 2 step photo retrieval through NCIC to provide a flag biat an image is available, that Is available in a separate query.

STRQ476: The lAFlS IPS shall support (PS photo retrieve via Ihe NCIC.

STRQ1160: The lAFIS IPS shail Support IPS photo retrieval via the NCIC. The images shall bo available through the "Imaging" file

in NCIC by supplying the FNU. Optional retrieval fields shall Include date of arrest, date photo taken, date photo submitled.

3TRQ481: The lAFlS IPS shall support the retrieval of civil photos.

STRQ1034: lAFIS sha^ support ^e accessing of photos accessed through NCIC with an associated ORI.
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SFR2403: NGI shall sand an Evtsmal Latent Print Image InvestJgation Search rsquast lo IDENT, whan designated, In accordance with th« latest DHS/US-VISJT and DOJ/FBJ

Interoperability Jnterfeoe Control Agreement.
6IO.FEAT347! The solution shall reguire all lAFIS Input data to t>e formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by OJlS and US-VISIT.

SURd7; NGI shall support Latenl Investigation Saerches of an external biometric reposrlory.

B10.FEAT176: The solulion shall Identify records as latent prints.

StJR70; NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigalion Searches.

LEG UR20' lAFlS shall provide e candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQB2; The
I
APIS transacbon for latent palm print searches shall be aWe to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for crirres, or events, to be Increased

dynamically

STRQ538: lAFIS shall alJow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STROt 11: Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same eerrioes. as latent fingerprint services provided ounrently;

applicable hardware, software, training ar^d documentation sriall be provided

5TRQ110: Latent palm print services shall provide trie same services as latertt fingerprint services provided currently: applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation sriall be provided

STR0226: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to iderttify Individuals wi^oul fingerprints, sucri as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: iAFIS shall allow alternative rt>oans to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fingers,

mlsslrrg hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: Tr»e NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 1 63: The NPPS shall alow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repoaitory in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPP& shall bo a fuHy automated segment within IAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submihad palm print Images In accordance wilh ANSI/NIST ^andards and future Elactronic Fingeiprfnt Transmission

Specification <EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment fSPPE) h which a contributor submits a

palm print Imape at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print image. The NPPS shall populete a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE>.

STRQb3l : The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both luiown and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create Jinkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services {SoS) data in support of criminal

rnvosUqations.

$TRQ 1 1$4: The NPPS Shall provide a system to Internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJI$ Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similarto whatis currently

avallabfa via tan-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Raposilory Record (PPRR),

STR0536: Latenl Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Phni Search (LPRS) capability to capture irria gas. adjust min utia marker and enter case
Irtfcrnhstlon.

STRQ 1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print cornparisone by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mjnutla

marker and enter case Irrfortnation.

STRQ 539: NPPS shall provide d>e ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STR0557: lAFlS shall provide^ capability to search Major Case Prints.

STR0960: The system shall search palm prints.
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STRQ133: 1APIS &hall provida tha ability to search palm prints ih the (APIS repositories.

STR0284: (APIS shall provide the capability to search pa^ prints similar to wttat is available for ten-print searches.

STROA56: 1APIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. paim.

STRQ1090: 1AFIS shall not necjulre the ideritffication of pdfm regions to search for palm print submissiorisfor major crimes.

STR05: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific secOilona of the phot.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case phnts.

STRQ328: NF^S shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm phnt.

STRQ637: lAFls shall allow searches of palm prints by regies.

STRQ1089: lAFlS Shall require identlficetion of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes

STRQtIOZ: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of siispects.

STRQ1104: lAPIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71: NGI shdH support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches

LfG UR21 : lAFis shall support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22; lAFiS shall provide a carvlidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQS2: The lAFiS tr^saction for latent paim pnnt searches Shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ32d; NPPS shali allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, lo be increaesd

dyr>amicdSy.

STRQ538: 1APIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated vwth. and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documeniatior shall be provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same seivicea as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ226: JAFIS shall allow altamative rrveansto identify individuals without fingerprints, such as body injured hands orfingaiB. missing hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: (APIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STR0529: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository m supporting

Federal and State law enforcerrrent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS The NPPS shall accept
electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with AN$l/NE$T standards and future Electronic Fjngea>rint Transmission
Specificdtion (£FTS> revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) In which a contributor submits a
palm print image at ihe same lime the contributor submits a teo-print imago The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository ^PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system fo internal end external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CdlS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

Investlgelions.

STRQ11G4: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal Investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrdlment and idantHicaUon capabllHiee similar to wbal is currently

available via ten-print The N^S, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).
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STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture ima^a, adjust mlnuUa marker and enter case

cnformati^-

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latant examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm pnnts. Latent Examiners shaJI have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) Capability to capture tma^es. adjust minuha

marker and enter case inromiation.

5TRQ53d: NPPS shall provide the ability ic search specific areas of a palm pnnt.

StRQ557: lAFis shall provide the capab^lty to search Major Case Prints.

5TRQ98C: The system shall search palm prir^s.

STRQ133: IAF15 shall provide the ability to search palm prints in Ihe lAFIS repositories.

STRQ284: lAFIS shall provide the capabHIty to search palm prints similar to what Is available for ten-print searches.

STRQb66: lAFlS shall provide the capability to search pakn vs. palm.

STRQ1090; lAFIS shall not require the tdenUfication of palm regior^ to search for palm print submissions for major Crimea.

STRQ5: NPPS Shan have the capability to search specifrc sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specifk: sections of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

bolh palm and major case prints.

STRQ32e: NPPS shall provide the ability lo search against specific areas of a palm print.

5TRQ637: iAFiS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRO1069: IAFIS sha4 require Identification of paim region lo search for palm print submissions for non-majorcrimes.

&TRO1102: IAFIS shall provride the ability to search latant pairri prints agalnsta list of suspects.

STRO1104: IAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR24C9: NGf shall accept a reeponse from IDENT as a ivsuK of an External Uatartt Print Image Inveatigalion Search request of IDENT in a€;cardence with the latest

VISIT and DOJ/FBI fnteroperabitity Interface Control Agreement
5IO.FEAT347: The solution Shall require all IAFIS input data to be formatted In accordance with the Interface Cc^trol Agreernent Jointly held by CJIS and US^VlSlT.

SUR67: NGl shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric reposHory.

BI0.FEA71 79: The solution shall Identify records as latent prints.

SUR70: NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: IAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Image Search Request.

5TRQ62: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically

STRQS36: IAFiS shall allow the number of cendidelee returned bye palm latent search to be user«defiried.

STRO1 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentty;

applicable hardware, software, training and dcxumentatlon shall ba provided

STRQ1 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentahon shall be provided

5TR0226! IAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify indi^duals wiihout fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc,

5TRQ224: LAFlS shall allow alternative means to identify Individuals without firtgerprints, such as badly Injured hands or fir^rs,

miseing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capaf4litjea ofti^ palm print repository.
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STRQ 1 163: Tha NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints frorn e Federal dale repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcanrtent agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shell accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSL/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specrrcatk>n (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Pafm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm phnl image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-t^nt image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS shall provide a aystem to interna! and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, (73319 linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services ($oS) data in support of criminal

investfsatpons.

&TRQ1 164; Tho NPPS shall provide a sysiern to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfocm searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal invosUgaboos. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabiliUes similar to what is currently

avaiJabte teivprlnt. The NPPS. i4)on submissiori of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shaU have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minutia marker and enter case

information.

STR01l66;The NPPS shafl provide image retrieval for palm print corr^arisons by Latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture iir^ges. adjust minutia

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ339: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STROSS7: lAFIS Shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ060; The system ^all search palm prints.

STR0133: l/^IS ehall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAf IS repositories.

STRQ2S4: lAfiS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQ556; lAFIS shall provide the capatHilry to search pelm v$. palm.

STRQ1090; lAFlS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of ^e print

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capabriity to search spacific ssctioos of the print The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the <^licy to search against specific areas of a palm print.

$TRQ637' lAFIS shaU allow searches of palm prints by regions-

5TRQ1 089: 1APIS shall require identificaUcn of palm region to search for palm prim sutmiisslons for non^rTtajor crimes

Sl^Qt 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1 1 04: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crirres to have higher prionty.

SUR71: NGI shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR21: lAFlS shall support LatarH Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR2Z: lAFIS shali provide a candidate list in response io a Latent Feature Search request.

&TRQ82: The IAFI$ transection for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand tha number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates relumed for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynantically.

STRQ533: lAFlS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.
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STRQt 11: Latent (vaJni print services shall be integrated wilh» and provide the sarhe sarvicee. as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation ehall be provided

STRQ110; Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint services provided cur^ndy; appliceble

hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STR02?6: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, mi&sir>g hands or

fingers, etc.

STRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative rneens to identify individuals without lir^gerprints. such as badly injured hands or firtgers,

missing hands or flng^, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provkje search capabilities of the palm pnnt repository.

STRQ1163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, arKl searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images in accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and future Elecl/onk: Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shdil have a Standard Palm Print Enrollmant (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print irr^age at the same time the contributor submits a ten'print image. The NPPS shall populate a new Pa^ Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Srirolfment (BPPE).

STRQ531: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal arxl e)demal customers with the capability to search both known and unkrwwn candidate

repositoriee, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In support of criniir>al

investigations.

STROi 1 64: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal end external customers with the capability to search both known and
unknown carx^dete repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enroilment and Identificallon capabilities simitar to what is cunrently

available via teivprint. The NPPS, upon sutMmlaslor^ of a palm prir^t, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR)

STR0536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker ar>d enter case
information.

STROt 165: The NPPS shall provide Image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services forunsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Saamh (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust mlnutia

mariner a nd enter ca se information

.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide tine ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ960: The system shall search palm prints.

STROt 33: lAFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in ti>e lAFlS repositories

5TRQ2S4: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what Is available forten-print searches.

STR05S6: (APIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS Shall r>ot require the identificatiort Of palm regions to search for pairn print submissions for majof crimes.

STRQS: NPPS shall have the capabtlrty to searth specific sections oflhe phnt.

STRQ4 : NPpS shall have tii e capability to sea rch specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 1 5 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

5TRQ32e: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against spedfic areas of a palm print.

STR0637: lAFlS shail allow searches of pakn prir^ta by regions.

STRQ 1089 : 1AF IS shal I req u ire klonlirpcation Of pa I
m region to seam h for palm pri nt submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQl 102: lAFlS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a lial of suspecla.
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STROt 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print aubmisalons for major crimes to have higher priority.

S^R2410: NOI Shall ««tid an External Latent Print Feature inveaUgatlon Search rec|ueet to IDENT, when designated, In accordance with the latest DHS^US-VISIT and DOJ^FBl
Interoperability interface Control Agreement.

BIO.FEAT3471 The solution shall raquire all lAFIS Input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

SUR67: NGl shall support Latent Investigation Searches of an external blorr>etiic repository,

BIO.FEAT179; The solution ^ail idenljfy records as latent prints.

SLIR7C: N01 shall support Latent Print lrT>age Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list h response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STR062: The lAFIS transaction for latent pa^ print searches ^!l be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STRQ329: NPP$ shall allow the number of carKbdates returned for latent searchee for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STROS36: 1AF(S shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user*defir>ed.

$TRQ1 1 1 ;
Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currentfy;

a^^llcable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 1 0: Latent palm print services shall provide the sanrte serinces as latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training 3r>d documentalion shall be provided

STR022d: lAFiS Shall allow alternative means to identify mdivkluais without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hai^ds or

fir>gars, etc.

8TRQ224: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to ider>tjfy individuals without fIngerpnoLs. such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or ^gers. etc.

STRQ529; The NPPS shall provide sear^ oapabiliLiea of the palm print repository.

STRQ1163: The MPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State Law enforcenwnt agencies. The NPPS shall be a fully automated segment wilhin lAFlS. 17^ NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images In accordance vrith ANSI^NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Tfdnsrtii$$lor\

Specification (EFTS) revi^ns. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print Image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-prirtt Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repo^tory (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palrn Print Enrollmeot(BPPE>.

STRQ53f: The NPPS shall provide a system to Internal and external customers wifr the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services ($0$) data in support of criminal

invesligdbons

STRQ1 164 The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal end external customers with the capability to search both known aryj

unknowr^ candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perfr^m searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shali provide anrollmenl and Identification cepabilities similar to what is currentiy

available via ten-f^nt. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm prinL shall create a Palm Print Repo^toiy Record (PPRR).

STRQS36: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust mlnutia marker artd enter case

(nfonriation.

STRQ1 165; The NPPS shall provide Image relrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Inrvages, adjust mlnuita

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQS67; lAFlS Shell provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.
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STRQ980: Thd eydlem shall search patm piinte.

STRQ133: 1AFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ3d4^ lAFiS shall provide ^e capabilHy to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-pnnt searches.

&TRQ556: lAFIS shall prD>nde the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STROlOdO: IAPIS shall fx>l require the i<tenll5catjon of palm regions to search for palm prim submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4:: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRCt325: NPPS ^all provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637; lAFIS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ10d9: lAFIS shall require Identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRO1102: lAPIS shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

$UR7t: NGl shall support Latent Print Feature Investigation Searches.

l£O.Uft21 : lAFiS ^all support Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories

LEG.UR22: lAFIS shall provide a candidate list In response to a Latent Feature Search request

STROS2: The lAFlS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases

STRQ329: NPPS sha^ allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crtmes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQ53B: lAFIS shall allow the number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be usar^definad

STRQl 1 1 : Latent palm print services shall be integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently:

applicable hardware, software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm print services shall provide the same services as latent fingerprint servicds provided currentty; applicable

hardware, software, training arrd documantation shall be provided

STRQ226: lAFlS shall allow allemalive means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or hngefs, missing hands or

rngers, etc.

STRQ224; lAFIS shall allow alternative means to Identify individu^s without Fngsrprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc

STRO$29: The NPPS shall provide search capabilllies of the palm print repository.

STRQt 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in eupporfing

Federal and State law enforcement agencies The NPPS shall be a fuuy automated segm^t within lAFiS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with AN$I/NIST standards and future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions. The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contribute aubtnits a

palm print image at the same time the contributor submits a tervprint Image. The NPPS shall popuieta a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and ^so develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STR0531: The NPPS shall provide a syatem to interna! arid external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositories, gerverate queries, create IlnKages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data In aupport of criminal

investigaticirs.
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STRQl 164: The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cjstomers wllh the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CjiS Systems of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identKicaLion capabilities similar to what is currently

availatrie via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STRQ536: Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Pafrn Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture Images, adjust minuda marker and enter case

Information.

STROl 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print conpahsons by latent examiners and service® for unsolved

latent palm prints Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minulia

marker and enter case Information.

STRQ539: NPPS shall provide Ihe ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAPiS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

STRQ980 The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: lAFiS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFlS repositories.

STRQ284: 1 APIS shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available tor ten-print searches.

STRQS56: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palm vs paJm.

5TRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identlflcdlion of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS shall have the capability to search speoriic sections of toe print.

STR04: NPPS shall have Ihe capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or IS records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall prosride toe ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints regions.

STRQ1C89: lAFIS sh^l require identificdtlon of palm region to search for palm print submlselons for non-major crimes

STRQl 102: 1APIS Shall provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQl 104: lAFIS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SFR24i1: NGI shall accepts response from IDENT as a result of an External Latent Print Feature Investigation Search request of eirtemaJ repoeltoHes in accordance with the

latest DHS/US-VJSIT and DOJfFBl Interoperability Interface Control Agreement
BIO.FEAT347: The Solution shall require all lAFIS input data to be formatted in accordance with 1h© Inlerfaco Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

SUR67: NGl shaJI support Latent Investigation Searches of an external biometric repository.

BIO,FEATI 79; The solution shaJI identify records as latent prints.

SUR70; NGI shall support Latent Print Image Investigation Searches.

LEG.UR20: IAfi$ shall provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Image Search Request.

STRQ62r The lAFiS transaction for latent palm print searches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priority cases.

STR0329: NPPS shall allow the number of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dynamically.

STRQS3d: lAFIS shall allow toe number of candidates returned by a palm latent search to be user-defined.

STRQ1 1 1 ; Latent palm print servioea shall be Integrated with, and provide the Sdrne services, as latent fingerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, trainir^g and documentation sh^J be provided

STRQl 10: Latent palm prlrit services shsil provide the same services es latent fingerprint services provided currently; applicable

hardware, software, training and documentation shall bO provided

STR0226: LAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals withcul fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

fingers, etc.
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STRQ224: lAFlS shall allow altamalive means to idartify individLials without fingerprints, such as badly Injured hands or flAQers.

missing hands or fir>9ers, etc.

STRQ52d: The NPPS shall provide search capabilities of the palm print repository.

STRQ1 163: The NPPS shell allow Ihe capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporting

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NPPS shell be a fully automated segment within lAFIS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print images In accordance with ANSI/NIST standards and Future Electronic Fingerprint Transmission

Specification (EFTS) revisions- The NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a
pairn print image at the same time the contributor submits a ten-print Image. The NPPS shall populate a new Palm Print

Repository (PPR), and also develop a Bulk Palm Print Enrollment (BPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS ^aii provide a system to intamai and external customers with the capability to search both known and unknown candidate

repositcries, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

invesligdtions,

5TR01 164; The NPPS shall provide a system to internal and external cu^omers with the capability to search both known and
unknown candidate repositories, generate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS Systems of Services (SoS) data

In Support of criminal investigations. The NPPS shall provide enrollment and identification capabilities similar to what is currently

available via ten-print. The NPPS, upon submission of a palm print, shall create a Palm Print Repository Record (PPRR).

STR0536: Latent Examinars shall have a Latent Palrn Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 165: The NPPS shall provide image retrieval for palm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case information.

STRQ53S: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific: areas of a palm print.

STRQ557: lAFlS shall provide the capa^lity to search Major Case Prir^S.

STRQ980: The system sha^ search palm prints.

STRQ133: 1AFIS shall provide the ability to search palm prints in the lAFLS repositories.

STRQ284: fAFlS shefj provide the capability to search pafm prints similar to what is av^lable for ten-print searches.

STRQ556: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search palrn vs. palm.

STRQ1090: lAFIS shall not require the identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

$TRQ5; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of ^e print

$TR04; NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sections of the print. The Type 14 or 15 records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ32d: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637: fAFiS shaJI allow seanches of palm prints by regions.

STRQt069; lAFlS shall require IdanbficatlDn of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

STRQ1102: I^IS shai1 provide the ability to search latent palm prints against a list of suspects.

STRQ1104: JAFJS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to have higher priority.

SUR71; N6l shall support Lelent Print Feature investigaticm Searches.

LE<3.UR21: iAFlS shall supporl Latent Feature Search requests of specified repositories.

LEG.UR22; lAFIS shaU provide a candidate list in response to a Latent Feature Search request.

STRQ62: The lAFIS transaction for latent palm print aearches shall be able to expand the number of candidates for high priarily coses

STRQ329: NPPS shall allow the ni.mibar of candidates returned for latent searches for major crimes, or events, to be increased

dyriamlcatiy.
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STRQS3il: LAF1& shall allow tha nurnbar of cand^dataa returned by a palm lalanl search to be usor-delindd.

STRQ11 1 : Latent palm prtnt services shall be Integrated with, and provide the same services, as latent (irrgerprint services provided currently;

applicable hardware, software, training and docurrtentallon shall be provided

STRQ1 1 D: Latent palm pririt services shall provide the sanrie services as latent fingerprint services provided currently, applicable

hardware, Software, training and documentation shall be provided

STRQ22C: lAFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers, missing hands or

firrgers, etc.

STRQ224: 1AFIS shall allow alternative means to identify individuals without fingerprints, such as badly injured hands or fingers,

missing hands or fingers, etc.

STRQ529: The NPPS shall provide search capabihlies of the palm print repository.

$TRQ1 163: The NPPS shall allow the capture, storage, and searching of palm prints from a Federal data repository in supporbng

Federal and State law enforcement agencies. The NF^S shall be a fully automated segment within lAFlS. The NPPS shall accept

electronically submitted palm print Images in accordance with ANSi/NiST standards and future Bectronic Finger^nl Transmission

Specificafion (EFTS) revisions. Trie NPPS shall have a Standard Palm Print Enrollment (SPPE) in which a contributor submits a

palm print image at the same time trie contributor submits a ten-print image Tha NPPS shall populate a new Pairn Print

Repoatory (PPR). and also develop a Bulk Palm Print EnrollmenlfSPPE).

STRQ531 : The NPPS Shall provide a system to internal and external customers with the capability to search both known and unkno«w> candidate

repositories, gerkerate queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System of Services (SoS) data in support of criminal

InvesHgatioriS-

STRQ1 1 &4: The NPPS shall provide a system to irHemal and external customers with the capability to search both krK)wn and
unknown carkdidate repositories, generata queries, create linkages, and perform searches of CJIS System 6 of Services (SoS) data

in support of criminal inyestl9ation&. The NPPS shall provide enrofiment and Identification capabilities similar to what is currently

available via leivprinl. The NPPS. upon submis^on of a palm print, shall create a Palm Prim Repository Record (PPRR)

STRQ536: Latent Examir>ers shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minuba marker and enter case
information.

STRQ1 1 65: The NPPS shall provide Irnage retrieval for patm print comparisons by latent examiners and services for unsolved

latent palm prints. Latent Examiners shall have a Latent Palm Print Search (LPPS) capability to capture images, adjust minutia

marker and enter case infonnation.

STROS39: NPPS shall provide the ability to search specific areas of a palm print.

STROfiS?: lAFIS shall provide the capability to search Major Case Prints.

5TR09dO The system shall search palm prints.

STRQ133: 1ATiS shall provide the ability to search palm pnnts in the lAFIS repositories.

STRQ2S4: IAFI5 shall provide the capability to search palm prints similar to what is available for ten-print searches.

STRQSS6: lAFiS shall provccfe the capability to search palm vs. palm.

STR01090; lAFlS shall not require the Identification of palm regions to search for palm print submissions for major crimes.

STRQ5: NPPS Shalt have tho capability to search specific sections of the print.

STRQ4: NPPS shall have the capability to search specific sectionG of the print. The Type 14 or 1S records may hold

both palm and major case prints.

STRQ326: NPPS shall provide the ability to search against specific areas of a palm print.

STRQ637r lAFlS shall allow searches of palm prints by regions.

STRQ1069; lAFIS shall require identification of palm region to search for palm print submissions for non-major crimes
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STRQ1102: IAF1S provida tha ability to sa^rcM latant palfTi printa against a list of suspects.

STK011C4: fAFfS shall allow palm print submissions for major crimes to hat^e higher priority.

SFR2419: NGl shall axlract flrv^arprlnt featuraa from lha ftncsrprlnt ims^M provided Jn tha FIrtgerpHnt Image Replacement request.

$UR121; NQI shall Supporttha rnairilanance Of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintertance of criminal flrigeiprint records.

SFR2414>: NGi ehafi perform an Image quality check on a FIngerprirtt Ima9e Replacement request based on image quality standards.

$UR121: NGI shall support tha rnaintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAPiS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingerprint records,

SFR24f$: NGl shall compare the fingerprint features extracted from the fing^print images provided In the Fingerprint Image Replacement request against ths fingerprint

features of the candidate provided to Ill/Verlfy.

SUR121; NGI Shall Support the maintenanca of fingerprints

L&Q.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of crimlruil fingerprint records.

SFR24lb: NGi shall calculate a match score for the candidate resulting from a Fingerprint Image Replacement request.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fiogerprint records

SFR2417: NGI shall dsterrrilr^ a non-ldentificadon decision fw a cendidsts that has a mah^ score below die minimum threshold for Ill/Verify as part of a Fingerprint Image

i^piscemarrt request.

SUR121: NGl shall support the maintenance of fingerprints.

LEG.UR33; lAFlS shall support file maintenance of crimir>al fingerprir>1 records.

SFR241B: NGI Shall determine a positive MentlAcatlon decision for a candidate that has e match score above the high congdance threshold as pari of a Fingerprint Image
Replacement request

$UR121*. NGI shall support the rr^lntenanca of fingerprinlG.

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of crimir>al fingerprint records

SFR2419: NGI shall require an Authorized FBI 3ervlce Provider to perform a rnartuaJ FIC when (he candidate returned as part of the Fingerprint Image Replacement request Is

below the high confidence threshold.

SUR121: NGI shall support the meintenarK::e of fingerprints

LEG.UR33: lAFlS shall support file meintenancs of criminal fingerprint records

SFR2420: NGI shall require a second Authorised FBI Service Provider to perform a manual FJC to confirm a positive identification whan the candidate returned as part of a

Fingerprint Image Replacement request is below die low confidence Oireshold.

SUR121: NGI shall support the maintenance of fingerpnnts

LEG.UR33: lAFIS shall support file maintenance of criminal fingarprir>l records

8FR2421: NGI shall send art IDENT Hh Notification to the tESCi based on LE8C NoUficatk>n Rules, when a NFF Criminal Print Ident request results in a positive Idantificaticsn

to an Identity containing an External System link for the IDENT system.

6IO.FEAT401: Tha solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a biometricaily-confirmed match In iOENT.
SUR169! NGI shall send IDENT Hit notificalions to the LESC.

BIO FEAT401; The solution shall generate a notiricafiooto the LESC for custodiai (criminal booking] submtssior^s that result in a biometncally-coofirmed match
in IDENT.

6IO.FEAT402: The solution shall geoarate a notification to the L£SC for all custodial (crirtvnai booking) submissions wllh a foreign or unknown place of birth

BIO.FEAT403: The notiftcatlon delivered to the LESC shall follow NIets User and Technical Guidelines.

BIO.FEAT4Q4: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for national eecurity arid certain approved public trust background checks that result in a
biometrlcelly'Oonflrmed match in IDENT.
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BfO.FEAT^OS: Tha solulion shall gmer^ts a notifccation to tha LESC for all custodial (chminai booking) submissions lhat result in a malcti against an lAFtS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth.

8IO.FEAT406: The notjfpcatiCNi deNvared to the LESC Shall include the lAFlS identifying nuinber, if available.

8IO.FEAT-407: The solution Shall exclude notification to the LESC for submissions that result In a biomotrically confirmed match in lOENT against lAFIS

provided data, other KSTs. with no associated DHS encounter.

$FR2422: NGI shall vahdale the UCN and SID Included In the NFF Criminal Print Ident request* prior to generating searches to External Systems.

6(0.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT data through tho 90lJtk>n.

BIO FEATt44: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFlS data through the solution.

BIO.F&ATI&S: For non-criminal justice purposes, a biometric vedfication of a positive identification must be performed by the FBI or a State Identification Bureau (S^B) prior to the

release ofCHRl.

BIO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biomethcs that have a biometrical iy-verifidd link to infomnation stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC. DOS CLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems )

that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS. the solution shall provide access (o that Information.

SUR157: NGI shaH support NFF State CPI Notifications

LEQ.UR49: lAFlS shall support NFF State Crimiodl Print Ident (CPJ) notifications.

$FR2423: NGI shall retrieve the composite fingerprint Images for the specified UCN Included In the NFF Crtmlne] Print Ident request

BlO FEAT143; User groups currenBy accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT data thro^h the solution.

BIO,FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFlS data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT225: A$ new fingerprints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall qu^y the databases (IDENT and lAFiS) to identify whether this person has been seen before.

BIO.FEAT24d; When either IDENT or lAFiS stores biometrics that have a biometrical ly-verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC. DOS CLASS. DOD, and NFF state aysterris ) that interfaces with either lOENT or lAFlS. the solution shall provide access to that k^formation.

SLIR157; NGI Shell support NFF State CPI NotifiGations.

LEG.UR4a: lAFIS shall support NFF State Criminal PPnl Ident (CPI) notifications.

SFR2424: NGI ahaU include a unique transaction cemtroi number (TCN) In an External Tenprint Fingerprtnt Identification Search request, as part of the NFF Crintinal Print Ident

request
BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFfS and IDENT data through the solution

BIO.FEAT144: User groups cunently accessing lOENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFIS data through (he solution

BIO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biemetiics that have a biometrically-verified link to information stored within an exiemal system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD. and NFF state systems

)
that interfaces with either JDENT or lAFiS. the solution shall provide access to that information.

B10.FEAT396: The solution shall replace the TCN with an FNU. when avaiiabie, for an lAFIS criminal submission with a positive IDENT match within a SWiourlimefrarTw.

SUR157r NGI shall support NFF Stale CPI Notifications.

LeG.UR49: lAFlS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notificalions

$FR242$: NGI shall record the correlation between the Identified UCN and the unique transaction contra number (TCN) Included In an External Tenprint Fingerprint

identification Search request, as part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident requesL
BIO.FEAT143! User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT data through the solution.

BiO.FEATl44: User groups cunrenlly accessing IDENT shall have access to bolh IDENT and lAFIS data Borough lha solution.

BIO-FEAT24d: When either (DENT or IAF1S stores biometrics that have a blomethcally-veofied link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems ) that Interfaces with either IDENT or lAFlS. the solution shall provide access to that information.

BIO.FEAT396: The solution shall replace the TCN with an FNU, whan available, for an lAFIS criminal submission wUh a positive IDENT match within a 2fi-hour timeframe

SURlST: NGI shall support NFF Slate CPI NotificationG.

LEG.UR49: lAFIS shall Support NFF State Crirninal Print Ident (CPI) notifications.
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SFR24Z0: NGi aha|] as part of an Eiiterfi^ TonpHnt Fifigarprtnt Idsntificatlon Saarch raquast against an sxternaJ rapository whothar or not tha Extomal Systam should

aslablith a link tuasd on Evtarn^ Syatem Search rulaa whan the external system search raagits In a positive ident(licaUon» as part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident retiueat

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDEM data through the sdulion

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT ^ell hsvo access to boQi lOENT and lAFIS dale through tho solution.

BIO.FEAT225: As new fingerprints are provkied to the enterprise, the solution shall query the databases (IDENT and lAFlS} to identify whether this person has been seen before.

BiO.FEAT249; When either IDEM or lAFIS stones biometrics that have a biometrically-verilied link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, QOS CLASS. OOO, and NFF state systems ) that Interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS. ihe solution shall provide access to that information.

DIO.FEAT338: The soKjUoo shall enable a user to enter an lAFIS unique IdentincaCor number to return the Jinked IDENT unique IdenbncatJon number
SUR157: NGi Shall Support NFF State CP] Notifications.

L£Q.UR4Sr fAFiS shall support NFF State Criminal Print (CPI) notifications.

SFR242T: NGI shall send an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request to an External System (e.g., IDENT), based on External System Search rules, when no
record link exists to that External System for the given UCN.

Bl0.rEATl43: User groups currently accessing lAFiS ^all have access to both lAFIS and IDEM data through the solution.

BiO.FEATi44; User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDEM and lAFlS data through the solution.

BIO FEAT225: As now fingerprints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall query the databases (IDEM and lAFiS) to identify whether this person has been seen before

BIO.FEAT249; When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biometrics that have a biometrtcally-vertfied link to infonnation stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
arid SEVlS through LESC, DOS CLASS, OOD, and NFF state systems ) that irrterfaces with either IDENT orlAFlSjhe solution shall provide access to that Information.

BIO.FEAT3381 The solution shall enable a user to enter an lAFIS unique identification number to return the linked IDENT ur^ique kjenLlfEcatlon number

.

SUR157: NGI shall support NFF State CP] Notifications.

LEG.UR4S: lAFIS $h<UI support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) nouficaliona.

SFR242S: NGi ehsti send an External Tenprfnt Fingerprint Identification Search request to an External Syatem, when the external system Is not IDENT, in accordance with the

latest EBTS as part of the NFF Criminal Print fdant request

SUR157: NGI shall support NFF Stats CPI Notifications

LEG.LIR491 lAFIS shall support NFF Slate Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notiffcationfi.

SFR2429: NGI shall send an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request to lOENT in accordance with the latest 0HS/U5-VISIT and DOJ/FBI Interoperability

Inlerface Control Agreement as part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

BIO FEAT143: User groups currently accessing IAFI5 shall have access to boti^ lAFIS and IDEM data through tiie soHjlion.

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accdSdlng JOENT shall have accesato both lOENT and lAflS data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT22S: As new fingerprints are provided to the errterpri$e. the solution shall query the databases (IDEM ar;d lAFIS) to Identify whether this person has been seen before.

BIO-FEAT24d: When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biometrics that have a biometrical ly-varified link to information stored within an external system or agerrey (such as CLAIMS
and SEVlS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOO, and NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDEM or lAFlS, the solution shall provide access to that iriformation.

GiO.FEAT347; The solution shall require all IAFI5 ir^put data to be formatted In accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

SUR157: NGI shall support NFF State CPI Notifications.

LEG.UR49: lAFIS shall support NFF Stale Criminal Print ident (CPi) notifications.

SFR2430: NGI shell sand an External Infonmation request to an External System {e.g-, E^ENT) based an Exterrral System Search rules, when the designated repository Is

external and a record link exisla to that External System; as perl of the NFF Criminal Print Ident requssL

BIO.FEAT143; User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFkS and IDEM data through the solution.

BIO-FEAT144: Usergroups currently accessing lOENT shall have access to both IDEM and lAFlS data through the solution.
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BIO.F£AT225: As new fingerprints are provided to thvs enterprise, the so1utk>n shell query the detebeses (JDENT and lAFIS) to identify whether this person has been seen before.

BIO.FEAT249; When either IDENT or IAPIS stores biometrics that have a bionrietrically-ve rifled link to i reformation stored wtthin an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems ) that Interfaces with either IDENT or lAFlS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

SUR157: NGI shall support NFF State CPI Notrficalions-

LEG.LIR49; lAFIS Shall support NFF Stats Criminal Print Ident (CPI) riotifications.

$RR24>31 : NGI shall include the UCN ^d the external system Jink identifier in an External Information request, ee part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

BiO.FEAT143: User groups cumentty accessir^ lAFlS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT data through the solution

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFlS data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT225: As new fingerprints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall query the databases (IDENT and lAFlS) to Identify whether this person has bean seen before.

BiO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biometrics that have a bJon>etrically«verified link to Information stored wilhir> an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, 000, and NFF state systems

)
that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

BiO.FEAT338t The solution shall enable a user to ertter an lAFIS unique identification number to return the linked IDENT unique ider)tilicatfon number

.

SUR157; NG! shall support NFF State CP) Nolificatiors-

LEG.UR49: lAFlS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifications.

$FR2432: NGI shall send an External Information request in accordance with the latest EBTS version^ when the external system is not IDENT as part of a NFF Criminal Print

Ident request..

SUR157: NGI shaH support NFF State CPI Notification b.

LEG.UR49: lAFIS shall support NFF Slate Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifcationa.

SFR2433; NCI shall send art External Information request to IDENT In accordance with the latest DHSAJS-VlSlT and OO-J/FBl Interoperability Interface Control Agraerrient as

part of a NFF Criminal Print Ident request

EiO.FEAT143: User groups ounehtly acceeeing lAFIS ehall have access lo both lAFIS and IDENT data through the soluliori.

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to tfoth IDENT and IAFI3 data through the solution.

B(O.FEAT225: As new fingerprints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall query the databases (IDENT and lAFIS) to Identify whether this person has been seen before.

BIO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biometrics that have 3 biometrical [y*srerified Hnk to Information stored vrithin an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC. DOS CLASS. OOO, and NFF state systems ) that Interfaces wHh either IDENT or lAFIS, the solution shall provide access to that Infonmatlon.

B10.FEAT347: The Solution shall require all lAFlS input data to be formatted in accordance with the interface CcK^troi Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

$UR157: NGI shall support NFF State CPI Nobficabr^s.

LEC.UR49: lAFlS shall support NFF State CrirrHoal Print Ident (CPI) nobficabons.

SFR3434r NGI shall accept a response from an ExtemaJ System as a result of an External Information request In accordance whh the latest EBTS version when the external

eystem Is not JDENT, ae part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

SUR157: NGI shall support NFF State CPI NotHleeilons

LEG.UR4g: lAFIS shall support NFF Stale Criminal Print Idsnl (CPI) notifications.

SFR2435: NGI shall accept a reeponea from IDENT as a reeultof an External Information request repositories In accordance with the latest DH&AJS*VISIT and DOJ/FBf

Interoperability Interface Control Agreement, as part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

B(0.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAf IS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT data forough the solution.

BIO.FEAT144. User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFIS data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT182: The solution shall employ a standard format for query responses.

DIO.FEAT163: The sokiUon shall provide all biomelrically verified information in a single response.
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B10.FEAT225: As new fir>gflrpnnt6 are provided to the enterprise, the solutton shall query ^e databases [lOENT and lAFIS) to identify whether this person has been seen before.

BIO FEAT249: When either 1DENT or lAFlS stones btometrios that have a bjometncally-vehfied link to information stored wilhin an external system or agency <such as CLAIMS
and SEViS through LE$C, DOS CLASS, LXXD, end NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFlS, the aolulion shall provide access to that information.

BIO.FEAT347: The solutiOfi shall require ail lAFlS input data to be formatted in accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJiS and U$-VISIT.

SUR1S7: NG) shall support NFF State QPI Nolificailons.

LEG.UR49r lAFfS shall support NFF Slate Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notificaliona.

8FH24M: NGt shall accept a response from an External System as a result of an External Tenphnt Flngeri^lnt Identification Search request of external repositories in

accotdani:* with the latest EBTS verelon arhen the extern^ system is not IDENT, es part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

SUR157: NGi shall support NFF State CPI Notificatione.

LEG.UR49: lAFlS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifications.

SFR2437; NGI Shall accept a response from IQENT es a result of an External Tenprint Fingerprint IdenUhcatJon Sean^h request of external repositories In accordance with the

latael OHSAJlS^VtSIT end DOJ/FBI Interoperability Interface Control Agreement, as part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request

BIO.FEAT143. User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to bo^ lAFIS and ICENT data through the sc^ulion.

BiO.FEAT144. User groups currently accessing IDENT :^a1l have access to both IDENT and lAFIS data through the soluban.

6IO.FEATld2; The soJuhon shall employ a standard format for query responses.

BlO.FEAT163r The solution shall provide all biomslrioally verifted informaboo in a single resporkSO.

BIO.FEAT225: As new flngerpiints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shall query tha databases (lO&^T and lAFIS) to Identify whether Ihls person ha$ been seen before

BIO.FEAT249; When either IDENT or lAFIS Stores Dlomstrtcs that havs a blometrioaily-verified link to informatioh stored within an extemai system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DQD. and NFF atate systorrrs ) that interfaces with either lOEfTT or lAFiS, Iho solgtloin shall provide access to that information.

BIO FEAT347: The solution shall require all lAFlS Input data to be formaded In accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

SUR157: NGI shall support NFF Slate CPJ Notifications.

LEG.UR49: lAFIS shall ^pport NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notiflcattons.

SFR2438: NGI shall accept an emtemat eyatem UnK identifier and biographic data from an External System (•.g.> IC^NT) Jn a response to an Extemai Tenprint Fingerprint

Identlhcatlon Search request, as part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

BIO.FEAT2S; The solution shall be able to accept biographic and biometric information from extemai blomeblc systems.

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFiS arx) IDENT data through the solufion.

6lO.FEATt44: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and IAFI8 data through the solution.

8IO.FEAT225: As new fingerprints are provided 1o the snteiprise. the solution shall query the databases (IDENT and JAFIS) to identify whether this person has been seen before.

SIO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or (APIS stores biometrics that have a biometrtcaHy'verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVlS through LESC. DOS CLASS, OOD, artd NFF slate systems

)
that Interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS, the solution shelf provide access to that Information.

BIO-FEAT372: The sdutlon shall include, at a minimum, limited biographic infomiatlon in association with a unique identifier. Last Name, First Name. DOB. Gender.

SUR157: NGI shaH support NFF State CPJ Notificallons.

LEG.UR49^ lAFlS shall support NFF Slate Criminal Print Ident (CPI) r>otifications.

$FR2438: NGI shall accept a unique transaction control number (TCN) from an Extern^ System (e.g., IDENT) In a response to an Extemai Tenprirtt Fingerprint Identification

Search request as of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

BIO.FEAT2S: The solution shall be able to accept txographrc and biometric informalion from external biometric systems.

BiO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFlS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT data through the solution.

BJO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAF/S data through the saJution.
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BIO.FEAT249: When either IDENT or lAFfS stores bksmetiics that have a biomelricalty'Verified link to infoonalion stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SE\^S throjgh LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD. and NFF slate systems ) that Interfaces with either lEDENT cr lAFIS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

BiO.FEAT3d6: The solution shall replace the TON with an FNU, when available, for an I APIS criminal submission with a positive IDENT match within a 26-hour Umetrame.

SUR157; NGl shall support NFF Stale CPI Notiflca lions.

LE6.LiR49: lAFIS shall Support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPi) notificatrons.

8FR2440: NGl Shalt determine the Identified UCN using the unique transaction controt number (TCN) returned In an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

reeponee, and the prevloueJy recorded UCNfrCN cortelotion when an External Tenprlnl Rngerprint Identifloation Search results In a positive IdanUflcatJon, as part of the NFF
Criminal Print tdent request.

BIO.FEAT26; The solution shall be able to acc^t biographlG and teomabic infonnatkm from external biometric syslems.

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFlS and IDENT deta through the solution.

BIO.FEAT144; User groups cun-ently accessing lOENT shall have access to both tDENT and lAFIS data through the solution

BIO.FEAT249: When either fOENT orlAFtS stores biomel/KS that have a blometffoally-verified link to infonnation stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
aiKl SEVIS thrckigh LESC, DOS CLASS, DOO. and NFF state systems } ^at interfaces with either IDENT or lAFlS, the solution shall provide access to that Information

BiO.FEAT396: The solution shall replace the TCN with an FNU, when available, for an (APIS chcnlnal submission with a [Msltive IDENT match within a 26-hour timeltanrve.

SLIR157: NGl shall suppo*t NFF Stale CPI Notifications.

LEG.UR49: (APIS shall support NFF State Chminai Print Id^t (OPl) notifications.

$FR244t; NGl shall update an Identity with the information contained In an External Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search responie from on External System {e.g., lOENT),

as part off the NFF CrlmlnsJ Print Ident request.

8IO.FEAT66: The solution shall provide the ability for the data owning agency to ejecifonicelly i^date biographic information.

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFIS and IDENT data through the solution.

DIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFIS data through the solution.

DIO.FEAT225: As new fingerprints are provided to the enterprise, the solution shell query the databases (IDENT and lAFlS) to identify whether this person has been seen before.

BIO.FEAT249; When eifoer IDENT or lAFtS stores biomethce that have a biometdcally-verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC. DOS CLASS. DOD, and NFF slate systems ) that Inlerfaces with either IDEhTT or lAFlS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

SUR157; NGl shall support NFF State CPi NolJflcalions.

LEG.UR49: lAFIS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifications.

SFR2442: NGl shall serid a TCNfUCN cOfrelation mesaage to on Extema] Syetem (e.g., lOENT), providing the IdertUfled UCN when oii External Tenprint Fingerprint

identlAcatlon Search reaulte In a poeftive Identification, a» part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident requeat-

BfO.FEATl43: User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both lAFIS and IDENT data through the soiulion.

BfO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to bolh lOENT and lAFIS data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT249: When either lOENT or lAFIS stores biometrics that have a biomethcally-verified link lo Information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems ) that internees with either IDENT or lAFIS. the solution shall provide access to that information.

BIO.FEAT396: The solution shall replace the TCN with an FNU, when available, for an lAFIS chminai submission with a positive IDENT match v^in a 26-hour timeframe.

SUR1S7: NGl shall support NFF State CPI Notifications.

LEG,UR49: lAFIS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifications

SFR2443: NCt shall send a TCN/UCN correlation message to an ExtemaJ Syetam In accordance with Ihe letesl EBTS version whan the external system Is rrot IDENT, as pad of

the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.

SUR157! NGl shall support NFF Stats CPI Notifications.

LEG.tJR49: lAFIS Bhall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notificetions.

8FR2444: NGl shall send a TCN/UCN oorrelatiort meseoga to IDENT In accordance with the latest OHS/US*VISlT and OOJfFBl Interoperability interface Control Agreement, as
part of the NFF Criminal Print Ident request.
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BIO .FEAT143: User groups currently accossing iAFlS shall have apcass to both lAFIS and data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently acces^rtg iDENT shall have access to bo^ IDENT and lAFIS data through the solution.

BlO.FEAT249r When either IDENT or lAFIS stores blometrKS that have a biomethcallv^verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
an<J SEVIS through LESC, DOS GLASS, DOD, and NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFlS, the solution shall provido access to that tnidrmatlon.

BIO.FEAT347: The solution shall re<juir« all lAFIS input data to be formatted ir> accordance with the Interface Control Agreement Jointly held by CJIS and US-VISIT.

BIO.FEAT3d6: The solution shall replace the TCN with an FNU, when available, for an lAFlS chminal submission with a positive IDENT match within a 26-hour timeframe.

SUR1S7: NGl shall support NFF Slate CPI Notifications,

LEG-UR'ta: lAFIS shall Support NFF State Ciiminal Print Id^(CPl) notifications.

$FR2445: NQI itiall send «n lAQ to the LESC as part of a NFF Crimlnsf Print Ident request when an IDENT record exists.

BlO.FEATt43: User groups currently acces^ng lAPlS shall have access to both lAFlS ar>d IDENT data through the solution.

BIO FEAT144: User groups currenUy accessing IDENT shall have access to both lOENT and lAFIS data through the solution

0IO.FEAT249; When either IDENT or lAFIS stores biometrics that have a blomeUlcalty-verified link to Information stored withip an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEV1S through LESC, DOS ClASS, OOO, and NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFiS, the solution shall provide access to that inforrnatlon.

BIO.FEAT401; The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) subinissions that result in a blomalrically-connrmed match in lOENT.

SUR167: NGl shell support NFF State CPI Notifications.

LEG.UR49: 1AF|S shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifications.

SFR2446: NGl ahalJ send an lAQto LESC In accordance with the Nteta User and Technical Guide.

6IO.FEAT143: User groups currently accessing IAFI5 shall have access to both lAFlS and ID&^ data through the solutter^.

BIO FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and lAFIS date through the solution

BIO.FEAT249: When either lOENT or lAFIS stores biometiics that have a biomelrioally-verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DQD, and NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS, the solution shall provide access to that Information

BIO.FEAT401 : The sotetcon shall generate a notification to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a biometricaily-confirmed match in lOENT

SUR169: NGl shall send IDENT Hit notificaltons to the LESC.
&IO.FEAT401 : The solution Shall generate a notificatjor) to ths LESC for custodial (chminal booking) submissions that result in a biometricaiiy^confrrmed match
in tDENT.

SIO.FEAT402: The solution shall generate a notification to Ihe LESC for ail custodial (chminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT403: The notification delivered to the LESC shall follow NIets User and Technical Guidelines.

BI0.FEAT404: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for national security and certain a^H^roved public trust background checks that result in a

biometiically-confirmed match In IDENT.

BIO.FEAT40S: The sdulion shall generate a notification te the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a match against an JAFIS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth.

SIC FEAT406: The notification delivered to the LESC shall ir>clude the lAFlS identifyir)g number, if available

BlO FEAT407: The atiulion shall exclude rctificaHort to the LESC for submissions that result In a biometrically confirmed match in IDENT agjunst lAFlS

provided data, other than KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SFR2447: NGl shall accept an 1AR from (ha LESC in accordance with the NIata User end Technical Guide.

BIO.FEAT143: User groups currenUy accessing lAFlS shall have access to both I APIS and IDENT data through the solution.

BIO.FEAT144; User groups currently accessing IDENT shall have access to both IDENT and IAPIS data through the solution.

BtO-FEAT249: Vi^n either lOENT or lAFlS stores biometrics that have a biometricaJly-verified link to information stored within an external system or agency (such as CLAIMS
and SEViS through LESC, DOS CLASS, DOD, ar>d NFF state systems ) that Interfaces with either IDENT or lAFlS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

B10 FEAT366: The solution shall allow the uaer to designate if a biometric match within IDENT will return a response from the LESC.
SUR169; NGl shall send IDENT Hit notifications to the LESC.
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BlO.F£AT4Dl: Th$solLiUon shalJ genofale d nabficdti^n to the LE5C for custodial (criminel t>o<^in9 j eubmiseions that result in a blometiically-confirmed match

in lOeNT,

B1O.FEAT402: The $olotlon shall generate a roHfication to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booNing) eobmisslons Mith e foreign or unknown place of birth

BIO.FEAT403: The notification delivared to the LESC shall follDw Niets USief and Technical Guidejines.

BtO.F£AT404: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for national security and certain approved public trust background checks that result in a
biomeiricdily-cohfirrried match in IDENT,

6JO.FEAT405; The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submlGSlone that result in a match against an lAFlS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth

BfO.FEAT4Q€: The notification delivered to the LESC shall Include the I^IS identifying number, If available.

BIO.FEAT4D7: The solution shall exclude notification to the LESC for submissions that result in a biometrically confirmed match In IDENT against lAElS

provided data, other than KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SFR244t: NGI «h4^l comt^ne the LESC lAR end the External System Resporree when ttie External System le IDENT as part of an NFF Criminal Print Ident request
8JO.FEAT143; User groups currently accessing lAFIS shall have access to both 1AFIS and IDENT data tivough Ihe solution.

BIO.FEAT144: User groups currently accessing iDENT shall have access to both iDENT and lAFlS data through the soluUor^.

BIO.FEAT224; Tho solution shall clearly identify from where the data is retrieved (JOENT or EAFIS).

8IO.FEAT24P: When »(her lOENT or lAFlS stores biometrics that have a biometrically^verified fink to Information stored withfn an external system or agefx:y (^ch as CLAIMS
and SEVIS Ihrough LESC, DOS CLASS, OOD. and NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS, the solution shall provide access to that information.

SUR169: NGI shall send IDEM Hit notifications to the LESC
BIO FEAT401 : The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for custodial (crimmi booking) submissions that result in a biometrically-confirmed match
^iDENT
6IO.FEAT402: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

B1O.FEAT403: The notification delivered to the LESC shall fellow Niets User and Technical Guideilnas.

BI0.FEAT4Q4: The sQluttoa shall generate a noiiflcation to the LESC for national security and certain approved public trust background checks lhai result in a
biometricatty'ConfirTned match in IDENT.

8IO.FEAT405: The sdutkon shall generate a notirfcatlon to the LESC for all custodial (criminal bookirtg) submissions that result in a match against an lAFlS

record coniainkng a foreign or unknown place of birth

SIO.FEAT406: The notification delivered to the LESC shall include the kAFiS identifying number, if available.

BIO.FEAT407: The solution shall exclude notification to the LESC for submissions that result in a biometrically confvmed match in II^NT against lAFiS

provided data, other than KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SFR244d: NOI shall forward the External Syatem Response Independent of the NFF Criminal Print tdeni reqiMSt raspone* to an Authorized Contributor Jn accordance with the

lateet EBTS version.

E!O.FEAT143; User groups currently acces^ng lAFlS shall have access to both 1AF1S and IDENT data through the solution.

610 FEAT144: User groups currently accessing IDENT ^11 have access to both lOENT and lAFIS data Ihrough the solution.

BiO.FEAT224: The solution shall dearly Idenlify from where the data is retrieved ((DENT or fAFlS).

BiO.FEAT24d: Whan either IDENT or lAFlS stones biomatrics that have a biometrically-verified link to informatiorr stored within an external system or agency (auch as CLAIMS
and SEVIS through LESC. DOS CLASS, DOD, artd NFF state systems ) that interfaces with either IDENT or lAFIS, the solutiorr shall provide access to that information.

SURlb7: NGI shall support NFF State CPI Notifications.

LEG,UR4©; lAFIS shall support NFF State Criminal Print Ident (CPI) notifleations.

SUR169; NGI shall send IDENT Hit notifications to the LESC.

B10.FEAT4C1: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a biomeiricaliy'Conrirmed match
in IDEM.
a(O.FEAT402: The solulion shall generate a notif^tlon lo the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.
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B(O.FEAT4C3: Ths notffk:abon delivered to the LESC shell follow Nl^s User and Technical GuideUndB.

6IO.FEAT404: 1>ie solution shall generale a notification to the LESC fcN* national security and certain approved public trust background checks that result in a
biometrically-confirmed match in iDENT.

BIO.FEAT405: Ihe soiution shall generate a notification to the LESC for ^1 custodial (crfminal tMOkJng) submissjons that result In a match against an IAF1S

record containing a foreign or unknown place of bir^.

BIO.FEAT406: The notiticalion delivered to the LESC shall Include the lAFFS identifying number, if available.

BIO.FEAT4C7: The solution ^all axcluda notifrcation to the LESC for submissions that result in a biomebically confirmed match in IDENT againal lAFIS

provided data, other thart KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SFR;2490: NGI shall send a Foreign or Unknown Place of Birth Notification to the LESC, based on LESC Notification Rules, whert a crimlnai Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

Search ccMitains a aubject with a foreign or unknown place of birth and the date of the event is wtthin the LESC notification time limit

BIO.FEAT4Q1: Tha solution shall generate a notificatior» to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions (hat result in a biometrically'confirmed match in lOEhTT.

BIO.PEAT402: The soluHon shall generate a notiflcaiion to the LESC for all custodial (crimmai booking) submisfiiori& with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT403: The noliffcetlon deitvered to the LESC shall follow Niets User and Technicai Guidelines.

B10.FEAT4C4: The solution shall geherate a notlficatior\ to the LESC for national security and certain approved public trust background checks lhat result in a blometnically-

confirmed match in IDENT.

BtO.FEAT405: The solution shall generate a notiflcaiion to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a match against an lAFlS record containing a

foreign or unl^own place of birth.

BIO.FEAT406: The notifrcation delivered to the LESC shall include the lAFlS ldentifyir>g nurnber, if available.

BIO.FEAT407: The solution shall exclude notrtication to the LESC for submis^ons that result in a blomethcally confirmed match in IDENT against lAFtS provided data, olherthan

KST's. with no associated DHS encounter,

SUR168: NOI shall send Foreign or Unknown Place of Birth notifications to the LESC.

B!O.F£AT401: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a biomeUicaliy^onfirmed match

in IDENT.

B lO.FEAT402 : The sol ulion shall generate a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth

.

BtO.FEAT403: ITie notification doliv^d to the LESC Ghall follow Niets User and Technical Guidelines.

BI0.FEAT404: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for national security arKi certain approved pubNc trust background checks that result in a

biorrvethcally-coofirrrted match In IDENT.

BtO.FEATAOS: Tho solution shall generate a notificatlori to the LESC for all custodial (crimlndl booking) submlsskHis that result in a match against an lAFlS

record conlaining a foreign or unknown place of birth.

B(O.FEAT406: The notrficetiori delivered to the LESC shall Include the lAFlS identifylr^ number, If available.

6iO.FEAT407; The eolulion shall exclude notification to the LESC for submlsslone that result in a bk>metrlcally confirmed match in fDENT against lAFIS

provided date, other than KST’s, enth no aeeociated DHS encounter.

SFR24S1: NG) eheil send a Foreign or Unknown Place of Birth Notification to the LESC, based on LESC Notification Rules, when a criminal Tenprint Fingerprint Identification

Search resuita in a positive Ideotlficatlon to an Identity wHh a foreign or unknown piece of birth end the date of the event is within the LESC notification time limit.

BlO,F£AT401 : Trie solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for cuslodlal (crimlnel bookir^) submissions that result in a biometricelly-conflrmed match in IDENT.

BiO.FEAT402: The solution shall generate a notificatioo to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions wtth a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT403: The notification delivered to the LESC shell follow Niets LFser and Technical Guideiines.

BiO.F£AT404: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for national security and certain approved public trust background checks that result in a blometricaliy*

confirmed match in IDENT.

BIO FEAT405; Tha solution Shall generate a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submieslons that result in a rrudeh against an fAFlS record containing a
fbrergn or unknown place of birth.

B1O FEAT406; The notification delivered to the LESC shall include the lAFIS Identifying number, if available.
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BJO F£AT407: Tha solution shall exclude notificalion to the LESC for suhrm^iens that result in a bicmetricaliy confirmed match in IDENT against IAF1S provided data, other than

KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SURi6d: NGl shall send Foreign or Unkrvown Race of Birth notrTfcatlons to the LESC.

BiO.FEAT401 : The solt/lion ^aJI generata a notification to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions (hat result in a biomebicaHy'ConfHTned melch
in IDEMT.

6(O.FEAT402: The solution shall generate a notiflcetion to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

5IO.FEAT403: The notification delivered to the LESC shall follow Niels User and Technical Guidelines.

B(O.FEAT404: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for nalicioal security and certain approved puWic tnjst background checks ttiat resulUn a
blometrically-oonflrmed match in IDENT.

BIO.FEAT405: The solution shall generate a notiflcalion to b>e LESC for all custodial (criminai booking) subrnissions that result In a match against an lAFlS

record containing a foreign or unkrK>wn place of birth.

BIO.FEAT406: The notification delivered to the LESC shall include Ihe 1AFIS ldentifylr)g number, if available.

6IO.PEAT4CI7. The solution shall exclude notificetlon to the LESC for su^lssions that result in a biomethcally confirmed match in IDENT against lAf1$

provided data, other than KST s, with no assodated OHS encounter.

SFR2452: NGl shall send a Foreign or Urvknown Place of Birth Notification to the LCSC Iri accordance with the Nfets User and Technic^ Guttle.

6IO.FEAT401: The solution shall generate a notiffcatbn to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result In a biot^etrically-cooflrmed imatch in IDENT.

6ID.FEAT402^ The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminai booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT403; The notification delivered to the LESC shall follow NIets User and Technical Guidelines.

6IO.FEAT404: The solution shall generate a nobfkifUton to the LESC fbrrvational security and certain approved public trust background checks that result in a biometricelly-

confirmed match In IDENT.

BIO.FEAT405-. The solution shall generate a notificatkin to the LESC ibr all custodial (crimirvai booking) submissions that rssult In a match against an lAFlS record containir^ a
foreign or urvknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT406: The notification delivered to Ihe LESC shall Include the lAFIS identifying number, if available.

BIO.FEAT407: The solution shall exclude notificatton to the LESC for submissions that rssult in a biometrically confirmed match In IDENT against lARS provided data, other than

KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SUR166; NGl shall send Foreign or Unknown Place of Birth notifications to the LESC.
BIO.FEAT401 : The solution shall genarate a notification to the LESC for custodial (cnminal booking) submissions that result In a biometricalty-confirmed match
in IDENT.

BIO.FEAT402: The solution shall generate a notification to ths LESC for all custodial (cnminal booking) submissions with aforeign or unknown place ofblhh.

BIO.FEAT403: The rvotification delivered to the LESC shall follow NIets User and Technical Guidelinds.

BIO.FEAT4Q4: The solution shall generate a notification to tho LESC fur nationai security end certain approved pubNc trust background checks that result in a
biometricaHy'Oor^fiimed match in IDENT.

BIO.FEAT40&: The solution shall generate a notification to the lESC for all custodial (criminal bookirvg) submissions that resull in a match against an lAFIS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO FEAT406: The notification delivered to the LESC shall include the lAFlS identifying number, if available.

BIO FEAT407: The solution shall exclude notiflcatiw> to the LESC for submissions that result in e biometrically confirmed match >n IDENT against lAFIS

provided data, other than KSTs, with no associated DHS encounter.

SFR24S4: NGl shall send an IDENT Hit Notification to tho LESC, based on LESC Notification Rutos, when a Tonpirirtt Fingerprint (dentlflcatioh Search resuits in a positive

Identification to an tdentily containing an Extemai System link for the IDENT system and tbs date of the event is within the LESC notification time limit

BIO FEAT401 ; The solution shall generate a r>otjfKalion to the LESC for custodial (criminal booldng) submissions that result in a bkometricaily-confirmdd match in IDENT.

KO.FEAT4Q2; The solution ehall generate a riDfificatkin to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth

BIO.FEAT403: The notificatfoc delivered to the LE&O shall follow NIets User and Technical Guidollnea.
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BIO.F£AT404: The solution sh^ll generate a notificaliqn lo the LESC fornelionsi security and certain approved public trust background checks lhat result In a biometricalty-

coofirmed match in IDENT.
BIO.FEAT405: The solution shall generate & notificaUon to the LESC for all custodial {criminal booking) submissions that result in a match against an lAFtS record containing a

foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO F£AT406: The no^ftcation delivered to the LESC shall irrcludethe lAFIS identifying number, if available.

BIO.FEAT407: The solution shall exclude notification to the LESC for submissions trial result In a blorretiicafiy conrrrmed match in IDENT against IAFI5 provided data, other than

KSTs, with no associated DHS encounter.

SUR169: NGI shall Send IDENT Hit notiticaUons to the LESC.
BfO.FEAT40l : Trie solution shall generate a noUfkation to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a bkirrietricairy-confirmed match
In IDENT.

BrO.FEAT402: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for ail custodial (cfiminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BfO.FEAT403: Tha notification delivered toUie LESC shall follow Niets User and Technical Ouidelines.

6iO FEAT404i The solution shall generate a notificetlon to the LESC for national security and certain approved public trust background checks that result in a
bjom$tricaiiy<onfirTned match in lOENT.

B10.FEAT40S^ The solution shall generate 0 noGfication to the LESC for all custodial (crimlrtai booking) submissions that result in a match against an lAFIS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT406: The notifioallon delivered to the LESC shall include the lAFIS rdentifying number, ifaveilable.

BIO.FEAT407; The solution shall exclude notification to the LESC fOr submissions Chat result in a biometricelly confinned match in lOENT against lAFiS

provided data, other than KST's, vrith no associated OHS ancourtter.

SFR24SS: NQI ahalt send an IDENT Hit Notification to the LESCt based on LESC Notification Rufat, whan a Tanprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search resufta In a match within

the IDENT system and the date of the event ie wtthin the LESC notification time limit

BiO.F£aT401: Trie solution shall generate a notification to the LESC forcustocfial (criminal booking) submlsslona that result tr^ a biomeirtcally-conlirmed match in IDENT.

BIO.FEAT402; Ttio solutfon shall geriorate a notification to the LESC for all custodial {criminal booking) Kibmi8Eion& with a foreign or unknowr) place of birth.

BIO.FEAT403: The notircatlon delivered to the LESC shall follow NMs User and Technical Guidelines.

BiO.FEAT404: Trie sotubon shall generate & notification to thp LESC for national security and certain approved public trust backgrourvd checks that result in a blomalrically-

confirmed rnatch in lOENT,

6fO.FEAT405: Trie solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a match against an lAplS record containir»g a
foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT4Q6: The notification delivered to the LESC shall include the (APIS kJeotifylng number. If available.

B1O.FSAT407; The solution shall exclude notificailon to trie LESC for ^bmlssions that result In a biometricelly confirmed match in IDENT against lAFiS provided data, other than

KST's, with no associated DHS encounter.

SUR169: NOI shall send IDENT Hit ncKilications to the LESC
8l O.FEAT40 1 : The sol utlon shall ger>erate a notification to the LESC for custodial (cri minal booking ) submissions (hat resu It in a blometricatly-K^ortfirmed match
In IDENT.

BIO.FEAT402: The solution shall generates notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT403: The notification delivered to the LESC shall follow Niets User and Technical Guidelines.

B(O.FEAT404: ITie solution shall generate a notification to ihe LESC for national security and certain approved public tnjst background checks that result in a
biomelrically-confirmed match In JDENT.

BIO.FEAT405: Trie solution shall generate a notification to the LESC tor aN custodial (cnminal booklr^) submissions that result in a match against an lAFIS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth.

8(O.FEAT406r The notifk:alion delivered to the LESC shaH Include the lAFIS identifying number, If available.
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BtO.FEAT407: The $olutiOh ^ai( exclude ootificetion to the LESC far eubrniseione that result in a tHomeUically' cohfifrned match in IDENT against tAFlS

pmvided data, other than KST'a, wi^ ro associated DHS encounter.

SFR24$6: NGt shall send an IDENT Hit Notification to the LE$C in accordance with the Nlata User and Technical Guide,

BIO FEAT401: The solution shall generate a notification lo the [.ESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result in a bloirietrtc^lly'Coririrmed match in IDENT
B1O.FEAT402: The solutron shah generate a notificabon to the LESC for all cu^didl (criminal bookirtg) submissions with a foreign or unknown place of birth

B1O.FEAT403: The rxotification delivered to the LESC Shall follow Niels User and Technical Guideiiries.

B10.FEAT4C4: The solution shall generate a notification to the LESC for nafioi^ai security and certain approved public (rust background checks that result in a biometricahy-

confirmed rnatch in IDENT,

BIO.FEAT405: The solution shall generate a notification lo the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result lo a match against an lAFlS record con(ain»nga

foreigrv or unknown place of birth.

B10.FEAT4(^: The notidcation delivered to the LESC shall include the lAFIS identifying number, if available.

BIO.FEAT407r The solutior> shall exclude notification lo the LESC for submissions ^at result in a biometrically conflnned match In IDENT against lAFiS provided data, other than

KST'8. with no associated DHS encounter.

SUR169: NGI shall send lOEkrT Hit notifications to the LESC.

BIO.FEAT401 : The solution shall generate a notiflcalion to the LESC for custodial (criminal booking) submissions that result In a blometrioady-confirmed metch
fn IDENT.

BIO.FEAT402' The solution Shall genarata a notification to the LESC for all custodial (criminal booking) aubmissJons with a forotgn or unknown place of birth.

8IO.FEAT403: The notification delivered to the LESC shall follow NletK Lf$er and Technical Guidelines

BIO.FEAT4C4: The solution shall generate a notificafion to the LESC for national security and certain approved public trust background checks that result in a
bfometricarty-confinrted match in lOENT.

BIO.FEAT405: The solution shall generate a rotificatlori to the LESC for all custodial (crnminal booking) submissions that result in a match against an lAFtS

record containing a foreign or unknown place of birth.

BIO.FEAT406: The notification delivered to the LESC shall Include the lAFiS identifying number, If available

BIO.FEAT407: The solution shall exclude nolifvcation to the LE5C for submissions that result in a blotrtetricaily confirmed match in IDENT against lAFlS

provided data, other than KSTs. with no associated DHS encounter.

$Ffl24$6: NOI shall accept an EKterrial Subject Search (ESS) Request in accordance wilti the latest E8TS version.

LEG.FR672: lAFIS shall accept ao External Sut^ect Search (ESS) Request In accordartce with the latest EBTS version.

SIIRS2: NQl shall support Subject Search requests based on biographic Information.

LEG.UR17: lAFiS shall Support Subject Search Requests based on biographic Information

SFR2459: NCI ehall provide a reeponee to an External Subject Search (ESS) Request tn accordance witfi the latest EBTS version.

LEG.FR873; lAFIS ehali provide e response to an External Subject Search (ESS) Request in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

&UR63: NQl shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search request.

LEG.URiS: lAFiS shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search Request.

SUR62: NGi shag support Subject Search requests baaed on biographic information.

LEG.UR17: lAFlS shall support Subject Search Requests based on biographic information.

8FR24E0: NCt ehall provide an electronic Identity NEetory Summary for each candidate In reeponee to an External Subject Search (ESS) In accordance with the latest EBTS
varaton.

LEG.FR674: lAFlS shall provide an electronic Identity History Sheet for ea^ candidate Jn response to an External Subject Search (ESS) in accordance with the latest EBTS
version.

SURS3: NGi Shall provide a candidate list in response to a Subject Search request

LEQ.URIS: lAFlS shaD provide a candidate List in response to a Subject Search Request.

SURfi2: NGI shall support Subject Search requests based or biographic InfQrrriation.
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LEG.UR17: lAFIS fihatl support Subject Soarctn Requests based on biographic intermalion.

SFR24^; NGl thaJI iMrform a cascaded supplarmntal ftn^erprint and palmprlnt search oMhe ULF when the supptemenUd fingerprint and palmprlnt submitted with a Tenprint

Finge^rkt tdenttflcatlon Search request meets the minimum quality «tar>dar<l for supplemental fingerprint and patmprirtts In aoiMiirdane* with cascaded search business

SUR17: NGl shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt informallon as part of a Tenpdnt Fingerprint Idenlificatlon Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQlOdi: lAFlS shall require Idenlificalion of the orientation for palm print Gubmisaions non -major crimes.

SUR1: KK3f shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identificatipn Search requests.

lEG.URI: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search requests.

SFR2462: NCI shell perform a cascaded supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt search of the marked SPC Files, if (he aupplemerttal firtgerprint artd palmprlnt submitted with a

Tanprini Fingerprint Identification Search request meets the minimum quality standard for supplemental fingerprint and paimprints in accordance with cascaded search

bualnses rules.

SUR17: NGl shell enroll supplernentp] fingerprint and palmprlnt information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Idenlificetion Search.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091: lAFlS Shell require Identification of the orientallon for paJrn print submissions for rK)n-major crimes.

SURV NGl shall su[:>port Tenprint Fingerprint identiflcaliori Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFiS shall suppi^ Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR2463: NGl shall advise the Authorized Contributor when a auppfsmerrtal fingerprlrit and palmprlnt is anroHed as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search

reqtMSi, but falls to meet minimum quality standards for supplemerttal fingerprint and palmprlnt searching.

$UR17: NGl shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprint infoimalion as part of a Tenprint Firrgarprint Identification Search.

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091: (APIS shall require fdenlfication of the orientation for palm print submissions forrvon-ma|or crimes.

SUR1 : NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI; lAFJS shall support Tanprint Fingerprint idenlifioation Search requests.

SFR2464: NCI shall advise (he Authorized FBI Service Provider when a supplemental fingerprint and paJmprtrrt Is er)ro4led as a result of a Tenprint Fingerprint Iderrtlfication

Search request, but falls to meat minimum quality standards for supplemental fingerprint and palmprlnt searching.

SUR17: NGl shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ3; Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRO1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissionG for non-major crimes.

SUR1 : NG! ^ail sut^orl Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR24eS; NGl shall advise the Authorixed Contributor when a supplemimtal fingerprint and paimprint Is r»ot enrolled due to a failed validation of fingarprints to supplemental

fingerprint and paimprints when processing a Tanpiint Fingerprlrit Idanliflcatlon Search request

$UR17: NGl shall enroll supplemental fing^rintand paimprint information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprirtl Identificatior Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints Shalt be Type 1 4 and 1 5-

STRO1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-major crimes.

SUR1: NGl shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URI: lAFIS Shall support Tenprint Fingerprint identifcalion Search requests.

SFR2466: NGl shall advise the Authorized F&l Service Provider when a supplemental fingerprint end paimprini le not enrolled due to a failed validation of fingerprints to

supptementel flngerprintand paimprints whan processing a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SliR17: NGl shall enroll SLipplemental fingerprint a rxt paimprint information as pert of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQ1091: lAFlS shall require identiticatjon of the orientation for pairn print submjs&loos for non-major crimtes.
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SUR1: NGI stiah support Tonprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1; lAFIS shell Support Tehprint Fingerprint Identificelion Search requests.

SFR24fif; NGt shall perform e cascaded supplerrMintal fingerprint and paimprint search of the ULF, In accordance with cascaded search busineae rvjles» when the

euppleirental fingerprint and paimprint submitted with an International Terrorist Ideritificatlan Search request meets the minimum quality etandard for supplemental

fln|}«r|Mint and paimprinis.

SUR17: NGI Shall enroll supplemental fingerprint arid paimprint infprmatiori as part of a Tenprinl Fingerprint Identification Search.

STR03: Major Case Rints shall be Type t4 and 15.

STRQ1091; lAFIS Shall require identrfication of the orientation for paim print submissions for non* major crimes

SUR1: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint IdenUfioation Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFlS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Idenllficdlion Search requests.

$FR2466: NGI shall perform a cascaded supplemental fingerprint and paimprint search of the marked SPC Files. In accordance with cascaded search business rules, if the

supplemental fingerprint and paimprint eubmitted with an International Terrorist Identification Se^h request meets the minimum quality standard for eupplementaJ

flnge’^E^t and palm prints.

SUR17: NGI shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint loantiflcatioh Search.

STRQ3: Major Case Prinis shall be Type 14 and 15

STRQiOdl: lAFiS shall require identifcalitxi of the orientabcm for palm print submissions for non^major crimes.

SUR1: NGI shall supporl Tenprint Fingerprint lOenlificabon Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

SFR246d: NGI shall perform a cascaded supplemental fingerprint and paimprint search of the ULF when the supplemental fingerprint and paimprint submitted with a

Disposition Fingerprint Search request meets the minimum quality standard for supplemental fingerprint and palinprinta in accordance with cascaded search business rules.

SUR17r NGI shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search,

STR03: Major Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15.

STRQIDdt; lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submiesions for non- major crimes.

SLIR1 : NQI shall support Tenprint Fir>gerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.URIr FAFiS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

$FA2470: NOl shall perform a cascaded supplemental fingerprint and pa1mpr1r\t search of the marked SPC Files designated for cascaded searches, If the sjpplamer\UI

fingerprint and pi^mpHnt submitted with a Disposition Fingeiprint Search request meets the minimum quality standard for supplemental fingerprint and palmphr^ts lr»

accordance wdth cascaded search business rules.

$UR17: NGI Shall enroll supplemental fingerprint and paimprint information as part of a Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search.

STRQ3: Majjor Case Prints shall be Type 14 and 15

STRQ 1091: lAFIS shall require identification of the orientation for palm print submissions for non-maior crimes.

SURI: NGI shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search requests.

LEG.UR1: lAFIS shall support Tenprint Fingerprint Identificdtion Search requests.

SFR24-71: NGI Shall advise the Authorized Contributor when a supplemental fingerprint and paimprint is enrolled as a rasuli of a Diiposltlon Fingerprint Search request, but

fa4l8 to meet mtrtimum quality standards for supplen%Mtal fingerprint and paimprint searching.

SLJR31: NGI shdU support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STRQ83: lAFIS Shan allow users to enter disposition data (i.e., court orders) In addition to sentencing and acquittal inforrration.

SFR2472: NGI shall advise the Authorized Contributor when a supplemental fingafprint and paimprint Is not enrolled due toe failed validation of flrtgerpiints to supplemental
fingerprint and peimprints when proceesing a Di^osltlon Fingerprint Search request.

SUR31: NGI shall support electronic disposition submissions using fingerprints.

STR053: lAFlS shah allow users to enter disposition data (I.e., court orders) in addction to sentencing and acquittal infomnation

SFR2473; NGI shall perform a cascaded fingerprint search of the ULF, in accordance with cascaded search business rules, as a result of Flng^prlnt Verification raqueste.
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$FR2474: NGI shall perform a cascaded fing^priftt search of (he marked SPC Flles^ in accordartce with cascaded search buaineaa ruiee, as a result of Fingerprint Verlflcadoi^

requeata.

SFf%247S: NGI shall Include a unique tranaacUon control number (TCN) In an External TenprJnt Fingerprint Identification Search request as part of a Tenprlnt Fingerprint

Identification Search request

&FA2479: NGI shall record the correlatlofi between the Idend^d UCN and the unique transaction control t>uniber (TCN) Included in an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint

Identification Search raqua at when a Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search request results Ir a positive Identlllcation.

SFR2477: NGI shall record the correlation betvreen the UCN easigned to the newly enrolled Identity and the unique transaction control number (TCN) Included In an External

Tenprtrrt Fingerprint Identification Search request when a Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Sear^ request results in a non-ldsnUfication decision.

SFR2478: NGI shall accept a unique transaction control number (TCN) from an Extemel System (a.g., IDENT) In a response to an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identlflcetlon

Search requeet as part of a Tenprlnt Fingerprint Iderrtlflcatlori Search request.

SFR2479: NGI shall determine the UCN using the unique transaction control number (TCN) returned In an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint IdenUHcetlon Search response, and the

previously recorded UCN/TCN correlation when an External TeniMint Fingerprint Identification Search results in a positive identification as part of a Tenprlnt Fingerprint

SFR248i>: NGI shall send a TCN/UCN correlation message to an External System (e.g., lOENT), providing the Identified UCN when an External TenprIrH Fingerprint

Identification Search results in a positive IdentiEcatfon as pert of a Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identlflcetlon Search request.

SFR24S1 ; NGI shall send a TCN/liCN correlation message to an External System In accordance with the latest EBT8 version vdien the external ayatem is not lOENT ae part of a

Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcatlon Search request

SFR24S2: NGI shall send a TCN/UCN correlation message to IDENT In accordance with the latest DHS/US«VIS1T and DOJ/FBI IntaroperabNIty Interfaca Control Agreement as

part of e Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search requeat.

SFR2443: NGI shall Include a unique transaction control number (TCN) In an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint IdentiflcaUon Search request ss part of a Disposition Fingerprint

Search request.

SFR2494: NGt shall record the correlation between the identifled UCN and the unique transaction control number (TCN) included In an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint

Iderttffkatlon Search request when a Olspoeltion Fingerprint Search request results in a positive Identification.

SFR2485: NGI shall record the correlation between the UCN assigned to the newly enrolled identity and the unique iransaction control number (TCN) included In an External

Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search request when a Disposition Ffitgerpdnt Search request results In a non-identification decision.

SFR2466: NGI shall accept a unique transection control number (TCN) from an External System (e.g.> IDENT) in a reeponse to art External Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification

Search request at part of a Disposition Flngarprint Search request.

SFR24S7: NGI shall determine the UCN using the unique transaction control number (TCN) returned in an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint Idantiflcation Search response, and the

previously recorded UCN/TCN correl^on when an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint identification Search results In a po^ive identification as p^ of a OisposilJon Fingerprint

Search request

SFR24(g: NGI shall sertd a TCN/UCN correlation message to an External Syetem (e.g.» IDENT), providing the IdentlRed UCN >i^n an External Tenprlnt Fingerprint

identification Search results In a positive Identification as part of a 0ispo8ltl<M) RngerpNnt Search request

SFR24$S: NGI shall tend a TCN/UCN correlation message to an External System In accordance with the iateat EBTS version when the external system Is not IDENT as part of a

Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

SFR2400: NGI shall send a TCN/UCN correlation message to IDENT In accordance with the latest DHSAiS-VIStT and DOJ/FBI fnteroperabllKy Interface Control Agreement as
part of a Disposition Fingerprint Search request.

SFR2461: NGI shall accept a Rapid Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search request from an Authorized Contributor in accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SFR3492: NGI shall accept a Rapid Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search requeat from an Authorized External Symtem (e.g., IDENT) In accordance with the latest EBTS vsrsi

SFR24S3: NCI shall accept fiat flngeqirfnta as part of a Rapid Tenprlnt Fingerprint Identification Search request
SFR24Si: NGI shall require a designation of the NGI reposltory(les) against which Angerprint data should ^searched as part of a Rapid Tenprlnt Fingerprint identification

Search request.

SFR2485: NGI shall extract fingerprint features from the fingerprint Images provided in the Rapid Tenprlnt Fingerprint IdMtiificatlon Search request.

SFR24tiB NGf shall perform an automated fingerprint Image quality check on a Rapid Tenprlnt Fingerprint IdentiflcaUon Search request based on image quaJliy standards.
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SFR2497: NO shall reject a Rapid Tenprtnt Fingerprint Identification Search request when the fingerprint images fail to satisfy minimum fingerprint Image quality standards.

5FR2498: NGI shall perform a fiat fingerprint search of the repository(let} designated in a Rapid TenprJnt Fingerprint Identification Search request.

SFR2499: NGI shall perform ^1 Rapid Tenprint Flngtrprlntldentlficatfon Search reqi»»sts against composite fingerprints.

$FR2500: NGI shall search (he designated repos itoryfies) using the srctracted fingerpilnt features from the Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Identiflcation Search request.

SFR2501: NOI shall catcuiats a match score for each candidate resulting horn a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint identification Search request.

SFR2502: NGI sh^l provide a response to e Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Idendficatlon Search request based on epeclel processing indicator dlssemlnatiorr rules.

&FR2903; NGI shall provide a "Red Light" indIcatrM* as part of a Rapid Tenprint Flrtgerprlnt Identification Search responee, when the match score for any candidate resulting

from a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint IdendficaHon Search request is above the high confidence threshold.

SFR2504: NGI shall provide e "Green Light" indicator as part of a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response, when the match scores for all candidatefs)

resulting from a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request Is equal to or below the high confidence threshold.

SFR2S0S; NGI shall provide a "Green Light' indicator as part of a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search response, when no cam^dates result from a Rapid Tenprint

Fingerprint Identification Search request

$PR250S: NOI shall provide a reject response for a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request when the associated fif>gerprints fail to satisfy minimum
firtgerprlnt lirtage quality standards.

$FR2S07: NGI shall provide a responsa to a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint (dentlficatlon Search request from an Auttiorized Contributor In accordance with the latest EBTS veraion

SFR2508: NGI ahall provide a responsa to a Rapid Tenprint Fingerprint Identification Search request from an External System In accordance with the latest EBTS version.

SFR2509: NGI shall accept Identity History Reqiteste In bulk via multlfrie methods (e.g.» ftp, CD, DVD).

LEG.FR&67: lAFIS shall accept bulk Oriminal History Requests from >^thorized Conlribulors in accordance with the EBTS.
SUR43: NGI shall support ihe retrieval of Identity Hrstory information.

LEG.UR1 1 r lAFIS shall support Criminal History Inforrnation Requests containing a uriique identifier.

LEO JR12: lAFlS shall support CivN History Information Requests containing a unique Idantifler.

STRQ100: The Syslem shall send back ail hformation on the Criminal Justice applicants, retained by the FBI, to the originet request

STR09d: The system shall send back all InfOTmation (criminal history, wanted, suspected terrorists, ete) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, far both original request and Rap Back.

STROlfi4: lAFIS shall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent to SI8

STRQ102; lAFlS shall be at^e to send aJI responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to originating requestor in addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQS15: The Enhanced lAFlS repository shall provide a full range of civil search and response services associated with crimlrmi file activity plus access to

cMI dale (e g., CRN, subject descriptors, contributing agency, reason fingerprinted, and civii history).

STRQ99d: lAFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TR0992: lAFlS shall make miiltary and ICE fingerprint records acces^ble for search.

&TROd9d: lAFIS shell make military fingerprint records accesslbfe for search.

STRQ99S: lAFIS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shall make military and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STR01136: lAFIS shall provide the ability to dlectitmlcally acceas the military database files.

STR0132: lAFlS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRO1S0: lAFIS shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STR01 1 34: lAFIS shall have the capability to convert Mllitaty records Into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.

SFR25'{0: NGI shall provide a coltecfiva rasponae forldar^dty History Requests when submitted In bulk.

LEG FRSg?: lAFIS Shall accept bulk Criminal History Requests from Authorized Contributors in accordance with Ihe EBTS.
SUR43. NGl shall support the retrieval of Identity History information.

LEG UR11: lAFlS shall support Criminal History Information Requests containing a unique identifier.
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LEG.LfR12: (AFIS fihaK support Civil History information Requests containing a unique identifier.

STRQ100: Ttie System shall send back all Information on the Criminal Justice applicants, mtainad by tha FBI, to the original request

STR099: The system shall send back ail information (crimlr^al history, vranted, suspected terrorists, etc) on Criminal Justice applicants retained

by the FBI, for both original request and Rap Back.

STRQ104: lAFlS shkall be able to send all responses (criminal, civil, rap back) directly to ortginafing requestor ir^ addition to respcHises being ser^t to SIB

STRQ102; lAFlS shall be able io serKj all responses (crimkial, civil, rap back) direcUy to originating requestor Ir^ addition to responses being sent

to SIB

STRQ515: The Enhanced lAFlS repository shall provide a full range of civil search end response services assodaied with criminal file activity plus access to

civil data (e.g.. CRN, subject ddscrtptora, contributing agency, reason fmgerprHnied, and Civti history).

STR0993: 1AFIS shall make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ992: lAFIS shall make milftary and ICE fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ998; fAFiS shsil make military fingerprint records accessible for search.

$TROd9d; lAFlS shall make ICE fingerprint records accessibie for search

STRQ9Q2: lAFIS shall meka military and ICS fingerprint records accessible for search.

STRQ1136: lAFIS ^%ail provide the ability to alectronrcaily access the military database riles

STRQ132: lAPis shall provide the ability to electronically access the military database files.

STRQ130: lAFiS shall provide the ability to electronical ty access the military database files

STRQ1 1 34: lAFIS shell have the capability to convert Ullktary records into an electronic civil file and automate the retrieval of these records.
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